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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an ethnographic account of the Buli, an Austronesian-speaking and
predominantly Christian group numbering some 3,500 people who live on the central east
coast of Halmahera in the northeastern comer of Indonesia. The study focuses on the Buli
category of gua, a cannibal spirit that possesses particular people and forces them to attack
and devour the liver of fellow villagers. Such attacks cause serious illness and often death.
Taking the events that surrounded gua attacks and gua deaths as my point of departure, I
attempt a semiotic and phenomenological analysis of the gua, its characteristics and its
actions. I argue that the gua is a real social agent whose significance speaks to fundamental
aspects of Buli ontology and whose presence is latent in most domains of Buli everyday life
and world-view.
I begin by analysing the symbolism of gua violence and propose that it is intimately
related to Buli conceptions of the body and to the general corporeal construction of the
world. This embodied conception of the world includes notions about how to secure the
integrity of the human body and how to comport oneself properly, but also extends to rules
of house and canoe construction as well as to ideas about space and topography. In all these
areas, the gua constantly intervenes in a disconcerting fashion. Similarly, the actions of the
gua, said to be motivated by envy, greed, aberrant hunger and lechery, are deeply entangled
with Buli moral behaviour. This is especially clear in exchange behaviour which I divide
into two related types: ceremonial exchange and everyday forms of food sharing. Exchange
etiquette harbours an inherent tension, a tension of which the gua is the most cogent
manifestation.
I describe the other main spirit agents in Buli: the ancestors (smengit), the guardian
spirits (suang) and the mythical hero Ian Toa.

After analysing the myths and rituals

associated with these spirit agents, I conclude that they, despite their strong moral
opposition to the gua, each share significant features with it. None of these spirit agents nor
the role they perform for Buli people can be understood without reference to the gua. The
same ambivalent relationship with the gua also pertains to the Sultan of Tidore, once the
political sovereign of central Halmahera. The Sultan is regarded as the bringer of customary
law (adat) to Buli society and much of Buli cultural identity is tied up with their position
vis-ä-vis Tidore and its place among the other three original kingdoms of the ‘Spice Islands’.
The figure of the ruler of Tidore was central to the rebellions in which Buli was involved
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and the Sultan is still today an important
symbolic presence in Buli ceremonial life.

vi

The embodied moral conception of the world that I describe for Buli contrasts with the
Christian theology which they, like most Halmaherans, have adopted from a succession of
Dutch missionaries up to the Second World War.

I trace the history of conversion in

Halmahera and argue that millennial ideas as well as concerns about sickness and death were
powerful motivations for conversion. I propose that concerns with the gua or the suanggi
(as it is glossed in Malay) have played a significant, if subterranean role, in the acceptance
of Christianity in Buli and Halmahera. The importance of the gua in contributing to the
creation of Buli history is not only restricted to the past, it is also detectable in the present.
Conflicts ensuing from gua attack are thus often at the heart of confrontations between Buli
communities and representatives of the Indonesian nation-state. In addition to serving as a
medium for describing Buli society and ontology, the gua, in other words, also provides a
perspective on the engagement of Buli society with modernity and its multi-faceted
relationship to the Indonesian state.
The gua is not, therefore, an isolated phenomenon of belief and I eschew use of the
term ‘witchcraft’ to describe it because of the universalism and reductionism that it often
implies. Rather, the gua stands in a complicated relationship to the whole of Buli society.
It is an ambiguous reflection of Buli experience and ontology that highlights the other,
unsettling, side of all social and cultural processes, including exchange, personhood,
sociality and group identity. It emphasises that feelings of unease and dread are as much
part of cultural experience as are feelings of certainty and comfort.
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A NOTE ON ORTHOGRAPHY

Buli is one of over half a dozen languages and dialects in Halmahera and surrounding
islands that belong to the South Halmahera-West New Guinea (SHWNG) subgroup of
Austronesian languages (Blust 1978). Some of the closest related languages include Maba,
Sawai, and Patani. Buli language occurs in two dialects: Buli proper spoken in the villages
surrounding the main village of Buli, and Wayamli which is spoken in villages to the north
of Buli. While the Buli language is the medium for conducting most affairs of village life,
everyone in the village of Waifll also speaks North Moluccan Malay (NMM), a regional
variety of Malay, with at least some degree of fluency. Throughout the thesis I employ
italics to indicate words and phrases in Buli or in any other local language. North Moluccan
Malay differs, at times significantly, from standard Indonesian (Taylor 1983; Voorhoeve
1983). However, in order to avoid the confusion of a plethora of type-faces, both Indonesian
and North Moluccan Malay words appear in bold type-face. In addition, Dutch words are
underlined.

During the last 12 months of fieldwork, Buli was my main language of

communication in Waiflf and below I give a short linguistic introduction to the language as
well as a guide to the orthography used.

Being unfamiliar with linguistic analysis, the

introduction below is provisional at best and readers uninterested in Buli language may want
to go to the Introduction at this point.
No recent linguistic analysis has been done on the Buli language. Maan (1940, 1951)
still provides the most exhaustive, if not completely satisfactory, description of Buli
language. In rendering Buli words, I have followed Maan (1951) as closely as possible, but
I have adapted to Buli the orthography of Simplified Spelling (EYD) as applied to standard
Indonesian after 1972. Buli language has nineteen consonants.

In conjunction with the

table of vowels on page xx the table below provides a guide to the letters used in the thesis.1

stop

vl.
vd.

fricative
nasal
trill
lateral
semivowel

labial

apical

laminal

dorsal

P
b
f
m

t
d
s
n
r
1

c[t.n

k
g
h
ng [p]

w

j [d3]
ny [p]

_____ I _____

This table is a revision of Maan (1951:14) based on helpful suggestions from Dr. Charles
Grimes. The phonetic symbols shown in brackets in the tables are meant as a help to
pronunciation only and are not used elsewhere in the thesis.

Although the consonant Ijl occurs predominantly in loan words (e.g. Ijamanl Arabic ‘era’), it
is also found in a few original words: Ijekel ‘toadfish’; Ijegeril ‘civet cat’. The consonant ///
also occurs allophonically as [<j>]. The consonant Ihl merits special mention since Whisler
(1992:10), for instance, regards it as a borrowing in the Sawai language. In Buli, it seems,
Ihl is an inherited phoneme, although its status is unclear. As a fricative, Ihl may derive
from the apical fricative Is/ as Maan (1951:18) has speculated. For example:
(Buli) [ahdi] ‘what’; (Wayamli) [sai]

(Buli) [tahlen] or [taslen] ‘he on the back’.

At other times [h] seems to be an allophone of /r/, especially at word boundaries
luatlzol ‘old man’ -> [uahleo].
Sometimes Ihl is also an allophone of the labial fricative Ifl. This seems consistently to be
the case in constructions that combine the Stative prefix lma-1 (indicating a certain state or
propensity) with the causative prefix lfa-1 indicating an action by the subject:
/ma-fa-lalao/
—>
/ma-fa-darawa/ —»

[mahalalao] ‘healer’/ma-fa-payaol —> [mahapayao] ‘sorcerer’
[mahadarawa] ‘her’ /ma-fa-sula/ —> [mahasula] ‘bossy person’

In a nasal environment, however, Ihl has a different realisation. If it precedes one of the
nasal consonants, it is pronounced as a voiceless nasal (where the air is let out through the
nose while the mouth is closed). Here, too, Ihl derives either from Ifl or /s/. It occurs both
in initial and middle positions:
[uhngo] or [usngo] ‘face’
[mahngel] ‘dream’ (Maan 1940 gives hnafngelf)
[hnyao]
‘stomach’
[hma]
‘father (term of reference)’
[smar ramdr] ‘fathers and cross-sex siblings’

[ngahnyo]'name’, but [ngasan] ‘title’
[hnye] ‘mother (term of reference)’
[hnyai] ‘bowels’
but

Most consonants occur in all positions. Exceptions are Ihl, /c f Ijl, /ny/, and lyl which never
occur in the word final position.
Maan distinguishes five vowels (Jal, lei, HI, /o/, luf) but speculates that a total of eight
is a possibility (Maan 1951:12). While I agree that the vowels lei and lol also occur as Id
(epsilon) and /o)/ (open o), respectively, I have been unable to distinguish two forms of Iat.
Although the question will ultimately have to be solved by linguists, it is possible that Buli
has seven vowels, like the neighbouring Sawai (Whisler 1992:17). Whisler tables the Sawai
vowels as follows:

high
mid
low

front
i
e
[e]

central

a
unrounded_______

back
u
0
[o]
rounded

xxi

Examples of the usage of IzJ and h i in Buli are:
lebail
lean!
Ilel
lelanl
Itotolangl
Inofl
Ikoro/

[‘ebai]
[‘ean]
t‘le]
[‘elan]
[to’tolarj]
[nof]
[koro]

‘house’
‘to foster’
‘hate’
‘food brought on travel’
‘to sit’
‘Reef stonefish’
‘slave’

letangl

mi

lleol
Idelal
/toll
Inok/
/kokokl
/kos/

[‘etarj]
[fi’fe]
[‘leo]
[‘dela]
[tol]
[nok]
[ko’kok]
[kos]

‘to count’
‘ to dry’
‘old’
‘to believe’
‘three’
‘monkey’
‘spirit-bird’
‘narrow’

I have been unable to find clear minimal pairs that contrast lei with /e/ and lol with hi.
It is therefore also possible that /e/ and h i are merely different realisations of lei and /o/ in
particular environments. Because of this uncertainty and the relative low frequency with
which they are used, I have opted not to distinguish /e/ and h i in the thesis. The paragoge
/e/ is sometimes used after a word with a final consonant to clearly separate it from the next
word. This I transcribe with (e): /smat(e) nesa/ ‘stranger /balat(e) ulu/ ‘bamboo leaf.
Buli has no diphthongs and two consecutive vowels are both pronounced. E.g. Iboul
‘pig’; Inaul ‘sugar palm’; Imeul ‘you (2pl)’; /kloi/ ‘whale’; /uit/ ‘blood channel’; Isiseil
‘comb’; Idoddil ‘plate’.
Stress is generally on the penultimate syllable, but in a number of cases, stress is on the
last syllable. In these cases I indicate word stress with an acute accent over the vowel where
the stress lies C/4/, ///, Kl, 161, /uD to aid pronunciation. The exceptions to stress on the
penultimate syllable are not immediately evident to me and I shall not attempt to elicit them
here.

Suffice it to say that, specific vowel contrasts do not seem to account for stress

change. This is, for instance, the case in Sawai where stress is predictably on the final
vowel when the penultimate vowel is a mid front lax vowel /e/ and the final vowel other
than /e/ (Whisler 1992:8). Minimal pairs where stress may be both on the penultimate and
the final syllable are:
llalao/ [’lalao] ‘medicine’
Ifalail [’falai] ‘palm of hand’

/lalao/
Ifaläil

[la'lao] ‘towards the sea’
[fa'lai] ‘sail’

Although not a true minimal pair, one might also mention:
Ipayao/ [‘payao] ‘sorcery technique’

Ifay do/

[fa’yao] ‘taro’

Similarly, though reduplicated words often have the stress on the final syllable, e.g.:
Ibakbäkl [bak'bak] ‘full’
Itektekl [tek'tek] ‘drip’

Igogöl
Ipapäl

[go’go] ‘black’
[pa'pa] ‘ant’

Ipapal

[’papa]

this is not always the case:
Ibaba!

[’baba]

‘drift ashore’

‘carry on the back’

A note on orthography
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Without being a linguist, it seems clear that interesting transformations of the word stress
and vowel relationship occur in the SHWNG subgroup between the seven-vowel, regular
stress in Sawai via the five- (or seven-) vowel, irregular (?) stress in Buli to what van der
Leeden (1987) describes as the tonal language of Wa’ya on the Raja Ampat islands.
The pronominal systems may be tabled as follows:

Free
pronoun
Is
2s
3s
Ip (in cl)
lp (e x c l)

subject
p roclitic

g en itiv e
en clitic

general
p o ssessio n

ed ib le
p o ssessio n

ya

i-

-k

y a n ik

yanak

au

m-

-m

a n im

anam

i

n-

-

in i

in a

it(e )

t-

-r

ite r ir

ite r a r

a m a (a )

k-

-m a m

a n im a m

anam am

fd-

-m eu

m e ( u ) n im e u

m e (u )n a m e u

-ri

s ir ir i

sir a r i

2p
3p

m eu
s i(l)

There are three ways of indicating possession in Buli. The genitive enclitic (also referred to
as inalienable possession) is used for most body parts (except hair, nails and body hair), as
well as for certain kinship categories, including all consanguineal kin and parents-in-law.
All edible and drinkable objects, as well as objects that produce edible objects (gardens, for
example) are preceded by the edible possession word. All other objects are preceded by the
general possession word. The use of the edible or general possession word appears to
depend upon whether the object under discussion is considered an object of consumption in
the particular context. For instance, suang, the totemic spirit of the House which cannot
normally be consumed, may be preceded by either the edible or general possession word,
depending on whether the prohibition against consumption is honoured by the speaker.
While the free pronoun may be omitted in active sentences, the subject enclitic is always
attached to the verb. Examples of the above rules of pronouns are:

[fico-m]
Teg-(your) 2s’
[anim golocifi na] ‘your nail the(pl)’

but

[ohmo-k tasd] ‘parents-in-law-(my)ls the’
[yanik tamdi ca] ‘my brother-in-law the’

but

[bou ca, animam suang tind]
[bou ca, yanak su-suang pa]

‘the pig, our (inedible) totemic spirit that’
‘the pig, my(edible) totemic spirit not’

but

[ya i-pun i]
[eta ca, d-yal i]

T ls-hit him/her’
‘the knife, (they)3pl-took it’

but
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Words have been borrowed from Tobelo, Temate, Tidore, Malay (Indonesian) and North
Moluccan Malay. Through these languages, Portuguese and Dutch words have also been
adopted into Buli. These loan words are treated as Buli words and are subject to the same
changes and prefix rules as inherited words:
(NMM)
(Dutch)
(Malay)

/golojo/
/klak/
/so pan/

‘greedy’ —» (Buli)
‘accuse’ —> (Buli)
‘polite’ -> (Buli)

[magolojo]
\fakalak ]
[,n-copan ]

‘greedy person’
‘accuse’
‘3s-polite’

Since I am interested in cultural semantics rather than linguistic etymology, I shall treat such
words as Buli, if they are well-integrated in the language and are considered to express
important local concepts by Buli people.

A note on orthography

No society can live without in a sense opposing its own value system: it has to have
such a system, yet it must at the same time define itself in contradistinction to it.
Jean BaudriUard

Photograph 1: (Fableo Fen ca) Elvis performing the cakalele as the turtle is
presented to Ian Toa

INTRODUCTION

The two figures of the title, the hombill and the mantis, could well be the characters of one
of the Buli animal fables or kayat. A kayat is a tale that explains the origin of basic customs
or important material objects, often with a negative moral slant to the plot. 1 This thesis,
then, is a fable of sorts about a basic tension or ambiguity in Buli society, embodied by two
very different, even opposed beings in the Buli moral universe. In the title these two beings,
and the values they personify, are represented by the black majestic bird with its distinctive
beak and by the small, but unsettling, predatory insect.
So, to begin the tale, first there is the hombill. The hombill is one of the forms
assumed by Ian Toa, the apical guardian spirit of Buli society.

Ian Toa is the most

prominent of the protective spirits, a group of spirit agents that also includes the ancestors
(smengit) and the House spirits (suang). Buli people say that he takes the form of the
yellowfin tuna when travelling at sea, but appropriates the body of the hombill when
travelling over land. Most people would undoubtedly, if asked, cite their relationship to Ian
Toa as the main defining feature of Buli people. The hombill represents Buli pride in their
own cultural identity and tradition. In myth this identity is one characterised by ferocity.
Their Christianity notwithstanding, Buli take great pride in the bellicose nature of their
ancestors and some of their contemporaries, a trait derived from the fighting magic inherited
from Ian Toa. The perceived ferocious self-identity of Buli people is corroborated by their
involvement in the long history of rebellion in North Maluku but it stands in sharp contrast
to their identification with Christianity and their marginal economic and political position
within the Indonesian nation. Furthermore, the ferocity inherited from Ian Toa contrasts
with another important aspect of Buli cultural reality. The hombill is a figure of protective
strength and pride. The mantis, however, is a figure of a very different kind.
The praying mantis is thought to be the real form of a type of spirit agent known as
gua. Gua refers to a cannibal spirit-being who takes up residence in humans and uses their
body as a vehicle or ‘canoe’ (pelang). The word gua thus designates two manifestations of
this being. Firstly, the term refers to a spirit that preys on members of the community,
trying to tempt them into becoming its corporeal host.

Secondly, the term denotes

individual people from the village who have succumbed to the spirit and carry out its
attacks.2 The gua instils in its human hosts the ability and irresistible compulsion to assault
other villagers in order to devour their liver. If a person known to be a gua agrees to
undergo a cure, the praying mantis is said to be the first insect to emerge from the forehead
{mta popö) of the gua host. The close metaphorical relationship between the praying mantis
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and the gua is also attested to in Buli language. The word for praying mantis is a composite
term, gua ni tel. Tel is the innermost pith of the banana tree and designates the heart or
essence of something. The term gua ni tel may therefore be translated as ‘the essence of
gua'. This study attempts to explicate the significant permutations of the gua which are
ubiquitous in Buli culture and society. I argue that the gua is essential to an understanding
of the profound ambiguities and uncertainties that underlie the social reality of life in Buli.
These ambiguities may be summarised in the double image of the hombill and mantis, one
representing an identify of cultural strength, ferocity and pride, the other a profound dread
that reverberates through Buli ontology and which frequently manifests itself in conflicts of
everyday life. While the hombill, and the guardian spirits it represents, are the themes of
two chapters (Chapters Six and Seven), it is the mantis or the gua which is the guiding
image of my account.
This thesis describes the village of Waiflf and Buli society in general by showing how
the gua, a horrid menace to Buli notions of self and society, stands in opposition to these
notions as a meaningless, but significant moral Other. Instead of attempting to place the gua
within ‘a social setting’ or situate it in a symbolic universe, I take the opposite tack: by
positing the gua as primary, the thesis proceeds to view Buli culture and society through the
phenomenological, symbolic and sociological prism of gua. Through descriptions of gua
cases and analysis of the significance of the nature of gua and the cultural meanings inherent
in its violent actions, I attempt to show that the gua speaks to all aspects of Buli life. The
axiomatic argument of this thesis is, then, that the gua is a detested figure that is
nevertheless of crucial importance to Buli society. As a condensed figure of ‘the dark side’
of life in Buli, it impinges on almost all symbolic and social contexts of Buli existence. I
believe this to be the case for two reasons. Firstly, because the symbolism of its nature and
actions engage, in a fundamental way, the basic premises of Buli culture. Secondly, because
the frequency of its actions and the ubiquity of its danger (if we take seriously the reality of
the gua) mean that it has effects, in

multiple ways, on everyday life in the village.

Attention to past events involving the gua which have resulted in irresolvable conflicts;
anticipation of possible future attacks of gua\ avoidance of behaviour that might mean the
first step to becoming a gua oneself; and strategically invoking the image of gua as the very
opposite to one’s self-representation: these are just some of the ways in which gua (as a
metaphor and as a real being) inform and positively structure a moral economy of the self
and of sociality. By assembling the instances and symbolic ways in which the gua impinges
on the social life and cultural make-up of Buli society, I hope to give an overall sketch of the
village of Waiflf that avoids giving theoretical primacy to structural coherence, symbolic
systems, or formal properties of social organisation, a foregrounding of social coherence
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which has characterised so much scholarship on eastern Indonesia.

I propose that the

foregrounding of the primacy of the gua is closer to the Buli conception of reality than the
antithetical approach of giving primacy to social order and comfortable coherence.
A large proportion of all deaths and many cases of illness in Buli are interpreted as the
result of the violent actions of the gua. While responsibility for the attack is sometimes
attributed to the impersonal but still menacing gua spirit, the gua is, at other times, said to
be one of a small number of identified people in the village. The desire to attack others is
said to stem from the hunger of the gua spirit for human liver. This desire is so strong that
once a human being has become the ‘canoe’ of a gua spirit, he or she will continue to stalk
the village and its environs in search of victims.3 While the greedy desire for human liver
comes from the gua spirit, the actual selection of victims is a matter for the human host.
Inevitably, the physical molestation and cannibalistic consumption associated with gua
attacks lead to sickness or death of the victim within a few days.
Although it reflects what I believe is a recurrent and significant presence of the gua in
everyday life in Buli, my thematic focus on gua is also a theoretically motivated literary
construction. I hope this focus will not create the impression that Waifh is a community
cowed by fear or obsessed with ‘the dark side of life’. In fact, I experienced Buli as people
who are eminently able to see the comic side of life. Serious matters were often the subject
of amusing word plays or jokes, and even gua were the butt of irreverent word games. I
regard the ability to partake in such verbal games as the greatest rewards for my often
frustrated attempts at learning Buli. This humour is also so central to ‘Buli-ness’ that it
forms, I think, one of the best avenues of communication. My point is not, therefore, that
gua and its ill-effects completely overshadow brighter aspects to life but, rather, that
sickness and death are unavoidable components of life and, if we take these events as
representing evil, then Dumont is correct in claiming that a world without evil could not
possibly be good (1982:224). After providing a brief description of the lay-out of the thesis,
I shall explore this tension between the gua as an undeniable agent of death and gua as an
object of discourse. Focussing on the problems of reality posed by metaphors I shall discuss
approaches to ‘witchcraft’ in a comparative context.
The thesis consists of four parts and a total of ten chapters. Each part treats ontological
aspects that I consider important to Buli life, but all of them are related in some way to the
character or actions of gua. The first part ‘A History, A Place, A Death’ consists of three
chapters. It introduces Buli society historically and culturally before detailing the events
following a gua death to provide an impression of everyday life in a Buli village. Part Two,
‘Violence and the Body’, comprises two chapters. It focuses on Buli notions of embodiment
and images of the body, both of which I take to be fundamental to Buli ontology and to an
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understanding of the significance of gua within the Buli world. The third part, ‘Spirits,
Mythical Heroes, and Political Rulers’, contains three chapters and describes the main
agents of the Buli spirit world and mythology. In these chapters I compare the spirit agents
and mythical figures to each other and attempt to analyse their specific relationship to gua.
Finally, the fourth and last part with the title ‘Morality, Conflict and Ontology’ consists of
two chapters.

As its title suggests, I attempt in this section to elucidate the main

characteristics of Buli morality by describing and analysing notions of exchange. I focus on
how these notions relate to the concept of sociality and to the construction of perceptions of
the past.
In addition to these chapters the thesis has four appendices. Appendix A on Buli space
is an adjunct to Chapter Two. It analyses the symbolism of Buli space and argues that Buli
concepts of spatial orientation are crucial to the construction of self and cultural identity.
Appendix B is a transcript of the central myth of Ian Toa. It can be read in conjunction with
Chapter Seven which deals with the myth and rituals associated with Ian Toa. Appendix B
also contains a short life history of Ponco Batawi, the narrator of the myth, and speculates
briefly on the role of myth in modem Buli. Appendix C contains the statistical data on gua
attacks. The data is based on reported motives for attacks as well as the age and gender of
presumed gua, and the genealogical relationship between victim and accused gua. The
appendix therefore can be read as a quantified measure of Buli anxieties of the gua.
Appendix C is predominantly an attachment to Chapter Ten. Finally, Appendix D lists the
Buli kinship terms.
My main concern in this thesis is to seek to understand the lived experience in Buli of
the gua as a real presence in the world. The gua and the role it plays in various areas of fife
have therefore been the main criteria for the topical division of chapters. The gua actively
engages in the construction and continuous re-construction of both Buli self and Buli
society. The main areas where an engagement in notions of self is detectable are, I believe,
in Buli body images and corporeal ontology (Chapters Four and Five) as well as in the ethic
by which people adopt certain types of behaviour to avoid becoming gua or becoming its
victims (Chapter Nine). The gua's involvement in the constitution of society is present
historically in the changing relationship of Buli society with colonial power and Christianity
(Chapter One). Ethnographically, this involvement is visible in Buli people’s interaction
with and awareness of other spiritual or mythical agents (Chapters Six, Seven, Eight) as well
as in the way they negotiate the equivocal do’s and dont’s of everyday sociality and how
they re-construct their past (Chapters Nine and Ten).
The reader might be disconcerted by the absence of explicit sections on topics such as
social organisation, alliance or economy which usually form the mainstay of monographs on
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eastern Indonesia.

While I consider the absence theoretically justified, I apologise in

advance for any awkwardness this might bring to the readability of the thesis. If the reader
wants to know about Buli economy, he or she can find references in Chapters Two and
Nine. Issues of social organisation are treated in Chapter Three and Appendix C, while
descriptions of marriage and alliance patterns can be found in Chapters Three and Eight. I
am not denying the value of clarity nor of analytical understanding per se. Indeed, in each
chapter I attempt to analyse the social, symbolic and, if possible, historical implications of
the data I provide. I insist, however, on foregrounding Buli experience of these phenomena,
in all its ambivalence, without claiming that my analysis provides a better or truer picture.
One literary device I employ towards this end is the use of case stories, both short anecdotes
and extended descriptions of events (Chapters One and Ten, in particular). I hope this, to
some extent, alleviates the damage wrought by analytical vivisection of lived experience.

GUA, SUANGGI, WITCH: CONCEPTUALISING DREAD
The being that Buli people know as gua is often referred to in Malay as suanggi. This
generic name designates a variety of different culturally-elaborated beings known and feared
throughout the province of Maluku and many other parts of eastern Indonesia from Sumba
in the west to Irian Jay a in the east.4 The polythetic character of the concept makes it
impossible to assign a single definition to the term suanggi. Suanggi is rather a Malay
label given to a wide variety of local forms of malevolence. One effect of its polythetic
character is that suanggi, as a regional term, defies the anthropological distinction between
‘sorcery’ and ‘witchcraft’. This distinction has been both employed and criticised since
Evans-Pritchard first formulated it in his analysis of witchcraft among the Azande of the
Sudan (Evans-Pritchard 1976 [1937]), a work that continues to shape much research into
witchcraft as a mode of thought. On Roti, for instance, suanggi describes sorcerers who
have to seek and buy their knowledge (Fox 1973:357). On Sumba, on the other hand,
suanggi is a quality that is inherited and exclusively confined to members of low-ranking
lineages (Kuipers 1993:52, van Wouden 1983:203).

In Maluku, suanggi is usually

translated as ‘witch’, understood as a person whose ability and volition to eat and kill other
humans are inherited or internal traits.5 But even here the term has fuzzy edges, despite
Held’s (1950:127) equation of suanggi and witch. While among the Nuaulu, the kau osane
(or suanggi) inherit this disposition as an anatomical component in the stomach, the ability
does not include the eating of their victims, merely a propensity to send lethal substances on
the wind; Ellen therefore translates both these terms as ‘sorcery’ (Ellen 1993b:81).

In

Tanimbar, witches (iwangi) tend to be associated with the lowest rank, slaves, and witch
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qualities are thus probably inherited (McKinnon 1991:260). On the other hand, the qualities
are also contagious since one can become a witch through sexual intercourse with another
witch (ibid.:266). It remains unclear from McKinnon’s account, however, what actions and
characteristics are attributed to the iwangi and, consequently, what justifies McKinnon’s use
of the label ‘witch’. Aswang, an obvious cognate of suanggi, is used on Negros in the
southern Philippines to refer to a person who waylays people at night to kill them and feed
off their corpses. The aswang is able to turn itself into an animal but also keeps pets which
are sent out to cause sickness (Lieban 1967:68). Forth (1993) uses the term ‘witch’ to
describe the ata polo among the Nage on Flores but argues that the conventional definition
of witchcraft as ‘hereditary or at least constitutional in the sense of having been implanted at
an early age’ (Marwick 1990a: 12) is unsatisfactory because the characteristics of the ata
polo may also be transferred by living and eating together and may be reversed and cured by
trapping the spirit as it tries to enter the body of its host (Forth 1993:112).
In Buli, gua characteristics are inherited in the form of a kernel or seed (geo) from
either parent. However, the kernel only becomes active in the child if he or she has an
avaricious character. Therefore not all children of a gua necessarily become gua themselves.
When someone in a gua family is characterised as not a gua it stems from a conviction that
the person has a good inside core (uld na mafia), unlike his or her relatives. On the other
hand, an inherited kernel is not strictly needed to become a gua. As the Buli say: ‘if one
“looks for it” [i.e. the gua spirit], one will find it, even without a “kernel”’. Though being a
gua is related to an internal kernel and cannot be described as a technique or a knowledge, it
can nevertheless be acquired or bought.

Even certain types of conduct are enough to

precipitate a metamorphosis into a gua, because types of parsimonious, secretive, and
unsociable behaviour attract gua spirits. Often the process of becoming a gua is represented
as being a matter of consuming a food product offered by the spirit attracted by one’s greedy
behaviour.
Gua characteristics can therefore both be inherited, bought, accidentally acquired,
contracted by ingestion or sought by adopting certain patterns of behaviour. There is also a
notion that one may become a gua by infection or contagion. Living and eating together
with a gua may in itself be enough to make one a gua, since the spit of a gua is regarded as
very infectious (ZCR 1922[71]:3). Furthermore, a small tick or aphid, known as glum or
blewing ni ut (lice peculiar to the scrubfowl [Megapodius freyeinet]), may be planted on a
person by a gua to turn him or her into a gua. As is the case among the Nage, being a gua is
both a reversible and a curable condition. Some people who were previously considered to
be gua are now said to have stopped their cannibalistic excursions because they are ‘afraid’
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Camcait) or ‘ashamed’ (maimäi).

Medicinal cures {anti) that involve the inhalation of

smoke, the eating of magical roots and bathing can also be used to cure a willing gua.
Both men and women may become gua. This feature is at variance with suanggi as
they occur in the Bird’s Head area of Irian Jaya. There suanggi are reported to be almost
exclusively women (Bergh 1964:64; Miedema 1984:181). Teljeur (1985:164) also claims
that the go, the Gimän cognate of gua, are predominantly women but this seems to be a
rather impressionistic estimation. The fairly even distribution of male and female gua in
Buli means that gua accusations do not reflect, in any simple way, a gender politics, such as
has been suggested for witchcraft accusations in seventeenth century Europe. Gua is not a
function of gender relations, but more precisely tied into sexual politics: the way sexuality
(both that of men and women) is symbolically perceived (such as its close relation to food),
morally constructed and institutionally regulated (through prohibitions and marriage). Kelly
(1976) shows that among the Etoro of interior New Guinea, witchcraft is closely linked to
other domains of social life, most notably ideas of sexuality, and has an implicit relationship
with general cosmogenic notions in Etoro society. In Etoro, witchcraft is seen as analogous
to sexual intercourse. As such, witchcraft ‘makes sense’ within a cultural construction of
sexual complementarity and ontogenesis. Concerned with male as well as female bodily
fluids, witchcraft in Etoro does not map neatly onto gender oppression.

It engages

fundamental notions about both men’s and women’s sexuality and is not, as in European
history, articulating an exclusive social concern with women’s sexuality.6
These features of gua (the statistical weighting towards male over female gua,
curability, the ambiguity between inheritability and contagion as ways of becoming gua, the
uncertainty as to whether the essence of gua is a kernel or an insect or a particular type of
behaviour) add up to a case against the use, in a Buli context, of the English language term
‘witch’. Rather than employing this misleading term, which in anthropological theory
implies an inherited, incurable trait and which, by dint of European cultural history, is
associated with the female and articulates an ideologically and institutionally driven
oppression of women, I shall insist on the specificity of gua as a concept and will employ
that term in all Buli contexts. In referring to this concept in other societies of Maluku,
eastern Indonesia or Irian Jaya I will use the North Moluccan term suanggi, if it is reported
from these societies.
The application of the term ‘witch’ is confused at best. Even if used as a ‘convention’
without ‘the force of an analytical category’ (Ellen 1993a:8), the term willy-nilly
incorporates preconceptions both from European social history and from its employment in
anthropology that invite exoticism, useless debates on rationality and reality, and restrictive
analytical presumptions. The idea that witchcraft defines a universal class of phenomena
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approachable by similar presumptions has haunted both historical and anthropological
analyses.7 A deconstruction of the term ‘witchcraft’ along the lines of L£vi-Strauss’ (1973)
dissolving of totemism is long overdue and has been begun by Crick (1978).
In this work, I use the term ‘witch’ only when discussing other authors who employ it.
While I do not deny the value of comparative study of the striking similarities between these
phenomena, the inevitably functionalist or cognitive reductionist explanations of a
universalist approach account neither for the gua’s symbolic valency nor for its social
conditions of possibility. Although I draw on implicitly universalist notions extracted from
semiotics, phenomenology and sociological functionalism to explain aspects of gua, I
maintain that none of these concepts fully account for the existence of gua.

SUANGGI IN EASTERN INDONESIA: REGIONAL ‘SILENCE’?
My insistence on the importance of gua to Buli culture might appear curious in light of the
general lack of research into this aspect of symbolic and social reality in eastern Indonesia.
Despite frequent mention in the literature, suanggi are rarely given close attention. The best
example of this lack of elaboration on what appears to be a significant phenomenon in local
terms is perhaps Schulte Nordholt’s monumental work on the political organisation of the
Atoni of Timor. When Schulte Nordholt writes: ‘There is a strong belief in witches among
the Atoni’ (1971:147), this is the only place in the 479 page volume that witches are
mentioned. The paradox of such a statement followed by persistent silence is not an isolated
case nor is it peculiar to older studies. Joel Kuipers (1990:52) declares, for instance: ‘One
other important source of misfortune among the Weyewa [in Sumba] is witchcraft’. After a
page describing the main characteristics of the witches, such as their origins in low-ranking
lineages, Kuipers too falls silent.

There are, of course, reasons for this silence, since

Kuipers was merely setting the ethnographic stage for a book on ritual speech. To know
more about witches in Sumba one would have to turn to van Wouden (1983). In turn,
although Van Wouden did treat to marang (suanggi) at some length, he did so in order to
highlight a structural point.

Only in an anecdote from the field does he allude to the

intensity and reality of these beings.8 Similarly, Traube notes only in passing that marriage
partners among the Mambai of East Timor cannot be closely related, because incestuous
behaviour is what characterises the witch: ‘only witches would so wilfully confound proper
order’ (1986:91).
In all these cases brevity of mention seems to clash with the importance these
phenomena are hinted at having in the everyday lives of the people described, while analytic
attention focuses instead on ritual aspects and social organisation. It is, one might argue,
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this theoretically-inspired focus on how aspects of society such as ritual, myth and social
organisation form part of the same ordered whole that prevents closer attention to the less
easily categorised concerns of an ambiguous everyday life (cf. Appadurai 1986; Fardon
1990).9

Once reality has been segmented into social organisation and symbolic

classification, little room is left for anything that falls outside this analytical dichotomy.
The inspiration that van Wouden brought to the study of eastern Indonesia is often described
as a totalising perspective which sees social structure and social classification as reflections
of each other (Barnes 1985:94; Fox 1980:3). The still prevalent acceptance of this view of
society apparent in most studies of eastern Indonesia could account for the fact that it is only
when suanggi can be seen as directly evincing something about ‘social structure’, such as
rank and alliance patterns, or about ‘socio-symbolic classification’, as when it appears in
origin myths, that it has been written about at any length.10
The theoretical orientation that tends to reduce quotidian events to epiphenomena, to
see events as the unfolding of a rule or system, is, of course, not sufficient to explain this
relative lack of interest in the suanggi figure.11 Societies differ in the way they perceive and
react to death by suanggi attack and to what extent aetiology forms part of a moral, explicit
discourse. Though suanggi may be held responsible for a large number of deaths, no action
may be taken in response to this state of affairs and not much talk may be devoted to it. We
can take Taliabu, one of the Sula islands, as an example of this. On Taliabu suanggi is
known as either pedoman or pok-pok. The pedoman harm or kill their victims by eating
their ‘spiritual bodies’ on the orders of a human being (Baldwin 1993:332). This sorcery
technique is, however, seen as an import from outside Taliabu and does not generally result
in social conflict. As Baldwin writes:
Although deaths are sometimes attributed to sorcery [i.e., suanggil, the individual perpetrator
is not sought out. These malevolent individuals are either non-Taliabu people or Taliabu
people who have merely added to their knowledge of local forms of power. The latter
however, are always from other communities {ibid:.330).

Because suanggi on Taliabu are conceived of as agents beyond the local community, the
death of a relative does not lead to acts of retribution.12 Obviously, the sociology of the
suanggi varies in eastern Indonesia and, as a consequence, the discursive significance of
suanggi cannot be taken to be equally pronounced. Buli and their neighbours in North
Maluku and the Bird’s Head seem unusual in eastern Indonesia for their preoccupation with
and concern for gua-like beings. The fact that such concerns are not as explicit in other
societies in eastern Indonesia may, to some extent, explain the lack of in-depth scholarly
attention to the local forms of suanggi.

Indeed, in the introduction to a recent, edited
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volume devoted to witchcraft and sorcery in Southeast Asia, Ellen cites this relative lack of
overt social action in response to sorcery and witchcraft (such as revenge attacks or anti
witchcraft movements) in Southeast Asia - when compared to Melanesia and Africa - as
one reason for the academic lack of elaboration of the matter (1993a:3).
The lack of academic elaboration might, in other words, the inevitable result of a local
silence on these matters. Kuipers, for instance, notes that the Weyewa do not like to talk
about witchcraft, and information about it is therefore hard to obtain, despite the fact that
witchcraft is increasingly perceived as a threat now the low-ranking lineages are becoming
wealthier (1990:53).

Clearly, in Weyewa witches are intimately involved in the social

changes that are restructuring the economy and patterns of authority and stratification on
Sumba. People’s lack of willingness to talk about witches is, no doubt, linked to a concern
with the consequences of any talk about witches. A local silence on witchcraft therefore
does not necessarily mean non-significance. As Favret-Saada (1980) has shown for modernday witchcraft in Western France, silence can work within a particular semiotic economy
where words are dangerous if used in the wrong context or squandered in gossip. Without
direct, personal involvement in these cases, something Favret-Saada refers to as ‘being
caught’, there cannot be any talk. Favret-Saada points out that only the ‘bewitched’, the
‘unwitcher’ and the victim are truly ‘caught’. Whereas one should normally be wary of
loose talk, there should be no silence or secrets between a victim and an ‘unwitcher’ for a
cure to be effective. In Buli the situation is altogether different, because when it comes to
gua everyone in the village is ‘caught’. Silence about gua attacks is therefore not an option.
In fact, silence would be a condition that dangerously emulates one of the main
characteristics of gua persons: their unsociability and lack of willingness to interact with
others. In general, words in Buli are beneficial because they are characteristic of sociability
and good social interaction, whereas part of the trouble with gua is its refusal to socialise
and to communicate.13 In contrast to the Bocage where witchcraft is words, gua in Buli is
characterised by silence.
Because gua itself is characterised by silence and non-communication, people in Buli
cannot remain silent about it. To do so would come dangerously close to being a gua
oneself. Indeed, what is striking about discourses on gua in Buli is their explicitness although talk about gua is now restricted by pressures from both State and Church each of
which see gua as an undesirable and obstructive, if sometimes unsettling, survival of a
pagan past. Suspicions against this or that presumed gua and discussions on the validity and
meanings of sightings and noises in the forest infuse daily talk and gossip among villagers.
Everyday references to gua also include comments and admonitions after hearing the bird
like calls of gua (cokaiko, kokök or ngangd) and speculations on possible gua involvement
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in recent cases of sickness or death.

This pattern of constant gossip and talk is more

reminiscent of some Melanesian societies than the seeming lack of acute concern that
characterises most eastern Indonesian societies in relation to suanggi.
The similarity between Buli and Melanesia is not completely unexpected.

Indeed,

there are both linguistic and historical reasons why we should look to the east (towards
Melanesia) as well as to the southwest (towards eastern Indonesia) when trying to locate
Buli within a comparative framework. Here I highlight the linguistic arguments, while the
historical points of confluence between North Maluku and western Melanesia are treated in
the following chapter.

LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL RELATIONS
Buli is one of seven Austronesian languages in the North Malukan area which Blust (1978)
classifies as part of a group known as the South Halmaheran-Northwest New Guinea
subgroup (see also Wurm and Hattori 1981). These seven languages are found in the central
and southern parts of Halmahera and include the Maba and Patani neighbours of the Buli as
well as Weda (Sawai) and Gimän in the Bay of Weda (Adriani and Kruijt 1914:301).14 East
Makian which is spoken on the islands of Makian and Kayoa to the west of Halmahera also
belongs to this group as does Gebe, an island off Patani.15 As the name South HalmaheranWest New Guinea subgroup suggests, these Halmaheran languages share close ties with
Austronesian languages spoken in the coastal regions of what is now Irian Jay a. These
include in addition to Gebe the languages spoken in the Raja Ampat group, the Onin-related
languages of Maccluer Bay on the south coast of the Bird’s Head area, as well as a dozen or
so languages of the Geelvink Bay east of the Bird’s Head area (Wurm and Hattori 1981).
The SHWNG subgroup combines with the Austronesian languages further along the north
coast of New Guinea and the Oceanic subgroup in the Pacific to form the languages of the
higher level subgroup known as Eastern Malayo-Polynesian (Blust 1978:211).16 Although
the Eastern Malayo-Polynesian subgroup contains extreme diversity and only much disputed
resemblances, Bellwood convincingly combines these linguistic resemblances with
archaeological evidence to suggest that ‘soon after 2000 BC the Oceanic languages
underwent their first expansion into Melanesia from an immediate homeland in the region of
Halmahera and western New Guinea’ (Bellwood 1985:125). This linguistic relationship
between southeast Halmahera and the coastal areas of Irian Jaya and Papua New Guinea
underlies comparisons of Buli material with that from coastal Melanesia.
The notion of eastern Indonesia as an ethnological field of study

(la te r

known as a field

of anthropological study or FAS), pioneered from 1935 in the works of van Wouden (1968
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[1935]) and J.P.B. Josselin de Jong (1983 [1935]), originally rested on an implicitly
Durkheimian idea of social determinism.

To these Dutch structuralists, forms of

classification directly reflected social organisation.

Variations in classification therefore

indicated that a transformation in world view and by implication in social organisation had
occurred from an original social structure which all societies within the FAS were thought to
have once shared.17 As Platenkamp (1990) points out, most anthropologists now reject this
determinism and the FAS must therefore be justified by other criteria. Platenkamp and
others suggest that comparative linguistics may help to provide such criteria (cf. Blust 1984
and P.E. de Josselin de Jong 1980:319).
It is on these grounds that comparison between Austronesian societies in Melanesia and
elsewhere makes good sense. Suanggi thus seem to play a role much more akin to that in
Buli among the Austronesian societies of coastal Bird’s Head than otherwise in eastern
Indonesia. Held (1957), for instance, has a three-page discussion of the sema or suanggi in
Waropen society. The sema clearly has close resemblances to the gua as described:
The most dreaded form o f evil magic is the “suangi” {sema) which is feared throughout the
Moluccas. Here the sema are true specialists whose sole object is to kill others. It is said of
them that they have an unsatiable [sic] desire for human flesh... They are able to approach
their victim unobserved, quickly making a cut in his body and then proceeding to devour his
inside. Then they touch the wound with their leaves {semarana), whereupon the wound is
closed and becomes invisible. The victim is completely unconscious of these happenings and
from then on he is completely at the mercy of the sema , who compel him, for instance, to
dance for them or to have sexual intercourse with them. In the long run the unfortunate person
cannot continue to live, his body being devoured from inside (Held 1957:258).

Linguistic similarities may in general indicate a matrix of societies within which
resemblances and differences are of such a structured kind as to make comparison
particularly worthwhile (see e.g. Josselin de Jong 1983:167). However, this should not
create the illusion of a cultural space bordered by hermetic boundaries across which
comparison cannot or should not be undertaken. Platenkamp (1988, 1990) thus finds among
the Tobelo-speaking people of north Halmahera striking similarities to many Austronesian
societies of eastern Indonesia and Visser uses both Papuan and Polynesian material to clarify
her data from Sahu (1989:181). Yet both Tobelo and Sahu are Papuan languages found in
north Halmahera.

Social and conceptual similarities between Papuan-speaking and

Austronesian-speaking societies are particularly marked on Halmahera and I will make
frequent reference to the Papuan-speaking societies of north Halmahera in my treatment of
Buli.
It is interesting that van Wouden found the characteristics of suanggi sufficiently
uniform to talk of a ‘suangi complex’ (1983:203).

Although the ‘suanggi complex’ is
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found in many societies of eastern Indonesia, concerns with suanggi are much more acute
and more frequently find expression in open talk and revenge in the northern part of Maluku
and the coastal parts of Irian Jay a.

This concern is not restricted to the Austronesian

population of North Maluku, but is found both among the Papuan-speaking groups of
Halmahera and, perhaps even more prominently, among the Papuan groups of the Bird’s
Head area.18 Linguistic characteristics may therefore not be the most suitable for limiting
the field of comparisons among concepts of the ‘uncanny’, such as those subsumed under
the regional gloss suanggi. Despite the use of different sets of cognate lexemes, similar
connotations may nevertheless be associated with them. Let us take a cursory look at the
terms that are rendered as suanggi in Malay across the linguistic divide on Halmahera.
In Tobelo suanggi designates a spirit-being known as o tokata. At burial in particular,
the o tokata presents an acute danger to everyone in the village as well as to the proper
transformation of the deceased into an ancestor spirit (Platenkamp 1988:157). In Temate
and Tidore, suanggi is the Malay term for the caka and coka, respectively.

From my

inquiries at the regency court in Tidore, there has been at least one court case originating in
Tidore in the last five years in which the defendant was convicted of assault on a presumed
coka. In Galela and Loloda suanggi describes a spirit called o toka (van Baarda 1895:457),
which in Sahu is known as ca’ata (Visser 1989:165).

This suggests a clear series of

cognates among the Papuan languages in the north Halmaheran area: caka - coka - toka tokata - ca’ata.

Among the Austronesian languages of south and central Halmahera,

suanggi is used to define another set of clearly related lexemes. In his thesis on the Gimän,
Teljeur notes how ‘People of this ethnic group, speak remarkably often about and greatly
fear the go si (singular go)' (1985:164).19 Among the Weda and Sawai-speaking people,
gwo is the spirit-being glossed as suanggi in Malay (Whisler and Whisler n.d.:76), while in
the villages between Patani and Maba it is known by the similar sounding guo. Adding the
Buli word (gua), we find in south and central Halmahera the following series of cognates:
go - gwo - guo - gua.
Despite forming two distinct series of cognate terms, the spirit-being represented in
south and central Halmahera shares many similarities with the forms found on north
Halmahera. While I make substantive claims only about gua in Buli, most of what I say
also applies to Maba and Patani notions. I draw furthermore on material about suanggi in
both its south Halmaheran and north Halmaheran forms, as well as drawing parallels with
what is termed witchcraft from both Austronesian and Papuan societies to illustrate the
multiple significance of gua to Buli culture. It is, however, worth noting that the acute
concern with suanggi is not restricted to the Austronesian language group of Halmahera, as
we saw above, nor it is restricted to Halmahera.20
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C O M FO R T A B L E AND UNCANNY M ETA PH O R S
Due to the inconsistencies apparent in using linguistic criteria as boundaries for cultural
comparison, the tendency in recent years has been to move away from comparison bounded
by narrow linguistic or geographical borders and towards a more topical comparison which
focuses on the use of metaphors. Fox broadly defines this type of comparison:
The recognition of the linguistic underpinnings of particular cultural metaphors neither
precludes the recognition of, nor prevents comparison with, similar cultural metaphors that are
based on the linguistic resources of a different language family, or, as occurs in some
instances, on a complex combination of linguistic borrowings across language boundaries.
What this recognition does require is a far closer attention to the elaboration of particular
cultural metaphors. The sharing of similar figurative conceptions may be indicative of a
general orientation to life (Fox 1988a: 180).

It is in this sense that I see the comparative use of data on the local spirit-beings rendered in
Malay as suanggi to be justified. As I will show with specific reference to Buli society, gua
is a metaphor of a particular kind: on the one hand, a metaphor that partakes discursively in
myths and ritual, and on the other, one which poses, as a living being, a constant threat to
people in their everyday lives. While the first characteristic of gua, its ‘mythical m odality’,
makes it a metaphor, the second characteristic, its ‘actualised m odality’ (as a constant and
unpredictable threat), makes gua a ‘metaphor out o f control’.
Metaphors in general may be described as revealing another aspect of reality by
redirecting attention away from their referential function and towards the message of the
metaphor itself (Ricoeur 1987:368). This is contrary to descriptive language, which places
the emphasis on the referent.
poetic language [or metaphor] is no less about reality than any other use of language, but refers
to it by the means of a complex strategy which implies, as an essential component, a
suspension and seemingly an abolition of the ordinary reference attached to descriptive
language (Ricoeur 1978:151).

Suspension of any literal reference means that the metaphor can establish a new
meaning in its reference to another context. It is through the suspension of reference that
metaphors have, as Ricoeur puts it, the power to ‘redescribe’ a reality inaccessible to direct
description (ibid.:369). They are ‘living’ because they reveal a new semantic dimension of
reality (ibid.:365). Gua redescribes reality and because of this redescription influences the
way Buli people think about and act in the world (see Lakoff and Johnson 1980). More than
this, however, gua is an agent which is perceivable to all the senses and which ‘remakes’
reality beyond the control of and seemingly in spite of humans. When analysing gua, one
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must take literally Ricoeur’s observation that ‘the vividness of good metaphors consists in
their ability to “set before the eyes” the sense they display’ (1978:142). As a metaphor, gua
is in the same class of metaphors as - but is not merely a cultural idiom of - ‘death’.21 It is
not a metaphor for anything, but is an inescapable reality unto itself.
If discourse is a practice that systematically creates the objects of which it speaks
(Foucault 1972:49), then the discourses on gua are highly efficacious, for they create not
just an object but a real, living agent in the world that profoundly affects the unfolding of
events in everyday life. As a live, active being - a metaphor out of control - which is a
composite perversion of all that is imaginable in the Buli moral universe, gua is a refraction
of the complex reality of Buli life. By bringing together references to gua in both myth and
everyday life, I hope to show in the following chapters that gua enters critically into such
diverse cultural areas as notions of the body, space, exchange, kinship, spirits and ancestors,
sociality, morality and modernity. It does so both on an ideological level, such as in myths
and stories, and in an experiential way through the conflicts and attacks that punctuate
everyday life in the village. Gua is an agent in the social world in Buli that intervenes
critically in the conception of space and embodied personhood, in the constant re
formulation of kinship relationships and in the creative maintenance of a moral sociability
based on exchange.
The gua is a fearful agent in the world whose every action strikes terror because it
perverts all significant moral and social preconditions of Buli society.22 It is a real danger in
the world that people in Buli learn to fear and avoid from childhood both through parental
injunctions and admonitions but also, more effectively, through experience when they
repeatedly witness sickness and death caused by the gua. In myths and narratives of past
events Buli try to make sense of the gua, but its unpredictability constantly makes a
mockery of these attempts.

The result is an incessant recurrence of unforeseen and

intolerably painful sickness and death. The perceivable reality of the gua always intrudes
uncannily on the status of gua as a discursive object.

This intrusion makes the gua a

metaphor out of control.
As a metaphor of this particular kind, I propose suanggi as the possible focus for
comparison.

Fox (1988b:xii) lists four types of prevalent metaphors basic to the

conceptualisation of society throughout eastern Indonesia.

These are the ‘house’ as an

analogy for the basic social unit, ‘botanic idioms’ employed to describe life processes,
notions of blood and semen to describe ontogenesis, as well as a variety of dual symbolic
categories ‘focussing on complementary categories of gender, symbolic space, and relative
relation’ to describe life in general. As I shall show, all of these metaphors are important in
Buli. But what is more, gua is critically related, in some way or another, to all of them.
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Perhaps we should, therefore, in our analysis of cultural metaphors, look not just at such
‘metaphors of comfort’, but also at metaphors of the uncanny and horrible. The horror of
the uncanny is ultimately connected with self-conception and existence, as has repeatedly
been pointed out in phenomenological and existential philosophy (e.g. Heidegger
1962:232ff and Sartre 1956:65ff). A corollary to this argument is that horror is not a void of
significance but is fundamentally related to violations of and dilemmas inherent in cultural
categories (Carroll 1990:200). Aguirre (1990:3) thus argues that the horror genre in Western
film and literature is best approached from an ontological perspective.

From such a

perspective horror reveals a lot about who we are: by depicting what we fear, horror reveals
what we are most concerned not to be.

The abject fascination of horror lies in its

uncomfortable relation to identity. I suggest adoption of a similar approach to the study of
gua and Buli society. The gua is a reflection of both what Buli people are and what they are
not. It is, I argue, this double-bind in the relationship between Buli culture and gua, in
which the gua is an undeniable agent of destruction and a hidden presence that produces
uncanniness and horror. Uncanniness arises from the significant simultaneity of diametrical
difference from and uncomfortable similarity to Buli culture embodied by the gua as a being
which hides in seemingly ordinary members of the community. The gua is, to use the
formulation of Anne Rice, ‘the worst of fiends, the monster who looks exactly like everyone
else’ (quoted in Aguirre 1990:193).
Whether suanggi characteristics can be seen comparatively as forming a ‘complex’ in
stricter terms than van Wouden envisaged I shall leave to others to decide. It does seem to
me, however, that metaphors which unsettle or evoke disgust and fear are just as socially
constituted and just as significant to the understanding of society as cultural metaphors of
comfort. It is this contention that the thesis tries to prove.
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ENDNOTES
In Buli, ‘The Hombill and the Mantis’ would convincingly sound rather like the title of one
of these kayaf. Warna ca, i re gua ni tel ca.
The phrase gon ulo literally means ‘to buy the insides’ and refers to actions or dreams
purportedly influenced by the gua attempting to lure people into becoming its bodily ‘canoe’.
Local people translate this phrase into Indonesian as menggoda, ‘to tempt’.
Amngäi is the word used for this prowling activity. It is said that it is the ‘shadow-spirit’
(,gurumin) of the gua person that stalks the village, though it may also be the person in his or
her normal physical appearance.
This term is variously spelt suangi, suwangi, swangi, or suanggi. I have opted for the last
spelling because it approximates the pronunciation of the term in Halmahera. For mentions
of suanggi see for instance Baldwin 1993:331; Barnes 1974:210; Bartels 1977:153; Bergh
1964; Ellen 1993b; Forth 1989; Fox 1973; Held 1957; Martodirjo 1993:248; McKinnon
1991:260; Schulte Nordholt 1971:147; Teljeur 1985:164, 1990:21; Voorhoeve 1983:12;
Watson and Ellen 1993; van Wouden 1983:203. A similar being is known by the cognate
term aswang in the southern Philippines (Lieban 1967).
The etymology of the term suanggi is unclear. As one of the only sources, Wilken (1912:36)
ventures the conjecture that it is derived from wangi or wengi in Javanese, and bangi in
Makassarese, all of which he translates as ‘night’ or ‘at night’. In my view it makes little
sense to trace the etymology of the term suanggi to Javanese or Makassar roots when the
term is restricted to the eastern part of Indonesia and is unknown in Java or western
Indonesia. It is thus striking that the term suanggi is almost exclusively used in areas within
the historical sphere of influence of the North Malukan sultanates of Temate and Tidore (to
which the southern Philippines also belonged). Wilkinson (1959:1124) does mention suangi
in his Malay dictionary but it is unclear where he got his references and since he consulted a
number of sources from the Dutch East Indies, it is conceivable that he got it from eastern
Indonesian sources. Neither Skeat (1967) nor Endicott (1970) mention suanggi in their
treatises on Malay magic.
See for instance Barstow (1994); Garrett (1977); Hester (1992) for treatment of this aspect of
witchcraft trials in Europe.
This tendency is especially strong in functionalist and symbolic approaches of the 1970s
(MacFarlane 1970; Mair 1976; Needham 1978; Thomas 1970), but is also found in more
recent studies (Austen 1993; Barstow 1994);
Van Wouden, who has been inspirational to most studies of social organisation and alliance
patterns in eastern Indonesia, describes the suanggi figure in an article that deals with what
he terms ‘double descent’ on Sumba (van Wouden 1983). The article, first published in
1956, was an attempt to support empirically his thesis about the structural variation of double
descent systems in eastern Indonesian societies which he had outlined from secondary
sources 20 years earlier in his work ‘Types o f Social Structure in Eastern Indonesia’ (van
Wouden 1968 [1935]). It was for this purpose that he harnessed the concept of suanggi. The
to marang or suanggi in Kodi come only from the lowest-ranking (matrilineal) clans (wala)
and present a danger to the wealthy ritual leaders (rato) of the patrilines (parona). Van
Wouden uses this fact as part of an argument for the parallel system of descent, in which
each group - the matrilineal wala and the patrilineal parona - fulfil different social functions.
While the formally organised and recognised parona with their wealthy rato leaders serve a
religious function by performing rituals, the wala are characterised as being their opposite.
The wala are thus amorphous and lack a formally recognised genealogical structure as well
as any religious function. Instead they provide informal good-will and sense of security.
Parona are localised and cooperate, wala are dispersed and mutually hostile. It is to
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accentuate their functional and social difference that van Wouden mentions the fear that the
most powerful parona leaders have of suanggi that comes exclusively from the lowest wala
groups. Suanggi are described to highlight a structural point and only in an anecdote from
the field does van Wouden allude to the intensity and reality of to marang.
9
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Ellen (1993a:2) suggests that the absence of formative works on witchcraft in Southeast Asia
could have contributed to what he describes as a ‘virtual absence of any reference to
witchcraft or sorcery in Southeast Asia’ (ibid.’A ). This is in itself not quite sufficient an
explanation since a similar lack of formative works on witchcraft in Melanesia, remarked
upon by Marwick in 1964 (Marwick 1990a:310), did not prevent the flourishing of works on
the subject in Melanesia after 1981. Nevertheless, compared to Southeast Asia, which after
all has seen works such as Endicott (1970), Lieban (1967), Skeat (1967) and Winstedt (1951),
the lack of studies on this topic in eastern Indonesia has been almost complete, if one excepts
Bali (see e.g. Belo 1949; Howe 1984; Lovric 1986, 1987). Interestingly, it was a topic of
study which Ellen himself completely disregarded until his contribution to the 1993 edited
volume (Ellen 1993b). The only partial exceptions in eastern Indonesia are Barnes
(1974:210-213) who devotes four pages to a short description of the eqong in K6dang, Forth
(1989), and van Wouden (1983).
Van Wouden 1983, Traube 1986, and McKinnon 1991, respectively, are instances of this.
For three varying theoretical elaborations of the concept of everyday life and the quotidian,
see de Certeau 1984; Heller 1984; Schutz 1974.
Baldwin suggests, however, that in former times suspicions of sorcery may have led to war
between communities (ibid.:335).
As we shall see later not all words are beneficial. Both ‘hot’, angry words between family
members and the words used in sorcery spells can be harmful. Though such ‘hot’ words have
an economy of their own (they are irreducible and keep circulating to return harmfully to
their point of origin), these forms of danger are less outrageous than gua who stands only for
silence.
In a preliminary study based on words gathered from a 195-item Swadesh word list, Grimes
and Grimes (1994) calculated the lexical similarity between Buli, Maba, and Patani as 65 per
cent and 51 per cent, respectively.
During the 1980s a large portion of the population of Makian was resettled to a
transmigration area near Kao on north Halmahera. Grimes and Grimes (1994) give the ratio
of similarity between Buli and East Makian as 33 per cent and between Buli and Gebe as 42
per cent.
The linguistic evidence for this geographically vast language group was initially disputed
(see Dyen 1978:244 for a negative critique and Sirk 1978 for a positive evaluation) but seems
now to be generally accepted (Bellwood 1985; Blust 1983-84, 1993; Pawley and Ross
1993:437).
This ideal structure consisted of four ‘core elements’: double descent (descent reckoned
through both parents), asymmetric alliance (unequal evaluation of the two families that
marry; the wife-taker regarded as inferior to the wife-giver who had to be of a proscribed
relation to the wife-taker); socio-cosmic dualism (a way of conceiving of the world through
dichotomous metaphors, such as male-female, hot-cold, left-right); and a particular pattern of
incorporation of foreign influences (Fox 1980:3; Platenkamp 1990:7; van Wouden 1968).
In a Master’s thesis from the Protestant University at Oegstgeest, Bergh describes eight court
cases in Sorong and Teminabuan between 1958 and 1960 among the Papuan-speaking Moi
and Tehit people of western Bird’s Head. All cases relate to suanggi events in which the
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defendants were charged with and convicted of murder after having administered fish poison
to women accused of being suanggi (Bergh 1964).
This is followed by a four-page description of the go witches which in its encyclopedic listing
of characteristics is reminiscent of Barnes (1974:210-213). In the published version of this
thesis, however, references to go has been reduced to two brief mentions, one of them a
footnote (Teljeur 1990:172). The flat statement of the second reference found in the text is
comparable to that of Schulte Nordholt quoted above: ‘The belief in witches (go) is also very
prevalent’ (ibid.:21).
Even in regional concepts such as suanggi, we see how no single image emerges from
comparison. When no definitional consensus exists on a regional concept like suanggi, it
seems clear that only extreme reification can yield the term 'witch' as a universal category. A
useful counter-weight to the reductionism of such universalist notions of the witch is, I
believe, the regional comparison of figures such as the eastern Indonesian and Malukan
notion of suanggi. Apart from clearly highlighting differences as much as similarities, the
term suanggi has the advantage over a global term that it is used within a defined area to
designate a variety of figures but is nevertheless used across these cultures in Malay by
people themselves. The problem of varying definitions and uses of the term by people who
live with and die by this creature is therefore an ethnographic issue that can be investigated.
The Tok Pisin sorcery figure known as sangguma which is used throughout Papua New
Guinea is a similar concept worth a comparative study. According to Burridge (1969:13ff),
the term originates from the Madang district where it is known as ranguma. From there it
spread to other parts of the country to refer to a kind of assault sorcery (Murphy 1962:91).
Alternatively, Laycock (forthc.) argues the term originates from the Monumbo language and
spread in the years after World War Two through wage-labourers on plantations. The
concept of sangguma describes men who are initiated as sorcerers by the disinterment and
eating of corpses. They attack people who are alone in their gardens and cause their death by
inserting sharp sorcery objects into the body of their victim and closing the wound with their
tongue. Laycock argues that the concept may overlap with the type of vada sorcery
described by Fortune (1963:284). Despite being a regional term, sangguma seems to have
been incorporated differently into a wide range of local cosmologies and may, like suanggi,
be described as a polythetic concept.
Cf. for instance Taussig (1987:xiii): ‘Killing and torture and sorcery are as real as death is
real’.
I take my definition of ‘agent’ from Giddens:
To be a human being is to be an agent - although not all agents are human beings - and to
be an agent is to have power. ‘Power’ in this highly generalized sense means
‘transformative capacity’, the capability to intervene in a given set of events so as in some
way to alter them (Giddens 1985:7).
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PART ONE

A HISTORY, A PLACE, A DEATH

CHAPTER ONE

THE SUANGGI AND CHRISTIANITY
A HISTORICAL SKETCH OF CONTACT AND CONVERSION

As a way of situating Buli society regionally in the extremely complicated history of North
Maluku, I begin this chapter by exploring the relationship between Christianity and suanggi.
Throughout the history of colonial contact this relationship remained close, but also
full of tension and expressive of the mutual expectations and prejudices held between
Europeans and Malukans. The relationship is intimate enough for Yengoyan (1995) to
suggest that the suanggi is a syncretic creature formed by the strong influence of
Christianity in the area. I briefly review Yengoyan’s argument before turning to what I
consider a more significant aspect of the relationship between Christianity and the suanggi.
Tracing the changing attitudes of Western chroniclers towards suanggi and gua, I argue that
these descriptions are revealing of distinct transformations in European conceptions of the
Malukan Other. Conversely, as I describe in the main body of the chapter, local notions of
sickness and death were instrumental in motivating conversion to Christianity in Buli in the
early twentieth century.
I situate this description by arguing that conversion to Christianity in North Maluku in
the nineteenth century was motivated by millennial ideas about a just ruler. These ideas had
been elaborated over the previous 120 years in continuous rebellion against Dutch-controlled
sultanate hegemony. After outlining the development of these millennial ideas, I contend
that the reception of Christianity in Buli around 1900 was predicated upon local expectations
of a return of the ancestors and a just ruler to free the world from oppression, sickness and
death. The irony of this is that while Christianity today is an important aspect of Buli life
and Buli self-conception, as well as the main discourse challenging the reality of the gua, it
did not bring the expected deliverance: the gua continues to bring sickness and death to
Buli.

SUANGGI AND CHRISTIANITY
According to Yengoyan (1995:335-36), in the Philippine lowlands belief in asuwang as a
malevolent spirit that can assume human form is an effect of syncretism with seventeenth
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century Spanish Catholicism.

Thus pre-contact asuwang, argues Yengoyan, were not

conceived as capable of assuming an anthropomorphic form. Rather, this capability was an
element of Spanish Christian ideas about witchcraft rampant in seventeenth century Europe.
This conjunction of malevolent spirits with humanized bodies first appears in missionary
accounts from the Bisayas in the early 1600s; as the basis of witchcraft, it was part of
seventeenth century Spanish culture in Iberia. After the introduction of witchcraft to the
Philippines, the emerging syncretism evolved into a complex set of relationships which are
now dominant throughout the Bisayas (ibid.:336).

This type of diffusionist theory of witchcraft, also back in fashion to explain European
witchcraft (e.g. Ginzburg 1990), is highly suggestive but hard to prove in relation to
suanggi.

Its merits are that it might help to explain the complex similarity within the

variety of definitions of suanggi throughout Maluku, Philippines and eastern Indonesia,
ranging from what in Evans-Pritchard’s definition would be a sorcerer to what is strictly a
witch.

One might thus imagine that ‘sorcery’ was a local type of malevolence, while

‘witchcraft’ was introduced by the Spanish.1

Yengoyan’s argument also merits

consideration because it highlights the intensity of European contact in North Maluku (and
the Philippines) and discourages the idea of a purely indigenous cosmology under these
historical circumstances. Cosmological ideas are as susceptible to change as economies or
social formations.
While the idea of Christian influence would help to explain why the notion of the
suanggi is found in eastern Indonesia and Maluku but not in Java or Western Indonesia
where Spanish and Portuguese influence was less marked, Yengoyan’s idea has a number of
weaknesses. Firstly, its focus on the influence of Christianity probably underestimates the
influence of Islam and its association with sultanate rule.

Secondly, it is by definition

impossible to establish the absence of an idea, such as anthropomorphic spirits, in a pre
colonial or pre-contact setting by using colonial sources. Just because European observers
do not mention something does not mean it did not exist. From the historical records that
are available, however, it is clear that Yengoyan’s argument, despite its intuitive appeal, is
counter-factual in Maluku. As we shall see below, suanggi in Maluku as a malevolent
figure capable of taking up residence in humans evidently pre-dates European contact.
Thirdly, Yengoyan’s argument fails to take into account the strikingly similar notions
of suanggi-like malevolent spirits or witches that can assume human form in Melanesia,
both in Austronesian- and Papuan-speaking societies.2

People in Melanesia and in

Austronesian societies on the Melanesian fringe are clearly capable of conceiving of
anthropomorphic malevolent spirits without borrowing from Christianity. In fact, as this
thesis will show, the conceptual relationship of gua with the human body is very intimate
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and goes to the core of Buli ontology. The gua is furthermore not alone in being able to use
the human body as a ‘canoe’ for its activities. This ability is characteristic of almost all
spirits and is sometimes used by humans in shamanistic and divinatory rites.
The application of Yengoyan’s argument to North Maluku would fail to consider the
wider geographical sphere of influence which tied these societies together for centuries
before European arrival. Colonialism may have facilitated and often intensified contact, but
sole innovative agency in the complex formation of the suanggi as a malevolent spirit
capable of assuming human form cannot be attributed to Christian obsession with the witch.
The presence and interpretations of the asuwang in the southern Philippines may indeed be
due to contact, but a contact which precedes the Spanish: namely, contact with the sultanates
of North Maluku whose influence reached Mindanao before European presence intensified
it.
The argument, nevertheless, opens our eyes to the fact that the gua or suanggi cannot
be conceived as purely exotic expressions of another logic but could very well harbour
transformed refractions of colonial history. If this is so, then, ironically, the attempts of the
Protestant Church in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to rid Buli society of the gua
would be, in part, self-expurgation.

The process by which this irony has come about,

however, is not through syncretic borrowings as Yengoyan claims. His historiography is, I
would suggest, too simple.

It is not a matter of Catholic inquisition theology giving

Malukans the image of anthropomorphic evil, but of the creation of a mental and moral
sphere of confluence where new memories are ‘read into the past’ (Taussig 1987:337). It is
part of a process by which the ‘other’ has been, as Taussig puts it, ‘enfolded and iconized
into the bowels of the Christian cosmos as Antichrist figures’ (ibid.:373). A new domain of
interpretation was created through conversion by the Christian colonial powers whereby the
suanggi could be understood as evil in relation to good in a way that parallelled the relation
of the witch to God in Europe. Once this common interpretive domain had been created,
fragments of images could be read into each other’s figures. This domain was never stable
through time, nor did it achieve an ideational hegemony over the way the suanggi was seen
in Maluku or eastern Indonesia.

SUANGGI IN HISTORY
Historically, references to suanggi as an important concept in Maluku and surrounding areas
go back to the very first colonial records. The first mention of suanggi, as far as I have been
able to establish, involves Antonio de Brito, the first Portuguese governor on Temate from
1522 to 1525. Tiele (1877:391) reports how the Tematan-Portuguese forces at this time
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were aided in one of the frequent bloody skirmishes with Tidore by inhabitants from Gam
Konora on north Halmahera. Among these inhabitants were many who were known as
‘orang suwangi’ or ‘suanggi men’ because of their ability to make themselves invisible.
To test their claims, de Brito had one of them put in irons and guarded closely overnight.
When the shackles were found empty the following morning, de Brito reportedly became
very alarmed. He immediately dismissed all the ‘suanggi men’ so that the Sultan of Tidore
could not accuse him of fighting Tidore with the help of ‘devilish tricks’ {ibid.)? Some
twenty years later, Galvao notes how people accused of being suanggi were killed if the
king or any of the noblemen fell ill (Jacobs 1971:181). One such killing is mentioned in a
report from 1662 which notes that the Kapita Laut (war leader) was executed after being
convicted of making sorcery against Sultan Saifuddin of Temate (1657-1689); he had been
seen winding what seemed to be human hair around a bamboo spear (Andaya 1993:171).
The surprise and awe of the Europeans at the power of suanggi, evident in these first
references, were matched by the amazement of the Malukans at the apparent immunity of
the Europeans to suanggi. In a letter of 1570, Portuguese Jesuits report how the newly
converted Christians of Bacan believed that Christianity and Christian liturgy were effective
against attacks by suanggi (Andaya 1993:128). This belief was no doubt instrumental in
easing conversion and was therefore left to develop by the Portuguese, since it served
perfectly their double motive for being in Maluku: to conquer and to convert. Immunity
from ‘one of the most evil spirits, which could assume human shape and drink the blood of
humans’ {ibid.) was a powerful legitimating metaphor both for conversion to Christianity
and for political control.
These early references from the sixteenth century which record suanggi as amazing and
even frightening European observers give way in the nineteenth and early twentieth century
to frustration in the accounts of Dutch missionaries, secure in their rational enlightened
superiority, about the superstitions of the locals. Unable and unwilling to grant suanggi any
reality, the missionaries of the late nineteenth century Dutch Reformed Church remained
much less aware than their Catholic Portuguese predecessors of the powerful motivations
related to suanggi which often accompanied conversion. As McGrane notes:
For sixteenth century cosmography, the diabolical is not yet, as it would later become, an
autonomous, independent perpetually contradicting antiworld, horribly and absurdly incapable
o f submitting to a rational or emotional explanation (1989:13).

De Brito’s alarm stemmed from his equation of suanggi with the ‘devilish tricks’ which
haunted village life in Europe in the sixteenth century.

McGrane argues that this

equivalence was, in fact, a paradigmatic linkage during the Renaissance between the Other
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and the Devil (ibid.: 11). While this equivalence granted a reality to suanggi in Portuguese
eyes, the immunity ascribed to the Portuguese due to their Christianity fitted this complex
only too well. Christianity became the threshold that suanggi could not cross. As McGrane
comments:
it was Christianity that came between the European and the Non-European Other.
Anthropology did not exist; there was, rather, demonology [in which the Other manifested
aspects of the devil which could be absolved only through conversion], and it was upon this
horizon that the Other took on his specific meaning (1989:77).

Amongst the Dutch missionaries of the early twentieth century, on the other hand, suanggi
is described as a flaw of rationality or as a problem of superstition. The groundless fear of
the natives is, along with their low morality and laziness, the main problem:
They do not know about sin and guilt, but plenty about fear and it is from fear that the animist
who receives Jesus Christ is first absolved. Deliverance from fear and terror is a glorious gift
of the Gospel (Maan 1912:216).4

Fear is irrational fear, a terror that comes from ignorance of God, and it is in this dark,
unenlightened area outside of and in opposition to the glory of God that the suanggi exists
in the eyes of the Dutch missionaries. Maan describes his encounter with one such suanggi
or gua in 1922.

Fawatbaio, a ‘strange man with a peculiar walk and posture’ (ZCR

1922[71]:1) had come to seek his help. He was accused, ‘not for the first tim e’, of being a
gua and wanted to leave the village and stay in the gardens of Loloi. Fawatbaio asked Maan
to tell the village head that Maan had ordered him to leave, so that his departure was not
seen to be directly related to the accusation. M aan comments:
This was indeed a serious thing. We laugh about it perhaps and say in wonder: ‘a werewolf
[the usual translation for gua by the Dutch]? What kind of nonsense is that?’ But a Buli does
not say that, least of all if he is accused of being a gua, werewolf, himself. In former times
that was equivalent to a death sentence; now, it is true, that is no longer the case, but still? - to
be named a werewolf is a very unpleasant thing. Now I completely understood our friend and
had great trouble convincing him that it was better, also for his own sake, to remain calmly in
our village (ibid.).

If Maan indeed understood Fawatbaio’s situation completely, why did he not support him in
his plans to leave for his garden for a while as people who are accused being gua usually do?
Instead he insisted, with ‘great trouble’, that he should stay on.

We do not know what

happened to Fawatbaio, but even by today’s rate of revenge assaults on presumed gua he
greatly risked being beaten up by remaining in the village.5 Although Maan thought he
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could empathise with Fawatbaio’s predicament, he shared with his readers the comfort of
knowing it was created by silly if stubborn superstition:
A lot of time, patience and faithful dedication is needed by the missionary; no, more than that:
he must pray and struggle a lot to instil the workings of the Holy Ghost in the hearts of our
Christians in Buli, before they let go of the belief in the gua. The belief is still frequently the
cause of apostasy and decline [in the number of convertsl. Whenever someone dies who is
still young, people point to this or that gua and think that our God was unwilling or unable to
help. They show their indignation with God by withdrawing from the congregation and
Church services (ibid:3).

While in Maan’s writings the opposition between rational, Enlightened Christianity and
superstitious beliefs in the gua is clearly drawn (but upheld only with considerable
frustration), a different relationship between Dutch missionaries and the Buli gua is painted
in a Buli story about the brother of the last Dutch missionary to Buli, K. Bot.
THE MYTH ABOUT THE DUTCHMAN AND THE GUA

The visiting brother of missionary (pendeta) Bot had heard stories about the gua
but refused to believe them. So two men who were close friends of a renowned
gua arranged with him to reveal himself to the Dutchman. On the arranged night
Bot’s brother went for a walk alone when a large tree suddenly started to fall on
him. He barely escaped the tree and had no time to recover from the shock when
a large dog suddenly attacked him and threw him to the ground. The Dutchman
who was a large and strong man lifted the dog over his head and threw the dog
into the bushes where it disappeared. He then returned to the two Buli men and
told them of the events. Now he had to believe in the reality of the gua. The
renowned gua, meanwhile, admitted the next morning that his bruised body
testified to the strength of the Dutchman.

The outcome of this epic battle between Christianity and the gua is a mutual
acknowledgment of strength and, on the part of the Dutchman, also a recognition of the

gua's reality. The story is very popular and I heard it many times during my stay. Some
people took it as proof of the invulnerability of Westerners to the gua, an interpretation that
echoes the Bacan sentiments towards Christianity in the sixteenth century.

Others felt it

showed the stupid stubbornness of Dutchmen (as representatives of the Church) in their
failure to recognise an obvious reality, a stubbornness for which Bot’s brother almost paid
with his life. To these people, the story was an admonition to me not to take the gua lightly.
Overall, however, the story signifies to most Buli the mutual accommodation between
Christian perception and Buli lived reality, an accommodation with which they have learned
to live. It is to the history of this accommodation with Christianity in Buli that I now turn.
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Taussig argues that the Christian formation of new memories about the South
American Indian past becomes the basis from which the pre-conversion past is interpreted.
Evil winds are thus said to come from the bones of ancient infidel Indians and cause
sickness.

This sickness can only be cured by the application of blessed remedies and

Christian prayer. A new historical imagination is created, Taussig claims, in which the
infidel is demonised and in which Christianity, in turn, is interpreted as having healing
power on a par with pre-Christian shamanistic healers. In this new imagination, history
acquires the character of sorcery where the infidel past causes sickness and is cured through
the healing power of Christianity.
[It] is not history understood as the passage of time that here acquires the character of the
sorcerer, but history as an opposition in meaning that the passage of time marks and about
which the victors and the vanquished of history array their cosmos (Taussig 1987:374).

In Buli conversion remains an important symbolic threshold but the gua consistently
refuses to remain behind this threshold, despite the assurances of the Church that whole
hearted belief in God will make the gua cease as a threat and relegate it to the pagan past
where it properly belongs. This theme of Christianity as the threshold that the suanggi
cannot cross not only continues today but has been central to conversion in Maluku since the
arrival of the Portuguese. In line with sixteenth century thought, conversion provided, in the
eyes of the Portuguese, the immunity of God against the Devil in all his exotic forms. To
the enlightened Dutch missionaries, conversion liberated the pagan from the darkness of fear
instilled by the suanggi. Nowadays, Christianity sides with the State in seeing gua in Buli
as a problem of stubborn backwardness, an unwillingness to embrace the teachings of the
State. Belief in the gua therefore has an element of political deviance imputed to it. From
the beginning of colonial presence in Maluku to the region’s inclusion in the independent
Republic of Indonesia, Christian attitudes have thus seized upon notions of suanggi to
express both the political aspirations and the ideological concerns of their time. This trend
is still apparent in the relation between Church and gua in Buli today.
Considering the opposition of the Church to local beliefs, it is all the more striking that
the history of conversion in Buli is so closely linked to the concerns of Buli ideology. Thus,
the beginnings of Christianity in Buli are tied into a millennial view of the world associated
with recurrent political rebellion that can be traced back at least to the eighteenth century.
The story begins with the so-called Nuku revolt between 1780 and 1805 and continues
intermittently through the nineteenth century before culminating in the Hassan rebellion of
1876-77. I argue that the reception of Christianity in Buli cannot be adequately understood
apart from the history of this millennial rebellion that preceded it.
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THE NUKU REVOLT (1780 - 1805)
The period from the beginning of the Nuku revolt in 1780 to the suppression of the Hassan
revolt in 1877 is perhaps the most tumultuous in the history of Halmahera (see Teljeur
1985:239). Although rebellion and unrest were common before the Nuku revolt (cf. Chapter
Eight), the intensity of the political and demographic effects of this turbulent period was
unprecedented. For the first time, Halmahera was directly and intimately involved in the
political machinations of the two main sultanate centres, Temate and Tidore.

This

involvement had a decisive impact on the relationship between these sultanates and their
Halmaheran territories. Initially, Maluku had been ruled by four sultanates: Temate, Tidore,
Bacan and Jailolo. .Aided by their firmer grasp of the clove trade Temate and Tidore were
able to attract the support of Spanish, Portuguese and Dutch merchants from the sixteenth
century onwards. Gradually these two sultanates emerged as the most powerful. Although
their mle of Halmahera was always tension-filled and often proforma, Temate laid claim to
the northern half as well as the southern tip of the island, while Tidore mied the central half.
As a price for their increased influence, however, the sultanates during the seventeenth
century experienced increasing political interference from the then dominant colonial power,
the Dutch East India Company (V.O.C.).6
Table 1.1: List of Sultans of Tidore between 1756 and 1821
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Sultan Jamaluddin
Gaijira (never formally crowned, uncle of Jamaluddin)
Sultan Patra Alam (son o f Gaijira)
Sultan Kamaluddin (son o f Jamaluddin)
Sultan Nuku (Amir Mohammad, son of Jamaluddin)
Sultan Djainalabidin (half-brother of Nuku)
Sultan Mohammad Tahir

(1756-1779)
(1779-1780)
(1780-1783)
(1783-1797)
(1797-1805)
(1805-1809)
(1810-1821)

Throughout the eighteenth century rebellions and illicit raids by Papuan, Halmaheran
and Mindanao pirates in the area between central Halmahera and Raja Ampat were endemic
and the Dutch were growing increasingly impatient with lack of action from Sultan
Jamaluddin of Tidore to stop the unrest.7 They even suspected Jamaluddin of conspiring
with these pirates and the English against the V.O.C..

The Dutch exasperation with

Jamaluddin was translated into action in 1779 when they seized Jamaluddin as well as the
heir to the throne, Kamaluddin, on suspicion of plotting a rebellion in cooperation with a
fleet of Mindanao boats anchored at Maba. Jamaluddin was exiled to Java and the old and
fragile Gaijira - an uncle of Jamaluddin -

was installed as ruler but made completely

responsible to a Dutch-controlled council.8 When Sultan Gaijira died the year after,
Kamaluddin and Nuku, Jamaluddin’s second son, were the rightful contenders to the throne.
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The choice of the Dutch, however, fell on the more pliant Patra Alam, the son of Gaijira.
The protests from Nuku and Kamaluddin that either they be appointed to the throne or
Jamaluddin be returned from exile were ignored and defiantly Nuku fled to central
Halmahera.

Within a year he had gathered substantial support among Papuan and

Halmaheran villagers and several times sought contact with the English.
The protracted rebellion that followed created, according to Andaya, a hitherto unseen united
identity among the many groups of North Maluku:
Unlike all previous challenges to the Dutch East India Company, Nuku’s was characterised by
a wide appeal which crossed all previous political and cultural boundaries (Andaya 1993:230).

Figure 1.1: The genealogy of Nuku

Gaijira

Jamaluddin

Patra Alam

Djelolo

AA
Kamaluddin

Nuku

(a commander of Nuku)
Djainalabdin

Jamanludin

This new unity was partly moulded by the pressures of colonial brutality. As punishment
for their participation in the rebellion (as well as for their clandestine trade in cloves), Maba
was destroyed in 1780 and Patani in 1781 by Dutch ships chasing Nuku (ibid.:220). The
rulers of the three districts of Maba, Patani, and Weda, known collectively as Gamurange,
‘The Three Regions’, were forced to sign a treaty of submission and, as a result, the entire
population was resettled to the west coast of Halmahera for several years.9
After the destruction of Maba and the resettlement of the population to Payahe in 1780,
Nuku succeeded for a brief moment in returning to Tidore in 1783. In October of that year,
after the death in exile of Sultan Jamaluddin, the Dutch fort on Tidore was destroyed by the
local population, all Europeans present were killed, and Nuku returned to take the crown
(ibid.:226).

The Dutch immediately assembled an attack force from Temate and re

conquered the island of Tidore. ‘At the first sign of fighting, some fifty Maba boats crossed
over from Halmahera to support the Tidorese’ (Andaya 1993:227).10 Their support was,
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however, insufficient to prevent a Dutch victory and the killing of some 1800 people in
retaliation for the dozen or so Europeans who had been murdered (ibid.).
The participation of ‘Maba’ (referring to the regency of the Sangaji of Maba including
Buli and Bicoli) was from the beginning decisive for the Nuku rebellion (cf. Haga
1884[I]:315). Katoppo, for instance, repeats a rumour that a slave in Buli looked exactly
like Nuku and was used to lead the Dutch search parties astray by appearing in places far
away from Nuku’s last known sighting (1984:71).11 The active participation of Maba and
Buli were part of the general acceptance of Nuku as the rightful ruler among the population
of the Tidore domains on Halmahera. The Gamurange was one of the most crucial domains
of the Tidore Sultanate:
The Gamrange and the Papuan islanders proved to be among Tidore’s most important subjects
in the periphery. They had a large number of able-bodied men whose expertise on the sea and
fierceness in battle were well-documented (Andaya 1993:109).

The reason behind Nuku’s popularity in Halmahera was, however, not simply
resentment against the Dutch, their choice of Sultan, and their undermining of Tidore
sovereignty. Equally important was Nuku’s promise to re-establish the sultanate of Jailolo
and re-create the unity of the original four kingdoms of Maluku, a unity which had come
under pressure after the destruction of Jailolo by a Tematan-Portuguese force in 1551 and
had finally been shattered in 1684 when the last descendant of the sultan of Jailolo died
(Andaya 1993:90, 215).12

The four kingdoms, Temate, Tidore, Bacan, and Jailolo,

represented a totality that symbolised the idea of a perfect world in Maluku. The word
‘Maluku’ itself is a reflection of the importance of the four kingdoms.

Van Fraassen

(1987:24-25) derives its etymology from the term loko, meaning ‘world’ in Sanskritised
Javanese (loka) and ‘mountain’ in Tobelo to which the suffix ma-, expressing the definite
article, has been added. It occurs in the traditional phrase employed for the area: Ma-loko
Kie Raha. Kie is Tematan for ‘mountain’, while raha means ‘four’, referring to the four
mountains associated with the four kingdoms (ibid.:23). The phrase, of which the word
‘Maluku’ is, no doubt, a Malay corruption, may then be translated as ‘The World of the Four
Mountains’. The conception of the completeness of these four mountains or ‘pillars’ of
Maluku, the ‘absence of which was evidence of disunity’ (Andaya 1993:9), provided the
Nuku rebellion with a powerful myth of legitimation against the Dutch East India Company
and their choice of Sultans.
In Maluku, geographic isolation and the proliferation of ethnic groups and cultures ruled out
the formation of any unities based on political force or a common ethnic identity. Instead,
unity was forged through common commitment by these groups to the legitimizing myths
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which established the physical and cosmic parameters of their world and the social orders
within it (ibid.:49).

The year after he conquered Tidore in 1797, Nuku fulfilled his promise to re-establish
the lost unity by appointing the gogugu (magistrate) of Makian, Djelolo, to the sultanate of
Tidore (Haga 1884[I]:374). It is this man and his position as Sultan of Jailolo that provided
the link to the Hassan revolt which, in its turn, had implications for the commencement of
the Dutch mission in Buli.
THE SULTAN OF JAILOLO

The Nuku revolt ended in temporary humiliation for the Dutch when Nuku, with English
support, was formally installed as Sultan in 1801 (Andaya 1993:237). When Nuku died in
1805 shortly after the end of the first English interregnum (1801-1803), Djelolo continued
the fight against the Dutch and their choice of Sultans. Djainalabidin, the appointed heir of
Nuku, had been crowned Sultan of Tidore without consent of the Dutch (de Clerq 1890:168)
and there had been several altercations between Djainalabidin and the Dutch on Temate in
the first months of his rule.

Sultan Djainalabidin was allowed to maintain the crown of

Tidore only on condition that the illicit spice trade be controlled - a recurrent condition for
these contracts - and that Djelolo should be caught (Haga 1884[I]:439).
In Dutch eyes, Djelolo represented a grave enough danger both to their ordered
suzerainty of the area and to the rule of a Dutch-controlled Sultan of Tidore that the Dutch
decided to tolerate Djainalabidin, who was not well-disposed towards the Dutch, as Sultan
on condition Djelolo was seized. The next year Djelolo confirmed Dutch apprehension by
staging an attack on Tidore in an attempt to take the crown. The attack failed, however, and
Djelolo escaped to the forests of Halmahera where he presumably died the same year

(ibid.:440). Rumours that he was still alive nevertheless continued to circulate for more than
a year and only after repeated expeditions against Maba, Weda, and Patani did the three
regions agree to pay tribute to Sultan Djainalabidin (ibid.:441). The uncertainty surrounding
Djelolo’s death continued to inspire resistance in the region and came to play a crucial
symbolic role seventy years later in the Hassan revolt.
In 1809 Djainalabidin was accused of conspiring with the English, as Nuku had done,
and was dethroned. He died the following year. His son, however, continued his claims to
the throne as did Asgar, the son of Djelolo. So the English assumption of power from the
Dutch in Maluku in 1811 saw the sons of two deceased contenders to the Tidore throne
causing trouble for their new colonial masters.

Asgar was caught in the same year and

exiled to Ambon, while the son of Djainalabidin gathered ‘a formidable fleet’ in Maba and
demanded, unsuccessfully, to become Sultan (Haga 1884[I]:458).
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Unlike their Dutch counterparts, the English had neither the interest nor the resources
to patrol and enforce the clove monopoly, so they had to seek other avenues for controlling
political unrest and the illicit trade in clove. In central Halmahera they attempted to solve
these two problems in one strategic move.

In 1815 Jamanludin, son of former Sultan

Djainalabidin, was pardoned from his exile in Ambon and installed as the ruler of Maba,
Weda and Patani. In return, he was obliged to sell all cloves to the English and to refrain
from inciting rebellion against Mohammad Tahir, the new Sultan of Tidore, and from
fraternising with ‘pirates’ (ibid.A6\).
Instead of bringing the political order as the English hoped, however, Jamanludin used
his appointment as ruler of the three districts to consolidate a base from which to continue
rebellion against the Sultan of Tidore. From this time it seems that the struggle was carried
on in idioms of ethnic differentiation centred on an opposition between Maba and Tidore.
Haga writes that ‘[v]ehement animosity ruled between Tidore and Maba whose populations
sought to harm and offend each other in all sorts of ways’ (1884[I]:463). This animosity
still reigned when the Dutch returned to power in 1817 after the second English interregnum
of the Dutch Indies (1811-17). It is against this background that the placing of the first
colonial officer to the district should be seen. A colonial government had taken over the
Dutch East Indies from the V.O.C. in 1800 but due to the two consecutive English
assumptions of power, 1817 was the first real opportunity for that colonial government to
establish a more direct administrative rule.13 In 1817 an ‘Assistent-Resident’ was placed in
Bicoli, an emulation, it seems, of an English precedent. Officially, his task was to monitor
the foreign whaling boats that entered the bay (Ruiter 1937:54), but another important
reason for his presence was, no doubt, the active participation of the local population in the
Bay of Buli in the Nuku revolt.14 Jamanludin was finally captured and exiled to Java in
1818 and the same fate was inflicted on Asgar in a Dutch attempt to stop the unrest (Haga
1884[II]:2). The arrests, however, did not bring peace. In 1819, one of Asgar’s brothers,
also calling himself Djelolo, tried to bring ‘the Papuans’ to revolt (ibid.:3).15 This revolt
induced about half the population of Buli and Maba to leave their home to support Djelolo’s
struggle in Seram (Cambier 1872:251).16 This constituted the first stirring of the Hassan
revolt to come to fruition some fifty-five years later.
Participation of people such as Buli in the continuing rebellion informed Haga’s view
that by 1821 ‘[t]he still existing disorder now slowly took on the character of common
piracy in which people of all lower classes took part and it therefore lost the political
character that the disturbances had had since the time of Nuku’ (1884[II]:3).

It was,

however, far from true that the unrest had become apolitical or that it had become less of a
strain on Pax Hollandica.

In 1824, the unrest finally forced the establishment of

Photograph 2: The crown of the Sultan of Tidore in the museum of Soa Sio
The crown is still venerated by the burning of incense every Friday. An
annual ceremonial trimming of its plumage is also reputedly performed

Photograph 3: The tomb of Nuku in Soa Sio
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negotiations between Djelolo and Merkus, the governor of Maluku.

In a remarkable

outcome of these negotiations, Merkus suggested that Djelolo assume political rule of a
section of the north coast of Seram as a substitute for the Halmaheran area which, as part of
the regency of North Maluku, fell outside of Merkus’ domain. In 1825 Asgar was returned
from exile to assume the role of ruler of this new kingdom (ibid. A). But the Dutch hope
that a piece of land on north Seram might dispel the idea of resurrecting the Jailolo kingdom
was premature. The Seramese kingdom was to last for only seven years, for Jailolo and
Halmahera remained the focus of the struggle. The temporary kingdom finally collapsed in
1832 when Asgar and his family were again banned for life to Java for continuing to
struggle against the Sultans of Temate and Tidore (ibid.).
Amongst those of his family who were also banned was Asgar’s young son, Hassan
(Kniphorst 1883:475). It was this Hassan who, after returning to Seram, would replay the
legitimating theme of the Nuku revolt - the re-institution of the Sultan of Jailolo - in the socalled Hassan rebellion of 1876. As Haga wrote in 1884, ‘[h]ere ends, for the time being,
the story of the lineage of Djelolo, but a few years ago we saw in the so-called prince Danoe
Hassan again evidence of the deep roots that the creation of Nuku had grown in Maluku’
(1884[II]:4). This time, however, the idea of the fourth kingdom, which Haga regarded as
Nuku’s creation, and the rebellion that sought to fulfil it had even more marked millenarian
overtones.
Figure 1.2: The genealogy of Hassan
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POLITICAL AND SPIRITUAL UNREST 1870 - 1877
The early 1870s were spiritually disturbing times in Halmahera.

The first three Dutch

missionaries from the Utrecht Mission Society (U.Z.V.) had arrived in 1866 to settle in
Galela. From van Dijken, the missionary in Dokkolamo near Galela, we first learn that
people were beginning to turn to him for advice on local ailments.17 In the month of
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February 1875 alone, he had eight older men staying with him claiming they were possessed
by ‘evil spirits’ (BUZ 1876[ 10]: 165).

The population, he lamented, does not seem to

differentiate between the missionary and their shamans {ibid.)}* Sundays seem to have been
considered particularly auspicious for visits to the minister, for he reports how people would
arrive on Saturdays and leave on Monday or Tuesday {ibid:. 166).
People were, however, not completely comfortable with the powers of this new
shaman. A year earlier the rumour had spread among the coastal people that van Dijken had
promised the forest-dwelling population 48 gulden for every head they delivered to him as a
sacrifice to God. The forest population was generally feared as head-hunters who were
believed to be hired by the Sultan of Temate to supply fifty heads yearly to be sacrificed to
the volcano on Temate (BUZ 1875[12]:198).19 With some difficulty, van Dijken had
dissuaded the village leaders from imposing a fine of 48 gulden on those responsible for the
rumour {ibid:.200).20
These events had been preceded and influenced by, what was to the missionaries an
even more disturbing occurrence. In November 1874, rumours reached Galela that the dead
had come to life in Kao. Among the revived was Djelolo, the last Sultan of Jailolo, who had
built many forts in the forest in preparation for a massive rebellion (BUZ 1875[7]: 122).
This rumour, spread by shamans in Galela, had been brought on by the eruption of a nearby
volcano and the message was that the dead would devastate the earth unless copious
offerings were given to them {ibid: 121).

The rice in Galela and Tobelo was left

unharvested and the Christian community in Galela prepared to save itself from the
Apocalypse by hammering stakes into the ground.

Holding on to these stakes would

‘prevent them from sliding into Hell’ {ibid: 122). Van Dijken’s Church was always packed
and even ‘pagan’ people requested him to give sermons (BUZ 1875[12]:202).
ADIL AND HASSAN 1875 - 1877

The promised return of the dead was to be led by a prophet in Kao, calling himself ‘Adil’,
the Just One, who had been told by a bird of gold and pearl from the sky that a solar eclipse
was imminent, during which many villages would sink into the ground (BUZ 1876[1]:10).21
Inspired by Adil, several other prophets sprang up in both Galela and Tobelo, telling of the
impending end of the world and the return of the dead. Some eighty houses were even built
in the forest to accommodate the dead (BUZ 1876[5]:67). On orders from Adil, gardens
were left untended (BUZ 1876[1]:1). In June 1875, the movement took on a more political
character. Adil and some 500 followers held up trade and communications and neither
Chinese merchants nor Muslim sultanate representatives dared to sail (BUZ 1876[5]:66).22
Then on 29 June 1876, Been reported from Kao:
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A big revolt has broken out on Halmahera under a certain Hassan, a descendant of the Sultan
of Jailolo who calls himself Muhammad Hassan, Prince of Jailolo and claims to be the rightful
heir to the island (BUZ 1877[2]:17).

Two government officials and seven Tematan sultanate representatives were murdered and a
Chinese merchant mutilated, while general mayhem prevented all travel at sea. All non
locals had left the villages in fear of their lives and all payments of debts to merchants and
tribute to sultanate representatives had stopped. According to the latter, the Adil movement
itself started because the population in Kao owed 9,000 packets of sago (tuman) to the
merchants and sultanate magistrates (BUZ 1875[12]:203).

It was indeed economic

oppression by the combined forces of sultanate tribute, extortion by lesser officials and debts
to merchants that the rebellion exploited (e.g. BUZ 1877[3]:39), but much more than
economic dissatisfaction motivated the revolt. Been continues,
Hassan, who has long lived on Ambon, cooperates with that fanatic, Adil, the prophet of Kao.
The Alifuru people are convinced of the truth of his promise that the new ruler, of whom he
has told so much, will arrive within a few days.23 Adil has a group of accomplices who
receive and convey his orders. On Saturday, on the orders of Adil, the Alifuru have thrown
away the corpses of their deceased [placed in shrines in the village], because the newly arisen
dead cannot dwell among them if they see the elevated shrines with bones and corpses. The
Alifuru have with this act completely broken with their tradition. At the moment, they are
feasting frantically day and night; but the worst part is that the population is following Hassan.
They say he is not the real ruler, but that he must conquer the island for his grandfather who
has risen from the dead and who stays with the fanatic [Adil] deep in the forest. Hassan
himself is in Wedde [Weda] where the kora-kora war boats will go to bring him to Kao,
Galela, Tobelo and the surrounding areas. Hundreds of Alifuru from these places accompany
him under the deception that those who do not follow him will die. The population has
become very brutal; now and then one of the robbers from behind Miti [near Kao] appears to
quickly murder and rob whoever they can find. The confusion is great. I am alone here [in the
village of Kao]. All the Chinese and Muslim people have fled. (BUZ 1877[2]:18).

In Tobelo and Galela the situation was much the same as locals looted the empty houses of
officials and built roads for the coming ruler (ibid.: 19). Although no records detail the
situation in central Halmahera, conditions there were presumably similar.
Hassan’s claim to the island came from his grandfather, Djelolo, who had arisen from
the dead to dwell in the forest where he disappeared seventy years earlier. The fact that
Hassan used the title, dano (prince), is evidence that he perceived himself as the temporary
caretaker of the sultanate that lawfully belonged to Sultan Djelolo.24 Hassan was merely
preparing the conditions for the eventual resurrection of Djelolo. Nevertheless, everywhere
he went Hassan was received like a Sultan. The ground was covered with mats wherever he
put ashore and people averted their eyes from him as they prostrated at his feet to kiss them.
His war boats flew the flags of the sultanate, and Hassan, dressed in the blue jacket of
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royalty, had his head shaded by servants with a yellow umbrella while thirteen shots of
honour were fired.25 In short, the full panoply and regalia of sultanate power were employed
to great effect among the Halmaherans. No fewer than 600 people were present to greet
Hassan in Miti and another 800 received him in Kao. The fact that Hassan himself arrived
with 1000 men and 50 war boats in Tobelo (BUZ 1877[2]:26) shows that the movement had
assumed gigantic proportions for Halmahera. News of the prophet of Kao and Hassan had
even reached Geelvink Bay in West Papua (BUZ 1877[11]: 174; Kamma 1972:41). The
ruler of Moom himself accompanied a large delegation of Masinam people from Geelvink
Bay to Halmahera to join the prophet (Kamma 1972:121).“ According to Hassan’s own
estimate, the movement totalled 30,000 people, 10,000 of whom were going to follow him
to Temate to put his demands before the colonial government and the Sultans (BUZ
1877[3] :35).27
Hassan’s close connection to central Halmahera is somewhat obscured by these
missionary accounts given that mission activity was still restricted to north Halmahera.
Been mentions, however, that Hassan’s base seemed to be in central Halmahera from where
he was to ‘visit’ north Halmahera. His main support came from central Halmahera and his
claim to sovereignty was primarily directed at that part of Halmahera (Weda, Patani, and
Maba) which was ruled by the Tidore sultanate. This same area came with the throne of
Tidore that Nuku had claimed for himself and was later the base for Jamanludin’s revolt.
Apparently the rule of the sultanate of Tidore was here considered more oppressive than its
Tematan counterpart, generating strong support for Hassan in central Halmahera:
It is ... not surprising that he was immediately received as a redeemer by the [sultanate]
subjects in Weda, Maba, and Patani and that he found the population willing to support him, as
a descendant o f the ruler of Jailolo, in his demands against the lawful authority of Tidore
(Kniphorst 1883:476)“

While Hassan flatly refused to negotiate with the Sultan of Tidore whose rights he did not
acknowledge tout court, he agreed to meet with the Sultan of Temate to arrange the division
of north Halmahera (BUZ 1877[3]:35).
By now the colonial government was seriously alarmed. Without success a Dutch
steam boat had hunted Hassan since June 1876. In a two-day skirmish in September that
year Hassan’s army of local Halmaherans defeated a force of 800 men from Temate (BUZ
1877[2]:25).29 The main concern of the Dutch was to restore peace and order. They had no
intention of acceding to the demands of such a powerful and popular figure as Hassan, when
they could rely on the more malleable and increasingly powerless Sultans of Temate and
Tidore. Inspired by the Hassan revolt, piracy - for a long time endemic in the region -
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began to focus entirely on Temate and Tidore vessels while other ships sailed the waters
unharmed. In the course of two months between December 1876 and January 1877 alone,
46 Tematan and Tidore crew members were killed by pirates (Kniphorst 1883:487). The
Dutch also assumed from bitter experience with the Nuku revolt that the sultanate of Jailolo
would always be a hotbed of resistance against any kind of colonial rule (Haga 1884[I]:433).
Nevertheless, despite the fact that it placed a price of 4,500 gulden on Hassan’s head
(Kniphorst 1883:489), the colonial government seems really to have had little to fear from
Hassan.30 In fact, a remarkable feature of this rebellion was that it was exclusively aimed at
the sultanates of Temate and Tidore for their oppressiveness. It was in this struggle that the
resurrection of the fourth sultanate of Jailolo came to play such an important symbolic role.
Its absence from ‘the world of the four mountains’, Maluku, - an absence in which Temate
had been instrumental - signified ruling disorder and oppression. Furthermore, the theme of
the slighted prince who has been denied his rightful position is a common one in, for
instance, Buli mythology. With the help of his magical abilities the prince gains the place of
the unlawful ruler. These types of myths, known as kayat, conventionally start with an
invocation that calls the attention of the listener:
Kolano pnu pusa...
Dtede, dtede berea.

The king of a certain village
They honoured him, they really respected him.

This mythological theme of the just and respected ruler is clearly reminiscent of the claims
to legitimate rule made by Hassan and Nuku. The theme provided their rebellions with a
strong ‘poetic appeal’ (Jones 1962). Whether political history was formative of the mythic
plot or whether the idiom preceded the rebellions and helped legitimate them, the themes in
myth and revolts are clearly reflections of each other, as the next section will show.
MAGICAL ABILITIES: HALMAHERA AND GEELVINKBAY

The split image of the prophet with magical abilities and the incumbent ruler, separated in
the Hassan revolt, fuses in the famous Mansren figure of the West Papuan millennial
movements and cargo cults (Kamma 1972; Worsley 1970).

The slighted ruler of Buli

mythology and the Papuan Mansren in fact share a number of similarities, the most
important of which is the acquisition of magical proficiency. Facibaciba is in Buli the
ability of the incumbent ruler to create things merely by invoking them verbally and
stomping the ground (or sometimes thumping his staff on the ground). This capability, in
Buli restricted to royals, is also recounted in Biak as attained by Mansren who will lead the
coming of Koreri - a utopic era when the dead return to life and sickness no longer exists
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(Kamma 1972:34). As in Buli, the power to create objects by invocation is here sometimes
attributed to a magical cane (Worsley 1970:137).
According to Biak mythology, Mansren caught the Morning Star stealing his palm
wine and agreed to release the star only when it gave him a fruit that would ensure Koreri
sheben (the resurrection of the dead and the creation of an ideal state/society). The fruit had
the magical ability to make pregnant any woman at whom it was thrown and the son bom to
her would be the redeemer of eternal life (Kamma 1972:31). In the Biak myth, birth of the
son causes social outrage because Mansren, as an ugly old man, is considered unsuitable to
father a child with a beautiful young woman. In the mythological tradition of Buli, the ruler
is similarly conceived by unusual means and to an unlikely parent. In Buli the incumbent
king is bom to an atypical mother (either a barren old woman or a virginal young princess
who normally refuses men) after a magical form of impregnation. In one instance, an old
woman accidentally drinks the king’s urine thinking it is water and becomes pregnant. In
another case, a young princess eats the betel-nut left over after her father entertained a
visitor. The incumbent king is, furthermore, often bom in the shape of an animal. This
animal disguise (mef) initially makes him an outcast, like Mansren whose diseased skin
disgusts people. Before claiming his throne, however, the king sheds the disguise to become
a handsome youth. Mansren similarly sheds his diseased skin by jumping into a fire and
emerges a handsome youth.
Kamma (1982:79) relates another version of the Mansren myth in which the magical
staff is acquired not from the Morning Star but from the Sultan of Tidore!

This

transformation completes the circle between prophet, ruler, and redeemer and Andaya
(1993:221) is therefore correct in pointing out that the appeal of rebellions such as Nuku’s
(and Hassan’s) came from the idea that the incumbent king played a role akin to that of
Mansren as the bringer of eternal life and Koreri - the ideal state - in the Biak area. This
relationship was earlier observed by Kamma who, in describing the influence of the Hassan
rebellion in Geelvink Bay, writes:
It is tempting to make a comparison between the Koreri and the Adil movements. For
diffusionists several footholds are offered, and it is true that the formal elements do not differ
much, while there is proof of historical contacts. ... We ... suggest that in their mythical
character the Koreri movements may be more dependent on Halmahera than has been assumed
till now (Kamma 1972:123).

I shall not speculate on the plausibility or otherwise of diffusionist arguments to account for
these similarities; I will merely reiterate the point made earlier that there are both historical
and linguistic commonalities between central Halmahera and the Geelvink Bay area. What
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interests me here is less the origin of these common mythemes and more their historical
consequences.31
THE CONCEPTUAL LIMITS OF THE REBELLION

One thing is striking about the Hassan movement, when compared to the Nuku rebellion to
which it owed so much. As the Hassan rebellion grew more overtly millenarian by adding
the return of the ancestors to its promises, it also grew less critical of the Dutch. Djelolo,
the former Sultan of Jailolo, would rise from the dead to reclaim his throne and restore the
correct number of sultanates. This claim was exclusively aimed against the legitimacy of
the Sultans of Temate and Tidore.

Whereas the Nuku revolt had been explicitly anti

colonial and anti-Dutch, the suzerainty of the Dutch colonial government went unchallenged
by Hassan. In fact, Hassan repeatedly appealed to the Dutch to accept him. Of the 33 flags
on his war boat, the striped flag of Holland was placed the highest (BUZ 1877[2]:27).
Hassan warmly received the missionary Been when he arrived in Tobelo and asked him to
let the Dutch Resident in Temate know ‘that he [Hassan] would like nothing more than to
become good friends with our government and that he, if our government helps him to
become ruler [of Jailolo], would bow to all rules of our authorities’ (BUZ 1877[3]:34).
Hassan even vowed to contribute 500 men to help bring about an end to the war in Aceh
(ibid.), and a boat with the stated purpose of gathering such a force was actually dispatched
to Ambon (Kniphorst 1883:477).
This conciliatory rhetoric and associated gestures do not necessarily mean that the
revolt would not eventually have challenged Dutch supremacy.32 It is striking, however, that
its popularity was in no way achieved by stirring anti-Dutch sentiments. On the contrary, in
its fight against the Muslim sultanates, the revolt even sought to align itself with
Christianity, despite the fact that Hassan himself was Muslim. Hassan thus assured Been
that ‘[t]here are only two religions in the world, Christianity and Islam, the first is the
religion of the Company and I demand that the Alifuru follow that religion’ (BUZ
1877[3]:34).
We can now return to van Dijken’s lament that as a missionary he was regarded as
identical to a local ‘sorcerer’. At the height of the Adil movement, van Dijken himself had
56 of these ‘sorcerers’ or shamans, many of whom were the local prophets and assistants of
Adil, in attendance at a sermon arranged at the urging of the Galela population (BUZ
1876[7]: 121). On one occasion, six hundred people even came to ask him to be their king
and to destroy the Tematan officials. Van Dijken was, in other words, regarded as the
‘popular leader and ally’ of Hassan (Haire 1981:26). Haire observes with approval that van
Dijken ‘of course’ refused.

What is obvious, however, is that the missionaries were
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regarded as conveyors of a form of powerful knowledge whose appeal lay in eschatological
ideas about Heaven and Hell that were interpreted as resonating with themes already present
in the millenarian motivation underlying the political rebellions. It was this resonance that
became instrumental to the initial success of conversion to Christianity in Buli.

THE MILLENNIAL MOTIVATION BEHIND CONVERSION IN BULI
Politically, the Hassan revolt achieved little. On June 21 1877, Hassan surrendered together
with the Sangajis of Maba and Bicoli to the captain of the steam boat Banka anchored in
front of Bicoli (Kniphorst 1883:494). Hassan was sentenced in the same year to exile in
Muntok on Java (de Clerq 1890:185). Instead of effecting revolutionary change, the revolt
became an opportunity for the Dutch to give a lesson in colonial control. The Tematan
officials who had fled from north Halmahera and the staff of the two sultanates were
decorated for their help in subduing the uprising and each was paid a sum of appreciation
ranging between 250 and 1500 gulden. Colonial control was actually intensified. Under a
new political constellation the position of ‘Assistent-Resident’ in Bicoli was abolished and
replaced by that of a ‘Controleur’ with jurisdiction over the whole of Halmahera except the
northern peninsula (Ruiter 1937:54) and for the first time tribute to the sultanate had in some
areas to be paid in cash rather than in kind (de Clerq 1890:186). These areas included Buli
where the annual cash tribute became four gulden for a married man and two gulden for an
unmarried man (BUZ 1900[5]:70).

Although it was thus the immediate cause of the

introduction of direct rule to Halmahera (Kniphorst 1883:495), as well as to North Maluku
in general (e.g. Baldwin 1993:60), the Hassan rebellion became a curious aside to the history
of North Maluku and was quickly relegated to historical footnotes (e.g. Campen 1884:8).
The rebellion and its millennial connotations had, however, consequences for the way
in which Christianity was perceived and received in Buli. While Haire (1981:27) argues that
the Hassan revolt demonstrated to people in Halmahera that the missionaries were separate
from the colonial power, I would argue that the contrary was the case. Christianity and
colonial might were very much collapsed and the missionaries were seen as the
intermediaries between the rebels and the Resident.

The rebellion taught people in

Halmahera to inscribe Christianity within the messianic promises which the Hassan
movement had propounded. For although the Hassan revolt came to be seen as politically
inconsequential after 1878, it continued to have currency among the population of
Halmahera. In 1883, Haji Hias, a younger brother of Hassan, tried to revitalise the rebellion
by inciting the population to revolt from a base in Maba, but without success (de Clerq
1890:187). Again in 1897, a Sangaji from Tobelo calling himself Adil claimed to be the
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successor of Hassan. Though he was without the broad following of the earlier movements,
the Sangaji was, it seems, successful in selling wrapped objects which he claimed would
turn into precious valuables at the imminent arrival of a messianic figure called ‘The Great
Holder of the Key’ (Haire 1981:174).
In this climate, conversions suddenly began to explode in numbers as whole villages
asked to be baptised. The village of Kupa-Kupa and its neighbours Popilo, Pitu, Efi-Efi,
Paca, Mawea and Katana on north Halmahera all converted to Christianity. On one day
alone in September 1898, Hueting baptised 360 people, and within a few years the number
of baptised Halmaherans reached 3,200 (Haire 1981:176).

Hueting calls this sudden

willingness ‘God’s miracle’ (1935:98), but it had far more earthly causes.

While the

number of converts did not quite rival the number of Hassan’s followers, there was, I argue,
a close connection between them. Müller-Krüger (1968:147) claims that the Tobelo Sangaji
was the first person of high status to be converted, while Magany (1984:110) states that
there were several prophets like the Sangaji who tried to ‘cheat’ the population and that the
sudden urge to convert came from their followers.

Whichever claim is true, it seems

apparent that the messianic ideas of the Nuku and Hassan revolts were still reverberating in
Halmahera and were now beginning to be linked to Christianity. Several delegations from
Buli arrived during these years to ask for a missionary to be stationed among them so that
they, too, could convert (Hueting 1935:181).
In 1899 Hueting, who unlike his more pietistic predecessor, van Dijken, believed in the
value of initial mass conversion (Haire 1981:73), decided to send two Ambonese Christian
preachers to Buli in response to repeated requests. One of these was W. Tutuarima who had
had remarkable success in his first north Halmaheran congregation in Kupa-Kupa, where
everyone had converted only a year earlier (Hueting 1935:98). After an initial successful
visit, Tutuarima returned for a second visit to prepare for the eventual placement of a Dutch
missionary (ibid.:\%2).

On his arrival, however, he was received by angry Maba

representatives of the Tidore sultanate who protested his presence. The Buli people reacted
violently to these protests and only Tutuarima’s intervention prevented the sultanate officials
from being killed {ibid/.\S3). Tutuarima quickly returned to Tobelo and reported the events
to Hueting. Hueting decided to go himself and wrote to the Sultan of Tidore to demand a
letter of introduction to bring to the Sangaji in Maba (BUZ 1900[13]: 153). Seeing that no
such letter was forthcoming, Hueting reported the incident to the colonial government in
Temate. The Resident sought out the Sultan of Tidore and ‘made it abundantly clear that it
is the wish of the Government that Christianisation was not to be disturbed anywhere,
provided it is carried out by honest means, and that all creeds have equal rights’ {ibid.). The
Sultan protested saying that Tutuarima wanted to undermine sultanate rule and set himself
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up as ruler. However, the Sultan’s objections were ignored and he was forced to send the
requested letter of approval.33 Conversion in Buli went ahead in 1900 when Beekman, the
first Dutch missionary to Buli, was escorted there by the newly appointed ‘Posthouder’ in
Patani, who was to oversee south and central Halmahera and who made the wishes of the
colonial government just as clear to the Sangaji in Maba (Hueting 1935:184). From its
inception in Buli, then, the Christian mission functioned as, and was seen by the colonial
government to be, an integral part of colonial pacification.34
The logic behind the protests of the Sangaji and the Sultan becomes clear when we
leam that even ten years later people in Buli still harboured what Maan describes as ‘foolish
ideas about Christianity’ (BUZ 1909[22]:86). These ideas were blamed on Tutuarima and
explain the astonishing success of conversion after 1898. Tutuarima had, it seems, told
people in Buli exactly what they had wanted and expected to hear, namely that ‘the dead
would return during the last days [before the end of the world]’ (ZCR 1923[81]). The
missionary Stade continues,
‘They surmised from this that if they became Christian, they would see their deceased relatives
again and many converted to Christianity. It had to end with disappointment. Every day they
asked when the dead would return and after what I think was an epidemic broke out, they
thought their ancestors were angry and they reverted to Paganism’ (ibid.).

To Buli ears, Tutuarima had in his sermons about Heaven merely repeated the prophecies of
the Hassan and Adil movement: that a break with their traditional practices, in casu by
converting to Christianity, would mean reunion with their dead ancestors.35
In light of their seemingly identical messages, it was only natural that Tutuarima
should be equated with Hassan both by Buli people and by sultanate representatives. It is
this equation between redeemer and missionary that explains the repeated Buli requests for a
missionary to be placed in their area.

It also explains the strong resistance by Maba

sultanate officials. Like the Galela people’s reception of van Dijken, Buli wanted Tutuarima
to be a redeemer who would help them destroy unjust Tidore rule. When he did not fulfil
this role but instead protected the Maba officials and when after months of waiting the dead
did not return, a different interpretation began to take shape: that Christians were deceitful.36
Many people returned to their scattered river hamlets and garden sites and settled, after the
1914 settlement policy was introduced, in Waiflf rather than in Buli Serani where the
missionary lived. Waiflf only began to be re-missionised in 1925. Even then, there was still
considerable resentment in Waiflf towards the Christian missionaries.
Stade continues his description of Buli resentment towards Christianity as follows:
‘The shamans once asked a teacher and me, what was the point of becoming a Christian if
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one did not see one’s deceased [relatives] again anyway?’ (ZCR 1923[81]). People in Buli
today still see the introduction of Christianity as based on deceit and, in a sense, they are
right.

Ponco Batawi thus gave me a fair rendering of the policy of mass conversion

advocated by Hueting:
In former times, in order to get people to accept Christianity, the missionaries would lie a little
and deceive a little: ‘if you become Christians, your parents will return’. That is politics, its
purpose is to get people to enter Christianity first and later teach them the doctrine (lit.:
content).37

The deceit was, of course, the result of an elaborate misunderstanding that crossed cultural
boundaries at many different levels. Tutuarima defended himself saying that people in Buli
were stupid because they did not speak Tematan, the language in which he was preaching
(ZCR 1923[81]). It was, however, a significant coincidence that Tutuarima and Hassan both
came from Ambon (the place of exile and rebellion). Both brought what to Buli ears must
have sounded like very similar messages about resurrection.

Tutuarima, in his quick

dismissal of Buli powers of perception, apparently never asked himself what had been the
reasons behind his phenomenal success in Kupa-Kupa. Neither the Buli nor the people of
Kupa-Kupa were stupid, they were merely interpreting the words of Tutuarima within their
own ‘horizon of expectations’ (Worsley 1970:335).

The result of this elaborate

misunderstanding was a major set-back for the mission in Buli which it took thirty years to
overcome.

After the initial success of conversion, people in Buli lost all interest in

Christianity and by 1920 there were still only 16 Buli people who had taken Holy
Communion (Magany 1984:164). The situation remained the same as in 1910 when Maan
complained that ‘heathendom in Buli is very tough, and although three-quarters of its
followers were the ones who in 1901 initially joined the Christian movement, they quickly
fell back’ (ZCR 1918[26]).
It is clear that the same millennial ideas of resurrection and liberation which had guided
the Hassan revolt were instrumental in the scramble to convert after 1898. In Buli today the
connection between millenarian protest movement and Christianity remains so close that the
Hassan revolt itself may be seen as a purely Christian movement. I was thus told by an
older man, who was part-Sawai and part-Buli, that some hundred years ago a certain
Christian ‘teacher’ from Ambon had drifted ashore on the island of Bobale (opposite Kao)
on a nipa palm. He had begun to attract people to Christianity by saying that if a Christian
closed his eyes he could see his ancestors. Many people from Sawai (Weda) had, according
to this informant, walked across to Kao to follow this ‘teacher’.38 If this is not Hassan/Adil,
it is certainly someone moulded closely after their image.

The best candidate for this
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‘someone’ would be Tutuarima, as both the Sangaji of Maba and the Sultan of Tidore
clearly recognised, despite Dutch assertions to the contrary.
Parallel to the theme of the rebel who would become the just ruler, there was, I think,
another theme motivating conversion in Buli which remains subterranean in the missionary
accounts. This theme is, in a way, a replay of the hope of Bacan Christians in the sixteenth
century that conversion would bring immunity from suanggi. Let me try to gather the
evidence for this interpretation.

Firstly, we have van Dijken’s account of the people

possessed by ‘evil spirits’ in Galela who increasingly sought refuge with the missionary.
Prominent among the malevolent spirits prone to possess people in Halmahera is the
suanggi, toka in Galela, gua in Buli. Secondly, there is what Stade calls an epidemic which
causes people to give up hope in Christianity and resentfully return to their garden hamlets.
Although the anger of ancestors (smengit) may play a role in sickness and death in Buli, this
role is of a particular kind. Ancestors act as protectors of their descendants, but will give up
this protection if they have been angered by wrong-doing among the living. While ancestral
anger is relatively easily abrogated by a ritual offering, serious sickness and death results if a
gua has taken advantage of the lack of ancestral protection to attack the wrong-doer. What
Stade calls an epidemic was in Buli terms, no doubt, an out-break of gua attacks enabled by
an absence of ancestral protection.

It was just such protection that people would have

expected to attain through conversion to Christianity.

Christian eschatology was, in other

words, not simply an ally of political dissent against the unjust rule of the sultanates, but
also the promise of a bulwark against gua, stronger than that the ancestors could provide.
Experience was quickly to prove this promise empty. Never again would the Church be
ascribed to have the healing power that was accredited to the first missionaries. People in
Buli today are all Christian but they have learned to accept that the promise of deliverance
from the gua following conversion is untrue. Every new gua death proves this.

CONCLUSION
It is ironic that the sultanates became increasingly unjust after the seventeenth century as a
consequence of their decreasing autonomy and the increasing restrictiveness of Dutchenforced contracts (Andaya 1993:210ff). As is the case with many utopian movements (e.g.
Clastres 1989:215ff), the Hassan revolt (unlike its precursor, the Nuku revolt) was aimed at,
and drew its appeal from being a challenge to, not colonial rule itself but the effects of
outside domination. In the case of Halmahera the rebellion was aimed at the injustices of
sultanate rule as manifested in increasing social stratification within the local communities
and heightened economic exploitation through tribute. As well as economic liberation, the
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Hassan revolt promised the return of the ancestors in a new world where sickness and death
did not occur. In addition to the just political rule of Djelolo, an existence where ancestors
were readily visible and the gua totally absent was heralded.39 This, too, seemed to be the
promise of the Christian missionaries. The suanggi/gua is, in other words, present at the
heart of colonial history in North Maluku. Changing European attitudes towards the figure
went hand in hand with changing conceptions of the Malukan Other, whether s/he was a
pagan without Christianity (as to the sixteenth century Portuguese) or a primitive without
knowledge (as to the nineteenth century Dutch). Similarly, Buli concerns with gua played
an important part in how they interpreted Christianity and inscribed it within ideas about a
new and better world.
The consolidation of Christianity throughout the ‘pagan areas’ of Halmahera coincided
with a shift away from colonial pretensions to rule indirectly. Rather, direct administrative
rule was introduced. In 1912 the Sangaji, the local sultanate representative, was replaced by
a Dutch ‘Gezagshebber’ with residence in Weda (Ruiter 1937:54). The year 1912 thus
marked the end of direct sultanate influence in the district and paved the way for the
introduction of direct government taxes two years later. Hereby the modem history of Buli
begins.
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The sum of 48 gulden is interesting because it was for this very sum that van Dijken acquired
a slave in 1876 (BUZ 1876[10]: 171). Forty-eight gulden was obviously the current price of a
human being (see Platenkamp 1988:245-248). Of course, the headhunting rumours were not
very far wrong. Van Dijken was there to acquire if not lives then at least souls. He promised
to pay the bride price of the ‘boys’ that worked and lived with him if they promised in return
never to celebrate ‘pagan feasts in the Christian village or to bring idols into their houses’
(ibid.:\13).
The name Adil is clearly inspired by the famous Ratu Adil figure in Java (Drewes 1925;
Kartodirdjo 1973, 1984). From a cursory count in Kartodirdjo (1970) we find five
movements in Java in the late 1860s and early 1870s, all inspired by the Ratu Adil myth
about the Just King, Erucakra, whose reign would bring deliverance from evil, sickness and
death (Kartodirdjo 1973:77). The movements inspired by this myth start in 1865 with the
Mangkuwidjaja uprising followed by the Bekasi movement in 1869. In the year 1870 and
1871, three movements occurred almost simultaneously.
The Nurhakim revolt in
Poerwakerta; the movement in the district of Priyangan inspired by the healer Nji Atjiah; and
the revolt in Banyumas led by Amat Ngisa (Kartodirdjo 1970). The image of the golden and
pearl bird closely follows the mode of revelation required for the ascendancy to fame of the
Ratu Adil figure which took the form of a ball of light (Kartodirdjo 1973:74). Whether the
influence from Java was of a direct or indirect kind is hard to say. We saw above, however,
that Hassan had spent much of his life in Java because of Asgar’s, his father’s, exile there
between 1818-1825 and from 1832 onwards.
Been, the missionary to Kao, deplored the fact the Adil, after less than a year had so many
followers when he, ‘who has sowed four years [in Kao] with his tears, cannot point to any
sufficiently attentive listeners’ (BUZ 1876[1]:11).
Alifuru is a Moluccan Malay term which is used derogatorily to refer to the inhabitants of
Halmahera who retain their ancestral religion (e.g. Visser and Voorhoeve 1987:87). It
derives from the north Halmaheran rootfufuru, meaning ‘wild’ or ‘undomesticated’ (Fortgens
1917:23; van Baarda 1895:136).
Dano was, according to Haire (1981:36), an illegitimate son of a Sultan.
The yellow umbrella as a specifically potent sign of royalty in North Maluku and elsewhere
in the Malay world, had already been remarked upon by Galvao in the seventeenth century
(Jacobs 1971:107). The colour yellow was exclusively used by the sultans as a sign of their
status and power (de Clerq 1890:41; Jacobs 1971:107) and by extension gold and copper
were highly valued objects (Andaya 1993:64). Prostration was the general sign of submission
to the Sultan (Kamma 1982:61). After the defeat of Weda, Patani, and Maba in the rebellion
of 1716-28, the Sangaji of Patani, as the leader of the revolt, was made to prostrate himself
before the Sultan of Tidore (Andaya 1993:200).
Kamma notes that nothing is known about the outcome of this voyage (ibid.), but it is highly
likely that this delegation which left Masinam in October 1876 (BUZ 1877[11]: 174) was
headed for Maba where Hassan was awaiting it in November (Kniphorst 1883:482).
Hassan’s claims about the size of his following are most certainly exaggerated. If they were
true he would have had the active support of the entire population of Halmahera, which in the
first decades of the twentieth century was estimated at between 30,000 and 40,000 (ZCR
1916[7]: 1). In the 1850s the total population was just below 30,000 (Leirissa 1986:98).
Today, the combined population of Halmahera and Gebe is over 300,000. The Halmaheran
part of the regency of Halmahera Tengah, controlled by Tidore, has a population of 103,468
(Kantor Statistik, Soa Sio 1992:15), while the northern part of Halmahera within the regency
of Maluku Utara is more densely inhabited with a total population of 207,345 (Kantor
Statistik, Ternate 1991:22).
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The loyalty to Hassan lasted longer in Maba than anywhere else in Halmahera. When in
December 1876 a Dutch steamer, which had already destroyed Weda, anchored in front of
Maba and demanded that Hassan be handed over, no immediate reply ensued. Instead a letter
from Hassan arrived reiterating that he did not seek war with the Dutch but merely asked, due
to popular demand, to be made Sultan of Jailolo. The strong monsoon wind and the
treacherous reefs in the Bay of Buli forced the steamer to abandon an attack on Maba and
return to Temate (Kniphorst 1883:483). Even when Hassan was ready to surrender in April
1877, pressure from the local head in Maba prevented it (ibid.:488).
This ‘battle’ was remarkable in that not a single shot was fired. Hassan claims it was because
his popularity extended even to the Tematan troops (BUZ 1877[2]:33), while the missionary
de Graaf laconically notes that it was because the troops, by contract, had to supply and pay
for their own bullets and powder (BUZ 1877[3]:42).
As their frustration with Hassan’s elusiveness in the forests of central Halmahera grew, this
sum was later raised to 5,000 gulden (ibid.:493).
One other similarity does require mention, however. In Biak, Mansren becomes angry at the
little faith people have in him and resentfully departs (Worsley 1970:139). The later
millennial movements of Geelvink Bay were generated by expectations about his return to
reinstitute Koreri. This theme of resentful departure and promise of return found in the
Mansren myth is also central to the myth of Ian Toa, the most important hero of Buli
mythology (see Chapter Seven). Although the myth of Ian Toa does not incorporate any
promise of a better world, he does liberate Buli society from external danger and the threat of
annihilation. In the general turmoil of the nineteenth century, the return of Ian Toa would
mean an end to subservience and constant exile. For, as in mythical time, Ian Toa would
secure the political supremacy of Buli vis-ä-vis outside enemies. The appeal of the Hassan
movement lay, therefore, not just in the figure of the incumbent sultanate ruler and the
imminent return of the dead, but also in the promise of the return of the mythical hero who
would effect the annihilation of any outside danger (see further Chapter Seven).
Hassan’s offer to help the colonial government against the Aceh rebels, for instance, reflects
a keen awareness that he would thereby appear both pro-colonial and anti-Muslim. This was
a wise strategy, because part of the reason for the colonial support of the Dutch mission in
Halmahera was its interest in curbing the influence and spread of Islam. This colonial
concern is what promoted Christian missions throughout eastern Indonesia at the time (see
Hollan 1988:278; Volkman 1984).
The only letter Hueting ever received was a letter announcing that the Sultan would soon
write a letter (BUZ 1900[13]: 154). After all, the Sultans had had a long time in which to
refine the art of disguised non-compliance.
The same is true for the arrival of the first missionaries to Halmahera in 1866. North Maluku
was in that year declared an autonomous residency and the mission was envisaged as being
able to function as a pacifying influence on the illegal pirate activities in the area (Haire
1981:163).
We saw above how Adil had demanded that people left their dead unburied. Especially in
north Halmahera, mortuary rituals were at the centre of their ancestral religion and giving up
burial was not only extremely dangerous in that it would attract the suanggi but also a total
break with adat. Strongly influenced as he was by pietism, Hueting also demanded a
complete break with aspects of ancestral religion which he felt stood in the way of
Christianity (Haire 1981:138). Mass conversions were often accompanied with a public
burning of effigies (ibid.'AlS). To many Halmaherans, this must have been interpreted as
similar to the cathartic break with adat demanded by Adil.
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This would seem part of the normal trajectory of prophets in Halmahera. Hueting had
himself been instrumental in exposing the trickery of the Tobelo Sangaji (Haire 1981:174).
‘Waktu kuno, untuk kasi masuk agama, foya sadiki, putar bali sadiki: ‘kalo ngoni
masuk agama, ngoni pei mama dan papa akan kembali’. Itu politik, maksudnya kasi
masuk dulu, nanti kasi tau dia punya isi\
The old man, who was from fam Waiflf, did not know whether people from Buli or Maba had
done the same.
As the story about the man on the nipa palm emphasises, one could ‘see’ ones' ancestors if
one became Christian. Cf. Chapter Six on the symbolic significance of visibility in relations
with spirits.
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CHAPTER TWO

LOCATING BULI

Straddling the equator, Halmahera is the largest island in the northern part of the province of
Maluku, Indonesia (see Map 1). Its four tentacle-like, mountainous peninsulas give the
island a K-shaped contour and provide some degree of shelter for three large bays: the bay of
Kao to the northeast, the bay of Buli to the east, and the bay of Weda to the southeast. The
village of Waiflf, where I conducted fieldwork from November 1991 till April 1993, is
tucked into the bottom of the bay of Buli and is one of some thirty villages and dispersed
garden hamlets along the coast of the bay.

The settlements are grouped into eighteen

officially recognised villages (desa) which make up the administrative district (kecamatan)
of Maba. The district of Maba is one of six that compose the regency of Central Halmahera,
the administrative capital of which is Soa Sio on Tidore (see Map 2).

Soa Sio is the

historical seat of the Sultan of Tidore and the geographical extension of the regency today
closely emulates the area of Halmahera formerly controlled by the sultanate. Together, the
two sultanates of Temate and Tidore had almost exclusive rights to an area which in former
centuries captured the European imagination under the designation ‘The Spice Islands’.
Buli-speaking people are spread over six villages and a number of permanent garden
sites.

All originate, however, from the main site of Buli which today consists of three

official villages: Buli Serani, Buli Islam, and Buli Asal (WaifU).
Table 2.1: Buli villages and hamlets
Villages :___________

Garden sites (of varying population):

Buli Asal
Buli Islam
Buli Serani
Tatangapu
Wailukum
Tewil

700
730
1,320
= 200
440
=180

Total population :

3,570

Bangui (small permanent population)
Sen
Loau
Pekaulan
Smean
Woisumo (small permanent population)
Gau
Epa
Nyindono (small permanent population)
Sakam (small permanent population)
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The population of all Buli villages is roughly 3,570 people.

This number includes an

estimated 900 non-Buli speakers in Buli Islam and Buli Serani. Thus, if we count only
those who understand and speak Buli and who use it as a medium of communication when
engaging other Buli people, the Buli-speaking population of these villages and hamlets is
about 2,670 people. Wayamli is classified linguistically as a dialect of the Buli language
(Maan 1951:5; Wurm and Hattori 1983) and there is, in my experience, a very high degree
of mutual intelligibility between the two.1 Wayamli-speakers inhabit the villages of
Wayamli and Patlean and are, contrary to the Buli population, all Muslim.

Three Buli

villages, Tatangapu, Waiflf and Tewil, are entirely Christian, while two, Buli Serani and
Wailukum, are mixed Christian and Muslim. The great majority of Buli-speakers of Buli
Serani, however, is Christian.2 Buli Islam, on the other hand, is entirely Muslim. Of the
estimated 2,670 Buli-speakers, 670 people in Buli Islam and Wailukum are Muslims
(Kantor Statistik, Halmahera Tengah 1988:36). The majority of Buli-speakers is therefore
Christian dispersed over five villages. In this thesis, I concentrate on the Christian village of
Waiflf.
Waiflf, ‘The Place of the Sago Bark Container’, is the name Buli people use to refer to
the village that is officially known by its Indonesian name Buli Asal, ‘Original Buli’. Up
until the second decade of the twentieth century, it was one of many temporary hamlets
named, as is usual for such sites of temporary residence (bobane), after a prominent feature
in the cultural landscape such as a water source, a cape, or an inlet, in this case the small
stream, Waiflf, that runs through the village.
Traditional Buli society was composed of four groups, known as gelat. Gelat were the
four origin groups whose members descended from the four original Houses of Buli society.
The gelat, nowadays an all but forgotten and unimportant social unit, was formerly a
territorial group3 whose heads (uat), along with the Kapita (war leader), oloan (village
leader) and the Oku (arbiter of customary law), comprised the village council. The council
settled disputes and imposed fines for breaches of customary law (adat) within the village.
In addition, it also constituted the political face of Buli vis-ä-vis the Sangaji (local ruler in
Maba) and the Sultan of Tidore (see Chapter Eight). The gelat were the highest level of
Buli social organisation and their four heads (uat) together represented Buli society as a
whole. Because of their territorial character, it would appear likely that settlement patterns
tended to follow gelat lines.
Occupying the place between the gelat and the individual household was the social unit
called the House (ebai). Since this unit is still of social importance, I shall briefly outline
the concept here, but I will return to it in more detail in Chapter Five. The close patriline
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and the in-married women of the ascending generation are known as one’s ebai pusa
(‘Trunk-House’). After the Dutch concept of farm was introduced, probably in the early
twentieth century, it began to be used synonymously with the patrilineal core of the ebai
pusa. The Trunk-House is complemented by the ebai bangsä (House of relatives). The
‘House of relatives’ includes the relatives of one’s mother (such as her siblings and parents)
as well as the maternal relatives of one’s father (his mother’s family and his sisters).
Together the ‘House of relatives’ (ebai bangsä) and the Trunk-House (ebai pusa) combine
to form a broader bi-lineal unit, which confusingly is known also as ebai pusa (House).4
Residence in the garden hamlets tended to be only semi-permanent and the households
of one bobane would regularly move to another site following the seasonal availability of
fish. After the introduction of taxation in cash by the Dutch colonial government, to North
Maluku in 1914 this semi-nomadic pattern was partly brought to an end when people were
both encouraged and forced to leave the garden hamlets along the coast and the fishing
hamlets on the small islands in the bay of Buli to settle in designated villages.5 Seasonality,
however, continues to play an important role in Buli subsistence economy and social life,
and most households maintain a hut in their garden hamlet where many people spend much
of their time.6 Seasonal activities are determined mainly by the monsoon winds (cf.
Appendix A). During the calm seas associated with the southeast monsoon between March
and September, many people spend extended periods on the otherwise uninhabited coral
islands that dot the Bay of Buli (see Map Three). Other activities, such as palolo worm
gathering and anchovy or shrimp fishing, are determined mainly by the lunar cycle.

RELIGIONS AND VILLAGES
The seemingly complex religious composition of the Buli population outlined above has its
origin in the history of sultanate rule and Dutch Christianisation. Buli had been part of the
domain of the sultanate of Tidore for centuries before the Dutch established a presence in
Buli. When the first Dutch missionaries from the Utrecht Mission Society arrived in 1900,
they found a settlement known by the Tidore name Bukumatiti, ‘At the Foot of the
Mountain’.7 This was the place of residence for the local representative of the sultanate
together with his staff.

This representative was referred to either by the Tidore word

gumalaha or by the Buli term oloän. Maba, in turn, was the seat of the Sangaji, the ruler
with direct overlordship of Buli and to whom the Gumalaha was responsible.

The

missionaries began work among the non-Muslim Buli population to the north of the village
of Bukumatiti which was otherwise inhabited by the ruling Muslim families of the sultanate
representatives, most of who came from Maba. In response to this general Muslim presence
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‘in the field of the lord’,8 the Christian settlement to the north of Bukumatiti became known
as Buli Serani, ‘Christian Buli’. By inverted reflection, Bukumatiti changed name, around
the time of Indonesia’s national independence in the late 1940s, to Buli Islam.
I have already described the circumstances that led to the initial conversion of Buli and
the ensuing rejection of Christianity at the turn of the century.

WaifK, to the south of

Bukumatiti, grew after 1914 as a settlement of Buli people who had refused Christianity
after the initial disappointment in 1899 and it was not until the early 1970s that the last
families in the village were finally baptised. The daughter of the first outside missionary to
Buli Asal told me how her father, Moses Mahuhaolete, a lay preacher from Ambon who
arrived in Buli in 1925 to begin the re-missionisation of the reluctant population of WaifK,
would walk the three kilometres along the coast from Buli Serani to Buli Asal every Sunday
to conduct sermons. While his small congregation of people from Buli Serani conducted the
sermon in one of the houses of the first WaifK converts, the unconverted Buli would encircle
the house. Dancing the cakalele war dance, they tried to drown the psalms-singing from
inside the house with the rhythms of their drums and gong. On one occasion Moses was
even struck on the head by a spear thrown into the congregation.

Despite this violent

resistance, Moses continued, so the story goes, his sermons undaunted by these threatening
adversaries and gradually conversions increased in number to include everyone in the
village.
It is testimony to the strong emotions invested in the events surrounding conversion in
1899 that Christianity continued to arouse the anger of the population of WaifK even 30
years after the events took place. Nowadays, however, the resistance to Moses Mahuhaolete
has been re-interpreted as the Nuku and Hassan rebellions have receded from the collective
memory of the community.

Instead of a motivated anger, the violent resistance to

Christianity is seen as typical of the undifferentiated ferocity that characterised pre-Christian
Buli. The contrasting images of the praying Christian congregation, on the one hand, and
the intractable ‘heathens’ (kafir), on the other, spitting out their disgust against the ‘lying
Christians’ (smat Kresten, madarawa) strongly informs BuK perceptions of their own past.9
Formerly wild and fierce (mafapun re makes), their conversion to Christianity is the
watershed for the transformation of BuK people into ‘aware’ (sadar) people who partake in'
the modem world of the Indonesian nation-state. Christianity has become identified as the
threshold into the modem world. By crossing this threshold, Buli people feel they have
partly given up the ferocious character that was bestowed on BuK by Ian Toa and the totemic
spirits (suang) of the patriline. The double-bind of this situation is that with the decline in
rituals honouring Ian Toa and the suang, BuK consider they have also given up on the most
prominent spirits offering them protection against the gua. In total contrast to the situation
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as perceived by the first Christians on Bacan in the early sixteenth century, the gua in Buli
attacks Christians without any difficulty.
It is clear how the spatial distribution of the three Buli villages is a direct reflection of
colonial efforts at conversion. The consequent introduction of religious allegiance as a
signifier of identity is now strongly felt among Christian people in Halmahera. Christianity
sets up an opposition not only to a ‘heathen past’ (jaman kafir), but also to the Muslim
population.

Although religion is part of the political taboo complex known as SARA

(Suku, Agama, Ras, Antar-golongan) that excludes tribal identity, religion, race, and
social group identity as legitimate arguments of differentiation in the national arena of
political debate, there is a marked subterranean feeling in the Independent Protestant Church
of Halmahera that Christians in Halmahera get short-changed by the regency governments in
Temate and Tidore both of which have predominantly Islamic populations.10

BULITODAY
The path that took Moses Mahuhaolete to his heathen people sixty years ago is now a sealed
road. With a population of 703, Waifll lies at the southern end of this road while Buli
Serani, the capital of the district of Maba with a population of 1,325, lies at the northern
extension.11 Several merchants and all government offices in Buli Serani have motor bikes
which conspicuously plough the three kilometre stretch. Although no cars have yet found
their way to Buli, the regency government is working to establish a network of roads, known
as the Trans-Halmaheran Highway, which will eventually connect Buli to all villages and
transmigration sites on the peninsula as well as to the west coast of Halmahera from where
ferries and other boats ply the narrow strip of water between Halmahera and the small
islands of Temate and Tidore.
Since Central Halmahera (Halmahera Tengah) was officially recognised as an
autonomous regency (kabupaten) in 1990, new-found funds have allowed the regent to
forge big plans for the area in collaboration with various governmental and provincial
departments.12 For the district (kecamatan) of Maba these plans focus on the exploitation
of the natural resources of the area. They include the opening of a transmigration site and a
large timber estate (HTI-Trans) near Miaf as well as the relocation of a state-owned nickel
mine to Mabapura.13 Logging, which began in the district in the early 1980s in a huge
concession area held by a subsidiary of the conglomerate Barito Pacific Group, will continue
to exploit other forest tracts in the district. As part of these development plans, the health
clinic in Buli Serani is presently also undergoing rebuilding to be upgraded to have a
resident doctor and several sick-beds.

People in Buli are under no illusion that the
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upgrading is being done out of concern for their health rather than for the benefit of the
coming transmigrants and mining workers.
A diesel generator in Buli Islam provides electricity to about 40 per cent of households
in the village of WaifK between 6 PM and 12 PM every night. This has made it possible for
the village to operate two public television sets and satellite antenna acquired with money
provided under a national subsidy scheme for remote villages ‘left behind in the
development process’ (desa terbelakang). These TV sets (acquired in 1994), set up at two
places in the village by the side of the road, now attract large groups of spectators nightly.
Buli Serani has a large population of government officials from all over Indonesia.
While the civil servants in the government offices tend to come from Soa Sio on Tidore,
which is the capital of the regency (or kabupaten), police and military officials are mostly
from South Sulawesi and East Java. They are the main customers at the small, twice-weekly
market in Buli Serani where locals and immigrants from Sangir sell products such as
coconut oil, betel-nut, cassava, sweet potato and bananas. More enterprising Bugis and
Chinese merchants offer cakes and second-hand clothes for sale. From the Dutch-financed
pier in Buli Serani there are weekly boat connections to Tobelo that call on most villages
between Maba and Tobelo. The wooden boats bring copra (dried coconut flesh for oil
production) and dried anchovies (ikan teri) to Tobelo and return with commercial goods
like rice, sugar, soap, cigarettes, flour, and tea for the Bugis and Chinese-owned shops. The
non-Buli merchants act as intermediaries who buy up marketable sea products, coconuts and
dried fish, and sell commercial goods. Mostly, locals obtain advance credit on goods from
the shop against the future harvest of copra or catch of fish and hence find themselves in
perpetual debt to the large merchants. The small stalls in Waiflf also depend on these larger
shops in Buli Serani as suppliers of goods. The stalls have to raise the price of these goods
to make a profit. As a consequence, goods in the stalls are more expensive than at the
bigger shops in Buli Serani and people often walk to Buli Serani for large purchases of food
products, such for marriage ceremonies.

COPRA AND TREPANG
The Buli economy is predominantly oriented towards subsistence gardening and fishing.
Some sea products, however, such as beche-de-mer, shells, shark fins and anchovies, as well
as garden crops, such as copra, cloves and cocoa, are commercially valuable and provide
households with a small amount of cash. Coconuts were introduced as a cash crop at the
beginning of the century to Central Halmahera, but only gained wide-spread acceptance after
1914 when colonial pressure to plant palms intensified.

Although the trade stores also

Photograph 4: The village of Waiflf

Photograph 5: Early morning in a garden hamlet

Photograph 6: A woman’s job: Maria Rorano pounding cassava

Photograph 7: A man’s job: Bulia Raja pounding sago
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receive trepang (beche-de-mer), turtle shells, a variety of sea shells, and more exotic (and
illegal) items such as dugong teeth and crocodile skin, their main profits are today generated
by copra. Copra is also the main source of income for people in the village. A family with
a coconut grove yielding a yearly amount of one ton is regarded as well off. A yield of 300
kg. (or forty palms) is, however, closer to the average in Waiflf.14 Forty palms would yield
an annual cash income of Rp. 84,000 or A$ 56.
Table 2.2: The distribution in Waiflf of copra as a source of cash
No of families

No. trees

Yearly
production (kg.)

Yearly income in Rp.
(at a price of 280 Rp./kg.)

Australian $

10
13
ca. 30

125 - 190
65 - 125
up to 65

1000 - 1500
500- 1000
up to 500

280,000 - 420,000 Rp.
140,000 - 280,000 Rp.
up to 140,000 Rp.

190 - 280
95 -190
up to 95

Although most families in Waiflf have coconut groves, this is not always the case and some
people seek a cash income from gathering beche-de-mer, occasional work in the gardens of
the large merchants and for government building projects. As a very new possibility, some
people seek an income by prospecting for alluvial gold in the rivers of the recently clear-cut
transmigration sites in the interior of the peninsula. Apart from beche-de-mer, a number of
other natural products are regularly collected.

Table 2.3: List of trade items received in local Waiflf stores in order of economic
importance (prices as of March 1993).
Buli term

English (Indonesian) term

Price in trade store

w aga

copra
anchovies (ikan teri)
beche-de-mer (trepang
cloves
cocoa
shark fin (ikan hiu)
trocchus shell (bia lola)
shell of hawksbill turtle
shell (bia peapea)
lory (burung nuri)
white cockatoo
seahorse
crocodile skin

280 Rp./kg (sold dried)
1,000 Rp./kg (sold dried)
2,500 Rp./kg. (6 varieties)
2,500 Rp./kg. (dried)
700 Rp./kg. (dried)
90,000 Rp./kg (sold dried) (3 varieties)
4,000 Rp./kg
7,500 Rp./100gr
3,500 Rp./kg
3,500 Rp. per bird (sold live)
15,000 Rp. per bird (sold live)
50,000 Rp./kg (sold dried)
4,000 Rp./cm (for widths of 30-37 cm)

ube
m oka tu
chenkeh
coklat
w oi
lola
fe n bota
M en
kasturi
kla
p ia y ni p a in g
p ia y

sepatu)
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SAGO AND FISH
Cash crops and commercial sea products are important to pay for clothes, everyday items
from the stores, schooling of the children, and other goods such as building materials. Most
importantly, cash is necessary for social and ritual purposes, marriage ceremonies in
particular. Despite this necessity for cash, the economy of Buli is predominantly a
subsistence economy.

Sago provides the main staple and fish the most important

supplement. Garden products like bananas, com, cassava, sweet potato, taro, cassava leaves,
and ferns feature regularly in the Buli diet, as do fruits such as rose apple, cashew,
breadfruit, Lansium fruit, mango, lemon.

Delicacies like sea turtle, sago grubs, palolo

worms, wild pig and deer always cause excitement in the household. Imported high-status
foods like rice and cake are, if possible, always served to guests and are essential at marriage
and burial ceremonies, but sago and fish remain the crucial items on the Buli menu.
Without sago a Buli person is not full, without fish he is not strong.15 Sago is obtained by
squeezing and washing out the starch from the beaten pith of the sago palm.16 The
techniques used to extract the starch are tiresome but necessary.

The following myth

describes the origins of the techniques within a problematic of laziness and hard work:
THE MYTH OF THE COCKATOO AND THE SCRUBFOWL

One day the scrubfowl went to visit his classificatory brother, the sulphur-crested
cockatoo. ‘We haven’t eaten anything all day’, the scrubfowl complained, ‘let’s
find a way to get food! We’ll find a sago palm and make a hole in the bark. Then
all we have to do is to wait for the pith to start seeping from the trunk and we can
eat straight away’. The cockatoo answered: ‘It is ime,falen, we could do that, but
people would say we were lazy. Let us rather do it this way: first we cut the palm
(selap 0, then we make the sedimentation trough (fao) and attach a filter (basan)
of coconut fibre to it suspended from a bent branch (pagu) to create tension in the
filter. Then we’ll pry off the bark (tabes) from the trunk with our bush knife
before pounding the pith (ta). While we pound the pith, we’ll make sure people
know what we are doing by singing a sago pounding song (kabata) '. The
scrubfowl answered: ‘That sounds much too bothersome’, and the two began to
fight. The cockatoo threw the scrubfowl to the ground and it fell into a mud-pool.
It was completely covered in mud which is why the scrubfowl today is darkbrown. Shamed in this way, the scrubfowl gathered all its strength and managed
to push the cockatoo towards the pool, so that it had to step into the mud. The
scrubfowl tried to submerge the head of the cockatoo as well, but only managed to
dip its beak. To this day the feet and bill of the cockatoo are black. As the
cockatoo fought back to finally overcome the scrubfowl, a tuft of feather rose to
form a crest on its head. This crest it still has, too.

Photograph 8: The twice weekly market in Buli Serani with Watileo mountain in the
background

Photograph 9: Girls from Waiflf selling betel-nut, palm oil, and lemons

Photograph 10: Spending money: Enes Bawang buying the by-catch of anchovies fishermen

Photograph 11: Earning money: trying to sell dugong teeth at a local store

Photograph 12: Sefe Raja and her daughter with their collection of sago grubs and cicolap
fruits
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The methods associated with pounding and washing sago to extract its starch are seen as
arduous and back-breaking, despite the fact that they are the effective culturally appreciated
way of doing so (as opposed to the ridiculous method proposed by the scrubfowl). The Buli
association between sago extraction and strenuous work is quite in contrast to the opinion of
the Dutch missionaries who regarded sago as the curse of Maluku because it encouraged
laziness and idleness (see Chapter Nine).
I was told that only the previous generation began to cultivate the palm and that, in
former times, all sago had to be obtained from the Maba sago swamp. Now the cultivated
variety is predominantly used but occasionally people still travel to the extensive wild sago
swamp on the river Usia near Maba. This swamp is known as ya kolano, the Sultan’s
plantation, and the rights to exploit it were, according to Buli mythology, given by the Maba
Sangaji to Buli in gratitude for their protection against Tobelo attacks.17 In addition to sago,
gardens contain sugar palms (Arenga sacchiferus), areca palms and betel pepper. Together
these provide palm wine as well as the main ingredients for betel chewing. Medicinal herbs
and trees are also mainly found in gardens. Gardens are worked mainly by women, though
gardening is seen as a cooperative effort between husband and wife. Felling, clearing and
hoeing is done by the man while burning, planting and weeding is done primarily by the
woman. Coconut and sago production, in contrast, are exclusively male activities.18
On the landside one enters the forest after having passed through the gardens that lie in
a semicircle around the village for up to 1.5 kilometres inland. Several trails lead either to
the gardens of garden hamlets or eventually, after four days’ walk across the central
mountains, to Dodaga (near Subaim on the north side of the peninsula). Smaller hunting
trails crisscross the forest close to the village where the men occasionally hunt deer and wild
pig or set sling traps (sisirä) (formerly also the now prohibited bow traps [wafa] and ditch
traps [wagwagaf]). Although they hunt,19 Buli men consider themselves fishermen rather
than hunters.

Implicit in this assertion is contrast to the forest-dwelling Tobelo people

(,Kapat or Gibiyaban) whom Buli fear greatly and regard as traditional enemies. Buli people
say they get sick from being too deep in the forest,20 and ventures into the forest should only
be undertaken in the company of men who have taken protective fighting magic (aiwao).
Conversely, being at sea where ‘the wind reaches us’ (latan ca neta it) has a healing effect.
Although gardens with their small clusters of houses are also considered places of respite
from communal life and its conflicts where it is possible to eat without any obligation to
share one’s food (fasurii) and as a place to relax and return to full health, they are generally
on or close to the coast (see Photograph 5). The land and a fortiori the forest are dangerous
realms inhabited by hostile humans and semi-humans such as Kapat, Gibiyaban, Yawas as
well as a host of spirits. One therefore never ventures inland alone and rarely without
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magical protection from one’s suang (protective spirit), whereas I often saw people paddle
out to sea alone to fish even at night.21
The sea is both a resource and the main means of transport. A variety of fishing
techniques makes it relatively easy to take advantage of the rich coral seas of the bay.22
Bamboo fish traps (pup) and various types of hand-held nets for small shrimp, garfish and
coral fish as well as throwing nets have now been partly replaced by larger nylon nets for
either sharks or anchovies. These more expensive nets are usually owned by Bugis or
Chinese traders who lend them to locals on a share-profit basis. Handline fishing (yawa) is
the most popular form of fishing and in the calm monsoon season from May to October,
especially on Saturdays, the bay in front of Buli is littered with outriggers as people try to
get a catch large enough to last through Sunday.

Speargun fishing with home-made

spearguns is now also a major source of fish and, increasingly, a technique for catching sea
turtle replacing the practice of harpooning them from the outrigger.23 While fishing is a
male activity, as is searching for b€che-de-mer (moka) which are sold in dried form to the
local traders, women search the coral reef at low tide for mussels and shellfish of all kinds.24
Buli people, described persistently by the Dutch as ‘irreparable nomads’, do almost all
their travelling by sea, whether to the islands to fish, to their garden hamlets, to the sago
forest on the river Usia, or to visit other villages.

Indeed, if a man does not have an

outrigger he is not a real human being (gäbe anim pelang pa, smat pa au), both fishing and
paddling being male activities. The dual reliance on both sea and land is the basic economic
characteristic of coastal life in Buli. It is also a duality which is a crucial parameter in Buli
notions of space.

SEEING THE WORLD FROM BULI
Although spatial references may be considered a universal characteristic of all languages
(Jarvella and Klein 1982; Hallpike 1979; Mauss 1985:3) and have often been remarked upon
in Austronesian languages (Barnes 1974, 1988; Bowden 1992), they seem to be of particular
complexity and importance in the languages of Halmahera where they have drawn the
attention of a number of scholars in recent years (Shelden 1991; Taylor 1984; Teljeur 1987,
1990; Yoshida 1980).
In Buli, five sets of locatives are used to order orientation within the social world. The
three sets used most often are: landward (lalti) and seaward (lalau)\ upward (nais) and
downward (nap)\ towards the inside (namül) and towards the outside (natä).™ The lexeme
li, literally meaning ‘place’ and found in words like Waiflf, is also used with the directional
proclitics ma- and la- to mean ‘towards there’ (lalt) and ‘towards here’ (mail)™ A fifth set

to the inside
( namül)

Map 5 : Spatial orientation in Waiflf
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denotes movement upstream (solat) and downstream (yeli) but this is used less often, mostly
when moving in the forest where paths almost always follow streams and waterways. On
the coast, this set coincides with the seaside - landside directions.
From the perspective of Waifft, the village lies at the top of the known, proximate
world. It lies ‘on top’ (puis), it is said, because of its closeness to Watileo (1300 metres),
the highest mountain on the south coast of the peninsula, formed by the dead body of the
mythical pregnant woman of the same name (see Map 3). From Waiflf the proximate,
known world extends only toward the land (lalei), the sea (laläu), downwards (nap), to the
outside (nata), or over there (lalf) (see Map Four). Although it is not possible to go upward
from Buli to anywhere in the known proximate world, you go ‘over there’ to Maba,
Wailukum and Tewil (lali Maban re Wailukam) only to return ‘down’ to Buli (lolai nap
Buli) (see Map 4). The upward - downward direction thus does not form an exclusive
opposition, and it operates separately from any direct linkage to the sloping of the mountain
or any other concrete vertical point of reference. It is highly contextual what spatial terms
are employed to form opposites; this depends on the position of the speaker within the
spatial universe . Thus from Buli you go ‘out’ to Bicoli and Patani (nata Patang) and return
‘there’ to Buli (lolai lali Buli).
Although I have presented the spatial directionals and locatives in sets, they do not,
with the exception of the seaside - landside axis, form true opposites. This is also clear from
the conventional locatives used in the village.. Map Five shows these locatives from an
ideal point in the centre of the village.27 While ‘landside’ and ‘seaside’ are roughly in
opposite directions, ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ are less so. ‘Downwards’, meanwhile does not
have ‘upward’ as an opposite in this context, because the village of Waiflf already is as far
as one can go along the coast in the upward direction. ‘Over there’ is similarly a unilateral
direction from this ideal point in the centre of the village.
The realm of the known proximate world encompasses the Halmaheran area and the
islands to its west, including the islands of the former sultanates of Temate and Tidore
(roughly corresponding to the area shown in Map 2). Anywhere beyond these places is in
the undifferentiated direction ‘up’ (nais). Schutz (1967:xxvii) distinguishes Umwelt (the
directly experienced social reality of consociates) from Mitwelt (the wider world of
contemporaries with whom one only has an indirect relationship). To most people in Waiflf
the villages in the Bay of Buli are within the possible horizon of their Umwelt, since only
relatively few have been as far as Tobelo or Temate. The multiplicity of spatial directionals
for the area of the Bay of Buli expresses this familiarity. The fact that other places within
the Halmaheran area are still spatially distinguished by varying locatives indicates a fairly
intimate cultural knowledge of these areas which is standardised in spatial differentiation.
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Beyond this known and, in cultural terms, proximate area, a uni-dimensionality dominates. 28
The world of contemporaries is thus spatially divided into two domains: the multi
dimensional, proximate world of Halmahera and the one-dimensional world beyond. The
importance of the Halmaheran area to Buli, attested by the variety of locatives, is the
outcome of the political and symbolic importance of the reign of the Temate and Tidore
sultanates which tied this area into a spatially complex but symbolically interpretable world.
Appendix A explores in more detail the significance of space to practical orientation,
cosmology and cultural identity in Buli. As I argue in Appendix A, this importance of
spatiality is closely related to the cultural significance assigned the human body (cf. also
Chapter Four). A preliminary sense of the close relationship between space and the human
body is found in a myth that deals with the creation of the local Buli topography. It is at this
point when the local world was created that we first hear about the gua. The topography of
the Buli hinterland is not accidental but is the result of tumultuous events in the beginning
of time. According to the myth about Wato-wato, which is said to belong to the Maba
population in Lolobata but which is known both by the Tobelo forest-dwellers in the area
and by ritual leaders in Buli, the peninsula was once inhabited by giants. 29
THE MYTH OF WATO-WATO

Wato-wato and his two wives, the Buli woman Watileo and the Tobelo woman
Ungurungihi, lived near Subaim where Wato-wato made a living by catching
whales. Using the stem of the huge papar tree [now a commercial timber crop
(Anisoptera marginata) exploited by the logging companies on the island] as a
fishing rod he would catch more than enough to feed his wives as well as his
mother-in-law and a slave (koro). One whale, which they were not able to eat,
petrified and is today the white cliff that is the landmark of Subaim.
The whole landscape is littered with such evidence of Wato-wato’s existence and
strength. Thus the island of Bobale (Babal) near Kao was created when Watowato was carrying a tip of the island of Maban across to Subaim but encountered
a group of girls from Kao. They giggled at his nakedness [watowato means ‘to be
naked’] and in his embarrassment he dropped the load on his back into the sea.
Similarly, three hills close to Buli are the remnants of the fire stones (cit) of
Wato-wato and his wives. In another incident, Wato-wato cut sago leaves from
all the sago swamps on the island in response to a demand from his mother-in-law
to build a house, but accidentally dropped the leaves on her and she disappeared
in the enormous heap of leaves.
One day, Wato-wato went to his neighbour Pupudoi to ask him to make him some
new iron arrowheads and to repair his blunt knife. Pupudoi, however, was a gua.
While he was heating the iron weapons in the fire, Pupudoi offered Wato-wato
palm wine in liberal amounts until Wato-wato got drunk and fell asleep. Seeing
he was asleep, Pupudoi could not restrain himself and ate the liver of Wato-wato.
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Having eaten the liver, Pupudoi took the knife from the fire and plunged the redhot blade into the chest of Wato-wato. The intense pain in his chest brought
Wato-wato back to consciousness and he began to roll around in agony. First, he
came to the river of Tebai from which he drank in an attempt to cool the heat in
his stomach until it ran dry. He then proceeded to the next stream, Plegan, which
he emptied as well. In this way he drained all the streams in the area: Fofat
Tutuling, Dodaga, Ofiyäm, Fatiyalu, Meja, Lilji, and Mancaleld. Nothing,
however, could cool the heat and with no more water around, Wato-wato realised
he was dying. He took his bow and two arrows from the fire and shot both off
simultaneously. They implanted themselves in each of Pupudoi’s eyes. Pupudoi
keeled over into a reclining position and died. His body became a mountain
which to this day retains its peculiar shape and carries his name.
Wato-wato called his wives and his slave around him and died shortly afterwards
with his head resting in the lap of his slave. After three days, the smell from the
decomposing bodies of the two dead giants was so overpowering that the slave
and the two women succumbed to it as well. The slave still cradled his master’s
head and the two corpses today form the mountain called Wato-wato.
Ungurüngihi, who was marred by a skin affliction known as babaläi (tinea
imbricata), died nearby and became the mountain of the same name. The
mountain is said to retain the flaky appearance of her body. Watileo, the Buli
wife, died on the south coast of the peninsula where her giant body shelters the
three settlements of Buli Serani, Buli Islam, and Waifll. She was pregnant at the
time and her stomach still protrudes markedly. Her breasts are visible to the north
of the peak, right next to the three stones (cit) from the fire-place of Wato-wato’s
camp. A stream, known as Way a Nof, originates from her vagina, a soak-hole
inland from Mabapura, and runs southwest along what used to be her legs. Her
whole body, like the rest of the interior of the peninsula, is covered in dense
tropical forest, a fact to which the derogatory hint of her name Watileo, ‘Old
Weed’, alludes.

When one approaches Buli by boat, Watileo seems to rise straight out of the ocean and
it is this first impression which the myth confirms. In reality, a narrow plain on which Buli
have planted their coconut groves and maintain their gardens stretches inland for about two
kilometres before reaching the foot of the mountain. Nevertheless, the thrust of the myth is
that the mountain acts as a protector of Buli, both in an anthropomorphic and in a
geographical sense. It is thus the mountains, created from the bodies of primordial giants,
that make life on the peninsula possible today by keeping out the sea.

Without the

mountains, the sea would wash over the land and submerge it. As Aihe Penes commented
after relating the myth to me:
If it had not been for the wicked act committed at that time, this world could not have come
forth.
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The gua is responsible for the creation of the local world of Buli in a primordial act of
devious destruction. Even someone with the strength of Wato-wato is vulnerable to the
power of the gua and the Buli landscape with its hills, soak-holes, streams, cliffs, islands,
and mountains is testimony to the gua's first act of deceitful murder. The topography bears
testimony to the presence of the gua, because the land itself is what remains of the gua's
primordial act of cannibalism. Out of the first gua attack grew the preconditions for human
life on the peninsula. The mountainous body of Watileo is still animated and affords Buli
with magical protection against outsiders. Against the gua which continue to emulate their
initial act of destruction, the mountains however are helpless to intervene.
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ENDNOTES
Although Buli and Wayamli people (known in Buli as Wis) describe each other as descended
from two mythological brothers, both their cultural origins and language are regarded locally
as distinct and when I speak of Buli hereafter I exclude the Wayamli population. The
Wayamli-speaking population totals about 2,200 people (Kantor Statistik, Halmahera Tengah
1988:12). The entire Buli- and Wayamli-speaking population, both of which are normally
included within the Buli language community, is thus around 5,700 people. In the first
decades of this century, Maan estimated that the number of speakers of Buli dialects
altogether was around 1,000 (Maan 1951:5). This means that the population has increased
more than five-fold in the last 80 years.
The Muslim population of Buli Serani is predominantly local immigrants from Maba, Patani
and Tidore, regional immigrants from Buton and Ujung Panjang, or government officials.
None of these speak Buli with any proficiency.
Maan (1940:35) suggests as much when he says that gelat Tatam (one of the four groups) is a
‘part of the village of Buli’. Today, the houses of each gelat are not clustered in specific
areas of the village and no specific territory is recognised as that of any gelat. Only
traditional leaders know to which gelat their fam belongs. The word gelat is related to the
word gelgelto, interstice, and also carries the meaning of ‘border’. It originates as a social
and political unit from the uat titles bestowed by the sultan of Tidore. As such, it is
structurally identical to the socio-political unit called soa which has the same semantic
connotations and which is found throughout Maluku (Bubandt 1991).
I use ‘House’ (capital H) to refer to refer to this wide ritual group and ‘house’ to refer to the
physical building. I use the term Trunk-House to denote the narrower patriline, also called
ebai pusa, to differentiate it from the bi-lineal ritual and moral group of the House. In its
encompassing form, the House traces its links through both maternal and paternal lines up to
three generations back. This broad social manifestation of the House or ebai pusa only
gathers at important ritual occasions such as marriages and burials, though solidarity,
expressed in a mutual obligation to share excess food, is expected to be strong in everyday
life as well. Expectations, however, are one thing, practice another, and often co-operation
and food exchange relations vary between members of one House. Before settlement in
villages, co-habitation in garden hamlets reflected these vicissitudes of social co-operation
and conflict, rather than any strict genealogical rules.
Toonsbeek describes in 1917 one instance in which ‘through the active intervention of the
government more ordered conditions were created’ (ZCR 1917[15]:1). In Watam, north of
Buli, a Dutch Sergeant and a group of indigenous soldiers were sent after a group of people
to their gardens in order to force them at gun point back to the village on the coast. The Buli
village head, who was seen as having instigated this nomadic subversion of Church and
school activities, was replaced (ZCR 1917[15]:2).
See Appendix A for more information on seasonality in Buli and its relation to space.
From 1866 when the first Dutch missionaries arrived in Halmahera and until the Japanese
invasion of the island in 1941, the Utrecht Mission Society or U.Z.V. was the only
missionary organisation in Halmahera (Haire 1981:123). During the Japanese occupation and
with Japanese support, the Protestant Church of Halmahera (Gereja Protestant Halmahera)
was formed to take the place of the Dutch-dominated mission society (ibid.:2\). The name
was later changed to The Evangelical Christian Church in Halmahera (Gereja Masehi Injil
di Halmahera) (GMIH) at the first Synod in 1949 (ibid.A9). It still carries this name.
Toonsbeek describes how the U.Z.V. in deciding to move Maan from South Sulawesi to
become the first long-term missionary to Buli considered it ‘another work area where the
fields were wide and ready for harvest’ (ZCR 1916[7]:1).
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This image comes from a story by Tangkea Guslaw about the last conversions in Waiflf. At
the mention of Christianity, the unconverted would spit as a sign of disgust and declare:
lsmat Kresten', (drawing out the ‘e’ and rolling the V in mockery - Krreesten), ‘all they do
is to lie and deceive (putar balik)\ The notion that Christianity was introduced by deception
is thus still very much alive, even though the specific circumstances leading up to this
deception are now forgotten.
The acronym SARA was coined by the press during the 1970s. In this period, debates over
the issues of ethnicity, religion, and class were so intense that the government saw them as
potentially divisive and consequently banned them from the public arena (Kipp 1993:109).
The population estimate for Buli Asal derives from my own survey, while that of Buli Serani
comes from the 1988 statistical report for the district of Maba (Kantor Statistik, Halmahera
Tengah 1988:13). The report puts the population of Buli Islam at 732 individuals.
The political events leading up to this official recognition merit a brief mention, because they
touch upon wider national concerns. Central Halmahera was between 1967 and 1990 a socalled administrative area, despite its political and economic dependence on Temate and
North Halmahera. The regency had been given this status in recognition of the role played
by Tidore and Central Halmahera in ‘reclaiming’ West Papua for Indonesia. Soa Sio had
been made the ‘capital’ of West Papua in 1956 shortly after Indonesia began its political
campaign to supplant the Dutch rule of the area. Soa Sio also became the headquarters for
the military campaign against both the Dutch and local Papuan rebels. Placing the capital for
the campaign in Soa Sio was part of the overall logic behind the Indonesian claim to Dutch
New Guinea which rested heavily on the Dutch historical fabrication that it had formerly
belonged to the Sultan of Tidore. A United Nations care-taking force temporarily took over
control of West Papua after the Indonesian claim to the area won support in United Nations
Security Council in 1962. The United Nations force left in May 1963 and West Papua then
came under Indonesian rule. In 1969, 1025 elected Papuan representatives voted to remain
part of Indonesia in an orchestrated election (Osborne 1985:42).
The construction of a network of roads is therefore part of the new industrial and
demographic requirements resulting from these projects. The roads are planned to connect
the existing transmigration area in the district of Wasilei with the new transmigration area
around Wayamli in the district of Maba, from where it will connect to the planned road
leading to Temate and Tidore. The producers in the district of Maba have hitherto
transported their cash crops to Tobelo to be sold on to Temate, which means that revenues
are circumventing the regency of Central Halmahera and its administrative capital, Soa Sio
on Tidore. The statistics from Central Halmahera, therefore, also appear particularly
depressed, giving the new regency a poor bargaining position vis-ä-vis the central
government. The upgrading of infrastructure and health facilities thus ties in with political,
developmental and economic interests of both local and central government in helping to
facilitate the exploitation of natural and productive resources and to take advantage of the
low population density of the area, bringing what is considered a backward part of Indonesia
into the agricultural, economic and cultural mainstream of the country.
With their dependency on copra as a source of cash income, it is not surprising that some
people assign it an exaggerated economic importance in the world market. Thus, Johnny Ibis
told me that copra determined the price of everything, from soap to fish hooks, because
everything - ‘just take soap,’ he said - is made from copra. Copra being their main nexus of
interaction with the world market, it is a common-sense interpretation that the world market
itself revolves around copra.
The beating and washing of the sago pith is regarded as a menial and back-breaking chore,
unlike the task of producing copra. To me the activities involved in copra production
(climbing the coconut palms, halving the fruits, cutting out the meat and drying it before
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transporting the 80 kilo sack of dried copra, often over long distances, to the trade store) were
at least as arduous as those of sago production and the reward more reliable and immediate.
But the men in Buli, who carry out both sago and copra production as their main contribution
to the economy, complain at great length when they have to wash sago whereas they
willingly go to the gardens for days on end to make copra. The discrepancy between the
relatively high status of an activity that is part of a cash economy and a subsistence activity
could hardly be more apparent.
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The most popular sago palm is the thorny salime, most likely the Metroxylon species
(Fortgens 1909). Other types include the long thomed gigemin and the tall silifa. Ten
varieties are distinguished. The sugar palm may also be worked for sago starch, as by the
Tobelo forest dwellers. See Ellen (1979) for an analysis of the importance of sago in the
political economy of the sultanates of Maluku.
Maan (1940:42) notes how it was required to compensate one pack (pelim) to the Sultan for
exploiting the ya kolano. This compensation, known as yabao, was a payment to the Sultan,
as the owner of the sago swamp, for cutting down one of his palms. It was probably this
compensation that formed the bulk of the yearly tribute of sago paid to the Sultan of Tidore.
To an individual owner of a palm the yabao is normally somewhat higher, between two and
five pelim.
Unlike the North Halmaheran groups, Buli people and their Maba, Bicoli, Patani, and Weda
neighbours do not grow dry rice and this distinction in cultural ecology accounts, as I show in
Appendix A, for some of the major differences in the symbolic scheme and yearly cycle
between Buli and Tobelo, Galela and Sahu, for instance. Amongst the latter groups, rice
occupies a symbolically central place and the chronology of rice agriculture dominates
seasonal variations (see Platenkamp 1988:37ff, Visser 1989, but compare Martodirjo 1991 for
the forest dwelling Tobelo).
Hunting is, however, a declining practice with implications to which I will return later.
Indeed many young men returned home sick after having been contracted to clear primary
forest for a planned 25.000 ha. HTI-transmigrant settlement area near Wayamli (The timber
estate is established in cooperation between the Department of Transmigration, the
Department of Transmigration and the Sumber Barito logging company. It began to receive
Javanese transmigrants in the middle of 1993).
Activities that take place at sea and inland, particularly in the forest, are entered into with
different emotional premonitions: ‘The sea is open: you can see all around. The forest is
closed and dark, you just have to be afraid’.
The traditional methods include two types of fish poison (tub and raurau) and fish spears
such as the wooden slakat for small fish in the river mouth or the three-pointed iron sosobd
for larger fish, as well as the barbed harpoon called yawan(e) smo used for hunting sea turtle
and dugong.
The rubber for the spearguns is supplied from punctured and discarded bulldozer tyres by
Buli men who work at or visit the logging camp at Lili.
I have recorded at least 38 named types of sea molluscs (ocüt) and four freshwater mussels.
I have given the locatives in their radial form here, as describing movement away from the
speaker, since they are not found as roots in language use. Presenting them as such would be
undue abstraction, since my aim here is not to provide a linguistic analysis but to give an
outline of the cultural semantics of these words.
Mali (where the word stress is on the usual penultimate rather than ultimate syllable) is used
as a preposition: mali Tobelo (in or from Tobelo), mali au (from you). Compare this last
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construction to mail au mail (from you towards here/to me). Mantane is the usual word for
‘here’.
It should be stressed again that these are not absolute coordinates but relative axes of space
that presuppose that we are in an ideal centre of the village. If we move away from this ideal
position, the spatial coordinates for orientation, and their mutual relationship, will slowly
begin to change, too.
A young boy thus once asked me: Is your place close to Japan or is that still further up? (anim
pnu ca dahle Jepang lai.fare naisfawe tind?).
This myth was told to me by Tangkea Guslaw. An almost identical version was given to me
by Aihe Penes, a Tobelo man from the Dodaga area. Although it is not a direct transcription
of the recorded myth, I follow the content closely.

CHAPTER THREE

THE DEATH OF KARO

Karo Daramean died in the middle of December 1991.

His death had ‘not been easy’

(gampang pa). ‘Not easy’ is a euphemism used in Buli to convey the suspicion that death
was caused by something other than old age. It is also a simple observational commentary
on the suffering that preceded Karo’s death and other deaths like his: swollen stomach,
painful black marks on the body, loss of mental capacities and personality, fever, delirium.
Several older men, accredited with more than average medicinal knowledge, had
unsuccessfully tried to cure him and they all agreed that this death, too, was caused by a
gua.
Even before the death of Karo, the identity of the gua responsible for his week-long
suffering was known. Karo himself had related how Lolos, the son of Karo’s ‘brother’
(FZS), Pariama, had attacked him and beaten him senseless, an account which was
substantiated by the black marks on his body. Lolos was a strong man in his late thirties,
known for his fishing and iron-forging skills who, until the early 1980s, when he was first
suspected of being a gua, had actively participated in both community rituals and Church
activities. Despite his younger age and greater strength, Lolos had not attacked Karo in his
human form but in the horrifying, constantly changing shape of his animal familiars: dog,
shark, scorpion, praying mantis.
Karo’s account was made in the presence of three important people in the village:
Agus, the minister from Tobelo; Lingoro, who combined the roles of adat leader and deputy
village head with underplayed flair; and Tali, the brother-in-law of Karo.

When Karo

proved the truth of his accusation, heard by these reliable (but not necessarily, as in the case
of the minister, willing) witnesses, by dying the very same day, the identity of the gua was
known beyond a doubt as far as the close relatives of Karo were concerned.
This was not the first time Lolos had been accused of being a gua, nor was it the first
time Karo’s family had been victimised by a gua. Lolos had been accused of killing people
in the village at least four times before.

Furthermore, Lolos’ and Karo’s families had

clashed before over deaths in the latter’s family. Karo and his siblings, Dao and Boki, had
seen both of their parents die after gua attacks. Elan, their mother, had been attacked and
eaten in the 1930s by Lolos’ stepmother, Balatima. According to Elan’s children, the attack
had been motivated by Balatima’s envy of the fishing abilities of their father, Lama, who
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consistently brought home rich catches.

While Balatima was Lama’s ‘daughter-in-law’

(ZSW), Lolos was his grandchild (ZSS). The ghastly repetitiveness with which descendants
of their father’s sister (their own classificatory aunt and brother) destroyed the family of Dao
and Boki out of envious malice was simply intolerable.
Figure 3.11
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In Buli, burial ceremonies last between three and five days, and every night the house
of the deceased is packed with guests and mourners who spend the night talking, singing
hymns, and telling stories while they drink sweet tea under the roof erected in front of the
house of the deceased. Although the ritual is demanded by adat and therefore does not need
any excuse to be held, an effect of the all-night gatherings is that the family is not left alone.
This is important because the first nights after a death are dangerous for everyone in the
village, and the relatives of the deceased should not sleep nor be alone as any number of gua
will be attracted by the lingering smell of the buried corpse. These stalking gua are a
constant danger to be taken into account. Talk on these nights often turns to the deceased
and the possible causes of death, since the gathering of large numbers of sympathetic people
provides an opportunity for both reflection upon and reaction to the death.
The danger to villagers is especially intense after the burial of a victim of the gua
because of the presence of a large number of potentially malevolent spirits. It is said that on
the third night after burial, gua and forest spirits, known generically as setan, will gather by
the grave attracted by the smell of the bloody liver of the corpse. The gua responsible for
the death of the victim will be especially prominent in the proceedings that follow. By
stomping once on the grave, the gua will split the grave in two and collectively the spirits
will feast on the corpse. Unable still to control its anger towards the victim, the gua will
beat, molest and kick the corpse so that it performs what is sometimes referred to as a
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macabre dance (faowowa matmat ca), perhaps in mockery of the dancing that, in preChristian times, accompanied burial rituals. 2
No doubt, it is therefore not accidental that the third night after burial is often the time
when emotions against the presumed gua run highest. So, too, with Karo’s relatives. On
the third night after his funeral, Karo’s sister, Boki, his wife, Sarlina, and his two daughters,
Polda and Kalpina, began, in a general atmosphere of tumult, to demolish the house of Lolos
which was within view of the lean-to of the mourners. Using stones and pieces of firewood
as missiles, they eventually succeeded in breaking down one of the cement walls. The
house, however, was empty as Lolos, in anticipation of something like this occurring, had
decided to spend the nights following the burial in his sister’s house with his wife and four
children. Fearful of attack from the men watching the destruction of his house, he had not
dared intervene. The group, with the women in front, then headed for the house of Yantima,
Lolos’ sister.

Only the arrival of the village head and the minister, awakened by the

tumultuous noise, prevented bloodshed.

LIVING WITH THE GUA
These events took place relatively early in my fieldwork and I was, at the time, unaware of
the deadly danger that gua pose to everyone in Buli society. On a Sunday a few weeks after
Karo’s death I decided, together with June, my companion in the field, to escape the
frustrations of the constant companionship which people in the village afforded us by a walk
into the forest behind Waifll. Our hike was stopped short, however, by a neighbour who had
been out checking his traps. In a friendly but insistent manner, he directed us back towards
the village, claiming that the forest here was full of Kapat, ferocious Tobelo-speaking forestdwellers (known to the outside world as ‘Tugutü’), who specialised in kidnapping women
after killing their partners. Although this statement reflected a general caution among Buli
towards their traditional Tobelo enemies who had indeed been known to attack hunters, it
was months before I realised that the real reason for his insistence was that our walk was
taking us straight to where Lolos was extracting sago with his brother-in-law. The two men
were taking advantage of the fact that people spend Sundays in the village to get some sago
starch without having to fear attack from Karo’s relatives or themselves being accused of
further gua attacks.
The gardens and the patchy forest areas that divide them are the primary locations for
the gua to attack and by choosing a Sunday to pound sago in this ‘space of danger’, Lolos
was minimising the risk of anyone encountering them and subsequently falling ill, thereby
bringing further accusations. Our presence in the garden and forest without any sort of
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magical protection or indeed any knowledge of how to behave in case of a gua attack was
stupid, even suicidal, and Wadaka, our neighbour, tried to contain his impatience while we
insisted on a swim in the stream before returning to the village.
Lolos was not the only suspected gua in the village. One of the first general and selfreferential statements I heard was that Buli was full of suanggi (gua). People regard this as
more than an empty description. The village of Waiflf abounds with people who have the
ability to cause both serious illness and death. This means that quite a few people are
variously portrayed as gua, but they are not necessarily stigmatised as such, because the
description is far from being unanimous and no current cases of illness or death have
prompted discussion of the validity of the characterisation. Even those who regard others as
potentially dangerous gua mostly weaken their tacit allegations by adding that they have
stopped being gua either out of shame (mairnai) or fear (amcait), or that they no longer have
the desire to harm people by attacking and eating them. Those people such as Lolos, on the
other hand, who are considered active gua and held responsible for recent deaths are the
objects of constant gossip and discussion. They are shunned socially and avoided physically
as much as possible by those who believe them to be gua. To these people accused of being
gua, village life is unbearable because their marginalisation makes even simple, everyday
tasks like gardening or sago pounding a hurried and secretive affair and the threat of attack
on them by relatives of their victims is constant. Often such people elect to move away to
one of the other Buli settlements.

UNBEARABLE REPETITIONS
Karo’s death, then, was not an isolated instance of a violent intrusion of gua into everyday
life in Buli. It was actually the first of a series of seven deaths and more than a dozen cases
of serious illness attributed, with varying degrees of consensus, to the gua in the village of
Waifli during my stay between November 1991 and May 1993. Half a dozen deaths caused
by the gua happened in the neighbouring Buli and Maba villages over the same period as
well.

This frequency of attack was considered particularly high, but by no means

extraordinary. It was, rather, seen as indicative of the intensity with which the gua had
always assailed people in the village. A reflection of this view may be derived from a
statistical survey I conducted during my stay in Buli.

During a survey of the 107

households in the village of Waiflf, I enquired about the parents of both the household head
(a standard Indonesian term, kepala keluarga, that refers to the husband in a family) and his
wife. If any of the parents had died, I asked about the reason for their death. In this way, I
got information about the suspected causes of 149 deaths, as perceived by the children of the
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deceased, over a period of sixty years. This number does not by any means cover all deaths
in WaifK, because I only asked two people in every household (when many households
consist of more than one married couple and their children), and then only about their
parents (not children, grandparents, parent’s siblings, etc.). It does, however, give a fairly
representative selection of deaths in the village over an extended period of time. In 37
instances (or 25 per cent) of these 149 deaths, the cause was attributed to a gua, while in a
further 30 cases (or 21 per cent) the reason given was ‘sorcery’ (payao). Though the gua
and the mahapayao, which may be somewhat inadequately translated as ‘sorcerer’, are two
distinct beings with distinct modes of causing sickness or death, they are often regarded as
carrying out their murderous intentions in collaboration.3 If we take these statements
seriously, something in the order of 46 per cent of all deaths in Waifll are the result of
murder by the gua or the mahapayao. While the gua tends to be identified or is at least in
principle identifiable, the mahapayao is only rarely so.
Table 3.1: Retrospective attribution of causes of death
stated cause of death:

men

women

gua
payao
‘normal’ sickness

22 (27.8 %)
18 (22.8 %)
39 (49.4 %)

15 (21.4%)
12 (17.1 %)
43 (61.4%)

37 (25%)
30 (21 %)
82 (54 %)

total

79 (100%)

70 (100 %)

149 (100%)

combined total

Men are marginally more frequently the victims of these kinds of violent deaths than
women. Thus 27.8 per cent of male deaths in this sample were caused by a gua, while the
percentage of female deaths attributed to the gua was 21.4 per cent. Sorcery claimed 22.2
per cent of men’s lives and 17.1 per cent of women’s lives. Although the period of my
fieldwork was considered a period of particularly frequent attacks by gua, the survey shows
that gua are a perpetual danger to the life and health of people in Buli and have been so for a
long period. The importance of the gua in Buli cannot, therefore, be put down to a ‘craze’.
The symbolic significance of the gua in Buli is a continuing one, but one that, as we shall
see, responds to social and economic changes.
Most people (54 per cent) had died of what is termed in Indonesian penyakit biasa,
‘normal sickness’: malaria, cholera (muntaber), tuberculosis (muntah darah). The term
‘normal illness’ needs some explanation. It is not my expression, but one used in Buli to
designate forms of illness for which the diagnosis of Western style medicine is accepted, be
it represented by the health care workers or the doctor from East Java newly stationed in the
health clinic.

It is, according to the doctor, malaria falciparum, tuberculosis, bacterial
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dysentery, and cholera, together with eye infections (conjunctivitis) and skin afflictions such
as tinea imbricata, carbuncles and abscesses that he most often encounters in the clinic.
Diagnosis of illness in Buli is, however, not just a matter of symptoms but also a
reading of social politics. Experience has shown people that the success rate of the health
clinic for curing seriously-ill people who are the victims of ban-ban, plan or bodiga
(sorcery), ungan (being eaten by a gua) and the like is by no means higher than if one
sought the help of any of the Buli mahalalao (person who knows medicines).

So a

precarious but workable division of labour has been established, as Western medicine is
interpreted to fit local logic. People seek out the clinic for manifestly ‘ordinary’ illnesses
such as malaria, dysentery, etc. whose Indonesian names (malaria, muntah-berak) are used
(these types of illnesses are sometimes referred to by the Indonesian penyakit kulit putih,
‘white skin illness’, because they can be cured with white peoples’ medicine in contrast to
penyakit kulit hitam, black skin illness, which cannot).4 This process of creative and
selective assimilation of a Western conception of illness, which is almost universal in nonWestem local communities exposed to the impact of national health care, is termed ‘medical
pluralism’ by Frankel and Lewis (1989).
The health clinic routinely gives antibiotic injections in answer to most complaints and
people will mostly get only one shot, the function of which they regard as ‘strengthening’
their body rather than curing it. The result is that people will go to get a shot, if they feel
tired, have worked too much or eaten too little - and provided they also happen to have the
Rp.2,000 (A$ 1.5) an injection costs - because their bodies have become ‘weak’ (gagalüm).
Or else they will get an injection after an illness to help regain their strength, once local
methods have effected a cure. The inability of pills alone to effect a cure is predicated upon
the fact that the cause of illness is to be found outside the body. This relation between the
body and illness as a social event has been the focus of much theory in medical
anthropology (e.g. Lindenbaum and Lock 1993; Wright and Treacher 1982; Young 1982).
Taussig (1992) is therefore not the first to theorise the body as a site where social problems
become inscribed. He has, however, formulated the relationship in, what I think is, an
insightful way by focussing on the bodily experience of the patient.

‘A cause of my

physically obvious distress is to be located in my nexus of social relations involving
someone else’s unjustly called for malevolence. This property of my social nexus expresses
itself in physical symptoms and signs. My disease is a social relation’ (Taussig 1992:85).
In Buli, bodily distress is, in a similar fashion, a sign of a breakdown not only of social but
also of spiritual relations. Disease is thus an effect of a crisis in the social relations between
consociates or in the relations between humans and the spirits, most notably the ancestors
(smengit), the protective spirits (suang), and the culture hero (Ian Toa). This breakdown
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invites the intrusion of and attack by other spirits (gua, putiana, ibilis) or in itself causes
signs of illness in the body. Ban-ban might show symptoms that superficially look like
those of malaria, but its causes lie in conflicts of social life, not in virology. By opting to
accept the diagnosis of a sickness as malaria rather than ban-ban, the relatives of a victim
are yielding to powerful discursive pressures from government officials, health workers and
Church representatives. An awareness of these pressures is important to an understanding of
the responses to my survey.
The survey was carried out over five months between November 1992 and March 1993
during a time when tensions between people in the village ran high over gua attacks. The
police had on many occasions arrested people accused of beating up accused gua or for
allegedly planning to do so.

The police were also carrying out an Information and

intimidation campaign in the village which became especially intense in the months before
the General Elections in June 1992. I was told that the government carries out a poll before
the elections to determine a general overview of political allegiance. On the basis of the
poll, stickers for one of the three political parties are stuck on every house in accordance
with reported allegiance.

People in Buli know well that the chances of their children

obtaining State employment are very small unless they vote for the ruling Golkar party, and
they believe the pre-election poll to be a check on their loyalty. This loyalty is regarded as
being verified at the elections. Although the elections are secret, many believe that the
purpose of the election committee of village officials is to check their vote against their
indication of allegiance given in the poll. Surveys therefore serve, in most people’s minds,
as a clearly political instrument of surveillance. It is against the background of this attitude
in conjunction with the campaign by government officials to assail the continuing belief in
gua that the responses to my survey should be interpreted.5 By indicating that the cause of
death of a parent was ‘normal illness’ in what seemed to many (except those I knew
intimately) a survey situation similar to the political survey conducted only a few months
earlier, people were adopting the politically dominant discourse on sickness and death, just
as their answers to the political poll had been guided by a concern to placate a dominant
political power. It can be seen that the two surveys were often confused by the answer I got
from a woman in reply to my question about the gelat or origin group to which her family
(fam) belonged. Her hurried answer was: Golkar.
Apart from the acute political pressures that militated against giving gua attacks or
sorcery as the cause of death in reply to my questions, a general dislike of bringing up past
conflicts meant that people might provide the answer that they thought I wanted to hear: that
sickness caused the death. Furthermore, the fact that the mahapayao normally remains
anonymous may also have caused people to ascribe the cause of death to payao rather than
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to gua.6 I therefore believe that the 46 per cent is a low estimate of the retrospective
attributions of gua attack and sorcery as the causes of death and that in many instances
among these cases payao was given as the cause of death in the survey when, in fact, a gua
was suspected to have been responsible. People had many reasons to give ‘normal sickness’
as the cause, and only few to give ‘gua attack’. By giving payao as the cause of death,
people could indicate that social politics and not bacteria were to blame for the loss of a
parent without having to refer to forgotten conflicts because, unlike in cases involving a gua,
no sorcerer needed to be identified.
In relation to my claim that the percentage of sorcery and gua deaths is under
represented in the survey results, it should also be noted that traditionally, ‘normal sickness’
did not exist as a possible cause of death. In traditional aetiology, possible causes for illness
included the breaking of food prohibitions associated with certain animal species (suang),
‘hot words’ spoken between family members, curses between relatives, and other people’s
garden magic (if one stole garden products). However, no relative of a sick or dying person
would ever agree that these causes, on their own, could cause death. Only the subsequent
intervention of the gua or a mahapayao could do so.7
Just as men are more frequently the victims of gua attacks, they are also more
frequently accused of being the perpetrators. Out of 29 people who were pointed out to me
as gua responsible for one or more attacks (and deaths), eighteen were men and eleven were
women.
Table 3.2: The gender of the gua
Women accused of being gua
Men accused of being gua
Total sample of suspected gua

11
18
29

Not only are gua more frequently men than women, male gua also tend to be more
ferocious. While female gua are rarely accused of more than one attack, male gua are
regularly suspected of several attacks.
The precondition for becoming a gua is attributed to a kernel (geo) that is often
assumed to be passed from parent to child. Despite the fact that all people may acquire it
through greedy and anti-social behaviour, the kernel is considered specific to some families.
Such families often have more than a single gua among their number. This is, for instance,
the case with Lolos’ family. Both Lolos and his sister, Yantima got their gua kernel from
their mother, Naroma, who had married into Waiflf from the Buli settlement of Wailukam.
It is not inevitable that the kernel is passed on to the child of a gua. While, for instance,
Lolos’ half-sister, Paniki, got the kernel from her mother, Balatima, the other two children
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of Balatima were not considered gua. The kernel can be disseminated not only via the blood
from parent to child but also through contagion, especially by sharing food as the saliva (itif)
of a gua is highly infectious. It is through contagion from Yantima that her husband, Sepa,
and even her son-in-law, Minggus who was living temporarily in her house, were said have
become gua as well. Like transmission through inheritance, contagion does not, however,
always happen. Kiama, for example, is not considered a gua despite her long marriage to
Lolos. Whether or not the spouse or relative of a gua acquires the kernel, is said to be
dependent on the character or emotional core (ulö) of the person. A person with a ‘good
inner core’ will not be tempted to assume the gua-like characters of greed, envy and jealous
anger. On the other hand, a person with a greedy disposition may become a gua without
there being any gua in his or her family.
Figure 3.2
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The kernel need, therefore, not be inherited or transmitted through close contact with a
gua for a person to become one. A large part of Buli moral restrictions on behaviour is
concerned with avoiding actions that could make a person into a gua.

The kernel,

furthermore, may be accidentally acquired. This is what happened to a man who bought
what he thought was a protective spirit (suang) contained in a stone from the island of
Gebe.8 He soon discovered, however, that the stone contained not a suang but a gua and
since then descendants of this man have had the reputation of being gua.9

THE LANGUAGE OF VIOLENCE
In interesting works that explore the cultural reasons behind the violent responses to sorcery
deaths among the Gebusi on the Strickland river in Papua New Guinea, Knauft (1985, 1987)
surveys the number of revenge killings of presumed witches. In Gebusi society, revenge
killings of people presumed to be responsible for causing the death of a villager through
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sorcery are very common; so common, in fact, that the homicide rate in Gebusi is arguably
the highest in the world - about 568 deaths per 100,000 population per annum or 32.7 per
cent of all deaths (Knauft 1985:116).

Although he devoted three preceding chapters to

highlighting ‘the reality of [the] anger’ (ibid:5S) that is believed to be the main cause of
sorcery deaths and the importance of the ‘lethal threat’ (ibid: 112) that sorcery presents to the
community, Knauft presents only half the picture of Gebusi violence when he consequently
limits his statistical survey to ‘real-life’ revenge killings, opposing these ‘real’ murders to
the imagined killings by sorcerers (ibid:l\3). This leaves him with an unexplained 51.3 per
cent of all deaths which he categorises as being due to ‘sickness’.10
From a Buli (and I suspect, a Gebusi) point of view this does not give a satisfactory
overview of the violence in their society. To a Buli person, life is far more violent than one
would initially expect after spending a few days in what is generally a peaceful village.
‘Images of violence’, to use Riches’ phrase (1986:7), operate within a discourse of the world
and create, although not immediately perceptible to an outsider, the stuff that reality is made
of.11 The violence of the gua figures predominantly in this discursive construction of a
reality. Let us return to Karo’s death to illustrate this.
The cycle of violence did not begin when the four women mined Lolos’ house, nor in
general does it begin when the presumed gua is being beaten up, forced to move or even
killed as I have recorded in a few instances from the recent past.12 The violence begins when
the gua attacks its human prey, eats from him or her before beating, molesting, raping, and
eventually killing its hapless victim. In Buli, the identity of the gua and the precision of the
healer’s diagnosis might well be in doubt; the violence of the gua, however, is not.
Powerful discourses, such as those of the Protestant Church and the Indonesian State
representatives question the reality of the gua and these discourses are often used in Buli as
ways of expressing doubt about specific diagnosis or accusations. While the veracity of
specific interpretations of the causes of sickness or death are always in doubt - a doubt
which is expressed by employing the exogenous idioms of Church and State - the reality of
the gua as a violent being is never questioned in this way. Doubts over the veracity of
specific instances are part-and-parcel of the micro-politics of conflicts and do not, even
though they employ exogenous idioms that are fundamentally incredulous of the gua, detract
from the reality of the gua as a violent agent in the world.
Retributive violence is only justifiable because of the extreme violence initiated by the
gua, attested to by physical marks on the bodies of victims as well as by their vivid
descriptions supported by a corpus of mythological knowledge that deals with the horror of
gua violence (see Chapter One). Rather than a survey of the killings of presumed gua, a
more faithful representation of the violence with which Buli have to contend is achieved if
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we also look at a statistic of the killings by presumed gua. Table 3.1, then, does not attempt
to portray an ‘objective’, sociological reality, but gives, rather, a statistical representation of
a discursive reality. It is the violent demise of so many people which is much more of a
social concern in Buli than any retributive violence that they may exert on a suspected gua.
The implicit symbolism inscribed on the body of the victim in the acts of gua violence is
what evokes such revulsion and horror in the village. Using the phraseology of Barthes
(1981), one could say that the violence of the gua is a ‘signifying practice’ of a particularly
terrifying kind.

In Chapter Four I try to explain the rationale behind this horror by

interpreting symbolism of gua violence. This violence starts off a circle of violence as the
relatives attempt to revenge themselves upon the presumed gua and find themselves facing
the legal system of the Indonesian State and the intimidation of its police representatives in
the district.
Violent responses to deaths caused by gua in Buli are relatively frequent (though by no
means as frequent as in Gebusi). I have knowledge of 37 instances of death for which the
identity of the gua was presumed to be known.13 The instances occurred over a period of
some fifty years, most of them in Waiflf but others took place in the nearby villages of Buli
Islam, Mabapura, or Wailukam. All, however, involved people who now live in Waifli.
Out of these thirty-seven instances, two resulted in the killing of the presumed gua. In at
least eight instances the presumed gua was severely beaten up, while in two cases (including
the case described above) violence was only narrowly averted by either police or village
officials. In two cases criminal charges were laid against the presumed gua by the relatives
of the victim, but in both instances the charges were rejected after a cursory investigation by
the police. In two cases the presumed gua was killed, according to accounts by relatives,
while using one of its animal familiars. Thus one man accused of being the gua responsible
for the death of his classificatory daughter died on the same day as an uncle of the victim
killed a pig in the forest. Having cut the tendons of the dead pig, the uncle left the pig to
look for sago bark out of which to fashion a shoulder strap to transport his prey home.
When he returned to the site the pig had gone, a sure sign that this was not an ordinary pig.
The presumed gua died suddenly the very same afternoon without any signs of sickness. If
people needed any confirmation that it was due to the wounds he had sustained in animal
guise, they got it when two women collecting firewood in the forest on the same day
reported that they had heard music from the cassette player of the dead man around the time
of the killing of the pig. In a similar instance the presumed gua died after relatives of his
victim had killed a stray dog near their garden hamlet in Gau.
Finally, in one instance the entire family of the suspected gua died within a year after
he had sworn an oath to Ian Toa, the mythical hero of Buli, as part of an ordeal to ascertain
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the fallacy or veracity of the accusations against him. Again, I would claim that it is useless
for my purposes and unfaithful to any attempt at a sensitive portrayal of Buli society to try
to distinguish so-called ‘real’ violence from ‘imaginary’ executions, because all types of
retribution function within the same cultural logic that informs the symbolism of violence.
In more than four out of ten cases, death due to an identified gua resulted in violent
retribution or had violent consequences for the presumed gua (even though the veracity of
the identity may have been in dispute). In almost all of these 37 cases the presumed gua
moved from the village, either permanently or for an extended period, as a direct result of
the accusations.

Table 3.3: Actions of retribution taken against gua
gua killed directly
gua killed in his animal familiar shape
gua beaten up
gua arrested by the police
gua punished by sasi (oath takenwith Ian Toa)

2
2
8
2
1

total cases were death has led to retribution

15

total sample of death caused by identified gua

37

I argue that each act of violence and each threat of violence, within the cycle of
violence which the gua sets in train, is carried out according to one of three genres of violent
symbolism: the symbolism inherent in a gua attack that focuses on destroying the essential
sites of the body of the victim; the symbolism of violent revenge by the relatives of the
victim seeking to purge the village of the gua\ and the symbolism of police violence which
replicates the alleged offence or seeks to undermine the traditional authority of the accused.
Violence is, in other words, a symbolic act which communicates fragments of the
rationale that motivates it by inscribing these symbolic fragments on the body of the victim
(Feldman 1991, Foucault 1979:28, Kapferer 1988). It is, I believe, the realisation of this
fight for control of the body which is expressed in the often-repeated argument in Buli that
the best analogy to describe their relationship to the gua is one of incessant war:14
The issue of gua is not present in the law, because those people [State and police officials! are
afraid, too: it would end in war. Because this is not happening once only, problems with the
gua happen every single day.15
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Similarly, in the wake of the UN attack on Iraq, Tangkea Guslaw commented to me
after yet another sickness attributed to a gua: ‘it would be much better to live in Iraq than
here’. In the ‘war’ in Buli, which the State so stubbornly denies, violence communicates, in
condensed form, a particular perspective on the past for which the victim of violence
becomes the surface of inscription. What is crystalised in this cycle of violence is the clash
of three perspectives from two different worlds: the world of Buli concerned with danger
posed by the gua and the world of the Indonesian bureaucracy concerned with threat to
public order. On the one hand, the victims and the presumed gua dispute the course of past
events from two opposing strategic positions.

They do so, however, within the same

discursive field in which sickness and death are the outcome of either conflict with a gua or
sorcerer, transgressions of food prohibitions, angry curses between family members, or
punishment by Ian Toa. On the other hand, the police and government officials, their own
cultural background aside, have the responsibility to implement what the government
considers the rational project of ‘development’. They cannot allow to be seen to allow
beliefs and practices that contravene this project, but in the repression of the beliefs and
practices these institutions perform violent acts with clearly symbolic overtones.

The

violence of the gua, the revenge of the relatives of the gua victim, and the police measures
of intimidation and punishment represent three different discourses on the same events.
Karo’s death may again serve as an example.

THE MORAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE PAST
Convention has it that attack by a gua happens because of a previous conflict over which the

gua still bears a grudge (singan). It is this grudge combined with envy (ulö na mici) and
anger (totole) which motivate the attack. The resentment which, according to the relatives
of Karo, caused Lolos’ attack on Karo went back several years.

At that time Lolos had

opened a small stall in his house where he sold goods like sugar, salt, soap and a few articles
of clothing. He got the items on credit from Menjid, a merchant of Chinese descent in Buli
Serani, and sold them at slightly higher prices in Waiflf. On several occasions Markus, the
son of Karo, had taken food items from the store promising to pay when he had money.
Whether because others were doing the same or out of general mismanagement, Lolos had to
close his shop as capital to buy new stock steadily decreased.
This pattern is not an unusual one for Buli business ventures. There are four stores in
Waiflf, all owned and run by outsiders. Two trade stores are run by Bugis who get their
supplies on credit from larger Bugis stores in Buli Serani. One is run by a Buton school
teacher as a way of augmenting his income, while the fourth shop is run by a Tobelo woman
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and her Florenese husband. She was brought up by Menjid in Buli Serani who also helped
her financially to start up her shop. From time to time, local villagers have tried to set up
stores by selling salt and other cheap items before moving on to goods that need a larger
capital input; but such stores never last for long. As a result, trade is completely in the
hands of non-Buli without family relations in the village; that is, people who can exempt
themselves from the moral pressures that guide exchange relations between relatives.
It was the moral dilemma of these exchange relations that, from the point of view of
Karo’s wife and children, brought on the attack by Lolos. When his shop closed down,
Markus owed Lolos for a shirt and numerous food items and he had still not paid the debt
(yage) when the attack happened. As the ‘brother’ (FMBSS) of Lolos, Markus was in a
good position to ask (dor) for the things and it was not clear whether the shirt and food
stuffs were to be considered among the host of items that change hands in Buli daily as part
of the give and take of everyday life, or whether they were commercial articles that had
changed hands as part of a monetary transaction. It was from the greedy outlook on life that
characterises all gua that Lolos, so ran the argument of the Daramean family, had refused to
acknowledge the kinship relations between himself and Markus. So instead of seeing the
items as among the host of exchanged goods that circulate between relatives, Lolos had
insisted on expecting a monetary return. When this was not forthcoming, he had vented his
anger by attacking Markus’ father, Karo.
Lolos, who was aware that this version of what had caused Karo’s death was being
circulated widely in the village, vehemently denied the truth of it to me: ‘We are brothers
(tenou), and we have always borrowed (bawi) from each other and helped each other, why
should I get angry because of something like that?’ The good relations between the two
households had, as Lolos saw it, been severed only when the accusation against him had
been made. ‘We [Lolos and his sister] always called her [Boki] ‘aunt’ \fofai (FMBD)]’,
Lolos continued. ‘We are of the same House (ebai pusa), why should we harm them?’
Karo’s sister, Boki, had been one of the main attackers on Lolos’ house, and since that night
Lolos and his sister had severed all links to their former aunt. Previously related as ‘uncle’
and ‘nephew’, the families of Karo and Lolos had effectively broken their genealogical
relation to each other. They were no longer of the same House.
Bound within the same interpretive horizon as his accusers, Lolos similarly saw a
breach of the good relations between ‘people of the same House’ as at the root of the
conflict. He argued he never expected payment of the goods and that the items were, as far
as he was concerned, part of the normal helping and sharing that ideally pertain between
relatives. He never regarded them as commercial goods to be paid for. The break had
occurred in the outrageous accusation against him: ‘people of the same House do not eat
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each other’. Although on other occasions he denied that he was a gua, accusations were by
this time so frequent that he was beginning to doubt his own denial. Instead he argued that
the reason for Karo’s death lay somewhere else than in a gua attack.
For years, Karo, who as the oldest son ‘held onto’ (nice) the inherited gardens, had
‘eaten alone’ out of a coconut grove planted by his parents without giving access to the
grove to his younger siblings, Dao and Boki.

According to Lolos, this had brought

increasing animosity between Karo and the family of his sister, Boki. It was the oaths and
curses (sosasi) spoken during this split that had caused Karo’s sickness (see also Chapter
Nine). Boki had only agreed to the cooling ritual (pei nahäs) that attenuated the effects of
these ‘hot words’ (mauting mfanas) on the day before Karo’s death, at which time it was
already too late. ‘The boat had already drifted off to sea’ (pelang ca myaling(e) to), as Lolos
put it. In one episode of this conflict between Karo and his sister, Karo had asked Yantima,
his ‘(cross sibling) child’ - fand, to tell Boki’s daughters to stop their children from climbing
the Lansium trees in his coconut grove. Boki’s anger against him, as far as Lolos could
gauge, stemmed from this incident and was a clear case of blaming the messenger.
From Lolos’ point of view, Karo’s death was indeed due to greed, refusal to share, and
a breakdown of the ideal good relations between people of the same House. The greed
came, however, partly from the deceased himself in his ‘eating alone’ from an inherited
garden, and partly from his relatives in transposing their ‘hunger for this garden’ which
caused Karo’s illness onto the hunger of a gua. The fact that they chose to accuse Lolos, a
‘brother’ who always shared what he had and who with his sister tried to mediate the
conflict of Karo, was only another indication of their refusal to recognise the family
relations between people who should ideally ‘follow and accompany each other’ (farerer re
faututi).
As in any death caused by a gua, two opposing moral perspectives on the past face
each other as a result of the cycle of violence that began with Karo’s sudden illness. The
moments of violence actualise a discursive conflict where the victim’s relatives and the
presumed gua each interpret past events from a different perspective.

This conflict of

interpretation, however, functions within the same paradigm of the world. Opposing as they
may be, the narrative reconstructions of past events circle around common themes: the
subversion of exchange relations by excessive greed and the betrayal of kinship relations by
refusal to engage positively in the sociality of ‘one House’ (cf. Chapter Ten).

Each

perspective tries to come to terms with the moral dilemma between keeping and giving in
every instance of exchange. As they do so, the grudge results in the re-definition of the
borders of relatedness. The brother who insists on payment, the (cross sibling’s) ‘child’ who
attacks and devours, the aunt who accuses: all these actions are incommensurable with the
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ties that connect relatives. The relationships are therefore negated or redefined as a result of
these ‘greedy’ actions. ‘We used to call herfofai' is thus a statement that reveals the porous
borders of relatedness. These borders define a moral space where action must be of a certain
type. Yet time and time again, this is not the case. The actions of the gua are archetypical
of the subversion of the moral dimensions of this space. It is these connections between
morality, forms of relatedness, and exchange as they are expressed in relation to gua cases
that Chapters Nine and Ten explore.

THE TANGLED WEB OF CONFLICTS
The gua provides a suitable point of departure for a sketch of Buli culture as a whole not just
because the symbolism to which its speaks is, in my view, central to a Buli understanding of
the world but also because its actions, as a discursive object and as a real being, leave
ubiquitous marks in the Buli social landscape. Over time the result of these ever-present
actions is a tangled web of conflicts that crisscrosses the village and influences the actions of
everyone in Buli. We can see how earlier gua attacks structure later action by focussing
attention on Sarlina, Karo’s wife, and her motive for participating in the destruction of
Lolos’ house. While Lolos’ version of events may explain the motivations of Karo’s sister,
Boki, it does little to clarify why Sarlina, Karo’s wife so readily decided to accept that Lolos
was the gua responsible for Karo’s death.
I have already mentioned that both of Karo’s parents had been killed by gua, but cited
only the case of his mother, Elan who was killed by Lolos’ mother, Balatima, in the 1930s.
Karo’s father, Lama, died some thirty years later around the time when many other parts of
Indonesia were being rocked by political chaos and the arbitrary slaughter of hundreds of
thousands of presumed communists in the wake of the alleged communist coup attempt by
the PKI in 1965.
Figure 3.3
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Lama died shortly after he had been attacked by Kangko and his son, Batang. Both
were held responsible for several deaths around that time and the accusation against them,
therefore, did not come as a surprise to most people in the village. However, the accusation
caused more than normal embarrassment, because Kangko was Sarlina’s father and Batang
her brother. It is generally assumed that the gua does not recognise family relations. But
that a gua should attack the people with whom he has previously exchanged marriage
prestations and whose child the gua's own child has married was particularly outrageous,
because the greedy and obsessive attack by the gua totally subverts the exchange
relationship between marriage partners. Sarlina, in particular, must have been in a difficult
position when the two were accused and later beaten up, because she provided the link
between the two families. Her active role in the destruction of Lolos’ house in retaliation for
her husband’s death, despite the fact that she saw her own father and brother beaten up for
the death of her father-in-law, shows how complex and full of dilemmas is the reality
created by gua attacks. In 1965, Sarlina may well have chosen not to believe the accusation
against her brother and father, doubted that gua attack was to blame for Lama’s death, and
perhaps even questioned the existence of gua by adopting the language of the Church. But
in 1991, when facing the awful and clearly ‘not easy’ death of her husband, the gua was no
longer a matter of belief or disbelief. It was a horrible reality that demanded action. The
last thing Sarlina wanted was for people to draw similarities between the death of Karo and
that of his father, Lama. Although both Kangko and Batang had since died, it is common
knowledge that the ‘kernel’ of the gua may be passed on from parent to child. There was, in
other words, a precedence which would justify the charge that perhaps someone among
Sarlina’s siblings or brother’s children harboured a grudge against Karo.

The quick

retaliation against Lolos was the result of a conceptual link drawn between Karo’s death and
the death of his mother, Elan, which helped to obviate any parallels being made to Lama’s
death.

ENGAGEMENT WITH MODERNITY
Lolos decided to press charges against the four women for wilful destruction of property.
His decision to do so was itself the result of some pressure from the police. In particular,
the deputy head of police in Buli Serani was emphatic that Lolos should stand his ground.
In the weeks following the attack, the deputy head often came to Lolos’ house because the
atmosphere in the village remained very hostile and only his frequent evening visits
prevented it from becoming violent.
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The concern of the police and military with the conflicts erupting from gua attacks was
related to development plans that are underway in the district. The local authorities in Buli
were eager to see to it that these new signs of an economic interest in the area on the part of
the central government would not be thwarted by behaviour from the local population
considered incompatible with modernisation and development. This concern was less an
expression of central government policy than the enactment by its local representatives,
mainly people originating from Tidore, Makassar or Java, of their own prejudices against a
‘lazy’ (malas), ‘pagan’ (kafir), and ‘unenlightened’ (belum sadar) population.

No

charges from the district of Maba had been brought before the regency court in Soa Sio (on
Tidore) for over a decade. Then, in 1992 alone no less than six charges from the Maba
district were put before the regency court with the offences varying from assault to bigamy.
Two of these charges were direct results of gua attacks. This determination to offences in
general and gwa-related offences in particular was evidence of a new situation. In the fiveyear period from 1988 till 1992, the regency court in Soa Sio had heard 126 cases. Until
1991, none of these had been related to suanggi. Then in 1991, one case of assault in
Tidore arose out of suspicions about attack by a coka (suanggi), while in 1992 two cases,
both from the district of Maba, were heard. One was the assault on a presumed gua in
Mabapura, the other was related to the attack on Lolos’ house.
The charges thus seemed to be part of a recent trend by the local authorities to attempt
to stamp out unwanted signs of backwardness. People in Buli were flabbergasted, because
previously the people responsible for an assault on a presumed gua would usually be
released by the police after having been interrogated and given the prerequisite beating in
custody, provided their family paid a bribe to cover ‘administrative fees’. As it was, the
number of cases that reached the district police in Buli Serani were formerly only a fraction
of the actual number of assaults on presumed gua because many cases were settled within
the village, by the village head and an informal village council of elders. People complained
that Waiflf was without a strong village head nowadays and the police therefore got too
readily involved in village affairs.
The violence enacted upon the detainee by the police was an anticipated aspect of the
assault on the presumed gua. Not infrequently, it fell upon the son-in-law of the wronged
party to beat up the presumed gua and take the burden of detention and beating.

The

violence by the police was furthermore often of an almost symbolic nature. Older men
would, for instance, have strands of their beards or moustaches pulled out, because they, as
offenders, were not worthy of these symbols of seniority. Those accused of manslaughter or
murder would routinely have their fingernails pulled out, while the police, in one instance,
threatened to knee-cap a Tobelo prisoner who had repeatedly attempted to escape.
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Formally charging the four women accused of damaging Lolos’ house was therefore
unprecedented and to the four women it was more intimidating than a beating by the police
because it involved going to Tidore, where none of them had ever been before, to face
regency-level authorities. The case was finally brought before the court in October 1992
after both Lolos and the four women along with Boki’s husband, Tali, had been forced to
wait for more than a month in Tidore for a vacancy in the court schedule. The waiting
period in foreign and expensive surroundings ruined the two families economically and
imposed a heavy emotional strain on both. The court gave the four women a four-months’
suspended sentence and put them on a four-year good behaviour bond. The court rejected
Lolos’ damage claim of Rp. 300,000 because it found the claim unreasonably high.
This did, however, not settle the suspicions against Lolos. Nor did State intervention
into the village affairs because of gua attacks stop here, for events had occurred in the
months leading up to the court case that strengthened suspicions against Lolos and his
family. In quick succession between April and May 1992, three men died after gua attacks,
and in two cases suspicion centred on Lolos’ sister Yantima. On the third night of the burial
ceremony for the third victim, a man called Hokniel (see ‘The death of Hokniel’, Chapter
Four), the classificatory aunt (fofai) of Hokniel, Pineki, had a cataleptic seizure while
serving tea for the guests. The seizure was immediately ascribed to Yantima, and three
young men (a son and two sons-in-law) went to Yantima to demand she come and cure
Pineki. Yantima refused, saying she had nothing to do with Pineki’s mysterious sickness.
Later on the same night, the men returned and beat her up before forcing her to go to
Pineki’s house where she was subjected to general taunting and ridicule. A man who had
just lost his wife in childbirth unreasonably blamed Yantima for her death, and demanded to
know why she did not eat normal food instead of people. Another man, who was generally
regarded as the village jester, recounted how he had been fishing when a bird-like creature
had flown over his head and defecated on him. Instead of normal bird-dropping, what hit
him proved to be human excrement, and accompanied by much nervous laughter he told
Yantima to stay right there in the house even if she had to urinate or defecate. One of my
brothers suddenly remembered having seen Yantima turn into a white shadow (gurumin) one
night by the stream.
The village was in an uproar and though the following day was a Sunday the Church
remained empty. Instead the head of police was summoned, so that he could verify for
himself the strangeness of Pineki’s sickness. Although Pineki had become cataleptic once
before when she was possessed by a putiana, this coma was considered to be different.
Yantima attempted no cure on that night, but Pineki recovered within a week. She later
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recounted how Yantima had returned later that night in her gua form and had tugged at each
of her limbs to reset the joints. This had been enough to cure Pineki.
Less than two weeks later, my brother-in-law, Hengki, collapsed on the floor in my
house with what he said were unbearable pains in his chest and stomach.

He had just

returned drunk from the garden and had stopped by for a snack. People were very concerned
because it is well-known that the sour attributes of palm wine often act catalytically on
wounds inside one’s body, particularly those hidden wounds left on the liver after a gua
attack. The next day, still in pain, Hengki recounted how he had been washing sago with his
five-year old son, Defi, when he had suddenly been approached by Lolos and his brother-inlaw, Sepa (Yantima’s husband). They had attacked him and while Lolos had tried to drown
him in a small pool of water, Sepa had speared him in the chest with a sharpened sago
branch. Although it was Defi who had first sensed that someone was approaching, his
memory of the event was not quite clear, as is normal in cases of gua attack. Nevertheless,
he largely corroborated Hengki’s story.
The army officer (Babinsa) who had just been posted to Waiflf called Lolos and Sepa
to Hengki’s sick-bed to mediate between them. However, to most people in the crowd that
gathered outside the house, the meeting was interpreted as an attempt to force the two to
cure Hengki, as is often the practice in cases of gua sickness. The police from Buli Serani
arrived shortly afterwards, sternly admonishing people that election day was only two days
away and that no trouble-makers would be tolerated. Hengki recovered within a week and
he and his concerned family began gathering signatures for a petition which they
surrendered a few days later to the chief officer of the district army division (Koramil). The
petition asked that the army force Lolos and his sister to move from Waiflf. It was signed
by more than 90 household heads from among the 107 households in Waiflf.
A meeting was set up between the district army officer and the people of Waiflf
because the climate was worsening: yet another man had fallen ill with clear signs of having
been attacked by a gua (he died a month later). While the men crowded under a temporary
roof by the side of the path where the meeting was held, the women sat on the ground in
small groups around the meeting. The army officer, the village head and the minister sat on
chairs behind a small table, in front of them tea and a plate of cakes. The Koramil began
the meeting with an intimidating speech in which he emphasised that all present were people
with a religion. They were so, because the State ideology, Pancasila, demanded that people
believe in God (Tuhan yang Maha Esa). All tribes and peoples (suku) of Indonesia were
bound by Pancasila which stated clearly that every suku could freely settle wherever they
wanted, and that this petition not only went against the spirit of Pancasila but was also a
stumbling block to development (pembangunan).

While the government was busy
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‘developing’ Buli (‘just last week I myself supervised the unloading of the first bulldozer
that will build the road to Bicoli’, he added), people here were more concerned to waste their
time on matters such as these.16
Figure 3.4
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Each man who had signed the petition, the Koramil concluded menacingly, was facing
‘risks’ by having done so. The regent was due for a visit in the near future and the Koramil
sincerely hoped this was the last time this matter (i.e., gua accusations) was spoken of. All
the men who had signed the petition were then called out by name. Only household heads,
in Indonesia by definition men, had signed the petition, but it was clear that in many cases
the opinion of their spouses had been decisive. Thus two immigrant men, a Florenese trader
and a Javanese man, both of whom had married Buli women, were among those who had
signed. Significantly, also among those who had signed were Paludi, a ‘father’ (FB) of
Lolos and Yantima, and Kokap, their half brother. Kokap had, no doubt, bowed to pressure
from his wife, Mariati, who was the sister of the first man to die in the recent spate of deaths
attributed to Lolos and Yantima.

The village, in other words, showed extraordinary

consensus in this matter and no one retracted their signature.
Emphasising again that this was the last time the authorities would hear of these
matters, the Koramil informed people that he had talked to Lolos and Yantima and they had
declared themselves willing to move. This was, in itself, not surprising. As someone next
to me pointed out: ‘Why did they not move a long time ago, as people accused of being gua
usually do!’ It had only been police pressure on Lolos to stand his Pancasila-guaranteed
ground that had kept him in the village.
In return, the Koramil expected full cooperation from the village.

Next time

communal work (gotong royong) to improve the path or the village meeting centre (balai
desa) was called, he expected people to be present in the village, not away in their gardens
as was usual. His speech received thunderous applause, but the meeting had in a sense been
gratuitous. The Koramil tried to co-opt people into participation in a development program
to which everyone paid lip-service but for which most showed, at best, reluctant interest, in
return for undeservedly taking credit for Lolos’ willingness to move. As it turned out, Lolos
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insisted that the value of his house be paid to him in cash before he moved. Although most
people thought this was fair, no one put up the money to compensate him. So Lolos stayed
in Waiflf, but began making his fishing trips and garden stays more and more extended.
The petition expressing concern about the continuing presence of Lolos and Yantima in
the village had more repercussions than the meeting with the Koramil. I suggested that the
meeting was an attempt to turn the requested expulsion of the two suspected gua into an
ideological bargain in which the village committed itself to the process of development in
return for the expulsion. This was, however, not the last time the local authorities tried to
make ideological gains out of Buli concern with gua. Six months later, after what seems to
have been a power struggle between the head of police and the Koramil about whose
jurisdiction the petition came under, rumours began circulating that the police planned
charging all 90 signatories to the petition individually with slander and vilification (fitnah).
This would mean that almost all senior males of the village would have to go to Tidore, four
days travel away and stay there for an extended period awaiting trial. The Church minister
agreed with most people that the charge was an outrage and that the only motivation could
be intimidation.

There was general despair in the village over the inability of the

bureaucracy to understand the reality of gua in village life. Several more people, including
two small children, were seriously ill after having been attacked by gua.

Against the

background of this continuing menace, but with the knowledge that the police would have to
feed them in Tidore, people in Waifll remained passively defiant over the three months
during which the rumour of an imminent forced departure for Tidore kept reappearing.17
The climate of intimidation continued until the end of January 1993 when the police
announced that everyone should get ready for departure by freighter to Tidore on 27
January.18
The court case, had it taken place, would have been interesting, because in deciding
whether or not the petition constituted slander by naming Lolos as a gua the court would
have had to pronounce on the veracity of the accusations against Lolos and by extension on
the legality of this aspect of Buli culture. In other words, in its judgement the court would
have had to pronounce on the reality of gua as such.
In the end, however, it was neither legal considerations nor a realisation of the '
impracticality of accommodating and feeding 90 men for a month in Tidore, but far more
profane matters that decided against following up the charge. As the day of departure of the
freighter drew closer, the police began to hint that individuals could withdraw their names
from the list against the payment of an ‘administrative fee’.

Initially, the ‘fee’ was

Rp. 10,000 (A$6.5) per person, but after two days it dropped to about Rp.5,000 (A$3.5).
Miraculously, the following day after about 40 people had paid in excess of Rp.200,000 the
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charges were dropped altogether, even though there are no telephone connections out of Buli
(only short wave radio) and thus no direct way of contacting the court or prosecutor’s office
in Tidore on such short notice.

INTERSECTING AND CHANGING DISCOURSES
It is obvious that gua attacks and accusations do not take place within an isolated discourse
of village sociality but also engage intimately the ideological apparatuses of the modem
State. I do not think it an exaggeration to say that, during my stay in Waiflf, conflicts
involving gua were the most frequent causes for direct State intervention in village life.
Although I shall return repeatedly to some of the many nodes of contact between State and
community, I do not wish to suggest that the State acts as a monolith, nor that discourse on
the gua in the village of Waiflf is unchanging and always aimed at the same people.
The State’s intervention in village life reflects the preoccupations of district and
regency-level government rather than Jakarta directives.

While Pancasila ideology and

hegemonic attitudes towards economic development emanate from the central government in
Jakarta, their interpretation in Halmahera expresses the specific regional concerns of the
local political elite towards cultural and religious backwardness. While the incorporation of
sorcery into the law was debated in Java (see Slaats and Portier 1993; Tempo 25 December
1993), to the local government officials in Halmahera, ideas related to suanggi are so
indicative of social backwardness that such tolerance cannot be contemplated.19
Similarly, I do not want to simplify the structure of conflict in Waiflf and treat gua
accusations as merely scapegoating or ‘victimage’ (Burke 1984). The constellations within
the village from which accusations ensue are in far too much flux for accusations to reflect
political factions or stratifications. Again, what must be emphasised is the unpredictability
of gua attacks to Buli people. While this does not preclude manipulation, it does mean that
being the victims of gua is an integral part of lived reality in Buli, not a schema or ploy for
victimising others.20 While, in the events detailed above, Lolos and Yantima are certainly
being victimised, it is, in my view, much more important for an understanding of the gua
complex in Buli to grasp the general sense of unease harboured by almost everyone in the
village at the time. The seeming omnipresence of gua-inflicted death and sickness meant
that almost everybody had close relatives who were being directly victimised by the gua.
The next victim might therefore be anybody in the village. Victimage implies a faultless
laying of blame which assumes the non-existence of gua. The problem with this view, as
Wittgenstein has argued in his remarks on Frazer’s The Golden Bough, is that it portrays
religious notions and practices as errors or mistakes that are correctable when seen from a
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wider horizon of knowledge (1979:2).21 The term implies a retreat from lived experience as
it attempts to seek an explanation (in our terms) for a pattern of behaviour such as
‘witchcraft’, a category word defined by western criteria. As Jackson argues:
It is not enough for us to decide whether witchcraft is a social pathology or the individual
witch a victim of some delusional psychosis, for our task is to throw light on the lived
experience that lies behind the masks and facades of category words (1989:101).

This difference between explanatory reductionism and the attempt at understanding which
underlies the anthropological project is crucial. ‘Every explanation is a hypothesis. But for
someone broken up by love an explanatory hypothesis won’t help much - It won’t bring
peace’ (Wittgenstein 1979:3).

There are, in other words, lived experiences where

explanations seem appropriate and bring a sense of comfort only to those not affected by
what the explanations seek to explain.22
Explanations that deny the reality of the gua do not square with the numerous accounts
of people directly experiencing it, such as Pesä who saw a large red dog with a cigarette
behind its ear or Wadone who chased a white shadow one night from his house to the
Church, Kireni who woke up to find a gua on top of her, or Marice who admitted that she,
as a gua, made the corpse of a recently deceased woman dance. Phenomenologically, the

gua exists, for it is directly perceptible by all the senses to varying degrees (see Chapter
Six).

In an analysis of perception, it makes no sense, as Merleau-Ponty points out, to

exclude some experiences as ‘imaginary’.
I have an experience of the real as of the imaginary, and the problem then becomes one not of
asking how critical thought can provide for itself secondary equivalents of this distinction, but
of making explicit our primordial knowledge of the ‘real’, of describing our perception of the
world as that upon which our idea of truth is forever based. We must not, therefore, wonder
whether we really perceive a world, we must instead say: the world is what we perceive
(Merleau-Ponty 1962:xvi).

What characterises Buli society is self-victimisation (experiencing yourself as the potential
victim of the gua, a perceivable agent in the world), not victimage (an explanatory,
functional term that describes the process of faulting others for your misfortune).

The

conditions under which people become victims are in constant flux and are continuously
open to reinterpretation, as we shall see when we pursue the above events even further.
Lolos was himself, as I have described, trying to come to terms with the accusations on
the one hand and with the admittedly high frequency of ‘difficult’ deaths. When I first met
his wife, Kiama, she asked me to diagnose whether or not her husband was a gua. Lolos
himself was uncertain, too, especially because there were varying opinions as to whether the
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human host of the gua would have to be aware of being a gua or not. In his doubt, Lolos
tacked much more clearly than is usual between the discourses available to Buli people:
traditional forms of explanation versus denial of the validity of this explanation from the
stand-point of Christian orthodoxy or State ideology.
I can feel when I am hungry, and then I will eat. I can feel when I am thirsty, or when I
am sick, but I cannot feel anything about being a gua. I have given sryukur [donation of
money in Church to thank God for the successful completion of a task or to ask His
blessing for a future task] in Church swearing that I was not a gua and just see: nothing
has happened. I am a Christian and all this talk about suanggi is pagan. I never accuse
any one of being a gua. Even when my daughter died coughing blood - she was only
three years old! - and everyone said that our neighbours were gua, even Kiama, my wife,
said so - 1 said ‘no’. Now, of course, both our neighbours are dead.
I have this fighting magic {if'if). The spirit (smato) that protects this magic can take me
anywhere I want to go. People are afraid of it and they think it is the same as the way the
gua flies iamngai). But they are wrong. I don’t know why so many people have died.
There could be many reasons, just look at the Church! We have been building it for over
four years now and it is still not finished. Or look at the small house [the shrine of Ian
Toa]! That shrine was built in 1972. It is falling apart. While we are building a new
Church, nobody is repairing the shrine.
First they accused Taksuma o f being a gua and then he died. Then it was Halal and then
he died. Then it was Laicöp, and now people say it is me.

On the one hand, Lolos here appeals to the standard, traditional convention that the gua host
is conscious of being a gua by saying he knows nothing about being a gua, while on the
other hand he says that the belief in gua is pagan anyway. Yet again, sometimes traditional
and modem/Christian discourses are imperceptibly interwoven. This is most obvious in his
allusion to the anger of God and Ian Toa, both being plausible causes of the many deaths.
The fact that the anger of a Christian God could be punishment for ritual neglect, in the way
that the anger of Ian Toa is, too, shows how Protestant theology is being accommodated
within a Buli understanding of the close connection between moral transgression and
aetiology. While denying any knowledge of being a gua, he does not deny unusual feats,
such as flying. Even though he says he never accuses anyone, the information that the
neighbours thought to be the gua responsible for his daughter’s death are now dead was
delivered with a conspiratorial chuckle.
Lolos’ recitation of people formerly accused of being gua shows the flux of
accusations. When I returned to Waiflf a year later, a shift in interpretation of the events
described above had occurred. Lolos and his sister had spent most of their time in the
gardens with their families and little time in the village. Consequently the imminence of
their perceived danger to the community had diminished considerably. It had long been
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acknowledged that Lolos had no discernible reason for attacking Hengki, an attack which
had sparked off the organisation of the village petition.
Shortly before Lolos’ attack on Hengki, however, the latter’s mother had divorced
Laicöp because of his brutality towards her. Laicöp, the last man in Lolos’ recitations of
former gua, had felt, according rumours in Hengki’s family, that her children of a previous
marriage had put her up to it and he had, again according to rumour, sworn revenge. He had
even, reputedly, gone on a trip to Kao in search of malevolent magic to use against Hengki,
his siblings and, indeed, all people of the lineage (fam) of Batawi. Hokniel, who had died
only a few weeks before the attack on Hengki, was also of fam Batawi and the classificatory
brother (FFBSS) of Hengki.
Figure 3.5

Laicöp
Pineki

Lolos

Yantima

Hengki

When Mossi, a brother of Hokniel, died during 1993 and shortly thereafter Mossi’s
son, it was argued by fam Batawi that it was the realisation of Laicöp’s threat against them.
In his delirious talk, people had heard Mossi confirm this. Laicöp therefore had to be taken
into protective custody in the house of the Babinsa, who had sat awake with his gun trained
on the door for two nights following the deaths. If this had not happened, my informants
added dramatically, Laicöp would surely have been killed.

Some months later, Sem,

another of Hokniel’s brothers fell seriously ill and had just recovered when the only child of
Hokniel died with symptoms that closely resembled those suffered by its father (see Chapter
Four).
These deaths in fam Batawi were not among close relatives of Hengki and were
therefore not likely to be the result of a grudge harboured by Laicöp, as Laicöp’s friends
were quick to point out. Nevertheless, this was exactly the interpretation favoured by many
in Hengki’s family.

It meant that Hokniel’s death and Hengki’s sickness 18 months

previously were re-interpreted. The contention was that Laicöp had either ordered (sula) or
hired (sewa) Lolos and Yantima to attack Hokniel and Hengki, and that the blame lay not
with the gua but with Laicöp, for the grudge that inspired the attack was his. Due to the
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beating of Yantima following Pineki’s sickness, however, she had developed a grudge of her
own and only too willingly acceded to Laicöp’s requests. Laicöp was thus not directly
accused of having attacked the victims personally. Instead he had either worked sorcery on
them or hired known gua, such as Yantima, to attack them. Imperceptibly, however, blame
was gradually shifting away from Lolos and Yantima, and in this shift we can see the
dynamics of accusations. When people accused of being gua are forced to move, they leave
the immediate sphere of village conflict and begin to occupy more marginal positions in the
interpretation of new events and the re-interpretations of old ones. The chain of events also
shows how sorcery, anger and gua are linked. Often the sorcerer and the gua, though they
have distinct modes of operating and behaving, are seen to cooperate.
Most importantly, the unfolding story of these events has given substance to the Buli
adage that when it comes to the gua, actions always have evident consequences (gäbe gua
musti kenyataan).

The Indonesian word kenyataan used here means ‘fact’, ‘truth’, or

‘reality’. In Buli it is not a matter of the gua being ‘real’. In many instances of everyday
life, it is the gua that actually establishes reality.
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ENDNOTES
In this and all subsequent genealogical figures (except those in Appendix D) I use the grey
shade to indicate those suspected of being gua. I employ the black shade to indicate those
people whose death or sickness is significant to the discussed case.
The third night after burial is, because of the presence of the gua responsible for the death of
the victim, also the night when the relatives may seek revenge against the gua through a
technique known as sapoi. Protected by magical eye drops and a magical circle drawn in the
sand, the brave person to volunteer for sapoi will spend the night at the grave of the
deceased. He will be able to identify the gua, once it approaches the grave. Perhaps he will
even be able to deal the gua a mortal wound with a strike from his bush knife. The gua will
taunt him to strike again, but if he is clever and level-headed enough to refuse, the gua will
return home and die the following day in its human form. If, on the other hand, the person
strikes twice, he will be the one to die. It is no light matter to volunteer for sapoi. Adam, a
teacher in secondary school, told of the terror he experienced during sapoi when hideously
shaped gua tried to drag him from the magical circle. He fainted from fear and woke in the
early hours of the next morning, still shaking with fright.
While sorcery and witchcraft may both be entailed in the North Malukan term suanggi, we
see here how sorcery as defined by Evans-Pritchard (1976) and Marwick (1990a: 12) and
spoken of as payao in Buli is clearly distinct from the activities of the gua.
This distinction is upheld by the mantri, the local health worker from Weda as well. His
own son-in-law died of sorcery and he is much respected for being able to tell when a disease
cannot be cured with modem medicine. In these cases he instead refers the patient to local
healers.
This surveillance did not, however, prevent some 180 people voting for the Christiandominated PDI although most households of the 320 people entitled to vote had the sticker of
the ruling Golkar party above their door. This unfavourable vote for Golkar was, I believe,
very much a vote of protest against harsh government reaction to events which I detail below.
When some 50 sacks of cement promised to the village in development subsidy from the
Department of Social Affairs and Politics were withdrawn shortly after the election, people,
perhaps not unreasonably, saw it as punishment for the lack of support in the village for
Golkar. Against this perception of the inevitability of political retribution for low Golkar
scores, the Golkar slogan, ‘If Golkar wins, the population will like it’ (Golkar menang,
rakyat senang), becomes more a threat than a promise: if Golkar does not win, people are
obviously not going to like it. See Mackie and MacIntyre (1994:15ff) on the varying but
continuing practices of intimidation and indoctrination that have surrounded elections since
1971.
This general rule of workers of payao (sorcery) remaining anonymous and gua usually being
identified might seem to fit Middleton and Winter’s (1963:10) distinction between
generalised misfortune and particular misfortunes. This distinction is formulated in an
attempt to explain, from a functionalist point of view, the co-existence in many societies of
both sorcery and witchcraft. Like their other distinction (that each type of ‘wizardry’ - an illfated supergloss covering both witchcraft and sorcery - is associated exclusively with one of
the sexes), this functional differentiation fails to describe Buli realities. Just as both men and
women can be gua, so it is not always the case that the gua is identified, nor does the
mahapayo, as we shall see below, always remain anonymous. Functional and sociological
reductionism fails to capture the complexity of the reality in Buli of the gua and the
mahapayao.
As Goldman (1993:68ff) argues, the notion derived from Evans-Pritchard (1976 [1937]) that
witchcraft provides the idiom for talking about accidents and misfortune should not be taken
to mean that ‘accidents’ may not occur. Goldman contends that when witchcraft is taken as
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the intellectual and psychological mechanism for explaining misfortune, the existence of the
category of accidents becomes hard to explain and is therefore often ignored.
Suang is an animal species that functions totemically as a protective spirit for the members of
a House or for a person (a shamanistic healer - mama - in particular). In return it cannot be
harmed or eaten and must be ritually fed (see further Chapter Six). Though the etymology of
the word suang is hazy, it is a Buli word that, in its cultural meaning, should not be confused
with the North Moluccan Malay word suanggi.
Again, not all people from his fam are regarded as gua. One of the older men, the oldest son
of the man who bought the stone, is said not to follow the protective spirit (suang) because he
is a ‘[faithful] Christian’. Both his brother’s, however, have been accused of being gua.
Thus, Knauft’s category ‘sickness’ differs from the category ‘normal sickness’ which I
employed above. Knauft’s concept is a residual, analytical category rather than a locallyused (albeit imported) concept employed in everyday life as a possible explanation of cause
of death. If we consider the breakdown of causes of death in Knauft’s survey, apart from the
32.7 per cent of deaths in Gebusi caused by homicide one would have to add the 51.3 percent
diplomatically, but misleadingly, tabled by Knauft (1985:117) as being due to ‘sickness’ to
arrive at the full picture of deadly violence in Gebusi. In fact, his statistic poses an
interesting epistemological question when we are told that he did not witness any of these
‘real-life’ killings, the veracity of which he so sharply distinguishes from the presumed
sorcery deaths. Instead we are told he became aware of them when inquiring into
genealogical relations. What empirical standard of veracity distinguishes the two types of
death? Both are narratives recounted to Knauft and both should, as such, be equally real and
equally believable in an epistemological sense. Knauft’s certainty rests on the implicit rules
of a language-game about violence and crime in Western society in which ‘we’ know what
homicidal crime is and what accidents and sickness are. Implicitly, the statistics of Knauft
express this ‘inherited background against which [we] distinguish between true and false’
(Wittgenstein 1969:§94) which imposes the rules of our language-game about violent death
on his representation of Gebusi violence (see ibid:§609). Wittgenstein describes those
propositions which form the unquestioned basis for our picture of the world as ‘part of a kind
of mythology’ (1969:§95). I would argue that the ‘reality’ of revenge killings (glossed
dramatically by Knauft as ‘homicide’) is informed by the social concerns about the crime rate
in America, generally perceived as alarmingly high. This concern is just as mythologically
constructed for the average American, who has only seen ‘real-life’ killings on television, as
the concern the Gebusi have with sorcery or the Buli with gua.
Comparatively, Buli is therefore not a ‘violent place’. But comparison is misplaced here
because it rests on our own definition of what constitutes violence. I will adopt a broader
definition of violence which follows that of Riches:
[I]t must be recognized immediately that in many non-Westem societies much physical
hurt is invisibly enacted. Thus, witchcraft and sorcery, their reality as unquestioned as is
the reality of visible physical hurt, must be included as instances of violence, even though
their performance has to be inferred from their eventual result: the misfortune, injury or
death of the recipient (Riches 1986:8).
Although witchcraft has before been recognised as an act of violence, the implication that it
is an
is often ignored. Thus, Lewis argues that witchcraft should been seen as a ‘direct
mystical attack’ before robbing this attack of any agency by stating that ‘it is after all the
accuser, and not the accused witch, who sets the whole process in motion’ (1970:306).
According to Maan (Maan 1940:36; ZCR 1922[71]) those people accused of and proven to be
gua (through ordeals by trial) were formerly, as a rule, killed by drowning.
See further Appendix C.
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The use of the metaphor of war to describe witchcraft is widespread and found in Papua New
Guinea (Bercovitch 1989:140), Africa (Copet-Rougier 1986:55; Wilson 1951:311) as well as
modem France (Favret-Saada 1980:12).
Quote by Merek Asharif:
Soal gua taie mali hukum re aturan pa, sabab smat na damcait bend: mati perang na.
Taie isa-isa pa, gua taie wol de wol.
The process of ‘development’ is always expressed by authorities by using the transitive verb
membangun. It implies a passive object (such as a village) which is being developed by an
active subject (the government). It expresses clearly the conception that development is a
top-down process which only the clever people in government institutions understand and in
which village people have no influence or say. Locals have to prove themselves worthy of
receiving the dubious benefits of an uncritically accepted and an unquestioned process of
development planned by the government. There is no discussion of the local impact of
development strategies on village life. No village advice is asked for, no local acceptance is
needed, and no compensation is paid for detrimental effects on the local level.
Another reason for the seeming solidarity in this matter was simply that no one was willing to
volunteer to represent the village in court. There was, in other words, an inherent resistance
to organise their defiance. The attacks by gua that had plagued the village for months were
the result of generalised non-harmonious relations in the village, so why should any one take
responsibility for that? It was much better if all went.
The deputy head of police described the exercise to me as ‘teaching people a lesson’ (kasih
tobat), not only for the on-going trouble caused by gua accusations but also for a general
absence of people on communal work days, at meetings, and for Church construction. This
constant absence from communal work comes very close to one of the forms of everyday
resistance (Scott 1985). It is interesting, however, that it is defined as resistance by the
government officials rather than by the villagers.
This should not be taken to mean that I am for the incorporation of sorcery into law.
Recently debates both in the press and in academia have taken up the issue whether the
prohibition of practices of magic should be included in the provisions of a new criminal code
in Indonesia (Tempo 25 December 1993; Post-Courier 21 December 1993; Slaats and Portier
1993). If a provision such as the proposed article 223 became law (Tempo 25 December
1993:28), it would provide another avenue for the State to intervene in and control local
communities. The danger of such an inclusion would in my view be that it could be
interpreted to prohibit all aspects of traditional culture, including healing practices and
ancestor worship, which were considered contrary to modem Indonesian society and
‘development’. Lastly, access to the court system would be limited to local elites and could
serve to marginalise ‘traditionalists’ by making their activities inherently suspect.
I am here arguing against the import of functional interpretations of European witchcraft (e.g
Cohn 1975) into a Buli context more than against Burke’s concept of victimage. Burke’s
concept describes a motif, which he sees as universal and necessary to the establishment of
social cohesion, whereby redemption for an original sin of the social group is sought by
scapegoating persons or images in rituals of sacrifice (1984:284-294). Victimage is ‘the use
of a sacrificial receptacle for the ritual unburdening of one’s sins’ (ibid.: 16). Burke’s focus
is, however, not on the veracity of the scapegoating, but more on the symbolic narrative that
has as its goal catharsis from a tragic situation (ibid.: 15). It is bound by the orientation or
horizon given to the actor and any causal linkage can therefore be seen as scapegoating when
viewed from a wider horizon. On the other hand, the fact that victimage describes a
particular symbolic motif does not mean that it is any less real. Buli, like their Kalauna
counterparts in Papua New Guinea who experience sorcery, view the gua ‘as a reality of
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victimage, and not simply as an enduring idiom’ (Young 1983a:31). I shall later return to the
centrality of catharsis to the Buli way of dealing with the gua.
Peter Winch (1970) similarly uses Wittgensteinian arguments to critique Evans-Pritchard for
not assigning any reality (for him) to Azande witchcraft and magic.
Niels Bohr refers to this process by which explanations ‘kill’ the phenomenon they seek to
understand as the Abtötungsprinzip (quoted in Jackson 1989:200).
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PART TWO

VIOLENCE AND THE BODY

CHAPTER FOUR

CORPOREALITY AND HORROR

In an attempt to explain to me the meaning of the word ungan, ‘to have been eaten by a
gua', Ponco Batawi used an analogy with fruit bats or flying foxes, a delicacy of
Halmaheran cuisine. Fruit bats spend the day sleeping in large flocks suspended from the
crowns of trees to which they return habitually. They are hunted on rainy days when dew on
their wings is supposed to hinder their flight. The tree is simply cut down and the bats
collected among its branches.

‘It is like what the flying foxes (fni) do to the bananas’,

Ponco declared.
At night, they fly around among the banana plants landing on bunches here and there. They
test the ripeness of the bananas with their claws, inserting them into the fruits. After a few
days, the fruits begin to rot when fruit-flies enter the punctures. While the banana looks fresh
and green on the outside it is, in fact, completely rotten and soft (jakam) on the inside. The
fruit bat then returns a few days later to eat from the rotten fruit.

The analogy is fitting in several respects. The gua also flies around, often at night,
looking for suitable victims and settles on its prey. Thus Kireni, who was nine months
pregnant with her fourteenth child, woke up one night in March 1992 to find a gua crouched
on top of her stomach about to eat her liver. Her husband chased it away, but she developed
a fever the following day. This kind of sickness is known as ungan kakamo.

Kakamo

means ‘hand’ for which the claws of the bat are a clear analogy. The gua may return several
times to eat from the same person and like the unripe but rotten banana, victims of the gua
also rot inside and will begin to smell immediately after death. The analogy between the
flying fox and the gua, however, goes further. A myth tells how it came to be that flying
foxes feed only at night.
THE MYTH OF THE FLYING FOX AND THE BIRDS

The flying fox and all the birds got together to divide (falowlowto) amongst
themselves the fruits planted by the humans. The flying fox was sharing out the
fruits: mango (Mit), bananas (tela), papaya (popay), fruits of the Lansium tree
(lukam), and all other kinds of fruit. Seeing the large fruits of the lelim tree, the
flying fox greedily chose that for itself, while the birds agreed on the ownership of
the other fruits. Though they are very big, the fruits of the lelim tree (Xylocarpus
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spp) are inedible if they are not cooked. The tree is used more as a medicinal tree;
its bark relieves tiredness and pain in the joints.1 Taking its first bite, the fruit bat
realised its mistake: ‘Phew, this is bitter, I am not eating this!’, it said. Since then
the flying fox has been stealing the fruits of the birds at night. During the
daytime, however, it hides from the birds out of shame (maimäi) with its deceit.
To this day, the birds still curse the flying fox loudly, if it comes out during
daytime.2

Tricked by its own greed, the fruit bat is destined to steal what, by agreement, belongs to the
birds. Greed is one of the main characteristics of the gua. Its attacks on other people,
always motivated by envy, aim to take what does not belong to it: people’s livers. Shame,
mostly related to unfulfilled exchange relationships, is a recurrent theme in both mythology
and social life in Buli.

THE HORROR OF THE GUA
To understand the gua in Buli society and the violent reactions that gua attacks provoke in
relatives of its victims it is important to empathise with the strong feelings the gua inspires
in people. The anxiety with which they respond to suspected gua attacks is striking and
mirrors the situation observed by Ellen among the Nuaulu on Seram. Ellen argues that
studies of witchcraft, particularly in Africa and Melanesia, has tended to play down the role
of feelings and emotions in accusations of witchcraft ‘[i]n an attempt to persuade the EuroAmerican thinking classes that witchcraft was a legitimate and utterly ‘reasonable’ mode of
thought’ (1993b:94). I fully agree with Ellen’s suggestion that we should give full weight to
the emotional aspects of witchcraft cases. This might also take the analysis of these events
away from the commonplace consensus models in witchcraft studies which have tended to
move within what Ellen calls ‘the proper orbit of Durkheimian theory’ (ibid.). On the other
hand, I disagree entirely with Ellen’s notion of what a study of the emotional dimension of
witchcraft cases might look like. Ellen thus seems to limit the emotions that motivate
witchcraft accusations to ‘the stress of intimate or day-to-day relationships’ and ‘depression,
neurosis, even anger and other clinically defined pathological states of mind’ (ibid.:95). His
argument is that such accusations function as a ‘delusional’ mechanism for coping with
psychological problems, ‘in the same way that the outward sign of “hysteria”, “neurosis”,
and “schizophrenia” have been regarded as a means of stimulating the concern for others and
signalling the need for social and emotional support’ (ibid.).
Ellen attempts, unsuccessfully I think, to pre-empt the inevitable accusation that this
argument reduces emotions related to witchcraft cases to the status of individual
psychological phenomena, pathological at that. While it is clearly the case that people
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within a culture may respond differently to similar situations, it does seem more fruitful
when analysing emotional responses to witchcraft cases to gauge the significance of
emotions within the symbolic schema that makes them not just approved but inevitable.
Emotions, even though they are individually expressed, occur within a socio-cultural field
and in relation to specific perceptions of embodiment (Jenkins and Valiente 1994; Lutz
1982; Lyon an Barbalet 1994; Parkin 1986; Scruton 1986). It is, I believe, here that the
emphasis of an analysis of emotions should lie.3
In order to understand Buli people’s reactions to a gua attack, we have to elucidate the
cultural significance of the emotions involved in a conflict before, during, and after such an
attack.

While the gua is said to be motivated by envy (ulö na mici), greed (golojo),

stinginess (tungtüng) and aberrant sexual desire (cafarune), the circumstances that enable the
attack in the first place often involve anger (totole) between family members or between
guardian spirits and humans. After the death of a relative, however, it is sadness (ulö na
kangelä) and the feeling of missing (lolam) the deceased that predominate and it is these
feelings, rather than anger, that are said to motivate the revenge attack on a presumed gua.
In a Buli understanding, anger (totole) therefore plays a more important role as the
motivation for attacks by gua, than it does for revenge attacks on people presumed to be
gua. I shall throughout the thesis return to the cultural and symbolic context for these
emotions.
Each of the feelings mentioned above are deemed appropriate and give significance to
the actions that are motivated by them. The question of the social approval granted to these
emotions and the actions associated with them cannot be generalised, for it depends on their
appropriateness in the specific context within which they occur.

Only if ‘witchcraft’ is

considered an illusion across the board does social approval become a generalised problem.
The conclusions that motivate revenge attacks may be disputed in any particular instance,
but that the gua is often demonstrably responsible for sickness and death no-one doubts.
There is no ‘delusional aspect’ to accusations against gua in Buli, only specific disputes
over the veracity of evidence and the plausibility of reasons that led to the attack. Ellen’s
suggestion that accusations are merely a socially-approved coping mechanism for provoking
attention, sympathy or support does not explain the symbolic background to which such
social approval appeals. Nor is this approval ever total. In the course of any protracted
illness in Buli, several people with medicinal knowledge will have made a diagnosis and
attempted a cure. If one cure fails, the next healer is likely to make a different or at least
varying diagnosis and as the cause of illness is discussed in the village, people usually have
several diagnoses to choose from.
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The fear, disgust, and sadness that an attack by a gua provokes may be reactions to the
death of someone close, but the conventional choice of these emotions and their culturallyspecific expression are determined not by attitudes towards death and misfortune nor by a
situation of personal distress. The horror of the gua, rather, is a reflection of the significant
symbolism invested in the character and actions of the gua as a both metaphorical and real
figure. ‘Being deadly’, as Sontag has observed, ‘is in itself not enough to produce terror’
(1988:38). For something to be terrifying, it must have a large investment of cultural
significance. The gua, in this sense, is a major bank account in a culturally articulated
economy of terror (Taussig 1987:51). Kristeva defines the particular horror of the abject as
‘[a] “something” that I do not recognise as a thing. A weight of meaninglessness about
which there is nothing insignificant, and which crushes me’ (1982:2).
Meaningless and incomprehensible as each gua attack is, it articulates an ‘intolerable
significance’ that makes of the gua a figure and an image more centrally social and cultural
than most other things in the world.4 As a social being, the gua stands in a special
relationship to Sinngebung, the process by which we humans give meaning to our world
(Merleau-Ponty 1962:xi). The nature and activities of the gua are in themselves beyond
comprehension; they do not, in the strict sense of the phrase, ‘make sense’.

Its

characteristics and its actions may, in fact, be defined as the opposite of common sense in
Buli: they are excluded from the common-sensical. From beyond this exclusion - and it is
not an exclusion of silence for the gua is constantly evoked in everyday discourse - it ‘gives
sense’. Being intolerable, incomprehensible and horrible, its existence helps to define the
outer limits of the tolerable, the sensical, the comfortable. The gua is the abject named.5 Its
horror, I argue, relates to several areas of Buli life.

The most basic of these areas is

corporeality: how the body is perceived in Buli and how it interacts with the world. This
chapter focuses on the relation between the gua and body image. The feelings of dread and
horror arise not from the illness or death of a relative and friend, but are, more
fundamentally, related to the symbolic violence of the attack that systematically violates, in
an abominable manner, symbolically vital corporeal sites and degrades embodied human
existence. The gua is thus not just an intellectualised reason given to explain illness. It is,
rather, a real, horrible, revolting and exceedingly frightening being. Its modus operandi
reveals why.

THE SEMANTICS OF GUA ATTACKS

The gua attacks only people who are alone and in places where nobody is likely to see the
attack: in the gardens, in some comer between houses on the border of the village, or as
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people make their way to the beach to defecate. The gua may also attack people as they are
sleeping, and while its attacks occur mostly at night this is not always the case. As long as
the victim is alone and privacy is assured, attacks can be expected almost anywhere and at
any time. Gardens and the outskirts of the village, particularly at night, are especially
dangerous for this reason. The spatial field of activity of the gua is thus the village and the
gardens; those domesticated areas of the world that other spirits, such as the lima and the
setan or forest spirits, do not inhabit. It attacks only people within the same village and only
within the domesticated perimeters of the village and the gardens including the islands close
to the coast. The deviousness of the gua is thus spatially inscribed in the endangering of
domestic space: its attacks within the village constitute a betrayal of what should be a safe
area as opposed to the dangerous realms beyond the village, the forest in particular.
The gua approaches the victim stealthily, almost always from behind, and knocks him
or her unconscious with a piece of wood, simultaneously evicting the gurumin (the human
shadow-cum-awareness).

The gua then opens the stomach to get at the liver (yatai).

Squatting on top of the lifeless body, either in its human shape or in that of one of its
familiars (a dog, certain birds, a pig or ah insect, especially the praying mantis), it feasts on
the raw and bloody fiver before molesting the body, sexually as well as physically. After
extracting the fiver, it seals the wound with water or by licking it with its long tongue (ZCR
1922[71]:3). The wound closes completely and becomes invisible to the human eye. The
gua may spear the victim with whatever is at hand - a piece of wood, a sago branch stem, or
with a spear brought along for the purpose - a wound that later causes piercing pain (known
as lebet). In a frenzy, it may beat up the victim, causing black marks where the punches
have fallen, or it may try to drown the victim in a pool of water. A special trade-mark of the
gua is sexual molestation. A male gua will invariably rape a female victim. It often does
this very violently and one of the signs of gua attack is that the wall between the vagina and
the anus of the victim is tom.6 A male victim will also have his genitalia molested
viciously, causing his testicles to swell painfully.
Table 4.1: The frequency of cross-gender and same-gender gua attacks
Male gua
attack on male victims
attacks on female victims

18
22
4

Female gua
attacks on female victims
attacks on male victims

11
8
3

total number of attacks

26

total number of attacks

11

Sexual molestation notwithstanding, it is clear from the above table of recorded gua
attacks that the assaulted victim tends to be of the same gender as the gua (in 30 out of 37
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cases). Male gua are much more aggressive than female gua, often attacking more than one
victim. Thus eighteen male gua are responsible for 26 attacks, while eleven female gua
attacked only eleven victims. In the Buli discourse on gua, attacks on male victims by male
gua are dominant (in 22 out of 37 attacks surveyed).

However, in a minority of cases

attacks are carried out against victims of the opposite sex (seven out of 37 cases) and
although they are relatively rare occurrences, these cross-gender attacks represent, I think,
the discursively archetypical attack, in which sexual molestation combines with physical
brutalisation and cannibalistic consumption to produce maximum revulsion.
In six of these 37 cases the victim was a child. I was unable to obtain full data about
the gender and relationship between gua and victim in two these six cases, but of the
remaining four cases, three attacks were perpetrated by a female gua against a child. In two
of these cases, the victim was a girl, while in the third instance, the victim was small boy.
The single attack by a male gua on a child was carried out by a man who supposedly
attacked and killed a young girl. The sole motive for this attack was said to be a desire to
aggravate the pain of her family, shortly after he had killed the paternal uncle (FFBS) of the
girl. The predominance of female gua in attacks upon children means that among 31 cases
of gua attack on adults, only eight are perpetrated by women. In attacks on adults, the male
gua is clearly much more of a danger than the female gua. Despite the claim that sexual
desire motivates the actions of the gua, the overall tendency of specific attacks seems to be
that female gua kill women and children, whereas male gua kill adult men.
The gua eats its victim not once but three times, only revealing itself to the victim on
the third time to gloat over his or her imminent death. It is this boastful disclosure that
makes it possible for the victim to identify the gua just before death. The victim will,
however, have been unaware of the first two attacks, because feasting on the body took place
after the shadow (gurumin) of the victim was expelled. At least this is what is generally
stated. When approaching the gua analytically, it is important to distinguish two modalities
which in Buli everyday life constantly overlap and inform each other. Firstly, the gua
appears in myths of archetypical events and in stories of relatively remote attacks on
unrelated people. Here the characteristics of the gua are conventional and relatively solid.
In this, its mythological modality, the gua is a fairly predictable being, whose behaviour sets
the standards for what to expect from and how to react to the gua in actual life. It is,
however, characteristic of the gua when illness or death actualises its omni-present reality
that it rarely behaves in accordance with what might be expected. In its actualised modality,
the gua is completely unpredictable and its excesses, only hinted at in myth and stories, are
here really borne out. The discrepancy between the expected, standardised behaviour of the
gua and its actual nature, characterised by abominable excess of violence and malice that
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defy expectation, is what provides the dynamics of interpretation in any case of attack (see
also Chapter Ten).7 An example illustrates this dynamic:
THE CASE OF SOFI’S DAUGHTER

Old Ngolo Daun, the mother of the village head, had passed away. The whole
household of the village head was busy baking cakes and making tea for the
guests who had come to sit under a constructed lean-to in front of the house. Here
they would chat and drink tea to keep the house noisy and crowded to keep gua
and sad thought away.
It was on the second evening that the four-year old daughter of Sofi Salasa, the
daughter of the village head, disappeared in the general confusion. Sofi had not
noticed the disappearance of the child because she had been among a large group
of women who were busy making sweet bread and waci (cakes of long rice and
browned sugar) in the yard behind the house under the directions of the
classificatory daughters-in-law of the deceased.
Figure 4.1
Ngolo Daun,

Rince

L^.

During the night the whole village was searched several times, but in vain. The
body of the girl was found the next day by a young boy who was speargun fishing
for freshwater prawns in the small stream that runs through the village. It seemed
the body had been propped up under a tree stump below the water. This, together
with bruises on her arm, suggested that a gua had molested her, then stuffed her
under the stump to make it look like an accident. So, at any rate, ran the outraged
assessment of the girl’s maternal uncle who lived in the same house. This was
later corroborated when the boy who had found her remembered that he had seen
the girl near the stream the day before in the company of an old woman he did not
recognise.
Before this information emerged, other people had guessed that the girl’s death
could have been punishment for the adultery of the village head’s wife, Rice, a
year earlier. Her husband had decided not to divorce her, although adultery gave
him every right to do so. If a woman commits adultery she forfeits her right to
the house which otherwise belongs to her. More important than social sanction,
however, is the fact that adultery is a breach of traditional order that angers Ian
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Toa. It was the opinion of some that the wife’s adultery had called this
punishment upon her family.
But the evidence of gua attack somewhat
invalidated this explanation. The fact that the local police had come to take
pictures of the body and the site of its discovery made it abundantly clear to all
that this was not an ordinary drowning accident. Why else bother about pictures?
A few days later it transpired that Mira, the daughter’s daughter (bu mapino) of
Ngolo Daun, had an argument with Rince, who, as the daughter-in-law of the
deceased, was in charge of the cooking. Mira considered that Rince had been too
slow to serve tea to the guests and that, once it was brought out, it had been cold.
Although Mira may have been right, it was not her place, as a direct descendant of
the deceased, to criticise the actions of the malafa's (daughter-in-law) who is in
charge at funerals. ‘The malafa is Sultan’ as adat in Buli has it, and Rince had
told her as much.
This unseemly row between a descendant and an affine at a funeral, people said,
would naturally have upset the smengit, the spirit of the deceased. Angry over
this breach of etiquette, the smengit had therefore stopped guarding her great
granddaughter, and a gua had immediately seized the chance. This course of
events, many people agreed, was the most likely.

I had never heard it said before that gua might also disguise attacks as accidents.
Equally, that one attack might be enough to kill, as in this case, seemed to contradict
convention, but neither was obviously beyond the actual capabilities of the gua. 9 In fact, the

gua can do almost anything. It can ‘take and use’ the face of someone else (ut usngorf it
can assume almost any disguise: that of an animal, a banana tree or even a motor bike.
Myths (known as either sejarah or kayat) and stories recounting past attacks provide some
indication of the danger of the gua, but never quite enough to avoid it, because one is too
embroiled in the conflicts of village life on which the gua preys. The viciousness of its
attacks therefore continuously takes people by surprise. They may afterwards reconstruct
the chain of events that made the attack possible, but it is the fate of humans and inherent in
the excessive nature of the gua itself that people cannot anticipate its actions (see Chapter
Ten). All that people can do is protect themselves as well as possible against attacks.

BODILY HORRORS
The revulsion that the consumption of the liver inspires is perhaps best illustrated by another
myth {kayat) . 9 In this myth, where food provides the main transformative theme of the
story, the consumption of a human liver marks the passage into becoming a gua.
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THE MYTH OF TAWAIGIL

The ruler of a certain village had three children, two daughters and a son by the
name of Tawaigil.
Tawaigil was an envious boy and very prone to get angry over his share of the
food. Every time he sat down to eat with his sisters, Tawaigil would fly into a fit,
crying and complaining about the size of his share. One day as they were eating,
his constant complaint so enraged his older sisters that they beat him up. Still
sobbing with hunger and anger Tawaigil fell asleep. His sisters finished their
meal and also fell asleep.
As he was sleeping, Tawaigil saw in a dream somebody approach him. It looked
exactly like his mother but, in fact, it was a gua who was using the face of his
mother. The gua said to him: ‘Come on, wake up, let’s eat’. She handed him a
liver - a human liver - still raw. Tawaigil ate his fill and the woman said: ‘If you
are full, save the rest’. He stuck the rest of the liver into a crevice of the bamboo
wall and fell asleep again.
The next morning when his mother and sisters woke him up to have breakfast, he
said to them: T will just have what you gave me last night. I stuck it into the wall
up there!’ The mother took down the liver and when she saw what it was, she
cried out: ‘Halfi, this is a human liver. The child must be a gua. It is better for all
of us if we throw him out’. So they took him by boat to the tip of a cape and
marooned him there.
Tawaigil, who was still a child, was left to his own devices and he began to make
a garden where he grew bananas, sweet potato, com and sugar-cane. One day the
person who had initially given him the liver came back. This time the figure
brought seven squirrel fish (gora). The figure gave the fish to Tawaigil and
ordered him to swallow them one by one, tail first. The sharp points of the fins
made this a very difficult order to follow. Nevertheless, Tawaigil managed to
swallow three. From behind a tree, the gua asked him whether he could see
through the tree. When Tawaigil said that he could not, he was ordered to
swallow another fish. Again the gua asked: ‘Can you see me?’. ‘Yes, but hazily’,
Tawaigil answered. So he swallowed another fish and yet another, until he had
consumed all seven fish. Suddenly the gua was clearly visible. It was a shark!
Now Tawaigil was a real gua, too. He continued to tend his gardens of cassava,
banana, sugar-cane and all sorts of other crops, until one day his oldest sister
came to see him. Tawaigil asked her to look for lice in his hair, and the sister
who cared a lot for him gladly agreed. When she started to look through his hair
she found that all the lice in his hair were insects, scorpions, poisonous centipedes
and praying mantises. She had to stop because they were biting her hands. ‘Look
at me’, she said, T am full of bites and cuts because of these things. They are not
lice. You are not fooling me, I am not doing it any more.’ So Tawaigil said to
her: ‘Go to the gardens and get some cassava, sweet potatoes and fruits to take
home, but take only the small cassava, only the sweet potatoes that have just
started creeping along the ground, only the sugar-cane that has just sprouted, and
only the bananas that have just developed their bunch.’
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The sister went inland and did as Tawaigil asked: she took only the smallest
tubers and unripe fruits. They loaded the tubers and fruits into her boat and she
climbed aboard. Tawaigil pushed her off the beach but then yanked her back with
the anchor rope and asked her [in a strange mixed language, partly Buli, partly
Maba]: ‘Fdel puluai, mewel’ ‘Where are you (pi) going? ’ 10 His sister answered
[with a rhyming phrase in a mixture of Tobelo and Temate and Buli]: ‘Am malera
mutiara, motina botong botong goro-goro i, botong dara-dara i \ n This was
repeated three times, each time the same question and the same answer, until
Tawaigil was satisfied and let her sail off.
When the older sister arrived back in the village the younger sister came down to
the beach to ask for food (bolbolo). When she saw all the tubers and fruits she
insisted on going to visit Tawaigil as well. Unlike her older and cleverer sister,
however, she did not to follow Tawaigil’s requests. When Tawaigil asked her to
look for lice in his hair, she angrily refused.
‘That’s all right’, said Tawaigil, ‘now go to the garden to take some tubers and
fruits home, but take only the smallest and unripe ones.’ The younger sister,
however, who had only come for the crops in the first place, took the large
cassava, the sweet potatoes whose tangle of leaves indicated their large size, the
long sugar-canes and the ripe bananas.
When she came back to the beach fully loaded with tubers and fruits, Tawaigil
invited her to eat. As they sat down to eat the sister saw to her horror that the
plates were human skulls and the spoons human hands. Having eaten they loaded
the crops into the outrigger and she quickly climbed aboard. Tawaigil pushed the
boat out, then pulled it back again, asking: ‘Fdel puluai, meweV ‘Where are you
(pi) going?’
'Am malera mutiara, motina botong botong goro-goro i, botong dara-dara /!’,
the sister answered, but Tawaigil leaned over and sliced off one of her ears before
pushing the boat out again. Then he pulled it back, only to ask the same question
and receive the same answer. So he sliced off her other ear. He pushed the
outrigger out again, then with a jerk pulled it back: same question, same answer,
and he gorged out one eye. Pushed, pulled back, same question, same answer,
and he gorged out the other eye. With this the sister died.
Tawaigil stuck flowers of the bibena plant into the holes where her ears and eyes
had been, hoisted the sail, tied the rudder to it and pushed it off the beach. The
children of the youngest sister saw the sail heading toward the village and went to
the beach to receive their mother. When they saw she was dead, their cries
brought the older sister to the beach. She began scolding the dead sister: ‘You
behaved wrongly. You went to him but did not follow his advice. You say he is
a gua, but count [the tubers and fruits?], you just got angry and said too much so
he did this. When I went off, I followed all his instructions and he did not do
anything to me (literally: gave me nothing).

The terror that the gua inspires is related to the objectification and instrumentalisation
of the human body, as illustrated in this myth, where human body parts are either food to be
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stored overnight, kitchen utensils, or trophies in a cruel game. A similar perversion of the
human body occurs, it is sometimes said, to that of the human host of the gua. Maan thus
relates the myth of a woman who woke up one night to find the headless body of her
husband next to her. In panic she waited till dawn for the return of the head, for it is wellknown that the gua sometimes uses merely the head of its host. Even as it became light,
however, the head of her husband did not return. The head with the entrails hanging from it
had become entangled in the thorny branches of the katekate bush and the gua had died.
Since then whenever the ko...ko sounds of the gua is heard at night in its disguise known as
kokök, people will repeatedly chant the word katekate as a protective spell (ZCR 1922
[71] :2). The gua appears in two other sound forms, ngangd and cokaiko, all of which are
similar to bird calls but yet not considered actual birds.12 The sounds of any of the three
always provoked an eerie atmosphere in the village as people huddled in their houses and
avoided going outside. It had an impact on others as well. I was woken up one night by
gun shots at around one o ’clock. It turned out they had been fired by the Ambonese wife of
the Babinsa (the military law-enforcement officer stationed in Waiflf in an attempt to curb
the series of conflicts resulting from gua attacks) when the couple had been pursued by the
sounds of the cokaiko at they returned home from a visit to Buli Serani. Evidently the sound
had come from a breadfruit tree beside their house and she had fired five shots from her
husband’s revolver into the crown of the tree. In another instance, the sound of a motorbike,
initially heard by two young girls in the gardens near the stream of Waiflf, meant that no one
went alone to their gardens in this area for about a week in March 1993.
The symbolism of horror that is expressed in the violence of the gua works against the
background of the conception of an overarching body image in Buli.

Three particular

corporeal sites or aspects seem to be the object of violation by the gua. These are the liver
(yatai), the genitals (nyawa) and the shadow {gurumin). To understand why these are of
particular importance to the Buli body image and why an attack on these sites or aspects is
particularly terrible, I must provide an overview of Buli notions of the body and selfhood.

BODY IMAGE, SELFHOOD AND DANGER
Conceptions about the body, its constituent parts, and the concomitant dangers to its
integrity are central to an understanding of how one obtains and maintains a fortunate and
auspicious existence in Buli.

This image of the body is constituted in ideas about

ontogenesis and the organic locus of feelings, awareness, and consciousness. It also relates
to how Buli interact as embodied beings with the world in, for example, dietary avoidances,
precautions surrounding birth and hard work, and in everyday admonitions concerning safe
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and proper behaviour. The body, I argue, is a symbolic entity which, as a whole, has an
auspicious structure, but which is also a composite of elementary parts whose symbolic
valency varies considerably and includes points of intrusion (such as the joints) and
dangerous components (such as ‘raw blood’) which threaten embodied existence if they are
not properly managed.
The body and what one might call somatic attention (an attention to the body from an
already embodied perspective, see Csordas 1993, 1994; Grosz 1994; Jackson 1989:119ff;
Lock 1993) is, I suggest, elementary to the Buli conception of the world. I should point out
that in Buli the body is not an object for reflection as part of a corpus of explicit knowledge.
However, its vital aspects such as the joints, the liver, the genitals, the backbone, and the
shadow as well as significant activities such as being bom or giving birth, working hard,
fighting, sleeping, or eating, together with bodily comportments such as dancing the
cakalele and bowing down in respect - are all symbolically charged and therefore subject to
restrictions that prescribe their appropriate form and context.
To take just one example, we saw how food and eating were at the crux of the
transformations of the plot in the myth of Tawaigil. Tawaigil displays initially anti-social
behaviour by always demanding an immoderate share of food from his sisters. Then in a
dream, his ‘mother’ gives him ‘food’ which, however, turns out to be of a wrong category:
human liver. Marooned on a deserted cape, the figure returns to feed Tawaigil squirrel fish
(tail-first), the consumption of which make him into a gua. In exchange for delousing him,
Tawaigil gives his older sister tubers and fruits. By taking only the small, unripe ones, she
escapes with her life. The younger sister, however, by taking the large and ripe fruits, is
herself dissected and turned into food. Her death is preceded by a macabre meal in which
the utensils are all human remnants.

Clearly, the myth of Tawaigil circles around a

problematic relationship to consumption: eating too much and demanding more than one’s
fair share of food are the characteristics of the gua and result in the aberrant inclusion of
human livers as food to satisfy this unsocial greed. As this indicates, food and regulated
consumption are central to both morality and sociality in Buli.13
The Buli image of the body and its activities is a ‘symbolic artefact’ (Scheper-Hughes
and Lock 1984:7) which forms part of an overall ideology that gives shape and meaning to
everyday practice. In what follows, I give an outline of this corporeal ideology (which
intimately involves the gua as a predatory being, a continuously threatening existence unless
precautions are taken) by describing the protocols of the body in everyday life.
I begin this exposition of the importance in Buli images of the body by focussing on
the physical body itself, its conception and its components. This cannot be done without
taking into account the forces that threaten the well-being of the body. The body is, to use
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Bachelard’s phrase, a ‘felicitous space’: a space of comfort, auspiciousness and intimacy that
has to be protected against outside forces which threaten it (Bachelard 1969). Despite its
general auspiciousness, the body is also an entity which, in its very construction, harbours
the possibility of sickness and death. Joints and orifices provide openings onto the world
and are therefore in need of protection. Pain (pirpir) and sickness (pisi) indicate the absence
of an auspicious integrity, the proper condition of the body, and these anomalous states must
therefore have a cause outside the body.
A number of words are used to refer to the body: badan, diri, lapo and pni.u Both
badan and diri are derived from Malay, perhaps as loan words from Indonesian. Badan is
the word for body in Indonesian as well as in Buli, while diri (meaning ‘self, oneself’ in
Indonesian) is in Buli used to indicate both ‘self’ and ‘one’s body’. In the word diri, we see
that ‘self’ and ‘body’ are not two distinct aspects but are considered very much
interdependent. Lapo is (with badan) the word most used. It also means ‘side’ or ‘edge’.
Olat lapo thus means ‘the edge of the sea’ or ‘beach’, ailolö lapo ‘the edge of the forest’.15

BLOOD, BAD SMELL AND THE COOKING OF BABIES.
The human foetus forms in the uterus through a fusion of menstrual blood and semen.
During pregnancy the child grows with each menstruation, contained inside the body of the
expectant mother, as blood is added to its body.

Indeed, the human body is entirely

composed of menstrual blood (laflaf) and in this sense the child derives its existence from its
mother. When first inquiring into this, I was told that ‘human beings originate from blood’
(manusia asal dari darah). Semen (mna) does not add to the growth of the child, rather it
gives form (Ind.: bentuk) to the blood. It ‘enfolds’ (opi) the blood into a human form.
Semen is necessary to contain the blood which is otherwise spilt in menstruation.
Impregnation thus entails the successful containment of menstrual blood inside the body of
the mother.16
Although humans ‘originate’ from blood, their humanity comes from the form given by
the paternal semen as blood in itself is formless. Blood is constitutive, semen is formative.
In couples who do not have children within the first year or two of their marriage, the semen
of the husband has been unable to stop the flow of menstrual blood. They can seek help in
medicinal leaves whose power is such that they will ‘stop’ the blood even in women using
contraceptives as part of the national family planning programme (Keluarga Berencana).
Mna which means semen may also mean ‘fat’. I heard it used of animal and therefore edible
fat only, which corresponds with the meaning of amna which may be glossed as ‘delicious’
or ‘sweet tasting’. Delicious foods include in particular fatty meat.

Skinny pigs and
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undernourished hawksbill sea turtles (fen bota, whose intestines cannot be eaten) are
considered greatly inferior to pigs with a thick layer of fat or large green turtles (fen tu: ‘real
turtle’, whose intestines and meat cuts may be cooked into a very rich soup). Nevertheless,
it seems plausible that semen is related to human fat, for I was told in another connection
that old people cannot have children, because they have grown ‘skinny’ (gagli)}1
During pregnancy, a loose set of regulations and prohibitions apply. It is said that if
the mother bums the sago loafs while cooking them, the child will be bom with black
buttocks. A pregnant woman should not eat bananas that have a double core (telä facieapat)
lest she have twins, just as the eggs of the lobster (sobat) should not be eaten by anyone,
since one would have innumerable children (sobat refers generally to pregnancy in animals
and is also used as a vulgar reference to pregnancy in humans).18 An expectant mother
should not eat the sea anemone (mdai) or the child will not be able to move. She should
refrain from eating mucous shells like the triton (pu) or the ping shell, because the slime
(pipera) will cause coughing in the child. If she eats the stomach of a fish (ian hnyao), her
own stomach will hurt.19
The greatest danger for pregnant women, however, is the putiana (known in Indonesian
as pontianak) who attempts to steal the baby by gaining access to the unborn through the
back of the mother and killing it, causing it to be still-bom.20 The putiana herself died
during childbirth and has a large hole in her own back. Thus, visibly pregnant women
should always carry a pannier (yan) on their backs, even if it is empty, when they go inland
to their gardens or to collect firewood. This is to hide the unborn child from the view of the
putiana who can only see it through the back of the mother. The reversal of taken-forgranted experiences of everyday life which characterises all dangerous spirits is obvious
here, since the pregnant condition to humans is most visible because of the enlarged
stomach; i.e., seen from the front or side. The putiana tends to be territorial, living, like
other spirits associated with the forest (setan), in large trees such as the banyan tree.21
Although double-fruit bananas are forbidden (momoan), twins (iru) are not shunned.
Indeed, all human beings are bom as twins, because the placenta (dodomi) is the twin ‘same
sex sibling’ of the child (tend)?2 When talking about the placenta, older men would insist
on quoting a proverb to this effect as proof of its close relation to the child:
Dodomi segalegale
popoje marahasia.

The placenta in-the-womb
is a pillow secret.

This secret and close connection between placenta and child should not be broken after the
birth of the child. If the baby is still-bom, it has to be buried with the placenta. If the birth
is successful, the placenta is buried along with a small amount of money (about 500 rupiah)
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in the kitchen away from the fire. The money is ‘thrown as an offering’ (topa sadaka) to
entice the placenta not to call its sibling (the child) who would then follow it and die. 23 The
placenta should not be buried outside, as this separation would make the child cry a lot; the
blood from the placenta would also attract the putiana and gua. When the placenta is placed
in the ground, the eyes of the mother or whoever else buries it should not leave it or flicker
to glimpse elsewhere, lest the child become cross-eyed (mta na nsilek).
The amniotic membrane (taksuma) that enfolds the baby in the womb and the umbilical
cord are also invested with healing power because of their corporeal relation to the unborn
child. Thus, if the amnion still wraps the newborn child it should be tom at the face, so that
the child will ‘speak well’. Failing to do so, the child will stutter when it begins to speak.
The amnion or alternatively the umbilical cord may be dried on the shelf over the fireplace.
They will cure any disease if the child is bathed in water in which either has been soaked.
Birth is dangerous for both mother and child. When I was told; ‘Men die in the forest
and on sea or on the islands, women die giving birth’, this was not just a statement about the
gender roles of society that glorifies the role of men as warriors (actually few men die
anywhere but in the village), but also an acknowledgment of the real dangers of birth. 24 The
human body is conceived of as having forty-four veins or channels (uit) that transport blood
and ‘raw’ blood around the body. The exhaustion resulting from childbirth will inevitably
burst one of these channels causing ‘raw blood’ (lafläf ululif) to trickle out into the body.
Unlike normal ‘red’ blood (lafläf kakalä), ‘raw’ blood is extremely dangerous. 25 While red
blood is found in the flesh, raw blood once it bursts from the channels collects in the joints
(donga). Raw blood is related to ban-ban, the malaria-like condition that turns the body
yellow (ban-ban means ‘yellow’) and swollen. From the joints the raw blood will rise to the
head (gewit nais boboko ca) and induce delirium, apparent insanity (pongpongot) and death.
Hard work and other excessive efforts, such as working with hot iron, share with birth this
danger of burst blood channels.
If we hold our breath too long underwater when speargun fishing and if we work hard, a
channel might break. If we do not drink medicine, we will surely get sick with ban-ban.

The effect of this idea is that people in their everyday life guard themselves against
excessive strain. Some work, such as sago extraction (fawao), diving and the forging of iron
spearheads and knives, is considered very exhausting and is therefore only pursued along
with adequate periods of rest. Bodily pain, such as headache or muscular pain, is mostly put
down to excessive work (especially in the sun). This embodied attitude towards work also
coincides with a moral injunction against continuous work and makes for an economy of the
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body radically different from the Protestant work ethic of the Dutch missionaries and
colonial officers (see Chapter Nine).
Men are protected in hard work by the medicine of the secret roots (aiwao) that
guarantee their fighting prowess, the identity of which differs between Trunk-Houses. The
profusion of aiwao medicines that have to accompany dangerous male activities is not
equalled by the medicines that protect female activities. Only in the medicines surrounding
birth is this almost the case. To make the raw blood exit the body of the mother after birth
(facapang laflaf), the long aerial roots of the mangrove tree (wat) are grated into a powder
and mixed with palm wine to be drunk. The palm wine must be left from the previous day,
because it will have fermented overnight into a stronger (cicoal) and more bitter (ngingdi)
brew. Among all liquids whose bitterness allows them to flow along the blood channels,
palm wine (wo) is especially powerful.

Bitterness is also an essential quality of most

medicines, especially the aiwao fighting magic.
Raw blood is also a danger to the child. In fact, the child is said to be bom ‘raw’
(ululif) and ‘soft’ (gagalum). Therefore it is essential that both mother and child lie close to
the fire which she tends day and night after birth. 26 Thus, ‘holding the child close to the fire’
(tarke wawdi ca) makes it hard/strong (cicoal). As the child grows ‘harder’ and stronger, it
spends less time near the fire but it is said to have to be ‘held close to the fire’ every night
for three to four months after birth. 27 This warming or, if you will ‘cooking’, of the child on
the outside does not ensure hardness and the banishment of rawness on the inside, however.
The child is given the grated and dissolved bark of the mamula tree to drink (faflü) to make
it excrete the raw blood remaining inside it as well as any excessive heat (mfanas) from the
fire. The liquid medicine is essentially a purifier and a counteraction to the dangers of the
fire.

The fire is necessary to ‘make hard’ the child, but too much heat has its own

undesirable effects.

Similarly, bark of the puas (Koordesiodendron pinutum Merr) and

sibin (Canarium spp) trees is grated and mixed with water. The baby is bathed in the water
to prevent prickly heat and other skin diseases.

Afterwards, the water is drunk by the

mother, because its ‘bitter’ taste (ngingdi) prevents coughing by dissolving slime (pepera)
inside the mother. 28

Slime is also related to raw blood, both of which are said to be

responsible for convulsions (sawan) in newborn children due to residues of these substances
in the baby from its time in the womb. 29
The process of restoring the mother to her normal ‘hard’ and ‘strong’ condition
concludes with the application of a medicine referred to as tigo i: ‘to throw at her’. This
consists of the boiled and still hot leaves of the kiköit tree which are thrown at the body of
the mother for a final hardening. The emphasis in all the medicinal practices surrounding
birth is to banish the ‘soft’ and ‘raw’ qualities of the unborn child, to harden both child and
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mother so they may cope with the world. Soft and raw entities do not endure. If it is not
cooked, raw food soon becomes infested and begins to smell. The child which originates
from blood - hence its raw qualities - is bom in a condition analogous to raw meat. Bad
smell (pupüi), which is a manifestation of the decay of raw things, is a danger both mother
and child face. Thus the mother of a new-bom baby is not allowed to touch raw fish
because its raw smell would jeopardise the health of her child. It is the dangers of smelly
sickness and death associated with the analogy between raw food and the newborn child that
the medicines and practices of birth seek to alleviate. They temper and transform the child
from its raw state into a ‘hard’ social form. 30 The process of formation of the child which
began with the bonding of the raw elements of blood and semen/fat in the uterus is
incomplete at birth, and the task of the medicines is to cook and harden the child into a
durable, domesticated form as well as to clean and restore the hard (as opposed to soft and
raw) form of the mother. Thus, bad smell is related to childbirth and the failure to clean the
body medicinally afterwards. So, for instance, a Sawai woman living in Buli was said to
smell, because rumour had it that the Sawai people do not use cleaning medicines after birth,
much to the disgust of Buli women. 31

THE BODY AS FELICITOUS SPACE.
Apart from its raw qualities, the condition that brings the greatest danger for the newborn is
being bom without a gurumin, a ‘shadow’ or ‘reflection’. To be without a gurumin is to be
unprotected from the intrusion of malevolent spirits, often referred to as setan. The gurumin
develops in the first days and weeks of life and over time grows more attached to the body.
From about two months after birth the child is said to have a gurumin, but even beyond that
age the attachment is still precarious and one should not scare children with loud and
unexpected shouts, even if they are in the wrong, because their gurumin, not yet fully
attached, will jump away from the body of the child in surprise leaving it vulnerable to
malevolent spirits.
Riddles known as cagulu are a popular way of playing word games with taken-forgranted concepts and ideas in Buli and the gurumin is no exception. Thus a cagulu riddle
asks:
Itetfan, i rnana bend

We(incl) go, he/she is there too

The answer is: the gurumin which all human beings (and only they) have. Look into a
mirror or pool of water and one sees the gurumin, the proof of one’s human form. Walk in
the sun and the gurumin follows. The gurumin is the external manifestation of oneself, the
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reflection of one’s body and the only way in which one’s own presence is evident to oneself
as a totality, as opposed to looking at a hand or down one’s body. In both cases one is only
partly visible to oneself. One’s shadow and reflection are in phenomenological terms the
only occasions - apart from photographs and in Tobelo ‘to photograph’ is indeed ‘to take
the gurumini' (Platenkamp 1990:16) - on which one’s body assumes a totality as other to
oneself. One might say that the gurumin or shadow is the ethereal or spirit double of the
body.32
Usual anthropological parlance would gloss gurumin as ‘soul’, but despite having
achieved the status of a conventional designation supposedly free of value judgements, the
term cannot escape its Judeo-Christian origins.33 ‘Soul’ is therefore an unsatisfactory
translation because it suggests an internal quality that animates the body.34 The gurumin is
intimately related to the body and not opposed to it in a Cartesian sense.35 Worse still, such
a gloss does not take seriously the non-dualistic implication of the explanation that gurumin
means ‘shadow’ or ‘reflection’ (Ind.: bayangan).

Shadow or reflection are not simply

metaphors for or similes of the gurumin. The gurumin is one’s shadow or reflection which
is simultaneously the index of one’s awareness. Thus, the shadow or reflection is more than
just an image of oneself as an object for contemplation. It is the very condition of one’s
being: it is that which makes humans alive and aware.

Gurumin thereby carries the

connotations of both self-awareness and consciousness.

The gua ‘opens’ or ‘loosens’

(salawe) the gurumin before eating and abusing the victim, which means that the victim
remains initially unaware of the attack, though memory in some cases returns with the
onslaught of sickness. The attacking gua is sometimes said to be just the gurumin of the
gua person.
The notion that the gurumin is acquired by the child after birth and increases in
attachment as the child grows up suggests that gurumin also denotes ‘experience’.
Dreaming (mahnget) and visions are effects of the gurumin moving off to different places.
Gurumin is in a sense the imprint that the body constantly leaves in the world, and it is both
the trace and the essence of one’s corporeal being-in-the-world.36 It is additive, growing
more attached to a person during childhood, and it is essential: without it a person would
die. The danger in losing one’s gurumin momentarily is the opening this leaves for ready
access to the body: without its double the body is unprotected. Sleeping is therefore an
inherently vulnerable state, which is seen as ambiguously related to death, while dreaming is
a condition that is fraught with both potential (to foretell events) and danger. Adults are
always careful to sleeping children turn onto their sides, because otherwise the children
leave their liver, the vital organ that may be consumed by the gua, exposed as they lie on
their backs. Losing the gurumin invites sickness and death, to be feared especially from the
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gua and, to a lesser extent, from the iblis and the putiana , 37 Bereft of one’s gurumin, one
has in a sense already died, which is why the body decays and smells immediately on death
if one’s gurumin has previously been expelled.
THE DEATH OF HOKMEL

It was during the last days of the campaign period before the 1992 General
Election. Hokniel from fam Batawi had been behaving oddly for a week before
he became so sick he had to stay in bed. He would talk incoherently, beat his
wife for no reason, and wander around aimlessly mumbling to himself. He did
not sleep and would suddenly set off inland late at night claiming he was going to
pound sago. In the beginning people guessed that an iblis, an obnoxious but not
particularly dangerous spirit, had possessed him; but when he finally grew so
weak from not sleeping and eating that he had to stay in bed, his relatives, in
particular his two younger brothers Nisinipapa and Mossi began to worry. They
sent for Judas (a classificatory brother from the same fam) from the nearby village
of Tewil who knew about curing.
Judas divined (failäl) that Hokniel had ‘a wound inside’; that is, he had already
been eaten by a gua, and that his gurumin had been evicted by the gua, so that his
behaviour was in fact that of the gua. This interpretation left little hope for
recovery, and most people who crowded together in the front room of his
brother’s house where he was being treated did not expect him to live till daylight.
Serious illness like this attracts other gua and it is therefore very dangerous to be
alone. The house of the sick in particular should be full of relatives to prevent
any intrusion from the gua. But the house should not be noisy, because this
would attract muming, the roaming gurumin of people who have died violent
deaths away from the village. Even people unrelated to the sick will sleep
together in large groups in the front room of parents’ or siblings’ houses for fear
of the prowling gua and forest spirits (setan). Especially those living on the
landside of the village will block the door of their house immediately after the
evening meal before it gets dark. Placing a small oil lamp in the front window the house should not be left completely dark, lest the dangerous spirits ensconce
themselves there - they leave for the houses of relatives closer to the beach.
In the house of Mossi where Hokniel was lying sick, several lamps were kept
burning all night, and in the bedroom people were taking turns to fan Hokniel to
cool him and to keep him from wiping off the paste of crushed leaves {bobara) on
his solar plexus intended to heal the wound inside him. These wiping movements
of the victim are, in fact, those of the gua who feels the cooling leaves as very
hot. Whenever Hokniel mumbled something, people in the bedroom and
especially Judas would strain to decipher his words. It is at this late stage of
illness that the sick person might tell the origin of the illness and the identity of
the gua.
Just after noon the next day Hokniel finally died ([mat(e) to nyawa pantö) without
revealing the identity of the gua. Members of his fam maintained that Hokniel
had been the victim of a type of sorcery ibodiga). One man, Wadone, even
Chapter Four
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identified the sorcerer as, Laicöp, the ex-husband of Wadone’s own wife, while
others held that the cause was the breaking of a food taboo by his two younger
brothers who had been eating eel, a protective spirit (suang) of / am Batawi. The
black marks on his back and the strong smell of his body, however, demonstrated
to most that, whatever the initial cause, a gua was responsible for his eventual
death. In fact, most were convinced that Yantima was the gua responsible and
several of Hokniel’s close male relatives expressed their passionate intention of
beating her up. They decided, however, to wait till after the election knowing the
intolerance of the police, who had been strengthened with extra personnel from
Tobelo, to any disturbance of order and safety (ketertiban dan keamanan)
during this period. As we saw in Chapter Three, events later overtook these
deliberations when Pineki, the classificatory aunt of Hokniel, fell ill from gua
assault on the third night of his funeral.

In referring to the point of death where life functions cease the term nyawa is
occasionally used. A person loses his or her nyawa when breathing stops. Among his
suggested translations of the word, Maan ventures ‘breath’ and ‘life’ (Maan 1951:74). In
Buli the word nyawa is rarely used in everyday life and only in relation to death when one’s
nyawa stops.38 When one kills something or someone, one is said to ‘loosen the nyawa’ of
the victim. This applies to the killing of both animals and humans. An interesting contrast
therefore exists between death caused by the gua who kills by ‘loosening the gurumin’
{salawe gurumin) and forms of death that are enacted directly by humans, such as in the
killing of enemies and animals, who ‘untie the nyawa’ (salawe nyawa).
Nyawa, however, is also used in another sense. Whereas it is rarely used to mean
‘breath’ or ‘life’, it is often used to mean ‘genitals’, and this usage is, I suggest, revealing as
to the meaning of nyawa as an aspect of one’s vitality. This meaning of nyawa is not very
old. It was adopted in the beginning of the century, while Maan was in Buli. He writes:
‘the word is also used by younger Buli people to mean genitals, but this is not at all
understood by older people’ {ibid.). But does this mean that the metaphor is arbitrary? I do
not think so, since nyawa to mean ‘life’ and ‘genitals’ is sometimes used interchangeably, as
in the Ian Toa myth for instance. I quote from the myth as it was told by Ponco Batawi, a
man in his late seventies. Ian Toa has fought and defeated his Bicoli enemy, Mamole
Mancabou. With the aid of a magical battle cry, Ian Toa has caused him to sink into the
ground:
Ahh, then he sank into the ground. Ian Toa captured him and tied him up. Then he stood him
upright facing toward the sea and took his penis [nyawa] and tied the flower of the hibiscus to
it. He was still, facing towards the sea, towards the road and the path. So Mamole Mancabou
said: ‘Don’t, I am ashamed, it is better you just open/cut it. So he killed him.39
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‘Just open/cut my nyawa ’ (salawe yanik nyawa be to) may thus be translated as either ‘just
kill m e’ or ‘cut off my penis’. Cutting off the penis is exactly what Ian Toa is generally
understood to have done.40 I think that it is clear, therefore, that nyawa, like gurumin, is
closely related to the Buli perception of the body. With the explicit association between

nyawa meaning something akin to life-force and nyawa meaning genitals, the following
interpretation suggests itself; namely, that the nyawa is related to the genitals as sexually
reproductive organs.41 The human being originates from menstrual blood which is given
human shape by semen (fat). The human body is thus the result of the mixing of fluids from
the genitals, blood and semen. Is it therefore not likely that the life force or vital aspect of
human beings should be related to the genitals, the source of their being? Indeed, with the
decreasing usage of nyawa to mean ‘life’, nyawa is becoming, one could argue, delimited to
meaning its corporeal site: the genitals. Nyawa is the source of vitality and life of the body,
and if one remembers its relation to the genitals it may be glossed as ‘the living body’.42
The gurumin which is the spirit double of the body, and the nyawa which is closely
related to the genitals, are complemented by yet another significant bodily site: the liver

(yatai).43 The liver is the seat of emotions, many of which are referred to by lexemes using
the root term ulö.** U16, which may be glossed as ‘the inner core’, is used to express
feelings, personal characteristics and types of cognition:
Table 4.2: Emotion words using ulö
a) emotions:
ulö lolö
ulö ya senga
ulö ya kangeld

to have in the inner core, to like, wish for.
to be happy.
to be troubled, sad.

b) personal character and qualities:
ulö ya
ulö ya
ulö ya
ulö ya

mici
maydi
mafia
cicoal

to
to
to
to

be jealous or envious.
have a bad inner core, tobe a bad person.
be a good person.
have a hard inner core,to be stingy and selfish.

ci cognitive activities or states:
ulö ya neto
ulö ya lal
ulö be pao
ulö paube

ulö nting

the inner core it touches on: to remember.
to have many inner cores: to be undecided.
half an inner core: to be mentally retarded.45
not yet an inner core: a young child who does not yet know the
right way to act and behave (it is translated into Indonesian as
belum hati betul, ‘as yet without a true liver’).
the inner core has put ashore: to be unconscious.
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Feelings and thoughts are all embodied in and derive from the inner core (ulö) which is
associated with the liver (yatai). Here again, a significant aspect of human existence is seen
as occupying sites in the human body. The human body is an anatomical composite of
significant sites that make existence possible.

While the shadow is associated with

awareness and experience and the genitals are linked to the life and movements that animate
the body, the liver is connected to human thoughts and feelings. Without the constant
embodiment of all these aspects, existence is impossible. It is for this reason that the human
body is both auspicious and fragile: it guarantees existence, but only if its sites and corporeal
aspects are protected.
The liver is precisely the organ eaten by the gua A6 The extraction of the liver by the
gua is an act of robbing the person of the seat of human qualities like emotions, thought and
character. In effect, the consumption of the liver, which contains human emotions and
mental abilities, by the gua reduces the person to an animal. It is, in this context, no
coincidence that the liver of large mammals, such as deer and pig as well as that of sea
turtles, is called momoan, ‘that which is forbidden’. Although animal livers are actually
eaten with relish, their consumption by humans clearly poses problems. I suggest that the
ambivalence towards the symbolism of eating the liver even of animals reflects the horror
that the anthropophagous activities of the gua inspire in Buli.
Before consuming the liver, the gua ‘opens the gurumin’, the spirit double of the body
and since animals are not normally regarded as endowed with a gurumin this entails a
dehumanisation of the victim . 47 Not only does the gua rob its victim of its human qualities,
it also demeans the body of the victim and compels it to take the status of prey - an object
for consumption. Human emotions, life-force and the human spirit double are all located in
or associated with the body.

The gua in its attack on the body, its molestation of the

genitals, and its consumption of the liver simultaneously violates the human aspects of
gurumin, nyawa, and ulö.
The human body (lapo), its living aspect (nyawa), the consciousness of its spirit double
(gurumin), and the emotions embodied in the liver (yatai) constitute a mutually dependent
but not exclusive living whole. Another part of the body that is necessary to constitute it as
a complete, felicitous whole is the backbone (long hapaluan) - ‘the bone in the middle’.
The spine or backbone is that which secures plenitude; another name for long hapaluan is
therefore boka longo. Boka means ‘fertile’ or ‘abundant’ and refers especially to the prolific
growth of plants. The suffix -o on long (bone) denotes both a bodily part and a genitival
form, and boka longo might therefore be translated as ‘the bone of abundance’.
The importance of this ‘middle bone of plenitude’ which runs down the centre of the
body can be seen in the symbolic morphology employed when butchering game. 48 Once the
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bowels have been removed and the stomach fed to the dogs, the carcass is cut into five
sections; the four limbs and backbone with head and tail still attached.

The head and

backbone are in this context called golo (tail). It is the ‘tail’ along with a representative
front and back leg which is presented raw at the sacrificial shrine of the smato guarding the
traps to secure an abundance of future catches.49 The golo remains the possession of the
smato spirit. As Valeri argues for Huaulu, we see here how hunting assumes characteristics
similar to those of sacrifice, in that the killed game is presented to the spirit-guardian
employed by the hunter.

Valeri contends that the head is important as a sacrificial

presentation because it is metonymic for the whole animal (1994b: 117). In Buli, however, it
is not the head but the ‘tail’ {golo) that is emphasised. This is the case because once
butchered the tail acts as an extension of the backbone.50 While intestines and tongue should
be boiled (or in the case of hunting with dogs roasted), the liver {momoan) is treated as meat
(wangto) and is smoked on the babala shelf over the fire. After the presentation of the golo
and two limbs to the smato, which consists of a short secret oration by the hunter to the
smato accompanied by the burning of incense, the meat is left for a while for the smato to
spiritually consume. Later it is taken away again to be smoked, and once cooked the meat
belongs to the humans.
Long hapaluan also refers to the most powerful magical root (aiwao) a man owns,
usually a root that endows the owner with magical fighting power {man de wela). Today
only some older men still wear the tight waist bands called saöpat, but in former times it
was commonly worn as the place where a man kept his most powerful fighting magic or
backbone where it provided permanent protection, especially during forays into the forest
and on travels. The magical ‘backbone’ protects the man throughout his adult life and
cannot be parted with as this would mean his imminent death. It should be passed on, close
to his own death, to a man within his House, usually to his ntu man (S/BS), or alternatively
to his fand man (ZS). I was told that some men swallowed their magical backbone and
regurgitated it on their death bed for the new owner to swallow. The powerful aiwao,
generically known as one’s ifif (foundation, basis), thus which provides a protective axis in
the body of the owner.51 Since fighting is exclusively a male domain, this magical backbone
is peculiar to men. Even among men it is restricted to those few ‘who have content’ {ni
wangto; i.e., those who are known to have inherited or otherwise obtained powerful roots),
but its symbolism reflects the metaphorical importance of the backbone in general.52
The liver (yatai) is conceptualised as located around the solar plexus. It is therefore
interesting that both the liver and the genitals are located on the central axis of the backbone;
hence the importance of protecting its vulnerability. The backbone is in itself in need of
protection because it shares with the bodily orifices and the joints the characteristic that it is
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an opening onto the spiritual world, and it therefore presents a point of entrance into the
body.
Eliade (1959:174) sees the opening of bodies, exemplified in the tantric opening in the
skull (brahmarandhra), as a reflection of a longing for contact with the sacred, religious
man’s ‘desire for transcendence’ as he puts it (ibid.: 181). In Buli, however, bodily openings
represent a danger to the felicitous space that is the body. The body is in danger if the
openings, the joints and backbone in particular, are not guarded. It is felicitous only to the
extent that it can be ‘defended against [the] adverse forces’ (Bachelard 1969:xxxi), such as
the gua, the putiana, the iblis, and sorcery of various sorts. While the body image in Buli is
replete with symbols that make the body a space with felicitous connotations, the joints and
orifices represent the danger that this space may be compromised.53

THE DANGER AND POTENTIALITY OF JOINTS AND ORIFICES.
At the first sign of illness, small children have pieces of cloth tied around their wrists (and
sometimes around their ankles as well) containing roots or other medicine. These amulets
(fati) are usually made of red cotton or synthetic material known as kasuba which is
commonly used in dealing with spirits.

The amulets prevent spirits from entering the

apertures of the joints. The joints are characterised by this interstice (pupuang) which like
the bodily orifices, such as the mouth (smo), ears (kanyö), nose (guguo), as well as other
openings like the fontanelle (tub) or the forehead (mta popö), open up to the world. The size
of the interstice varies and people with a large space between their joints are particularly
vulnerable. Serli is one such person:
THE CASE OF SERLI’S POSSESSION

Serli is a woman in her early twenties who is unmarried and consequently still
lives with her parents. She has just finished secondary school and hopes to begin
studying at the teacher’s school in Tobelo or Temate, specialising in PMP
(Pancasila Moral Education), a compulsory subject in primary and secondary
schools. Since her mid-teens she has suffered recurrent possession by the rude
putiana.54 I was called one night to witness an attack which, unlike other
involuntary possessions, was treated matter-of-factly in a relaxed and even joking
atmosphere. Thomas, a classificatory father (FFBS) of Serli, had already arrived
and had begun treating her. Thomas was the Christian preacher of Waiflf and
would lead Sunday sermons when the Tobelo minister was away, but he was also
acknowledged as knowledgeable about medicine. Serli was screaming and
struggling fiercely and it took three women to hold her and keep her clothes
decent at the same time. The putiana will not allow men to touch her, and the
struggle and moaning grew every time Thomas smeared salt water and ginger (gi)
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on her joints or blew hard (aus) into her face (nose and mouth), fontanelle, navel,
and the hole in her back.55 Recovery was very fast and Thomas left straight away,
like a busy doctor, leaving Serli with a mirror smeared with salt to look into until
she recovered fully.56 The mother of Serli told me that her FB had made an i/i/for
her, but that Serli had not been wearing it. Amulets were frowned upon by the
minister and Serli was one of three youth leaders in the Church in charge of Bible
education and Church service.

Serb’s joints were the main focus of treatment, because the larger-than-normal gap
(pupuang) in them was the initial cause of the possession by the putiana. All forest spirits
(setan) are said to gain access to the body via the joints or orifices. However, the fact that
both joints and orifices are openings onto the world. They are the main focus of curative
practices, because they are, by the very same logic, points where medicine may enter, breath
and the gurumin may return and from which the intruding spirit may depart. Famumi, the
burning of curative tree species for inhalation, and aus, blowing into the orifices, are
instances of this. Similarly, the gua spirit will depart through the forehead ([mta popö), once
the person identified as host wilbngly undergoes treatment. The essence or core of the gua
that exits in this way is mostly said to take the form of insects. I was told it was a praying
mantis (gua ni tel), while Maan reports it to be seven insects: three wasps (saninpa), two
scorpions (mamnyatif) and two centipedes (lilifäng) (ZCR 1922 [71]:2).

UTÖ

Although the cause of possession is said to be a gap in the joints, I also heard the cause
explained as: the joints [of spirit and victim] fit’ (siriri donga na dfaeteta). It is such a
correspondence between the joints of victim and spirit that precipitates possession. It is also
possible, however, to exploit the correspondence of joints in divination (failal) or when
seeking knowledge with spirits (jin).
The term utö expresses this condition of a match between joints. The concept harbours
more connotations than merely coinciding measurements.

It also suggests a relation

characterised by openness and generosity which is necessary when divining or seeking
knowledge from benevolent spirits. Utö has the meaning of being fitted for or suited to do
something.

The first time I heard it used was one afternoon when a group of women

returned from the forest where they had been collecting pandanus leaves (im) from which to
fashion sleeping mats. Sometimes when cutting pandanus at the head-waters of streams, the
thunder-like sounds of cutting are said to produce rain. This, however, only happens when
those cutting the pandanus are not ‘utor’ with the unnamed spirit guardians of the streams.
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On this day, it had indeed rained in the afternoon and someone commented to me as the
women returned with their bundles of pandanus that they were not utör because ‘their inner
core did not give’. The women, in other words, were not sufficiently open and generous
towards the guardian-spirits of the head-waters. Here utör is related to the stinginess of
those cutting the pandanus leaves. They do not ‘give’ anything in return for the leaves and
rain results as a kind of retribution from the smato of the stream.
The notion of matching joints is also specified by the concept utö. Jin are localised
spirits that inhabit promontories and islands. Their help is often sought to obtain knowledge
about medicine or fighting magic. Not everybody, however, is able to seek out and establish
contact with these spirits. An informant explained that the difference between someone’s
entering into contact with the jin or not depended on the correspondence of their joints.
Only people whose joints match (donga na faeteta) those of the jin or are suited (utör) will
be contacted by them. The inner core (ulö), joints (donga), and suitedness (utö) are thus
related in a meaning-complex that implies a relationship based on openness and generosity.
This relationship, however, depends on one’s individual bodily composition: the length of
one’s joints and whether or not one’s ‘inner core gives’ (ulö ca npo). In relationships with
benevolent aims, such as exploiting resources or seeking knowledge, an ‘opening up’ (of the
joints) and a ‘giving’ are essential.

On the other hand, when it comes to potentially

dangerous relationships, such as involvement with the putiana or gua, closure is crucial. In
such relationships openness is harmful and potentially deadly.

While it is essential in

benevolent relationships that the inner core ‘gives’, the openness or a match of joints that
characterise cases of possession and illness are, in a sense, a matter of ‘giving too much’.57

BODY VERSUS SOUL
Let me briefly recapitulate my argument so far about the corporeal nature of Buli ontology,
before detailing how I see this ontology clashing with Christian theology.
As Langer (1989:65) contends, ‘[t]he body is a body instead of a corpse because
existence animates it’. I have argued that in Buli, existence is by definition embodied,
because the essential aspects of this existence are conceptualised either as specific body parts
as reflections of the body as a whole.

Awareness, consciousness, and experience are

associated with the shadow (the gurumin) which is a pre-condition for human existence
itself.

If the body is not complemented by its double, it is unprotected and vulnerable.

This shadow or reflection is a hypostatisation of the body. What animates the body is, in
other words, the reflection of the body itself. Feelings, thoughts and personal characteristics
are associated with the ulö which is embodied in the liver. The nyawa is the life and vitality
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of the body as well as its breath.

This aspect is related to the genitals.

Finally, the

backbone, the joints and the orifices are seen as both points of exit and entry into the body
such that they have to be guarded, must not be violated, and should not display large
interstices.

On the other hand, the backbone is also the name of the most important

protective magic, just as the joints are essential for divination and beneficial contact with the
spirits.
The symbolism of the frenzied attack by the gua that focuses in particular on the liver
(yatai), the genitalia (nyawa) and the shadow (gurumin) of the victim aims at a complete
destruction of those corporeal sites that make human existence as such possible. The attack
aims at destroying the double aspects of life embodied in the liver and the genitals,
respectively, and in the process it turns the human body into an object for consumption by
‘opening the gurumin’ that normally animates humans. 38 I argue that it is, in fact, this
symbolic pregnancy of the attack that makes it such an abominable act.
The general Buli conception of embodied existence and the corporeality of emotions is
in stark contrast to the preoccupation of the Church with ‘hearts and souls’. The case of
Serb’s possession illustrated the problematic relationship between the interdictions by the
Church in its attempts to root out what it sees as continuing ‘pagan beliefs’, on the one hand,
and the corporeal perceptions of sickness and the related dependence on traditional forms of
medicine which operate within the Buli corporeal universe, on the other. The dilemma of
this opposition between Church pressure and bodily realities is aggravated because the
interdictions of the Church are internalised, but do not efface the reality of threats to bodily
existence such as those posed by gua or putiana. Although Serb could refuse to wear the
protective ifif, because it would be an explicit marker of ‘pagan beliefs’, her body was still
the vicbm of a reabty the Church claims does not exist. 59 It is against this background that
many people feel betrayed by Church and State, both of which have prohibited practices that
protect Bub against dangers to the body, practices such as the offering of food to the suang
and the smengit.60
Although most Bub see themselves as good (if not model) Christians and aspire to be
good citizens, their bodies inhabit a reabty that often clashes with these intentions. From its
earliest days, the Church has thus consistently ignored and sometimes comically
misunderstood the corporeal basis for Bub existence. Tab told the following story about
Bot, the last Dutch missionary to Bub.
THE STORY OF THE MISSIONARY AND THE OCTOPUS

It had been arranged that Bot and a group of Bub would sail down the coast to
Gau to harvest the coconuts belonging to the Church. Three men paddled ahead
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and spent the early morning spearing fish on the reef in front of Gau. Part of the
catch was an octopus which they had roasted on the fire and were eating when Bot
arrived in his motor boat. Disgusted and alarmed, Bot told them that whatever it
was they were eating, it was inedible and possibly even poisonous. He then
forced the three men to drink two spoonfuls of castor oil each and for the
following two days they were afflicted with bad diarrhoea.

Why Bot should think the octopus was poisonous, nobody could explain to me, but the story
is in Bulli taken to be a hilarious instance of the way Dutch missionaries misapprehended
Buli life. Obliquely, it also points to the inability of the Church which was, and remains,
interested only in ‘hearts and souls’ (e.g VHA 1910[Oct 30]:6) to come to terms with the
bodily realities of life in Buli. This inability is, of course, a reflection of the conceptual
history of Christianity in Europe, especially the Calvinism that infused the Dutch mission
when it began its activity in Halmahera in the nineteenth century. It has been pointed out
that the body and sexuality became objects of an intense discourse after the seventeenth
century that aimed at controlling them within certain political and social strictures (Foucault
1978). The corollary of this argument is that rather than being silenced and repressed,
sexuality and the body were talked about like never before. The discourse was, however,
limited to the fields of medicine, psychiatry, pedagogy and criminology.61 Outside of these
fields there were no conceptual tools for talking about the body, because it was
uncomfortably linked to sexuality. This link had always been especially strong in Christian
theology. Little wonder, therefore, that in Halmahera the relation of the Church to the
human body was one of systematic and frustrated denial.62 This is aptly expressed by
Hueting, a missionary to Tobelo, when he characterises what he saw as the Halmaheran
conception of Heaven:
Life after death is [in Halmahera seen] as nothing but a continuation of life on earth; not more
glorious, not better. It is even less good, because one no longer has a body with which to
savour the joys of the flesh (quoted in Maan 1920:347).

Because of its persistent equation of the body with the forbidden fruits of sexuality, the
Protestant Church of Halmahera is unable to provide an adequate discourse on the pervasive
relation between the human body and the world in Buli, in particular in instances of gua
attack where this relationship is articulated with most clarity.
The gua, I would argue, is too intimately tied up with Buli notions of embodied
existence for the Church to be able to deal with it satisfactorily.63 Its rejection of the body as
a significant part of life means that the Church has been unable to provide any alternatives
when it attempts to curtail Buli practices that seek to protect the body against gua and other
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adverse forces. These practices include the use of amulets (ifif) and fighting magic (aiwao),
as well as the performance of rituals for the guardian-spirits (suang), ancestral spirits
(,smengit) and Ian Toa.

Most of these practices still exist in the privacy of individual

households, but are under constant pressure from the public discourses of State and Church
against what is termed ‘pagan survivals’ . 64 Just as all Buli spirits were demonised by the
Church as rejected as ‘devils’, so, too, the body in Church rhetoric was marginalised as a
site of sin. An effective Buli response to gua attacks necessitates the tacit suspension of
both Church assertions. Firstly, the body is the site where signs of conflict and spiritual
neglect can be read through proper diagnosis by local healers.

Secondly, only through

appeals to the ancestors and protective spirits may some relief be obtained. Gua attacks, in
other words, speak to a general corporeal ontology. Here the Church’s exclusive interest in
souls provides little relief and, since ministers are not doctors, neither does the trust in
western medicine.
One can gain an impression of the Buli absence of trust in a Christian (or Muslim) God
to provide any respite from the gua in a riddle that jolts the listener with the following flat
statement:
Gua ca nan Jou ca

The gua ate God.

The correct answer to the riddle is:
Kok ca nan ala ca.

The Cardinalfish ate the bait.

The answer is the result of several playful phonological transformations of words associated
with gua and God, respectively. Kok, the word for Cardinalfish, is related to gua via kokok
which, as we saw above, is one of the forms the gua takes. Ala, the Buli word for baitr is of
course reminiscent of the Muslim Arabic word for God, Allah. The ability to solve riddles
depends on the imaginative and linguistic competence of the listener which, in this case,
allows him or her to transform the striking image of the gua consuming God into the
everyday situation of hooking a fish. The riddle, however, incorporates the Christian and
Muslim God (.JouJAllah) into a Buli corporeal ontology concerned with consumption and
bodily integrity and conjures up the possibility, at the same time absurd and significant, of
the gua consuming even the highest being. Given the other mythological feats attributed to
the gua (see ‘The myth of Wato-wato’, Chapter Two, and ‘The myth of Gua Mand’, Chapter
Eight), this would not be completely unimaginable.
In the next chapter, I suggest that the pervasive notion of corporeality in Buli extends
beyond the human body to inform socially significant objects in their mode of construction.
Despite the constant danger posed to it by outside forces, the human body is essentially a
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felicitous metaphor that is used as a unit of measurement to construct auspicious houses,
boats, traps, and weapons.
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ENDNOTES
The fruit is the size of a bowling ball. According to Rumphius, the bark of the tree is
sometimes added to palm wine in North Halmahera for medicinal purposes, while it in other
places in Indonesia it is used to cure dysentery (Heyne 1950:888).
This myth (kayat) was told to me with much gusto by fifteen-year-old Wilhelm Batawi who
has inherited his father’s flair for story-telling.
In addition to this problem, I think Ellen returns to the functional reductionism of so many
other studies of witchcraft (for example Gluckman 1970; Marwick 1993c) when he asserts
that emotions associated with witchcraft are merely delusional mechanisms that serve social
functions.
This ignores the lived experience that makes emotions significant and
comprehensible as well as inevitable, rather than mere delusional ploys or expressions of
individual pathology. None of the people in Buli who were grieved by what they saw as a
gutf-inflicted death among their relatives were mentally confused. They were merely
reacting, in a culturally appropriate manner, to what they regarded as clear evidence of gua
involvement in the death of someone close to them.
I will return to this distinction between significance and meaning throughout the thesis. My
definition of the two partly follows Kristeva’s example but also draws on Wilden
(1980‘.passim). Signification is related to signs and denotation; it is the importance given to
entities. Meaning is the link provided between entities in thought or language and which
situates entities within a common context. Signification is concerned with terms, meaning is
concerned with relations.
See Chapter Nine for further discussion of the notion of abjection and its relation to gua.
I do not know whether this is the case for a female victim of a female gua as well, but a
powerful sexual desire is attributed to both male and female gua. I was told by a man who
had been one of four men who had entered the house of a woman suspected of a gua attack
that the woman had wanted to have sexual intercourse with all of them. To the bystanders
gathered to hear the tale, this was unequivocal testimony to the gua identity of the woman.
Similarly, Ellen (1993b:94) distinguishes between attacks as they appear in daily talk and
attacks that result in actual accusations. At the former level, general beliefs about sorcery are
expressed, while in the latter instances specific details emerge. He maintains that, as a
shared ideology among the Nuaulu, sorcery is omni-present and originates from outside the
community, whereas when actual cases appear, accusation is directed against people within
the community. Concrete accusations are quite rarely, however, both in Nuaulu society
(ibid.:90) and, it seems, in Southeast Asia in general (Ellen 1993a: 14). In Buli, it is not
frequency or attributes, but the degree of predictability and interpretability that distinguishes
the gua in its mythological and narrative modality, on the one hand, and its actualisation in
specific attacks, on the other.
After this event, people suddenly remembered another child who was drowned upriver in the
same stream. The person accused of the killing was also a gua, though, at that time, it was
not in his capacity as a gua that he had killed the child.
When I asked Milkianus Raja to tell me this kayat, he initially refused, saying that it was too
depressing. It would ruin the atmosphere of our get-together around a couple of bottles of
distilled palm wine. His fam had in the previous year seen several of its members die as
victims of gua activity, including the death of Ramai Raja, a well-known hunter of Tobelo
forest-dwellers (Kapat).
As we shall see in later chapters, the gua is, in some contexts, closely associated with Maba.
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Milkianus Raja did not know the meaning of this nor did he know what language it was, and I
have been unable to find a complete translation. It seems that it is indeed the obscurity of the
sentence that is important here. Like most magical formula, it is a compound of various
languages and its obscured meaning enhances its magical potency, since full concentration
can be focused on the correct reproduction of the rhyming sound pattern. It is worth noting,
however, that goro-goro and dara-dara are Ternatan-Tidore words which are also used in the
ritual speech of marriage ceremonies when the man’s side addresses the woman’s side. They
are described as connoting politeness and self-depreciation (fanenena it). Fortgens (1917:12)
renders the Tematan word dara as ‘to lower’ (mengebawahkan [sic]). The meaning of goro
is more obscure. It is most likely related to the root oro which means ‘to take away’
(ibid.:6\), but which also occurs in the form koro, ‘to invite’ (menyilakan) (ibid.:49). Koro
in Buli means ‘frizzy hair’ and was used to refer to Papuan slaves as well. The phrase by the
sister is therefore no doubt a plea for mercy and a subjection to the superiority of the gua in
the same way that the man’s side ‘lower’ and ‘enslave’ themselves to the woman’s side
during marriage.
The kokok has a short sharp call repeated in double cries, ko...ko. The call of ngangd is
coarser and more drawn out, emitted in a quick fading series, NGA-NGA-nga-nga-nga. The
ngangd (probably an owl) is not directly related to the gua, but its cries are still very
inauspicious. The cries are said to cause the death of a child if they coincide with those of
the child. The threat of the ngangd is used by parents with great effect to silence their crying
children, for the ngangd is said to answer the cries of a child with cries of its own. The
names of both the kokok and the ngangd are clearly onomatopoeic. Cokaiko is a compound
word incorporating the Tidore word coka, the equivalent of gua. The cokaiko makes a very
distinctive, whistling call, similar to the squeaking plastic whistles of a child’s rubber toy.
Taylor, in his book on Tobelo ethno-biology, makes reference to three bird-like creatures
associated with tokata or other spirits in Tobelo (1990:123). He was unable to collect or
identify two of these, o kigi-kigini and o kou-kou, which are probably equivalents to the Buli
forms cokaiko and kokok.
I shall explore this relationship between food and morality in more detail in later chapters.
Pni is an archaic word, wrongly rendered by Maan (1951:49) as kni, which is hardly ever
used.
Later in the chapter I shall explore the arboreal symbolic connections of this word.
Christian narratives have quite easily fused with Buli understanding of the origins of the
human body and their conception of it as a vacuum open to outside invasion. I was told by
Lingoro Feplun that women have to menstruate, because they have to get rid of the dirt that
entered Eve when she ate from the forbidden fruit. Adam, too, took a bite but he did not
swallow it. Themes of pollution and a close association between fruits and impregnation (for
which menstrual blood is a signifier) merge in this account. At the same time, the forbidden
fruit, in Christian theology the metaphor for primordial sin, is here interpreted as nothing
other than the Buli suang (taboos on certain species of animals or plants which act as totemic
guardian spirits, see Chapter Six) and linked to the origins of fertility.
The difficulties experienced by a woman while she was giving birth to her fifteenth child
were said to be due to the fact that after so many children she was ‘empty of blood’.
Similarly, a pregnant woman should not sleep on her back, lest she has twins.
A pregnant woman is also not allowed to hit any animals. In other Austronesian societies this
prohibition is extended to all members of the community, the punishment for which is a
deluge of storm and floods (Freeman 1968; Needham 1964). Blust (1981) refers to this
common phenomenon as ‘the thunder complex’. It involves all improper or mocking acts
directing at animals, such as laughing at them, standing them on their hindlegs or dressing
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them up (see Forth 1989). In Buli, prohibitions against laughing are restricted to pregnant
women and apply only to laughing at human beings with certain afflictions. It thus said that
laughing at or joking about people’s disabilities (muteness, deafness, or physical handicaps)
will make the specific disability ‘come out’ (fasapnga i) in the child. The offence of
laughing is directed at humans only and is not punished by floods. It is therefore not part of
the ‘thunder complex’. Nevertheless, the Buli prohibitions against pregnant women hitting
animals or laughing at human disabilities display the same structural connections as the
prohibitions of the ‘thunder complex’.
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Much of what follows on the putiana is similar to the characteristics attributed to this being
in societies throughout the Malay world.
Setan is a concept with highly layered connotations. Probably introduced to Halmahera via
the Islamic tradition, setan is in Buli mostly used to refer to forest and sea spirits. In a
Church context, it becomes synonymous with iblis as manifestations of the Devil. In this
context all Buli spirits, smengit, suang, lima, putiana, meki, ibilis, jin, Ian Toa, etc. are
lumped into a single category of radical evil whose exorcism from Buli tradition the Church
sees as a cornerstone of its work. Outside a Church setting, setan refers to spirits of the forest
(such as the meki, putiana or Mangst) and the sea spirits (lima), all beings best avoided or
approached with caution (because they may aid people in certain contexts). Therefore,
depending on the discursive context, setan is used to refer to a specific category of spirits
(roaming forest or sea spirit who are not necessarily malevolent) as well as to all Buli spirits
(whose evil presence is testimony to a refusal of God). I use the word setan in its former
sense. This phenomenon of frustrated polysemy surrounding the setan in response to the
introduction of Christianity may be found in Christianised areas throughout Indonesia, see for
instance Fox 1973:365.
Interpretations vary as to whether child or placenta is the older sibling. Some people go by
order of birth to claim that the placenta is the younger, because it is bom after the child;
others maintain that the placenta is the actual older sibling, because it guards the child. Tend
does in itself not indicate relative age, age is expressed by adding the adjectival description
‘who is big’ (ta nmamagal ca) and ‘who is small’ (tan nenena ca)
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Topa sadaka refers to the offering of money thrown into the sea before a trip to ensure its
success. It is also used for the contributions collected during Church services on Sundays to
finance the wages of the Tobelo minister and the building of the new church.
The Indonesian national statistical figure for the death of mothers during childbirth is 4.5 per
cent of all births, already a high figure in comparison with other Asian countries. This figure
is, according to local health workers, considerably higher for Central Halmahera, although no
official statistics exist A comparable, if not higher, incidence of death is associated with
babies during childbirth. My survey of Waifli shows that of 538 children born to 97
households, 164 children had died during infancy or early childhood (up until an age of about
10 years). Although the number is not comparable to a statistic on death during childbirth
generally, a staggering 30 per cent, or almost one in three children in Buli, have died either in
infancy or, less frequently, during early childhood.
Raw blood is also referred to as ‘white blood’ (lafläf bubulang) as distinct from ‘red’ blood.
Today when houses on ground level with cement or sago branch walls have replaced elevated
houses on posts as the type of dwelling in the village, this means that the bed is removed
straight after birth and a small fire place constructed on the ground in the bedroom.
A similar practice was found in pre-Christian Galela and Tobaru where mother and child
should stay close to a fire after birth to prevent rotting (Platenkamp 1988:135). Platenkamp
notes how this danger in these societies was based on an analogy between children and rice,
which is in danger of rotting, a notion that is similarly prominent in Sahu (Visser 1989:87).
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The absence in Buli of any dry rice cultivation means that the strong concern surrounding the
dangers of rotting derives its importance from other symbolic relations. I would argue that it
is related to the general dangers of raw meat and raw blood conceived as being detectable by
their smell. Thus, in Tanimbar, the baby is said to be smoked by the fire (Forbes 1885:315).
Similarly, in a footnote, Platenkamp refers to the notion of ‘heating’ being related to the
necessity of ‘sweating out the white blood’ of the mother (1988:269). The dangers presented
by white blood and the necessity of warming the mother by a fire are wide-spread phenomena
in Austronesian societies. ‘Cooked meat’, argued Bachelard, ‘represents above all the
overcoming of putrefaction’ (1964:103). Fire assumes the character and value of a purifying
agent because of its ability to suppress nauseous smells. As Bachelard asserts:
One of the most important reasons for attributing to Fire a value of this kind could
probably be its power of deodorization (ibid.)
For pre-Christian Tobelo, Platenkamp (1988:16) explains how parents were sometimes
required to drink the water in which their baby had been bathed. This procedure was
necessary if the child looked like either of its parents, because this was taken as an indication
that the child had appropriated part of the gurumini of the parent. Such appropriation would,
if untreated, cause the early death of the parent. By drinking the water in which the child had
bathed (and been reflected?), the gurumini (reflection/shadow) would be returned to the
parent.
Sawan comes in at least two forms, identifiable by the colours of the skin of the baby. If the
skin is a blue colour, sawan derives from the blue Giant Wrasse (mamin). If the skin of the
baby is black, the convulsions are related to the dolphin (iaf). The identification of
symptoms with animal characteristics is a recurrent theme. Slimy animals such as stingray
(fa), toadfish (jeke), and octopus (sisefit) should not be eaten by the mother, because the
slime will cause sawan convulsions in the child, corresponding with the characteristics of the
animal - the stingray causes the skin to be affected by prickly heat, the toadfish causes the
belly to swell up, and the octopus causes the child to go soft (gagalüm). Skeat (1967:102)
lists (hantu)sawan as a spirit in Malay societies that causes convulsions.
Treated in detail by L6vi-Strauss (1970), this analogy between the symbolic opposition of
raw and cooked states, on the one hand, and the dualism of natural and social forms, on the
other, is also present in the various forms of sacrificial food given to the suang and Ian Toa,
respectively. While the food presentations to Ian Toa are cooked, those given to the suang
are often raw.
Buli regard themselves as having a complete knowledge of matters concerning birth. Thus
they taught the olpdp, a black dwarf people, who live on the horizon, poldu langit(e) pu
(Seaward at the Foot of the Sky), how to give birth. The colour and squat posture of olpdp
are attributed to the fact that they live ‘just under the sun’ where the rays beat down hard on
them. Once a Buli boat ran aground on their island. At the time an olpdp woman was due to
give birth and the olpdp prepared to cut open her belly, as was their practice, to deliver the
baby killing the mother in the process. ‘You cannot prosper, if you continue to do this’, the
Buli crew members of the boat pointed out. And so they told the olpdp about the ‘path’
(laling) where the baby can exit. At this, the olpdp were very surprised, so Buli showed them
how to give birth and also taught them the use of the pa leaf which eases birth. The olpdp
have a pond filled with garfish (malaf) which each year spills over with the northeast
monsoon. It is for this reason that the garfish are found in abundance off the shores of Buli
around this time.
In Melanesia this seems to be a common conception (Lattas 1993:63).
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See for instance Teljeur (1990:173). Teljeur is, of course, not the first to apply this gloss. In
fact he is following the convention set by scholars such as Endicott who observed that in
Malay societies there is a tri-partite spirit principle:
I think it is best to say that ruh, nyawa, and semangat are simply different aspects of the
soul of man (which, confusingly I admit, is usually called the semangat) and that their
complete separation is a result of carrying the differentiation of the common vital
principle a step further than is ordinarily done. That the characteristics of ruh, nyawa,
and semangat seem sometimes inconsistent does not mean that the three cannot be aspects
of a single thing (the human soul)... (1970:48).
Yet inconsistency only appears troubling when the three aspects are taken to express, in a
latent form, a Western category.
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Maan translates gurumin as ‘life force, soul-matter’ as well as ‘the essence of food eaten by
the spirit of the dead (smengit) when they are invited by their family on earth’ (Maan
1951:37). The late nineteenth century missionaries to North Halmahera rendered the Tobelo
gurumini and Galela gurumi as ‘human soul’, ‘vital strength’ or ‘spirit of man’. From one of
the missionaries, Platenkamp adopts the phrase ‘shadow image’ to suggest ‘image’ as a
suitable gloss for gurumini, because ‘image’ as well as the idea of reflection encompasses a
social dimension: one’s character as perceived by others. To denote this social dimension, he
uses ‘reputation’ as a second gloss. This second meaning I have not found to apply to
gurumin in Buli.
See Grosz 1994:6-10; Wierzbicka 1989.
To maintain consciousness or self-awareness (which is what small children do not yet have
because they do not have ‘an inner core yet’ - ulö paube) is therefore to maintain one’s
shadow. Since the gurumin is an acquired rather than innate quality and acquiring a gurumin
is related to the growing awareness of a child after two months of age, I will posit that
acquiring a gurumin is linked to one’s becoming aware of oneself and others, including
awareness of the fact that one has a shadow/reflection. An interesting parallel is obvious here
to Lacan’s famous theorem about the mirror stage between the ages of six and eighteen
months (Lacan 1977:1-7). By recognising the reflection in the mirror as being an image of
its own body, the child forms a sudden awareness of its I-identity, of itself as a subject and as
an ‘other’ to itself - the latter introduces the possibility of the subject being an ‘other’ for
others as well. In short, in the mirror stage the child becomes aware of itself as a subject
amongst other subjects. It achieves, one might say, social awareness. In Buli, the acquisition
of the gurumin is not portrayed as an instantaneous Aha-Erlebnis, but as a process by which
the gurumin becomes increasingly lodged in the body as the child grows in awareness and
age. This process is fragile because loud noises, spirits, and the gua can effect instant
dislodgment.
In Malay societies, black magic is similarly focussed on the semangat because of the
dependence of the body on it (Endicott 1970:50).
Cf. Teljeur 1990:173.
See Appendix B, line 237-244.
See Chapter Seven on the reasons for Ponco’s veiled formulation.
The close association between genitals (among other sites) and the semangat in Southeast
Asia was already pointed out by Cuisinier in 1951 (quoted in Endicott 1970:41). Although
Endicott agrees that ‘some things are thought to be more the centres of Soul than others’, he
considers it ‘misleading to say that the soul is one with its corporeal embodiment in view of
the ability of the former to leave the latter’ (ibid.). Endicott’s criticism is aimed at what he
sees as ‘Cuisinier’s preoccupation that Orientals and primitive people confuse the spiritual
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and material’ (ibid.). In his criticism, however, I think that Endicott falls into another trap,
which is just as Euro-centric; namely, to dichotomise the spiritual and the material and to
sever the close metaphorical association between significant body sites and semangat (or
gurumin) and nyawa. Dismissing Cuisinier’s statement that the head and the genitals are the
materials of the soul, Endicott argues: ‘Things [head and genitals] that are equal to the same
thing [soul] cannot be unequal to each other [as head and genitals after all are]’ (ibid.). This
might be true if an identity between body sites and gurumin or nyawa is postulated, but it
would be a simplistic argument, which does not acknowledge the possibilities inherent in
metaphors, if these concepts are metaphorically associated with their corporeal sites. In
Evans-Pritchard’s (1956:128) famous example, a cucumber may, in some contexts, be the
same as an ox, in other contexts, very different. What I am arguing is that each of the
concepts of gurumin and nyawa have specific corporeal sites, that cannot be exchanged.
Confusion begins to emerge only when the concepts are fused in the exogenous term, soul, as
Endicott insists on doing.
See also Platenkamp 1990:27.
Harrison (1985) argues that the two sets of complementary yet antithetical attributes
associated with the shadow and the liver, respectively, guide personhood, ritual, social life
and gender roles in Avatip society in the Sepik.
Teljeur (1990:172) also argues that the Girnan term wlo is related to the liver and supports
this argument by saying that wlo is translated by the Indonesian word, hati. Maan (1940:77)
translates ulö as ‘the inner core, feeling, heart, consciousness’. In Roti, dale, a word with
similar connotations as ulö, is also used to construct sentences to describe emotions (Fox
1973:343).
Idiocy and in some cases madness is often seen as related to the actions of forest spirits
(setan). Yonas is a five-year old severely retarded boy. At the time of his birth, his father
operated the chain saw owned by the village and had felled a banyan tree inhabited by a
meki. The meki had taken up his abode in the body of Yonas. His parents had attempted to
treat Yonas by burning a particular type of wood known to be obnoxious to such spirits, a
procedure called famumi. Yonas had reacted strongly to the treatment, screaming and rolling
around. Although this reaction was a clear indication that he was indeed possessed by a type
of setan, his parents had felt sorry for him and since then refused more treatments. Three
treatments are usually necessary for a complete expulsion of the setan.
Platenkamp relates how previously in North Halmaheran societies the slaying of an enemy
was sometimes followed by the drinking of a little blood or the consumption of a small piece
of the liver of the enemy by the slayer’s child (1988:144; see BUZ 1877[4]:50 for a
description of such an event on Morotai). Platenkamp sees in these acts an incorporation of
the ‘image’ (gurumin) of the slain victim through an analogy between the liver and the
gurumin. In Buli this act is not practised and would, if they knew about it, inspire the deepest
disgust in Buli people. In Buli, therefore, only the drinking of an enemy’s blood was
practised. However, we see in the Tobelo practice the same significance attributed to the
liver (and blood) as the seat (and origin) of one’s human identity. By consuming the liver,
the gurumin is incorporated. While in North Halmahera eating the enemy’s liver is a
triumphant incorporation, in Buli the same act by the gua is a despicable and lethal act of
murder.
This seems at variance with the notion of semangat in Malay societies which, according to
Endicott, is present ‘in all organised things, guiding and coordinating their actions’
(1970:49). Since there is, in Buli conception, intentionality in objects such as trees and in
animals, it might be that my information on this is wrong. It is, however, supported by
Teljeur (1990:173) who notes that in Gimän it is the notion of nyawa which is considered
inherent in all living things, whereas gurumin is particular to humans.
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Each method of killing wild animals, whether by hunting with dogs (oi fun), stalking the prey
(tano) or trapping it, has its specific magic, protective spirits (known generically as smato\
the person o f ) and its associated momoan. The practices described here are, in some
instances, peculiar to trapped meat.
49

I only saw one such shrine dedicated to a guardian of traps. Some debate, illuminating as to
the intersection between tradition and State, existed over the proper name of this sacrificial
shrine. When it was first pointed out to me, it was called faga. The owner was adamant that
a faga proper is a shelf that hangs inside the house from the roof beams and holds the magical
fighting medicines (man de weld) of the fam. While this is true, a faga may also be placed at
the dwelling places of spirits (e.g banyan trees or on islands) to appeal for the help of these
spirits to create sorcery against other people (payao smat). Thus, the classificatory strictness
of the owner of the shrine was no doubt influenced by the fact that the police had raided
houses in Waiflf after the revelation of a sorcery faga on the island of Gei in the 1970s.
Misunderstanding the crucial difference between faga inside the house and/aga outside in
the wilderness, the police had since then prohibited the construction and maintenance of faga.
So the shrine in question remains unnamed. The two guardian spirits (smato) attached to this
shrine were the putiana and the meki, two forest spirits or setan. The ambivalence
surrounding Buli and Christian interpretations of setan meant that the owner thought it best to
keep the existence of the shrine secret.
50

It is for instance forbidden to kill a trapped pig by smashing its skull, probably because this
would ruin the golo and mean no future catches.
51

I f if is the noun form of if, which means ‘to provide a basis for’ or ‘to put something
underneath’. Ya ikifea i dab thus means T put a pandanus mat underneath it’. Maan
(1940:39) translates iftf as ‘cover, saddle’ but does not mention the intimate relation of the
term to protective magic.
52

I shall later return to this symbolism in relation to the house structure.
53

Bachelard (1969:xxxi) coins the word topophilia to apply to investigations of such felicitous
spaces and argues that these felicitous or auspicious spaces which hold comfort and intimacy
are closely linked to hostile spaces. Though hostility and intimacy are opposite terms,
images can lend themselves to both types of experience. Images may from one perspective
and under certain circumstances be hostile and dangerous, while in a different context
connote safety and auspiciousness.
54

The putiana may take two forms: putiana ta nmat ca (the dead putiana) who during
possession of the person paralyses the body and putiana ta ndaran ca (the rude putiana) who
is violent and aggressive.
55

Aus is to blow back consciousness into a lifeless person and is also practised after possession
by Ian Toa. Aus thus re-establishes the gurumin in the body.
56

The significance of the mirror is that by staring into it, Serli holds on to her own gurumin or
reflection. The salt on the mirror prevents the putiana from taking the place of the gurumin
of Serli. Salt is abhorrent to all forest spirits, and the mother of Serli told me that when she is
possessed by the putiana on the islands, the cure is very simple and effective: they throw her
into the sea.
57

In Chapter Nine, I shall explore more fully the relationship between emotions and exchange.
58

The symbolism of this violence derives in part from the convention that the attack is directed
with sexual desire (cafarune) against the victim. However, it is not directed exclusively by
or against one sex. The sexual aspect of the symbolic violence relates, it seems, rather to the
significance attributed to the genitals for an auspicious embodied existence. The genitals
also connote the ability to have children, thus fertility, and it is these aspects that the gua
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attack destroys. As such, the symbolic violence of the gua does not strictly reflect the social
aspect of gender relations so much as the symbolism of gendered bodies, highlighting their
complementarity in sexual procreation.
I am here referring to Christian orthodoxy as preached from the pulpit. It does not
necessarily include the individual convictions of the local minister. It is policy of the GMIH
(the independent Protestant Church of Halmahera) to rotate ministers to villages where they
are not native. The local minister in Waiflf was from Tobelo and he himself kept medicinal
roots and knew magical formulae to ward off sorcery. He would often turn to me for a
‘medical’ explanation of instances of sickness attributed to sorcery or gua when the
obviousness of the Buli diagnosis threatened to undermine his Christian convictions. Mostly,
I could not help him. Firstly, I did not know enough ‘science’ (ilmu medis). Secondly, the
plausibility of Buli explanations often presented so many frightening epistemological
problems to my own world view that I was unable to bolster his trust in medical knowledge
and God.
See Chapter Six and Seven.
On medicine and colonialism see Comaroff 1993.
The Church was, however, pre-occupied with what it called the Tow morality’ in Buli and
Halmahera generally. This was expressed especially in prohibitions against what was
regarded as promiscuity amongst both young people and married couples. Thus, at the
convention of the U.Z.V. in 1911 it was decreed that pre-adolescent children could not marry
and that the re-marriage of couples was prohibited for Christians (VHA[25 Nov] 1911). Even
after it became independent, pre-marital sex, adultery and the frequency of divorce and re
marriage remained constant issues at the synods of the Church of Halmahera during the
1950s (Haire 1981:62).
A comparable instance of the inability of the Protestant Church to handle the close
connection between the body and witchcraft is given by Ausländer (1993) who describes how
‘witchfinders’ in Zimbabwe are almost entirely people from a Zionist background. Zionism
is a sect generally condemned by the Protestant Church in southern Africa for their
ceremonial attention to the body:
Paradoxically, it appears to be precisely the uncanny proclivity of the Zionists for ritually
working upon the body, and space and time that renders them so highly appropriate for
combating the scourge of witchcraft (Ausländer 1993:175).
Like the independent Church of Halmahera, the Protestant Church of Zimbabwe grew out of
mission activity by the Dutch Reformed Church and both lacked this proclivity. In
Halmahera, however, the Protestant Church had, until the Second World War, a monopoly on
mission activity. In Buli it is still, with its conception of the body as a repository of sin, the
only Christian denomination.
The situation is somewhat different in the Muslim communities where possession rituals
(famamd) are said to still occur and where the ritual honouring of suang is less frowned upon.

CHAPTER FIVE

THE CORPOREALITY OF SOCIALLY SIGNIFICANT OBJECTS

In Chapter Four, I described the components of the body arguing that the body itself is
conceptualised in Buli as a felicitous space. This auspicious character of the body image is
employed in the construction of objects such as houses, outriggers, dancing shields, certain
weapons and animal traps. When making these objects, the body parts of the builder or
maker become the units of measurement. The efficacy and auspiciousness of these objects
are only ensured if a corporeal structure and bodily proportions inform them.

Other

important entities in the Buli world, such as the medicinal tree and the garden, are similarly
seen as having corporeal proportions.
The similarity in proportion and structure between the human body and these socially
important objects means that they are imbued with a significance that makes them
interpretable on the same level. It is therefore also possible to view threats to the existence
of all of them in the same fashion. Being of the same dimensions and composition, as it
were, the body and these socially significant objects face the same dangers and have the
same physical points of weakness.
backbone.

These points are in particular the joints and the

Mapping an image of the body onto objects, in other words, provides a

conceptual blueprint that designates the essential loci in need of protection or special
attention.
The body furnishes, as Douglas argues, ‘a basic scheme for all symbolism’ (1979:164).
In Buli, at any rate, it does so for the symbolism that concerns a basic ontology: what it
means to be a human being, what dangers to avoid to survive, and by what means it is
possible to remodel and, in effect, re-make the world. The human body and these objects of
the social world are morphologically linked in a symbolic universe of mutual causality: the
body inscribes itself auspiciously on the world, while discord in the world inscribes itself
inauspiciously on the body in the form of sickness and death. In the preceding chapters, I
described in outline how sickness is interpreted as an inscription on the body of the victim
by social discord.1 While in the case of illness the relation between the body and the social
realm could be described as similar to that between text and inscriber, the human body is not
always, as this chapter will show, the passive recipient of social imprints. On the contrary,
in most daily activities, such as in the fashioning of material objects, the body is a
conceptual chart for the social realm.
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The objects for which such a correspondence is important are all objects fashioned by
men. The concern with corporeal dimensions does not pertain to objects created by women,
such as winnowers, panniers or mats. Panniers or carrying baskets (yan) are made to size to
fit the wearer, but the size is estimated or measured intuitively. Women I spoke to said they
could ‘see’ what the required length of the rattan edge of a winnower would be and that no
bodily measurements were involved.

The manufacturing processes involved in house

building, canoe construction or the fashioning of weapons and traps, in which corporeality is
a concern, are all exclusively male activities. As such, their corporeal dimension makes
houses, traps, and weapons monuments to male perceptions of the world.2 As we shall see,
however, none of these objects are exclusively male as they also contain references to female
aspects, while in yet other contexts androgynous aspects of the human body are emphasised.
The fact that the individual builder constructs certain parts of a house, a trap, or a
weapon in the image of his own body does not mean that they, as whole objects, represent
male bodies.

The concern in the process of construction is the protection of general

corporeal loci, such as the joints and the backbone, rather than peculiarly male corporeal
aspects.

These objects therefore, considered as whole objects, represent androgynous

bodies.3

THE CORPOREAL DIMENSIONS OF SOCIAL OBJECTS
Let us imagine, suggests Lefebvre, a time where the body provides all units of measurement
and the implications this would have:
[E]ach people that had managed to measure space had its own units of measurement, usually
borrowed from the body: thumb’s breadth, cubits, feet, palms, and so on. The spaces of one
group, like their measures of duration, must have been unfathomable to all others ... But how
extraordinary to think that the body should have been part and parcel of so idiosyncratically
gauged a space. The body’s relationship to space, a social relationship of an importance quite
misapprehended in later times, still retained in these early days an immediacy which would
subsequently degenerate and be lost: space, along with the way it was measured and spoken of,
still held up to all the members of a society an image and a living reflection of their own
bodies (1991:110).4

In Buli, the body and its segments provide the basis for such a system of measurements. As
Table 5.1 shows, the list of corporeal measurement units is quite extensive.5 Bodily
measurements are, however, not simply ways of measuring space; they are essential ways of
ensuring the viability and efficacy of the object being manufactured. The efficacy is secured
by establishing a correspondence between the length of the joints between the builder/owner
and the object being created. There is, in other words, a personalised conformity between
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the body of the owner/builder and the object he intends to use: ‘their joints fit’. Let us take
the trap as an example.
Table 5.1: Embodied measurements
g lo s s

d e s c r ip t i o n o f m e a s u r e

a ra

length of one segment between finger joints
from elbow of one arm to fingertips of outstretched other arm
from elbow to fingertip
from fist to fist of outstretched arms
breadth of palm
length of a foot
length of fingernail
length of a closed fist from wrist to knuckle
from shoulder to fingertips of other outstretched arm
width of a finger
length between fingertips of outstretched arms
the height of a person when standing
from tip of index finger down to the junction of the thumb
from tip of outstretched thumb to tip of middle finger
from tip of outstretched thumb to tip of index finger
from tip of outstretched thumb to second joint of middle finger
length of one step
width of a foot
from the mouth to the tip of the fingers of an outstretched arm
the height of a squatting person

asuna
a s ta
e le f
fa la i
fic o
g o lo c ifi
fju g im
kakam o pao
lo b a o
lo f
o sal
sagaf
sang m an
s a n g m a p in g
sang ya b
ta c a k
ta p a k
ta n
to to la n g

Figure 5.1: The bow trap (wafa)

„__— ' animal trail

arrow

trigger rope

trigger pin
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The bow trap is set at two varying heights, depending on whether it is meant for pig or
deer. To ensure that the sharpened bamboo arrow (fnai) hits the heart and brings down the
prey right by the trap, the height of the arrow from the ground should be asta bahnga (one
asta) for pig and kakamo pao (from armpit to fist) for deer. The trigger can be set in two
positions. If the trigger rope is placed at the distance of golocifi bahnga (the length of one
fingernail) from the end of the trigger pin, the arrow will kill the prey. If the looped rope is
placed at the distance of two fingernails (golocifi failü) from the end of the trigger pin, the
prey would be hit in the stomach. This is an inferior choice since it would be able to stray
far before dying, making it harder to track and find the animal. 6
The dimensions of traps are only two examples among a host of others where corporeal
units of measurements are crucial. Thus, the blade of a knife should be a set number of
gugim, the length of a fist, to prevent it from accidentally cutting the user. In all cases the
correct corporeal dimensions ensure the efficacy and propitiousness of the object. In the
following sections, I shall briefly describe the corporeal dimensions and proportions of some
socially significant objects. It is, I argue, their corporeality that makes them both efficacious
and auspicious. The ceremonial shield (gaileu) is a case in point. Its curved middle axis is
said to be the ‘back’ (tao). The handle should not be placed exactly in the middle but is off
set a little, creating two uneven halves. The longer half is said to be its ‘feet’ (fico), while
its shorter half is its ‘head’ (boboko). When holding the shield by the handle and resting the
shield along one arm, the end should not coincide with the joint of one’s elbow (sasuno) nor
should it reach to the joint of one’s shoulder (maglo). In both cases the shield would not be
auspicious in a fight.
The body image infuses a wide range of social constructions which thereby obtain the
felicitous characteristics of the body but also face the same dangers as the body. These
objects are therefore in need of protection comparable to that afforded the body.

The

process by which this is achieved rests on the fundamental assumption that the body per se
is auspicious and that efficacy of social objects can be attained by replicating its proportions.
The garden is a case in point. The garden is not constructed as a body or with bodily
measures as such. The similarity, however, lies in the comers (sasün) which like the joints
of the body have to be protected. Sasun, which means ‘comer’, also takes the form sasuno,
‘the comer of’, which refers to the human elbow. It is the comers or elbows of the garden
that are particularly vulnerable.

At the same time, it is there that protection may be

effectively applied. The main danger to the garden is sorcery that harms or destroys the
crops: coconut, cassava, com, taro, tomatoes. 7 The garden is best protected by burying
things in the comers, especially objects that counteract sorcery by scaring it off. 8 Like the
magic of the body and the house, this magic too is called its ‘basis or foundation’ (ifif).
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Thus, at a very basic level the body is the measure for all. Its structure and dimensions are
inscribed onto objects in every act of construction or magical protection.
Figure 5.2: The dancing shield

‘head’

THE HOUSE
Houses are constructed according to corporeal proportions and dimensions that make them
liveable and prosperous. Like the body, they exhibit both the potential to be felicitous and
the weak points of possible intrusion which must be guarded. Analogies between the body
and the house are common throughout Indonesia and have been remarked upon by a number
of scholars (Barraud 1990:227; Cunningham 1964; Ellen 1986; Fox 1993:160; Platenkamp
1988:55; Teljeur 1990:81; Waterson 1990:88,129ff).9
In Buli, the most striking similarity between the house and the body is that both require
magical protection (ifif) against the gua.10 The main injunction (momoan) of this magic is
that raw fish or meat should not be brought through the front door as the smell would attract
gua and setan like the putiana, but should be brought through the back door in the kitchen.
The danger lies thus beyond the front door rather than the kitchen door, because by
convention this is where guests and outsiders enter.

The principal difference between

houses in the village and in the garden is their orientation.

The layout of streets in the

village, both parallel and diagonal to the coast, means that houses are oriented in relation to
the street rather than, as had been the case before, toward the sea.11
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STRUCTURE AND DIMENSIONS OF THE HOUSE.

The Buli house is rectangular with four comer posts and two supporting posts almost
halfway on the long sides. Sasun, meaning ‘comer’, is the word used for the comer post.
Sasun, as we saw above, is the same as the word for elbow, sasuno. The four elbows of the
house are in need of protection because, as in the human body, joints are the favourite points
of entry for setan and gua.

A story tells of a gua who would enter houses merely by

touching the comer post. As soon as the gua touched the post, it would split in two and
swing open like a door. One way of protecting the comer posts is to place salt under them
while the house is being built (see Chapter Four on the use of salt against setan).
Figure 5.3: The bodily dimensions of the house

In garden houses two long posts on the gables (Zi kolano) support the ridge pole, while
in village houses these posts sit on the cross beam that lies on top of the comer posts. The li
kolano, ‘Sultan post’, is so called because it stands higher than the two comer posts when
the house is seen from the front, a relationship analogous to that of the middle finger (lobo
kolano, Sultan finger) in relation to the index and ring finger. In garden houses, the li
kolano should be the length of the standing height (osal bahnga) plus the squatting height
(itotolang

bahnga) of the owner/builder between floor and ridge-pole. This height assures a

practical height for the cross-beams from the floor and is in itself an auspicious measure.12
The li kolano carries the ridge pole, pungpungan, which is the backbone or spine (long
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hapaluan) of the house. The ridge pole, like the human back bone, should be protected. In
my house, the builder insisted it be made of gu lewis, a tree species that repels sorcery
attack. It would be extremely inauspicious if the backbone was placed in the exact centre of
the house and avoiding this is one of the main rules of house-building. 13 Rather, it should be
placed slightly off-centre to the left or the right. There are here two metaphorical uses of the
ridge-pole - backbone correlation, one indicating identity, another non-identity.

In one

sense, the ridge-pole is the backbone of the house and must be made of a particular type of
wood to be protected. In another sense, the off-centering of the ridge-pole indicates an
opposition between it and the backbone of the house. The backbone, in this context, is the
centre of the house and should therefore be left undisturbed by the ridge-pole. This idea of
not disturbing the joints and the backbone mirrors the bodily precautions described in
Chapter Four.
If the ridge pole is placed to the right, the house is a male house (ebai man), while if it
is on the left, the house is female (ebai maping) . 14 Hokman Batawi gave me the following
explanation for this association:
because the woman is to the left of the man as a descendant. The woman is someone who
goes to the outside.

His explanation only makes sense if we remember that ebai or ‘house* refers not only to a
physical structure of human habitation. It is simultaneously a social and ritual group. The
clarification alludes to the fact that the make-up of the House as a social group is to some
extent encoded in the structure of the house as a physical building. We therefore need to
know more about the House as a social, ritual and moral unit.
THE HOUSE AS A SOCIAL GROUP

Two concepts are important in Buli social organisation: ebai (House) and fam (patriline).
While the former is a traditional concept, the. latter is a recent introduction. The Dutch
instituted the fam in the beginning of the century and ordered, for schooling and
administrative purposes, that each fam have a specific surname. Most fam in Buli now take
their names from the personal name of a man in their patriline three or four generations back
and are therefore easily identifiable. 15
complicated.

The concept of the House, however, is more

The phrase ‘we are One House’ (ebaipusa it) makes reference to the House as the most
important social unit in Buli. The expression is a strong emotional plea against dispute and
conflict and is effectively employed to emphasise the importance of sharing and cooperation.
It is also used with a calming effect to stop disagreements and as an expression of outrage at
Chapter Five
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gossiping or suspected gua attack from a relative.

Conversely, it may be part of an

argument by the accused gua to show that the allegations are evidently false or mistaken.16
The exact limits of a House are somewhat vague, but it includes both mother’s and father’s
ascending lines taking in their direct maternal as well as paternal sides.17 The House is thus
more encompassing than the fam which refers ideally to a patriline. Within the House the
fam is sometimes said to form the core. The distinction between the male (father’s) side of
the House and the female (mother’s) side is expressed in the opposition between ebai pusa
and ebai bangsä, respectively. Fam is sometimes used interchangeably with ebai pusa at
this level of meaning, though the latter is slightly broader, because it includes the mother as
well. Ebai pusa refers, strictly speaking, to the siblings, parents, and children of a person,
including the members of the father’s patriline (FF, FB, FBS, FBD, FFB, FFF, etc) as well
as to one’s mother. Ebai pusa does not, at this level, include one’s spouse which means that
the exact limits of the ebai pusa are different for a parent and a child. Whereas a person’s
spouse is his or her affine, to the children both parents are ebai pusa. Ebai bangsä is the
amorphous residual category of relatives and includes one’s mother’s parents, mother’s
siblings and siblings’ spouses. It also includes the married women of one’s patriline (e.g.
FZ) and their spouses.18
The distinction between ebai pusa and ebai bangsä only becomes visible and important
on ritual occasions such as marriages and funerals. In these events, the two sides of the
House, ebai pusa and ebai bangsä, represent the paternal and maternal side respectively of
the person about to get married or be buried. In everyday life, however, the two sides are
not strictly distinguished and ebai pusa it will be used as a rhetorical appeal for solidarity
even between people who, strictly speaking, are related as ebai bangsä. It might be helpful
to think of the relationship between ebai pusa and ebai bangsä as hierarchical in Dumont’s
(1980) terms.
Figure 5.4: The contextual character of the House

Moral, evervdav context
ebaipusa

Ritual, eenealoeical context
>

ebaipusa

>< ebaibangsä

In its unmarked, moral sense of a group of people who should share food and be in
harmonious relationships, ebai pusa encompasses two aspects of kin: close paternal relatives
and one’s mother (ebai pusalfam) as well as distant relatives and affines (ebai bangsä). I
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refer to this encompassing or unmarked meaning of ebai pusa as House. In its general,
unmarked sense ebai pusa characterises those people whom one cannot marry and is
opposed to smat(e) nesa (other people/strangers). The category encompasses two kinds of
people: affines regarded as outside one’s House as well as truly unrelated people. In both
cases, however, smat(e) nesa designates the category of people with whom marriage would
be permissible. To take an example, a relatively close affinal relationship exists between a
man and his sister’s husband’s sister (his sister’s tamäi). They are nevertheless smat(e) nesa
and marriage is therefore possible between them. Sister exchange of this type is indeed
quite frequent. It does cause some problems, however, because the man’s sister becomes his
wife’s brother’s wife or mnuai. Brother and sister can consequently no longer call each
other by name, talk to each other, share food, or touch each other.
While in everyday life this broad meaning of the term ebai pusa is employed, on ritual
occasions the two aspects of the House are differentiated. The former, broader meaning is
used in contexts when exchange, solidarity and harmonious relations between members are
emphasised and a moral claim to share is made (see Chapter Nine) . 19 On the other hand, a
distinction between ebai pusa and ebai bangsä is made in ritual contexts, such as marriage,
where the emphasis is on the actual degrees of relatedness. Bangsä here becomes inferior to
ebai pusa because the rights and obligations vis-ä-vis the person to be married are stronger
for the members of the ebai pusa (Trunk-House) . 20 It should be noted, however, that it is
not just the exact kinship relation that determines who belongs in the ebai pusa and who
does not. If good relations pertain between people who strictly speaking are only bangsä
they may still be regarded as ebai pusa, even in contexts such as marriage where a stricter,
marked definition is normally used. This, for instance, is evident when the same man
represents the ebai bangsä in the marriage of his sister’s son (a position known as kerap)
nevertheless contributes to the prestation (gina pifät) that is normally restricted to people of
the ebai pusa. The same man, in other words, is both from ebai bangsä and regarded as
from ebai pusa (see below). Here the broad, moral definition of ebai pusa that emphasises
harmonious social relations takes precedence over the narrower definition that emphasises
degree of actual relatedness. Membership of the ebai pusa, in other words, is determined by
filiation rather than by descent. The House is thus not a corporate group and is not readily
visible in settlement patterns. It is a bi-lateral ritual and moral unit that only comes together
in visible form at marriage and funerals because the exchanges that surround and facilitate
the rituals are between two Houses, not between two/ams alone.
Women are bom into a House ‘on the left’ (mali balit), because they will eventually
marry out of it .

21

However, they maintain their own fam name and, as daughters of their

fam and House, maintain relations with it. Thus, both a woman and her husband continue to
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have ritual obligations to the House and fam of the woman’s father, but their children belong
to the fam of the husband.

Men remain ‘on the right’ (mali wela) within the House,

receiving women in marriage from other Houses. Women are more interstitial, since their
marriage affiliates them to the House of their husband. Their position on the ‘left’ of the
House indicates this transience.
One cannot marry within one’s own House, though a rule has it that ‘when a woman
has gone out three times’ (capang faicöl), marriage is possible between her great
granddaughter and a man from her House of origin. This type of marriage is known as
‘traditional marriage’ (fasao adat) though I have no information indicating that it is
preferred or even frequent. It means that a woman (from fam d) may marry a descendant of
the brother of her maternal great-grandmother (MMM), even though the fam name of this
MMM (fam a) is the same as her future husband.
Figure 5.5: ‘Traditional marriage’

If the fam name of a future husband coincides with those of any of the parents or
grandparents of the woman, marriage between them is considered incestuous. Marriages of
this type as called ‘to marry within the House’ (fasäo ebai lolö).
In practice the genealogical memory of one father’s ascending lines is quite short. For
one’s mother’s ascending lines memory is even shorter. As I argue in Chapter Six, this is
related to the convention of forgetting the names of people when they die. That the memory
of one’s female ancestors is shorter may possibly be related to the fact that fam names derive
from a male ancestor in the patriline (fam), and also to the fact that protective spirits
(suang), which play a central role in people’s everyday lives (see Chapter Six), derive
mainly from the male ancestors of one’s father.

The result is that women fade from

genealogical memory drastically faster than men and it is unlikely that the fam name of an
adult person’s maternal grandmother (MMM) is remembered by anyone.22 Some people
were unable to remember the fam name, and in some cases even the personal name, of their
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own mothers. To determine whether marriage is possible, the families of the two future
spouses rely on the combined memory of their elders and the ritual leader recruited by each
House to act as its negotiator. The boundaries of the House terminate in this vague zone
where possible marriage partners begin to emerge. Since ‘right’ is considered the stable
male aspect of the House and ‘left’ the transient female aspect, one might say that the House
‘opens up’ to other Houses only to the left, that is, the side of the female descendants who
will marry out and also the side where the House receives women in marriage.
Figure 5.6: The transfer of women between Houses
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FERTILITY AND GENDER OF THE HOUSE

The placing of the ridge pole to the left or the right of the centre of the house is, in other
words, an allusion to the gendered constitution of the House. The association between left
and female, right and male is also found in the sitting arrangements at marriage. Each side,
the House of the woman (bride) and the House of the man (groom), is represented by an
elder, usually someone from neither House who knows ritual language and procedure.
These two men, known as seselä, face each other cross the middle of the table, and each has
to his right the uanli (the representative of the ebai pusa and fam of the person to be
married) - usually the father or a FeB - and to his left the kerap (the representative of the
ebai bangsä, the House and fam of the mother of the person to be married), usually the
MeB.
The uanli and kerap, seated right and left, respectively, thus represent the right and the
left side of the House. The two sides are the two original Houses that at the marriage of the
parents of the person now to be married were facing each other across the table as woman’s
and man’s side. The kerap is from the original woman’s (now mother’s) House and must
therefore be on the left, while the uanli is the representative of the original man’s (now
father’s) House and must therefore be on the right. We see here how in every marriage the
marriage partners of the previous generation (wife-taker and wife-giver) are incorporated
into one marriage side (as ebai pusa and ebai bangsä) in the following generation.
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Figure 5.7: Seating arrangements during marriage negotiations
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In this incorporation a reversal of rights and status has occurred. The kerap (usually
the MeB of the person to be married) as the representative of ebai bangsä has minor rights
as opposed to the uanli (the F or FB of the groom/bride). At the marriage of the parents,
however, the man who is now kerap would have been part of the wife-givers (maping si)
with a superior status in relation to the man who is now uanli, who as either groom or
groom’s brother would have been an inferior wife-taker (man si). This reversal happens
because the father and his fam obtain full rights (hak penuh) to his children once the full
bride price (kaimulo) is paid, and it is this right he asserts in the marriage of a child as an
uanli (the representative of the child’s ebai pusa). The fam of the mother of the child retains
partial rights (hak kerap) to the child as its ebai bangsä. Ebai pusa is male and to the right;
ebai bangsä is female and to the left.
The typological gender of the house, symbolised in the placement of the ridge-pole, is
thus not only an effect of the necessity to avoid damage to the backbone of the house; it also
reflects the social structure of the House over time. In this context, the left or right focus of
the ridge-pole of the house symbolises the two sides that make up every House. Should the
ridge-pole be placed directly in the middle (paspas hapaluan ca), it is said that the children
living in the house would become sick and there would never be any surplus of fish or crops
but always only ‘just enough’ (paspas). Two metaphors intersect in this adage. One plays
upon the connotations surrounding the word pas (from the Dutch ‘to fit exactly’, ‘to be right
on time’ or ‘to be just enough’). It implies that a limit or goal has been achieved but no
more. Pas thus connotes an absence of surplus. This is antithetical to the purpose of the
House which seeks to perpetuate itself by fostering children and obtaining foodstuff on a
scale to feed and nourish them so they, too, one day can have children.
metaphor also alludes to the importance of children.

The second

If the ridge-pole is placed in the

middle, the house is neither male nor female. It is, rather, neuter and therefore incapable of
procreating. A house is normally built by a man some time after his marriage. In building a
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house, he is also possibly founding a new House. Only a sexually fertile house, of whatever
gender, can become the trunk of a new House (ebai pusa). Though other metaphors of the
body employed in the construction of the house are androgynous in that they stem from the
human body in general and not from a sexed body, the placement of the ridge pole makes it
a gendered house.
The short cross-beams at the gable of the house are female (balak mapingo) and the
long beams that run along the length of the house are male (balak mano).23 Using not very
subtle but quite formal sexual innuendo, it is said that the long beams have to be on top of
the short ones at their junctions in the comer ‘because the man is always on top of the
woman’. This, too, secures auspiciousness. It makes the house not only gendered but also
sexually active.
Figure 5.8: Beam positions as sexual metaphor

balak map ino
balak mano

Although the position of the ridge-pole (left or right of the centre) provides the house
with a specific gender in toto, both male Gong/above) and female (short/below) cross beams
are needed to make a house.

I argue that the gender symbolism of the house, which

associates metaphors such as left/right, long/short, above/below with the complementary
opposition between idealised male and female qualities, functions primarily within a quest
to secure and maintain auspiciousness.

In this quest the human body provides the

exemplary model. In certain aspects of house structure, gender differences are emphasised
as when specific qualities, such as right/left, long/short, above/below, are associated
metaphorically with culturally idealised notions about male and female bodily existence,
respectively.

Here it is the keeping of a proper order in the world, for which the

complementary relation between maleness and femaleness becomes a symbol, that secures
auspiciousness. In other contexts, gender does not have any symbolic significance, because
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what is emphasised is the androgynous (human) body as a cosmological model for
auspiciousness.
THE ANDROGYNOUS HOUSE

The two supporting posts along the length of the house are called its ‘hip’ (tibtib) and they
should also avoid being exactly in the middle between the comer posts. The gables both to
the front and the back of the house are called its chest, uld. One could therefore say that the
house, since it has elbows and a chest to the front as well as to the back, is two upper bodies
joined at the hip; that the hips, in effect, are the axis where a doubling occurs. 24 A cagulu
riddle poses the following puzzle:
Tatale ngolo isa, i nwobo
ntu re bu na.

A hen, she hatches
her children and grandchildren.

The correct answer is: the house. Here then the house is compared to a brooding hen that
protects its children and grandchildren. A bodily analogy is drawn between the house and
the hen which suggests that the bodily character of the house need not necessarily be that of
the human body as long as the fundamental proportions are maintained: the place of the
backbone, chest, hip, and wings/elbows/comers.

The roof then becomes the protective

wings of the hen mother. 25 Unlike a real hen, however, the house carries out its protective
function towards all its descendants and not just toward its own children. As such the
answer to the riddle, ebai, indicates both the house as a physical structure and the House as
an enduring social group. 26
The house and the human body are analogous by dint of their construction and by
virtue of their vulnerability to outside intrusion. Auspiciousness is, however, also achieved
by attention to the dangers of heat. While the baby needs to be held to the fire for its raw
qualities to be hardened or cooked, too much heat is dangerous. This awareness of the
dangers posed to the body by excessive heat is also exhibited when clearing the spot for a
house. Burning of weeds and underbrush should not occur on the spot where the house is to
be erected, only on the area surrounding it (bla). Also, the house is erected at dawn, before
the heat of the sun endangers it, in order to ‘catch the cool’ (wagfo mairing). Intrusion and
heat are thus two fundamental dangers, operative at all levels of society, that threaten both
the body and the house. 27 A third danger, which is as yet less obvious in relation to the
body, is the withdrawal from sociality for which quietness and darkness are indices. 28 A
quiet and dark house is not a good house, whereas a well visited, noisy and therefore well-lit
house is propitious. Guna re cahaya (The Use of Brightness) is the name of the magic
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carried out by the builder of a house when he makes the frame of the front door. This magic
ensures that people will always visit.29 Avoidance of unwelcome intrusion, excessive heat
and solitude thus ensures the auspiciousness of the house. All these are of primary concern
to the health of the body as well.

THE OUTRIGGER.
The outrigger is considered similar to a house in its construction. Thus tiu refers to the Vshaped space under the roof as well as to the space inside the hull of an outrigger.
The outrigger is like a house. If you know how to make an outrigger, you also know how to
make a house. The house has the same measurements as the planked boats such as the pelang
pakpäk or the pelang lataf?0

The ‘measurements’ that equate the house and the boat are the bodily dimensions that
demand attention to the joints. Planked boats are constructed by attaching one or two rows
of planks (sapi) onto the hollowed-out tree trunk that composes the lower hull in the case of
the pelang lataf. Alternatively the hull consists entirely of planks, such as in the pelang
pakpäk, considered both the fastest, lightest, and technically the most difficult outrigger to
make.31 The planks simultaneously raise the gunwale and extend the length of the keel,
making it bigger, lighter and more seaworthy than the normal hull of a dug-out canoe
(pelang ayu). The planks are joined together with dowels (loan), occasionally referred to as
‘tongues’ (papleor). It is the location of these dowels that has to be guarded carefully
because they should not pierce the joints of the boat.
Figure 5.9: The joints of the canoe

backbone

stem
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The main point to be avoided is the ‘backbone’, the exact centre between bow and stem,
measured with a piece of string folded once. The other joints of the hull are located halfway
to the backbone from the bow and stem, respectively, established by folding the string over
again. The string is folded repeatedly to chart - in the case of a pelang lataf I saw being
made - five joints on either side of the backbone, each halfway between the end of the boat
and the previous, more central ‘joint’. The number of joints may, however, be somewhat
idiosyncratic; the maker of the pelang lataf told me that other people have varying numbers
of joints in their boats. 32 Once the joints are marked, holes for the dowels are drilled
carefully off-set from them. The measuring of the joints has its own magical formulae
(bobeto), The same attention to joints which in divination secures faithful predictions of
hidden circumstances and future events here secures the auspiciousness of the boat. Unless
the joints are avoided (for which they have to be carefully measured), some disaster is sure
to befall the boat and whoever sails in it. Thus, it is not that the house and the boat differ
from the body by being asymmetrical, but rather that both presuppose an ideal body around
which they are built. To put dowels into the joints of the boat or to place the ridge-pole
exactly along the spine of the house would be as callous as to leave gaps in the joints of the
human body unprotected and even prying them open for outside forces to enter. 33 What in
all constructions should be avoided are gaps (pupüang) in the joints (see Chapter Four).
The corporeal aspects of the outrigger are also present in the concept arnngai, the term
used for the swift travel of the boat at night. The boat, people say, travels much faster at
night and long sea journeys are often started before dawn to take advantage of this. Part of
the reason for this swiftness is the steady winds from the land-side that predominate during
the night in the Bay of Buli. The term amngäi, however, also refers to the prowling of the
gua in search of its human victims. The double meaning thus plays on a conventional
identification between the human body and the outrigger canoe. Indeed, the human host of
the gua is its ‘canoe’ (pelang). The nocturnal swiftness of the canoe out at sea in this sense
mimics the prowling gua on land. This mimicry is also tacit mockery, because the gua is
considered harmless at sea. 34
ONE HOUSE AND ONE CANOE

The mimetic sympathy that exists in construction between the outrigger and the house is
further extended in a symbolic equivalence between the canoe and the House. Thus, ‘to be
of One House’ carries a denotation that is parallel to that of saying ‘we are from one canoe’
(pelang asa it). Being ‘of One House’ (ebai pusa) refers to a ritual and social group with
indeterminate boundaries held together by a combination of relations of obligation and ideal
bi-lineal tracing of ascent (but with a strong emphasis on the patriline). As the statement
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‘we are of One House’ is an emotive plea for co-operation and sharing, so the claim to be of
‘one canoe’ makes the same appeal for unity. The first time I heard this phrase was on one
of the more remote uninhabited islands off the coast of Buli in May 1992.
‘WE ARE ALL ONE BOAT’

I had followed my adoptive parents there with a few of their unmarried children to
fish and hunt turtles on the coral reefs off the island. We were accompanied by
the two elder brothers of my adoptive mother, Dora, each in their own outriggers
with their married children and their families, all intent on taking advantage of the
calm seas of the east monsoon season. Some six outriggers were pulled up on the
beach near the campsite, while another group of Buli people had set up camp
nearby. The reefs are rich in fish and even a few hours of speargun fishing almost
consistently bring good catches. We would go out just after sunrise and return
around noon, eating, resting and tending the fire over which the fish were being
smoked for the rest of the day. The men were returning from the reef one day,
and I happened to be the first to reach the shade of the campsite, where Dora and
the wife of her younger brother (tamäi), Naomi, were cooking sago anxious to
hear whether the catch had been good (meaning had we caught any turtles as both
of Dora’s brothers and their eldest sons were renowned turtle-hunters and did not
bother about coral fish). Dora had complained earlier in the morning that we were
too slow setting off (me in particular because I had ‘wasted time’ boiling water)
and had warned me that the fish would be gone by the time we got out there. So I
thought I would get back at her by lamenting how few fish there were and how we
had indeed caught ‘only a few’. Theatrically, I suggested that she would have to
go hungry till tomorrow. This was a ridiculous statement on the fish-rich islands
- and in fact we had caught a lot - but very plausible near the village where the
coral reefs are over-exploited. Naomi misunderstood me, however, thinking I was
giving a standard answer to a standard question and reproached me saying: ‘we
are one canoe, there is no need to hide’ (pelang asa it, mati mgogan na).

One is always asked about one’s harvest or catch of fish. To admit to having a lot (indeed
the question is always framed to suggest that one has a lot) entails an implicit obligation to
share a part of it. The standard answer is therefore to deny that one has a lot: ‘only a few,
not so many’ (faese be, lal pa). This answer is usually given to unrelated people, whereas
people of one House are obliged to share (and ideally they would therefore not have to ask,
being assured of a share if the catch was plentiful).

Naomi’s answer is therefore both

emotive and moral. Hiding food is in itself reprehensible. Between people of one House,
however, it is positively immoral. By reminding me that we are one canoe Naomi points
both to the siblingship between her husband and my ‘mother’ that links us into one
‘House/boat’ and to the fact that we inhabit one campsite and have hitherto shared
everything. It is therefore out of the question for us not to share (see Chapter Nine). Being
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of one House appeals to the same moral obligations as being of one canoe, although their
reference and contextual use differ slightly. Appeals to being of ‘One House’ tend to be
used in the village and refer partly to genealogical relations and relatively fixed affiliation,
whereas ‘one canoe’ is an ad hoc cooperative (and temporarily co-resident) unit (though
such units tend to be set up along House lines), used away from the village in the pursuit of
a common goal such as travelling or fishing.
CANOES IN RITUAL

A conventional association between the House and the canoe is also made in several ways in
the context of marriage. I mentioned above that the two ritual leaders representing the
man’s and woman’s side, respectively, are known as seseld. Sesela means ‘bow’ and each
side is conceptualised as a canoe. The ‘Bow’ is said to ‘bring the talk’ (nut mauting) for the
House concerned, represented by the uanll and the kerap. The uanll, who represents the
bride’s or the groom’s Trunk-House (the men ‘on the right’), is symbolically seated in the
middle of the canoe (pomül, literally inside), while the kerap representing the rest of the
House (ebai bangsä) is seated in the stem (hamule).35 These specific positions are said to
correspond to the positions and concomitant functions of the crew of the juanga war canoes.
Figure 5.10: The boat-like character of the marriage sides
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During sultanate rule, each recognised settlement under the Sangaji (local sultanate
ruler) of Maba had to provide a manned juanga. In the bow, the Kapita would stand guard
boldly, filled with the power of Ian Toa,36 and he was the first to go ashore to meet enemies
or greet strangers. The traditional appellation for this spearhead position is the Tobelo
phrase kaso ma yoma, translated for me as ‘the seeing eyes of the dog’ (fun ni mtao). Inside
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the canoe, the four representatives (uat) of the gelat, the four origin groups of traditional
Buli society, would be seated, each with an assigned function such as diviner (watim ta) or
manager of finances (uat oböb).37 At marriage, therefore, the two sides about to establish
marital relations are like two war canoes approaching each other.
The word gelat is probably a cognate of the Biak word keret (Teljeur n.d.). Keret,
known in Numfoor as er, is described by Kamma (1972:11) as ‘a preferably exogamous,
patrilineal kinship group’. Keret, however, also refers to the raised centre of big canoes of
the type used in raids (comparable to the juanga war canoes). It is this central part of the
war canoe that is the seat of the keret elders (eribo) during raids (ibid.); an arrangement that
closely resembles the assigned position of the four uat of the gelat in Buli.
PRESTATIONS AND CANOES

It is not only the marriage group that forms the symbolic equivalent of a canoe, but also the
exchanges made between these groups. The marriage prestations given by the two sides, the
kaimulo (bride price) given by the man’s side in particular, are thus also conceptualised as
forming an outrigger. During the marriage negotiations a host of prestations is given and
reciprocated (see Chapter Eight). The main prestation, however, is the kaimulo (bride price)
presented by the man’s side. It consists of three individual components, all of which are
later reciprocated separately by the bride’s side:
a) The kaimulo itself is a sum of money, consisting of two parts. Kaimulo hak which comes
ideally from the Trunk-House of the groom and nowadays amounts to about Rp.60,000 (A$
40). Although the groom’s father and his siblings are the main contributors, the groom’s
mother’s brothers also often contribute to the sum (although they, strictly speaking, are ebai
bangsä).

The second part of the bride price, kaimulo bangsä which is usually amounts to

Rp. 100,000, is not always actually paid in full. Part of it may remain ‘cold’ (mairing) and
only be paid if the man wishes to divorce the woman at a later stage. This sum comes from
a large number of people, such as the classificatory siblings of both parents, but ideally it is
restricted to members of the ebai bangsä. 38 The monetary sum must be accompanied by a
prestation called ‘The Four Things’ (gina pifät) (see Figure 5.11 [d]), consisting of four
pans. ‘The four things’ come from anyone among the actual or classificatory siblings of the
parents. It is with this prestation that the man’s side acquires the rights to the bride and her
children. Both the money and the pans are reciprocated with plates from the woman’s side.
b) Oyang safsafo, ‘that which wipes the tears’, is a prestation directly from the groom’s
mother to the mother of the bride to compensate for the loss of her daughter. It consists of a
pan (ulan) and is reciprocated from the woman’s side with plates (dodäi), a sarong (obat), a
silver comb (sisei) and silver hairpins (pugalebat).
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c) Kate ai re way a, ‘cutting wood and (fetching) water’ is a pan presented by the father of
the groom to the father of the bride. It, too, is reciprocated with plates, hairpins, a comb and
a shirt.
These prestations are offered to the woman’s side at an evening ceremony which is also
called kaimulo. The man’s side arrives in the late afternoon to the house of the woman and
immediately sits down to eat a meal cooked by the family of the bride. The ingredients for
this meal and for all the cakes and tea consumed during the three or four days of the entire
ceremony have earlier been obtained from the man’s side. When the members of the man’s
side have consumed the meal, representatives of the woman’s side take the chairs on the side
of the table closest to the house, while the main representatives of the man’s side face them
on the other side of the table. After polite talk and copious sharing of betel-nut and tobacco,
the ‘Bow’ (seselä) brings out the gifts that make up the kaimulo, placing them in a
prescribed order on the table (see Photograph 28).
Like the man’s side itself, the kaimulo prestations are seen to resemble a canoe. The
main prestation, the money that makes up the bride price itself, is placed in the middle. To
the right the ‘Bow’ places the pans that comprise the prestation ‘which wipes away the
tears’. This is the most important gift after the money itself, because the mother of the bride
is said to make the biggest sacrifice by parting with her daughter. In recognition of this, the
pans of the oyang safsafo are placed on the important right-hand side. The pans from the
father of the groom that compensate the father of the bride for the work (fetching firewood
and water) that his daughter performed in his house are less important, even dispensable, and
therefore placed on the less prestigious left-hand side of the kaimulo. While the kaimulo
itself represents the hull of the outrigger, the two other prestations to its sides represent the
floats. As on an outrigger canoe where booms (eri) attach the floats to the hull, the ‘hull’
and the ‘floats’ of the prestations of the kaimulo represent one single body of prestations.
Figure 5.11: The boat-like structure of marriage prestations
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The observation that the three components of the kaimulo form the symbolic outline of
an outrigger derived from a remark by Lingoro Feplun about the marriage between Taluku
and Ida. Ida’s paternal grandfather (FF) and Taluku’s paternal grandmother (FM) were true
siblings. This made Ida and Taluku classificatory siblings, and their marriage was therefore
technically incestuous because it contravened the rule of a woman having to ‘go out three
times’ before marriage with her female descendant is possible. Ida and Taluku, in other
words, belonged to the same House.
Despite their incestuous character, marriages like that of Ida and Taluku happen from
time to time and are known as mano ntu, mapino ntufasao (the child of the man marries the
child of the woman) or fasao ebai lolö (to marry inside the House).39 In such cases, the
oldest living member of the woman’s family that links the two, in this instance another
sibling of Ida’s FF, must be paid a sum of money ‘to tear the rope’ that connects them
(faorit wala ca).40 Furthermore, the full kaimulo is not paid in such marriages, since it
occurs within one House.
Figure 5.12

Both oyang safsafo and kate ai re waya are absent and usually the man’s side will
present the kaimulo and say:
Taie myaling(e)
pare myei(e) to.

This has drifted off,
it has already disappeared.

With this they indicate that they do not expect the kaimulo to be reciprocated. It was in
commenting upon the absence of the two sets of pans ‘that wipe the tears’ and that
compensate for ‘cutting firewood and fetching water’ that Lingoro said:
Taie pake eri re bara pa.

This [prestation] does not use booms and floats.

By letting their daughter marry a classificatory brother, Ida’s parents were, after all, not
losing her to another House and the marriage was not truly two Houses/boats confronting
each other. It was therefore unnecessary for all the prestations to be made and in their
absence the kaimulo lost its customary ‘outrigger’ shape (see Figure 5.11).
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THE MEDICINAL TREE.
The medicinal tree is like a person upside-down (laisä smat ta nmakacual). By ‘medicinal
tree’ I mean any tree whose parts might be used for medicine or magic, including protective
or fighting magic. Medicine and types of magic are all generically referred to as lalao. Part
of the reason for the equivalence between trees and humans is the semantic similarities
between terms for body parts and terms for the components of even ordinary trees (ai). Wa
means ‘root’, while wao means ‘neck’.

Magal means ‘tree branch’, maglo means

‘shoulder’. In both cases, the suffix -o indicates a bodily existence, and it is also present in
most names of body parts such as papleo (tongue), boboko (head), kakamo (arm),fico (leg)
or sasuno (elbow).41 But the -o suffix is also a genitive, so that sasuno[r] (-r being a 1st
person plural possessive) may mean ‘the comer of [us humans]’, maglo[r] ‘the branch of
[humans] ’, and wao[r] ‘the root of [us humans].
It is therefore not simply that the body is the prototype for the world, but that the world
also intrudes into the body as suggested metaphorically by the terms for its parts. The body
is thus an integrated composite of outside objects like comers, branches and roots.
Leenhardt calls this relation which sees the body as invaded by the world rather than
projected onto it cosmomorphic (Leenhardt 1979:20).42 In Buli, the body is in danger of
invasion from the outside, but the body is also the measure by which the social world is
constructed felicitously. The relation between the world and the body is simultaneously
anthropomorphic and cosmomorphic. The entanglement of the body in the world and vice
versa does not mean that they are not distinct, as Leenhardt would claim. On the contrary, it
is their distinctness that makes metaphorical similarities significant.

Wao (neck) is

originally an arboreal borrowing from wa (root), but conversely, magical roots are called
aiwao (the neck of the tree) as opposed to normal roots (ai ni wa). Thus, the human neck
Cwao[r]) possibly originates in an arboreal metaphor.

But then some trees of special

significance are humanised when their roots become like a human neck.

By the same

metaphorical logic, bark scraped from the place where the branch (magal) meets the trunk of
certain trees relieves pain in the shoulder (maglo).

The branch (magal) metaphorically

becomes the shoulder (maglo) of the medicinal tree.
Arboreal metaphors inform the human body, but bodily metaphors distinguish the
medicinal tree from ordinary trees, making it medicinally potent. In everyday speech, bark
from a tree is known as ai gico (gico incidentally also means ‘skin’, ‘peel’ or ‘fur’). The
bark of medicinal tree, however, is referred to as ai lapo. Lapo means not only ‘side or
edge’, but also ‘body’ and it is in the latter sense that it is used here. The medicinal tree
constitutes a body because, unlike other trees, it is vitally linked to the preservation of the
body.43 Aiwao, the main fighting magic of a man is called his ‘backbone’ and is worn in the

Photograph 13: The dowels of the boat must be carefully off-set from the ‘joints’
(Moro Apang building a pelang lataf)

Photograph 14: Keeping the baby close to the fire (Eni Barabakem with her newborn child)
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saöpat waist string or digested and disgorged at death. Aiwao and ai lapo are also the main
ingredients necessary to affect a cure of gua or sorcery (payao) attack.

CONCLUSION
The chapters of this section have sought to examine the ways in which the body engages the
world in Buli. In Chapter Four, I analysed the attention to corporeality in birth, work, and
sickness, arguing that the body is an ambivalent metaphor which contains an inherent
felicity as well as fragility. In this chapter, I claimed that similar images of the body are
reflected in important objects of the social world, and that their corporeality is critical to the
way these objects, notably the house and the outrigger, function as auspicious metaphors in
social organisation and rituals.
Although auspiciousness is to some extent inscribed on the body and the corporeal
objects of the social world by virtue of their dimensions and structure, the vulnerability of
joints, orifices, and their structural equivalents in the social world means that auspiciousness
is not guaranteed by the structure of bodies and things. It is rather a quality which, albeit
inherent, is under constant siege by outside dangers and therefore in need of protection.
Three classes of beings afford the human world with spiritual protection of this kind: the
ancestor spirits (smengit), the animal protective spirits of the fam (suang) and the Buli
culture hero Ian Toa. These spirit agents are the subject of the next section.
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ENDNOTES
I define social discord widely as pertaining to failed relationships between humans as well as
between humans and spirit beings such as ancestors or protective spirits. All are equally
agents in the world. In Chapters Six and Seven I describe how disharmony between humans
and the animal guardian spirits (suang), ancestors (smengit) or Ian Toa may also cause
sickness.
Much the same is true about matters pertaining to adat, so that most symbolic representations
(whether in ritual, mythical or architectural form) emanate from a male idealisation of the
world in general and gender relations in particular.
Although the opposition and fusion of the categories of male and female occur in objects
created by men, this should therefore not be taken to mean that the use of gender metaphors
in these contexts directly reflects a gender inequality in social life. As Hoskins argues:
the importance that the symbolic opposition of male and female assumes in Eastern
Indonesia as a conceptual tool allows gender concepts to serve as a ‘way of thinking’
about a variety of relationships that are not directly structured by gender. Gender can
operate as a metaphor precisely because it is not the clearly dominant structure of
inequality, and the idealized interdependence of male and female can be diffused over a
number of contexts where images of mutuality are needed (1990:305).
Of course, so much imagination is not necessary. As Lefebvre himself points out, English
still has several units of measurement derived from the body: fathom, feet, etc.
This is a tabulation of measurements of length only. I have not included measurements of
weight and volume.
Similarly, the rope used in the sling trap (sisira) needs to be a specific length. It should be:
lofsd, tan bahnga re asta bahnga, that is, one lof (lof is the length between the fingertips of
the outstretched arms), one tan (tan is the length between the mouth and the fingertips of an
outstretched arm), and one asta (asta is the length from the elbow to the fingertips). The
precise length of the rope is essential for its efficacy. If the rope is too long it will be too
slack and the pig will be able to reach the rope and bite through it. If the rope is too short,
the kinetic force of the branch as it straightens will tear through the cross branch that holds
the rope down. Once this cross-bar is gone, nothing prevents the pig from reaching the rope
and it will be able to free itself as well. The metaphorical power that secures the efficacy of
the trap lies in the measurement called tan, the length from the mouth to the finger tips of a
hand. Tan is derived from the root an, ‘food’ or ‘to eat’, and in this form means ‘we(incl)
eat’. The metaphor is obvious, since one holds the rope (or whatever else is measured for
tan) between the teeth. Tan is in this context the distance from the looped end of the rope to
where one ties the little piece of wood that functions as a trigger. The distance confers the
metaphor of eating onto the length of the rope and makes it auspicious: it ensures that the
trap will ‘eat’, and by extension also the owner of the trap. On the other hand, the correct
length prevents the pig from eating the rope.
This type of sorcery is generally referred to as smat(e) ni (from [other] people) or smat fable
(people play [games]), the latter also being used for sorcery against people.
Once during my fieldwork, a large snake had been killed on the edge of the forest after it had
attacked and eaten a hunting dog. A ritual leader divined that the disappearance of the dog
was due to a snake and a search party was established which eventually found and killed the
snake. Even before the dead snake, the remnants of the dog still in its belly, had been
dragged to the village to be proudly displayed, its tail and tongue had been cut off to be used
in protective garden magic.
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The influence of Dutch house forms and the adoption of European building styles - a process
which was institutionalised with the establishment of a carpenter school in Tobelo by the
U.Z.V. around 1910 (VHA 1912[15 June]) - and materials (such as cement and corrugated
iron) has meant a shift away from traditional house types. The traditional houses on stilts
(iebai mlanga) are now used only in the gardens. All houses in the village (ebai tu) are built
on the ground, some of them with cemented walls and a corrugated iron roof, others with
traditional materials such as sago branches and a thatched roof of sago leaves. In both house
types, however, close attention to the corporeal aspects of the house is still considered of the
utmost importance.
The ifif that protected my house were small packets of ginger and a magical root (aiwao)
wrapped in red cloth (kasuba) and placed above the two doors. The guardian spirit (smato)
of the ifif was the squirrel-fish, a small red coral fish called gora, which henceforth I was not
supposed to eat. The gora has very large eyes, but itself is hard to find as it hides inside coral
rocks. These two characteristics combine to make the house invisible to any prowling gua.
The squirrel-fish was also mentioned in the myth of Tawaigil, as the fish which Tawaigil had
to swallow, tail first, to become a proper gua.
Although this orientation towards the sea (and away from the land) may be interpreted
structurally as being connected with other metaphors of gender (male and female domains of
the world and male and female spaces of the house) and space, such as inside and outside
(see Teljeur 1990:67; Platenkamp 1990:20), I think the emphasis of this orientation is also
one of auspiciousness. Even in the village, people are reluctant to build houses on the
seaside of a street that runs parallel to the coast (because they would face directly onto the
gardens and forest) until they are sheltered from the land by houses on the opposite side of
the street (which then face seaward). These considerations do not seem as important when
the house faces ‘up’, ‘down’, ‘to the outside’, or ‘over there’. As Cunningham puts it, people
‘do not build houses intending to express abstract notions. They build homes’ (1964:34). In
Buli, to have the house facing seaward means that you catch the cool breeze and you are not
so foolhardy as to invite setan into your home. Symbolic coherence between male and
female spaces of the house and worldly orientation is best served when this is the case, but
does not break down if it is not: if your house faces upwards, that is not a big problem; the
kitchen is still female space because this is where female activities occur, even if it is not
toward the land. Rigid symbolic formalism, by equating endless rows of oppositions whose
contextual differences are being downplayed as secondary, embroils itself in contradictions
which it tries to put down to transformations or contradictions in the indigenous symbolic
logic (Ellen 1986:25). But these contradictions are analytically constructed in a formalistic
will to order. Even if in Buli the kitchen is female and is on the landside, this is not because
the land is always a female domain. It is so only in relation to the raids and exploits of male
warriors. In the construction of houses and in everyday life, however, the landside is a
domain of dangers that are definitely not female. Although I am not denying the value of
structural analysis, the point I am making is that structural thinking often falls into the trap of
seeing the raison d'etre of symbols as simply being that they are ‘good to think’. While not
wanting to invalidate the analysis of symbols of order, I maintain that an important level of
social life is missed in this type of analysis: namely, the constant attention in everyday life in
Halmahera to dangers that threaten order. My experience of Buli is one of people occupied
not with casuistry and epistemological reflection. Rather they are concerned with the prosaic
facts of life. Turning one’s house inland is avoided not because it reverses symbolic space
(after all, inversions of symbolic orders are a necessary part of their dynamic), but because it
would be to one’s own detriment to do so. I agree that analysis should attempt to explain the
logic that motivates order and auspiciousness. Just as important, however, is to understand
‘the dark sides of life’ that exist hand in hand with attention to the maintenance of order.
In village houses, because they are constructed with the li kolano sitting on the cross beams
and not on the ground/floor level, the Sultan post cannot be this required length but must be
Chapter Five

shorter. The length, therefore, had to be reinterpreted to fit new conditions and is now that of
a standing person. The length is, however, still referred to as osal bahnga re totolang bahnga
(standing plus squatting height). When I inquired into this, I was told it was still the same,
and Wadaka, who showed me, first squatted holding his hand to his crown to indicate the
height, then stood up letting his hand follow the rising height of his head to a standing
position. A standing position thus still contains a squatting position within it and the
auspiciousness of the measure retained!
In Tobelo, this is also an important rule. Platenkamp sees this as an indication that what he
calls ‘the homology between the body and the house’ is broken at this point: whereas the
human body is symmetrical, the house should not be (Platenkamp 1988:55). It seems to me
that it is because the points of weakness (joints and backbone) of the body and the house are
ontologically identical that in neither context should these points be violated. As we shall see
in relation to the joints of the canoe, to hit the joints during construction is to invite disaster.
Thus the house is describing a body, and should therefore be framed around the joints and
backbone to avoid breaching their vulnerability. This ontological identity does not
necessarily entail total equivalence. Rather, identity is established through a focus on
selected similarities as well as the interplay between the structural parts and the corporeal
elements they enclose.
Whether one chooses to have a ‘male’ or a ‘female’ house is a matter of personal preference
and seems to be of little importance in practice. The emphasis is rather on the importance of
the association between male and right, on the one hand, and female and left, on the other.
As Dumont points out in his critique of Needham (1973) and Hertz (1960), the relationship
between left and right derives its significance from the fact the body provides the
encompassing context for their differentiation (Dumont 1986:228). Left and right are
therefore fundamental corporeal metaphors. It is because of the appeal of the body as a
metaphor of totality that left and right are so well-suited to express elementary cultural
oppositions, such as that between maleness and femaleness, once they are imbued with social
values. In Buli, the association between right and male, left and female recurs in many
contexts, most notably in marriage rituals. Similarly the main fighting magic, man de wela,
literally means ‘man and right’.
In a number of cases two fam regard their respective founders as related - either as brothers or
as brothers-in-law. Such fam regard each other as ‘brother fam' (fam fatenöu) and their
members cannot intermarry.
The use of the classifier pu- in the expression ebai pusa it is significant, because the normal
numeral classifier used in regard to houses as physical structures is ai-sa (or alternatively isa) (e.g., Maan 1940:42). Pu- (in its plural form pi-) is used as classifier for most objects,
including villages and other settlements, day and night as well as money. Nowadays, the
correct use of classifiers is not strictly followed and pu-lpi- is used for most things such as
houses or canoes, even if the correct form would be (ebai) aisd in the case of the house and
(pelang) asa in the case of the outrigger. Literally, pu means ‘the lower stem of a tree trunk’
or the bottom part of tall objects, e.g ‘the foot of a mountain’ (lolas(e) pu) or ‘the lower part
of the sky’ (i.e., the horizon, langit(e) pu). It is an Austronesian cognate which is used to
denote a common origin in many Indonesian languages (see Fox 1988c).
The limits of the House vary between generations and may, in this sense, be seen as an ego
centric group similar to the ‘personal kindred’ described by Freeman (1970:67). Cf. Visser
(1989:101). Apart from a few Houses mentioned in myth (see Chapter Seven), which came
to form the four origin groups or gelat, Houses are not named in Buli.
The difference is borne out, to some extent, in the kinship terminology where father’s brother
is called ‘father’, whereas both mother’s brother and father’s sister’s husband are addressed
as ‘uncle’ (see Appendix D).
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It is this broad definition of relatedness that the kinship terminology supports. ‘Father’ (hma)
refers also to father’s brother, while ‘mother’ includes mother’s sister. The terms for siblings
(teno/ramai) incorporate all first and second cousins on both parent’s sides (see Appendix D).
Since ebai pusa suggests a derivation from a common root or trunk, I translate ebai pusa as
‘Trunk-House’ when I talk about the patri-lineage. As such, this term is distinguished both
from ebai aisa which refers to a house as a physical structure and from the House (ebai pusa)
which encompasses both the patri-lineage (ebai pusa) and the ebai bangsä.
This notion of a (male) core or trunk that remains part of the group and a (female) peripheral
sphere (fruit) that leaves in marriage has also been observed in Tobelo (Platenkamp 1988:62).
In Buli the metaphor used is corporeal (right/left) rather than arboreal (trunk/fruit).
Ironically, it is therefore quite likely that a ‘traditional marriage’ will not be recognised as
such.
A striking measurement of auspiciousness is attached to the female cross-beams. The short
female cross-beams are measured by the width of the feet (tapak) of the owner/builder, each
foot counted alternately: ‘bala (‘commoner’) ... olodn (village leader) ... bala' ...ztc. The
beam should be an even number of tapak, so that one ends with the enunciation olodn. This
ensures that the children of the house (that originate from the mother, hence the female cross
beams) become important people. In the long run the household, too, will become an
important, title-holding House, ‘a House of repute’ (ebai ngasan).
When I inquired into this, people responded without much interest that this was just how it
was: the house had a chest both to the front and the back. The fact that the house was like a
body seemed to be important, the logic of its specifics did not. One might wonder whether
this double upper body has to do with the idea of intrusion: the house faces both ways in
anticipation of any unwanted approach. The corporeal structure in itself assures the
auspiciousness of the house and no complete identity is necessary. It might even be counter
productive. An informant of Teljeur’s in Gimän provides an additional reason: ‘The house
has no tail/backside, because we, after all, are not animals’ (1990:81). Perhaps the double
chest of the house is an emphasis of the human proportions of the house.
The same analogy between house and bird is seen in the fola jawa ritual shrine of Ian Toa
where the ridge pole is carved in the shape of the hombill bird, the roof representing its
wings.
While the roof conceived as a brooding hen is auspicious, it is said that the wooden roof
structure should not be made of iron wood or other heavy tree species because it would
‘crush’ the inhabitants.
It is to avoid the dangers of excessive heat that most planting occurs in the late afternoon
when the sun is no longer considered hot.
See Chapter Nine on the dangers of solitude.
A well-visited house, which to people in Buli is a blessing, I often experienced as something
of a curse. Not only did the constant flow of guests make it hard to have any space and time
to myself and my writing, it also restricted me from seeing and talking to the people I chose,
confined as I was to my guests. Visiting in Buli, furthermore, might include talking (initially
anyway) but not necessarily. After accepting the obligatory betel-nut, cigarette or cup of tea,
a visitor may also simply be sitting around and dozing off or lying down for a proper nap, if
the host is not able to come up with an interesting topic for conversation. Even after I learnt
to use the opportunity to ask questions, learn Buli or simply relax and have a nap, too, it felt
a burden at times, and most mornings consisted in my hurriedly finishing breakfast and note
writing in order to be out before the first guests dropped by. On reflection, the constant flow
of visitors was no doubt a concerted response to my living alone - an outrage in Buli terms.
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People were merely trying to minimise the already inordinately long periods of time I spent
alone by providing me and my house with company. To open oneself willingly to the
dangers of attack by gua through living alone was an outrage that only a stupid Westerner
would perpetrate, and though reluctantly accepted, it was a much-discussed outrage
nonetheless. At least the risk was lessened through the periods during which I had company and my adoptive father made sure he visited me twice a day and instructed others of the
family to visit me as well.
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Quote from Hokman Batawi: ‘Pelang laisä ebai i. Isa nto pei pelang, in to pei ebai bend.
Ebai ni ngisngis na laisä pelang pakpak pare pelang la ta f.
See Horridge (1978) on planked boats of the Moluccas.
The specifics of how these eleven joints are mapped on to the human body did not seem to
interest the maker, and I shall not speculate on its apparent incongruity. The important thing
seems to be the symbolism of avoiding joints, not its metaphorical elaborations. There is
here a striking parallel to the house or the garden. In the structure of the house, for instance,
certain highlighted bodily characteristics are important However, they are not, when taken
together, a faithful replication of the human body. In some cases, this incongruity is even
essential, as in the two upper bodies of the house, because structural weaknesses of the
human body are avoided.
On the analogy between the human body and the boat see also Barraud (1979:89), (1990).
Compare Tambiah’s (1983) analysis of flying canoes and flying witches in the Trobriands.
Here in the Massim, witches are usually female and attack at sea. In Tambiah’s view
Trobriand witches make a mockery of the mythically-derived, but perpetually unsuccessful,
male magic which is said to make canoes fly. The female witches’ ability to fly is a remnant
of the mythical male ability to make canoes fly, now lost forever(1983:192).
They are not actually seated like this, but rather, as I explained above, right and left,
respectively. Nevertheless, they are conceptualised as representing a boat in this seating
formation.
Kapita is one of the still existing traditional titles. The Kapita is in charge of Ian Toa rituals,
and ideally it is he who becomes possessed by Ian Toa. He is also the leader in war and for
this purpose keeps the magical roots (aiwao) of Ian Toa.
The specifics of who was assigned what function within the boat are unclear even to ritual
experts. They are nonetheless adamant about the structural similarities between House and
juanga.
In one instance I observed, the sum was gathered among 39 different households in the
village.
A sarcastic rhyme indicates the attitude to these marriages: ramai mamul, ‘Cross-sex sibling,
come on inside!’. Some people claim that it was retribution from Ian Toa for this kind of
conduct that the village was experiencing in the inordinately high frequency of deaths in
recent times.
A more formal way of abolishing the family relationship between two people is to say a spell
over a large plate (farang) filled with water. The water is then dripped onto the two people
while an oath is spoken to sever the relationship between them. In former times, this
ceremony was also performed if a person from a family of nobles (ngasan) wanted to marry a
commoner (bald) or a slave (koro). In this case, the oath was performed for the low-status
person and ran as follows:
Saro, saro, saro
Finished, Finished, Finished
Mulain mali wol pusa taie lall,
Starting from today onwards,
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you become a proper person.

Words with this suffix are followed by an enclitic known in linguistic parlance as an
‘inalienable possessive’ to express a genitival form (see A Note on Orthography). This
enclitic follows a recurrent Austronesian pattern. ‘My head’ is, for instance, boboko-k, while
‘your head’ is boboko-m. In Buli inalienable possessives are only used with body parts except those that may indeed be alienated: hair, body hair or nails - and it may therefore be
taken as an expression of a general corporeal ontology. Interestingly, the only other context
where an inalienable possessive may be used is in connection with certain consanguineal
kinship terms: father (hma), mother (hnye), same sex sibling {tend), opposite sex sibling
(,rama), grandparent or grandchild (bu), child (ntu), or child of opposite sex sibling (fand) as
well as in connection with the term ohmo, meaning parent-in-law (see Appendix D). It is
perhaps understandable that one’s consanguines should be considered to be similarly
inalienable to each other as the parts of one’s body are inseparable. It is, however,
noteworthy that parents-in-law are also phonologically part of this corporeally conceived
complex of terms. It is the only affine amongst this otherwise consanguineous group of
‘inalienable’ relatives.
Leenhardt’s Levi-Brühl-inspired theory led him to claim that this means Melanesians are
unaware of their bodies as belonging to them. Instead, the body is completely involved in the
‘sociomythic domain’ that surrounds it on all sides (1979:154). Only with the advent of
Christianity and the rational world view of the West could a conception of the body as part of
an individual, acting as such, occur (ibid.: 164). Leenhardt’s monograph is the first of its kind
to focus on non-Westem conceptions of the body and I take his point that to understand other
cultural notions of the body one has to start with language and myth. I disagree, however,
with the ethnocentric implications of his analysis of otherness as total difference.
Leenhardt’s insistence that myth veils reality (which has to be consistent with a Christian,
rational logic to be ‘true’), that metaphor is either total identity or difference, and that
language reflects thought processes directly in an unproblematic fashion, means that cultural
difference becomes intellectual otherness characterised by a lack attributed to the
Melanesian. Instances of this are what Leenhardt sees as a lack on the part of the Melanesian
of a perception of depth, conceptions of the body, of the individual and of time.
While in Buli the relation between the bark of the tree trunk and the human body is only
evident in the medicinal tree, it is interesting that in Tobelo o roe he means both trunk and
human body (Platenkamp 1988:62).
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PART THREE

SPIRITS, MYTHICAL HEROES AND
POLITICAL RULERS
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CHAPTER SIX

ANCESTORS AND GUARDIAN SPIRITS

Protective spirits (suang) and ancestors (smengit) stand as moral antipodes to the gua. It is
said that the gua would be a constant and overwhelming threat to people if it was not for the
protection offered by the smengit and suang. 1

Nevertheless, the gua shares some

characteristics with the smengit and the suang. This chapter looks at this complex of strong
moral opposition and shared characteristics between the gua and the ancestors and the
protective spirits.
Despite their normal moral opposition, the gua and the ancestral and protective spirits
are not always morally differentiated. Wrongful behaviour by the living will often result in
sickness which is due to the anger of the smengit or suang. The ancestors and the totemic
protective spirits are, along with the apical mythical hero, Ian Toa, regarded as the
custodians of proper conduct and good social relations as stipulated by adat. 2 Once the
relationship to the spirits and ancestors has been disturbed by neglect, disregard of food
prohibition or breaches of adat such as incest or adultery, they are likely to vent their anger
against the living by ‘hitting’ \hzm(smengit pare suang ca pun it). This is manifested in
sickness. Sometimes the anger of the smengit or suang is such that they even ‘order’ the
gua (afcule gua ca) to attack. Otherwise they may simply step aside and stop protecting
(tiban literally ‘obscuring, standing in the way of’) the living. The young daughter of Sofi
Salasa died (see ‘The case of Soft’s daughter’, Chapter Four) because her great-grandmother
(MFM), angry and disgusted by the improprieties during her burial ceremony, gave up
protecting the family. A female gua immediately took advantage of this lack of protection. 3
Indeed, in most cases only when the smengit or suang step aside in anger over some breach
of proper conduct on the part of the living is the gua able to attack. It does so not as a direct
agent of the ancestors or the totemic spirits, but in an opportunistic manner. The gua, it is
said, ‘receives’ its victims as a result of wrong-doing or social conflict, but it is not regarded
as punishing wrong-doing. Its attacks are neither inevitable nor predictable.

THE ANCESTOR SPIRITS: SMENGIT
The smengit make up a relatively small group of remembered ancestors of a Trunk-House
(ebai pusa), to whom genealogical connections can still be traced. They may properly be
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glossed ‘ancestor spirits’ and are, as individualised spirits, distinct from the anonymous and
amorphous group of (mostly forgotten) ancestors referred to as wos(e) re tabäu4

The

smengit are almost always parents or older siblings of the eldest living member of a TrunkHouse and only rarely are they the grandparents of such a member. Indeed, many people
have to think hard to remember their dead grandparents, if their own parents are already
deceased.

I only heard of one instance where a great grandparent (wos) was still

remembered as a smengit. Smengit are the spirits of dead relatives of which the TrunkHouse (via its oldest members) has a ‘living memory’, so to speak.
FROM GURUMIN TO SMENGIT AND MUMING.

Burial ceremonies in Waiflf today are mainly conducted according to Christian liturgy, yet
some practices during the ceremony that precedes and follows the actual interment derive
from pre-Christian tradition. These practices along with hints in the literature from the
colonial era suggest that the burial is, in effect, the transformation of the gurumin of the
deceased into a smengit.5 The clearest indication of an identity between gurumin and
smengit is given if we look at the conceptions related to sleep.
On the first night of the wake before the body is buried, there is a prohibition on all
close relatives against sleeping. It is considered dangerous to sleep during this period and
even people unrelated to the dead take care to wake up all the members of their House to
light their oil-lamps for at least an hour or so. This prohibition against sleeping is especially
strong for the children of the deceased who should stay up the whole night. The prohibition
rests on a conventional equivalence between sleep and death.

An instance of this

equivalence is provided by the injunction against extending beyond sunset the afternoon nap
which most people take if they are not working on that particular day. To sleep as it is
getting dark without waking up to light the lamps leads the forest spirits {setan na) to
believe that the sleeping figure is dead when they come to investigate the dark house. It is
also prohibited (momoan) to dress, undress, wash or treat the wounds of a sleeping person
because this is reminiscent of the burial preparations of a corpse.
During the first night of the funeral ceremony, there is a conventional assumption that
the deceased is, in fact, ‘only asleep’. The deceased is regularly enticed with the words:
‘wake up, people here are drinking palm wine’, or implored to participate in other activities
such as going fishing, beating sago, or dancing the ronggeng. In the Christianised funerals
nowadays people do not dance, but formerly this was very much part of the ceremony.
Women would do the ronggeng dance with long scarfs and men would do, I was told, a
hilarious version of the male cakalele, much to the delight of the bystanders. 6 The dance
was performed with a dancing shield (gaileu) and with a rattle (mimer gugo) fashioned out
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of a dried, rolled-up leaf of the mimer palm (Corypha Gebanga). The leaf is placed inside a
dried, split length of a sago branch to make a brittle noise when it is shaken. The rattle is a
comical replacement of the bush knife which is usually used for the cakelele. The aim was
not only to get the people watching to laugh, but also the deceased. Kayat-ieMing and
riddles (cagulu) complement dancing to keep the atmosphere light through the night and
help to keep both sleepiness and sorrow at bay.7
More importantly, however, the death marks the beginning of the reign of the malafa
(the classificatory daughters-in-law of the deceased) and, to a lesser extent, the manäi
(classificatory sons-in-law). It is obedience to these in-laws, as much as ritual gaiety, that
characterises the burial ceremony. All the malafa and manäi of the deceased have to be
present before the body can be buried. I was told that in former times, when this rule was
strictly followed, it often meant delays of two or three days until all the in-laws had arrived
from distant villages. The malafa can even threaten to postpone the burial of the corpse, if
members of the fam of the deceased - especially the classificatory children, the spouse or
the siblings - refuse one of their demands. Another technique available to the malafa is to
capture a water snake (copogil) and threaten to release it in the house, if the demanded goods
- such as betel nuts, cigarettes, palm wine, fish, candy, combs, and mirrors - are not
procured quickly enough or if one of the blood-relatives of the deceased accidentally falls
asleep. The threat concerning the snake is the most talked-about and most common one,
because withholding the body for burial is a very serious proposition. If the corpse is not
buried, its smell will attract gua and other dangerous spirits, and this threatens the
transformation of the gurumin of the deceased into a smengit.
We saw above how sleep and death are considered to entail a dangerous equivalence.
The main characteristic of sleep is that the gurumin travels through the world while a person
is asleep and it is the experiences of the gurumin that manifest themselves as dreams
0mahngel). It is, I argue, the roaming of the gurumin that poses a threat to the sleeping
person after any recent death. After death, the gurumin of the deceased roams, too, and the
danger is that the gurumin of the sleeping person will join that of the deceased on its way to
sorogä.
In the period between the day after death to the moment of burial, the gurumin of the
deceased transforms into an ancestral spirit or smengit.

The analysis of two practices,

known as aslako and fatnawe smengit ca, respectively, suggest this interpretation. Mann
(1940:6) translates aslako as ‘to spread ashes’. It refers to the former practice of spreading
ashes after the procession that takes the corpse to the grave. Its purpose is ‘to ease the
passage of the shadow (gurumin) of the dead’.8 The spreading of ashes is no longer
practised, but its purpose was to prevent the separation of the gurumin from the corpse.9
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Once the body is in the grave another practice called fatnawe smengit ca, ‘to order the
smengit', suggests that a transformation has taken place: for the first time the deceased is
referred to as smengit. Until this time, the deceased has been talked about as matmat ca (the
dead one), because it is highly improper to mention the name of someone who has recently
died. ‘To order the smengit' is carried out by a male member of the Trunk-House of the
dead, usually the uanli (the eldest ritual representative), who by the grave side or inside the
open grave orders the smengit to revenge itself upon the person who caused the death. 10
The suggestion that the final journey from the house into the grave changes the
gurumin into a smengit fits with my observations that the period from the time when the
coffin lid is nailed down until the coffin is lowered into the grave is marked by what is
perhaps a climax in mourning. It is with this passage that death, hitherto treated as uncertain
in the ritual, becomes unequivocal. 11 A particular sorcery case illustrates the relation of the
gurumin to death.
THE CASE OF THE MUTE PATIENT

I happened to visit Banus (a renowned healer, mahalalao, who lives permanently
in one of the garden villages north of Buli) at a time when he had a patient staying
with him seeking a cure against payao, a type of sorcery. 12 The patient was a man
from Maba in his late twenties. A few weeks earlier, he had fallen into a stupor
and for several days had been unable to speak, sleep, drink, eat or defecate.
Gradually, he had resumed eating and sleeping and he had started to walk around,
but he remained completely mute and could communicate only by sign language
when I met him. Using a diagnostic method known as fabasma, in which the
healer is able to ‘feel’ (basam) the cause of the ailment by holding his or her hand
on the afflicted area, Banus had revealed that somebody had ‘thrown the gurumin
[of the patient] into the grave’ (topa gurumin ca mali piling ca lolo). The patient
was due to go to Temate to take the test for S.K. (Tetter of work’, necessary to
obtain state employment) for his teacher’s degree that month, as he had finished
his education in Tobelo as a sports teacher at SMP level (grade six to nine) the
year before. The father of the patient gave as the reason for the sorcery attack
envy of the fact that his son was so close to achieving government employment
and thus obtaining a much sought-after position as civil servant. Yet nobody was
identified as being responsible for the attack. Over the weeks, the patient began
to regain the ability to speak, but not in time for him to participate in the test.

Gearly the absence of the power to eat, sleep, speak or defecate places the victim in a
condition akin to death, unable to carry out the activities that characterise the living.
However, what is important in this connection is that by throwing the gurumin into the
grave the agent of sorcery has emulated the procedure of burial which involves an easing of
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the passage of the gurumin into the grave with the corpse. Through this sorcery technique,
the victim had in effect become a corpse.
If the passage of the gurumin into the grave is not effected, the smengit cannot be
formed. Muming is the spirit of a dead person who suffered a violent death and whose body
was never found and buried. The muming are usually loosely associated with the sites where
their deaths occurred. These sites are often characterised as ominously quiet (mlilei) due to
an absence of normal forest sounds. You become a muming, I was told, if your blood is
spilt in a forsaken spot, such as when the body is dumped or hidden after the killing. The
usual way this happens, people contended, is if one is killed by Tobelo forest dwellers
(Kapat). The spirit will initially haunt the site in a wailing and screaming form, referred to
as darari, and then eventually be transformed into a muming. Muming cause people to have
accidents when they are in the forest or they may make chopping or whispering noises to
frighten and confuse.13
It seems to be the twin elements of the spilling of blood and the absence of burial,
rather than the violence of a ‘bad death’ that makes the muming, although killing by forest
dwellers is invariably the first example given. However, people still remember how in 1982
three men died on the island of Mei when an unexploded bomb from the Second World War,
which they had found on Morotai and transported to Buli to disassemble and use for
dynamite fishing, suddenly exploded. ‘There was nothing left of them,’ Lingoro Feplun told
me, ‘only blood all over,’ so they were never buried. The darari spirits could be heard
wailing on the exact spot of the accident on the beach for about a year afterwards. Since
then they have become silent, but they remain obnoxious muming. If a person dies a violent
death within the village or is killed by a gua or sorcery, the gurumin will still become a
smengit as long as the body is buried.14
Of the two contributing factors, it therefore seems to be the absence of burial that
primarily prevents the transformation of the gurumin into a smengit. The best indication
that this is indeed the case is that the muming is also known by the Tobelo term gurumin ma
dorou or in Buli gurumin maydi, ‘bad gurumin'. Ma dorou, it is interesting to note, means
‘rotten’ as well as ‘bad’ (Platenkamp 1988:157).15 Whereas the danger of the muming is
indicated by their rotten smell (gurumin ma dorou), the smengit are ‘good gurumin' and
unmarked by any smell. Burial in Buli is thus concerned with the regulated decomposition
of the corpse within the grave, as opposed to the uncontainable rot of the corpse disposed of
in the forest.16 The dangers of decomposition associated with the raw state of the newborn
child are reversed once the person dies and decomposition and smell again become an acute
problem. The putrid smell of the corpse attracts the gua and other spirits to such an extent
that people mostly refrain from going out even on short errands during the wake.
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Convention also has it that on the third night the gua open the grave to eat from and molest
the body.
Data on traditional burial practices in North Halmahera shed an interesting light on this
connection between rotten smell (pupui), gurumin and the gua. During the first mortuary
rite in pre-Christian Tobelo (and Galela) society, a shaman (gomatere) would go into trance
to accompany the deceased to the realm of the widadari, odourless spirits, who remove the
smell of rot and decay from the deceased by burning incense. Once ‘cleaned’ the deceased
becomes a ‘good’ gurumini (Platenkamp 1988:155).17 During this time of cleansing by the
widadari, the deceased is in constant danger from the tokata (the Tobelo equivalent of gua),
who threatens either to destroy the still rotten gurumini or to take it back to the living to
haunt them. The relatives of deceased’s same House (tau) sought to protect themselves
against the tokata by changing their names to frustrate its attempts to find them. In a similar
attempt to confuse the tokata young people would blacken their faces. Platenkamp argues
that the motive behind the black faces was to ‘pose as tokata from whom no gurumini can
be taken’ (ibid.:\53). Hueting (1922:150) somewhat differently argues that this practice,
known as ho dodorou (‘to make very smelly’), also involved smearing each other with dirt
and faeces in order to masquerade as corpses by becoming ‘smelly’. The tokata thus
threaten not only the transformation of the deceased into an ancestor (o gomanga) but also
the living, both by its very presence in the village and by its ability to make the ‘rotten’
gurumini return to the living to cause illness (Platenkamp 1988:157). A similar association
between the ‘rotten’ gurumin and the gua in Buli may be seen in the injunction against
carrying raw meat through a house protected by an iftf. The smell of raw meat attracts the
gua, but I was also told that it would mean that the members of the household would ‘get
gurumin and bad dreams’. To ‘get gurumin’ (duk gurumin) refers to seeing and dreaming
about malevolent shady beings.18
Burial thus transforms the gurumin (shadow) into an ancestral spirit.

Unless this

transformation is ritually ensured, the gurumin will decompose uncontrollably and turn into
a ‘bad gurumin’ or muming. Burial, in effect, does for the corpse what magical cleansing
and ‘cooking’ by the fire does to the newborn child: it ensures an absence of decay and
smell by containing decomposition. In the same way that the practices after birth ensure the
creation of a human being, burial ensures the creation of another social being, the ancestral
spirit (smengit).
FORGETTING THE DEAD AND NAMING THE NEWBORN

Once somebody is dead, Buli say they forget them (,gäbe mat(e) to, amak lupa si to). Thus,
during and after the burial ceremony the deceased is no longer mentioned by name but only
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referred to as ‘the dead one’, matmat ca, 19 This is partly related to the injunction against
mentioning the name of one’s seniors, especially parents-in-law (ohmö) and parents (hma re
hnye), for fear of personal disaster or illness - a punishment known as murukd (see Chapter
Nine). More importantly, however, forgetting the names of the dead is a pervasive emotive
attitude towards death. It has the effect of erasing the genealogical past from memory and
preventing long genealogies. Yet for there to be any genealogical memory at all, which is
important to establish the borders of the House in marriages and to know one’s suang, the
convention of forgetting the dead cannot be total. Indeed, the eldest male members of each
fam will have at least some knowledge of their genealogy.
The smengit are those ancestors whose death is recent and whose genealogical position
remains important enough to the living for them to be remembered. For these still-named
(though their names are not uttered publicly) and still-remembered ancestors, the uanli of
each fam keeps selected belongings, called jijöl, which are used at rituals for the smengit.
The jijöl is usually a set of clothes and includes also a bush knife for a man and a small
knife for a woman. The knives have to be kept clean and should be sharpened regularly to
ensure that the smengit remains content. It is by these acts of cleaning and sharpening that
memory of the smengit is maintained. The implements are only taken out for the ritual
appeasement of the smengit, called pei smengit - ‘to do smengit’ - which consists of the
presentation of yellow rice, cigarettes (rolled from banana or sugar palm leaves) and betelnut. This is performed whenever divination indicates that the anger of a certain smengit is
the cause of illness. A special instance of the connection between illness and the smengit
concerns the naming of newborn children. It is in this instance that the notion of forgetting
the dead begins to take on a wider meaning.
Sometimes newborn children are afflicted by a particular kind of illness. The illness is
caused by a smengit, who out of love for the baby, enters it . 20 This act of possession is
known as teming and always happens in the first days and weeks after birth. The smengit
makes its presence in the child known by making the child sick. The symptoms of this
sickness are similar to those that precipitated the death of the particular ancestor. Divination
will eventually reveal the smengit as the source of sickness, said to occur when the smengit
‘comes out’ (smengit ca ncapang). A quick pei smengit is performed in the house of the
sick baby or that of the uanli, who is the keeper of the belongings of the particular smengit,
and it is usually enough to cure the child. After regaining its health, the child is then given
the name of the smengit. Because the child corporally incorporates the smengit and carries
its name, an identity between child and ancestral spirit is established. This can create some
awkwardness because the smengit is often a parent or older sibling of one of the child’s
parents.

The prohibition against addressing one’s seniors and especially parents (or
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grandparents) and in-laws by name means that the parents of a child that has been entered by
and now carries the name of, say, the father’s father can no longer call the child by name.21
So in practice the child is known by another name or by a teknonym.22 Rince was at birth
entered by her paternal grandmother (FM) and goes by the name of Olo, ‘grandmother’.
Reisong, who was adopted and raised by his mother’s mother, was entered by his adopted
mother’s father (his actual great-grandfather) and was given the name ‘Grandfather’(Tetek).
Of some 374 children from 97 households in Waiflf, 93 have been teming by a smengit, one
in three of the boys and one in five of the girls.
Table 6.1: Teming relationships of boys
G en ea lo g ica l c la ss o f s m e n g i t:

G e n e a lo g ic a l

relation

of

N um ber o f b o y s entered:

sm e n g it to boy:
ten d ( ‘brother’)
hm a ( ‘fath er’)

B

6

FB

5

FFBS

1

tu di ( ‘u n c le ’)

MB

2

bu m ano ( ‘grandfather’)

FF

20

FFB
MF
FM B

5
3
1

b u m a p in o ( ‘gran d m other’)

FM

2

w o s ( ‘great-grandparent’)

FM F

1

FFF
MMF
F M FFB S

7
1
1

N um ber o f b o y s entered :

55 (= 2 9 % o f all b o y s)

Table 6.2: Teming relationships of girls
G e n e a lo g ic a l c la ss o f s m e n g i t:

G e n e a lo g ic a l relation
sm e n g it to girl:

of

N um ber o f girls entered:

ten d ( ‘siste r’)

Z

8

M ZD

1

hnye ( ‘m oth er’)

MZ

1

fo fa i ( ‘aunt’)

FZ

3

b u m a p in o ( ‘gran d m other’)

FM

16

w o s ( ‘great-grand m other’)

w o s ( ‘great-grand father’)

FFZ

1

FM M

3

FFM

4

M FM

2

FFF

1

N um ber o f girls en tered :

38 ( = 2 0 % o f all girls)

By far most of the boys have been entered by a smengit from their own fam or TrunkHouse, predominantly a paternal grandfather (FF, FFB), a brother (tend) or a paternal great
grandfather (FFF); only three have been entered by their MF. Similarly, half the girls have
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been entered by their FM or FFM and another fifth by a deceased sister (tend : Z, MZD).
No girls have been entered by their MM. The likelihood of possession is therefore much
greater between a smengit and a child that belong to the same fam or Trunk-House. Only in
16 per cent of instances where a child has a teming relationship with a smengit does that
smengit not belong to the same fam as the child. Although all teming relationships are
between a child and an ancestor of the same House, there is a preponderant tendency for
teming relationships to pertain between people and ancestors of the patrilineal core of the
House, the fam or Trunk-House.
The symptoms in the child are always metaphoric of the sickness of the ancestor. The
uncle (FyB) of Oskar died after a dog bit him and Oskar was bom with bite marks on his
body. The ‘grandfather’ (FFB) of Yolius was killed by Tobelo forest-dwellers and Yolius
was bom with a very red body.23 Both the naming after the smengit and the fact that it
enters the child only in the first weeks of its life before it has a gurumin, suggest that the
smengit takes the place of the gurumin, but when asked people disagreed about whether the
smengit stayed in the child or left it again after one performed pei smengit. In several cases,
the smengit has entered more than one person.

Both Tarki and Helmi Maningo whose

fathers are brothers have been entered by their grandfather (FF) (case a).

The paternal

grandmother (FM) of Dermina entered her when she was bom and then, nineteen years later,
entered her first baby girl, Sercelina (case b). Similarly, the smengit of the great-grandfather
(FFF) of four-year-old Is wan who had entered him at birth was said to have ‘moved itself’
0dirak i) to Iswan’s younger brother, Marden, when he was bom (case c).
Figure 6.1: Examples of teming relationships

c a se a:

c a se b:

4 9

t

41949
Ä

Tarki

ca se c:

'4A

H elm i

A9

D erm in a

Mi A
o

9

%9
T V

—

S ercelin a

9

A
Is wan

M arden

The last two cases (b and c) seem to indicate that there is a permanent association between
the smengit and the child, unless it is broken when the smengit moves to another child.24
From what I have already said about the close identity between gurumin and smengit, it
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would appear reasonable to suggest that the smengit occupies, at least symbolically, the
place of the gurumin in the child. 25
When one takes into account the shallowness of genealogical memory and the onus on
‘forgetting’ the dead, teming seems to be an act by the smengit of actualising itself and
thereby forcing itself back into social memory, so to speak, from which it was in danger of
disappearing. The smengit does this because it is said to ‘love’ the child, yet the method of
achieving attention is to re-create the signs of its own death on the body of the infant. A
ritual offering of food honours the presence of the smengit and inverts the signs of death into
a protective presence in the child. Instead of social oblivion, the smengit obtains a renewed
bodily existence in exchange for protection of the frail body of a child without a gurumin.
Even as the child gains a gurumin of its own, the identity with the smengit remains.
If it is true that the smengit takes the place of the gurumin - not yet acquired - in the
child, and if one remembers the corporeal nature of the gurumin, then by the act of teming
the smengit turns a genealogical relation into a permanent, embodied association. Teming
assures a close embodied existence for the smengit in a newborn descendant that carries the
memory of it several generations forward. In this way, certain ancestors are remembered
beyond the narrow time Emits usually imposed on ancestors when the ‘living memory’ of
the smengit disappears with the death of the oldest members of the Trunk-House. The
practice of naming newborn children after the smengit with whom they share a teming
relationship thus counteracts the prevalent ‘social forgetting’ that otherwise makes for very
shallow genealogical memory. It is a select, embodied genealogy.
We can now detect the contrast between teming relationship and the ungan attack by
the gua. While one out of four children are provided with a gurumin by a named ancestor,
at least one out of four deaths are caused when a gua removes the gurumin of its victim and
devours its liver. Both happen with similar frequency and both are outside intrusions of the
body, but whereas the smengit initiates a life-giving relationship by symbolically inscribing
the symptoms of its own death on the body of the newborn, the gua's intrusion is marked by
mutilation and destruction of all aspects of embodied existence.

Teming mimics the

symptoms of death to provide the child with a gurumin. This ensures life to the child.
Ungan, on the other hand, perverts actions associated with life, such as eating and having
sexual intercourse, to make them instruments of death.

In a somewhat reductionist

formulation, one might say that, in symbolic terms, the gua is a smengit with a perverted
relationship to the body.
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OF ANIMALS AND HUMANS: SUANG.
The gua has a number of animal familiars, a trait that it shares with the suanggi in most
eastern Indonesian societies. Following the conjecture by Needham about the primal and
synthetic figure of the witch (Needham 1978), it has been suggested that the ability of the
witch to assume animal forms is related to the fear of categorical confusion between that
which is bestial and that which is human proper (e.g. Forth 1989).26 It is certain that the gua
in Buli problematises an aspect of this distinction between animals and humans. This is
particularly evident in the horror associated with the consumption of raw human flesh (i.e.
the liver) by the gua in an attack that displays bestial desire and frenzy. This bestial attack
is initiated by the gua only when it occupies the body of its human host. The gua, however,
is not alone in transcending the borders of that which is human by being able to turn into
animals or by consuming human flesh. Both the suang and Ian Toa shift between animal
and human forms, and occasional cannibalism is also a feature of the suang. Disgust with
the gua cannot therefore spring solely from a logical revulsion against categorical
ambivalence.
The suang is an animal spirit with whom one has a relationship of dietary avoidance.
An animal suang is inherited primarily through the fam and protects its members as long as
they honour it and refrain from harming or consuming the particular species. With few
exceptions, all fam in Waiflf have at least one suang and most of these are actively honoured
through dietary abstention and, to a lesser degree, ceremonial feeding.27
reproduces the fam and associated suang in Waiflf.28

Table 6.3

In return for abstaining from

consuming specimens of the particular species of the suang and for honouring it by ritual
feeding, the suang provides magical protection for all members of the fam.

It is thus a

relationship that centres on food: humans are obliged to feed the suang in rituals known as
pei suang and have to abstain from eating the species. Conversely, the suang species, if it is
a carnivore such as the shark, crocodile or snake, does not attack and consume members of
the fam.
The symbolic importance of feeding the suang is highlighted if we look at the
etymology of the word fatüb, ‘to feed’, which is used in relation to both the suang and Ian
Toa. The root tub means to be alive, to live or to grow, while the affix fa- is causative and
has the meaning of ‘to make something happen’. To feed (fatüb) is thus literally ‘to
vitalise’: without the gesture of feeding, the suang cannot live.29
Suang belong not to individuals but to a fam. People normally inherit their animal
suang from their father, except in cases where the father is unknown or not of Buli origin.
While in these cases the suang of the mother may be adopted, I was told that you do not
normally follow the suang of your mother, ‘because she and her suang belong to a different
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Table 6.3: The suang of Waifh
N am e of Fam :

S u a n g s p e c ie s :

A pang

p o r c u p in e f is h

B aepa

to a d f is h , p o r c u p i n e f is h

B a ra b a k e m

w ild p ig , d o lp h in

B a ta w i

c r o c o d ile , s h a r k , e e l, m o r a y e e l

B a u ro n g a

s h a r k , e e l, s e a s n a k e , b e a c h c r a b

B aw ang

o c to p u s

B lu k u

g ia n t c l a m s h e ll, k .o s h e ll ( k e k e l a t , a n g a n g a )

D apu

s tr ip e d s k ip j a c k tu n a

D aram ean

d o lp h in

F e p lu n

k .o . s h e ll ( u a m )

G u s la w

g ia n t c l a m s h e ll

I b is

co ra l co d

K a p te in
K e ra ja a n

k .o . s h e ll ( k e k e l a t) , b e a c h c r a b

K o la t

s tr ip e d s k ip j a c k tu n a

L e le a n e

g i a n t c la m s h e ll, s h a r k , m o r a y e e l, k .o . s h e ll (s o s )

L ero

m a n g r o v e c r a b , e e l, s e a p ik e

L ukam

m u lle t

M a le c a n g

c r o c o d ile , w i l d p ig , s h a r k , c h i c k e n , d u g o n g , t r e p a n g , s e a p ik e

M a n in g o

c ro c o d ile ,

M a ta h a y a

sh a rk

P e k a u la n g

g ia n t c la m s h e ll

s h a r k , p y th o n s n a k e

P in g e
Pukpuk

k .o . s h e ll ( s a s , ta lu p is )

R a ja

c r o c o d i l e , s h a r k , s a ilf is h , S p a n is h m a c k e r e l, c h i c k e n

R o ran o
S usu

s tr ip e d s k ip j a c k tu n a

T a t a 'l e

k .o . g ia n t c l a m s h e ll ( k a to b s a )

T ayaw i

s h a r k , e e l, m o r a y e e l, k .o . f is h ( s lo a n , n a m a n g )

T o m a lo u

w ild p ig , c r o c o d i l e

W a rarag

b e a c h c r a b , k .o . s h e ll ( k e k e l a t, a n g a n g a )

W unge

d o lp h in

B u b a ( G a n e B a r a t)
B u d i m a n ( S a n g ir )
B u m a m a (W e d a)
L e l e n o ( S a n g ir )
L e t o ( L o l o b a ta )
L i s i n g ( B ic o li)
M a in a s s e (W e d a )
M o ll e ( A m b o n )
P a n d e s o la n ( M o r o t a i)
S a la s a (M a b a )
S u p a n g a t (Jaw a)
W a n g e la m o (W e d a )

s h a r k , e e l, e p a u l e t t e s h a r k
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uanlC (ni ngale na, siriri uanli nesa to). The suang is not as effective and strong when
employed by another /ara/Trunk-House. People generally avoid harming or consuming the
suang of their spouse, because to do so would inevitably bring harm to the household. This
means that children of a household are taught to observe both the suang of their mother and
their father, and in some instances they may be unaware which suang belongs to whom.
The result is that people often adopt a suang from their mother’s fam, but claim that it is
from their father’s.
Each fam usually has several suang, one of which is considered the most important and
referred to by the Tobelo loan word dodadi. In most myths that describe their origin, the
main suang or dodadi was bom in the shape of a specific animal to an unnamed ancestral
couple. Fearful of the repercussions of raising an animal as a child or due to social pressure,
the parents dispose of the animal. Some time later the suang returns, this time in its human
form, scolding the parents for their disloyal behaviour, but presenting them with magical
roots (aiwao) in return for a promise to avoid killing or consuming the particular species.
The story of the three main suang of fam Batawi serves to illustrate this pattem.
THE MYTH OF THE EEL, THE SHARK AND THE CROCODILE AS SUANG

While Buli still lived in Buli-Tua [on the north side of the peninsula] it happened
that a woman got pregnant. Eventually she gave birth to a set of triplets. These
were not normal children but animals. One was a crocodile (piay) and his name
was Mole, the second was a shark (woi) and his name was Molemarsaya, while
the third was an eel (mnu) and his name was Daraslai.
The parents did not know what to do, so they kept them in a boat and they would
only come up from inside the hull to breastfeed from their mother when she
knocked on the side of the canoe. After three days, however, the parents
surrendered to the widespread opinion that it would be too dangerous to keep
these animals in the hamlet, and their father placed all three in a large, deep
porcelain plate (sapa) and set them adrift. Despite a big storm, the bowl did not
sink as expected. Instead it landed near the shores of the Tobelo settlement of
Labi-Labi, which is why the people of Labi-Labi have the same suang as our fam
to this day.
Some time later, as the woman was making sago in the kitchen and the man was
asleep in the house, the three suang, now in their true human form, returned [to
the man in his dream?]. Mole was big and dark like the crocodile. Molemarsaya
had white skin and blues eyes like the shark - and like you Westerners - while
Daraslai was tall and slender like the eel.
‘Why did you listen to people,’ they accused their parents, ‘the animals were just
our ‘wrapping’ (opopi) from which we came out after seven days.’ Then each of
them handed the father their medicine (lalao) either as a root or in a porcelain
bottle. Ponco, the uanli of our fam still has the bottle. They added that should the
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father or any of his descendants (ntum re bume na) ever experience trouble or war,
whether at sea or on land, the roots would help them. After that they left. 30

A more frequent way of acquiring suang, especially the minor ones, is through a
combination of wrongful consumption and dreaming. If you get sick after eating a certain
animal and subsequently dream of it, you have acquired a suang, the future consumption of
which would be foolhardy. There is thus a constant renewal of minor suang. Over time,
prohibitions on ‘weak’, marginal suang without genealogical links to the uanli of the fam,
through whom links to the suang are normally traced, disappear as the myth associated with
the prohibition recedes from memory and consumption of the species resumes without
resulting in sickness or death. New suang, on the other hand, are added to the stock by
dream encounters that lead to sickness.
Being bom, dreamt of or wrongfully consumed, are thus the three major channels
through which the suang present themselves. In some cases simply attempting to eat the
species is enough. The following story of the suang of fam Guslaw introduces the ritual
honouring of the suang (pei suang) and describes how several suang spirits may be
harboured in the same species.
THE MYTH OF THE GIANT CLAM SHELL AS SUANG

The giant clam (katob ca) is the suang of us Guslaw. Our ancestors got the giant
clam as suang near cape Sosolat when one day they found a very big shell - it
must have been bigger than a man can span with his arms - already on land. So
they took it to the beach to eat at a place called Kikewe. They tried to pry it open,
but were unable to; they tried to smash it open, but still could not; they tried
everything to open it until they all got sick. They went back to their lean-to and
decided not to touch it any more. So they just left it on the beach.
In the evening one of them started to shake: Th, ih, ih, ih \ and the giant clam
shell possessed him (capang: ‘came out’): ‘You have been molesting my "canoe",
the shell is my “canoe”, do not touch it any more. I want to become your friend
(fabati meu).’ The shell continued: T come from the small island of Sow. I have
only married here, so when you want to “make medicine” (pei lalao) do not do it
here, do it on Sow island [a small island near Buli]’.
They were only in Sosolat to collect palolo worms (mimen), so when they had
finished they returned to Buli. 31 They then went to Sow island and built a small
house [for the suang] and they ‘made medicine and suang7: they beat drums and
danced and the giant clam possessed someone (‘came out’) and said: ‘The people
of this house [i.e., the suang], those here are Muslim and those near that stone are
heathen (kafir), these are women and those near the stone are men. ’ 32 So they
continued to come to the island to ‘make medicine’ by giving the suang food,
tobacco and betel-nut, and they honoured it thus until it was no longer angry with

Photograph 15: Siang makes a short oration when presenting the golo of a wild pig to the
guardian spirit (smato) of his traps

Photograph 16: The wooden replica of a crocodile in the shrine for Lol Play in Soa Laipoh
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them. That was our ancestors (was re tabau), then came our grandfathers and our
fathers and finally it came to us who are here today. So that is why we make
medicine today. Those that found the giant clam were called Gileti, Bagai and
Songa and they were all brothers. Gileti’s son was Guslaw and so on until us
from fam Guslaw today. 33

The suang need not be bom to ancestors, but are just as often inherited ‘friends’ of
ancestors. Here the suang of the giant clam shell harbours the protection of not one but five
spirits. The spirit of a suang species is known by the word smato, literally ‘person of.
Thus there are ‘five people/spirits of the giant clam’ (katob ca ni smato silim). They are not
separable from the giant clam suang through which they achieve a presence and identity
with fam Guslaw. The animal species becomes the link between humans and the smato,
‘people of the suang'.

These spirits use the giant clam shell as a ‘canoe’, a way of

manifesting themselves that is identical to the gua when it uses its human host as a canoe or
to the suang when it enters the shaman during possession rites. The fam respects this
presence in the clam shell by not eating it and in return receives medicinal and magical
protection. The specifics of how suang were acquired thus often relate to the help and type
of protection they can provide the living. The crocodile, shark, and eel of fam Batawi
provided types of fighting magic (man de wela), whereas the spirits of the giant clam help in
times of sickness when rituals for them are performed.
EATING HUMAN FLESH: THE SUANG.

‘The suang can be both good and bad, just like people,’ I was told. If the correct procedures
of the pei suang are not followed, the danger is that a ‘bad’ suang possesses the unfortunate
person who will then turn into a gua. There was general consensus in the village that most
members of one particular fam were gua because their suang, a type of fish, was in fact a
malevolent setan (setan mayaij . 34 A forebear had purchased the suang, contained in a stone,
from a man from the island of Gebe unaware of its malevolent character and passed the
ability to become a gua on to his descendants.

This story served to explain the high

incidence of gua from this fam . 35
The affinity between the suang and the gua, which exists despite the moral dualism
that predominantly characterises them, is related to their consumption of humans. Some
suang such as the crocodile (piay) and the shark (woi) who are the spirit owners (smato) of
certain fighting magic (man de wela) are said to eat dead enemy warriors killed in battle.
The killed enemy is covered by the cloth specific to the suang (usually the red cotton
kasuba) and the body is then said to disappear as the suang devours it. It would therefore
seem that cannibalistic acts are not in themselves abominable, because the gua is not alone
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in perpetrating them. 36 It is, however, emphasised in the case of the suang that it is the
species (that is, the ‘canoe’ of the suang spirit) that eats the body, not the human-like spirit.
This makes the eating of the enemy less an act of cannibalism by a human-like being, than
an act of ceremonial feeding by an animal. Also, more importantly, the suang eats only
slain enemies who are given to them sacrificially in return for their magical aid. In contrast,
the gua attacks people within the village, often people who are affinal or even
consanguineous relatives, in an unpredictable and uncontrollable manner in order to eat from
them. Thus, the feeding of the suang is not truly an act of cannibalism given that the suang
feeds on the corpse in its capacity as a predator animal, whereas its human form is
suspended. Furthermore, the feeding on human flesh is directed only at dead outsiders and
enemies, whereas the endo-cannibalism of the gua is disturbing precisely because the attack
comes from a villager or even a House consociate with whom one ideally expects only
harmonious relations. To repeat the reductionist formula that I employed above to describe
the relationship between the smengit and the gua, we may say that, in symbolic terms, the
gua is a suang with a warped relationship to food.

THE SPIRITS AS GIVEN TO THE SENSES.
Despite the similarities of some of their characteristics, the gua and the ancestral and
protective spirits are moral antitheses. A reflection of this moral opposition, evident in the
depiction given in Buli of the suang and smengit standing protectively in the way of the gua
in its attempts to attack human beings, can be outlined by examining the different ways in
which they are given to the human senses of sight, hearing and smelling.
Dreams of suang in which magical medicine is revealed or predictions about future
events are given may be described as faememo: ‘to be visible to each other’ from the root
em, ‘to see’ . 37 In contrast, relations between dangerous spirits and humans are characterised
by an absence of seeing. In fact, in many cases involving the spirits ibilis, gua or putiana
not-seeing is believing.

This is due to the deceitful behaviour of most dangerous and

obnoxious spirits, referred to as ‘lying’ (darawa). The ability of the gua to ‘use the face’ (ut
unsgor) of normal and familiar people, as well as its various familiars and disguises, means
that sight is not a reliable sense so far as the gua is concerned. I was told never to open the
door at night if someone I knew came to ask for something or implored me to be allowed in,
because it was a common ploy of the gua to use the face of familiar people to gain access to
people’s houses. Rather, I was advised on most nights to ‘listen carefully’ (mamalongna)
for tell-tale sounds of the gua. Thus, while the gua can use the faces of other people (this is
also called pake gurumin ca - ‘to use the shadow or reflection’), it cannot imitate their
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voices. Hearing is therefore a more informative sense than seeing in these matters. At night
the cuckooing of the kokdk and the whistles of the cokaiko warn people of the presence of
the gua, though by a logic of reversal. Calls that sound close come from a distant gua,
whereas one is more wary of faint calls because they indicate the closeness of the gua.
Hearing, not seeing, then is the more reliable sense when it comes to the gua. One sees
the gua only after one has been attacked by it or by magical means. Privileged vision is thus
only available to the victim or through the application of magical eyedrops (famangan).
Even when using the magical eyedrops, as is done when practising sapoi (to seek out the
gua near the grave of a newly deceased person in order to kill it), the faces of the gua will be
obscured by their long hair or, in another version, be ‘foggy’ and unidentifiable. To be
obscured from view is also a way of protecting oneself from the gua, as when the ifif makes
the house invisible to the gua. To obscure oneself from the gaze of the gua is also part of a
technique of protection that involves undressing. It is thus advisable (though I am not sure
how much it is practised today) to undress (legas) and make visible one’s genitals, if one has
to walk alone at night through deserted areas where gua are known to attack.38 The genitals
are said to be shinning brightly in the eyes of any stalking gua who mistakes the glare to be
from another gua, because the eyes of gua are brightly green or blue (bisbis).
Similarly, Buli was obscured from sight by Ian Toa when a government naval frigate
came to bomb the village for its alleged participation in the 1958-59 Permesta rebellion.
While obscuring vision can be advantageous to avoid danger, this should not normally be
done to the suang or smengit. When presenting the suang and smengit with food, tobacco
and betel-nut during the pei suang and pei smengit rituals, lime (yafi), which is the normal
complement to areca nut (paliu) and betel pepper (fawat), should not be added because it is
said to make the eyes of the suang and smengit foggy (pipesä), thereby making it impossible
for them to find the offering. Lime is sometimes smeared on the eyelids of the deceased,
however by the surviving spouse to obscure the sight of the smengit so as to prevent
jealousy when the spouse remarries.39
Obscuring the view of the protective spirits like the smengit and suang is thus the
exception rather than the rule and is always related to wrong-doing. Normally the relation
between humans and these guardian spirits is characterised by an open and- trusting
relationship of faememo, to make each other mutually visible and prevent obscurity of
vision. The relation to the gua is, on the other hand, one of consistent visual obscurity,
immanent both in the invisibility of the gua and in the tactics of humans to avoid attack.
Both looking at and being looked at by the gua is dangerous. Ungan mtau (the sickness in
small children associated with the gua) is related to visual perception (mtau significantly
derives from mta, eye) and is a result of having been exposed to the hot and envious gaze of
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the gua. Conversely, seeing the gua is related to death and even presages it. The victim is
usually the only one able to see the gua, when it reveals itself to announce and gloat over his
or her imminent death.

Only by magically protecting the eyes with eyedrops is this

privileged vision not deadly. The habit of the gua to attack only people who are alone is
associated with this elusion from sight. It is said that witnessing a gua feed upon or attack
someone else will cause immediate death to the victim as the gua flees without returning the
gurumin to the lifeless body (see ‘The case of Solomon’s death’, Chapter Nine).
The opposition between the horrors of the gua and the protection of the smengit and
suang is best exemplified in their relation to the sense of smell. The attraction to the gua of
the strong smells of raw flesh, ‘raw blood’, the placenta and newborn babies as well as its
association with the bad smell (pupüi) of rotting corpses has already been outlined. Good
smell, on the other hand, is associated with the suang. Another phrase for the ritual pei
suang is pei pau mafia, ‘to make good smell’, which relates to the good smell of the sulasi
weed (Ocimum sanctum).*0 Stench is thus an index of a breach of tradition and the dangers
of decay associated with birth, raw blood, death and the gua, while good smell is an index of
the establishment of a harmonious relationship with the protective spirit (fapepea suang ca
is another phrase used for the pei suang ritual) . 41
Morality in Buli is olfactory and is endowed with all the contradiction and ambiguity
of smell.

While the gua is attracted to the smells that revolt humans, it reacts with

abhorrence to certain smells that are unobtrusive to humans. This revulsion against certain
smells is exploited in the curing of people, possessed by setan as well as gua, called famumi.
Famumi is an essential part of anti, the process of curing somebody who is gua but who
submits to treatment. The cure consists of three stages. First, during famumi a particular
type of wood is burned. The smoke is obnoxious to all gua. It is the reaction to the smoke
during famumi that establishes whether the person really is a gua or not. The next stage is
called fatamaga aiwao (chew magical roots). Here a special magical root is chewed with
betel-nut to force the spirit to come out through the forehead (mta popö). Third, during
sisöp (bathe) the person is washed in water that has been magically prepared by blowing and
reciting formulae over it (tawar).

Whereas famumi establishes the veracity of a gua's

presence, tamaga aiwao forces the spirit out, and washing (sisöp) both cleans and closes the
body of the person concerned.
WHEN LOLOS AND YANTIMA SOUGHT A GUA CURE

Lolos and his sister, Yantima, both of whom were suspected of being gua and
were held responsible by a majority of people in Waiflf for several deaths in a
recent spate of gua attacks, had sought to be tested by famumi, both to prove their
innocence and to remove the doubt they themselves harboured about their identity
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in the face of the strong consensus holding them responsible for the deaths. They
had breathed the smoke without sign of strain or disgust. To Lolos and Yantima,
as well as to those supporting them, this was taken as a clear refutation of the
accusations. Others claimed, however, that Asam in Wailukum, who had
performed the famumi, was a friend of theirs and that fair-play in the procedures
of the diagnosis could therefore not be taken for granted and that perhaps an
innocuous type of wood had replaced the potent one.

Despite their structural similarities with the gua, smengit and suang are poised against
the threat of gua. This moral opposition pertains, even though the smengit and suang may
opt to cause sickness to the living by withdrawing their protection or even actively
punishing (‘hitting’) their human counterparts who neglect or offend them.

The

relationships of humans to the smengit and the suang are manifested mainly through
intrusions of or restrictions on the body, such as in teming relationships, food prohibitions
and ritual feeding, sickness, and shamanistic possession. As the next chapter will show, a
similar importance of the body - contained in injunctions concerning the consumption of
food, ideals of bodily comportment, and experiences of spirit possession - is manifest in the
relationship between humans and the apical figure in Buli lived mythology: Ian Toa.
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ENDNOTES
Gua ca bon lulo it, mati be
smengit ca re suang ca dtiban i.

The gua will bend over us, if it was not for
the smengit and the suang who block it.

Lulo means ‘to bend over’, both in a prosaic sense (e.g. bend over to pick up something) and
in a dramatic sense which is reserved for the activity of the gua who often preys on sleeping
people from a position on the roof beams where it is perched like a bird of prey.
This is the case, despite the fact the adat is regarded as having been introduced by the Sultan.
Though the identity of the gua remained unclear, the recent spate of attacks, described in
Chapter Three, to many people suggested that the culprit was indeed Yantima.
Wos is ‘great-grandparent’ (PPP) while tabdu designates ancestors beyond ‘great-greatgrandparent’ (PPPP) (see Appendix D).
This seems to contrast with north Halmaheran societies where it is less clear whether it is the
nyawa/o gikiri or the o gurumini that is transformed into an ancestral spirit, o gomanga.
Baretta (1917:51) (following van Baarda) claims it is the nyawa, while Platenkamp variously
says it is both (1988:152) or quotes informants who say it is the gikiri (ibid.:l55-\56).
Hueting (1922) is not clear on this point either.
The war dance and the ronggeng, in which men as well as women participate, are both
referred to by the same word, owa - ‘to dance’. In ritual speech ronggeng is sometimes
called owa re sawal, ‘to dance and to glide through the air’. McKinnon tells how the
women’s dance in Tanimbar is described as ‘flying’ because the outstretched arms of the
women in dance (a feature also of the dance in Buli) imitates the wings of the frigate bird
(1991:76).
The ritual denial of death is only partial and the gaiety goes only so far, because the close
relatives are naturally heart-broken. The female relatives of the deceased take turns to stay in
the bedroom with the corpse and cry the ritual mourning addressing the deceased: papa-eeeee
or mama-eee. These terms of address for father (papa) and mother (mama) derived from
North Moluccan Malay have nowadays almost entirely replaced the traditional terms of
address for father and mother: mamo and aye.
The word Maan uses and which I have glossed as ‘shadow’ is schim (shadow, ghost). Schim
is clearly Maan’s translation of the Buli term gurumin.
In Galela, mud and ashes were thrown at the coffin as it was carried from the house ‘to keep
the toka [gua] away’ (Platenkamp 1988:154). Hueting describes how formerly among the
Dodinga Tobelo young people would throw not just dirt but also faeces at each other as the
corpse was taken out of the house in an attempt to make each other as filthy and smelly as
possible. Significantly, this practice was called ho dodorou, ‘to make very smelly/bad’
(1922:150). Afterwards all would bathe to wash off the ‘smell of decomposition’ associated
with both faeces and dirt in this instance (ibid.: 151). Unlike in Buli where the throwing of
ashes is said to ease the way of the shadow to the grave, in North Halmahera these practices
are associated with an attempt to obscure the way of the deceased back to the house (ibid.).
These statements should not be seen as contradictory. The main concern of all these
practices both in Buli and North Halmahera is to establish and maintain a distinction between
the world of the dead (into which the deceased is being led) and the world of the living,
epitomised by the house, from which the coffin is being taken. Any death violates this
distinction and opens the possibility that others might follow the dead, for instance by falling
asleep during the wake.
Maan (1940:30) gives the following text as spoken during fatnawe smengit ca:
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Gabe isa nan au, gäbe isa npun au,
gäbe isa ncacuru au ca,
am kem i pa, am to i pa.
Mpun i bon mat
laisawa au bend.
Ta nfasosewa am re au ca,
au mpun i bon mat,
laisä au bend

If someone ate you, if someone hit you,
if someone was your enemy,
we did not see it, we did not know.
Kill that person, so that he or she will die
like you!
Whoever separated us and you,
you kill him, that he/she may die,
just like you

The version I was told is slightly different incorporating the possibility of intervention by the
Christian God:
Gabe laisd tutua smat(e) nfasusa au,
kdordor na au laldu mbo si,
gäbe laisd Jou ca nyal au,
tind pei sa pa

If it is true that somebody hurt you,
we ask you go to the sea to confront them,
if it is the Lord who took you,
then it does not matter.

This was given to me as a rephrasing of the words spoken at a recent burial, and is therefore
more concrete than Maan’s version. The reference to ‘going to the sea-side to confront them’
thus refers to Lolos and Yantima, who lived close to the beach to the sea-side from the
cemetery.
ll
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As the corpse is carried from the house, it should leave the house feet-first to ensure that the
departure is final and unambiguous. If the corpse is carried head-first from the house, the
gurumin is said to want to return.
Sorcery is identified by a variety of specific terms but is variously euphemised as smat(e) ni
latan - somebody’s wind; smat(e) fable - somebody is playing; ufufa - to blow repeatedly;
or by the North Moluccan Malay term doti.
This treacherous activity of the muming is called ‘lying’ and the appropriate answer to
unexpected and unlikely sounds in the forest is simply to order the muming not to lie: mati
mdarawa ya na! - ‘Do not lie to me!’ This should make it stop. If the noises continue it is
more likely an ibilis or a gua and you might be in trouble. The same Tying’ seems to be
found in Galela also (see Stokhof 1980:137).
There is thus a distinction between the ‘bad death’ encountered at the hands of strangers in
war outside the village, and death, however awful, within the village such as are due to gua
attack. The gua always comes from within the village (see Parkin 1986:216 for a similar
distinction among the Giriama in Kenya).
Platenkamp’s analysis of the pre-Christian mortuary rites in Tobelo and Galela highlights
how the composite gikiri/gurumini transforms from a ‘rotten’ and dangerous entity into a
‘clean’ ancestral spirit (o gomanga) (ibid.:\52tf). The gikiri and gurumini, which in
Platenkamp’s analysis are treated as hierarchically opposed, seem to be synonymous in the
period after death and until the secondary mortuary ritual when the ancestor is ‘clean’ and
formed (e.g. ibid.: 156). Teljeur notes that in Girnan it is the nyawa which is transformed at
death into a smengit, but his claim seems to rest entirely on the fact that both are translated
into Indonesian as roh alus (refined spirit). This leads Teljeur to suppose that after a
peaceful death the nyawa aspect is emphasised in the smengit, while after a violent death the
gorumin aspect persists in the diliken (Buli: muming) (Teljeur 1990:174). I find this
interpretation untenable, because in Gimän the smengit are also known as gorumin fiu (good
gurumin) just as they are in Buli (gurumin mafia).
Some elders claim that Buli did not formerly leave their dead exposed in shrines, as was
practice among their north Halmaheran neighbours, but that the dead were always buried. I
have been unable to clarify from the historical records whether this was really the case, or
whether this view is a retrospective, Christian interpretation of custom.
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The trance of the shaman is referred to as ho idu-idu (ibid.). Idu-idu is also used as a North
Moluccan Malay term to describe the Buli famtulo trance, but famtulo is in Buli only
practised as a curing rite and was, as far as I know, not used in conjunction with burial
ceremonies. Whereas the Tobelo shaman (gomatere) is protected by what Platenkamp calls a
‘strong ancestor’ (dilikene), the Buli masuang is protected by a suang who is used by the
masuang as a ‘canoe’. This points to a certain identity between the Tobelo dilikine and the
Buli suang, but as I shall show in the next section the suang are not, strictly speaking, always
ancestors. They are rather described as ‘close friends’ (saobati). In this connection,
Teljeur’s statement that the gorumin is turned into a diliken after a violent death fits with
Tobelo ideas, but appears curious to Buli ears (Teljeur 1990:174). Even more curious would
be to hear that the suang, so central in Buli, are described in Girnan as ‘gnomes... about half a
metre high with one long leg and one short leg. Their legs are thin and long like those of the
heron’ (ibid.:95). In Girnan, they are said to have disobeyed the Sultan and fled into the
forest (ibid.). This type of being rather resembles the Buli spirits called jin or oga (in Gaieia
hoga, see Baretta 1917:47). Thus, while the Buli suang are similar to the Tobelo dilikine, the
Girnan diliken are more like the Buli muming.
Bad dreams are often associated with the gua trying to ‘buy the insides’ (gon ulö) of the
person and entice him or her to become a gua. Platenkamp conjectures that a returning
‘rotten’ gurumini has, in fact, become a tokata and this leads him, wrongly I think, to the
generalisation that ‘the word tokata (Galela; toka) not only designates an abstract notion of
"evil spirits" (Ind. setan, iblis), but also refers to a representation of the decaying body of
each deceased person’ (Platenkamp 1988:159). The tokata like the gua is a very specific
spirit category and when they are said to be setan this is a result of Christian amalgamation of
all non-Christian spirits into a residual category. One of the pervasive characteristics of the
gua, as well as the tokata, it seems, is its desire for raw flesh and attraction to putrid smells.
The employment by the tokata or gua of the ‘rotten shadow’ to cause sickness amongst the
living does not indicate an identity between them, since such ‘use’ is a common feature of
the gua. The attraction of the tokata to bodies of the living as both prey and ‘boat’ for its
activities is equal to its attraction to the smell of raw meat and decaying corpses. Using the
decaying corpse as its boat does not make the tokata and the gurumin ma dorou the same
spirits as a class any more than the use of the bodies of the living makes humans as a class
into tokata. The interest of the tokata in the deceased lies, I argue, in its attraction to the
smell of decay and in the body as an object for consumption. If the tokata succeeded in
bringing back the rotten gurumin, the transformation into an ancestor would have failed and
the rotten shadow would haunt the living not as a tokata but as an unburied gurumini (re:
muming). I assume here a structural identity between the tokata and the gua which is still
axiomatic since Platenkamp’s thesis provides only scattered information on the tokata (but
cf. Ishige 1980b:424 on Galela toka). If they are structurally identical, my argument that the
gua is a spiritual singularity of Buli society would hold for the tokata in Tobelo as well.
Compare Teljeur 1990:174 and Hueting 1922:144. Hueting quotes Tobelo informants as
similarly saying that with the dead person the memory of him and her must also disappear but
dismisses it as irrelevant to ‘a people with such a comprehensive cult of the dead’ (ibid.).
The word ‘to enter’ (sung) is used synonymously with teming.
The prohibition against using the names of one’s seniors extends to any use of the word.
Thus the children and junior in-laws of people named after events or things cannot use these
words in any context and alternative words must be employed. The daughter-in-law of the
man called Waga (coconut) would systematically use the Malay word for coconut, kelapa.
Likewise the in-laws of a man called Toko (shop) had to use the alternative term kios when
they talked about shops. Similar prohibitions on names and consequent word alterations are
widespread in Indonesia and Melanesia. In eastern Indonesia they occur in North
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Halmaheran societies and are also found among the Dayak, in Minahansa and on Seram
(Kern 1893).
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Fox (1973:349) mentions that ancestral names cannot be publicly uttered on Roti, yet most
children are given ‘hard’, ancestral names. The naming initiates a lifelong association
between the child and the ancestor. The uttering of hard names is avoided by using an
alternative, ‘soft’ name for the child.
Similarly, Helmi’s FF was eaten by a gua and Helmi was bom with black marks on his back.
Frice’s stomach was very big when she was bom and she screamed a lot. This turned out to
be because her FM, who had died during childbirth, had entered her.
In three cases, the child was entered by a smengit of the opposite sex. Rein was entered by
his FM, Ramida, while Sance (Rein’s FBD) was entered by her FFF, Usngo, who had been
killed by a gua and who also entered Iswan and Marden (see case c above). Nadus, who is
now married himself, was entered by his FZ, Buang who was also killed by a gua.
In pre-Christian times in Tobelo, a name and gurumini would be given to the child by its
father after a hunting expedition. The first animal killed by the father was taken home and
consumed by the mother. The gurumini was said to be transferred to the child through the
mother’s milk (1988:137). The child thus owed its gurumini to the animal species and was
given its name. The child was furthermore prohibited from eating this animal species
(ibid.: 139). In Tobelo, this relationship is one of ownership, ma dutu, which Platenkamp
claims is a basic ideological construct pertaining to all relationships in Tobelo (ibid.AO). I
have not found such a construct to exist in Buli language, nor are notions of ownership used
to describe relationships between people, land, or spirits. The relationship between the
smengit who enters a child and the gurumin of the child is a case in point. The relationship is
one of protection and is too ephemeral to be characterised as ownership. It does,
furthermore, not pertain to all children and is ‘contractual’ rather than conventional. It
depends on the volition of the smengit rather than on that of the parent.
Apart from Needham (1978), other Jungian approaches to the study of witchcraft include
Riebe 1987 and Stephen 1987.
Among the living members of some 107 households in Waiflf, I counted 44 different fam
names. Of these, 10 names derived from non-Buli groups such as Weda, Gane, Ambon and
Morotai and the people with these names, mostly first generation immigrants, did not have
any suang. The members of one fam, originally from Weda but resident in Buli for several
generations, generally kept the suang of their Buli mothers, while one Maba fam had
maintained their Maba suang. Of the 32 Buli fam only the members of two fam consistently
answered that their fam did not have any suang. Although the remaining 30 Buli fam all had
at least one suang, and some as many as five, the extent to which the suang were actively
honoured through abstention and in pei suang rituals varied from household to household.
The table is a composite one; the result of a general survey. It should not be taken to indicate
any overall orthodoxy, because individual households may for a variety of reasons, one being
to make a statement about their close affiliation with the Church, choose to give up or claim
to give up certain or all of the suang of their fam. In general, the ritual maintenance of the
suang is under considerable pressure from Christianity (expressed both in the discourse from
the pulpit and from espoused public opinion). Rituals are therefore forced spatially into the
privacy of the inner room of the house and only talked about in Buli language rather than
Malay.
See Valeri 1992 for the complex of feeding but not feeding on.
This story (sejarah) was told to me by Titus Batawi, a man in his twenties. He added that if
someone is bom with features similar to those of one of the three suang (big and dark, white
skinned, or tall and slender), it is because the particular suang has entered them. Teming by a
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suang, rather than by a smengit, is an unusual occurrence and I only heard of a few examples.
These seem to be restricted to instances where the suang was bom to an ancestor and
therefore is in a position akin to that of a smengit.
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Palolo worms (mimen) are sea creatures (Polychaeta) that inhabit the coral reefs throughout
eastern Indonesia and the Pacific. They emerge once a year just after full moon to reproduce
(see e.g. Schefold and Dekker 1990:131). In Buli, the palolo species is a tiny black variety of
the Lysidice family, probably Lysidice kukenthali (see Platenkamp 1988:40; Taylor
1990:140). The spawning season is determined by the specific interaction of lunar cycle,
tidal fluctuations and perhaps other factors like light intensity, but to people of Central
Halmahera it is highly predictable and falls, as in North Halmahera, on the two nights
following the full moon in mid-May. When spawning, the posterior segment of the worm
with its sexual organs separates from the head and floats to the water surface in large
writhing swarms where fertilisation occurs while the heads drop to the bottom and regenerate
new back segments (Dales 1967:162-169). It is the posterior segments or stolons that are
caught in cloth nets. On the coral reefs on the capes of Sosolat (near Lili), the sea worms are
particularly plentiful and people from all over Central Halmahera gather there for the annual
spawning. In 1992, the season in Sosolat fell on the nights of 22 and 23 May. The catch is
salted and wrapped in pandanus leaves and may be stored for up to a week.
I was later told that the total number of spirits of the giant clam is five: three women and two
men.
This is a transcription of a taped story by the Kapita of fam Guslaw. For the genealogy of
this fam, see Figure 7.2.
A distinction is thus made between good (mafia) and malevolent (maydi) setan which, of
course, contrasts with the orthodox Christian view. In this instance, the ‘bad’ setan was gua
but this need not always be the case.
A few members of this fam were said to be excluded from the generalisation because they
had refused to follow and honour the suang on account of their Christianity and because their
‘inner core’ was good (ulo na mafia). Members of the fam who still honoured their suang
denied that the fish was more malevolent than any other suang.
A forest spirit called meki is said to hunt humans in the forest and eat them whole, but I never
heard of any cases where this is supposed to have happened. This spirit is also known by the
same name in Tobelo where he is said to be married to the putiana (Platenkamp 1988:97).
The meki, however, cannot be labelled as a cannibal because he feeds on human flesh solely
as a spirit without having any human form. In fact, he is said to look like the tangled fibre of
a sugar palm.
Dreams (mahngel) are distinguished from bad omens received in dreams, known as babaif
Maan (1940:54) states that it is a practice to reveal one’s genitals (legas) in the forest to scare
off "the spirits", but I have only heard it used as a technique against the gua. In contrast, it is
noteworthy how, among the Nag6, doing unusual things - such as running naked in public will turn the offender into an ata polo or suanggi (Forth 1989:91).
One way of avoiding the anger of one’s suang if one has accidentally broken the food taboo
associated with it is to bum and crush the inner floating shield of the squid, mix the black ash
with water and drink it. This black substance emulates the ink of the squid and obscures
from the sight of the suang the presence of the forbidden food in the stomach.
Heyne writes about Ocimum sanctum: ‘The fragrance of the whole plant, that of the leaves in
particular, is reminiscent of cloves but is not pleasant: it causes headache in many people and
may spark dizziness’ (1950:1338).
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Corbin (1986) notes, in his excellent exposition of the history of the sense of smell in
eighteenth and nineteenth century France, that the opposition between the foul and the
fragrant commencing with the sudden ‘discovery’ of foul smells as being offensive and
dangerous is related to the rise of disciplinary power in Europe around this time. In Europe,
bad smell came to indicate danger and good smell social order:
It would be futile to analyze social tensions and conflicts without accounting for the
different kinds of sensibilities that decisively influence them. Abhorrence of smells
produces its own form of social power. Foul smelling rubbish appears to threaten the
social order, whereas the reassuring victory of the hygienic and the fragrant promises to
buttress its stability (1986:5)
There is little doubt that olfactory perception in Buli expresses a concern with social order
which, although very different from the social order of eighteenth century France, also has
bad smell as an index of its antithesis. Foul smells attract danger and are indicative of a
threatening breach of traditional order and norms as well as dangerous bodily pollution, while
good smells promote harmonious social relationships.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

IAN TOA
THE MYTHICAL HERO

Ian Toa is the supreme guardian spirit of Buli society and his importance in Buli cosmology
is such that he stands at the centre of Buli cultural identity and pride. Traditionally, rituals
to appease and honour him formed, along with marriage and funeral ceremonies, the key
occasions when Buli society came together as a communal whole. Today, with Christianity,
Church attendance has become just as prominent a ritual occasion and it provides an
important opportunity to come together for people in Waiflf. Normally the community is
relatively scattered because many people spend the weekdays in their garden hamlets. It is
often on Sundays that village meetings are called by the village head or regency authorities.
Sundays are also, in my experience, the time when village conflicts come to a head because
the presence of most people in the village during Sunday facilitates discussions on matters
of current concern.

THE RITUAL SHRINE
The ritual shrine of Ian Toa, known in ritual language by the Tidore loan word fola jaw a but
usually referred to as ebai nenena ca (‘the small house’), is the most visible testimony to
Buli traditions. It is placed by a central street junction that provides a large area in front of
it for the spear fights (fasagsagu) that accompany the celebration of all rituals for Ian Toa.
The shrine is raised one fathom (lofsä) off the ground by five posts, one in the centre and
one at each comer. This construction emulates the mythical house of Ian Toa which is
described as being placed on one central pole three fathoms tall to guard it against attack
(see Appendix B, fine 68).1
The shrine itself is roughly one meter deep by one-and-a-half metres long and is
covered by a thatched sago-leaf roof. Planked walls shield the house on three sides, leaving
it open to the front so that its contents - consisting of a dancing shield, a bush knife, a spear
(its handle partly cut off to fit it into the house), several triton shells, and a white plate for
betel-nut and tobacco presentation - are displayed towards the street. On most nights the is
lit by a small oil lamp made from an old sardine tin. The Kapita, the traditional guardian of
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the shrine and the leader of the Ian Toa rituals, insists on doing this because, as is the case
with normal houses, a dark house is regarded as deserted and liable to attract both gua and
setan.2
Unlike the ideal for normal houses, the shrine is not oriented in relation to the coast.
Its ridge-pole protrudes beyond the roof at both ends and these ends are carved in the shape
of the head and tail of the hombill bird (see Photograph 17). The head of the hombill points
in the direction of Cape Petak (roughly northwest of Buli) where Ian Toa’s battle with the
mythical hero of the Bicoli, Mamole Mancabou, took place and which is said still to be Ian
Toa’s ‘village’.3 The house, therefore, stands at a slight angle to the coast. With its ridge
pole cut as the body of the hombill and the roof representing the wings, the house is a
representation, when seen from above or the side, of a hombill bird in flight towards Cape
Petak.4 This is the only evidence of wood carving (rogi-rogi) that I encountered in Buli,
apart from some symmetric carvings on a few dancing shields. This lack of interest in
carving is also reported by Cambier (1872:255) who mentions ‘various roughly cut wooden
figures representing the hombill and the tuna fish’ inside the shrine.5 This observation is
pertinent because the hombill bird (yvama) and the yellow fin tuna (ian toa) are honoured as
the animal forms used as ‘canoes’ (pelang) by Ian Toa when travelling over land and by sea,
respectively. Ian Toa, the name normally used to refer to the mythical hero, thus literally
means ‘yellowfin tuna’ and the consumption of both this species and the hombill bird is
forbidden to all Buli.
Sacrificial houses like the fola jawa in Waiflf are found in several other villages in
Central Halmahera. Although they are smaller and serve slightly different functions, they
bear some resemblance to the temples previously found in North Halmahera.6 The mythical
heroes to whom these shrines are dedicated are usually also known by the name of an animal
or plant species.7 I visited three other fola jawa shrines in Maba and Mabapura. All of them
had fallen into disrepair and, as far as I know, the rituals celebrated in Waiflf for Ian Toa are
the only ones of their kind still being performed in Central Halmahera.8

THE MYTH OF IAN TOA
The myth that accounts for the origins and exploits of Ian Toa is as follows:9
At that time, we Buli people lived at Buli-Tua while the Bicoli lived on the
Mabulan river near Cape Petak. They would come and kill us till we were only
six Houses left: Tunis, Sarako, Gisiua, Torou, Boriri and Solawi.10 They all fled
into the forest along the river Tatam because of the continual attacks by Bicoli
people. Deep in the forest they learned to live in hiding from their enemies.

mmm.

Photograph 17: The ridge-pole of Ian Toa’s shrine, cut in the shape of the hornbill
(note the coconuts wrapped in palm fibre slung over the ridge-pole)

Photograph 18: The four remaining title holders of Waiflf. Tangkea Guslaw (Kapita),
Kandati Raja (Uat), Mengapa Barabakem (Uat), Lingoro Feplun (Oku)
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One day Tunis and his wife went hunting, but they caught nothing and they began
to go back home. They were about halfway when they heard a baby cry and the
wife said: ‘Husband, a baby is crying up in a tree crown’. They were standing
next to a wild betel-nut palm (lubang) and the baby was up there in the spadix of
the palm. This couple had no children, so the man climbed the palm, brought
down the spadix and tore it open with his teeth. The child came out and the wife
took her sarong and put the child on her back. 11 When they came out to their
hamlet their friends were very surprised to see them with a newborn baby. They
were very fond of the child and raised it.
After two days the child could sit up and when one looked at him it was like
seeing an old man. After three months he was already big and he said to his
parents: ‘Father (mamo), what are we doing here in the forest?’ They told him
about the Bicoli people and their strong warrior Mamole Mancabou who had
killed all the Buli. ‘You must have poor magic! ’ Ian Toa said and asked his father
to make him a bow. Every day Ian Toa’s father would wade upriver with him to
shoot fish in the stream until Ian Toa was an adolescent. This was after only six
months.
He asked his father to make him a bush knife and a shield, so that they could
leave the forest. ‘Mama, the thousand Bicoli will kill us,’ his father admonished
him meekly. ‘Ha, let me see those that will kill us,’ Ian Toa answered. The same
afternoon he asked his father to beat the cakalele rhythm, so that he could dance
the war dance and they could see for themselves. As he danced, he said, ‘When
we dance like this we can easily confront Mamole Mancabou, now let me see you
dance.’ The father and his brothers, however, performed the dance poorly. ‘No
wonder he kills you, you cannot do the war dance, so his bush knife easily finds
you. You do it too slowly.’ His father protested, ‘But mama, we are not angry
men (makts).’
So one day, Ian Toa went to Petak without his parents’ knowing. He came across
four Bicoli people and killed them and cut off their heads which he brought home
on a stick over his shoulders. His parents were sitting down and heard only the
‘plonk’ as he threw the heads down as if they were coconuts and told them about
Petak. ‘This Friday, let us go back and look at them,’ Ian Toa said, ‘but I will go
ahead on Thursday to investigate first.’
On the arranged day when Ian Toa reached Petak the Bicoli warriors had been
washing sago and were preparing to eat kokomane (fresh sago wrapped in coconut
leaves and roasted in the fire). The men totalled one thousand and fifty people.
Ian Toa entered the form of the scrubfowl (blewing) and ran along the leaves on
the ground where they were eating. All the thousand people tried to hit him with
their knives as he ran from one end to the other but no one could hit him and he
returned home. ‘A thousand Bicoli people is not very many,’ he said. So the next
day, Friday, they all went: Ian Toa and his six fathers. They went on the back of
the hombill bird, their aeroplane (pesawat), and got off at Petak and walked to
Mabulan river and waded toward the sea.
‘You keep wading seaward from here,’ Ian Toa told them. T will stop here and
kill the Bicoli men.’ He killed all the thousand and fifty Bicoli, except two.
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From one of these, he cut one ear, from the other he cut both ears and sent them to
their war leader, Mamole Mancabou, to tell him to expect Ian Toa. They fled to
the sea and told Mamole Mancabou how the Buli had a Kapita who was a very
‘good [capable] person’. Mamole Mancabou answered: ‘Yes, I know him already,
it is he who came yesterday. I told you then the Buli people have acquired a good
person whom we cannot vanquish, he will surely kill us.’
Then Ian Toa arrived and the two men started fighting, jumping up and down and
running around. Seeing this, his fathers said: ‘Mamo, be careful.’ He answered:
‘Don’t worry, I was just playing.’ Saying this, he threw his knife at Mamole
Mancabou but held on to the handle. The blade extended and became longer and
longer until it wrapped itself around the throat of Mamole Mancabou. Ian Toa
pulled the handle and cut through the neck of Mamole Mancabou. Mamole
Mancabou fell down dead. Ian Toa then spreadeagled the body between four
pieces of wood and stuck the red flower of the hibiscus (kamicau) into his penis.
The women and children of the Bicoli men who lived on the coast soon
discovered that all their menfolk had been killed. The two male messengers who
had experienced the ferocity of Ian Toa advised them that it was best to go and
pay homage (suba) to Ian Toa and ask for peace. The women set off five days
later after having sent a message to the Buli community to expect them. The
parents of Ian Toa tried to persuade him to accept their plea for peace: ‘They
come to pay homage using adat, Mamo. Because of adat they have to come to
pay homage to us!’ Ian Toa, however, refused to be appeased. ‘If you believe in
me, you will let me kill them while they are still at sea, so that ‘the thousand
Bicoli’ will no longer be’. His mother did not like this and answered: ‘Mama,
they are all women and children, there is no need to kill them.’ Ian Toa said:
‘You should be avenging yourselves {tob-tobat ci)\ they killed everyone so that
only you were left and you had to live close to the big mountains. Let us do the
same to them.’ But his mother insisted these were women and children so Ian
Toa fell silent in anger.
During the night Ian Toa urged his parents twice more to wipe out the Bicoli once
and for all, but his mother kept emphasising that these were women and children
who had come to ask for mercy {dor ampung). Finally Ian Toa declared: T will
make myself disappear because you are not following my will’ (fderera ulök ya
pa). His parents said nothing, only repeated not to kill the Bicoli.
The Bicoli women arrived in a war boat decorated with halved coconut leaves
{mar) and with a large flag {empel/paji). Lowering the sail to show their respect,
they began to paddle their way towards the beach. Ian Toa, in the meantime,
carried out his pledge to leave his parents if they did not accept his conditions of
constant war. He gathered wood and leaves for a small fire to which he added
incense {manyan). As the scented smoke from the incense began to rise, he
jumped into the smoke and disappeared.
The Bicoli women put ashore and they made a big feast and paid homage to the
Buli.
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MALE ORIGINS
Ian Toa was bom not from a woman, but from the closed spadix of a wild Areca palm which
had to be tom open like an amniotic sac (taksuma).

This bloodless birth, a mystery

remarked upon by Ian Toa’s adoptive mother, means that the dangers of rawness and
softness usually associated with birth are not present, and Ian Toa begins to grow at a
phenomenal rate. After three months, he is a large child and after six months he is a young
man. The absence of blood in this ‘birth’ indicates the absence of female involvement and is
the constituent manifestation of his supreme maleness.

In contrast to this absence of

motherhood (in no version of the myth is the name of the mother mentioned), Ponco Batawi
singles out Tunis as the ‘true father’ among his other fathers (i.e., FB) (see Appendix B, line
139). It was this man who ‘delivered’ Ian Toa by tearing the spadix open with his teeth.
True father (hma molang) is usually opposed to adoptive father (hma ean) or stepfather (hma
bao) and refers to a genealogical relationship between father and child. Between Tunis and
Ian Toa, however, the relationship is not only as father to son but also, in an ideal sense, as
son to father. Tunis and Ian Toa reciprocally address each other as mamo or mama, both
meaning ‘father’. This was, I was told, the polite form of address between son and father in
the past, but this reciprocal usage that makes the son the father of the father is predicated
upon the son having been entered (teming) by the father’s father.
Figure 7.1: Ian Toa’s auto-genesis and teming relationships

Normal teming relationship

Male Ego typically entered by father’s
father. Father calls Ego ‘father’. Ego and
Ego’s father mutually ‘fathers’ to each
other due to the teming relationship
between Ego and Ego’s FF.

Ian Toa and Tunis

The auto-genesis of an ancestor of Tunis
and the adoption by Tunis necessitates the
mutual terms of address: ‘father’ {mamo).
Tunis, in effect, finds his own father in a
spadix-womb and raises him like a son.

This usual type of teming relationship makes the son his own father’s father. It is this
mutual relation of being each other’s father that prevents the use of personal names and
necessitates the polite form of address. Although Ian Toa is not bom to any parents but
found in a spadix/womb, he is not unrelated to his adoptive parents. Rather he is the father
Chapter Seven
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of his parents: ‘it was like seeing an old man’. As such Ian Toa’s ‘birth’ is the pure form of
ancestral reincarnation (teming) because the ancestor does not need the body of a child to
enter as is normally the case. Instead the ancestor provides his own body by giving birth to
himself.12 In this way, all links to women’s role in procreation are renounced.

This

renunciation is part of the pattem of the myth that depicts Ian Toa as the epitome of male
qualities.
The supreme maleness of Ian Toa shows itself early in the myth. His first requests are
for weapons, initially a bow and later a knife and shield to be able to perform the cakalele
war dance. This dance is performed at all major ritual occasions such as marriage and
formerly also at burials, but is especially important during the Ian Toa rituals. The ability to
perform the dance well is the object of some competition among younger men and even
young boys try their hand as the best dancers, both young and old, take turns to publicly
perform the dance, accompanied by enthusiastic yells. It is performed with bent knees, and
the feet of the dancers are lifted alternately to the rapid pace set by the dmms. Dust is
kicked up behind the dancer by these movements giving the impression that he hardly
touches the ground. Meanwhile the torso twists as imaginary blows are parried with the
shield and the knife quivers in the right hand high above the head ready to strike.
This strenuous and high-speed performance can only be properly carried out by
someone who is very agile and quick, especially men who are ‘light’ (mayana). To be able
to dance the cakalele well is taken as an indication of one’s fighting abilities; the Kapita
always encouraged his two-year-old grandson to practise dancing with a toy shield and
knife. Good dancing means true maleness and it instils a bodily comportment which shows
good fighting abilities, characteristics that are the marks of a real Buli man (Buli tu).
Though the cakalele is also described as a welcome dance and is used to receive government
officials to the village, it is a ritual performance of the fighting abilities of the dancer. By
watching the dance of his fathers, Ian Toa was therefore able to judge their fighting
capabilities as being poor.
Lightness in this context is not so much a physical quality as a magical effect. Only
people who have powerful fighting magic are truly light. I was told you could recognise a
person who has this magic by watching him walk. If it looks as though the slightest gust of
wind could blow him off his feet, he is unquestionably a person ‘with magical content’
(wangat i). In Ponco Batawi’s version of the myth (Appendix B, line 212-216), Mamole
Mancabou and Ian Toa first face each other while the former is seated on a leaf of a rattan
and the latter is sitting on his knife stuck into the ground with his feet dangling in the air.
Their lightness, an indication of their magical power, prevents the leaf from bending or the
knife from sinking into the ground. The name of such fighting magic, Man de wela or ‘right
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hand man’, shows its exclusively male character. Ian Toa is regarded as the first ‘right hand
man’ from whom all ‘right hand men’ in Buli today derive their power (though they are, in
some cases, also aided by the magic of the suang).13 The magic may take several forms. In
the above version, the knife wraps itself around the neck of the enemy,14 whereas in Ponco’s
version the magic, called fagigmo, is contained in a yell that causes the opponent to sink into
the ground to the hip.15 The magical powers of the two protagonists are alluded to on
several occasions throughout the myth. The meal of the thousand Bicoli warriors consists of
one tiny pygmy parrot (kanelangit). Yet when Mamole Mancabou divides the small bird,
there is enough for everyone. He also immediately recognises Ian Toa as a warrior even
though Ian Toa is disguise as a scrubfowl on his first visit. Ian Toa, in a similar display of
magical abilities, is able to jump three fathoms into the air onto the platform of his house
It is particularly significant how Ian Toa’s maleness and ferocity (makes) become
increasingly opposed to the women around him throughout the myth. The refusal of his
mother to allow him to kill the Bicoli women and children is the final indication of this
opposition, but several other examples appear in veiled form earlier in the myth. Thus, Ian
Toa is not the real name of the mythical hero of the Buli, but rather just his public name. He
has another name which he has given himself.

In Ponco’s version, he tells Mamole

Mancabou his real, secret name: Tebteba Sus or, in full, Lilewi Teteba Sus (Appendix B, line
208-209).16 Lilewi is the Casuarina tree notable for the toughness of its wood. Tebteba is a
reduplicated, transitive form of teb(a), ‘to cut down (a tree)’, while sus refers to mother’s
breast or mother’s milk. A contrast is set up here between the hard wood of the Casuarina
tree and the soft breast of a female human being. It is the chest of the Bicoli warriors that
Ian Toa repeatedly cuts (tebteba) as he runs along the table during the final battle (see
Appendix B, line 201-202). The word tebteba, normally associated with the chopping down
of trees, is here employed to refer to the cutting through of the human body. The name also
contains an insult by referring to the chest (uld) of his opponents as a female breast (sus).
Lilewi Tebteba Sus is, in fact, a taunt to the Bicoli in so far as it says: ‘those female breasts
of yours, which you think are as tough as the wood of the Casuarina tree, I shall (and have)
repeatedly cut off. When Ian Toa communicates his name to his opponent before the fight
with Mamole Mancabou, he insults Mamole Mancabou by an insinuating of his weak and
female character and simultaneously threatens his imminent death.
In the version told by Ponco, he is vague about how Ian Toa actually killed Mancabou
preferring a circumlocution: ‘opening or loosening the nyawa\

In a later conversation,

however, I queried this euphemism, mentioning that I had heard elsewhere that Ian Toa had,
in fact, cut off the penis of Mancabou. His answer was that, of course, he could not say that
Ian Toa had cut off his opponent’s penis and stuck it in Mancabou’s own mouth before
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planting a hibiscus flower in the severed member. This would offend (menghina) the Bicoli
people and was against Pancasila morale. It might possibly even be against Indonesian law
and he might be summoned by someone ‘up there in Australia’, if they learnt about it by
reading it in my thesis.17
Ian Toa does not ‘cut at the female breast’ in this case, but he does cut off the penis and
make Mancabou swallow his own manhood.18 As such Ian Toa maintains the theme of his
threat: treating the opponent as a woman. In effect, he transforms the opponent into a
woman by castrating him and substituting the penis with a symbolic vagina: the open red
hibiscus flower.19 The presence of the hibiscus flower (kamicau) in this connection is
noteworthy. The crushed flower is used medicinally on boils to help them burst and, more
importantly, it is used during difficult births to prompt and ease delivery because it ‘brings
out the raw blood from the woman’ (fasapngo laflaf ululif mali maping ca).20 This second
property makes the kamicau a female medicine and its insertion into the tube of the penis is
a symbolic assertion of the female condition of Mancabou’s castrated state. By extension,
the flower also announces the weakness of Mam ole Mancabou’s fighting prowess. The red
of the kamicau flower is reminiscent of the red kasuba cloth that is tied around the spear and
knife in the fola jawa, as well as around the four coconuts that are suspended from the ridge
pole.21 Red is the colour of magical fighting prowess and courage. Thus the waist cloth
(galagala) worn by Ian Toa before the attack on the Bicoli (Appendix B, line 188-189) is
made of the red kasuba cloth. During the Fatub Ian Toa ritual, the medium also wears such
a red kasuba cloth wound around his waist (see Photograph 20).22 The planting of the red
flower into Mancabou’s severed penis is thus a triumphant sign of Ian Toa’s victory as well
as a degrading of the vanquished.23
I was told in a shorter rendition of the myth by Tinus Batawi that Mamole Mancabou
died of shame after being exposed naked.

This theme is also played upon in Ponco’s

version where Mamole Mancabou chooses death rather than being exposed naked ‘towards
the path to the seaside’. The seaside was the direction of the Bicoli women and in naked
exposure to the women of his own group lies grave shame (mairnai). Shame carries extra
weight in myths, as it does in adat. Mancabou literally lives and dies by the adage normally
used in relation to marriage exchanges: it is better to be dead than shameful (mairnai'
mancapa mat itet ga).24
The opposition to women expressed by Ian Toa finally comes to a head when he
declares his intention of killing the remaining Bicoli women and children, but is prevented
from doing so by his mother. In anger he decides to leave. This anger is his personal sign
when he possesses the medium during the Fatub Ian Toa ritual. No women are allowed to
see or be close to the ritual lest their hair falls out. While his anger is also a necessary sign
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of his fierceness {makes), it is significantly directed at the men for listening to the women.
His first words during the possession are as follows, accompanied by an obscene gesture
denoting sexual intercourse:
Pupui, pnu taie npupüi.
Meufdela ya panto.
Fpei be laitane,
fpei be laitane

It stinks, this village stinks.
You do not follow me anymore.
All you do is this,
all you do is this.

The hatred of women which is associated with his fierceness is also related to his young
unmarried status. As one informant expressed it: ‘He was still a child, so he did not marry’
{wawai sube, in fa sa o pa). Having not discovered sexuality and seeing it as a threat to his
fierceness, he does not see the value of women. The denial of women is especially directed
at their role as child bearers, something which both his virgin birth and his name which
involves the ‘cutting of the female breast’ show. In rejecting women, Ian Toa is, in essence,
rejecting female nurture and the essential role played by women and blood in procreation.25
While women are still inimical to exclusively male matters like fighting magic, there is
an explicit acknowledgement that fierceness alone is dangerous. Thus man de wela magic
should not be given to aggressive young men, because they would take out their augmented
anger on people within the village. For similar reasons, the fertility of crops is threatened by
fierceness. People with ‘hot hands’ {kakamo mfanas) should not plant crops, because they
would cause them to die. ‘Hot hands’ is a characteristic of men who drink fighting magic,
in particular, but also of people who are hot from having worked hard. Most planting occurs
in late afternoon to avoid the heat of the sun. Thus, hotness is dangerous to peaceful and
fertile growth, in both a literal sense and symbolically as an index of anger. It is for this
reason that having been eaten by the gua is referred to as ungan kakamo (‘ungan due to
hands’), because the gua as an aggressive, dangerous spirit has hot hands in the extreme.26
The fierceness of Ian Toa, which provided Buli with the fighting abilities that they see
as their most distinguishing cultural characteristic and which saved them from extinction,
has femaleness as a negatively valued opposite. Therefore Ian Toa never married, ‘despises’
women, and reproaches other men for not doing the same at the ritual possession (see
Appendix B, line 289-293). It was, however, the refusal of women to continue the killing
that initiated peaceful relations to Bicoli, a relationship that acknowledged the superior
position of Buli. Suba is, thus, the obeisance before a superior formerly performed when
approaching the Sultan.

Bowing down before a superior marks the beginning of adat, a

beginning that meant the departure of Ian Toa. The Kapita explained it thus:
The shrine of Ian Toa is there because people asked for mercy —using adat. They came and
bowed down, so his parents did not follow Ian Toa’s wish to kill the Bicoli women and
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children. First Buli got help and the enemy was killed. When his help was no longer needed,
the women came to ask for mercy: that is, they came using adat. Because of that his parents
did not accede to Ian Toa’s wish, but he is still a hero.

Adat therefore refers to a specific set of acknowledged traditions that derive from the Sultan.
Adat sets an ordered and asymmetrical matrix for social relations, epitomised in the bodily
comportment of obeisance as an expression of respect and honour. Bowing down (suba),
which is an essential bodily comportment between the man’s and the woman’s side during
the marriage ceremony, the breach of which is punishable by fines, is said to have been a
part of everyday life in Buli as well. Bending over slightly and bringing both hands to the
forehead while greeting each other with the honorific Joui (Lord!) is said to have been
normal practice when two older men passed each other. To call each other ‘Lord’ (fajou)
and bowing down (usually expressed by the couplet suba re sijur, ‘to honour and bow down
before’) replicates the prostration required before the Sultan as a sign of loyalty (see Andaya
1993:200).27 Nowadays older men at times lament the current casual and disrespectful way
of conducting social intercourse.28 Thus, two bodily comportments are contrasted in the Ian
Toa myth: the light-footed cakalele dancing, which signifies the ability to fight and kill
while dodging blows and spears, and the respectful obeisance to a superior performed by the
vanquished party. Obeisance is also the obligatory comportment for adat relations which
recognises the asymmetrical relationship that pertains between two adat partners.29 While
Ian Toa taught his fathers the proper bodily comportment during the cakalele, he refused to
engage in an asymmetrical relationship by receiving obeisance upon which his parents, his
mother in particular, insisted he do. Bowing down (suba) belongs not to the era of Ian Toa
but to the era that followed him: the time of the Sultan and the introduction of adat.
Mythical time is divided into two separate eras: the age of Ian Toa in which fierceness
was the main trait of Buli and the time of the Sultan who introduced adat rules for proper
behaviour, titles that created a prestigious group of people from ‘Houses of repute’ (ebai
ngasan), and a political hierarchy that regulated intercourse with other groups in the area.
When Christian Buli talk about this temporal threshold, it is often regarded as equivalent to
another important change, namely, the introduction of Christianity (agama), in that both
changes brought an outside set of regulations to bear on Buli society whose only
preoccupation, according to this revised perception of the past, was killing and pirating.
The following chapter will explore the nexus between women, the Sultan and adat
which is brought out with particular clarity in marriage and burial ceremonies. Suffice it to
say that in adat, femaleness is the positively valued term in opposition to maleness.
Femaleness entails fertility and prosperity (remember, for example, that it is the correct
measure of the female beams in the house which ensures the high status of the children of
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the household), which is opposed to the destructive and debilitating effect of heat and anger.
While female smell is abhorrent to Ian Toa and the presence of women prohibited at his
rituals,30 the hotness of the anger and fierceness associated with male fighting magic is
inimical to the growth of crops and reminiscent of the deadly hotness of the hands of the
gua.

Several people pointed out that is was just as well that Ian Toa had disappeared

because he would otherwise most likely have turned on Buli when all Bicoli were dead. The
danger of Ian Toa is brought out in Ponco’s version of the myth (Appendix B, line 295-303).
In this version, Ian Toa’s anger remains strong even after his resentful departure. Three days
after disappearing, he calls forth a deluge that causes the village of Buli-Tua to disappear.
Only forty households who heed the omen provided in a dream the night before the flood
escape to survive the disaster - eventually to settle in present-day Buli. It is presumably in
this dream that Ian Toa promises to return if ever the need arises through hardship, calamity
or war.31
Ian Toa represents a figure of unabated ferocity, who saves Buli society. His ferocity
comes to stand for a part of Buli identity. This aspect of identity is supremely male and
devalues women as weak and sexuality as smelly. Ferocity, however, also entails a danger
to sociality and as the myth progresses the opposition to women becomes increasingly
accentuated before culminating in Ian Toa’s resentful departure. The era of adat is then
initiated by women, when they allow the Bicoli women to perform the prostration required
by adat as a sign of submission. All adat, it will be remembered, stems from the Sultan.
Buli society can therefore be seen as being oriented towards two leading personages, each of
who expresses antithetical but equally essential aspects of Buli culture: Ian Toa and the
Sultan. Each represents separate temporal and spatial domains: Ian Toa is indigenous to the
peninsula of northeast Halmahera and establishes the cultural dominance of Buli there in the
mythical time before the Sultan. The Sultan, on the other hand, comes from ‘the seaside’
(see Appendix A) and introduces adat. Adat, in this context, implies three changes to Buli
society. Firstly, it brings an ordered political hierarchy between the groups of the area,
initiating a peaceful period that replaces the previous state of perpetual war (see Chapter One
for a quite divergent historical perspective). Secondly, adat institutes social stratification
within Buli society in the bestowal of titles on the leaders of four Houses and, thirdly, adat
initiates an appropriate way of establishing links between Houses through marriage rituals
(see Chapter Eight). Because of the insistence of the women on following adat, Ian Toa
disappears by literally ‘going up in smoke’, yet he is incorporated into the political order of
adat as a prominent figure of cultural identification of Buli.32
The extent to which the male fierceness of Ian Toa is regarded as a characteristic
feature of Buli cultural identity may be seen in the folk etymology of the term buli. It is
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said to derive from the verb fabulis, which is given in Indonesian as menintip, to he in wait
for, to spy on, and refers to the habit of the Buli to be on the lookout for ships to assault and
plunder.33 We here get a clear indication of the main characteristic which, according to Buli
self-reflection, defines their identity: ferocity. It is by dint of this fierceness, associated with
an ideal maleness brought by Ian Toa, that Buli justify their position within the former
political order of sultanate rule which continues to define ethnic relations between the
peoples of central Halmahera. As the next Chapter will show, adat is conceptualised as
deriving from the Sultan, yet it is Ian Toa who is the main guardian of proper behaviour as
laid down by the Sultan. This is not contradicted by the fact that Ian Toa, in a chronological
sense, is prior to the Sultan. Logically, the two figures are closely associated in a complex
relationship. In the general context of being originators and guardians of adat, they fuse,
while internally they are opposed as male and female, respectively.
THE KAPITA TITLE

It is from among the descendants of Tunis, the ‘real father’ of Ian Toa, that the holder of the
traditional title, kapita, should be selected. The holder of the title of kapita was charged
with leadership both in war and of the raiding parties to coastal Irian Jaya. He was expected
to be the first person to land on foreign shores so as to face any possible attack. Ruiter
(1937:22) reports how, according to local (probably Weda) lore, Sultan Kaciliat of Tidore
travelled around Halmahera in the fourteenth century and bestowed the title of Kapita or
‘momoli’ on the five hamlets of Buli, Bicoli, Maba, Patani, Weda.34 Andaya (1993:283)
describes momole as ‘a local north Malukan title given to a person of proven war ability and
often associated with heads of early communities’ which is commensurate with the Galela
meaning of mole, ‘brave hero’ (van Baarda 1895:261).
In the Ian Toa myth, which is decidedly set in a period before the beginning of
sultanate rule, this title is held by both Ian Toa and Mamole Mancabou - the latter even has
the title integrated into his name.

In this way, the title is given an indigenous origin

associated with the local mythical heroes, rather than being purely linked to the Sultan. This
double association is brought out in the responsibilities of the kapita. His function as war
leader is only made possible, in Buli understanding, by his guardianship of Ian Toa, his
ability to call on the help of Ian Toa and, in particular, by his inherited possession of the
fighting magic (man de wela) of Ian Toa.35 Although the function of war leader derives
from an association with sultanate rule, a genealogical link between Ian Toa and the present
Kapita is necessary. According to Tali, the current Kapita, the line of genealogical linkage
between himself and Ian Toa is as follows.
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Figure 7.2: The genealogy of the /capita title
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The authority of the /capita title, like other traditional titles, has now to a large extent
been usurped by the offices sanctioned by the Indonesian government (village head, deputy
village head, and village secretary).

Despite these changes to the structure of village

authority, the Kapita is still the person in charge of the important ritual to feed and appease
Ian Toa (Fatub Ian Toa).

It is this ritual that is the main way of alleviating serious

epidemics and avoiding disasters brought on by breaches of proper behaviour.

THE RITUALS OF PROTECTIVE FIERCENESS
The rituals performed for Ian Toa vary in size rather than in kind. The main ritual is called
Fatüb Ian Toa, ‘Feeding Ian Toa’, while a smaller ritual which follows the same pattem is
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called Pei Ian Toa Ni Jijöl, ‘To Make Ritual Food for Ian Toa’. Fatüb Ian Toa is a
possession ritual at which a medium is possessed by Ian Toa, and for this ritual a large green
turtle must be presented to his shrine for ceremonial consumption. The Pei Ian Toa Ni Jijöl
ritual, on the other hand, consists of a ceremonial feeding - the food consisting of fried
bananas - of the young boys in the village. Although they are not possessed by Ian Toa,
they do assume symbolic identity with him and the ritual partly aims at inducing the
strength of Ian Toa in them.36 Because of the requirement of a turtle, the Fatüb Ian Toa
ritual demands longer preparations than the smaller scale ritual of Pei Ian Toa Ni Jijöl. Both
rituals are contingent rather than calendrical and no rule stipulates the frequency of the
performance of the rituals,37 They are only performed when sickness is unusually frequent
or similar misfortune seems to warrant the help and protection of Ian Toa. Nevertheless,
there is also a sense that ritual neglect of Ian Toa can arouse his anger. This neglect may
contribute to the severity of the misfortune. I will here describe the large ritual (Fatüb Ian
Toa), while I describe the smaller Pei Ian Toa Ni Jijöl in connection with events detailed in
Chapter Ten.
When the Fatüb Ian Toa ritual was held in February 1992, it had not been performed
for some seven years, which most people felt was far too long. The neglect, which was no
doubt related to the strong opposition from the Church to this aspect of traditional culture,
was held to be partly responsible for the sickness and death that had plagued the village for
some time. The immediate reason for the decision by the Kapita to hold the ritual, however,
came from Buli Serani.
Samadar Batawi is a man in his fifties who works in the district office in Buli Serani as
a clerk performing and registering civil weddings.

His nineteen-year-old daughter,

Dorselina, had been afflicted by recurrent seizures during January but had seemed to recover
after each attack. Then, on Sunday 2 February, she suddenly collapsed outside the Church
as the congregation was filing out after the sermon. She fell to the ground, screaming and in
convulsion. During the day, she grew worse, screaming in what seemed to be old-fashioned
Buli, eating dirt and violently refusing to allow any woman to touch her. Only men could
approach her or touch her without causing a violent reaction. Divination (faildl) revealed
that she was possessed by Ian Toa and the Kapita in Waiflf was immediately summoned on
the motorbike belonging to the district office (Kantor Camat) . 38
THE SOCIAL BACKGROUND OF THE POSSESSION

The Kapita confirmed that it was indeed Ian Toa who was very upset because Samadar had
accidentally consumed yellowfin tuna during an official trip to Tobelo.39 This was just one
instance of how Buli people did not follow Ian Toa anymore: the Fatüb Ian Toa ritual had
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not been performed for many years and the present sacrificial shrine built in 1971 was
slowly falling apart. The decay of the shrine was particularly deplorable because the village,
constantly motivated by the minister, was busily working on and financing a new Rp.50
million (A$ 35,000) church in Waiflf. Samadar promised on the spot to sponsor a Fatüb Ian
Toa ritual and finance the building of a new sacrificial shrine. Dorselina began to recover
shortly afterwards and she had not, according to Samadar, had any relapse by the time the
ritual was performed on 17 February 1992. Part of the reason for the swiftness with which
the Kapita decided to hold the ritual (four outriggers had been sent off to hunt the green
turtle only a few days after Dorselina’s final possession) was, no doubt, that the general
situation in Waiflf was seen to have been deteriorating since Karo’s death (see Chapter
Three). The decision to hold the ritual should also be seen in the context of the strained
social relations in the village of which the pending court case was a dramatic example.
STAGING THE RITUAL
Holding the ritual was something of a gamble on the part of the Kapita, since the ministers
from both Waiflf and Buli Serani made their opposition to it quite obvious.40 Furthermore,
the ritual was an unmistakable display of the continuing importance of traditional beliefs and
as such might antagonise the government officials whom the Kapita had no wish to
challenge at that stage. It was annoyance and frustration on the part of the Ambonese police
chief and the Sundanese chief of the military (Koramil) with the continuing power of belief
in the gua in the village of Waiflf, that had resulted in the unprecedented legal action against
the partial destruction of Lolos’ house. A side-effect of their attention to Waiflf was that the
authorities regarded all aspects of traditional belief as potential obstacles to the ideological
process of national development (pembangunan) which they were charged with
implementing. These political considerations notwithstanding, it was vital that the anger of
Ian Toa be cooled, and the staging of the ritual was therefore essential if social relations in
the village were to be restored to a semblance of harmony. The possession of Dorselina
proved to be fortuitous in this respect, because Samadar’s status as a government employee
(pegawai) and his official sponsorship of the ritual could deflect government attention from
the Kapita. The political considerations thereby set aside, preparations progressed rapidly
and all waited for the return of the turtle hunters.
Hunting turtles is the most difficult and precarious form of hunting because the turtle
has to be speared in the soft flesh under the shell at the moment it comes up to the surface to
breathe. The slightest noise will make it dive immediately, before the hunter is within
harpooning distance. Magic of various types, such as lalao yalyalfo which attracts the turtle,
is therefore essential, but even for accomplished hunters not every hunt is successful. Since
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the ritual cannot be performed without a large turtle, the Kapita grew more anxious as the
days passed. On Sunday 16 February, just before sunset, a cry went through the village as
news spread of the return of the hunters with a huge female green turtle {fen tu hnyeo).
When we arrived at the fola jawa, the Kapita was already doing the cakalele in front of the
sacrificial shrine using the shield and knife stored inside it, while two male elders were
blowing perforated triton shells (pu), the traditional way of calling Ian Toa. The turtle was
then hauled to the front of the shrine while both older men and young boys took turns at
dancing the war dance (see Photograph 1). This presentation, known as Fableo Fen, Playing
the Turtle, lasted about half an hour after which people abandoned the area.41
The main ritual should ideally be performed on a Friday. There were fears, however,
that the turtle which had been speared in the neck would not survive till then, so the Kapita
decided to stage the ritual the next day. Early Monday morning, boys and young men
collected large quantities of the heavy stems of the pepeat (NMM.: goloba) to be substituted
for spears at the ritual fighting and laid them out in two stacks in front of the house.42 The
older men, meanwhile, were butchering the turtle on the beach and had begun cooking the
meat and fat in bamboo tubes. A long table (ilamak) had been constructed in front of the
shrine covered with sago leaves and set with pandanus cups (waif), replicating the mythical
table of the thousand Bicoli people, and through the day the younger men, divided in two
groups, were fighting each other with spears accompanied by the drums beating the rapid
cakalele rhythm. The battle would weave back and forth as each side attacked or retreated
with no concern for the bystanders who scurried to safety when the threat of being hit with
the heavy stems became too imminent. The bravest of the men would be leading their side,
taunting and feigning throws while dodging the spears of the opposition to charge and throw
when the opponents were temporarily out of spears. A few were even fast enough to be able
to perform the cakalele with knife and shield while dodging the (stem-)spears aimed at them
from very close range.43 The two parties were formed on an ad hoc basis as some men
joined and others withdrew, and I saw no formal recruiting along fam or House lines.
NEGOTIATING EXOGENOUS DISCOURSES
Hundreds of people from all three villages of Buli Serani, Buli Islam and Waiflf had
gathered around the sacrificial shrine in the afternoon to watch the main ritual. Among them
were both the Tobelo minister of Waiflf and the Ambon minister of Buli Serani, as well as
the heads of all three sections of government in Buli Serani: the Head of Police, a burly man
from Ambon, and his deputy; the local military commander (Koramil), a soft-spoken but
forceful Sundanese man in his early forties; plus an array of civil servants, including the
district head (camat) and his deputies.

They had been officially invited to attend by
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Samadar and were seated in the shade of a plastic sheet and were being served tea, while the
hundreds of curious locals were crowding the area around the shrine, jostling to get a better
view; some had even climbed coconut palms on the beach for an unobscured line of vision.
Samadar gave a speech in which he adopted the formal variety of Indonesian so far
removed from the colloquial style of North Moluccan Malay. At great length he welcomed
the honoured guests before addressing the sensitive topic of the ritual itself. ‘This was not,’
he began, ‘an expression of heathendom (kekafiran), in fact, this ritual had nothing to do
with religion’ (upacara ini tidak bisa digabung dengan agama sama sekali), and as such
it was not intended to offend anyone. Rather this ritual was a central expression of the
culture of the Buli people (kebudayaan orang Buli) and it was therefore important that
everyone help preserve and protect it. In this short speech Samadar thus managed, very
deftly, to portray the ritual that followed as a performance that gave glory to the Indonesian
national motto: ‘Unity in Diversity’ or Various yet One (Bhinneka Tunggal Ika) (Kipp
1993:109) which celebrates the cultural diversity united in one political realm.44 In this way,
he had obviated any public critique by the church leaders (who later privately lamented to
me the stubbornness of heathendom in WaiflO by rhetorically removing the ritual from a
dangerous confrontation with the sensitive domain of religion which is strictly delimited by
the national ideology of Pancasila.45
The Church minister had argued that the ritual appeal to Ian Toa belonged to none of
these categories and was, therefore, not simply heathen but unpatriotic as well. The force of
this argument came from the interpretation of the first principle of Pancasila, belief in one
God, which gained currency throughout Indonesia after 1965. In order to curb the influence
of Communism after the massacres of 1965-66, during which as many as 500,000 people
alleged to be communists were killed (Cribb 1990), atheism was aligned with Communism
and political subversion (Stange 1986:80). It was as part of the political consolidation of the
New Order government under President Suharto that active allegiance to one of the six
accepted religions was enforced in the 1970s. Haire describes its effects in Halmahera as
follows: ‘Although these provisions were not strictly enforced in many parts of the nation, in
Halmahera they caused considerable fear among the pre-literary religionists, who were
therefore inclined to enter one of the religions available in the North Moluccas,
Protestantism or Islam’ (1981:66). Indeed, it was in the early 1970s that the last families in
Waifh were baptised.
The relationship between political intimidation and religion is still very close and the
inherent threat of accusations of heathendom was not lost on anyone. However, rather than
engaging this argument, Samadar, by maintaining that the ritual was a matter not of
‘religion’ (agama) but of ‘culture’ (kebudayaan), appealed to the doxic legitimacy of
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cultural diversity which is also encapsulated in the national ideology of Pancasila. 46 In a
very eloquent fashion, the fears of the Kapita had been dispelled by using the authority of
national ideological rhetoric to silence the dissent from the Church and, for a while at least,
to drive a wedge in between the representatives of the State and the Church in their
otherwise common ‘civilising efforts’ (usaha pembangunan).
The rituals of indigenous cultures throughout Indonesia are being made the object of
the controlling gaze of the State, turning them into performance spectacles that testify to
Indonesian cultural diversity, but not allowing them to play a role in enacting cosmological
ideas or village power relations. 47 Samadar’s speech, however, is an example of how the
gaze of the State can be exploited and its discourse employed to legitimate the performance
of the ‘pagan’ ritual. This was done under circumstances where local Buli culture was under
increasing pressure to become enlightened (sadar) and to partake in the national
development process (pembangunan) by two parallel but not always congruent forces, the
Evangelical Protestant Church of Halmahera and the Indonesian government. The invited
audience (the government representatives and Church leaders) was, in effect, subjected to its
own ideology by a member of their own ranks. As the clerk registering Christian weddings
known as tubs nama, Samadar had close, regular contacts with both Church leaders and
civil servants. Confronted by standard arguments delivered in the formal rhetoric of ‘proper
Indonesian’, the Church and State leaders were left no other option but to agree. Such is the
authority of State rhetoric: when one of the keywords, such as Pancasila, is mentioned one
always agrees. 48 The effect of this rhetoric, however, was to justify the performance of the
ritual: how the ritual, far from contravening national ideology, in fact supports it. At the
same time, the non-Buli Church representatives were rendered silent by Samadar’s speech. 49
I do not mean to suggest, however, that the speech entailed a conscious ploy to
undermine Church authority nor that its espousal of the importance of national unity was
delivered sarcastically or in bad faith. 50

What I want to emphasise, rather, is how the

possession of his daughter forced Samadar to seek an avenue for the performance of the
ritual. Here, as in the case of Serb’s possession (Chapter Four), it is the corporeal reality of
traditional beliefs that forced a compromise with modernity as it is politically implemented
at a local level in Indonesia. The need for compromise came not from a stubborn footdragging on the part of people in Buli, and particularly not on the part of a man like
Samadar who was an ardent Church-goer, a loyal civil servant, and on the whole enthusiastic
about the promises of progress made by his political party, the ruling Golkar. The need
came, from a Buli point of view, from the opposition of the non-Buli government and
Church representatives to - and one might say their stubborn non-recognition of - an

Photograph 19: Samadar Batawi’s speech before the Fatüb Ian Toa ritual
(Defresi is seated on the ground, while the Kapita is standing
next to Samadar)
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overwhelming, undeniable reality which Buli experience continually on and through their
bodies.
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE RITUAL

As the long table which acted as a border between the ritual area and the crowd seemed in
danger of collapsing under the pressure of people, several young men were busy trying to
prevent the crowd from closing in on the ritual area in front of the shrine. Defresi was
seated bare-chested, facing the house with a red kasuba cloth around his waist and copiously
chewing betel-nut.51 The young men were especially vigorous in chasing away the giggling
young girls who were occasionally pushed to the front of the crowd.52
When the cakalele rhythm commenced and two men began to blow the triton shells to
summon Ian Toa, the Kapita, squatting on a sago-bark mat (dangat) in front of the crosslegged Defresi, whispered to him to come out (sapang).s3 Ideally, it should be the Kapita
himself who is possessed by Ian Toa. While the Kapita claimed that he had given the role to
Defresi as he himself was getting too old, other men said that he had stopped performing the
role after he formally converted to Christianity in the early 1970s because he was
embarrassed about it. The drumming got faster and louder and the betel-nut chewing of
Defresi more frantic, his mouth overflowing with red saliva, as two older men took turns
dancing the cakalele right in front of him. Then incense (manydn) was brought to his face
and the men performed mock attacks on him and yelled threateningly at him. The drums
were at a crescendo, the yells shrill and menacing and the general noise at fever pitch when
Defresi was suddenly possessed. He leapt from his cross-legged position straight into the
air, uncontrollably throwing his arms around him, stiff and very agitated.
Four men had been anticipating this and immediately jumped at him, but only with
great difficulty were they able to wrestle him to the ground, where he was fed still more
betel-nut. After the cakalele had been performed in front of him in this position, the Kapita
calmly talked to the very agitated Ian Toa, asking him was this really him (yes); was he
happy (definitely not).54 Still moving stiffly and shaking violently, Ian Toa was guided to
the shrine and fed boiled turtle fat from a bamboo tube already suspended there, then given a
glass of palm wine that he managed to put to his mouth before flinging it into the crowd.55
Most of the food, palm wine and betel-nut, however, was spat out in large sprays (see
Photograph 21). Being hit by these ejected, rather than consumed, food items is considered
very fortunate as it ensures immunity from sickness in the future.
When he was offered more palm wine from a plastic kerosene can, an uncontrolled kick
tipped it over and the contents spilt onto the ground. Controlling the wild movements of Ian
Toa became an increasing burden as he was offered tobacco rolled in a banana leaf: he
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managed only two puffs before the cigarette flew into the crowd. After having thus been fed
(fatüb), he was again asked whether he was happy and since this seemed to be the case, he
was enticed by the Kapita in a low voice to guard ‘your hundred and fifty subjects’ (mjaga
nim kawasa slubisd re yafaUm). An implicit opposition was being drawn here between the
one thousand and fifty Bicoli people mentioned in the myth and the one hundred and fifty
Buli. The distinction made is one between ‘hundred’ (slubi), a relatively low number, and
‘thousand’, a large, almost uncountable number. Indeed lalan (thousand), as a compound, is
the highest original Buli numeral. 56 It is not only phonetically close to, but also used
synonymously with, ‘a lot’ or ‘many’ (lal). So when Ian Toa in the myth claims that ‘a
thousand Bicoli are not many’ (asa lalan na dalal pa), it is a contradiction in terms made
true by his extraordinary destructiveness. To Ian Toa even a lot of enemies are not many.
What could be a more convincing evidence of his fierceness than his ability to contradict
logic? 57
Ian Toa finished the ceremony by shaking hands with the surrounding men as a
curiously bureaucratic gesture of mutual good-will now that his protection had been re
established. Then a small white plate with water and sulasi (Ocimum sanctum) - the cooling
weed also used when performing the cooling and ‘well-scented’ pei suang ritual - was
thrown at the chest of Ian Toa.

The effect was so powerful that Defresi was thrown

backwards and fainted. Two men then blew (aus) alternately into the ears of the lifeless
Defresi to restore his gurumin and a little later he was led groggily from the ritual area. The
drumming continued, however, as food, consisting of sago and the boiled meat of the turtle,
was set out in pandanus cups (waif) along the table. The men began eating in a hurried and
chaotic manner, while food flew across the table. As was the case with the feeding of Ian
Toa, less emphasis seemed to be placed on actual consumption than on being hit with the
food. While eating in Buli is always a quick affair, the pace of this scramble to finish was
exaggerated and the consumption flowed almost imperceptibly into fighting with spears.
The crowd was taken somewhat by surprise and had to scramble to safety when the spear
fighting commenced in earnest again. The ritual was thereby finished and while the spear
fighting continued till darkness fell, the older men had left the grounds after an honorary
cakalele dance had been performed for the invited guests.

RECREATING MYTHICAL TIME
The ritual to appease Ian Toa consists of two parts.

Fableo Fen ca is the sacrificial

presentation of a turtle that alerts Ian Toa to his people’s intention of performing the main
feeding ritual, Fatub Ian Toa. The central theme of the main ritual is the anger and almost

Photograph 20: {Fatüb Ian Tod) Two men struggle to control Ian Toa as the cakalele
dance is performed in front of him

Photograph 21: {Fatüb Ian Toa) Feeding Ian Toa

Photograph 22: (Fatüb Ian Tod) Ian Toa shakes hands with the bystanders after
being pacified

Photograph 24: (Fatüb Ian Toa) The spear fighting begins
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uncontrollable fierceness of Ian Toa. While the anger is deliberately provoked by mock
attacks, cakalele dancing, and shouting to induce the possession of the body of a medium by
Ian Toa, 58 the ritual possession itself is primarily concerned with mitigating this anger. As
we have seen, anger is closely associated with hotness which is further connected with
infertility and destructiveness. Ian Toa’s association with the Buli is the sine non qua of
their fighting abilities and these abilities are displayed for him both before and during the
ritual. This display of the bodily qualities of agility, lightness and menace (in mock attacks
and shouts) ‘makes hot’ (famfanas) Ian Toa.
In the myth, Ian Toa promises to return to help in cases of war or calamity. It is the
illusion of war that the ritual recreates. In a sense, it is not any war but the original war with
Bicoli that is being re-enacted. First the burning of incense re-creates the conditions of the
time when Ian Toa disappeared in the smoke of a fire. Then the ritual traces in reverse the
latter part of the plot of the myth, culminating in the eating and spear-fighting which replay
the slaying of the thousand Bicoli. During the ritual, mythic time is being re-created to
allow for the return of Ian Toa and the mythic war against Bicoli becomes the paradigm for
all present troubles that beset Buli.
From then on, the ritual attempts to re-align the anger of Ian Toa towards the problems
that threaten the community. This realignment is initially sought through the presentation of
food to and then the feeding of Ian Toa. The feeding, however, is turned into a type of
exchange when Ian Toa instead of ingesting the food sprays out half-masticated food in
quantities as large as those he actually consumes. By spitting out food which by contagion
immunises against sickness those who have contact with it, food and betel-nut are turned
into medicine. This healing and protective effect of expectorants is also found in two types
of curing known as fatalam and tapaso. Curing by fatalam is achieved by chewing leaves
which are sprayed into the eyes and face of babies affected by the hot eyes of the gua (ungan
mtau). Tapaso is masticated betel-nut which is similarly sprayed onto skin afflicted by
disease.
Ian Toa indicates that his anger has been accommodated to Buli concerns by shaking
hands with the bystanders. His hot anger is then extinguished by water and the cooling
sulasi weed which brings about the immediate departure from the body of the medium. In
the ritual, the otherwise uncontrollable power of destructiveness that is Ian Toa is wrestled
to the ground, appeased with food and in the end brought under the control of Buli society,
represented by the male participants.
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AFFINITIES BETWEEN IAN TOA, SUANG AND GUA
Having described and analysed the myth and main ritual of the Buli culture hero, Ian Toa, it
might be useful to return to two themes touched upon earlier. The first theme concerns
differences and similarities between the suang, Ian Toa and other mythical heroes of Central
Halmahera. This theme brings out the importance for cultural differentiation of a perceived
hierarchy of mythical heroes. The relationship between the suang and Ian Toa is one that
revolves around the problematic difference between animals and humans. The second theme
concerns the seemingly problematic similarities between Ian Toa and the gua, which are
brought out in a myth from Gimän.
According to Buli traditional leaders, the sacrificial house of Ian Toa is the ‘first’ in
Central Halmahera and those of other groups are merely later additions. Two arguments
commonly attest the seniority and supremacy of Ian Toa among the guardian spirits of other
villages, characteristics which legitimise the notion of the male pre-eminence of Buli
amongst their neighbours. Firstly, people point out how Ian Toa (and Mamole Mancabou)
are the only supreme guardian spirits to have an original human shape, as opposed to the
Crocodile, Whale, Goat, Dragon or Betel vine of the other villages.

Secondly, as the

rhetorical question puts it, ‘why did Buli people always have to guard and protect Maba in
the past, if the Maba and Waci guardian spirits were really protecting their villages?’
The first justification cited here is something of an approximation given that not only
Ian Toa and Mamole Mancabou, but also the guardian spirit of Soa Sangaji, Gisbayo,
(whose shrine is now in Mabapura), were originally a human being. The myth of Gisbayo,
as told to me by Tali Guslaw, brings this out:
THE MYTH OF GISBAYO

Manefo was the first Sangaji (Ruler of the Domain of Maba and Buli). His son,
Farasman, went into the forest one day and disappeared. Some time later a
member of the Sangaji’s family went to gather a type of wild betel pepper, known
in Buli as giliäs, but in Maba as gis, as an ingredient in tobacco chewing. When
he cut the stem (bayo) of the betel pepper, it began to bleed and he hurried home.
The same night he dreamt of Farasman who told him that the stem of the wild
betel pepper {Gisbayo) was his ‘canoe’. Farasman then became the guardian spirit
of the Sangaji’s descendants, today represented by fam Sowoi. When Mabapura
was established by the government in the early 1970s, most members of fam
Sowoi moved to the new village from Soa Sangaji and took the fola jawa with
them.
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The opposition between animal and human origin that here marks the cultural
supremacy of Ian Toa over the guardian spirits of the surrounding villages is noteworthy,
however, because this opposition also distinguishes Ian Toa from the suang. One might
therefore say that in his protective capacity Ian Toa performs for the Buli people as a whole
the role that the suang performs for the individual fam or House. In Chapter Six, we saw
how dodadi refers to the central suang of a Trunk-House. In Tobelo, however, dodadi refers
to the founding ancestor of a House or settlement (Platenkamp 1989:286). The ancestor
took the form of an animal that was honoured in a village temple. The village temple
devoted to Ian Toa serves exactly this function in Waiflf.

Platenkamp argues that the

ancestor ‘identified groups of people at various levels of inclusion’ (ibid:.\25). In Buli this,
too, is the case. While the suang serve as a marker of identity at the level of the fam or
Trunk-House, Ian Toa identifies the community of Buli as a whole. There is, in other
words, an affinity between the suang, linked to individual fam, and Ian Toa, the protector of
Buli people. This is further indicated in the expression that Ian Toa is smato Buli na, the
‘person o f the Buli, just as the suang spirit is the smato of a particular aiwao root. This
recognised functional equivalence, however, is overshadowed by a series of differences in
content, the most important of which is the fact that Ian Toa was found/’bom’ as a human
being whereas the suang is bom as an animal. The differences may be summarised as
follows:
Table 7.1: Structural comparison of Ian Toa and suang
Ian Toa

suanp

human form
found and grows without nurture
communal
ferocious despite peaceful exterior (child)
resentful
rejects society
antipathy to women
rejected by women
prohibited to women
teaches fighting skills
supremely male

animal form
bom and nurtured
restricted to individual fam or Trunk-House
peaceful despite ferocious exterior
conciliatory
rejected by society
forced away from mother
allowed to both sexes (if only medicine is given)
gives fighting magic (man de wela) or medicine
may be either male or female.

The animal form of the Maba guardian spirits means that they are relegated to the
status of ordinary suang whose power is inferior to that of Ian Toa. This subordination of
the guardian spirits of other villages which makes them equivalent to Buli suang has, for
instance, been exploited by fam Raja in Waiflf. The main suang (dodadi) of fam Raja is the
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crocodile but they regard Lol Piay (‘Old Man Crocodile’), the village guardian spirit of Soa
Laipoh, as being the personification of this suang. When I visited the dilapidated shrine of
Lol Piay in Soa Laipoh in October 1991, people lamented to me that the Buli people had
taken the porcelain replica of a crocodile that used to be in the shrine, forcing them to
replace it with a wooden replica (see photo 16). Two white porcelain figurines representing
the crocodile are indeed the main items among the jijöl of fam Raja for their suang.
Although Ian Toa and the suang resemble each other, it is their differences that are
emphasised symbolically and used as a statement about cultural difference which sets up an
asymmetrical opposition between the strength of Ian Toa, who epitomises the ‘masculine’
and bellicose nature of the Buli, on the one hand, and the relative ‘feminine’ weakness of the
guardian spirits of the surrounding Maba villages, on the other. This opposition is not an
absolute one, however, because these relatively ‘weak’ guardian spirits may be adopted as
the ‘strong’ (man de we la) suang of an individual fam. Lol Piay is interesting in this regard
because the adoption of the spirit by fam Raja in Buli was followed by a marked decline in
the belief in the powers of the guardian spirit in Soa Laipoh (in Maba). This decline was
related to a conflict within the village of Soa Laipoh which involved accusations of gua
attack that centred on the Kapita of Soa Laipoh, Hassan. Recounting this event, as told by
Hassan himself, may serve to introduce the second theme that I want to address, namely the
ambiguous similarities between the guardian spirit and the gua.
THE DEATH OF THE CROCODILE HUNTER

Before, when rituals for Lol Piay were held regularly, Hassan remembers how
every time the triton shells were blown to commence the ritual, a large group of
big crocodiles would gather on a nearby sand bank in the river Usia to watch the
performance.
Lol Piay had, however, not been fed since the 1958-60 Permesta uprising and
people had long been neglecting the shrine, which stands in a ruinous state on the
shore of the Usia river. Even some 30 deaths in rapid succession that had
followed the move to Mabapura had not changed this disregard. Instead, people
built a new shrine, complete with a corrugated iron roof, for the guardian spirit of
Soa Sangaji, Gisbayo, which had been moved to Mabapura along with its Kapita
and honoured that instead. Hassan was one of the few who still honoured Lol
Piay and he kept lighting the lamp in the shrine every evening.
Yusuf, a man from the island of Bacan who had married a local Maba woman,
made a lucrative income by catching and killing crocodiles on the upper reaches
of Usia. Despite Hassan’s protest, he would return to Soa Laipoh and skin his
catch on the shore very close to the fola jawa. The skin was then sold illegally at
Rp.4,000 per centimetre to the Bugis trader in the village. Instead of supporting
Hassan in his struggle against this outrage, people in the village, headed by the
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affines of Yusuf, asked Hassan to get permission from Lol Piay for the continued
killing of crocodiles.
Hassan had acquiesced to the request, but he claims that while he was performing
the ceremony the large antique Dutch plate {sapa), where offerings of tobacco and
betel-nut are normally placed, had slipped from his hands and smashed on the
ground. It was shortly afterwards that I visited the shrine and saw the pieces still
scattered around it. The accident clearly indicated that Lol Piay could not be
appeased and, indeed, Yusuf had died shortly afterwards.
When this happened, the fam of Yusufs wife accused Hassan of being a gua who
had eaten Yusuf, and in October 1991 eleven people armed with iron bars beat
him up so badly that he barely survived. He then fled to Buli Islam to stay with
family and was still living there a year later when I spoke with him. Now no-one
lights the lamp in \hcfola jawa of Lol Piay.

I do not know any details of the reasons for the accusation made against Hassan, but it
is obvious that, other reasons aside, a connection was made between Hassan’s position as
Kapita in relation to Lol Piay and the person whose body is used to carry out the attacks of a
gua. In the myth of Ian Toa as compared to the myth of Tawaigil (see Chapter Four), there
were already several instances of correlation between the destructiveness of Ian Toa and the
behaviour of the gua. These include in both cases the severing of the ears of a victim and
the planting of flowers in the orifices of the ears, the eyes or the penis.

Other

correspondences are added in a myth called Tawaigili told among the Gimän (Teljeur
1985:167). As in the Buli kayat about Tawaigil, Tawaigili is a greedy boy quick to become
angry with his siblings and it is his excessive greed that turns him into a gua or go
(Gimän).59
THE GIMÄN MYTH OF TAWAIGILI

Tawaigili began by hunting birds in order to eat them, but later he attempted to
spear his siblings. So his parents decided to abandon him on a cape from whence
he could not escape. His sister came to visit, however, and he ate her body and
sent her head back to the parents along with bunches of unripe bananas.
From his cape, Tawaigili would spear passing boats with a harpoon used for turtle
hunting. He then pulled them ashore and ate the crew. He would catch two
people every day and carry them back to his stilt house on a carrying stick over
his shoulder in order to eat them there. One day he speared an outrigger and was
pulling it towards him when the lory-mice on board gnawed through the rope.
Tawaigili was flung through the air and landed in Buli where he became known as
Ian Toa. Buli people therefore derive their strength from Gimän and the two
groups cannot fight each other because both would be annihilated. Before he left
Buli, Tawaigili gave the people there six roots of invulnerability, but he gave
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seven to the Gimän. Today Tawaigili is honoured by Soa Um Basö as a spirit that
protects the rice fields (Teljeur 1985 167-68).60

This myth consists of a strange but intriguing blend of elements from the kayat of
Tawaigil and the sejarah of Ian Toa that have fused into the Gimän figure of Tawaigili.
Although it seems likely that some of these elements are borrowings from Central
Halmaheran myths,61 the fact that it should be fused in this particular manner is highly
interesting.
The first part of the myth describing the increasing greed and caprice of Tawaigili,
culminating in his decapitation and consumption of the torso of his sister, is parallel to the
Tawaigil kayat.62 The episode where Tawaigili is expelled by his parents and deposited on a
cape also follows the plot of many Buli kayat. Expelling (topa) a child who is becoming a
danger to the community often occurs in the stories that describe the suang. To coerce
people into leaving the village is similarly the main intention behind attacks on those who
are presumed to be gua. Decapitation and the carrying of the head (or victims’ bodies) on a
carrying-pole over the shoulder are, however, details that parallel the Ian Toa sejarah.
According to the plot of this Gimän myth, it is a hitch in his hunting technique and the
intervention of a strange, mythical species, the so-called lory-mice, that precipitates the
relocation of Tawaigili, the gua, to Buli to assume his heroic form there as Ian Toa. In the
Gimän myth, then, a connection is made between the greed of the gua (or Gimän: go) and
the strength and invulnerability of Ian Toa. Or, as one might phrase it, gluttony towards
one’s siblings and parents is strength towards outsiders (such as passing boats or Bicoli
enemies). While strength motivated by greed is abhorrently epitomised in the consumption
of the bodies of relatives by the gua, strength is positive when turned towards a hostile
other.

Strength (cicoal) is not a uniformly positive value; it is rather a contextual and

situational value. Directed towards the outside, strength is supremely positive: it guarantees
protection and sets the basis for peace and growth within. Directed within the community,
however, it leads to destruction. People admit that while Ian Toa’s strength was necessary
to the survival and identity of Buli society, his continued presence after Bicoli were all dead
would have been disastrous because he would have directed his destructiveness against the
Buli community. It is for this same reason that hot-tempered young men (makes) are not
given fighting magic. It is feared they would not be able to contain the heat of their temper
and would cause havoc in the community.63 Whether it is the newborn baby warmed by the
fire, the house erected before sunrise, or society as a whole, hotness on the outside is good
because it provides protection, while hotness on the inside is bad because it signifies death
and barrenness. Ian Toa represents the former; the gua is the embodied culmination of the
latter. It is for this reason that the ritual appeasement of Ian Toa is essential to the Buli
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community. Without the ritual control that assures the benevolence of Ian Toa, there is little
difference - as the myth of Tawaigili seems to suggest - between the gua and Ian Toa.
There is nothing terrible or evil about the strength of the gua as such and the horror of
the suanggi does not come from a notion that killing in general is evil, as, for instance,
Bergh (1964:66) argues. I was several times encouraged to approach renowned gua to learn
from them their mar/ellous abilities to fly, change shape, become invisible and kill
effortlessly.
particular.

These abilities are also the goals of much magic, male fighting magic in
Rather, what is reprehensible is how this strength is employed and against

whom. Instead of venting its strength against enemies and outsiders, the gua attacks only
people within the village and mostly even people within the same House. In Buli ‘strangers’
(smat(e) nesa) were formerly by definition enemies. Instead of attacking people who are
‘different’ (nesa), the gua attacks people who are the ‘same’ (nesa pa): it attacks people of
the same House, people of similar age and people of the same sex (see Appendix C).
Despite the fact that the gua and Ian Toa share an unusual strength which the Gimän
myth treats as identical, the suggestion that they are the same would both scandalise and
seriously offend a Buli person. No two beings could be more different, morally speaking.
While the eating performed by Ian Toa is thoroughly fortuitous, the eating done by the gua
is wholly deleterious. Similarly, while Ian Toa shuns women, the gua is credited with
desiring the opposite sex beyond all reason. Between these two extreme forms of sexual
conduct, adat provides in the marriage ceremony the model for proper social interaction.
Morally, Ian Toa is ‘good’ for Buli society because his strength is directed to the outside and
can be ritually controlled; it is strength (cicoat) without desire (nafsü/golojo). In contrast,
the greed of the gua is uncontrollable both to the individual gua and to society as a whole.
To return to the formulaic phrase of Chapter Six, one might say that the gua resembles Ian
Toa but does not redirect its resentment to the outside. Unlike Ian Toa the gua refuses to
disappear.
The main purpose of this chapter has been to show the importance of Ian Toa, in myth
as well as in ritual, for Buli cultural identity. It has become clear that this significance exists
only in meaningful relationships to other mythical figures. Hitherto, I have highlighted the
relationship of Ian Toa to the suang and the gua, in particular. However, a third figure, that
of the Sultan, is also important to Buli identity.

As I suggested above, the cultural

significance of Ian Toa is complemented by the mythico-political figure of the Sultan of
Tidore. The next chapter will examine the symbolic and historical role of this figure in
more detail.
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ENDNOTES
Stade, the Dutch missionary, describes the fola jawa in 1922 as resting on one pole (ZCR
1922[80]).
The shrine is always occupied by Ian Toa and from here he watches the everyday goings-on
in the village. His presence makes it forbidden to photograph the shrine without prior
permission from him through the Kapita. Without permission the picture will not come out,
it is said. Thus an active relation establishes visibility, while without such a relationship
visibility is thwarted (see Chapter Six).
Cape Petak is one of the capes sought out by people who seek magical medicine from the jin.
This cape is a good spot for establishing relations with the jin because it is said to be
populated by many jin who together form ‘a large village’ (jin ni pnu mamagal).
Compare the cagulu riddie that likened normal houses to a brooding hen, protecting and
hatching the inhabitants of the house (Chapter Five). A new shrine was built in 1993 to
replace the old one, but its orientation is parallel to the coast in conformity with normal
houses.
Compare this to the elaborate carvings reported on the posts of the pre-Christian village
temples in North Halmahera depicting the animal forms of the village ancestor (o wongemi)
as well as hunting scenes and representations of female breasts (Platenkamp 1988:123).
These village temples, known in Tobelo as o halu and in Galela as o seri, have now largely
disappeared (Platenkamp 1988:123). Only in Sahu does the temple (o sasadu) still play a
significant role in ritual life (Visser 1989:147ff). The sasadu is, however, a large house in
which people are seated during the central rice harvest festival. Mursid and Visser
(1987:385) mention that these houses were also known as fala jawa.
In Indonesian, these village spirits or mythical heroes are often referred to as tuan tan ah,
Lord of the Domain, but there is no indication that they are seen as owners of the land.
At least three other villages in Central Halmahera also have fola jawa shrines. In Mabapura
(formerly in Soa Sangaji in Maba) a shrine is dedicated to Gisbayo (‘Stem of the Wild Betel
Pepper), also known as Farasman. A second, dilapidated shrine is found in Soa Laipoh
(Maba) which honours Lol Piay (‘Old Man Crocodile’). The third shrine is located in Soa
Kimalaha (Maba) and its associated guardian spirit is Lol Klei (‘Old Man Whale’). Three
further villages also have village guardian spirits: Waci honours Lol Kabil (‘Old Man Goat’),
while Mamole Mancabou is still the guardian of Bicoli. Wayamli has a guardian spirit called
Madalamo (‘Big Mouth’). Neither Bicoli, Wayamli nor, as far as I know, Waci have village
temples as such, but rather have certain locations associated with the village spirit. In
Wayamli, it is said to be a large banyan tree at the edge of the village whose vines bleed
when cut and bring storms when pulled. In Bicoli it is a stone formation in the forest, which
is the petrified form of Mamole Mancabou’s stilt house. Though I heard it claimed that the
Maba people of Lolobata have a village spirit, known as Lol Sangfat - because he was seven
(fat) span (sang) across the chest - 1 could not confirm this.
This version is told by Tali Guslaw. I recorded another, slightly different version of the myth
by Ponco Batawi that I reproduce in Appendix B. The main theme of these two versions
correspond with an earlier version reported by Maan (1912), but all three vary in certain
details that I shall take up as the myth unfolds.
Ponco Batawi mentions only the first three, but says they are brothers. They lived dispersed
and only Ian Toa’s intervention brings them together (see Appendix B, line 85-115). It also
becomes apparent from Tali Guslaw’s version that the six are all the fathers of Ian Toa and
therefore all related as brothers.
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12

13

In Ponco Batawi’s version, the wife marvels at the absence of blood from the newborn baby
(see Appendix B, line 51).
This autogenesis is comparable to the North Halmaheran supreme ancestor (o wonge or o
wongemi) who as an animal becomes the ‘progenitor, origin, first human being of the village
(or the lineage of the tribe)’ (Baretta 1917:48). Though Ian Toa is not the first Buli in a
chronological sense, he is so logically because he returns to the few survivors of the tribe as
their father to instruct them in the art and magic of warfare. It is the fierceness of the Buli
generated out of this relationship with Ian Toa that is one of the defining criteria for Buli
cultural identity.
They are indeed the descendants of Ian Toa (Appendix B, line 235-236):
Gabe usaha man de wela Buli
turunan mali Ian Toa

14

The magic character of the knife, which is contained in its separate name, is by Ponco
described thus:
Eta ca asta bahnga
ntota tujuh asta

15

16

17
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19

20

21

So the use of fighting magic of Buli people
descends from Ian Toa

The knife was the length from the elbow to the fingertips
but could [magically] cut seven times that length

Thus rather than being Tight’, the opponent becomes exceedingly heavy and instead of
jumping around dodging blows, the fighting routine that the cakalele emulates, the opponent
becomes immobile.
In Tobelo, the o wongemi similarly had a secret name that should only be uttered in rituals;
otherwise, speaking the name was associated with immanent danger (Platenkamp 1988:107).
In Buli, Ian Toa’s name is secret but uttering it is not necessarily dangerous. An explanation
might be that whereas the o wongemi is a ‘very bad image’, too dangerous to be called
haphazardly, Ian Toa is described a ‘good person’ (smat mafia).
His guarded version of the myth should, I think, be seen in the light of his attitude towards
Europeans. It was moulded during the colonial era and his immobilisation due to blindness
has prevented him from modifying it (see Appendix B).
Maan declines in his rendition of the myth (VHA [15 April] 1912) to give the details of the
killing and how Ian Toa had degraded Mancabou saying: ‘It is not becoming to tell what
follows’. The motive for Maan’s rendition which tells of only one couple left over after
Mamole Mancabou’s attacks becomes apparent at the end when Maan speculates about the
similarities between the deliverance brought by Ian Toa and the redemption promised by
Jesus. His prediction that this affinity had already facilitated the replacement of Ian Toa by
Jesus was proved wrong just three years later. During a period of sickness when thirty people
died in a span of seven months, people turned to seek help in ‘all sorts of pagan practices’
(VHA [1 March] 1916:3). This would inevitably include celebration of the Fatub Ian Toa
ritual.
I have no statements attesting that the hibiscus flower is perceived as similar to the female
genitals, so this reading is my own.
There is most likely a perceived analogy in the property of the kamicau between the breaking
open of a boil and inducing labour, though I never inquired into this directly.
These four coconuts wrapped in the black fibre of the sugar palm and suspended from the
ridge-pole in pairs on both sides of the gables are symbols of the four first heads taken by Ian
Toa. Though head-hunting was not practised in Buli nor in North Halmahera (Platenkamp
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1988:144), the taking of heads to be displayed as warning or proof of the kill figures in
several myths.
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Compare this to the former ritual presentations of meat to the ancestral dilikine in Tobelo
which was ‘decorated with the leaves of the sago palm and with red hibiscus flower, “for red
is the dilikine's colour’” (Platenkamp 1988:104).
It is said that a large hibiscus tree to this day marks the spot on the Mabulan river where
Mancabou died.
This saying applies in particular to the moral obligation of the woman’s side to return (sima)
the prestation of the man’s side with a prestation of equal or higher value.
The female breasts carved on the Tobelo shrines (Platenkamp 1988:123) present a curious
parallel to the focus on breasts as providers of maternal milk which Ian Toa so violently
rejects. Platenkamp argues that the depictions of breasts might be related to the Tobelo
notion that the child receives its gurumin via the mother’s milk. The mother has earlier
consumed a particular animal, killed by the child’s father, whose gurumi the child absorbs.
No information is provided about the rituals for the o wongemi, the supreme ancestor
comparable to Ian Toa (see note 5 and 12 above), but if they express a gender opposition
reminiscent of that seen in the Ian Toa ritual, perhaps could one conjecture that these are, in
fact, severed breasts?
Similarly, it is the heat of its gaze that is dangerous. Ungan mtau, the sickness in small
children that results from the envious gaze of the gua is translated into Indonesian as mata
panas, ‘hot eyes’.
Sijur probably derives from an Islamic tradition in which the Malay sujud describes the
movement performed during prayer of bowing from a kneeling position until one’s forehead
touches the floor (see Echols and Shadily 1989:530; Maan 1951:8). Bowing in prayer has
been accommodated into showing respect for the Sultan and, by extension, the word has
come to describe the bodily comportment of bowing slightly at the hips to show respect to a
marriage partner. Through this gesture the paing (marriage partner) is identified with Jou
(the Sultan).
The bodily expression of arrogance is epitomised by holding one’s arms akimbo (tig(e)
hnyao) and whistling, a bodily comportment that the Dutch always assumed, according to
older men like the Kapita, who witnessed the last part of the colonial period.
‘Bowing down’ as a bodily attitude has a rhetoric equivalent, a way of talking called fajou,
‘to make [someone else] ruler’. Both are part of a morally sanctioned mode of conducting
social intercourse called fanenena it, ‘to make ourselves small’. This concept, which is also
found in Indonesian and Malay, merendahkan diri, is central to a moral ideal of social
relations in Buli. See Scott (1985:10) for a similar argument in a Malay setting. In Chapter
Nine I shall show how this ideal is exploited tactically to gain ground and how it is related to
the language games surrounding exchange.
If a woman touches a man who uses male fighting magic before a fight, he will lose all his
power. A woman who catches a glimpse of Ian Toa during the possession at the Fat üb Ian
Toa ritual will lose her hair.
In this promise of return lies another powerful reason for people to embrace the assurances of
both Christianity and the Hassan movement that they herald the return of the ancestors (see
Chapter One). In times of turmoil, such as those in Halmahera in the nineteenth century, the
return of Ian Toa would mean the restoration of peace and a return to mythical time.
Although this is not the place to expand on the place of the myth of Ian Toa in the
comparative mythology of eastern Indonesia and Melanesia, I do want to mention two
striking characteristics. The main theme of the Ian Toa myth may be paraphrased as follows.
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A monster-warrior decimates the Buli population and forces them to flee. Through
serendipity a child is found/born. The child grows up with unusual speed to develop
extraordinary strength. It eventually kills the enemy-monster and people are able to return to
their homes. Event for event, this theme is found in myths throughout Melanesia, a theme for
which Chakravarti (1974) has coined the phrase ‘the ogre-killing child’ (cf. also Young
1991). The myth of Ian Toa then goes on to relate how the protagonist disappears in anger
over the refusal of people (women, in particular) to follow his demands. As I pointed out in
Chapter One, this resentful departure - which in effect immortalises Ian Toa -is also
reminiscent of the departure from Biak society of Mansren, the expected bringer of the new
world, Koreri. This second motif of the resentful departure is only too reminiscent of ‘the
resentful hero’ theme in Massim myth, as outlined by Young (1983b). The resentful hero
theme revolves around a stigmatised hero, often bom as an animal, who hoards food and
valuables thus provoking the jealousy of his companions. These companions conspire to
maroon the hero on a sandbank. Resentfully, he rejects humans and disappears. A similar
narrative pattern was pointed out as early as 1906 by Schwarz and Adriani (1906) in myths
from Sangir, Toraja, North Sulawesi (Tontemboan) and Loloda (North Halmahera). The plot
in these myths focuses on a greedy boy who grows up to become an extraordinarily strong
young man. His greed and insatiable hunger force his parents to repudiate him or even
attempt to kill him. But after leaving his parents and going through many trials, he marries a
princess and succeeds the ruler to the throne (1906:1). The Ian Toa myth, in other words,
seems to combine two widespread narrative plots. Firstly, the theme of the ogre-killing child
establishes Ian Toa’s hero status. Secondly, the myth then begins to follow another thematic
trajectory that culminates in the resentful departure of Ian Toa..
The Holle list (Stokhof 1980:257) renders fabulis as ‘pirate’ or ‘to kidnap’.
Kaicili is a title rather than a name (Andaya 1993:282).
See Ponco’s version, Appendix B, line 235-236.
This smaller ritual was formerly performed before hunting trips, travels, and in cases of
illness (see Chapter Ten). It was no doubt also performed before raids on the sultanate
juanga fleet or before tribute expeditions to Tidore (see Kamma 1982).
I was told by one informant that the ritual was previously performed once every month, but I
was given no justification for this regularity which seems to contradict my observation that it
was only performed in response to unusual hardship.
It is difficult to say whether the fact that the attack happened just after church service is
merely ironic or significant. It is certain, however, that the Church is deeply opposed to this
aspect of local tradition. Conversely, whether tradition is in its practice consciously opposed
to Christianity is a moot point because there is a strong conformist Christian discourse in Buli
to which all Christians pay lip-service. This means that Christianity should not be seen as
merely a thin veneer overlaying traditional beliefs. The relationship is more complicated
than that because everyone sees themselves as active, believing Christians, regardless of their
actual practice. If an opposition exists, it is one that arises out of the actions of Church
officials, irritated and frustrated with a continuing ‘paganism’, rather than from Christian
Buli who usually manage to accommodate Christian orthodoxy and traditional interpretations
of events with surprising ease. While people generally accept the legitimacy of Christian
explanations, in some cases traditional interpretations of reality are so overwhelmingly
convincing that they leave little room for Christian interpretations, even if police and army
officials seek to enforce these. This is so, I argued in Chapter Four, because the basic tenets
of the relationship between the world and the body remain outside the sphere of Christianity
and are thus interpretable only through traditional beliefs. Samadar, for instance, told me
that although he was a Christian person, seeing the possession with his own eyes had made
him doubt that sickness and death are due only to God.
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The yellowfin tuna is one the species caught by the commercial fishing fleet in Tobelo where
it is sold in smoked form in the market and as part of dishes in food stalls (warung).
The opposition of the Christian Church is as old as missionary activities in Buli (ZCR
[December] 1922) (see Chapters One and Two). The fola jaw a shrine, which had been
located in what is now Buli Serani, was moved to Waifli when the Dutch mission started its
activity in Buli Serani.
This practice of abandoning the food presentation is also normal when sacrificing to the
suang or smato of a trap. I was told this was to leave the suang in peace to feed on the
sacrifice, but in this case that cannot have been so, because Ian Toa only eats cooked turtle.
Also, the turtle was still alive and the shrine was not avoided as strictly during this time as is
the case with \hefaga under such circumstances.
According to older men, real spears were used in former times for the ritual fighting.
Though not life-threatening, being hit with the heavy stems with their broad root heads
(which are continuously being hammered into the ground to flatten them further) is still
extremely painful. Over the following days, those of the young men who had been hit
hobbled around miserably, displaying large bruises.
The way this politics of diversity is managed, however, is one in which certain ‘showcase
cultures’, as Kipp (1993:108) calls them, like Bali or Tana Toraja are given prominence
through promotion of their visible and photogenic manifestations: dance and costume.
Aspects of culture that fall outside this selective objectification, geared both towards the
establishment of a Active ‘national culture’ and towards a booming tourist industry, tend to
he ignored and even actively discouraged.
This national culture consists of such
‘spectacular ’ aspects of selected cultures, dislodged from their local meaning and fused
together into an arbitrary, de-contextualised hybrid representing each of the twenty-seven
p ovinces of Indonesia (Bowen 1991:126). The flip side of this cultural fetishism (Acciaioli
D85) is that aspects or whole cultures (such as Buli) not considered noteworthy enough for
ijtclusion tend to be de-valued as part of a persistent, stubborn, unenlightened (belum sadar)
pimitiveness which hinders the economic and ideological development of the country.
The State officially recognises six ‘religions’ (agama): Islam, Catholicism, Protestantism,
Juddhism, Hinduism, and Confucianism. The ancestral religions of the Toraja people of
Sulawesi and the Dayak people of Kalimantan have also been allowed, but only because they
a e regarded ‘as variant forms of Hinduism’ (Hollan 1988:285). In addition, the traditional,
syncretic religion of many Javanese, kebatinan, is also an accepted Pancasila religion
(ichwarz 1994:35). All, however, are accepted only on the implicit understanding that they
conform to the monotheism demanded by the first principle of Pancasila which states belief
ii one omnipotent God as mandatory for all Indonesians (cf. Atkinson 1983:688).
Ihis kind of language was immediately understandable to the mainly Muslim government
cfficials from Tidore and Java and South Sulawesi who had very little time for the Christian
ninisters anyway.
<ee Acciaioli 1985; Atkinson 1983; Volkman 1984.
flackie and MacIntyre have formulated the disciplinary function of official rhetoric as
pllows:
The invocation of Pancasila has served to maintain social control in various ways. Not
only did it undercut the legitimacy of alternative ideologies, which had earlier been the
source of intense party conflict during the Sukarno era [1945-1966], but it has had the
effect of constraining the public expression of dissentient ideas and opinions within the
limits of what is safe and uncontroversial. It has thereby induced a strong inclination
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towards conformity and self-censorship in public utterance because of the risiks involved
in straying beyond the limits, intentionally or otherwise (Mackie and Maclntyne 1)94:27).
This disciplinary function operates at all levels of discourse, from the natiomal level of
politics and the media to public speeches in local villages.
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Graham (1994) describes the use of similar such rhetorical devices in eastern Flores.
The speech was thus not an expression of the stubborn, passive resistance or fo>ot-iragging
described by Scott (1985) because it was delivered by a man who, as a civil seirvmt, fully
believed in the truth of Pancasila ideology and therefore used it to express his grievance with
Church resistance to the performance of the ritual. Rather, it was a tactical selection from the
ideologically legitimate rhetoric similar to the bricolage-like ‘making use’ of tlhe strategic
possibilities laid down by the dominant hegemony described by de Certeau (1984) Unlike
the Kapita and most other men in the village without the experience of igo'emment
employment, Samadar was able to use the right ‘legitimating words’ (see van 'Laigenberg
1986). Samadar’s tactic of using the dominant discourse by making tactical appeal to those
aspects of the discourse that are advantageous in the particular context is only raireb used in
Buli because few people have the language skills, the oratory ability or the status u employ
‘official’ discourse in this manner. The tactic demands a command of the domin.an rhetoric
that most people do not have, so they are forced to use other methods of accomm od.tion. In
engaging the polymorph pressures of the State and the Church where these intersect
intolerably with local forms of life, a variety of practices of avoidance are empl oy<d which
differ according to the means of resistance available to the individual. Everyday prms of
passive resistance in the form of not turning up, being late and leaving early aire iractised
especially in response to the weekly day of communal labour demanded by the Clurch for
the building of the new church and by the government for village infrastucture im p lem en t
(kerja bakti).
The description below differs only in detail from the account of the ritual given by Stade in
1922 (ZCR 1922[80]). However, Stade does not mention the ritual spear fighing that
follows immediately upon the possession.
Although Samadar had invited both June and I to witness the ritual from very close carters,
my adopted brothers insisted that June should leave the front for her own benefit because
women who witness the ritual possession will lose their hair.
Although I was right in front, the noise from the crowd and the drumming blottecout the
whispers of the Kapita, so the following references to his words come from later quefioning.
What exactly was being said was secret, part of the esoteric knowledge of the Kapit that he
did not want to divulge but shrugged off as unimportant. So what I was ted were
paraphrasings of what was described to me as being ‘original, old Buli language’ (jnbuli ta
nasli).
The traditional reproach of Ian Toa, already quoted, that people do not follow him ay more
but engage only in sexual intercourse was spoken here but was also lost in the noise.
Here the glass hit and splintered on the forehead of a young man who seemed ratherpleased
with the auspicious sign thus granted.
This is not, of course, to say that thousand is the highest number. The Indonesian jut is now
also commonly used and Maan (1940:51) mentions the Malay cognate laksa, ten tfiusand,
which I never heard.
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It is a common theme throughout Central Halmahera that each ethnic group consists>f a set
(and inherently appropriate) number of members. Apart from the thousand (and fifty Bicoli
and the hundred and fifty Buli, the Wayamli people were originally only 44. This lumber
derives from a curse by their guardian spirit, Madolamo. According to myth, the popie of
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Wayamli mistook the dragon Madolamo for a ship as it approached the shore and attacked it,
as was their fashion. Although Madolamo agreed to protect the Wayamli despite this attack,
it was on condition that his guardianship was limited to forty-four people, all relations of the
first guardian (Kapita) of Madolamo.
This ritually safe possession contrasts with the potentially dangerous, involuntary possession
of Dorselina because Ian Toa’s anger in the latter case could not be ritually mediated and
turned into a general social protection.
I have distilled the following from Teljeur’s text which itself is a composite of seven
fragments from different sources.
I do not find convincing Teljeur’s claim that the antiquity of the myth is revealed in the use
of the turtle harpoon (no longer used in Gimän) and the presence of the unknown species of
kasturi-mice. The harpoon (yawan(e) smo) is still used in Buli and the kasturi-mice are, in
my eyes, merely a composite species, the mouse and the lory combined. That people cannot
explain the character of such a species does not mean that in some distant past they might
have done so. A myth is, as Wagner says, an event as much as it is an explanation of a world
that sets itself up in contradistinction to the social world. As such it is often characterised by
not making sense: ‘every myth or tale is to some significant degree about itself and nothing
else’ (Wagner 1978:255).
The village of Pulikin where Teljeur did the bulk of his fieldwork has a very mixed
population. Of some 850 people more than half come from other ethnic groups throughout
Halmahera and eastern Indonesia (Teljeur 1985:319). Amongst these, some 47 originate
from Central Halmahera, most of who would know the main themes of the myth of Ian Toa.
Under such circumstances the fusion of ‘mythemes’ from a variety of backgrounds is likely
to occur. Rather than seeing this myth as very old due to the apparent antiquity of certain
elements, I would argue that it is a quite recent invention in its composite form.
In consuming whole bodies, Tawaigili is similar to the archetypical gua in Buli, Gua Man6
(see Chapter Eight).
Strength of this kind should therefore be treated wisely and not called upon unnecessarily.
This is seen, for instance, in Tobelo notions about the o wongemi or dodadi. The strength of
this spirit is extremely dangerous and should only be appealed to in times of grave trouble.
Uttering the name of the o wongemi flippantly or in contexts other than war, initiation and
death would bring disease into the village (Platenkamp 1988:107).

CHAPTER EIGHT

THE SULTAN
MYTHICAL, HISTORICAL AND RITUAL INTERSECTIONS

This chapter situates the Sultan as a symbolic figure within Buli myth and ritual.

The last

sections of the chapter describe the symbolic role of the Sultan in Buli marriage ceremonies.
This serves both to show the uses to which the Sultan, as a particular symbolic figure, is still
being put in Buli and to introduce the importance of exchange, especially visible during
marriage ceremonies, which the following chapter will explore in more detail. In general
my argument in this chapter is that the Sultan and Ian Toa form an important pair in Buli
myth and cultural identity.

In various contexts, they are either fused, regarded as

complementary elements or seen as antithetical.

Lastly, I will show how the gua has

numerous tension-filled points of confluence with the Sultan.

ADAT AS ROYAL GIFT
It was sometime after the disappearance of Ian Toa that Buli first became directly involved
in the political struggle between the sultanates of Tidore and Temate into which it was
recruited as an ally of the Sultan of Tidore. A myth called ‘But Now It Is Safe’ (Gabe
Aman(e) to) relates how the sultans decided to divide the island of Halmahera between them.
The Tematan Sultan travelled south to include Gane in his domain. The Sultan of Tidore
CKolano Torle ca), meanwhile, took the northern route around the island in his ‘motorboat’ . 1
He first arrived at Buli-Tua where Buli still lived after their victory over Bicoli.
THE MYTH ‘BUT NOW IT IS SAFE’

Here the ruler (kolano) came upon the two brothers, Boriri and Solawi, who were
out hunting. Pulling his boat ashore, the Sultan waved them to him as they
approached his war boat (juanga), beautifully decorated with his royal flags.
Seeing the stranger they were about to attack and kill him, for this was after the
time of Ian Toa, so they had become strong and powerful men.
The Sultan, however, convinced the two brothers of his royal status and told them
he had come to bestow titles on them (fangasan, literally ‘to give a name’). He
asked Boriri, the oldest brother, what title he preferred: sangaji (local ruler),
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oloän (village head), oku (juridical arbiter), kapita (war leader) or uat (gelat
elder). Boriri chose the uat title and was given a white gown (Juba) and a black
rope headdress (siseping) as cucatu or royal gift.
Much impressed with his clothes and not realising that the uat title was, in fact,
the least prestigious of the titles offered, Boriri returned to his younger brother on
the edge of the forest to boast of his new acquisitions. Solawi then went to the
war boat of the Sultan, and he accepted the title of oloän (village head) and
received the clothes associated with this title.2
He also got three more sets of uat clothes to bring to the three other Houses that
inhabited the tributaries of the Tatam river. Each became the head of a gelat
named after the river on which they lived. Boriri became the uat of gelat
Goimaslongan which became the first and most important gelat. Then, in
descending order, came gelat Tatam, gelat Gagäili and gelat Kabaläl. These four
gelat were the original Houses of the Buli people who later moved to their present
site on the south coast of the peninsula.

The presentation of titles created the four origin groups or gelat from which present-day Buli
society derives.
THE FOUR ORIGIN GROUPS

The gelat derive their names from the river or stream on which each group originally dwelt.
These groups became the four first Houses of Buli society when it moved to the south coast.
Here they were originally territorially demarcated,3 and were most likely exogamous as are
Houses. Today, however, these origin groups are highly dispersed and most people do not
know from which gelat they or their fam derive. Of 165 people whom I asked about their
gelat origin only 18 men knew, and of these, eight also knew the gelat origin of their wives.
They were from a total of 12 different fam and were most often close relatives of one of the
two living Uat from Waiflf (Mengapa Barabakem, Uat of gelat Tatam, and Kandati Raja,
Uat of gelat Gagäili) or of one recently deceased (Palimanjin Wararag of gelat Kabaläl).4
This means that less than half of the 30 originally Buli fam in Waiflf are able to point to
their gelat origin.
Today the political institutions of the Indonesian nation-state have permeated
effectively down to village level in Halmahera and the office of kepala desa (village head still referred to in Buli as oloän), wakil kepala desa (deputy village head), and sekretaris
are the main positions of authority in the village along with those of Church minister and
Babinsa (army law-enforcement officer). The power of the ideological orthodoxy that today
supports this political organisation means that the rank of the uat, though conforming to a
pattern of differentiation based on relative age between a set of original founders of origin
groups found throughout eastern Indonesia, is no longer liable to be employed in village
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power struggles or in disputes of precedence. During the rule of the Sultan, however, whose
authority was intentionally propped up by the Indirect Rule policy of the Dutch colonial
government, the uat played a central political role in village life. The four uat were thus
part of a village council consisting also of the olodn, oku, and imam.5 This council of seven
decided all matters pertaining to adat. The last act of the council, according to Kandati
Raja, had been to settle a dispute over a coconut grove in 1964. The grove had initially been
given as a gift of appeasement (palpalco maimai) by a husband to his wife.6 Years later the
conditions of this gift had suddenly come into dispute and the council had become involved
as arbitrator. The council had ceased to perform this function the same year. The collapse
of the council was precipitated by the actions of the new village head, Said Sorau, in what
was by Kandati interpreted as a push to allocate more power to himself.

Said Sorau

successfully argued that it was no longer appropriate to follow ‘feudal customs’ (adat
feodal) but to follow only the ‘small president’ (which is how the village head is portrayed
in government propaganda) of the modem Indonesian State.7
Although the uat and the village council no longer have authority by virtue of their
positions in the political hierarchy, they still maintain prestige as vestiges of sultanate adat
within a traditional discourse. This is a prestige they call upon as members of the Church
council or state-sponsored councils, such as LKMD and LMD, which are charged with
realising village development and activating village participation in Pancasila democracy.8
The Oku, for instance, is also the deputy village head. As Oku he is still a central figure in
the arbitration of disputes in the village. He is also the only person who can impose fines
for breaches of adat. He will invite people of standing in the village, such as the uat, the
village head and the minister, to sit in on cases of arbitration and those invited usually
receive a share of the fine imposed on the offender.
Today, the uat titles and those still holding them do not constitute part of a formal
social organisation, but are items of knowledge within a discourse concerning adat from
which informal prestige rather than formal authority is drawn. The Oku, whose son had just
married, secretly informed me how, in former times, the marriage could not have taken place
because his new daughter-in-law was the daughter of a commoner (bala), whereas his son,
like himself, was a noble (ngasan).9 It is thus the origins of social stratification in Buli that
is the sub-text of the myth ‘But Now It Is Safe’.

TRIBUTE AND EXCHANGE
In the myth we also see that royal gifts accompany the titles bestowed by the Sultan. These
royal gifts may be seen as establishing an exchange relationship between Buli and the Tidore
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Sultanate in which the Buli counter-gift consisted of tribute. Traditionally, contact between
the Tidore sultanate and its domains in Halmahera and coastal Papua was very intermittent
and based on sporadic presentation of tribute (bos) and performance of rowing service (cou)
in raids in exchange for titles, symbolic gifts, and ‘perquisites of office’ (Andaya 1991:94).
All of these are referred to as cucatu in Buli. The titles and sets of clothes establish a
reciprocal relationship between ruler and realm and their only obligations lay in
acknowledging this relationship through a yearly presentation of tribute. As Kamm a (1982)
has pointed out, tribute was traditionally less a payment than an exchange, whereby the
royal bestowal of power and authority was reciprocated with a stipulated amount of tribute
of a certain kind.
The nature of the prescribed tributes, however, varied in historical time and by the late
nineteenth century the payment of tribute and the performance of services were generally felt
to be oppressive, as the Dutch missionaries of the time constantly repeated in an effort to
substitute (Muslim) sultanate rule with more direct colonial (Christian) rule.

Andaya

(1993:192) reports how a rebellion broke out in Gamurange (the three sultanate domains in
Central Halmahera that include Buli) in 1716 when Tidore demands of tribute changed. In
addition to traditional items such as mats and knives, the domains were required to supply
slaves, gold and ambergris.10 The rebellion continued intermittently until 1728 and revealed,
as Andaya puts it, ‘the unexpected strength and resilience of Tidore’s subjects in southeast
Halmahera and the Papuan islands’ (ibid.:200). It was this resilience that contributed to the
long-drawn out rebellions between 1780 and 1877 that were outlined in Chapter One.
In 1825, the tribute for each sangaji domain of Central Halmahera was reported to be
sago, bows and arrows, spears, drums, cloth of various types as well as slaves. Sago was
payable in two standard quantities: pati-lamo (1000 timan packs [pelim] of sago) and
kelomahudi (500 pelim).11 While sago could be paid in only these set amounts, the quality
and quantity of the accompanying tribute depended ‘on the goodwill of the population’
(Cambier 1872:260). The tribute of sago for the domain of the Sangaji of Maba who was
responsible for the collection could be demanded in either of these quantities several times
yearly, but in the period from 1785 to 1825, tribute had been collected merely three times
and only in kelomahudi amounts (ibid.) due to general unrest accompanying the Nuku and
Djelolo rebellions (see Chapter One). The interest of the Tidore sultanate in Gamurange as a
source of sago, particularly the large sago swamps around Maba, was sharpened after Payahe
with its sago resources had fallen into the hands of Temate in 1649 (Andaya 1993:170).
Thus, tribute of both food products and luxury items from the Gamurange area were
important to Tidore.
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In addition to tribute, each village was required to maintain and provide a crew for a
juanga war boat for war or expeditions fhongitochteni to coastal Papua.12 Citing Valentijn’s
estimate that between 18 and 20 such expeditions were sent to Papua yearly during the
eighteenth century, Kamma points out how vital the Gamurange men, renowned for their
boldness and ferocity, were to these raids, both as rowers and as warriors (Kamma 194748:559, 1948-49:177). A certain proportion of men from appointed villages, such as Buli,
had to perform a set length of ‘ruler service’ (cow), usually as a crew member (masanai) of
the juanga war boats.13 To quote Andaya again: ‘The Gamrange and the Papuan islands
proved to be among Tidore’s most important subjects in the periphery. They had a large
number of able-bodied men whose expertise on the sea and fierceness in battle were well
documented’ (Andaya 1993:109).
It might seem that the titles and perquisites of office granted were incommensurate
with the burden of tribute (bos) and rowing service (cow). However, as the myth cited above
shows, the first titles were extremely important because they were constitutive of Buli
society as such, giving name and renown (ngasan) to the leaders of the four origin groups.
By naming them, the Sultan provided a legitimating identity to what were formerly
amorphous groups. Like the tribute voyages to Tidore made from Biak (Kamma 1982:80),
it is clear that the raids to Papua were important ‘prestige-gaining events’ in Buli. As we
shall see, it is the items associated with the sultanate or with participation in raids that form
the most prestigious objects of exchange during marriage negotiations.

It was the later

changes in sultanate demands on tribute, caused by the effects of Dutch influence, that
increasingly made the tribute-perquisite exchange relationship seem unbalanced.

Often,

these changes formed the bed-rock of dissatisfaction and rebellion in the domains after the
eighteenth century.14

EXOGENOUS AND INDIGENOUS AUTHORITY
It is interesting to note how only the uat and olodn titles are accounted for in ‘But now it is
safe’. While the origins of the oku title are described in another myth, the conferring of the
title of /capita appears nowhere. The reason for this, as we saw in the previous chapter, is
that the /capita title, unlike the other titles, is perceived as being autochthonous and related
not to the Sultan but to Ian Toa.15 Ian Toa was the first Kapita of Buli society and it is from
among the members of his House that the kapita must be selected (see Chapter Seven). The
autochthonous status of the kapita title may also be seen in the formal seating arrangements
of the former village council:
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Figure 8.1: The formal seating arrangement of the village council

K abaläl

•

oku

•

im am

•
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•

•

Tatam

•

o lo ä n

•

G oim a slo n g a n

•
k a p ita

At the prestigious centre of the table, the oloän faced the oku and the imam. He was flanked
on either side by the two highest-ranked uat, while the oku and imam were flanked by the
two lowest-ranked uat, Gagäili and Kabaläl. The /capita, not part of the council but its
protector in war, sat at the head of the table. He derived the strength to protect the council
not from the Sultan but from the primal relationship to Ian Toa.
Adat, on the other hand, is the result of an original presentation by the Sultan.

It

encompasses not just the titles given but also the activities and rituals in which the uat, oku
and oloän have any authority, most importantly marriage ceremonies and (pre-Christian)
burial. Though the rituals are important to Buli life, they form only a relatively small part of
the activities of daily life, most of which are not seen to be influenced by adat. Adat is thus
regarded as very restricted and limited to the sphere of authority of the uat, oku and oloän.
This limitation is true to such an extent that adat is regarded as personified by these people,
as is expressed in marriage ceremonies when the ritual leaders of the two marriage sides
‘stand in front of each other as adat’ (adat re adat faososlo). ‘Why do you study adat', was
the reaction of Serikat Guslaw when I told him I was studying adat istiadat, the common
Indonesian phrase for traditional customs, ‘there is not much Buli adat: marriage, bride
service, that is it!’16 Adat applies, in other words, only to a restricted set of practices. It is
this select set of practices that, along which the fierceness associated with Ian Toa, define
Buli notions of cultural identity. These are the visible, paradigmatic aspects of cultural
identity highlighted from the mass of taken-for-granted notions and practices of the much
broader context of Buli culture and society. The Sultan is pre-eminent because he is the icon
of Buli reifications of their ideal identity. Though this iconic position is split between the
Sultan and Ian Toa and in certain contexts manifests itself as an opposition between
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exogenous femaleness and autochthonous maleness, Ian Toa is also the protector of adat and
therefore forms a meaningful complement to the Sultan.

THE FOUR BROTHERS
The myth ‘But Now It Is Safe’ does not mention the identity of the sultan who brought titles
and adat to Buli. Maan, however, at the end of his version of the myth of Ian Toa names the
royal visitor as a prince by the name of Djawe Lama (VHA [15 April] 1912). Ruiter’s
(1937:22) sources, meanwhile, claim that the area was visited twice. The first visitor was a
ruler known as Kaiciliat in the fourteenth century. He travelled around Central Halmahera
and appointed five momoli or kapita: one among Buli people in Buli-Tua, one among the
Bicoli at Cape Petak, and one each in Maba, Patani, and Weda. Ruiter’s claim, if accurate,
is interesting because it corresponds with a reference in Kamma (1982:53) to a certain
Sultan Tjiliati who named the first king of Waigeo (one of the Raja Ampat islands). Kamma
goes on to say that Tjiliati was the first ruler of Tidore to convert to Islam in 1495. He was
therefore also the first ruler to adopt the title of Sultan, while all previous rulers bore the title
of Kaicil (cf. de Clerq 1890:150). Kaiciliat is therefore either the same person as Tjiliati or
Ciliati named in the Waigeo myth or he is one of the earlier Kaicil rulers. The former would
appear likely because the relations of Raja Ampat to Tidore always went via the Sangaji of
Gamurange in Central Halmahera. It is therefore probable that Raja Ampat and Gamurange
became associated with the sultanate around the same time.

The first contact with the

Tidore sultanate and the symbolic integration of Gamurange into its realm can therefore be
tentatively located in the fifteenth century.
According to Buli myth, it was at the time of the first Sultan’s visit to the area that the
different groups were named.

It is said that Weda, Patani, Maba, and Buli were the

descendants of four brothers.17 Each was given their name by the Sultan as part of their first
cucatu.18 Each name was homophonically derived from a characteristic feature of the
brother with is still associated with his descendants. The result is that in the process of
naming, the Sultan recognised the defining cultural feature of each group that then became
the basis for their functional position within the political structure of the sultanate. The ruler
first reached Weda. The Weda brother was ‘naughty’, always refusing to wear clothes, so he
called him Wele (in Buli said to be the Weda word for ‘to be naked’ but in Weda translated
as ‘courageous, fierce’, see Whisler and Whisler n.d.).

In time ‘Wele’ was changed to

‘Weda’. In recognition of their reputed cleverness, the ruler gave the Weda people a central
position in Gamurange, whereby all tribute voyages had to pass by Weda. People say the
fact that Weda became the colonial administrative headquarters for South and Central
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Halmahera between 1912 and 1942 is further testimony to the importance of Weda. Patani,
the next stop of the Sultan, was in contrast the well-behaved brother. The Sultan expressed
his liking for the brother by kissing him. ‘To kiss or sniff’ in Patani is foton (Buli: fatan)
and this in time became Patani. The royal gift to Patani was religious (Islamic) knowledge
(ilmu) and perhaps magical knowledge which is usually also referred to as ilmu. Maba was
the oldest, arrogant brother and was named Obon (‘oldest child’ in the Maba dialect). Since
then the place became known as Mobon to people there and as Maban to Buli people (aban
being the Buli equivalent of obon). The ruler’s gift of recognition to Maba was the right
(hak) to rule as the most important of the Three Domains (Maba, Weda, Patani). Finally the
Sultan reached Buli, the youngest, ferocious brother who was ‘always waiting to attack
passing boats’ (fabulis) and this is how Buli got its name.

The Sultan recognised the

fighting prowess of Buli and they became the guardians of Maba. He also acknowledged the
legitimate Buli ownership of man de wela fighting magic.
Table 8.1: Cultural characteristics and political legitimacy
brothers arranged origin of name
by age
Maba
Patani
Weda
Buli

other characteristic

oldest brother (aban)
arrogant
kissed by Sultan (fatan)
polite
naked (wele)
naughty
youngest, “pirate” (fabulis) fierce

quality recognised
with cucatu
right to rule
religion
cleverness
fighting ability

Each brother is given a name and a gift, both of which recognise some peculiar
characteristic. It is these characteristics that form the basis for the cultural and political
identity of each group descending from the four brothers.19 While Maba as the oldest
brother rightfully is given the right to rule, he is also described as arrogant. Without the
fierceness of his younger brother, Buli, the position of the Maba brother could not be
maintained. The fierceness of Buli is recognised both in the name given to the youngest
brother as well as in the unspecified gift that recognised their fighting ability.
The theme of the four brothers recurs in most contexts of political organisation. It was
also four brothers who were given the uat titles that established Buli society as consisting of
four gelat in the myth ‘But Now It Is Safe’. It is, at times, also a myth of four brothers that
legitimates the four kingdoms of Maluku (Andaya 1993:54; Jacobs 1971:83).
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THE VIEW FROM THE SULTAN’S PALACE
While Kaiciliat was possibly the first Sultan to arrive in Gamurange, the Sultan who
provided the people of Gamurange with their adat clothes and titles came centuries later and
was, according to Ruiter, called Sultan Saifuddin (1937:22). No doubt it is this Sultan who
figures in the Buli myth ‘But Now It is Safe’. Saifuddin is listed by de Clerq (1890:160) as
the eleventh Muslim ruler of Tidore whose reign lasted from 1657 to 1689. The period of
Saifuddin’s reign in many ways marked a political turning-point in North Maluku. Major
political changes had taken place in the area between the time of Ian Toa and the Sultan’s
arrival in Gamurange to bestow uat and olodn titles. These changes become apparent from a
look at the historical sources.
The Dutch first arrived in Temate in 1599, and after a few decades it became apparent
that neither the Portuguese, the Spanish nor the English could rival the financial resources
and organisational determination of the Dutch East India Company (V.O.C.) in their claim
to the Spice Islands. The English were ousted from Maluku after the spectacular execution
of ten English traders by the Dutch in Ambon in 1623 (Spate 1983:344) and the Spanish,
united under one crown with Portugal since 1580, were expelled to Manila in 1605.
Although a Spanish fleet returned to Temate in 1606 and remained on the island till 1666
(Andaya 1993:169) and the English had interim control over the North Malukan area over
two periods in 1801-1803 and 1810-1817 (de Clerq 1890:167-170) as part of their pre
emptive efforts to keep the Dutch Indies out of French hands during the Napoleonic Wars,
the Dutch had virtually sole control over Maluku from the mid-seventeenth century (Andaya
1993:156).20

For the whole period of Dutch colonialism, their interest and direct

intervention in the day-to-day administration of the Tidore sultanate remained secondary to
the interest they took in its Temate counterpart (ibid.:211). Thus for most of the seventeenth
century, the Dutch concentrated almost exclusively on Temate and maintained a military
presence there, while Tidore was left to its own devices. This also meant that the domains
of Tidore felt the effects of colonial rule less than their Tematan counterparts during this
period.
This changed, however, in the middle of the seventeenth century. The trade in cloves
by Gujarati, Javanese and Makassar traders which had flourished for centuries in Maluku
came to be seen as a problem by the Dutch with the installation of Jan Pieterson Coen as
Governor-General in 1619, but it was not until some 30 years later that they were able to
curb the trade with some effect (van Fraassen 1987:51).

Since the island of Ambon

produced more than enough cloves to supply the world demand for this spice, a policy of
monopolising the trade was implemented. In accordance with this policy, all clove trees
outside of Ambon were to be eradicated (Meilink-Roelofsz 1962:220). This policy, which
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meant a sudden administrative interest by the Dutch in establishing a strict control and
surveillance over the domains of Temate and Tidore, was to have serious implications for
North Maluku and the informal trade networks between Central Halmahera and Raja Ampat
and Seram (Andaya 1993:205, Ellen 1984:193).

In 1648, the V.O.C. had installed

Mandarsyah as Sultan of Temate. Mandarsyah was unpopular, not just among his royal
rivals to the throne but also among the local population of Temate. As a consequence,
several rebellions broke out in the first years of his mle, led by his half-brother, Majira.
Eager to make Mandarsyah compliant as well as dependent, the Dutch arranged to take him
to Batavia the following year where he was given a royal reception. In return Mandarsyah
signed a contract in 1652, the first of its kind in North Maluku. In the contract Mandarsyah
agreed to the eradication of all clove trees within his domain in return for an annual
payment, the so-called recognitiepenningen. of 12,000 rijkdaalders to him personally and
1,500 to the local rulers of Temate (de Clerq 1890:160). Even though clove production had
dropped dramatically in Central Maluku because of intense eradication on Seram - and
despite the fact that European and Asian demand in 1656 was in excess of production
(Meilink-Roelofsz 1962:221) - the policy of eradication was continued in North Maluku.
When Saifuddin was installed on the throne of Tidore in 1657, a verbal agreement was
immediately made between him and the governor of Maluku, Simon Cos. The contract was
reaffirmed in writing in 1667 and it gave Tidore exclusive right to ‘sail in Papuan waters’
(Andaya 1993:172).

I agree with Andaya (ibid.: 173), and the Buli myth seems to

corroborate this, that it is with this contract of 1667 that Tidore authority was extended more
firmly into the areas of Gamurange on Halmahera, Raja Ampat and coastal north Papua.
With the contracts, the V.O.C. expected the Sultan to be responsible for ensuring that
the monopoly was upheld in its domains and to order local populations to partake in
eradication campaigns. Implicit in this expectation was an assumption by the Dutch that the
sultanate was able to exercise administrative control over its domains in a fashion
comparable to a European monarch.21 This, however, was not the case. Despite the fact that
the contracts assigned ‘all Papuan islands’, including Central Halmahera, to the crown of
Tidore, Saifuddin was still in 1678 unable to specify any place names in ‘his Papuan
domain’, apart from Gebe and Misool (ibid.:\12).

On these grounds, Valentijn accuses

Saifuddin of having used the contracts to claim land far beyond his control and to have
bribed the Dutch governors into acceptance with gifts of ambergris (1856:249).
It is primarily the agreement of 1657 and the contract of 1667 that structurally underlay
the change in relationship between Tidore and its domains. Due to constant Dutch pressure
for the Sultan to keep to the letter of the contract, a new type of rule which focused on more
intense administrative control and surveillance gradually emerged. This led to a level of
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interference in the day-to-day affairs and forceful contacts brought about in eradication
campaigns hitherto unheard of in Gamurange. Inevitably, it resulted in resistance, conflict
and rebellion. ‘Thus began [from the seventeenth century onwards] a new chapter of a close
and often troubled relationship between Tidore, on the one hand, and the Gamurange and the
Papuans on the other’ (Andaya 1993:170). The opening of this chapter was precipitated by a
combination of factors. Firstly, the need of the sultanate for sago and manpower for its raids
to supply the market with slaves and booty and to meet the increasing demands for the
luxury of the Sultan. Secondly, Dutch pressure on the sultanates to maintain their monopoly
in the clove trade by eradication campaigns and the concomitant changes to the nature of
sultanate rule by the gradual introduction of strict European style control over their (newly
assigned) domains.
The seventeenth century did not mark the beginning of Tidore influence on Central
Halmahera and Buli. Even the earliest European chroniclers had reported that Tidore ruled
‘the Papuan islands’, a ‘rule’ that was traditionally mediated by Central Halmahera (Kamma
1947-48:552). When the Dutch first arrived in Central Halmahera in 1615, it was already
specifically stated that Maba was under Tidore rule (Campen 1884:8). Relations between
Tidore and Maba therefore pre-date European contact and probably go back to the fifteenth
century. Nevertheless, there is reason to believe that contact with Buli was established
somewhat later as part of the increasing pressure on Tidore by the V.O.C. to control its
‘domain’ and as a result of heightened tensions between Temate and Tidore.

This is

highlighted when we follow the myth of the first sultan’s arrival in Buli somewhat further.
It then becomes apparent that Buli moved to their present site near Maba shortly after the
Sultan’s arrival to help Maba against warriors of the sultanate of Temate.

THE POLITICAL FOUNDATIONS OF ETHNIC DIFFERENCE
The myth ‘But now it is safe’ continues to relate how Buli left their original settlement in
Buli-Tua to move to the south coast of the peninsula that they now inhabit.
THE MYTH ‘BUT NOW IT IS SAFE’ (CONT.)

The Maba people who already lived here were under attack by Tobelo people who
stood under the Sultan of Temate. These forest-dwellers, referred to as Kapat or
Gibiyaban, were decimating Maba in attacks initiated where a forest path from
Dodaga meets the south coast. Now part of the Tidore sultanate, the Sangaji of
Maba came to the Buli and implored them to protect Maba against these attacks:
‘Friends, fathers, brothers! We have come here ask that you come and live on the
land on the other side. If you feel pity and feel sorry for us, you will move
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because the land on the other side is unguarded. The Tobelo people keep coming
out and attacking us. We are not warriors and we do not have fighting magic, but
you Buli people do.’
The Buli agreed to move and to protect the exit of the forest path in return for
access to a large sago swamp near Maba belonging to the Sultan (ya kolano).22
They guarded the exit of the path for a year until one night, as the Buli were
performing the Fatüb Ian Toa ritual, the medium suddenly broke into a Tematan
riddle (dola bololo):
Cala moi mote dia,
ratu moi mote dai.

One thousand follow the path on the sea side,
one hundred follow the path on the land side.

The meaning was, however, straightforward: Buli were about to be attacked by
more than a thousand Tobelo warriors. As had been the case in the war against
the Bicoli, the Buli, who were still only very few in number - about ten
households - faced a formidable enemy: not one thousand but one thousand and
one hundred Tobelo warriors advanced from two sides. All women were taken to
the island of Gei while the men - Sibole, Maruga and their brothers and fathers
led by Kapita Derre - prepared for the attack. Only Sibole’s wife stayed behind.
As the attack began, a Tobelo Kapita managed to jump up onto the platform of the
stilt-house where she was hiding and told her: ‘If I win this war, I shall be back
here to ask you to marry me’. This so upset Sibole, whose ‘inside core was hot’
with jealousy (ulo namfanas), that he became stronger than ever. The Tobelo then
faced not just the fighting magic 0man de wela) and belligerence (makes) of the
Buli men, but also the additional anger of Sibole. It was therefore not long before
all the Tobelo attackers were dead.
All, that is, except one. When Sibole examined the bodies of the 1,099 Tobelo
people, he found one missing: that of the Tobelo Kapita. Sibole chased him
inland and found him washing and getting ready to wear his paliara clothes, the
clothes that he would die wearing.23 When he finished, they fought until the late
afternoon when Sibole used his fighting magic to finally slay the Tobelo Kapita.
Sibole stripped him of his clothes and returned back to Pnu Ago. Here they cut
off the heads of three Kapita among the dead: one was the son of the Sangaji of
Kao, another the Kapita of Kusuri, and the third was the Modole Kapita. The
heads were placed in a small rock shelf on a cape that became known as Bobokä
(from boboko, ‘head’).24
Because of the smell of the many unburied corpses, the Buli had to leave Pnu Ago
and scatter to various coastal garden hamlets in the vicinity of what later became
the three villages of Buli.

This myth sets the themes for the perceived role of Buli within the Tidore sultanate. It also
portrays the character of the Buli relationship to Maba whose Sangaji ruled as the Sultan’s
representative over the coastal hamlets on the Bay of Buli. Buli people thus moved to the
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Bay of Buli in order to fulfil a protective role for the defenceless Maba. This move probably
occurred in the seventeenth century as part of Dutch pressure on Tidore to control its
domains and oversee the eradication of cloves.
In the myth the political subordination of Buli by Maba is represented as a voluntary
act of protection in which Buli subordination is inverted to become Maba dependence. The
themes may be paraphrased as follows:
a) Buli people become the protectors of Maba because of their belligerence derived from Ian
Toa. This male identity of Buli is contrasted with the femaleness of Maba. Maba people
were often characterised to me as ‘women, they are even afraid of waves’. Here activities at
sea, such as paddling and fishing, conventionally regarded as being male, are portrayed as
antithetical to Maba people, hence their feebleness;
b) The protection is necessitated by the overall antagonism between the Tidore and Temate
sultanates.
c) Within this antagonism Buli repeatedly face Tobelo people who are the warriors of the
Tematan sultanate and therefore the traditional enemies of the Buli. The antagonism is
predicated upon a perceived spatial opposition between the coastal origins of the Buli and
the forest-dwelling Tobelo.
d) Through the ignorance of the Buli or through Maba deceit, the former are consistently
cheated out of receiving their just reward or deserved titles. Thus, in another myth the Buli
Kapita, Mataberu, was asked to hunt down and kill the Tobelo Kapita who had killed the
son of the Sangaji and made off with his smoked head.

The Maba Kapita, Madwali,

appropriated the severed hand of the corpse of the Tobelo warrior after Mataberu had killed
him.

With this hand as proof Madwali returned to the Sangaji and pretended to be

responsible for exacting revenge. To express his gratitude, the Sangaji gave Madwali all his
riches.

When Mataberu arrived and presented the head of the Tobelo enemy, all that

remained for the Sangaji to give was a sago swamp on river Usia.

THE GUA AND POLITICAL RULE
It was not only in relation to Tobelo warriors that Maba sought the help and protection of
Buli. Buli protection was also requested by the Sangaji in order to slay Gua Man6, the first
and most ferocious of all gua in the area after Pupudoi (see ‘The myth of Wato-wato’,
Chapter Two). Whereas the gua, as shown in the myth of Wato-wato, is in some sense
primordial and ‘as old as the land’, to coin a phrase, the problem of why some village people
are gua was not explained in the myth of Wato-wato. It is, however, tackled in the myth of
Gua Man6.
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THE MYTH OF GUA MAN£

Gua Man6 was a man from Patani but people there did not like him and he had to
flee the village. He took up residence at a place called Kobul, but the Sangaji of
Maba asked for help to kill him from the Sultan of Tidore. The Sultan sent a ship
which bombarded the camp site until it was completely destroyed. It then
returned to Tidore and reported that Gua Manä was dead. This, however, was not
the case. Gua Manä and his wife had simply hidden before the ship arrived and
they now took up residence in a large cave far inland from Maba. It was at this
time that they began to eat people. Every day they would fly out to grab people in
Maba and bring them back to the cave. This continued until so many Maba
people had disappeared that the Sangaji turned to Buli for help. While Uläs,
Ulaling and two of their brothers-in-law, one of them named Bababa, went off in
search of Gua Manä, the remaining Maba people hid under driftwood (lo) at the
mouth of Usia river. It is from this cowardly act that the village of Loipoh or Soa
Laipoh derives its name: Lo i popö - ‘Under Driftwood’. The four men cut across
the forest to the headwaters of Usia river where they built a bamboo raft (et).
Two of the men tied themselves to the raft while another two hid under a mat of
leaves with their knives ready. Gua Man6 and his wife, both clad in loincloths of
bark, were grooming and delousing each other when they spotted the raft with the
men on the river from their cave high above. ‘Be careful not to puncture his
testicles (lalaya), I want to eat them,’ his wife told Gua Man6 as he flew down to
grab Ulaling. While Gua Man6 was trying to lift the tied-down Ulaling, Uläs
emerged from his hiding place and cut off one of the heads of Gua Manä. ‘It
doesn’t matter, I still have six left,’ Gua Man6 exclaimed as Uläs cut off another
head. ‘It doesn’t matter, I still have five left,’ Gua Manä retorted before Uläs cut
off the third head. This banter continued till all seven heads floated in the river
and Gua Man6 was dead. Then Gua Manx’s wife attacked and Uläs killed her,
too. Uläs and Ulaling then had a look around beneath the cave of Gua Manä.
First, they found a large mound of bones which exuded an unbearable stench. Not
far from the mound they found a small cave that turned out to be the dwelling-lace
of a young woman called Bincawäi, the adopted child of Gua Man6. They
decided not to take the woman with them and paddled downstream towards Maba
to tell them of their victory. It was people from Loipoh who returned inland to
pick up Bincawäi. She married into the village and her descendants to this day
are gua. In return for their help Uläs and Ulaling received the rights to the sago
swamps behind Loipoh village stretching as far inland as the cave of Gua Man6.

It is still said today that many people from Loipoh (in Indonesian called Soa Laipoh) are
gua. The myth of Wato-wato locates the origins of the gua ontologically as part of the very
process of the world coming into being. The myth of Gua Manä, meanwhile, explains the
social origin of the gua. This origin lies outside Buli itself, somewhere between Patani and
Maba. We see how Gua Manä only becomes a cannibal after expulsion from Patani and
persecution by the Sultan’s gun ship. Ejected from society, Gua Manä and his wife take
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shelter in a cave deep in the forest and begin to prey on the villagers on the coast. Again
there is a close association between the eating of the human body by the gua and sexual
molestation in the admonition to Gua Man6 by his wife not to crush the testicles of the
intended victim.
What is initially a Maba problem becomes a Buli problem, too, because of their
position as protectors of the Sangaji of Maba within the sultanate. After killing Gua Manä,
however, Uläs and Ulaling wisely decide to leave the adopted daughter where she is in the
forest. The people of Loipoh, on the other hand, are unable to resist the beautiful Bincawäi
and through marriage incorporate the gua characteristics. From this ill-advised mythical
marriage, the gua permeates into human society from its animal-like existence in the forest.
In both an ontological and social sense any Buli connection with the origins of the gua is
explicitly disavowed and placed instead with their Maba neighbours. The myth of Watowato was said to belong to the Maba people in Lolobata and neither Wato-wato nor Pupudoi
were Buli. Similarly, it is through the marriage between a Maba man and Bincawäi that the
‘seed’ or ‘kernel’ (geo) of the gua enters society.

THE SULTAN AND THE GUA
In the myth of Gua Manä, the Sultan was unable to vanquish the gua. Nevertheless, the
request for help by the Maba Sangaji to the sultanate against the gua is not as strange as it
might first seem. In fact, the Sultan maintains a fascinating patronage of the gua. In a
tradition that, significantly, also originates from Maba and its relationship to the Sultan,
masks known as cokaiba are brought out and celebrated every year in the Muslim villages in
the Bay of Buli on 12 Rabi Awal according to the Muslim calender. 12 Rabi Awal is the
birthday of the Prophet Muhammad (Maulid). Although this practice has ceased in some
villages, it is still said to take place in Lolobata and Gotowassi and, on occasion, in Buli
Islam as well. The masks were also formerly celebrated on Tidore (Baessler 1891:80; de
Clerq 1890:73).
On the day of Maulid, according to descriptions given to me, a set number of masks
(either eight or twelve) are worn by young men in the village. They come out of the house
of the Imam at dawn, and throughout the day these silent, unrecognisable figures run
through the village chasing any children who are brave enough to challenge them with the
cry: 'Belo! belo! belol. Belo is a Tidore word which people translated into Buli as macait,
‘coward’.25 It is clear, however, that Buli see the cry as a challenge to the coka or gua. The
cry reaffirms in a ritual context the superiority of Buli fierceness over the gua, which is
equivalent to the affirmation contained in the Gua Man6 myth.

It is, however, an
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affirmation that is constantly put to shame by the helplessness against the gua in everyday
life. As the cokaiba masks are ‘brought to life’ by the imam, he hits them once with the
drumstick of the mosque drum. The strength of this ritual blow sets the level for how hard
the cokaiba will hit the villagers later. The cokaiba figures enter people’s houses and shops
to demand small gifts of cigarettes and betel-nut by pointing to the desired items. No such
demand should be denied. In Buli Islam, according to Tangkea Guslaw, the cokaiba could
not be brought out before the four Uat and the Kapita in Waiflf had granted their permission.
At the communal meal in the evening in Buli Islam, all five representatives of Buli had to be
present ‘to protect’ the guests.
The relevance of this to notions of the gua becomes clear when we analyse the Tidore
word cokaiba. Coka is the Tidore equivalent to gua, while iba was rendered as ‘to play’
(fable) by Buli informants and as ‘to mimic’ (meniru) by people in Tidore. The cokaiba
masks thus ‘mimic the gua’ both in its actions - such as chasing people and greedily
demanding gifts which cannot be denied —and in its appearance. The bearer of the mask is
totally covered in cloth; even his hands are normally covered to make him unrecognisable.
The long hair of the mask, made of palm fibre, covers the back of the head. The mask
shown to me by Asharif Merek (see Photograph 25) portrays an oblong face with coloured
paper strips and bears an astonishing resemblance to the mask collected by Baessler in
Tidore more than a hundred years ago (Photograph 26).
Identical masks known as cakaiba are also found in certain Tematan domains. In Sahu
on North Halmahera, for instance, masked figures called caka’iba interrupt the jiawa dance
that forms the climax of the harvest ritual. They try to get to the young woman seated in the
centre of a ring of male dancers but the figures are repelled by the male dancers (Visser
1989:160).26 The caka’iba were previously masks similar to those now used in Buli (see
Fortgens 1913), but in Sahu today the masks are bare of any features, simply a shell formed
from a coconut. This is interesting if one recalls that the gua is often regarded as faceless.
Their own faces are vague and featureless which makes recognition difficult, and they
frequently ‘use the faces’ (ut usngor) of other people to confuse their victim.

The

featureless masks in Sahu seem to be less masks than devices of symbolic effacement. They
portray nothing other than a faceless figure, for this is the true feature of the gua. This is
expressed, for instance, in a popular way for older children to scare younger ones in Buli.
By pulling their shirt or sarong over their heads and making themselves faceless, they
become the gua. Such pranks usually evince shrieks of terror from young children.
Baessler makes reference to a statement that the Tidore cokaiba masks were formerly
worn by the bodyguards of the Sultan but maintains that their origin is unclear (Baessler
1891:80). A myth told to me in Lolobata by Nico Arsad and Buriki Batawi not only sheds
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light on the origins of the masks, but also brings to the fore an intriguing relationship
between the Sultan, Maba and the gua.
THE MYTH OF THE COKAlBA MASKS

Kasiruta, the Gimalaha (<oloän) of Soa Laipoh went to Tidore to pay the tribute
owed the sultanate from the region of the Sangaji of Maba. In return for the
tribute, the Sultan gave Kasiruta twenty cokaiba statues with the instruction that
these gave him the right to celebrate cokaiba masks every year on the birthday of
the prophet. On his way back to Maba, Kasiruta stopped at Lolobata where he fell
in love with a woman called Boki Babola.27 Initially the parents of Boki Babola
were reluctant to agree to their marriage, but as it happened it was around the time
of 12 Rabi Awal. On the birthday of the Prophet, Kasiruta brought out the twenty
statues and on seeing them the parents of Boki Babola agreed to the marriage if
the bride price contained some of the statues. Eight statues were agreed upon as a
suitable amount and Kasiruta and Boki Babola left for Maba with twelve cokaiba.
Since then Lolobata has had the right to celebrate eight and Maba to celebrate
twelve statues.

Today only the masks remain, while the statues have disappeared.

The other Muslim

villages of the Bay of Buli copied the twelve masks of Soa Laipoh to celebrate their own
version of the cokaiba. The celebration of the cokaiba is, in other words, a ritual mimicry of
the gua.

The right to perform this ritual mimicry is restricted to certain villages who

acquired it as a ‘royal gift of perquisite’ (<cucatu) from the Sultan.2* On the surface, they
serve no other function than as emblems of adat that testify to a preferential relationship to
the powerful sultanate centre; people could give no other explanation of the cokaiba than
that they were adat from the Sultan. When I asked why the cokaiba were celebrated on the
prophet’s birthday, I was given two different explanations. People in Buli Islam claimed
that when Muhammad was bom the whole world rejoiced, even the gua and the setan. Thus
the cokaiba are said to be ritually called to life by the imam when he recites the Arab dikir or
proverb spoken by Muhammad’s mother when she saw her child for the first time. In Waifh
I heard a less heroic and more ominous rationalisation: namely that Muhammad’s mother
had died during labour and the gua had come to claim her body. Islam, in other words, is
accommodated within a Buli ontology of life and death.
By equipping the Sultan’s body guards with the cokaiba masks to make them
fearsome, the sultanate was clearly relying on the terror the coka or gua provoked in
everyday life in North Maluku. Moreover, because the masks were also presented as ritual
gifts, the Sultan is able to claim sovereignty over the gua. In the masks, we see how the
figure of the gua is ritually subdued and harnessed for political purposes by the Sultan. It is
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in this context that the Maba request to the Tidore Sultan to come and destroy Gua Man£
makes sense. In turn, these royal gifts confer the right on the holder to celebrate the gua
according to set rules which substitute the gua attacks of everyday life with threatening but
innocuous demands for food or cigarettes. In the cokaiba ritual the gua are brought under
the control of the political powers of the village and the sultanate. Instead of killing real
people in the village the gua ritually satisfy their greedy desires by chasing children and
demanding gifts of cigarettes. As Taussig (1993) has observed, it is possible to protect
oneself against and thereby overcome something by mimicking it. It is through mimesis
that anxiety is turned into laughter, and laughter is an important component of the cokaiba
ritual both in Central Halmahera and in Sahu (Visser 1989:160).
In the myth of the cokaiba the entry of the masks into the area is related to Maba, and
more specifically Soa Laipoh, which was significantly the place of entry into human society
of the gua. Thus, in Buli mythology there is a constant concern to expel the gua to domains
outside of Buli. Similarly, the origins of the gua are also placed firmly outside of Buli
society with Maba. When somebody in the village is suspected of being a gua, the main
concern is also to banish the person from the community.

As we saw in the myth of

Tawaigili, the first act is always to expel the gua person from the village, usually by
marooning him or her on an isolated cape, because of the danger he or she presents to
society. This was also the how Gua Man6 ended up near Maba: through his expulsion from
Patani. Adopting the gua, as the people of Soa Laipoh did, is very dangerous, and it is in
this context clear just how powerful an effect the ritual subordination of the gua by the
Sultan through the use of the cokaiba masks must have had in Buli in former times.
In mythical time, when the gua was firmly located on the outside, as in the case of Gua
Man6, Buli had a large measure of control over it, because they could approach the gua just
as they approached Tobelo enemies, that is, by using the power inherited from Ian Toa to
vanquish it. Once the gua dissipated into the community, however, they began to lose
control, for instead of a seven-headed monster, the form of the gua might be anything in the
normal life of the village: a banana tree, a dog, a neighbour, a relative. The main difference
from the gua in myth is thus the opacity with which it persists in real life. The final
chapters will explore the social conditions under which the gua is able to exist and even
proliferate in the village. The main characteristic of the gua is its greediness and its refusal
to share. As we shall see, sharing (fasurii) is important in everyday life as a way of
expressing good social relations. This is particularly obvious in marriage exchanges. The
next section deals with these exchanges and the marriage ceremony itself. Both are seen as
integral parts of adat as instituted by the Sultan.

Photograph 25: Asharif Merek displaying a cokaiba mask from Buli Islam 1992

Photograph 26: Tidore coka'iba masks from the 1890s (from Baessler 1891:81)
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THE PLACE OF THE SULTAN IN MARRIAGE RITUALS
Marriage negotiations usually begin either when the groom is discovered in the house of a
woman after having spent the night there or when a woman becomes pregnant.

If the

parents of the young woman accept the young man as a future son-in-law, they will choose a
ritual leader to represent their side as their ‘Bow’ to approach the man’s parents. He will tell
them that their ‘chicken’ has run off, but was found well and healthy in the house of the
woman’s parents. It is then the obligation of the man’s parents to appear a few nights later
at the woman’s house to present a small sum of money (usually Rp. 10,000) and two
sarongs to the parents of the woman. These items, known as ‘the stem and the palm frond
garlands’ (pip(e) re mar),29 are the symbolic markers of a claim to the woman which ‘ties
together’ (fapitpitno) the two marriage partners (paing) into a mutual obligation to carry
through the marriage. This initial gift establishes a ceremonial exchange relationship
between the paing that lasts until the deaths of all four parents.30 At the burial of each one
of the parents, the parents of all their children-in-law will come to ‘do paing’ (pei paing) by
presenting food items to help feed the guests who attend the burial. In the time between the
payment of the pip(e) re mar and the deaths of all four paing, however, a whole series of
exchanges will have taken place between the paing. The goods and money that make up
these exchanges are collected among the members of the Houses of the two marriage
partners. Each marriage, in other words, entails the co-operative effort of the members of
the Trunk-Houses of each of the four parents that are paing?1 The bilateral character of the
House means that exchanges between any two marriage partners involve a large proportion
of the village. The exchange of marriage prestations between the two Houses of the bride
and groom, respectively, each split into Trunk-House (ebai pusa) and House (ebai bangsä),
constitutes the largest co-operative occasion in Buli social life.

As one ritual leader

commented:
If we build a house, nobody helps us, but take a look if someone dies or gets married: the
whole village stands up.

The reason for this co-operation is said to he in the burden of exchanges that the adat
ceremonies of marriage and burial place upon people.

It is because of this burden of

exchange that households that are preparing for a marriage or households that have
experienced a death are equally called smat susa, ‘suffering people’. Even distant relatives
of suffering’ people are compelled by shame (mairnai) and pity (masie) to contribute to the
exchange demanded by adat.
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SLAVE, SERF, SON-IN-LAW

The exchanges are especially frequent, and the ceremonial importance of the paing
relationship particularly stressed, in the period between payment of ‘the stem and the
coconut frond garlands’ and the time when the full bride-price (kaimulo) is paid. This
period lasts anything from six months to three years and is known as kangelä re dao, ‘heavy
rowing’.

This describes the period in which the future son-in-law (manäi) takes up

residence in the house of his parents-in-law (ohmö). The name ‘heavy rowing’ refers to the
service previously performed by Buli men for the Sultan of Tidore as crew members on war
boats, and it indicates the low status of the son-in-law in his parents-in-law’s household.
For up to three years, he becomes the virtual ‘slave’ (yap yalyalfo), people say, of his
parents-in-law, obliged by adat to heed their every command. 32 Older men recount how
they would wake up long before dawn to sharpen their knives and await the orders of a
parent-in-law to get firewood, beat sago, harvest coconuts, go fishing or hunting.

Still

today, the harshness with which the son-in-law (manäi) is treated frequently leads to
tensions. It is the prerogative of the woman’s parents to decide when the period of kangelä
re dao should end. This usually happens only after repeated humble requests from the sonin-law’s parents as to when the marriage can take place.
During the period of the kangelä re dao it is not just the labour of the manäi, but also
that of his male relatives that can be recruited for large jobs such as copra production or
garden clearing. This recruited labour, called famapaingo (‘becoming marriage partners’) or
man manäi ni ngalengale (‘the true meaning of being a son-in-law’), must later be repaid by
the woman’s side, usually in the form of plates. If the couple, as is often the case, has had a
child during the protracted kangelä re dao period, the man’s side makes a prestation called
porpör (the knot in a sarong when it is used to carry a child on the back). The porpör
consists of an axe and is reciprocated by a shining sarong. With the combination of the
porpör and the kaimulo, the man’s side obtains the rights to the children of the daughter-inlaw, and they become members of the fam and Trunk-House of the man.
The elevated status of the woman’s side vis-a-vis the man’s side is visible throughout
the marriage negotiations that follow. The woman’s side, it is said, is the Sultan (maping ci
kolano). There is a ritual obligation on marriage partners to address each other with the
honorific Jou (‘Lord, Ruler’), traditionally reserved for the Sultan, but this obligation is said
to rest most heavily on the man’s side. Any infraction of the etiquette of polite speech
during the length of the negotiations by members of the man’s side will result in demands
for punitive payments from the woman’s side. Demands for payments may also be placed
on members of the woman’s side, but they are never paid in practice. The difference is
explicit in the terms applied to the prestations. While the prestations of the man’s side
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represent ‘payment’ (palas) and are obligatory, those of the woman’s side are
‘reciprocations’ (sima) and are voluntary.

Despite their ‘voluntary’ character, counter

prestations from the woman’s side always match and often exceed in value the prestations of
the man’s side, because to do otherwise would be shameful.

As Buli say, one always

‘reciprocates out of shame’ (sima maimäi).
FATOBI ONGKOS

Once an approximate date for the marriage has been determined, the woman’s side will
present the man’s with a list of required food items needed to feed the guests during the
course of the three to seven nights that make up the three stages of the marriage. The list of
food items required is quite extensive and nowadays usually includes about fifty kilos of
rice, twenty kilos of sugar, several dozen eggs, several cartons of cigarettes, five to eight
chickens, some twenty kilos of fresh fish, plus kerosene, flour, tea, coffee, onions as well as
ten packets (pelim) of sago starch. These items are collected by the distant relatives (ebai
bangsä) of the man’s side and presented at the first ceremonial night known as fatobi ongkos
(‘to bring the goods’). With the exception of the sago, these items are presented as gifts and
are not reciprocated by the woman’s side. They are used to prepare a large meal which the
members of the man’s side consume at the house of the woman’s side at the second stage of
the marriage ceremony, kaimulo. The fact that sago must be reciprocated (five plates per
packet of sago) is again a reference to the political structure of tribute relations with the
sultanate.

Sago formed one of the traditional tribute products for the Sultan and was

perceived as part of an exchange relationship which was reciprocated by the Sultan through
‘perquisites of office’, cucatu. It is this relationship that the exchange of sago for plates
emulates, again assigning to the woman’s side the place and status of the Sultan. I have
already pointed to the importance of the canoe as a metaphor during marriage ceremonies
(see Chapter Five). In the low status of the manäi during the kangela re dao period there is
a conflation between the service on the Sultan’s fleet of juanga boats used in raids and the
tribute of slaves presented to the Sultan.

It is now possible to see how the marriage

negotiations, in fact, incorporate all the traditional tribute items: sago, juanga boats, slaves
and ruler-service.
KAIMULO

When the members of the man’s side have finished the public meal that initiates the second
stage of the marriage, the kaimulo, the male representatives of the woman’s side take the
chairs on the side of the table closest to the house. These men represent the man’s House
and the woman’s House, respectively, in a ritual constellation called ue re harta, ‘returning
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home with durable goods’. It is between these men that the kaimulo and its accompanying
prestations pass hands (see Chapter Five). Yet this opposition between male and female is
cross-cut by the fact that the women of both sides sit mingled on the floor inside the house.
The atmosphere is much livelier inside the house where the female drummers and singers
provide most of the entertainment compared to outside where the male representatives of the
two marriage sides solemnly face each other. During the evening with the liberal flow of
palm wine, the difference is slowly diminished, but still maintained, since fines are payable
for transgressions of polite adat to either of the three male representatives from each side.
Women, on the other hand, do not ‘carry’ adat talk and the atmosphere is much more
relaxed for it. I even heard women parody the adat talk of the men as it was taking place
outside. Although rude jokes and innuendos circulate among the men outside, they should
always be prefaced by the apologetic phrase: ngara be tind, lest a fine be imposed. Loud,
uncouth laughter is also banned among the men, whereas gaiety is the norm inside the house
among the women. Whereas adat rarely laughs, everyday life always does.
As in the ongkos, dancing and drumming go on till very late, sometimes till morning,
and large quantities of betel-nut, tobacco, tea, cakes and palm wine are consumed. In the
tea-breaks of the female drummers, the fast and exiting rhythm of the cakalele dance takes
over and the men from the two sides take turns to perform the dance or dance in pairs,
taunting each other with gestures to the loud cheers and laughter of the crowd that always
gathers to watch marriages.
THE GAME OF PLATES

Throughout all stages of the marriage whenever people face each other, a ritual exchangegame known as fasobsob takes place. Fasobsob, the game of plates, is the most striking
feature of Buli marriage ceremonies. Women from the woman’s side will from time to time
appear with a stack of plates, accumulated among the members of their House. They place
plates (fatigo) in front of members of the man’s House who must ‘smash’ (pes) them by
placing multiples of Rp 1,000 for each enamel plate on top of the stack. In doing so, the
representative of the man's side acquires the plates. Sometimes only one plate is presented,
sometimes seven or eight, depending on the amount available to the particular woman and
the perceived wealth of the person of the man’s House. Over the course of the marriage,
however, a large number of plates - between 100 and 200 according to my estimates - will
have changed hands.

In the 1930s Ruiter (1937:40) mentioned that the practice of

reciprocating (sima) with plates was a Muslim custom found in Patani, in particular.
According to my inquiries, however, large-scale exchanges of plates for money now take
place only in Buli and possibly, to a lesser extent, in Maba. Ruiter noted how the plates
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presented by the woman’s side were antique china and that the obligation to reciprocate the
man’s payment placed a great burden on the woman’s side because antique plates were
becoming increasingly scarce. He predicted with satisfaction that the custom of ‘sima’
would soon disappear because such plates were becoming unobtainable. At the same time
that antique plates were becoming rare, however, ordinary porcelain plates were increasingly
becoming commercially available through the growing number of Chinese merchants
attracted by the copra trade. A shift consequently occurred whereby commercial plates
substituted for antique ones as sima objects. The shift to commercially available plates,
which seems to have taken place only in Buli, was to prove Ruiter wrong.33
MALAFA CA NCAPANG

What may be described as the climax of the marriage ceremony comes some days after the
kaimulo at the third stage of the ceremony, ‘the daughter-in-law leaves’ (malafa ca
ncapang). The day before the ceremony, the members of the man’s side erect a cover or tent
(guba) around two chairs. Four folded sarongs are draped from the tent. They symbolise
the four uat whose authority sanctions the marriage. In respect of this authority and to let
the woman’s side know that the man’s side looks forward to the future daughter-in-law,
drums should be played almost incessantly until the evening of the third stage.
The ceremony begins in the late afternoon when a group of representatives from the
woman’s side arrive with packets of rice boiled in coconut milk (kupa) which are distributed
among the members of the man’s side.

Shortly afterwards the son-in-law is formally

escorted back from the household of the woman to be relinquished from the kangela re dao
obligation now that the kaimulo has been paid. He wears two sets of clothes on top of each
other which represent the repayment (sima) for his labour in the woman’s household. Later
around a dozen plates and a silver hairpin will be added to this counter-prestation. One set
of clothes is called ungo re ngongai, ‘a fragment and a grain’, the other is called sagige
toltolco, ‘wiping the sweat’. Previously, people said, the repayment was four rather than
two sets of clothes.
The groom is accompanied by four men from the woman’s side, who are known as
bobato. Bobato is a Tidore loan word which refers to the local ruler represented on the
sultanate council (Andaya 1993:71).

These men each present a few plates to selected

members of the man’s House and ask for particular gifts in return: a speargun, a drum, a
knife. The man who has been singled out immediately runs home to get the required item
and returns to hand it to the bobato.
As darkness begins to fall, the members of the man’s side gather and, accompanied by
drumming, they walk in procession to the woman’s house.

They are received at the
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woman’s house by two male dancers performing the cakalele.

These dancers, too, are

accompanied by drumming. In tonal terms at least, this encounter forms the climax of the
marriage ceremony as the sounds of the drums, played with renewed intensity, intermingle.
The drums of the man’s side subside at the same time as two representatives of the man’s
side take over the knives and shields and perform the cakalele. The ‘Bow’ of the man’s side
slowly approaches the house of the woman, stopping every three steps to respectfully bring
his hands to his forehead (suba). The woman, whom the man’s side have come to fetch, is
waiting inside the house in a guba tent and the door is ‘protected’ by the ‘Bow’ of the
woman’s side. Once inside the house, every movement of the ‘Bow’ of the man’s side must
be paid for. At the doorstep the first payment, durure mabaca (‘reading the threshold’), is
paid. To pull apart the sides of the tent, another payment is made. The woman is replaced
by plates and a sum of money. As she is being led outside, she will be held back by
members of the woman’s side up to three times. They only release her against the payment
of a sum of money in each instance. Closely following the ‘Bow’ of the man’s side is a
large group of women from the man’s side, and it is they who lead out the bride while they
sing a victorious tune: ‘hehelu.66’. Their advance into the house of the woman is a conquest,
loud and tumultuous. Tradition demands that the women from the two sides exchange
blows because the women from the woman’s side resent the bride being removed. The ritual
conquest is carried out with much laughter among the women as blows are dealt onto the
shoulders of adversaries, though some men claim that in former times the women of the two
sides would actually be fighting. Victoriously, the new daughter-in-law is then led to the
house of the man’s side, initially taken past the house ‘to show her the surroundings where
she will now work’. The rest of the evening of the malafa ca ncapang is spent at the man’s
house and lasts till dawn. Though the daughter-in-law has now ritually left the house of her
parents, the actual move will take place in private a few days later, when a final set of
exchanges, known as toloula maping ca, ‘to call over the woman’, take place.
CEREMONIAL EXCHANGES

Throughout the stages of the marriage ceremony a complex series of exchanges has taken
place.34 Most have been outlined here, but the complete set of exchanges is presented in
Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Prestations exchanged during marriage ceremonies
Occasion for exchange
A)

Direction, name and items of prestation i

woman’s
side
,

I

(sarong and money)
(labour of m a n ä i)

P ip (e ) re m a r
K a n g e lä re d a o

1
j
B)

*

O ngkos

*

K a im u lo

!
i
j

j

(food items and sago)
(plates in return for sago)

C)

man’s
side

:
:
!

*k

_ 1 ________________________________1
(meal consumed from food of o n g k o s ) :
* 1,,l—T
(1 pan)
(1 pan)
( money - hot)
(money -cold)
(4 pans)

O y a n g s a fs a fo

K a te a i re w a y a
K a im u lo h a k
K a im u lo b a n g s ä
G in a p ifa t

,
L a m a k ififo

(plates)

________________________

D)
Unofficial visit on the
day after K a im u lo

Return k a im u lo b a n g s ä (plates)
Return g in a p ifä t (plates)

,

E)
M a la fa ca n c a p a n g

'

(cooked food)
Return the work of the m a n ä i (hairpins)
U n g o re n g o n g a i
(set of clothes)
S a g ig e to lto lc o
(set of clothes)
A n (e ) s m a l la lo

------ ►
(plates from woman’s side for
weapons or drums from man’s side)

B o b a to

(money)
G u b a k a tk a to
(money)
Releasing the daughter-in-law (money)
D urure m abaca

D a fia n M a la fa C a

(set of clothes)
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Table 8.2 (cont.)
Occasion for exchange

Woman’s j Direction, name and items of prestation
side

!

!

E)
M alafa ca ncapang

| M alafa ca ni uhngo re klao
Return kaimulo hak

1

Man’s
side

(cooked food)
(plates)

Return oyang safsafo (plates, sarong,
hairpins, silver comb)

i

Return kate ai re way a (plates, sarong,
hairpins, silver comb)

J

F)
Unofficial visit after

Toloula maping ca

(1 pan, money)

malafa ca ncapang

,
*

(plaited mats, winnowers, sieves, sago
mats)
!

G)
Prestations if the couple
had a child during

.1
Porpor

kangela re dao

(axe)

1
(shining sarong)
|

—

j

H)
General ritual
exchanges

when host

!
►
i

!

i

w hen

host
j (betel-nut, tobacco, cakes, tea, palmwine)

I)

I

General ritual
exchanges
fasobsob

‘playing with plates’

,
(plates)

■t

i
(money)

Table 8.2 (cont.)
Occasion for prestation

J)
Clandestine prestations

woman’s ; Direction, name and items of prestation i man’s
side
side

.

i

:
r

I
1
I

(plastic combs, palmwine, tobacco,
cigarettes, palm oil, sweets, soap)
Demanded in unofficial ‘list’ by
j ‘daughters-in-law’ doing the cooking in j
the woman’s household.

K)
Clandestine prestations

i

j
1

j
i

1

1

j Ransom /fine for men of the man’s side j
j who are ‘captured’ in the kitchen of the j
household of the woman’s side

L)
Food sharing during the
length of bride-service
and negotiations

!
A n (e ) d e p ir a

(foodstuffs)

W a y a sin o n i o d e

(food stuffs)
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Apart from the ‘official’ prestations described above, a number of ‘unofficial’ prestations arc
demanded and made. Mimicking the list for the ongkos made by the men of the woman’s
side, the daughters-in-law of the woman’s side who do the cooking for the kaimulo present
the women of the man’s side with a list of minor ‘required items’ for them to cook, such as
sweets, palm wine, cigarettes, etc. As is the case in burial ceremonies, the daughters-in-law
assert their rights forcefully. This assertion makes sense in terms of the notion that the
woman’s side (which the daughters-in-law represent) is the Sultan in relation to the wifetakers. The difference is that here the demands are made towards the man’s side, rather than
(as in the burial ceremony) towards the children within the same House (see Chapter Six).
At the marriage ceremony, these children are themselves the Sultan in relation to the man’s
side and the demands of the daughters-in-law are therefore re-directed towards the members
of the man’s house. This forceful assertion by the daughters-in-law once they are married is
in total contradistinction to the shy body comportment assigned to the daughter-in-law at
their own marriage.

She should not talk and must always keep her eyes averted from

people, directing her gaze at the floor.
The assertion of the daughters-in-law is particularly marked during the evening of the
kaimulo when any man from the man’s side who ventures close to the kitchen is ‘captured’
and brought into the kitchen. For this ‘breach’ of adat he is then required to pay a ‘fine’,
again in mimicry of the official fines paid between the male representatives of the two
marriage partners at the front of the house.

It is, furthermore, mainly daughters and

daughters-in-law of the man’s house who lead the charge into the woman’s house during
malafa ca ncapang and exchange blows with the women of the woman’s side. The assertion
by the daughters-in-1 aw develops in a schismogenetic relationship to their parents-in-law
sanctioned by adat where, as the malafas, assume a dominant role, their parents-in-law
become increasingly docile. Parents-in-law may not give ‘orders’ to their malafa, call her
by name, or criticise her. Any violation of her dignity or provocation of her ‘shame’ will
result in her moving home. She will only return if payments are made which ‘cover her
shame’.
This contrasts sharply with the generally low status of the son-in-law which is
particularly marked during the kangela re dao. It is because of this greater circumspection
demanded when dealing with a daughter-in-law, that the Buli proverb goes:
If we have ten sons-in-law, or we have one daughter-in-law, it is better to have ten sons-inlaw.

As an older man commented: ‘When it comes to the malafa, if we say anything wrong, we
have to pay. When you have a malafa in your house, it is better to stitch up your mouth’.
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These latent tensions mean that the married couple will usually establish themselves
neolocally relatively quickly after the marriage.35 In the course of a few years, the residence
of the couple will thus have changed from uxorilocal via virilocal to neolocal.
THE POLITICAL ICONOGRAPHY OF EXCHANGES

If we table the variety of items presented by the woman’s and the man’s side, respectively,
we find that only one type of item, sarongs (obat), is presented by both sides. All other
prestations are unique to either the man’s or the woman’s side. The prestations seem to
reflect more than a gender opposition, because superimposed on the opposition between the
femaleness and maleness of the woman’s side and the man’s side, respectively, is a
distinction between the Sultan as ruler and Buli as a subservient domain. If we modify
Table 8.2, we see how the prestations are associated with the two marriage sides in the
following way:
Table 8.3: The metaphoric connotations of marriage prestations

TYPE OF PRESTATIONS

METAPHORIC DOMAIN

Female
plaited mats
winnowers
sieves
prepared meal
boiled rice packets

TYPE OF PRESTATIONS
FROM MAN’S SIDE

FROM WOMAN’S SIDE

v is -ä -v is

male

female products ------- male products

weapons,
drums

cooked food ......... uncooked food

raw ingredients
for meal

Ruler v is-ä -v is realm
plates
clothes
hairpins
combs
bracelet

cu ca tu

......... tribute

silver ......... metal

money
sago
pans
axe

Some prestations are clearly either male or female. The plaited products brought by the
woman’s side at the time when the daughter-in-law moves into the house of her parents-inlaw may be contrasted with the weapons given by members of the man’s side to the bobato.
While plaited objects are produced and used by women, weapons are male objects. The
same opposition that reflects the sexual division of labour in Buli is expressed in the ongkos
exchange where uncooked food products are provided by the man’s side. Once they have
been cooked by members of the woman’s side they are consumed in a public meal by the
man’s side outside the house of the woman, while members of the woman’s side are given
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parcels for each household to bring home and consume there.

However, not all items

presented by the woman’s side are linked to the domestic as opposed to the public domain.
Among the items of the ongkos prestation, we saw how only the sago had to be
reciprocated (sima).

This is the case, I believe, because the sago is entangled in a

metaphorical equivalence of the woman’s side to the ruler or Sultan (kolano). Sago may be
opposed to the clothes that come exclusively from the woman’s side in a symbolic parity
with the way in which sago formed part of the tribute, while clothes composed an important
part of the perquisites of office (cucatu) provided by the Sultan. Similarly, we see how
silver items are prestations exclusively given by the woman’s side, while iron objects such
as pans, axes and knives are presented only by the man’s side. Silver is associated with the
sultanate and through it with the Dutch. Indeed, the combs and hairpins are melted-down
Dutch silver coins.36 Though iron objects are also associated with Tidore, in particular the
village of Toloa (the Buli word for blacksmith is tolod), iron is especially related to domains
of coastal Papua where the hongitocht raids used to take Buli men.37
The specific attributes of the opposition between ruler/woman’s side, on the one hand,
and Buli realm/man’s side, on the other, are not always clearly maintained. This parallel
dissolves, for instance, in the exchange of plates (from the woman’s side) with money (from
the man’s side).

Both plates and money are exogenous objects, associated with the

sultanates as major trade centres. What is clear, however, is that the marriage prestations
involve indigenous objects only to a minor degree and it is these indigenous objects that
emphasise a male - female or public - domestic opposition. The most prestigious objects,
however, are exogenous ones, associated with either the sultanate itself or with the raids
carried out in the Sultan’s war fleet. I suggest that the exchanges articulate a difference
between the objects of these two domains: the sultanate and the areas subjected to raids.
While the former is associated with the woman’s side, the latter is associated with the man’s
side and reflects the Sultan status of the woman’s side and the slave status of the man’s side.
Foreign objects like clothes, plates, money, iron and silver (and copper) objects were
obtained through involvement in tributary relations with, and raiding expeditions organised
at the behest of, the Tidore sultanate. By incorporating these objects into the exchange that
surrounds and facilitates marriage ceremonies, Buli people assign to them a symbolic rather
than material value that comments on their own perceived position and role within the
sultanate political structure. Andaya (1991) argues that three products, in addition to cloves,
formed the backbone of local trade networks in Maluku: iron, cloth, and slaves. The items
of exchange in Buli marriage ceremonies may be taken as a statement about the most
important objects at the Buli end of these networks: iron objects; clothes; (antique) plates;
silver coins; money.38

Photograph 27: The four hobato from the woman’s side return the groom (second from
right) during a marriage ceremony in Wailukum 1992. The groom had
carried out bride sendee for over two years
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The sultanate is further a gendered symbol associated with the female in need of the
male protection of Buli fierceness derived from Ian Toa.

We may explore how Buli

intertwine into a meaningful relationship the two main political figures of their cultural life,
Ian Toa and the Sultan, if we return briefly to the symbolism of the number four.

THE POLITICAL SYMBOLISM OF THE NUMBER FOUR
In Chapter One, I argued that a concern about the absence of Jailolo, the fourth kingdom,
was a motivating myth of the Nuku and Hassan revolts. The idea of the unity of the four
kingdoms and mountains of Maluku was, I contended, pervasive in Halmahera.

This

cosmo-political unity was replicated in the story of the four brothers of the Gamurange.
Similarly, the Sultan’s appointment of the four uat associated with the four origin groups, or
gelat, that constitute Buli society reproduces the notion of four as a unity.

It is the

quadruplication of the uat that comes to represent Buli society as a distinctive unity. This
is, for instance, seen in the four central decorations (but) of the dancing shield (gaileu) (see
Chapter Five). The four bul, which are fashioned from fragments of porcelain plates, are
said to represent the four uat and are therefore the hallmark of the Buli shield. In contrast,
the Tobelo and Galela shields are said to have six and eight bul, respectively. Although this
is a local Buli fiction - both Galela and Tobelo shields are sometimes fashioned with four
bul - it shows the significance Buli people attach to the quadripartite pattern of the uat. The
significance emerges repeatedly in the marriage ceremony: the four sarongs draped over the
guba\ the four bobato delivering the son-in-law back from bride-service; the four sets of
clothes making up the repayment of bride-service; the ‘four things’ (gina pifät) that make up
part of the kaimulo.

The constellation of the two marriage sides also suggests the

implications of wholeness associated with the number four since each side consists of the
original two sides of the respective parent’s marriage. Each new marriage thus involves the
representatives of four original Houses: an uanll and a kerap from each of the marriage
partners or paing.
Each instance of four appealed to in the marriage ceremony alludes to the authority of
the four uat as representatives of Buli society. As Lingoro Feplun put it: ‘It is the four uat
that “hold on” to the marriage. ’ 39 In one sense, because the uat were appointed by the
Sultan, who plays a major symbolic role in both marriage and funeral ceremonies, the
ultimate referent of the number four is the Sultan. The importance of the number four has,
however, also been indigenised. In the myth of Ian Toa we saw an obscure reference to four
heads taken by Ian Toa in his first excursion among the Bicoli warriors. These four heads
were formerly, so people say, displayed hanging from the ridge-pole of the ceremonial
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shrine of Ian Toa in pairs, the same way that Ian Toa brought them back on a carrying-pole
over his shoulder. Although they have now been replaced by four coconuts wrapped in palm
fibre, people still refer to them as ‘heads’. According to the Kapita, these four heads are Ian
Toa’s way of establishing the significance of the number four: ‘The four heads predetermine
(literally: ‘sit on’) the four uat.’*°
The origin of the political and ceremonial structure of Buli society is therefore derived
from a synthesis of Ian Toa and the Sultan. Although adat, in one context, derives from the
Sultan, Ian Toa remains the guardian figure of this adat and, in some sense, he even
predetermines its configuration. Buli society as a political and ritual whole is thus a result
of the complementarity of Ian Toa and the Sultan.

CONCLUSION
In the three chapters of this section I have described the main figures of Buli ontology,
mythology and ritual life: the ancestor spirits (smengit), the guardian spirits (suang), Ian
Toa, and the Sultan of Tidore. I argued that not only may they be linked to each other, but
also that they maintain tension-filled, significant links to the gua.
In this chapter I demonstrated how the theme of the number four as a signifier of
political order and stability, common in Malukan societies, has been indigenised to conform
with local mythical realities in Buli. The importance of the number four was especially
expressed through the exchanges that make up the basis for the three stages of the marriage
ceremony. Marriage and burial ceremonies are the major communal rituals in Buli society
that repeatedly emphasise the symbolic significance of the Tidore Sultan. As such they may
be contrasted with the Fatüb Ian Toa ritual, the third major ceremonial occasion on which
Buli society as a whole comes together.

This contrast corresponds with the mythical

positing of Ian Toa and the Sultan as complementary originators of Buli society.
Despite the way Buli mythology has accommodated the Sultan as a symbolic figure
within its own universe - a figure that remains important even in the world of impinging
capitalism as mediated by the Indonesian nation-state - the mythology of the Sultan may
fairly accurately be located within historical events. It is thus ironic that the institutional
incorporation of Buli society into sultanate rule, as evidenced in the granting of the uat
titles, probably coincided with the first contracts that increasingly made Tidore the pawn of
Dutch attempts to monopolise the clove trade. Although there is no doubt that Buli was
related to the Tidore sultanate before European contact, it is probably the closer, more
repressive relationship with the sultanate caused by the concerns of European mercantilism
and early capitalism that figures in Buli mythology. It is indeed in violent response to the
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repression of sultanate rule because of increasing Dutch intervention that Malukan societies
come into closer contact with each other. An example of such violent responses is the Nuku
revolt which rested heavily on the symbolic importance of the number four as a signifier of
an original, pristine unity.
Such unity is also symbolised at marriage ceremonies. Here the asymmetrical fusion of
two marriage partners, each internally bifurcated into two Houses, is achieved through a
complex of exchanges. Although the exchanges seek to establish good relationships, this
does not always happen. Negotiations often break down as exchanges are not reciprocated
or other breaches of prescribed adat occur. Space precludes me from describing instances of
such conflicts.41 In the next chapter, however, I do describe the exchanges of everyday life
which I see as logical extensions of the ceremonial exchanges made during marriage
negotiations. While they ostensibly seek to establish good relations and are at the basis of
proper sociality, these everyday exchanges are inherently volatile. They may be avoided,
obviated, met in less than full measure, or refused outright.

With this perspective on

exchange, we are taken back to the pervasive figure of Buli life, the gua.
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ENDNOTES
There is an interesting and significant blend of modem elements and rhetoric in this myth.
Not only is the Sultan said to have arrived in a motor boat - this is the mode of transport
employed by today’s ‘big people’ (smat mamagaf) such as the Chinese merchants, the district
head and the managers of the logging camps and nickel mine - but aman (safe, peaceful)
which occurs in the title of the myth is curious in this connection. It is not a Malay loan
word used in traditional Buli, and it is not mentioned in Maan’s dictionary (1940). It is,
however, an important word of State rhetoric, usually in the form keamanan (security,
safety), where it often occurs with ketertiban (order). These words, as van Langenberg
(1986:13) points out, are among the main keywords of Indonesian State rhetoric and serve to
emphasise the law-and-order dimension of State power, especially the political suppression of
dissent. The use of the word aman in a mythical context to refer to sultanate rule, therefore,
reflects the notion of political continuity between pre-colonial and post-Independence types
of rule which the government attempts to generate. It is, for instance, said that the bupati
(regent) and the Sultan are the same. Indeed, the regency (kabupaten) borders in Halmahera
roughly follow the demarcation between the sultanates of Ternate and Tidore.
Oloan is a Buli term equivalent to the Tidore title gimalaha or Tematan Idmalaha. Cambier
(1872:244) mentions Buli as one of seven villages in the Bay of Buli under a kimelaha (sic)
but mistakenly assigns Buli, which paid allegiance to the Maba Sangaji, to the Sangaji of
Bicoli.
Thus Maan (1940:35) refers to gelat Tatam as ‘a part of the Buli village’.
There was some confusion as to who was the Uat of gelat Goimaslongan, but it seemed to be
a man in Buli Islam by the name of Sarle Numui. He derived his right to be Uat from a
forefather, the original Uat of Goimaslongan from Waiflf, who had married into Buli Islam
and converted to Islam.
The position of the imam is not quite clear and the importance of this title tends to be down
played by the Christian village elders.
Other titles included ngofamanjira (local
administrator of the Sultan), jojau (magistrate and diviner) as well as the Sangaji (district
ruler) and Kapitanlaut (deputy ruler in charge of the juanga fleet) of Maba. Although this
over-abundance of titles - de Clerq (1890:324) lists no fewer than 19 administrative titles not
counting the military ranks - might seem to suggest that the domains of the sultanates were
intensely administered and even oppressively controlled, this was not the case. The myth
above indicates that the bestowal of titles was a symbolic act of socio-political incorporation,
in many cases without any administrative duties or obligations attached, rather than the
creation of an administrative office. As Andaya notes:
The adoption of foreign titles did not indicate a shift to a more centralized hierarchical
structure, but rather a way of distinguishing the major chiefs of a particular island or the
most important leaders within one community (1993:107).
Palpalco maimai is paid when a woman has been wronged by her husband to cover her
‘shame’ (maimai), usually because of insults during an argument or because of adultery. The
purpose of the gift, which may be offered three times with an increment, is to entice the wife
to return from her parents’ house.
As Warren (1989:40) points out, Old Order rhetoric under Sukarno against so-called feudal
traditional institutions in the period up to the ‘attempted coup’ - as it is usually referred to in 1965 led to substantial changes in the political structure of societies throughout Indonesia
as village councils, supposedly more democratic, replaced former institutions.
Cf. Warren 1989:41, 1990:5.
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This tripartite stratification of noble people (ngasan), commoners (bald), and slaves (koro)
was common throughout Southeast Asia (Reid 1983a)
This change in tribute coincides with the rise of Tidore as a major market in slaves (Reid
1983b:31). The overarching nexus of the slave trade, however - the largest in South East
Asia - was the Dutch East India Company (Fox 1983:247). One of the contributing factors to
the boom in the Tidore extension of the trade network was the nutmeg plantations on Banda.
In 1621, the whole population on Banda, as many as 15,000, had been massacred for not
cooperating with the V.O.C. (Reid 1993:274). The islands were re-populated with Dutch
freeholders who, with slave labour, were to produce nutmeg to which the Dutch held the
world market monopoly. After 1689, however, the use of slaves from Bali, Java and other
west Indonesian areas was curtailed because of their propensity to rebellion. The Dutch
plantation owners therefore became increasingly dependent on slaves from the Papuan area
(Andaya 1991:83). It is as part of a response to this demand that the changed tributes on
Gamurange should be seen. The Dutch abolition of the slave trade in Indonesia in 1860 was
less the result of a sudden moral sensitivity to the excesses of bondage, than a response to
institutional and economic changes that made the exploitation of wage labourers a cheaper
option (Reid 1983b:33). In North Maluku, however, slavery was allowed to continue legally
for another 20 years. At the eventual abolition in 1879, 3078 slaves were released on Tidore,
but slaves existed into the twentieth century in Papuan areas (Kamma 1948-49:268). Still
today traces of slavery are clearly visible in Central Halmahera. The village sections Soa
Kasuba in Bicoli and Yesowo in Patani consist entirely of the descendants of Papuan slaves.
They still behave with marked deference towards descendants of nobles (ngasan).
The meaning of these two terms, pati lamo and kelo ma hudi is not quite clear to me though
both are undoubtedly Tidore/Tematan and seem to refer to titles. Thus pati, according to
Valentijn (1856:502), is a minister to the sultan or local ruler (grootenl. The adjective lamo,
big, simply enhances the importance of this title. Kelomahudi is more enigmatic, but could it
be that Cambier mistakenly transcribed it from the term kalaudi (village head) (see Fortgens
1917:45)? Van Fraassen describes how the kalaudi until the nineteenth century was the
collector of tribute for the Sultan (1987:167). In other words, the names of the annual or bi
annual amounts of sago referred to titles on Tidore, and therefore probably to the level within
the Tidore polity for which the sago was intended.
Hongitocht is a Dutch compund word used to raids. They were initially allowed by the Dutch
as the only way in which the ‘self-rule’ (zelfbestuur) of the Sultan could be enforced (Kamma
1948-49:269. In 1790, the first hongitocht to Papuan territories witnessed by a Dutch
observer resulted in the capture of 178 slaves and the deaths of 53 Papuans and 2 Halmaheran
warriors (ibid:251). The raids were banned in 1859 because of the cruelty and destruction
that accompanied them. However, they were permitted again in 1871 in connection with the
general unrest that led to the Hassan rebellion. This permission is a clear illustration of how
the raids had been usurped by the Dutch and turned into punitive and eradication campaigns
Leirissa (1986:108) estimates from a 1807 report that almost half the male population of
these appointed villages were required to serve for a period every year on the sultanate fleet.
With the growing Dutch concern about piracy and the illicit trade in cloves after the
seventeenth century, the V.O.C. attempted to restrict raiding trips to Papua (Andaya
1993:210), but without much success. By simultaneously causing Tidore tribute demands to
turn towards hard-to-obtain luxury items, and by restricting the scope of the raids which
provided a source of prestige for the local community, the contracts of the Dutch meant that
the benefits of relationships with the sultanate were doubly devalued as far as the local
communities were concerned.
Unlike among Weda and Sawai people (Ruiter 1937:22), Buli myth does not depict the
kapita and momoli titles as gifts of the Sultan (cucatu) but rather as autochthonous - a
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threatening presence (in the case of Mamole Mancabou) or the result of an act of magical
serendipity (as when Tunis found Ian Toa).
Adat nalalpa: fasao, mandi, tind to.
In this story the Bicoli are not mentioned nor are other settlements considered to have
developed later. Thus Wayamli, for instance, is said to be the younger brother of Buli, who
split off from Buli some time later. By ignoring some groups, the significance of the number
four is highlighted (see below).
Kolano cafangasan re fangahnyo
smat(e) na re si rduk cucatu.
19

20

21

22

23
24

25
26

The Ruler gave titles and names to
the people and they got royal gifts.

Other versions of this myth are found in all of the four societies, each formulated to
emphasise the political importance and cultural virtue of the village where it is told. See e.g.
Andaya (1991:86) and Ruiter (1937:23-24) for the Patani and Weda versions, respectively.
English freebooters had been active in Malukan waters since Francis Drake’s first visit to
Temate in 1579 (Hampden 1972) and they continued to circumvent, as best they could, the
clove monopoly of the Dutch until its abolition in 1864 (Ricklefs 1981:118). Their main
interest in North Maluku after 1770, however, was neither nutmeg nor clove, the commercial
importance of which had declined steadily ever since the first Dutch attempts at enforcement
of the monopoly in the late seventeenth century. It was, rather, access to Pitt’s Passage
between Batanta and Salawati which could be used during the northwest monsoon, thus
providing an around-the-year sea route to China. Andaya argues that this was a major
consideration in the English support for Nuku in his successful rebellion against the Dutch
from 1780 to 1801 (1993:229) (see Chapter One).
It is clear that two very different forms of ‘governmentality’ clash here. The Dutch
expectation that the terms of the contracts included the responsibility of the Sultan to manage
his subjects and control piracy and illicit trade rested on ‘the notion that there existed a legal
and constitutional order that the ruler had a duty to maintain, a notion which emerged in
North-Western Europe in the period from the late thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries’
(Gledhill 1994:20).
The word used for this gift is oge. Oge is a gift of inducement, normally presented by a
man’s family to a woman’s family reluctant to accept a marriage proposal, or by the family
of sick person to a healer (mama) to entice the healer to begin treatment of the patient.
In other words, he knew that he was going to die.
The heads petrified and remained on the shelf until the 1950s when a group of young men,
unaware or disrespectful of their significance as symbols of the mythic battle, threw the
‘stones’ into the sea.
I have not been able to verify this translation.
Visser’s informants in Sahu translated caka’iba as ‘there is no devil [i.e., suanggi]’ (Visser
1989:165), which seems to correspond with the general silence in Sahu about the suanggi
(Visser, personal communication). Despite this silence, it is clear that the caka’iba masks
represent the ca’ata (gua). The masks symbolise, according to Visser, both death and
marriage (ibid.). That the ca ata/caka' iba should symbolise death in an important ceremony,
with connotations that remain unexplained, seems inconsistent with the postulated lack of
importance in Sahu everyday life of the ca’ata. It suggests that the silence in Sahu about the
ca’ata in everyday life is due, at least in part, to the adoption of Church and State discourses
in self-representation. There are, however, several references in Sahu ethnography to the
disturbing role of the caka’iba in the jiawa dance that resonate well with the gua in Buli.
The male dancers of the jiawa dance, circle around and protect the mythical princess Moa ma
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Jum against the caka’iba figures who try to penetrate the circle to get to the princess. In the
ritual, the princess symbolises the fertility of the rice which has to be protected against
outside forces, represented by the masks. Yet the significance of these masks remains
obscured in the ritual. This is not the case when we turn to the myth associated with the
jiawa dance. The myth explains that the princess was the daughter of the first inhabitants of
the land. Her parents refused to marry her to the caka’iba who came to woo her every day.
To avoid such a marriage, her parents hid her for three days and three nights in the forest, her
face covered in soot. Here she was found by Baikole, the incumbent political ruler of Sahu,
and he decided to adopt her. The mother of Moa ma Jun, however, wanted her daughter back
and sent off people disguised as ca’ata to retrieve her from Baikole. Baikole and the ca’ata
men agreed that against a sum of three reaal, Baikole could adopt the princess. In the myth,
marriage and death are indeed conflated, but the conflation rests upon signs associated
throughout Halmahera with the gua/tokata/ca’ata figure. To blacken one’s face may be used
as a sign of sorrow by the wife-givers during marriage, as Visser suggests (1989:192), but it
is also used, both in Tobelo and in Buli, to confuse the tokata and gua. The soot hides both
the gurumin and the smell of the person from the gua/tokata. In this myth, this is exactly
how the soot is used: to hide Moa ma Jum from the ca’ata, for to marry a ca’ata would be
equivalent to dying. The period of three nights corresponds, in Buli terms, to the time after
burial when the gua represents the biggest danger. When the political ruler takes the princess
away from the first people of the land, they send ca’ata after Baikole to get her back. With
the payment of adoption money, however, the ruler comes to an agreement with the ca’ata
who, from then on, agree to leave the princess alone. The adoption by Baikole rescued Moa
ma Jum from deadly marriage with the ca’ata and transformed her into the central symbol of
rice fertility. It is she who secures plentiful harvest and the fertility of the village in general.
It is this fertility that the caka’iba masks, and through them the ca’ata themselves, threaten in
every jiawa dance. The ca’ata are not described by Visser and mentioned only in relation to
the caka’iba masks, as whom the masks represent. I suspect, however, that a whole layer of
analysis may be added to the interpretation of the jiawa dance and the connotations of death
and fertility, if the local significance of the ca’ata is explored instead of taking at face value
the Christian reduction of them to ‘devils’ (setan).
Boki is a Tidore term of reference for a princess who is the daughter of the Sultan or local
ruler. The title recurs often in Buli myths (e.g. Maan 1940:12).
Similarly, all the clothing worn during the jiawa dance in Sahu including, one suspects, the
clothes of the caka’iba are gifts from the Sultan of Ternate (Visser 1989:177).
Mar refers to very young and still yellow coconut or sugar palm branches which are split in
half along the stem. Previously, mar were used as palm frond garlands at possession and
healing rituals devoted to the suang, known as famarna. Famarna mostly took place in
response to severe sickness due to attack by a gua. Each mama (shaman) had his or her own
suang with whom they would join (fabati) in trance seances spurred by intense drumming
and lots of betel-nut chewing. Nowadays the mar garlands are often used as decorations for
Church gatherings and New Year’s celebrations. Pip(e) re mar (the stem and the halved
leaf), however, has the original function of marking ownership of fruit trees. When tied to a
tree with ripe fruits by the owner it explicitly forbids anyone from climbing it or taking its
fruits. When used to designate the initial payment to the woman’s side pip(e) re mar
likewise marks an exclusive right. Once the payment is made, the man’s side secures the
initial promise of marriage. The girl will have to discontinue intimate social and sexual
interaction with other young men. Here we see another instance of symbolic equivalence
between trees and humans. In this case the ripe fruits of the tree symbolise the fertility of the
future bride. In the same way as the pip(e) re mar marks the tree as off-limits to anyone but
the owner, the initial marriage payment of the same name seeks to establish exclusivity to the
woman.
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Paing is both a term of reference and address to the parents of one’s child’s spouse.
In a narrow sense, paing refers to the parents of the spouse of one’s child. At marriage
ceremonies, however, all family members of the man’s and woman’s side will address each
other as paing.
Yap yalyalfo literally means: ‘someone who gets the fire’, a lowly task of fetching
smouldering sticks of firewood to light people’s tobacco. This task, usually performed by
small children, is also a metaphor for the activities of slaves (koro) in former times.
See Chapter Nine on how Buli manage the differential between the commercial and
ceremonial value of these plates.
If the daughter-in-law comes from another village, a fourth ceremony, called habonoho
malafa ca ‘presenting the daughter-in-law’, takes place when she arrives in the village of her
husband. At this feast the daughter-in-law is made visible for the first time because she is
required to dance the ronggeng the whole night. Every man from the man’s side is obliged
to dance at least once with her (four people are dancing at any given time) and must place
small denominations of money in her hair.
Even then the elevated status of the daughter-in-law is secretly felt as burdensome to the
man’s parents. As one man observed: ‘If I haven’t had tea yet, my daughter can call me to
drink tea there. But with a daughter-in-law that is difficult.’
The hairpins used in Waiflf are said to have been made by a specialist in Bicoli. To have
silver objects made by the specialist, customers must bring their own old Dutch silver coins.
Andaya (1991:92) follows Kamma (1973) in claiming that iron and forging skills in the
Papuan area were associated with the sultanates of Temate and Tidore, and that the forging
skills were probably introduced to the Biak area via southeast Halmahera. In Buli, however,
the best knives are said to come from Papua and the best blacksmiths are claimed to be
Papuan (Apa).
I would argue that porcelain objects are as important in Buli, and perhaps formerly also as
goods in the regional trade networks, as iron or slaves (cf. Kamma 1947-48:536). The
symbolic importance of plates in Buli is not just apparent in marriage exchanges. Porcelain
plates and bottles are also crucial as containers for the magical roots of the House. When
feeding the suang or smengit, plates must also be used, just as a plate in the/o/a jawa holds
the incense of Ian Toa. The dancing shield is also decorated with pieces of porcelain.
Tan nice fasdo ca, uat sifät.
Boboko pifät totongo uat sifdt.
Dirk Nijland’s (1985) film on the Tobelo marriage ceremony gives an excellent portrayal of
the difficulties inherent in marriage negotiations.
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PART FOUR

MORALITY, CONFLICT AND ONTOLOGY
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CHAPTER NINE

SOCIALITY AND THE EQUIVOCAL MORALITY OF EXCHANGE

This chapter examines the moral dilemmas involved in exchange. It argues that exchange,
especially in everyday forms such as food-sharing, is inherently problematic. On the one
hand, exchange is the ideal way of establishing and maintaining good social relations; on the
other, it is instances of exchange that most often give rise to friction and ill-feeling.
Focusing on the emotions generated by exchange and on the moral tactics and ideals of
exchange, I argue that the gua is a central figure in the problematic relationship of giving,
taking and keeping.

The chapter seeks to establish that the problematic morality of

exchange is crucial to the constitution of self and society in Buli.

FOOD SHARING AND EXCHANGE
In Chapters Six and Seven, I referred to the importance of food in maintaining good
relationships between humans and spirit beings like the suang and Ian Toa. The symbolic
basis for the relationship was a regulation of consumption, expressed either in a prohibition
against consuming certain foods or in an obligation to perform feeding rituals for the spirit.
In the feeding of Ian Toa, this ritual meal becomes an occasion for a mutual (if somewhat
grotesque) exchange as the medium possessed by Ian Toa spews out most of the food rather
than ingesting it, and through this act bestows immunity on those who are sprayed by his
expectorated food.

Similarly, the relationships that the Trunk-House maintains with its

totemic spirits, the suang, are based on the regulation of consumption. This relationship
rests upon the premise that the suang are not food. If the suang is accidentally consumed
and sickness ensues, the relationship is restored by feeding the suang particular types of
ritual food. Socio-spiritual relationships, in other words, revolve around a programmatic
relationship to food. Food is equally important in relationships between people. This is
especially clear in the exchanges of food and the meals that constitute a major part of
marriage ceremonies. Food exchanges also have a wider significance, because food-sharing
is a critical concern of everyday life.
After catching a large number of fish, spearing a turtle or trapping a pig, one should
ideally distribute (fasurei) at least a token amount of the catch to people who belong to the
same House. Also, one should give to one’s affines, such as the brothers of one’s wife
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(tamäi) and the parents of one’s sons’ wives (paing), because these people all stand as wifegivers to one’s Trunk-House.1 Sharing is particularly important between the two marriage
partners during the months and years of the man manäi period until the final bride price
(,kaimulo) is paid.

Exchanges during this period are prescribed by adat and must be

reciprocated. The gifts of food presented by the man’s side are called ane de pira, ‘food
with sago’, while the food gifts when reciprocated from the woman’s side are called way a
sino ni ode, ‘the pig that comes with boiled water’. Through these exchanges between paing
(marriage partners) until kaimulo is paid in full, we see how marriage prestations, closely
regulated by adat, extend the moral nexus between food and exchange into everyday life.
SULKING AND SHARING

Ideally, food sharing should not be restricted to paing relations. Both siblings (real as well
as classificatory), in-laws of the same generation, and neighbours should share any surplus
food.

These exchanges are not merely a practical alternative to the difficulties of food

storage, nor is their importance captured in the argument that they serve a social function by
integrating disparate households and relatives.

More fundamentally, exchanges are the

moral underpinning of society as it is perceived by people in Buli. This is a morality,
however, which is thought to be in decline. In the olden days, so people would tell me, even
though clusters of households were spread in hamlets over a large area, parcels of food (yeit)
would be taken to other hamlets at night by successful hunters or fishermen. Nowadays,
people complain, this does not happen. People do not share as they used to and this often
gives rise to conflict.
THE CASE OF ANNIE’S RESENTMENT

Annie and her sister, Sida, were on poor terms. The deterioration in their
relationship occurred because of problems to do with sharing.
Gerson, the son of Sida, had rented a shark net from one of the Bugis traders in
Buli Islam on a share-profit basis and was out at sea most days trying to catch
sharks whose fins are sold commercially. The reason behind the uncommon
diligence which Gerson displayed by fishing every day was that he had incurred
an adat fine (denda) of Rp. 100,000 (A$67) by a village council headed by the
Oku for allegedly having made a woman pregnant while her husband was away.
He had been given only one month to pay the fine, which would go to the father
of the eighteen-year-old woman. It was the father who had demanded retribution,
because his daughter’s husband had still not paid the full kaimulo and the son-inlaw had therefore not yet gained full rights to the daughter. It was to collect
money for the kaimulo that the son-in-law was away in the first place, working for
the logging company in Lili. Now that the woman was pregnant to somebody
else, there was no guarantee that he would want to finalise the marriage.
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Fishing was poor, however, and Gerson returned most days with stingrays rather
than sharks. Stingrays are of no commercial value and he would share their meat
among his family and relatives. Annie felt that she, as Gerson’s ‘mother’ (MZ),
had primary rights to pieces of stingray but she complained that she was only
brought a share almost as an afterthought, when she could already smell the
turmeric from the cooking pans of the surrounding houses. This did not, in her
view, measure up to the generosity with which she shared everything with her
sister and brother-in-law.

Figure 9.1
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One night after repeated occurrences of this sort, a small grandchild of Sida fell ill.
The child was being treated in Sida’s house, where the child’s father (Sida’s son-in-law) was
carrying out kangelä re dao bride-service. The house was, as is usual in case of sickness,
crowded with family and friends. Annie, however, was conspicuously absent. What Annie
demonstrated by her absence is expressed in the concept sodungo which is translated as ‘to
sulk’ (mer^juk) but has a much wider meaning. It refers to those feelings of resentment
that arise out of conflict between relatives. Actions characterised by sodungo are often of a
particular, inverted, kind. Thus, some time earlier, Annie’s twelve-year-old son, Ipsan, and
the eight-year old daughter of Kamadi, Annie’s brother, had a fight. The fight climaxed
when she lashed at Ipsan with a knife and he, in return, slapped her. Kamadi, who had
witnessed the fight from his house, had rushed out and begun to beat Ipsan. At the time,
Annie was feeling that both Sida and Kamadi were not honouring their exchange
relationships with her, because she, as an unmarried woman with two young children, rarely
had access to pig or fish with which she could reciprocate. Indeed, when the quarrel had
happened she was away in the garden of a widower helping him harvest his sugar-cane in
return for a share in the yield which she could then share amongst her relatives. It was
through impromptu relationships such as this that she was able to reciprocate, in her own
view in full, the gifts of food from her two married siblings.
On her return to the village, she was told by a friend about Kamadi’s unusual
involvement in the children’s fight.2 Being sodungo, Annie immediately returned to the
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house and began publicly and demonstratively to beat up Ipsan, saying how it would be
better if she just killed him there and then because he was obviously a nuisance and
embarrassment to his own mother’s brother.

Perhaps Ipsan was even the reason, she

continued, why Kamadi and Sida never shared any food with them (fasurei) unless Annie
herself explicitly asked for it (dor). The beating only stopped when an adult son of Sida
pulled Ipsan away from her.
In the act of hitting Ipsan, Annie was able publicly to display her misgivings about her
siblings’ lack of willingness to share. By hitting a member of her own household she drew
attention to the implicit moral demand that the relations that tied her and her siblings to one
House should be honoured by a fair exchange of food. This was achieved by ostensibly
blaming Ipsan for the apparent lack of solidarity of her siblings. However, what to Annie
was a clear case of unwillingness to share, was to her siblings a clear case of Annie simply
not reciprocating their gifts of food sufficiently. Whereas Annie felt the conflict was caused
by the stinginess of her siblings, it was to Kamadi and Sida caused by the excessive
demands and greed of Annie.
Exchange thus manifests itself in everyday life as a moral conflict of interpretation.
This conflict between what is seen from the two sides as parsimonious or greedy behaviour,
respectively, is, I believe, central to Buli notions of the negation of sociality. It is such
conflicts of interpretation which are expressed in the view that people do not share as they
used to, that is, because they are more greedy nowadays. Therefore, there is also less reason
for each person to share his catch or her crops with others. Indeed, it is often the case that
the meat of a trapped pig or large amounts of smoked fish are offered for sale rather than
shared amongst the people of one’s House.
SHARING OR SELLING

The fact that monetary transactions are seen as removed from and, to some extent, outside
the moral claims of exchange relations is evident in a piece of advice given to me by my
older sister in Waiflf, Afrina. She was outraged at the interest shown in my tins of sardines
and other supplies by inquisitive guests to my house and was, needlessly, afraid that I might
give them all away. ‘Just tell them that you bought it,’ she whispered, and indicated that
they would then not dare to ask for it.
Commercially-acquired goods are regarded as beyond the realm of anticipated
exchange and it is this withdrawal into commoditised relations of exchange that is held to be
an expression of deteriorating social relations in the village. The deterioration in the moral
conditions of social relations is related to a perceived rise in gua attacks and gua deaths. It
was, for instance, the dilemma between monetised relations and exchange relations that lay
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at the heart of Lolos’ presumed grudge towards Karo’s family and which eventually led to
Karo’s death (see Chapter Three).

I do not wish to suggest that monetised social

relationships and exchange relationships are always opposed in Buli society, nor that they
are inherently incompatible (see e.g. , Gregory 1982; Taussig 1980). This is clearly not the
case in Buli for money forms an essential aspect of the marriage prestations prescribed by
adat. In the context of marriage, money functions within an exchange ideology and not as a
depersonalised medium of commoditisation (see Bloch and Parry 1989). Plates are similarly
ceremonial objects, even though they are also commercially available.

Despite their

commercial availability in the shops of Buli Serani, plates remain ceremonial objects when
the marriage ceremony has finished. In the shops, the plates can be purchased in packs of
twelve at a price of roughly Rp.800 each. In the marriage ceremony, however, they must be
reciprocated (‘smashed’) with a Rp. 1,000 note by people of the man’s side. The plates
retain this ceremonial value rather than the lower commercial value, when, for instance, they
are later bartered for fish.
Following Valeri (1994a), we may say that prestations made during marriage
negotiations precariously straddle the difference between commodity relations and
exchange. While the man’s side is said to ‘pay’ (palas) for the woman, this ‘payment’ is
later reciprocated (sima) by the woman’s side ‘out of shame’. By reciprocating the initial
‘payment’ by the man’s side to obtain rights to the woman and her children, the woman’s
side negates the initial commodity-like character of the woman (ibid:8). 3 Money or
commoditised relations of exchange are thus not inherently pernicious, nor are the spheres of
commodity and exchange objects hermetically sealed from each other. Nevertheless, buying
and selling objects are seen as a retraction from exchange.

Hence the ‘shame’ of the

woman’s side that prompts them to sima. If they abstain from reciprocating the payment of
the man’s side they will have refused to exchange and the marriage will have been a pure
commodity transaction from which no future obligations will remain. If they reciprocate,
the ‘payment’ that sits uncomfortably with the notion of exchange is annulled and a
permanent relationship is established. In Valeri’s terms, women are ‘bought’ but not sold; it
is the act of ‘selling’ that is problematic in relation to exchange. This, too, is seen in daily
forms of sharing where the selling of one’s catch marks an unwarranted, if grudgingly
accepted, retreat from obligations to share and establishes the grounds for conflict between
the two exchange parties.
Increased commoditisation also has implications for traditional practices such as
hunting. Yancenipa said that his ancestors were renowned for their hunting abilities, but
that he had decided not to learn the art of hunting because he would have had to share every
catch. He felt that hunting was too arduous and unrewarding because one had to divide and
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distribute game which left little meat for him and his family. This is a general sentiment and
there is, as a consequence, a marked decline in hunting today.

The fact that these

obligations are felt as onerous means that sharing causes frustration when it does take place
as well as when it does not.
THE CASE OF THE MUD CRABS

One night Wadone took me to the mangrove swamps that extend around the
mouth of the Waiflf stream to hunt mud crabs. After two arduous hours wading
through the muddy, snake-infested waters we returned with a good catch of seven
large mud crabs and a couple of fish.
Although we had tried to sneak unobserved out of the village, several people had
seen us and guessed the reason for our departure. As we passed through the
village on our return, they were on stand-by to ask for a crab. Wadone put on a
generous face and insisted, despite their polite protests, on giving every person
who asked one of the largest crabs. It was clear, however, when we reached his
house with our four remaining crabs that he was upset.
‘This is why I do not go crab hunting (fagaso),’ he said, ‘they are all quite able to
ask [but not to give]. When they get fish, they never give any to us.’

What should be emphasised is that although increased involvement in market-based
relations - as has happened after the introduction of coconut as a cash crop - is seen to have
aggravated the conflicts arising from exchange, exchange is itself always problematic. The
long history of the clove trade in the area and the tribute payments to the sultanate of Tidore
preclude any sharp distinctions between an exchange economy and a monetary economy. 4
Furthermore, a large portion of the cash income of a household is spent on marriage
ceremonies, since every marriage involves a large proportion of all households in the
village.
Nevertheless, as more and more Buli men and women turn to wage labour to the
detriment of subsistence production, the burden of the exchange morality is felt to fall
unevenly on those who still hunt, fish, and pursue other subsistence activities, the products
of which remain within the sphere of exchange obligations. This uneven distribution of
moral burdens is, however, not new either. Wadone, I was told, was good at crab hunting
because he had crab-hunting magic (lalao kakaröu).

Due to hunting magic or fishing

abilities, some people have always been regarded as more successful than others. While
they may themselves feel this as a burden, it is also something that has always caused
conflict because conspicuous good fortune is bound to arouse the envy of those less
fortunate. Elan’s death (see Chapter Three) for instance was caused by the gua's envy of the
good catches of fish brought home by her husband, Lama.
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THE MORAL ORGANISATION OF SOCIAL EQUALITY
In this context it is tempting to read an economic function into gua attacks by saying that the
gua has a levelling effect on uneven economic distribution by attacking the well-to-do. For
fear of being attacked by envious gua, people feel obliged to share their surplus. This is
certainly true to some extent. However, the ease with which the envy (ulo na mici) of the
gua is provoked prevents this moral pressure from assuming an unequivocal moral
obligation. The unpredictability of gua attacks means that quite often no ‘reasonable’ cause
for an attack exists. Even the most generous person may become a victim. Therefore, any
attribution of cause for an attack is necessarily always ex post facto, because there is no way
of predicting why a particular gua might be envious.

All involvements in social life,

including exchanges, carry the dangers of the gua per se. All social acts are, by definition,
latent catalysts of conflicts and envy because the village is full of gua and all gua are
unpredictable. Any explanation that tries to reduce the reality of the gua to a social or
economic function will miss the basic ontological characteristic of the gua: its intolerable
and unpredictable ubiquity.
It is also true, however, that fear of arousing the envy of others has a strong selfdisciplinary effect on economic life. I was told that in former times people did not build
large houses nor equip their houses with a corrugated iron roof because they were afraid of
attracting the envy of the gua around them. Part of the reason why Buli people are doing so
poorly in economic terms compared with the Bugis, Butonese and Chinese immigrants, no
doubt lies in the restrictive pressures of the gua which, as people have seen many times,
causes business ventures (such as Lolos’, see Chapter Three) to end in conflict and failure, if
not disaster. Sorcery (payao) often has the same effect.
THE CASE OF WADONE’S SHOP

In the early 1960s Wadone was selling clothes and durable articles of food, such
as tea and sugar, from the front room of his house. He had acquired the goods
cheaply in Sorong which as pan of West Papua at the time was formally
controlled by a United Nations’ force. As pan of an attempt to isolate West Papua
from the inflation that haunted the rest of the Indonesia, it was initially designated
as a separate monetary zone with its own currency until Indonesia assumed
control of its new colony in 1963.5 Both wages and the cost of goods were
therefore much better than in Halmahera, and many people paddled to Sorong to
take advantage of the better economic conditions there.
Wadone also acquired a very smart large radio, costing a small fortune
(Rp. 150,000 or A$100). Within a few months of returning to Buli, however, he
fell ill and his radio mysteriously ceased to function. New radios do not normally
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do that, especially not ones that have no less that eight batteries and therefore are
the top of the range.6 It was clear that someone had sorcerised him.

It is not only good hunting skills and thriving business ventures that run the risk of
attack by gua or of envious sorcery. The same is true for all forms of perceived success in
the modem world. As the case of the young teacher treated by Banus (Chapter Six) showed,
state employment is one such form of success. His case is not an isolated one. There is a
general feeling that prestigious employment, such as a job in the civil service, always
attracts the envy and sorcery of other villagers.7 However, what is striking in the Buli
discourse about the dangers of obtaining supposedly prestigious jobs is how low-status these
jobs really are. Unpaid apprentices in the civil service, primary school teachers and stall
keepers: these are the people who seem to have most reason to fear sorcery and gua attacks.
People in positions of authority and prestige are not from Buli and are too removed
from the conflicts of village life to be objects of the gua’s envy.8 Again this fits with the
general characteristic of the gua. It is the little envy - the stolen bucket or the cigarette
refused - that most often motivates attacks. Elias, a primary school teacher in Dorosago,
rarely returns to Buli because it would mean exposing himself and his family to danger. The
brothers of Elias were also attempting to get government employment. This was in itself
dangerous.
THE MISHAPS OF MATEUS’ FAMILY

Mateus, a younger brother of Elias, had finished secondary school in 1991 and
had obtained an unpaid job in the small harbour office in Buli Serani. He was not
given a wage and merely received occasional gifts of money and rice from the
Ambonese harbour master (Syahbandar). He was also given a vague promise
that he might be sent to Ambon to take the test of harbour office employees in
order to become a paid civil servant in the office. People often work unpaid in
this way (honor) for years without getting the chance to take the test. In Waifh,
however, the job was regarded as a lucrative and promising position. When
Mateus developed a large boil on his ear, a headache and nose bleeding which
kept him from work for weeks, his family was sure it was sorcery, motivated by
envy of his ‘good job’.
‘People here in the village,’ his brother Malik said, ‘are envious because he got a
job in an office. Because of that, whenever someone becomes something, they do
not return to the village. They are afraid, because people here have bad, envious
inner cores (ulö na maydi). ’ Malik himself had fallen sick just before he was to
go to Tidore to take a test to gain access to work in the district office.
These mishaps to the family continued for over a month. When Malik developed
a large boil on his arm, it was diagnosed as due to sorcery. His younger sister,
Lina, had a toothache which was first diagnosed as the anger of the smengit of her
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paternal uncle. When the family fed the smengit without visible result, another
healer was called. He diagnosed the toothache as being due to a combination of
their suang's anger, a mussel known as uam, and sorcery. Yancenipa, Malik’s
and Mateus’ father, had returned the same day from his anchovies fishing raft,
complaining that something was wrong. It had been beached twice and almost
destroyed in the surf. Furthermore, unlike the rafts around him, his raft had
caught next to nothing.
Figure 9.2
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Although the suang of the family was known to be particularly fickle, prone to
anger at the most indirect slight, Yancenipa’s wife, Dora, observed that it was
obvious that the mishaps and illnesses were due to sorcery. The sorcery, in turn,
was a response to the ostentatious and arrogant behaviour of her children. ‘They
are too arrogant. All they think about is how they look and how to get new
clothes so they can walk around, their arms akimbo looking important.’ Dora’s
fury was aimed especially at her sixteen-year-old son, Alte, who had dropped out
of school and spent the recent months visiting relatives along the coast. He had
just returned home, dressed in his finest clothes, carrying a bag he had borrowed
from me and a new pair of shoes his brother had given him.
‘He does not even have pubic hair yet, but where is he spending his nights? We
are not taking care of ourselves, so other people take care of us instead. Stop
being so arrogant, take care of yourselves, don’t forget to be polite!’

THE CONSEQUENCES OF IMPROPRIETY
In a very condensed form, Dora is providing her children, and anyone else interested, with a
guide to proper living in Buli.

It is in the children’s own interest and to the strategic

advantage of the household to avoid ostentatious behaviour: not to set oneself above others,
not to behave arrogantly, not to aggravate others by promiscuous relationships, etc. These
axioms refer to just some of the concepts that infuse the morality of social life in Buli:
padati, murukä, nahäs re gurubu, magolojo, manafsü, matungtüng. All these concepts have
to do with the subversion of sociality because they either designate unacceptable behaviour
or describe the consequences of improper behaviour. I shall deal with them in turn, but
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murukä, padati and nahäs re gurubu all imply that anger (totoli) is the root of social
conflict.
PADATI

The notion of anger {totoli) as an ever circulating, irreducible entity is especially evident in
the concept of padati.

It implies the idea that the anger one is presently directing at

someone will later return to oneself in the form of another’s anger. Being angry is therefore
ultimately dangerous to oneself, because it will return as ill-will or curses directed at
oneself. Anger is especially dangerous among close relatives because it causes illness and
misfortune. This danger is present whether the relative is still alive or deceased.
MURUKÄ

Murukä denotes the misfortune that befalls those who behave disrespectfully towards an
elder, for instance by calling them by name. Elders include, in particular, one’s affines such
as an older tamäi (WB, HZ) or one’s parents-in-law (ohmö).9 It is for this reason that people
do not speak the names of deceased people and cannot use words that are the same as or
sound similar to the names of this class of in-laws. The anger does not necessarily come
from the person one insults, but may be a generalised societal retribution. As such, it is not
a consciously enacted revenge but rather a mechanical redirection of the misfortune one
brought about with one’s disrespect. This idea of a generalised, implacable anger directed
towards a person who has offended against adat (and both padati and murukä are regarded
as examples of adat retribution) is also evident in the hardship experienced by people who
have committed incest.
THE CASE OF YAKOB’S SECOND MARRIAGE

Bati, the young wife of Yakob, died from complications during childbirth in May
1992. Less than a month later Bati’s brother, Selo Barabakem, died after a gua
attack. He left a Sawai wife, Elsa, and three children.
As the spouses of a brother and a sister, Yakob and Elsa were each other’s mnuai.
Mnuai is a kinship category with strong prohibitions attached to it. As mnuai,
Yakob and Elsa were not allowed to touch each other. It was not even proper for
them to hand things to each other, nor could they call each other by name or look
at one another.10
It therefore caused a scandal when six months later Elsa moved into Yakob’s
house. The outrage was particularly strong among the relatives of Selo and Bati.
Annie, a classificatory sister of Bati, came to my house, which was just opposite
Yakob’s, and loudly proclaimed for the benefit of their ears that the unusually
heavy rains over the preceding weeks were due to their incestuous relationship:
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‘Not long ago Bati and Selo shared one door, one pillow, one breast, why then do
[their spouses] marry? Greediness, greediness! It is raining all the time, this is the
reason why. Sun, sun, sun, sun, sun.’
Figure 9.3
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The accusations of greed were directed at Elsa in particular. Although it was
acknowledged that Sawai people do not have the same prohibitions concerning
the mnuai relationship, many people saw it as an expression of greed that she
wanted to marry the husband of her deceased sister-in-law. People saw this as
equivalent to wanting more than one’s fair share of food. The accusation was
therefore bolstered by gossip that she ate a lot, often alone, leaving little for her
children. There was even some speculation that she had used love magic to make
herself irresistible to Yakob, otherwise he would never have married his own
mnuai. Yakob himself thought he was affected by magic and even sought the
help of a healer to break Elsa’s spell. It was to no avail, however, and Yakob and
Elsa began life in their ad hoc marriage which neither was nor could be
sanctioned by adat. Many co-habitations in Waiflf were not negotiated through
proper marriage ceremonies and some were, strictly speaking, incestuous because
the partners were of the same House. But none so flagrantly contravened proper
conduct as that of Yakob and Elsa.
According to general gossip, the household began to experience the consequences
of their actions a few months later when Yakob was processing sago. Even after
two days of hard work, no starch had settled in the bottom of the sedimentation
trough. The sago starch simply refused to be extracted.
‘They have to be careful of the lima at sea, too,’ Annie commented. ‘The trees in
the forest will also fall on them, if they are not careful.’ Her answer to my
question who made the trees fall was, ‘nobody’. ‘The trees want to fall, they want
to squash them, don’t you see?’

Behind Annie’s statements there was clearly the conception of a generalised ill-will in the
world towards offenders such as Yakob and Elsa: rain would try to submerge the village,
sago would refuse to be washed, and trees would intentionally try to fall on them. The
ultimate reason for this generalised animosity of the world against the couple was the greed
that inspired the offence.
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NAHÄS

Nahäs re gurubu literally means ‘breath and grumble’. The phrase is used to denote the
resentment that arises when one feels forced to accede to exaggerated demands for gifts of
food or when one feels that previous gifts remain unreciprocated. Wadone’s reaction after
giving away the mud crabs was one instance of nahäs re gurubu. An impression of its
omni-presence came once when Yancenipa and I visited Pekaülan, one of the garden villages
to the north of Buli, and were served a large coral fish and rice for dinner. Inquiring how
our host had obtained the fish, his joking answer was: nahäs re gurubu, indicating that he
had asked somebody else for it. It was not so much that he thought the donor was upset
about giving him the fish in this particular instance, but in his answer lay an explicit
reference to the latent conflict of every exchange.
Nahäs is interesting because it conveys a different meaning to the usual word for
breath, to breathe ,fawa.u Nahäs is the breath of ‘bad words’ ([mauting mayäi) uttered by
the ‘sharp mouth (smo dalim) of a person with a ‘painful inner core’ (ulö na pirpir). It also
covers the various forms of cursing and swearing that one does in anger (fatös, fasosasi,
fapopat). Cursing someone in this way, especially a member of one’s household such as a
parent, a child or a sibling, will inevitably bring sickness to the person cursed. Once, during
an argument between his two young daughters, Yancenipa sternly interjected: ‘Don’t swear
at each other, if you dare swear at each other, I’ll beat you!’
To fall sick because of other people’s angry words is also known as ‘to be affected or
hit by their teeth/mouth’ {smo na neta it). According to Lolos, for instance, Karo’s death
was caused by the curses of his sister provoked by Karo’s own refusal to share the inherited
coconut groves and fruit trees with them (see Chapter Three). In order to abrogate any
possible curses by family members, a ritual called pei nahäs is therefore performed in most
cases of illness. A bowl of water and cooling weeds, such as rorano, are empowered by
whispered spells known as tawar. Each family member wets their mouth, hands and feet
with the water and forswears any words or deeds that might have caused the illness. The
water is then given to the patient to drink and is smeared on his or her body with special
attention to the joints.
THE CASE OF ELA’S SICKNESS

Ela suffered from chronic cough and consumption, and though it was
acknowledged that many members of her family had tuberculosis, her symptoms
were said to stem from a family argument. When her parents died in the early
1980s, her brother, Damin, took over their small cloves plantation. At that time
he was unmarried and lived alone with his only brother, Aru. All his sisters,
including Ela, were already married and were therefore, according to Damin, not
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entitled to any of the profits from the garden because they were already cared for
by their husbands.
Ela had become sick at the time of the dispute with her brother, during which
‘sharp’ words were spoken. Despite her continuing illness, both Damin and Ela
herself had refused to perform pei nahäs. As part of her search for alternative
cures, she asked me if I had any medicine for her. Annie, a classificatory sister,
said that I should refuse to give her any medicine until the ritual had been
performed. To take medicine without rescinding the cause of the illness would be
useless.

The rorano weed (or alternatively sulasi) used in pei nahäs is the same as that used to cool
and abrogate the anger of both suang and smengit during the pei suang and pei smengit
rituals, because here, too, it is anger (totolt) that causes illness.
It is from the anger between either close relatives or between people and their ancestors
or guardian spirits that the gua benefits. An often-used expression thus explains gua attack
as the ‘gua receiving’ (gua ca ncagam) the victim. This is for instance the case when the
suang or smengit ‘orders’ (sula) the gua to attack a victim out of anger with the victim’s
inappropriate behaviour or negligence towards them (see ‘The case of Soft’s daughter’,
Chapter Four). The objective of pei nahäs is to break the relationships based on ‘bad words’
between people in conflict and to re-establish positive social relations characterised by
proper talk. While conflict is characterised by an absence of ‘talk’ and by ‘bad words’, a
proper relationship is one of ‘talk’. To make peace after a conflict is therefore called
famautngo, ‘to talk to each other’.
The importance of this complex of ‘bad words’, anger and silence as the cause of
illness that only a ritual reconciliation can abolish was recognised by Maan, the missionary,
who suggested famautngo as a suitable translation of ‘atonement’, because it might instil in
Buli people a sense of the dangers of ‘sin’ (Maan 1912:220). The Christian notion of ‘sin’
would therefore be notionally equivalent to the important Buli idea that anger amongst
family members causes illness. Sin therefore becomes a danger to oneself.

ANGER, VILLAGE SETTLEMENT AND CHANGED FORMS OF SOCIALITY
It is not just the increase in commoditised relations of exchange to the detriment of food
sharing that is held responsible for the perceived rise in frequency of gua attacks. We have
seen how the gua benefits from the anger that inevitably arises out of the minute rifts of
everyday life. Buli people are keenly aware that such rifts have increased in direct response
to the close living conditions that accompany village life. They contrast the ‘crowded’,
tension-filled conditions with the peaceful life of garden hamlets. This was the normal
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mode of habitation until Dutch resettlement policies began in the early twentieth century',
and many people still spend much time in garden settlements to escape the recurrent
conflicts and ill-feeling of the village. Around the time that the Dutch colonial government
began the settlement of the scattered population into sedentary villages, Maan speculated
about the reason behind the reluctance of most people to comply: ‘In general people do not
feel like living together in a village. It demands self-denial. Often people tell me: “it is not
good because there will just be conflicts”, and in that they are probably right’ (VHA 1912[1
June]: 2).
The enforcement of both village settlement policy and taxation in 1914 brought two
concurrent changes to Buli society that today are related to the perceived increase in
frequency and ferocity of gua attacks: first, the introduction of coconut as a cash crop which
over time entailed an increased reliance on monetary transactions and, second, close co
habitation in villages which created a better environment for the emergence and circulation
of anger upon which the gua thrives. It would be tempting to interpret this correlation as a
local recognition of the fact that gua attacks respond to changes in social and economic
conditions, a reading of the dynamics of witchcraft which Ardener (1970) pioneered.
Although gua attacks are perceived to have increased in response to these social and
economic pressures, it is important not to see this recognition of the influence of change as
the raison d’etre for the continuation of gua cases. It is not surprising, given the effects of
colonial policies, Christianisation and modernity on all other areas of cultural life, that gua
cases should also be seen to be affected by changing conditions brought by these forces.
Gua attacks cannot, however, be reduced to mere responses to these changes.
THE GUA AS SOCIAL CRITIQUE?

Throughout this thesis I have argued that it is not adequate theoretically to reduce the reality
of the gua to a sociological phenomenon, the meaning of which is explained by regarding it
as a function of social conditions and changes. Although gua attacks clearly interact with
and are influenced by social changes, they do not, to Buli people, provide a meaningful
discourse on these changes.

My critique of the functional reductionism, inherent in

predominantly sociological explanations, is aimed at both early British structuralfunctionalism and at the newer types of explanations that have become prevalent especially
in the analysis of witchcraft in Africa. The latter see witchcraft as local, rebellious practices
that reflect economic or social changes (Apter 1993; Austen 1993).
As Fisiy and Geschiere (1991:257) have pointed out, however, the discourse of sorcery
(or witchcraft) has a dynamic of its own that does not correspond in any simple fashion to
economic or social changes.

Although a shift has occurred from seeing the role of

Photograph 29: Representatives of the police, army and district office drink tea during a
village ritual
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witchcraft as a coherent theory of causation within an isolated society, as Evans-Pritchard
(1976 [1937]) or Gluckman (1970:70) did, to seeing it as an idiom reflecting and mediating
‘differing trajectories into the modem world’ (Austen 1993:90), both explanations seek to
place witchcraft at the level of ‘cognition’ or ‘idiomatics’, as a way of talking about or
conceptualising ‘real things’, such as kinship or modernisation. This approach is not so
much wrong as insufficient. I have argued that the gua is many things at once: a metaphor
in a moral discourse about the world; a mythical being, neither good nor bad, sharing
features with other significant beings in the Buli world; and, most importantly, an
unpredictable, horrible reality in the world that people see, hear and leam to fear. It is this
ontological indeterminacy that sociological explanations underestimate in their attempt to
assign meaning and clarity to witchcraft (e.g., Mair 1976).
Gua attacks are indeed believed to have increased in frequency with the adoption of
certain aspects of modem living, but this knowledge does not result in a discourse of
rebellion nor is it in any way perceived as a critique of modernity or the State.
impression emerges from my village survey of households in Waiflf.

This

To the question

whether people were better off now or 10, 15, or 30 years ago, people overwhelmingly
responded that life today was better, despite the increase in gua attacks. This tendency is, I
believe, a general reflection of the extent to which the Indonesian State ideology concerning
the benevolent character of ‘development’ and the undesirability of being ‘backward’
(belum sadar), ‘pagan’ (kafir) and ‘primitive’ (alifuru) has been absorbed at village level.
In the responses, the important signifiers of the better life in the modem world were the
availability of clothes, sugar, tea and other commercial goods which had been difficult to
obtain before (i.e., in the 1950s and 60s).12
Some people, however, did not uncritically praise life today. Fourteen respondents
(one in seven of those asked) considered the situation today worse than in the past, but three
of these put the worsening conditions down to changes in their own life (sickness in the
family or the hardship of finding money to put children through secondary school). Four
respondents linked the worsening conditions directly to gua attacks, but saw the brutal
response of the police as responsible; they felt that the severity with which the local police
and army had responded to the recent gua conflicts (detailed in Chapter Three) made life
today worse than before.13 Six respondents found that it was a deterioration in social
relationships in general and increased greed that outweighed the benefits which closer
integration in the world market had brought. People of this opinion made comments such as
these:
‘Today, if there is no money we don’t eat. Before, if you got something, we ate.
If we got something you ate.’
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‘Today, there are many people but little food.’
‘When it comes to clothes today is better, but the way people are with each other
was better before.’
‘These days there is only anger, gua sickness, and bad feelings.’

These statements reveal a definite dissatisfaction running through the Buli perception
of changes to their world. In a few cases, dissatisfaction is directed against the heavyhandedness of the police, but this discontent is always aimed at specific instances rather than
being a critique of govemmentality as such. If social relations are perceived as being worse
today than before, it is generally blamed on increased greed and unwillingness to share by
people in the village rather than on outside, structural and economic conditions. In Buli the
combined hegemonic forces of Church and State discourses, along with a pervasive cult of
all things modem - as fractured and contradictory as each of these discourses may be merge to create a network of power that obliges critique, if any, to be particularistic and
located within the social relations of the village. Just as importantly, continuing attacks by
the gua are an undesirable, but inevitable aspect of the very conditions of social life and
cannot, therefore, become the basis for any kind of comment or critique, however abstracted.
Being at the very basis of the conditions for their world, their society and, ultimately, their
own bodies and selves, the characteristics of the gua and the gua itself must be
continuously, yet unsuccessfully, abjected.

GREED AND STINGINESS
‘Yes, it is true. If we shorten into one word the meaning of the gua, it is “always to be
greedy” (magolojo)’.u This was Tali’s conclusion after a long discussion about the gua. In
the myth of Tawaigili, we saw how the young boy becomes the object of the gua spirit’s
attention because he is consistently dissatisfied with his share of food. To be ‘angry about
one’s share of food’ (totta lowat) is an almost programmatic example of bad behaviour, as
is the statement that one eats a lot (mafaseli), because both imply a greedy inability to
control one’s hunger. This inability is one of the main characteristics of the gua.

Yet

accusations of this type should not be made lightly. Tetek, the five-year-old son of Wadone,
was severely reprimanded when he characterised another boy as a ferocious eater (seli
mamagal). As his father said, this was somebody’s child and it is precisely this kind of
gossip - which implicitly makes an accusation of gua-like greediness - that causes anger
between people and subsequent illness.
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The greed of the gua fuses two forms of avarice: magolojo which is greed for food and
manafsü which refers especially to inordinate sexual lust.

The symbolic equivalence

between eating and sexual intercourse has been frequently noted in many Melanesian
societies,15 particularly among Austronesian-speaking groups of coastal New Guinea and
insular Melanesia (e.g., Jolly 1991; Kahn 1986; Young 1971). It is because of the symbolic
equivalence between eating and sexual intercourse that gluttony and lechery come to be
equated.

In Buli, lechery is especially expressed in the desire for incestuous sexual

relations.

This type of lechery is known as cafarune and characterises the gua in

particular.16
It was an excessive liking for food (mafaseli) which people attributed to Elsa when she
moved in with Yakob: to have a husband who would provide for her so she could stay at
home and eat. This slander, circulated mainly among the female relatives of Selo, was
serious because it came dangerously close to characterising her as a gua. The outrage at the
clandestine union of Yakob and Elsa shows how the two forms of greed are seen to coalesce
at times even in daily life. Greed for food was presumed to be the main motivation behind
the desire of Elsa for the incestuous marriage with Yakob: excessive desire for food is here
linked to incestuous sexual desire.
SIGNS OF THE GUA

The close relationship between gluttony (magolojo) and lechery (manafsü) recurs in the
conventional enumeration of actions thought to be dangerous because they are the first
indications of a person becoming a gua. This litany was given to me several times during
my stay in Waiflf with slightly varying content. The list below combines the traits. A
person is thus likely to become a gua, if he or she:
1)
is always stingy (matungtüng) or has a ‘hard inner core’ (ulör na
cicoat), expressed in always eating alone (seli na tutuling) or lying about having
food by hiding it (mafagogan);
2)
is greedy (magolojo/manafsü), as particularly expressed in exaggerated
or wrongful demands (dor sal) for food or by being prone to commit adultery
(nyal sal) with married people (the latter goes especially for men);
3)
is not sociable or does not like being with others (ulör lolö far erer re
smat pa), as for example, by not answering people’s calls (faüi) in the garden or
forest;
4)
has dreams about incest - particularly with a cross sex sibling (ramäi)
or a parent - (mahngel smar ramar) or ripe fruits (pio mara) without telling
people about the dream afterwards.17
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All four types of behaviour, which are seen to invite the metamorphosis into a gua in one
way or another, revolve around the inherently problematic notion of exchange and how each
person situates himself or herself in every instance of exchange or social interaction with
others. By consuming alone, demanding too much, refusing to share, neglecting to greet,
and concealing thoughts and desires, the gua steps back from sociality into self-possessed
solitude. The gua identifies itself, in Agnes Heller’s words, solely with the satisfaction of
its own particularistic desires (1984:12). It has no ‘we-awareness’ (ibid.: 13). According to
Heller, all human beings cultivate the notion of themselves as a particular being. No one
can exist without, to some extent, being motivated by some measure of particularistic affect,
such as hunger, envy, vanity, or cowardice (ibid.: 10).

Most other affects or feelings,

however, are turned towards our social selves as members of a group. According to Heller,
we can exist neither in total isolation from others pursuing the satisfaction of those envious
or vain desires that centre only on ourselves nor in total integration with others without any
particularistic desires (ibid. 15). From the above list of characteristic motivations of the gua
which includes stinginess, greed, silence, and unsociability, it seems clear that, in Buli
understanding, the gua is precisely such a person who is unable and unwilling to transcend
his or her own particularity. A striking instance of this particularity is an urge for solitude.
The danger of an unwillingness to be with other people is highlighted by what I was told
happened to Ena. Ena is a young woman from the village, who one night suddenly began to
transform into a gua.
THE CASE OF ENA’S HUNGER FOR SOLITUDE

One evening some years ago, Ena insisted on sleeping with a group of children
while her parents were out visiting (demdemang). Most people spend their
evenings in this pursuit of sociality. Ena, however, locked herself in by propping
the door with a large wooden post. In the early hours of the night, people in the
vicinity of the house were alarmed by the sudden noise of apparent pandemonium
from the inside. Ena was hammering on the door and struggling blindly with the
post that locks it from the inside in an attempt to get out. Seemingly, her blind
panic was motivated by a desire to amngdi (stalk the village as a gua). People
gathered to hold her down while Adat, an older woman from Buli Islam, was
called to perform an exorcism on her by using smoke (taping mumi). After being
cured, Ena explained how two people, a man and a woman, would come to her in
visions whenever she was alone. They would always try to entice to her to be
alone more. When people angrily asked her why she had not told anyone about
this, she replied that she had been afraid of being accused of being a gua because
both her father and a father’s brother had previously been regarded as gua.
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Being alone harbours a double danger. Firstly, because people who seek solitude are likely
to become gua. Secondly, because it is only lone people who are attacked by the gua. If the
attack by the gua is disturbed by the accidental presence of another person, the gua will flee
without returning the gurumin of the victim. This will cause the instant death of the victim.
The gua in all its forms thus dislikes company. The death of Solomon in Wailukum in
January 1993 may serve as an example. People took Mohammad’s refusal to associate with
the victim’s family as an indication of his gua identity. Similarly, his supposed attack as a
gua was predicated upon his being alone with the victim.
THE CASE OF SOLOMON’S DEATH.

News of the death of Solomon reached Waiflf the day after it had happened.
Solomon had been pounding sago with his father-in-law, Kali, and his brother-inlaw (tamäi) when he had gone off to get some young coconuts to quench their
thirst. He was found dead later that evening at the foot of a very short coconut
tree. He was not bleeding and there were no wounds on his body, but his neck
was slightly swollen. The police from Buli Serani had come to investigate but,
after initially jailing Kali and his son, they had dismissed Solomon’s death as an
accident.
People in Wailukum were of another opinion, as were people in Waiflf. ‘It was
not a very tall tree, three metres at the most,’ someone pointed out while others
told stories of how this or that person had fallen off much taller trees without
coming to any permanent harm. It was clear that Solomon had been climbing the
tree when he had been attacked by a gua. During the attack, however, somebody
must have accidentally passed by and the gua fled without returning the gurumin
(fawi gurumin ca pa). Mohammad, Solomon’s classificatory brother, was
suspected but the incident was soon forgotten.
Some three months later, Jero, Solomon’s only brother who was studying in
Temate to become a teacher, had returned to Wailukum and vehemently accused
Mohammad of being the gua responsible for his brother’s death. He also
demanded that the police reinvestigate the case. His reason was that his suang
had recently come to him in a dream and told him that Mohammad had been
responsible for Solomon’s death.
The grudge (singan) that Mohammad,
according to Jero, harboured against Solomon went back to Solomon’s and Jero’s
father, Dadi. Dadi and Mohammad’s mother, Denge, were the only children of
their parents and when their parents died, the inherited coconut groves were
divided equally between the two children to avoid any conflict. Some years later,
Dadi had incurred a debt with the large store in Buli Serani and had obtained his
sister’s permission to use her trees for a while to repay it. Now, he refused to
return the trees saying that he, as is proper since he was the older brother, should
‘hold on to’ (be the custodian of) the trees.
It was therefore not without reason that the attack on Solomon occurred while he
was up a coconut tree. That it was indeed Mohammad was indicated by the fact
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that he had found Solomon’s knife in the long grass after the discovery of the
body, as if he knew exactly where to look. Kali also remembered that he had
passed close by the coconut tree around the time of Solomon’s death and he might
have seen Mohammad, although his memory was not quite clear on this. Finally,
since the dispute over the grove, Mohammad had not wanted to associate (farerer)
with Solomon’s family. Mohammad defended himself by saying that it might as
well have been Kali and his son, who had waited three hours before looking for
Solomon. Otherwise it might have been Solomon’s young wife, who had already
re-married less than 100 days into the 360 days that comprise the usual Muslim
period of mourning. Nevertheless, Mohammad was willing to settle the conflict
without the involvement of the police, even if it meant being regarded as a gua,
for as he said, ‘I know with God that I am not’.
Figure 9.4
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ORDEALS AND PUNISHMENT

In former times, three ordeals were employed to settle accusations of gua attack. Today
these ordeals are prohibited.

People who still remember these ordeals, furthermore,

complain how the contestants in many cases used magic to influence the outcome of the
ordeal.

According to these complaints, both the presumed gua and their accusers were

known to have used such magic.
Sop Bebelas (Diving by the Pole) was the most frequently used ordeal. Presided over
by the Oloän or the Imam, the accused and an accuser - or a representative of their families
- would submerge themselves under water while holding onto a pole stuck into the seabed.
The first one to emerge would be in the wrong. If the accused emerged first, his guilt was
established, and Maan claims that he was likely to be killed, usually by being weighed down
by stones and dropped overboard out at sea. The reason for drowning the presumed gua was
that the blood of a gua should not be spilt on the ground (ZCR 1922[71]:3). It will be
remembered that the spilt blood of a victim of the Tobelo forest-dwellers meant that the
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gurumin would tum into a dangerous muming spirit, rather than an ancestor spirit (smengit)
(see Chapter Six). A similar concern seems to have motivated the mode of slaying a gua.
If, on the other hand, the presumed gua was declared innocent by the ordeal, the family of
the deceased had to ‘pay’ the accused ‘for the shame’ (mai palpalco) of wrongful accusation.
The village council of the four Uat headed by the Oku had the authority to determine the
amount of the fine.
Sop Bebelas was last performed in the late 1960s when a man, Dolosi, who still lives in
Waiflf, was accused of having attacked and eaten Yamin. Yamin’s brother and Dolosi had
performed sop bebelas and Dolosi had emerged first, because he felt as if his mouth had
been filled by hundreds of tiny fish. Despite suspicions that the fish were a sign of magic
used by his accusers, it is said that he moved away from the village out of shame and lived
for years in his garden hut some four hours’ walk from Waifll.
A second ordeal was called Lauwe Waya Sino (To Reach into Hot Water). The two
representatives would reach into a pot of hot water to grab something on the bottom and the
hand of the person in the right would not be burnt. The third, and most dangerous, way of
settling the veracity of an accusation was an oath taken in front of Ian Toa’s shrine, Sasi
mali Ian Toa. It was dangerous because the whole family of the person who was in the
wrong was likely to die from the anger of Ian Toa.18 This is what happened in the late 1960s
to the family of Sony Lero, who had been accused of being the gua responsible for the death
of Silek Batawi.
Figure 9.5

Ponco

A A A • A
Sony and Silek’s father’s brother, Ponco, had both drunk from the porcelain bowl (guci) in
Ian Toa’s shrine. In the bowl, rust from Ian Toa’s sword and spear was mixed with water
and sulasi and takiwi weeds. The Kapita had sworn an oath (,bobeto) over the mixture,
which was then drunk by the two men. Within a year, most members of Sony’s fam had
died, including his two siblings, his wife and four of his six children. It is striking that Sony
himself did not die until years later in circumstances seen as unrelated to this oath. Of his
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two surviving children at least one is still today considered a gua. In this form of ordeal, Ian
Toa’s anger was thus vented on the family of the gua rather than on the gua themselves.
The same pattern, where sickness and death among the close family of the gua are regarded
as consequences of the gua's actions, becomes apparent when we pursue the case of the
death of Solomon further.
THE CASE OF SOLOMON’S DEATH (CONT.)

Jero persuaded the police to take up the case again and Mohammad had to go to
Buli for a week to report to the police for daily interviews, but eventually the case
was dropped. Solomon’s family, however, did not take this as a sign of
Mohammad’s innocence. Rather they were convinced that it was police stinginess
that kept Mohammad out of jail. It is standard practice for detainees to be fed out
of the same food allowance as the police staff. Detainees are therefore a burden
on the police, because they all have to share the same food. Solomon’s family
reasoned that these considerations overshadowed their concern with guilt and
innocence.
When I returned to Buli July 1994, Mohammad’s responsibility for Solomon’s
death had, in some people’s eyes, already had consequences for Mohammad
himself. Early in 1994, his daughter died as a result of an epidemic that the health
clinic diagnosed as measles. By July, Mohammad’s two other children were also
seriously ill (see Figure 9.4). While it was generally accepted that some of the
children afflicted by fever and red spots on the skin might be suffering from
measles (sarampa in North Moluccan Malay and campak in Indonesian), a
competing traditional diagnosis had it that the symptoms stemmed from ungan
mtau, the hot gaze of the gua.

CIRCULATING ANGER AND ENVY

Usually, ungan mtau, which stems from the envious gaze of the gua, is easily cured. Once
the crushed leaves (bobara) and magical spells have taken effect, the child excretes the evil
smelling ‘envy’.19 Sometimes, however, no cure is effective because the envy of the gua is
too strong: ‘its teeth/mouth is turned inward’ (ni smo na namül). This is so, if the gua has a
reason for wanting to harm the child. In the case of Mohammad’s daughter, two possible
versions would explain the gua's powerful envy. The first possibility was that a gua in
Solomon’s family was now repaying Mohammad for his attack on them. This possibility is
contained in the following comment by an older man on the unfolding events: ‘if you hit or
cause hardship to somebody, people are likely to hit or kill you.’ This is again a reference to
the irreducibility of anger (padati) which means that, in Buli eyes, conflicts are unlikely
simply to disappear.
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The second possibility was that it was Mohammad himself who had caused his
daughter’s death. Usually the gua attacks people against whom it has a grudge. The group
most likely to be attacked includes affines of the gua and relatives of the ebai bangsä. The
gua rarely, if ever, attacks people within its own fam , such as parents, siblings, children, or
spouse (see Appendix C). The only reason why the gua should attack members of its own
household is if the gua itself is under a magic spell. Thus, a particular type of magic known
as cucüt taga lusing, ‘the pestle and the mortar’, will entice the gua to attack only people in
its own household. By mixing small scrapings of both pestle and mortar, normally used for
pounding cassava, into the food of a suspected gua and empowering the scrapings with the
right spell (sarät), the gua will henceforth be able to attack and eat people only from with its
own Trunk-House. This magic is used against gua in retribution by the relatives of its
previous victims. This way the result of its greed will be the death and sickness, not of
relatively distant kin and affines, but of members of the gua's own family and household.
Whichever explanation of the cause of the death of Mohammad’s daughter might be
favoured, it was clear that it was related to his presumed attack the year before on his
classificatory brother (MBS). Events like these are, in Buli, unmistakable evidence of a
social reality in which ‘bad words’ (mauting mayai), ‘mutual anger’ (fatotole) and ‘wrongful
acts’ {pei sal) do not go away with time but keep circulating and eventually return to their
point of origin.
This tragic view of life means that everyday behaviour has to be geared to optimise the
advantages of life for oneself and one’s House through exchange, alliance and generous
sociality within the strictures set by the omnipresence of greed and stinginess. The gua is
the aberrant embodiment of these two qualities, ‘quali-signs’ in Munn’s terminology
(1986:74pp). A quali-sign is a bodily state or practice that comes to stand for a particular
value (ibid/Al). In Chapter Seven, I explained how ‘bowing down’ was a bodily attitude of
respect inscribed in adat, while ‘dancing’ signified the lightness that characterises the
invincible warrior. The attack of the gua is similarly a quali-sign of greedy and destructive
appropriation, while the gua as a real being in the world is the embodiment of qualities such
as greediness and stinginess.20
Although it may be the extreme aberration of these qualities, the gua does not have a
monopoly on them. Every thwarted exchange, every denied demand to share, and every
harsh word spoken in response to excessive demands remind Buli that all people are capable
of greed and stinginess. For instance, a very common skin affliction called gafgafa, which
Maan (1940:33) thought might be psoriasis, develops as the result of a breach of proper
exchange behaviour which approaches greediness. One is afflicted by gafgafa if one gives
food away, but later consumes the same food by inviting oneself to eat in the household that
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received the share. Similarly, it is said that the grave of a stingy person constantly fills with
water and is impossible to keep dry.

THE EMOTIONAL AND MORAL DANGERS OF EXCHANGE
Greed and stinginess are not just the characteristics of the gua, but the concern of every Buli
person. In carrying out the ‘tactics’ of exchange (de Certeau 1984), every person negotiates
the border between themselves and the gua. We saw above how the avoidance of attack was
part of an explicit morality, which entailed prohibitions against going out alone and in
admonitions to guard one’s speech and actions lest they arouse the envy of a gua. In a
monologue on Westerners and the gua in the beginning of my stay, Yancenipa Feplun got
onto the subject of the moral entailments of how to avoid attack by gua:
You Westerners have the idea that there are no gua and therefore you are not afraid of them. I
agree totally with this, it is a good system and very true. But you have to be careful not to be
too brave. Don’t say to anyone that you don’t believe in gua\ There might be a gua present
hearing this who wants to prove you wrong. You have to be careful not to be too ‘high’ and
too Tow’. Don’t act like a big boss, ordering people around but remaining tight with your
money. On the other hand, don’t give your heart [literally: your liver] to everyone
indiscriminately. A soft-hearted person [‘someone with a soft liver’] also easily becomes a
victim [of the gua].

We see here the outline of the participation of the gua in the structuring of a moral
discourse and moral behaviour which was also evident in the admonitions of Dora to her
children (see ‘The mishaps of Mateus’ family’). The structuring of these admonitions takes
the form of moral injunctions against dangerous behaviour to avoid attacks by the gua.
However, in the litany of the particularistic emotions to guard against in order to avoid
becoming a gua this moral structuring becomes a productive part of the continuous creation
of subjectivity. While the dangers of the gua inform a set of moral prohibitions in order to
avoid attack, the constant possibility of becoming a gua oneself pervades the continuous
construction of practices of the self in Buli. As we saw in the four characteristics of the gua
above, the emotions and motivations to be wary of are: stinginess (matungtüng), greediness
(magolojo), aberrant sexual desire (manafsu), and a lack of willingness to communicate and
associate (farerer pa). All of these pertain directly to the morality of exchange that infuses
everyday life. It was also clear, however, that these affects and motivations are not the
monopoly of the gua. Rather, they are the inevitable emotions generated by exchange. It is
these culturally-significant, yet socially-subversive emotions that guide the tactics employed
in every instance of exchange.
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THE STRATEGIES OF EXCHANGE
Exchange is a fundamentally moral type of action in Buli, yet exchange is an ideal that,
although it is stipulated by adat, is rarely fulfilled.21 Every instance of exchange is liable to
be seen as either unfulfilled or only partially or inadequately reciprocated. This is due to the
conflict of interpretation that surrounds every exchange and is in practice the result of tactics
by which people avoid sharing. These tactics employed in exchange are part of a cultural
competence that structure sociality, just as much as successful acts of exchange do. As a
way of approaching the equivocality inherent in the morality of exchange, in which there is
both an obligation to share and a constant need to avoid or limit one’s doing so, I shall begin
with a sketch of how the Dutch missionaries viewed exchange. Rather than seeing exchange
as a moral issue, the Protestant fathers, such as Maan, saw exchange as merely an expression
of the laziness that they felt characterised the Buli.
LAZINESS AND EXCHANGE

In an article from 1910, Maan voiced the stereotypical complaint of Protestant colonisers
about the laziness of the local population.

He located the cause of this laziness in the

advantageous ecological conditions of the tropics which pose no challenge to the food
producer: ‘It is possible to get all one needs from the sago palm, and that is why sago has
been called “the curse of the Moluccas”, because all sago-eating tribes are unbelievably
lazy.’ (VHA 1910[30 Oct]:5). This opinion is practically in diametrical opposition to the
view held in Buli. As we saw in the myth of the cockatoo and the scrubfowl (Chapter Two),
the production of sago is in Buli associated with hard labour and is opposed to the ease of
copra production. The myth showed that laziness (mabusu) is a despised character-trait to
Buli people as much as it is to Maan. Their definitions of laziness, however, differ
substantially. While Maan opposes laziness to the benefits brought by hard work, such a
contrast is unthinkable in Buli. Laziness might be morally reprehensible, but hard work is
seen as downright dangerous. As I argued in Chapter Four, part of the logic behind the Buli
economy of the body is motivated by the dangers posed to the integrity of the body by hard
work. What Maan, imbued with a Protestant work-ethic, regards as laziness is therefore, in
fact, a motivated economy of bodily actions. By working too hard one might rupture one of
the conduits of raw blood (uit) and this is a danger to both the sanity and life of a human
being. Another part of this economy of action is that it is hazardous to strive too hard. Yal
guan is a phrase that refers to the detrimental effects of striving too hard by, for instance,
going fishing day after day even though one already caught enough on the first trip. As
Lingoro Feplun put it: ‘every path you take has dangers, so if you already got lucky (rejeki),
why would you want to leave again? Don’t force yourself (mpaksa) beyond the limit.’
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Care of the integrity of the body and the general danger of forcing yourself make for an
economy of actions radically different from the Protestant emphasis on the glory of hard
work. M aan continues:
The sea is rich in fish and the turtle hunters mostly have good catches. Furthermore there are
many wild deer and pigs so that one does not have to suffer starvation. And yet people go
hungry, simply because they are too lazy to go out [hunting and fishing]. All work is
considered bad. To work vigorously for one day is called ‘to suffer’ and people then complain
how'hard a life they have. . . It shall be a bitter struggle to turn these people into enthusiastic,
energetic members of society. This can only happen as a fruit of the Scriptures and from an
internal renewal of the heart. Christian faith has ennobled work (ibid.:6).

The laziness which M aan sees expressed in the attitude to productive activities in Buli is
also, to his mind, what prompts the great emphasis on exchange.

People ask for things

because they are too lazy to fish and produce themselves:
The sea is extremely rich in fish and yet it is frequently very difficult to get hold of fish [from
the locals]. The [Ambonese] teachers and I have to go fishing ourselves to meet our own
demands. However, if we have a good catch the whole village comes to ask for a couple of
fish [each]. It does not cross the minds of these people to go out fishing themselves (VHA
1912[1 June]: 3).

What Maan describes here is a general type of exchange behaviour known as bolbolo.
Rather than an expression of climatically-determined laziness, sharing is an essential
mechanism in the moral construction of society. This is seen in the ritual exchanges during
marriage ceremonies, known as fasima. But these relations also extend into everyday life in

fasurii obligations. In addition to these exchange obligations between close consanguines
and affines ( ebai pusa ), there is an obligation to respond favourably to requests for food
from distant relatives ( ebai bangsä) and even outsiders (smat(e) nesa)22 These requests may
take the form of a direct appeal - by simply asking (dor) - or may be more indirect.
BOLBOLO

Bolbolo is one such indirect form of request.

When someone returns from a fishing or

hunting trip, a large crowd will inevitably gather around to have a look, to lend a hand by
carrying the equipment or pulling the canoe onto the beach (see Photograph 32). Inevitably,
they will comment on the richness of the catch, the fatness of turtle or the size of the pig.
This is known as bolbolo and is already an implicit request for a share of the catch.23 Even
though many people today sell their catch rather than share it, bolbolo is still a conspicuous
part of village life just before noon, when people usually return from fishing. Those who
come down to the boat to bolbolo usually lay claim to buying the surplus of the catch.

Photograph 32: (bolbolo) Casually awaiting the return of boats with fish
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Often, however, people feel they cannot sell their catch and will smilingly share their catch
with those who come to bolbolo. This is, for instance, how Wadone ended up with four
instead of seven crabs (see ‘The case of the mud crabs’). Circumspect behaviour of this kind
in which a motive for an action is not overtly stated, but nevertheless made clearly
perceivable is called alemen. It occurs in several strategic forms, most of which are related
to food exchange. The most pervasive of these forms is fanenena it, ‘to make ourselves
small’.
MAKING ONESELF SMALL

Fanenena it is closely related to adat and is especially expressed in marriage ceremonies by
the wife-takers. Thus, for instance, before availing oneself of the betel-nut, tobacco or tea
when it is offered during marriage negotiations and marriage celebrations, one says:
Jou paing!
jou paing goru-goru,
jou paing dara-dara,
amam suba,
bokfamomi am su,
Jou!

Lord marriage partner!
Lord marriage partner we are your slaves,
Lord marriage partner, we lower ourselves, 24
we bow down [before you],
we would like to gurgle a little [i.e., drink],
Lord!

Bowing down (suba) to greet a superior, such as representatives of the woman’s side during
marriage and formerly also the Sultan, is thus a bodily ‘quali-sign’ of ‘making oneself
small’. Normally, however, ‘making oneself small’ is a verbal gesture more than a bodily
one. Although it is part of adat and proper behaviour, ‘to make oneself small’ is often
employed strategically as a form of alemen.
In a village the size of Waiflf few things go unobserved and everyone knows exactly
who went fishing, how much they brought back, and how much was left over after they had
shared (fasurii) the catch among people of their House. When visiting someone one knows
has just caught a good number of fish, an oft-heard exchange of words begins with the
visitor asking if the hosts have eaten and if so, what they had. On the surface, this is a polite
inquiry into the well-being of the hosts. Then the visitor will at some length lament the
absence of fish in his or her household, blaming the unusually strong wind or heavy rain.
Although seemingly just polite conversation which might turn towards speculations as to the
cause of the extraordinary weather conditions or towards different matters altogether, the
visitor is also implicitly giving more than an adequate opening for the host to volunteer the
information that they still have fish left over and to insist on giving the visitor a little . 25
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SHAME: A MOTIVE OF EXCHANGE

By making oneself small, one tries to appeal to what usually makes people share and what
engages them in exchange: shame (maimäi). It is thus said that the reason why the wifegivers in marriage ceremonies always reciprocate (sima) the payments (palpalas) of the
wife-takers, often surpassing in value the payment itself, is that the former ‘reciprocate
shamefully, out of shame’ (sima maimäi). It is the exchanges driven by shame that make all
participants in ceremonies, such as marriages or burials, ‘suffering people’ (smat susa), for
they are forced to give beyond their means. Shame is what keeps people from continuing
the greedy behaviour of the gua and it is that which must be paid for (mai palpalco), if
someone is wrongly accused of being a gua. Greed in other words is shameful. Humiliation
or shame, furthermore, is what the husband must compensate his estranged wife for by a
monetary payment to make up for his acts of adultery and to encourage her to return from
her kin. The same feeling of embarrassment is also the reason why the wife-takers must pay
the wife-givers compensation, if marriage negotiations were initiated because the future
groom was discovered spending the night with their daughter.

Shame (maimäi) is

something that must be alleviated through gifts, yet it is also what makes one return gifts.
An absence of exchange and sharing is therefore shameful. It was humiliation at not having
been recognised through exchange that motivated the resentful (sodungo) Annie (‘The case
of Annie’s resentment’) to beat her son, thereby shaming her siblings into re-establishing the
exchange. If the greed of the gua can be described as the most particularistic of emotions,
the avoidance of shame that motivates exchange is the most social: dependent on and
oriented towards one’s relationship with others. Being social is literally what life is all
about. As Buli people say: ‘we would rather die than be ashamed’ (maimäi, manca pa mat
it). This distinction between greed and shame is, however, artificial. In exchange they are
both present simultaneously.
THE TACTICS OF NOT-HAVING

While to solicit things (dor) and while tactics of alemen such as sulking (sodungo), bolbolo
and fanenena it all seek to inveigle a reluctant person in exchange, there are also tactics by
which one avoids sharing. 26

The most straightforward method is simply to hide food

(gogan). I was told, for instance, that Buli language would be very useful in Australia
because I could talk about food without anyone knowing about it. Hiding, however, is also
practised in more indirect ways. On returning from their gardens, women often stop before
entering the village to rearrange (fato) their panniers (yan).

Desirable objects such as

pineapple and sugar cane are placed at the bottom of the basket and covered by less easily
digestible crops like cassava and sweet potato. If desirable foods are left on top of the
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pannier, chances are that they will be gone by the time one reaches one’s house. Instead of
having to give (and causing oneself the kind of frustration experienced if one reluctantly
shares something), or alternatively having to refuse (and risk the anger of the refused
person), it is much easier to obviate the whole exchange situation by concealing the fruits of
possible contention. Similarly, food (an) in the kitchen section of the house is habitually
covered (tabak) to avoid accidental glances of visitors. Like the language-game surrounding
.‘making oneself small’, these tactics (fato yan ca and tabak an) are part of a performance of
not having.
While hiding (gogan) is an acceptable strategy among strangers (smat(e) nesa), this is
not the case among people of the same House (ebai pusa).

It is, after all, one of the

characteristics of the gua. As an example of the problems involved in hiding food from
people of the same House, I was told the story of Kepiting and his wife, Doi. They had been
fishing for some time on the islands off Buli when Kepiting found a packet of smoked fish
wrapped in pandanus leaves (sbolai) hidden in Doi’s clothes basket (sabaenga). Kepiting
got so upset about this attitude that he divorced Doi.27 Tactics of demanding and strategic
performances of not-having are concerns that occupy much of everyday life. These tactical
forms of behaviour straddle the opposition between greed and stinginess, because the visitor
is not quite asking (dor), merely manoeuvring to elicit an offer (alemen), and the host is not
quite refusing to give, merely not showing all that he has. The strategies are not so much
inversions of the exchange morality as part of it. For while consistent refusal to share is a
sign of the gua and therefore should be avoided, someone who never refuses is either stupid
or dangerous.

In Buli, ‘the pure gift’ is thus not only ‘the impossible’ but also a

manifestation of ‘the dangerously stupid’. As Yancenipa pointed out, having too soft a liver
or ‘inner core’, as evinced in the inability to refuse, is not only socially inept, but is also
opening oneself to attacks by the gua. Similarly, a total absence of demands is a sign not
just of an ineptitude at navigating through social life, but possibly also of something more
sinister. A person who never demands anything is extricating himself or herself from ‘the
give and take of everyday fife’ (Schieffelin 1990), something that is suspiciously close to an
aversion towards socialising (farerör). A person who refuses to engage in the reciprocity of
village life is, by definition, bad (maydi).M
One should neither be completely taken in by all demands of reciprocity, nor should
one entirely extricate oneself: both stances are equally dangerous. Rather, one must leam
through tactics such as alemen and fanenena it to negotiate both ceremonial exchanges and
everyday sharing. These tactics are both polite (part of adat) and necessary. Although
exchange is both polite and necessary, it entails, in its very practice, tactics which circle
around the related notions of greed (magolojo), stinginess (matungtüng) and unsociability
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(farerer pa). Schieffelin (1990) makes much the same point, when she shows that through
socialisation children in Kaluli are taught not only to share but also to refuse. Schieffelin
sees this as expressive of a central tension in social life in Kaluli between giving and
keeping, interdependence and autonomy (Schieffelin 1990:137).29 In Buli, there is a similar
tension inherent in exchange. I argue, however, that the tension is expressed in the relation
between exchange as an impossible ideal, and the gua as an abominable presence at the heart
of exchange.

GUA, MORALITY, SELF
Gua personages are not restricted to certain families, nor are they predictably the members
of a sociological class. Within the borders of a House seen over time, gua personages and
gua victims co-exist and it is within this problematic reality that everyone in Buli is forced
to manoeuvre, always liable to become a gua on the one hand, and one of its victims on the
other. It is this two-pronged danger that creates the moral restrictions and proscriptions in
Buli society and which sets the rules and limits of morality and ethics.
The distinction between morality and ethics I borrow from Foucault. Morality refers to
the ‘values and rules of action that are recommended to individuals through the intermediary
of various prescriptive agencies such as the family’ (Foucault 1988a:25).

Ethics,

meanwhile, may be described as the way in which we create ourselves as subjects
(1983:208). An ethics entails a set of practices by which one tries to transform one’s self
and attain a certain mode of being (Foucault 1988b:2). The way one behaves in order to
avoid becoming a gua may be described as part of these practices of the self, as ways in
which one actively constitutes oneself as an ethical subject through particular kinds of
morally-correct behaviour. These practices are not invented by the subject nor are they
expressions of an ideology of individualism because they are patterns that the subject finds
in the culture, society and morality that surrounds him or her (ibid.: 11).
The ways in which one avoids becoming a gua inform one’s behaviour in the domains
of exchange, sociality, and sexuality. It is in one’s own interest and in the interest of those
people through whom one defines oneself — one’s household, fam and House — that one is
on guard against inordinate greediness (golojo), stinginess (matungtüng), sexual desire
0manafsü), incestuous desire (cafarune), unsociability (farerer pa) and retreat into solitude.
The discourse that sets the limits for these practices of the self is thus an effect of the
relations of power that pertain to exchange behaviour and the knowledge that explicates how
one avoids becoming a gua. Subjectivity in Buli, I argue, is defined by the moral ideality of
exchange on the one hand, and the horror of the gua on the other. This means that there is a
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tension-filled relationship between an ethics (by which morality is internalised and actively
brought to bear on the subject in its transformation of itself) and a public morality.
Although I defined morality above as a set of values and rules, it is apparent from the
description of the morality of exchange in Buli - which I claim is central to the Buli moral
universe - that morality is less a set of followed rules or doctrines than what Foucault calls
‘a field of problematization’ (1988a:37). Exchange is better viewed through the antagonism
of strategies, than seen as a collection of moral imperatives in Kant’s sense, for exchange is
not simply characterised by an obligation to share, as Mauss (1974:10) would have it, but
also by tactics of negotiation, avoidance, and obviation such as alemen, hiding, and making
oneself small. Exchange is a moral concern rather than a moral obligation.30
The bearing of this on the discussion of the moral implications of witchcraft is, I
believe, as follows. It is true that the fear of being the victim of the gua has an influence on
personal behaviour. Equally, the fear of allegations of being a witch may have a normative
impact by limiting breaches of acceptable behaviour (e.g. Crawford 1982). However, the
effect of the gua on the construction of a ‘moral space’ (Crick 1978) also has another
dimension.

If we accept that the gua is real in Buli and if we remember that its

characteristics may be acquired through wrongful behaviour, then the fear of becoming a
gua must be a positive force in the construction of the moral space of the person and
society.31 Attention to the gua, whether from the position of oneself as a victim, as a
wrongfully accused or as possible gua, is thus not just a matter of social impressionmanagement but also of personal self-management, not only to ensure the protection of
oneself but also that of one’s household and family.
What makes this multi-dimensional moral space complicated is the ambiguities in its
values. Exchange is that which people must do and that which it is legitimate to negotiate,
momentarily duck away from or, sometimes, avoid altogether. However, while obviation
can be legitimate, it is also the primary instantiation of the gua's actions. Exchange is both
the medium for the constant re-creation of society and personhood and the site of their
subversion. Since exchange must continuously occur for society to re-make itself, the gua is
therefore also always present. The latent omni-presence of the gua means that moral order
is a phantasm that always eludes people in Buli. That which prevents order from coming
into being (the gua) is at the heart of the processes by which society seeks to create order
(exchange and sociality through adat).32 In this tension-filled relationship between the
‘impossibility’ of the establishment of an ordered society through exchange and the
continuous abject presence of the gua a particular form of sociality is created.33
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ABJECTION AND ENCOMPASSMENT
In order to understand the way in which the gua intersects the nexus between exchange as a
moral concern and the practices of self that inform the way people approach exchange and
sociality, I find Kristeva’s notions of the abject and abjection helpful.
mechanism of exclusion that is central to identification.

Abjection is a

An identity is achieved at the

moment when a part of oneself becomes realised as being too horrible or disgusting to
contain and which is consequently rejected or abjected in disgust. In this movement of
abjection, Kristeva argues, identity is achieved; conversely, before the abject is realised as
horrible and rejected in a convulsion of disgust, there is no identity. ‘I experience abjection
only if an Other has settled in place and stead of what will be "me". Not at all an other with
whom I identify and incorporate, but an other who precedes and possesses me, and through
such possession causes me to be’ (Kristeva 1982:10).

Against the realisation of such

‘possession’ by what does not belong to me, there is a strong reaction of disgust which tries
to rid itself of this ‘Other inside’.
L’abjection is something that disgusts you. For example, you see something rotting and you
want to vomit. It’s ‘abject’ at the level of matter. It can also be a notion that concerns moral
matter - an abjection in the face of crime, for example. But it is an extremely strong feeling
which is at once somatic and symbolic, and which is above all a revolt of the person against an
external menace from which one wants to keep oneself at a distance, but of which one has the
impression that it is not only an external menace but that it may menace us from the inside. So
it is a desire for separation, for being autonomous and also the feeling of an impossibility of
doing so - whence the element of crisis which the notion of abjection carries with it. Taken to
its logical consequences, it is an impossible assemblage of elements, with a connotation of a
‘fragile limit’ (Kristeva 1988:135-136).

This repeated rejection of the abject — which is neither subject (Sell) nor object (Other) —
creates the tenuous borders of identity. The abject, in other words, is that which threatens
identity (Oliver 1993:56) but also that which makes it possible in the first place. While I
reject the rigid psychological schema used by Kristeva, I retain the usefulness of the notion
of the abject as a horrible, disconcerting part of oneself that one is forced to recognise, and
abjection as the process by which identity is achieved through the unsuccessful attempt at
ridding oneself of the abject.34 In Buli, I argue, abjection arises out of the centrality of the
two issues of corporeality and exchange and finds its manifestation in the gua.
In Chapters Four and Five, I claimed that the horror of the gua was linked to the Buli
conception of corporeality and stemmed from the gua’s perversion and destruction of the
most significant body sites. In this sense, the gua is an abject because it is what violates the
boundaries of the body in a significant way. It throws into crisis the social symbolism of the
‘primal mapping of the body’ (ibid.:12) by attacking exactly those sites that are most
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fundamental and that set up the body as a significant model for manufactured objects in the
world (see Chapter Five). The horror felt towards the gua is therefore both somatic and
symbolic because it is a disgust of the meaningless but highly significant destruction of the
body of the victim. It is a somatic disgust of a violation of the significant borders of the
body - ‘the nodes where symbolicity interferes with coiporeality’ (ibid.: 125).
In this chapter, I argued that the greed of the gua stood in direct opposition to the ideal
reciprocity of exchange. Exchange, however, always brings to light the fact that the affects
and tactics that subvert exchange (and that in their extreme forms are identified with the
gua) belong to everyone. Everyone exhibits, to a greater or lesser extent, gua-like behaviour
and emotions, and everyone is in danger of becoming a gua unless these emotions and
desires are checked through adat and shame. The gua, in other words, is a menace that
comes from the outside (from other people), but the real horror of the gua derives from the
fact that it is also a part of everyone in Buli. Tactics of alemen are both part of proper social
behaviour and the first step to becoming a gua. There is therefore no strict dividing line
between good, proper and safe, on the one hand, and bad, immoral and dangerous, on the
other. Exchange, which is ideally the way in which good relationships are established, is
also the archetypical moment when gua-like behaviour is expressed. The horror of the gua
is that it arises out of the very acts of creation of sociality.
The notion of the abject poses the following question regarding the concept of identity
inherent in a theory of hierarchy: what does identity (‘self’ or ‘society’) do with those
aspects of ‘itself’ that are too horrible for it to encompass?

How does hierarchy

conceptualise those aspects of symbolic and social life where coherence is not ‘in control’
and must acknowledge its inability to ever fully come into being? There are, I would argue,
mechanisms of subjectivity and identity that demand rejection, not inclusion: a disgust so
marked and a rejection so necessary that it cannot be subsumed under another, higher level
of inclusion, but must instead be abjected every time one comes face-to-face with it.
Dumont’s (1980) notion of hierarchical encompassment presumes an ability of
ideology to subsume the tensions and vicissitudes of everyday life under a higher level of
coherence and meaning. To be fair, as Dumont does point out, the theory of encompassment
tries to highlight rather than obscure and ignore contradiction as ‘the modem mind’ is wont
to do (1980:242). Yet contradiction is always subordinated to the identity of the whole.
Although the theory of hierarchy and dialectical thought deal differently with internal
contradictions, the notion of encompassment is sufficiently close to Hegelian thought for
Dumont himself to take up the similarities by commenting that ‘in both cases there are two
levels, one transcending the other’ (ibid.:243). The problem with Hegelian transcendence or
Aufhebung, as Derrida comments, is that it ‘determines difference as contradiction only in
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order to resolve it, to interiorize it, to lift it up into the self-presence of an... ontoteleological synthesis’ (1981:44). By insisting that contradiction remains within the whole,
Dumont has gone one step beyond Hegel, but contradiction remains at a lower level of
meaning than the whole itself.

In this sense, encompassment does for hierarchy what

Aufhebung does for dialectics.
This interiorisation, which both Aufhebung and encompassment share, becomes
problematic in relation to the gua. What happens, in other words, when no higher level of
meaning brings any comfort from the horror of the ‘encompassed’? When the interiorisation
becomes abominable and the whole must eject that which is at its centre, rather than
encompass it? The result is constant abjection rather than constant encompassment. I am
not denying the value of Dumont’s notion of encompassment, merely arguing that abjection
may be just as important a mechanism of the hierarchical organisation of values. The notion
of encompassment underestimates the power of horror and the force with which the uncanny
presents itself to society; in Buli terms it underestimates the reality, uncontrollability and
unpredictability of the gua?s Its meaninglessness threatens the very system of meaning
upon which society sees itself as being built.36
In the next and final chapter I explore this paradox further by looking at the ontology of
gua attacks. I do this by following a particular case in detail, as people struggle to come to
terms with its significance. The attack itself is a site of meaninglessness which threatens the
very coherence of the community and I describe the anxiety in the village as people rush to
provide meaning to the attack by re-interpreting the recent past of village life.
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ENDNOTES
There is much less onus to share with the husband’s own kin, although as members of the
same Trunk-House they are also entitled to a share of the food.
Ipsan and Kamadi’s daughter were, after all, classificatory siblings, and Ipsan, as the older
brother, was in the right to hit his younger ‘sister’.
Indeed, other things may be involved in this ambivalent ‘entanglement’ of exchange
moralities than structural oppositions. As Thomas points out for Fiji, the use of words such
as ‘price’ or ‘payment’ in ceremonies may be historically constituted metaphors that reflect
not just the appropriation of the language brought by colonialism, but may also be gendered,
in that men but not women use such metaphors (1991:189pp) (see also Strathem 1993).
As I have argued above, the tribute relationship to the Sultan of Tidore was, until the early
eighteenth century, more properly viewed as a form of exchange rather than as payment (see
also Andaya 1993:211; Kamma 1982). In this connection, it is noteworthy that the word for
‘money’ both in Buli (rivvi) and in North Moluccan Malay (doi) derive from Dutch units of
currency. Doi comes via the Malay word duit from the Dutch term duit. formerly a unit of
coinage, now meaning ‘a small amount of money’, (‘penny’). In Buli and Tobelo the term
tiw/i refers to ‘money’. The term probably derives from the Dutch stuiver via the Javanese
Malay setiwer. Maan quotes Adriani’s hypothesis that se- might have been regarded as the
unit ‘one’ and tiwer as the root word (1940:117). If these etymologies are correct, money is
clearly, in local terms, related to Dutch colonial intervention.
Budiardjo and Liong (1988:17).
in Buli, the quality of electric gadgets is always measured by the number of batteries they
use.
Geschiere observes similar fears in Cameroon and argues that there ‘is good reason to
suppose that in many African situations, sorcery and witchcraft play a central role in the
tensions between state and society’ (1988:37). The fears create, according to Geschiere, an
ambiguous situation in Cameroon. On the one hand, sorcery is seen as a popular reaction
against increased inequality caused by unequal access to modem education and jobs. On the
other hand, the reaction on the part of the state (led by its educated elite who see themselves
under attack by sorcery) is often repressive of traditional society, and accusations of sorcery
therefore become a tool in further oppression by the elite of village populations (ibid.:55;
Bastian 1993).
One hilarious exception, which is a subtle commentary on the ethnic aspects of power
relations in Indonesia, concerns the story of a self-confessed gua from Weda. This man said
he never ate anyone from his own village (as gua are wont to do) nor even people from
Halmahera. Instead he would fly to Java. ‘There,’ he claimed, ‘people live packed like this,’
(putting his hand on top of each other to convey the crowded conditions). ‘There are people
everywhere. All I have to do is to choose!’
In Indonesian this concept is known as ketula or in North Moluccan Malay as katula.
See Hanson and Miller (1977) for a structuralist interpretation of this relationship between
HZH and WBW. Following L6vi-Strauss (1969 [1949]), Hanson and Miller claim that this
taboo relationship, found in both Polynesia and Africa, is an incest prohibition deriving from
sister exchange. Even where direct sister exchange does not occur, the WBW is structurally
in the position of the woman one has exchanged for one’s own wife. To marry or have
sexual relations with this woman therefore contravenes the exchange rule whereby one
obtained one’s wife.
Nahäs is a cognate of the Indonesian word for ‘to breathe’, nafas.
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‘The modem world’ (dunia modern) is a phrase that expresses awe and amazement, not
critique. Taussig refers to this attitude of uncritical acceptance, at all levels of government
and on the village level, of the power of and benefits brought by the commercial products of
the world market as a ‘third-world cult of the modem’ (1987:278). This ‘cult of the modem’
does not exist in and of itself, but in a dialectic relationship with the ‘millennial capitalism’
(Stamp 1994:15) embodied in the acceptance by the New Order government of CGI, IMF and
World Bank capital and deregulation policies (Feith 1980; Robison 1986:118; Mackie and
MacIntyre 1994:11). Although the inflow of foreign capital and acceptance of free-market
policies were temporarily halted during the oil boom in the 1970s, they returned after 1983
w'ith the political shift in emphasis to manufacturing (Mackie and MacIntyre 1994:37). The
cult of the modem also has clear connections with the overall historical effects of the Dutch
formative structuring of its colony which made possible the rise of Indonesia as a State
subject to the same forces as all modem states. Asad (1992:345) thus argues, quoting
Sharir’s eulogy of capitalism as an example, that ‘progress’ is a profoundly Western choice
that presents itself only as a result of the colonial and post-colonial imposition of modem
state formations that follow a European pattern.
Among the statements people made were: 1) ‘In the past nobody interfered and annoyed us;
now all they [government representatives] do is order people around.’ 2) ‘There is always
trouble and conflict with the government’.
Golojo is a North Moluccan Malay term but is so often used in Buli (with the suffix mawhich gives the root word a repetitive or habitual character: ‘always greedy’ and makes it
noun-like: ‘greedy person’) that I will regard it as a Buli word (see A Note on Orthography).
See Kahn (1986:61) for a list of references to works in Melanesia, as well as Tuzin (1978).
I will explore this concept and the relationship between the gua and kinship categories further
in Appendix C.
Maan (ZCR 1922[1 March] :2) says that dreams about ripe fruits, meat and drinking can make
one a gua. He continues that people do NOT tell others about such dreams for fear that they
will be accused of being a gua. Although this may be the case in some instances (see ‘Ena’s
hunger for solitude’), the injunction is that one should tell. ‘Why wouldn’t you tell,’, an
older man said to me, ‘after all, it is only a dream.’ I often heard people talking about their
dreams and having them interpreted by others.
In this connection it is interesting to recall that Lolos and Yantima ‘gave thanks’ (sukur) in
Church by paying a sum of money as proof that they were not involved in Karo’s death (see
Chapter Three). This was not so much a sign of their Christian faith, as an action that was
reminiscent of the Sasi Mali Ian Toa for, as Lolos pointed out, ‘nothing had happened’.
On the relation between bad smell (pupui) and the gua, see Chapter Six.
Bourdieu argues that bodily dispositions are seized upon by every social order to induce a
particular embodied conception of the world. The way in which the body becomes the
medium of expressing our being, he refers to as practical sense or hexis: ‘Bodily hexis is
political mythology realized, em-bodied, turned into a permanent disposition, a durable way
of standing, speaking, walking, and thereby of feeling and thinking’ (1990:69). According to
Bourdieu, the fact that our practices are structured by hexis (a particular way of comporting
our body in order to ‘do things’) causes these practices to appear natural and thereby sensible.
I argue that while dancing and bowing down are part of a hexis that makes ‘sense’, the
practices attributed to the gua are incomprehensible (i.e., they do not ‘make sense’), because
they destroy, in their attack on significant body sites, the possibility of an embodied
existence. Furthermore, the attack on and greedy appropriation of significant body sites is a
reflection of a bodily practice that is antithetical to the restraint demanded by exchange. The
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gua’s attack on its victim is a quali-sign that precludes not only embodied being, but also
sociality.
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Indeed, exchange is never truly fulfilled and cannot be fulfilled, because it is an ideality.
Derrida argues that Mauss’ indiscriminate use of the notion of the ‘gift’ as synonymous with
that which is exchanged is misleading. Derrida describes the gift as ‘the impossible’
(1992:7), for in order to be truly a gift, there must be no return gift, no indebtedness, and no
expectation associated with the given thing (ibid.: 13). Indeed, for the gift to be truly
something ‘given’, there must be no recognition of the gift as a gift by giver or receiver, for if
either recognises it as such, there will a payment of sorts by symbolic recognition such as
gratitude, indebtedness, self-congratulation, etc. (ibid.: 14). In real life, the gift therefore
represents an impossibility. In this sense, Derrida argues, Mauss’ essay on the gift ‘speaks of
everything but the gift’ (ibid.:24). Mauss’ main argument is thus that exchange is always
interested (Mauss 1974:1). Self-interest can, however, in Mauss’ analysis only be served by
fulfilling obligations. I argue that in Buli, exchange is not only about fulfilling exchange
obligations but just as much about tactics by which one avoids, subverts, or gets an upper
hand in exchange, and that exchange, as a model of unproblematic giving, receiving and
reciprocating, is an ideal and therefore represents ‘the impossible’. In Buli exchange is, in
other words, both desirable and impossible. It is not so much about obligations as about the
failure to acquit them adequately.
People of one House should automatically receive a share of the catch and do not have to ask.
Both Annie’s resentment and in the rebuke given to me by Naomi (‘We are all one boat’,
Chapter Five) that we belonged to the same canoe, it is evident that the two types of
exchanges (automatic exchange and requests) belong to two different groups of people (ebai
pusa, on the one hand, and ebai bangsä and smat(e) nesa, on the other) and should not be
confused.
Maan was not blind to the importance of the practice of bolbolo, even though he despised the
laziness which he thought motivated it. Evidence that he indeed recognised the importance
of the concept may be found in the fact that he suggested bolbolo as the term for ‘to go to
Church’. Thus his dictionary has fan bolbolo gareja, ‘to go to Church’ (Maan 1940:12).
This is a curious phrase to say the least, although it follows the general practice of
missionaries from the U.Z.V. to employ indigenous terms in an attempt to impart an
understanding of the importance of central Christian terms (Maan 1912). The implicit
rationale behind Maan’s adoption of bolbolo must be that one goes to Church in order to ask
something of God; i.e., forgiveness. Yet the term also brings with it all the contradictory
aspects of exchange. What happens, for instance, if one adopts bolbolo behaviour to ask
something from God but does not receive it? By portraying it as an instance of bolbolo,
Church practice becomes interpretable through the logic of exchange, with the same
problems and the same possible consequences.
The meaning of the preceding two sentences is unclear and the translation therefore only
approximate. See Chapter Four, note 10 for a discussion of the terms goru-goru and daradara.
The host, on the other hand, will be equally skilled at the language-game of alemen and will
dramatically exaggerate his or her physical weakness due to the lack of fish, admitting that
someone in his household did go fishing, but the water was simply too muddy to provide a
good catch.
See Kahn (1986:33pp) for a discussion along similar lines of strategies of concealment
among Wamira-speakers of Milne Bay, Papua New Guinea. For strategies of humiliation by
giving food, see Young (1971).
Although hiding is unacceptable between people of one House, this does not mean that
tactics such as these do not frequently occur and the incident may stand as an illustration of
Chapter Nine
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what, in Buli eyes, most often causes disharmony amongst married couples: arguments over
food.
Having a ‘bad inner core’ (ulö na maydi) is a characterisation given in Buli to Japanese
people. It emerged from the behaviour of a group of Japanese engineers who surveyed the
forest around Buli for nickel and gold in the early 1970s. They earned the negative
appellation by discarding their left-over rice in the stream after each meal rather than sharing
it with the incredulous Buli bystanders.
Kahn (1986) also describes such a tension in Wamira society. Nancy Munn’s excellent
monograph, ‘The Fame of G aw d, similarly posits exchange and witchcraft as two opposed
forms of the social or intersubjecdve production of value. Exchange creates a positive
evaluation of intersubjective relationships, while witchcraft subverts this process and
threatens its realisation. ‘Exchange’ and ‘witchcraft’, Munn argues, are analytical glosses for
two opposed forms of value production that are linked closely to the intersubjective basis for
sociality — which she perceives much as did G.H. Mead (1962).
social relationships can be seen as engaging the actor’s perspective on an outside other
that implies a perception of the other’s perspective on the self. . . Indeed, what
anthropologists sum up as ‘exchange’ and ‘witchcraft’ are among the fundamental kinds
of practices formulated in ways that turn on this basic phenomenological structure (Munn
1986:16).
Derrida criticises the inherent romanticism of Mauss’ nodon of exchange obligation, in which
people in an exchange economy yield to the three obligations of sharing, receiving and
reciprocating, seemingly without posing these obligations as problematic. Derrida argues
that this romantic view was inspired and maintained by Mauss’ political outlook:
For Mauss’ discourse is oriented by an ethics and politics that tend to valorize the
generosity of the giving-being. They oppose a liberal socialism to the inhuman coldness
of economism, of those two economisms that would be capitalist mercantilism and
Marxist communism (1992:44, original emphasis).
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Cf. Ruel (1970). Douglas (1970a:xxxiv) briefly refers to this possibility, too.
This perceived inability of the community to realise itself as an ordered whole without
conflict is often expressed by using the language and phraseology of the Indonesian State
which has a politically-motivated obsession with ‘order’. One man described the recent spate
of gua attacks as due to the fact that there was no sense of unity in the village (di desa ini
tidak ada persatuan). The Indonesian word persatuan (unity) is often used in political
discourse and is related to the national motto Bhinekka Tunggal Bca, Unity in Diversity (see
also Chapter Seven).
We can now return to Heller’s (1984) notion that desire and sociality are normally closely
linked. Girard argues that desire arises out of a mimesis of the Other’s relationship to an
object (1978). Desire, according to Girard, is always a desire for relationship. In ths sense,
the gua thus problematises the paradox of autonomous desire. Wilden uses Girard’s notion to
argue that: ‘all desire is a desire for meaning, which is possible only within real relationships.
Signification, on the other hand, demands only a context, the context of the desire for
meaning; it may thus be a repression or a disavowal of the context in which it occurs’
(1980:93). The gua, a meaningless but significant figure of Buli life, uses the desire for
meaning and relationships in social life as a context within which to subvert the desire for
meaning into meaningless and autonomous desire. In doing so, it disavows the normal
context for desire: sociality. Sociality, for its part, is forced continuously to abject this
significant meaninglessness from itself.
Kristeva’s strong emphasis on the psychological and symbolic relationship to the mother and
the maternal as the basis for self-identification is, no doubt, useful for an analysis of the
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subject in Western society, but it is not helpful in explaining Buli notions of self. While
abjection in Western society is linked in a problematic relationship to the social significance
attached to the mother and the father, Kristeva acknowledges that the specifics of what
causes abjection are culturally constituted (Kristeva 1982:68).
Wilden characterises the distinction between signification and meaning as follows:
‘Signification controls the creation of signs and signifiers; meaning is concerned with the
survival of the whole in which it is involved’ (1980:189). It is in this sense of its attention to
the whole that Dumontian theory is concerned with meaning. The gua, however, is the
negation of the whole. It is a significant aspect of life which must be abjected for meaning to
emerge.
This negation is also visible from the statistics of gua attacks which I examine in Appendix
C. Once we understand that sharing ideally creates good relations amongst villagers, it is
obvious why the gua restricts its attack to co-villagers. Similarly, it is through sharing that
people relate to each other as people of the same House and each person is defined through
these relationships. The gua predominantly attacks precisely these people with whom its
human host should ideally be in harmonious exchange relationships: affines and distant
relatives {ebai bangsä).

Chapter Nine

CHAPTER TEN

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS: THE ONTOLOGY OF A GUA ATTACK

The previous chapters focused on the symbolic and moral intersections between the gua and
aspects of Buli existence - mythology and ritual life in particular. The emphasis in these
chapters was on the way in which the gua, simultaneously a mythological and a real being,
engages the fundamental notions of the body and embodied being; spirits and ancestors;
political sovereigns; as well as the moral conditions for personhood and sociability. By way
of concluding the thesis, I want to shift ground slightly from the figure of the gua back to
the status of its attacks - a subject I touched upon in Chapter Three.
I submit that gua attacks are fundamental, ontological phenomena.

They are

irreducible events manifesting a vacuum of meaning that demands to be filled. In filling the
meaning-void, the gua attack is constructed as an event that provides a way of seeing and re
interpreting the past.

In coming to terms with gua attacks, people construct new

conceptualisations of their lives by re-interpreting their past in new ‘event histories’. Such
event histories generally conform to a specific ‘cultural scenario’ (Schieffelin 1976), in
which the gua figures as the agent linking previously unrelated events into one trajectory.1
Gua attacks, in other words, create the impetus to re-interpret the past according to a certain
narrative template. Despite following a common narrative path, no two attacks evince the
same ‘event history’. The changing interpretations and the multiple relationships these
event histories engage only come to light if we follow them closely in each individual case.
I use the extended case method to argue that gua attacks are not about something else, but
are significant in themselves because they provide the thrust for new, meaningful
interpretations of the present by seeing the past differently. In this ‘new’ past the gua is a
central figure of agency.2
Much anthropological theory on witchcraft has been concerned to elicit data on the
relationship between witch, accuser and victim. This relationship was seen as the crux of
witchcraft cases because it reflected generalities about social structure and gender relations
(Middleton and Winter 1963; Marwick 1990b, Patterson 1974).

According to these

interpretations inspired by a structural-functionalist view of society, accusations are the main
sociological problem of witchcraft cases because they provide a causal expression of the
intensity of specific strained relationships (e.g. Douglas 1970b). Apart from the tendency to
reduce the sociology of witchcraft or sorcery to a relationship between two or three people,
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the draw-back of this type of analysis is that it regards witchcraft as somehow
epiphenomenal to other, deeper and thus more real social mechanisms (cf. Appendix C).
For example Marwick, amongst others, emphasises the following characteristic features of
witchcraft and sorcery:
[B]eliefs in sorcery and witchcraft invariably have a social setting in the sense that they
mediate, though they sometimes complicate, the living together of people in the on-going
process we call society. They do this by providing a means of expressing tense social
relationships. . . . They also mediate social living by dramatizing moral values (Marwick
1990a [1964]:311, emphasis added).

If we examine the language used by Marwick, it becomes clear that it structures how
‘witchcraft’ is perceived analytically. To paraphrase the quotation above, witchcraft and
sorcery are beliefs that have a social setting, mediate social processes, express tense
relationships, and dramatise moral values. What all these phrases have in common is the
view that ‘witchcraft’ is a phenomenon located in the separate domain of ‘beliefs’ which is
taken to be a reflection of other, more ‘real’ social phenomena like social structure, kinship
relationships, or morality (see Crick 1978:119). In contrast to this view, I argue that gua
attacks in Buli do not ‘have’ a social setting, the truth of which they ‘express’. They are,
rather, events in a cultural scenario that is being created with every interpretation, diagnosis
or accusation. Although the attack in itself is incomprehensible, it is weighed down by a
mass of latent meaning. It is this weight of latent meaning, waiting to come into being, that
makes the attack impossible to ignore and prompts the rush of gossip, speculation and
diagnoses once the revelations of the patient suggest the possibility of gua involvement.3
Every speculation or articulation of suspicion, of course, betrays a partisan perspective on
and position in the conflicts that are seen to precede a gua attack, but this is not what
motivates their enunciation. Speculations, suspicions, even accusations are concerned, first
and foremost, with seeking to explain the terrible possibility of the attack itself. I suggest
that it is the latency of meaning which is so unbearable and horrible: it is a void of meaning
waiting to be filled and as such the possibility of an attack has an unsettling significance that
is anything but trivial.4 Faced with an unsettling significance that does not yet make sense,
people rush to give meaning to the attack as they build on the revelations of the patient to
conjecture about the events, motives, and circumstances leading up to it. In this act of
providing the attack with meaning, a history is created.
Following Husserl, Schutz (1967:45ff), argues that the act of interpretation that creates
such a perspective both establishes a retentive link to the past and projects itself into the
future. This act of interpretation is fundamental to all human action because it is only
through it that ‘events’ are formed for us to think about.

It is by first realising the
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significance of these events that a meaningful temporal trajectory can be perceived. Munn
uses this phenomenological insight to claim that witchcraft in Gawa provides a culturally
meaningful way of connecting events into an intelligible series, an ‘event history’ (1991:4).
Inverting Taussig’s (1987:366ff) argument that history may function like sorcery, I
argue that gua cases in Buli enable the creation of significant ‘event histories’. Gua attacks
may function as history because it is through the attempts to comprehend them that the
recent past is read and allegorised into a meaningful series of events.

Gua attacks are

therefore not merely ‘expressions’ of social reality, such as strained relations or authority
differentials manifested in the combination of age and gender.5 The attack becomes the site
of a social, symbolic and political event and it affects these parameters to create new social
circumstances.6 Once an event history has been formed, it may project itself forward to
other events as past attacks become the event horizon for interpreting new attacks. It is this
realisation that Buli express in the phrase that when it comes to the gua there have to be real
consequences.7 Given the shallowness of social and genealogical memory in Buli (see
Chapter Six and Appendix D), it is not surprising that such event histories are no deeper
than a generation or two. But, as I will illustrate below, within this time span the event
histories of gua attacks provide trajectories that link otherwise disparate cases of sickness
and death into intelligible narratives.

Gua attacks in Buli life share the characteristics of significant events in conventional
historiography.

Like event histories, historiography congeals and abstracts certain

significant happenings or events from the flow of history. Elevated to significance, such
‘events’ become the points of reference according to which history makes sense and begins
to assume a reason and a direction. De Certeau describes the relationship between event and
history as follows:
In effect, what is an event if not what must be presupposed, in order for an organization of
documents to be possible? The event is the means thanks to which disorder is turned into
order. The event does not explain but permits an intelligibility. It is the postulate and the
point of departure - but also the blind spot - of comprehension. Something must have taken
place right there, by means of which one can construct a series of facts, or transport them from
one regularity to another. Far from being the base or the substantial landmark on which
information would be founded, the event is the hypothetical support for an ordering along a
chronological axis; that is, the condition of a classification. Sometimes it is no more than a
simple localization of disorder: in that instance, an event names what cannot be understood (de
Certeau 1988:96, underline in original, emphasis added).

The gua attack is initially the site of dreadful incomprehension - it names what cannot
be understood - but it is also a highly significant site of action, full of latent meaning which
it is impossible to ignore. As such the attack embodies everything that is associated with the
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uncanny in Buli, an abomination that cannot be understood.8 The ‘how’ and the ‘what’ of
the attack, as the previous chapters have shown, is full of significance, whilst the ‘why’ of
the attack remains obscure.

The discourse of curing and the gossip that surround gua

attacks, however, function like historiography by ‘providing the uncanny with a place useful
for a discourse of intelligibility, by exorcising what is not understood in order to make of it a
means of comprehension’ (ibid). In a fashion similar to the event in historiography, the
attack becomes the postulate that permits an intelligibility or an ordering along a
chronological axis. The event history created around the gua attack is relational as well as
chronological because it involves a wide range of relationships around both victim and
presumed gua. The event history provides a chronicle of a wide web of social relationships
that fundamentally re-interprets the character of the relationships.

Instead of affinal,

consanguineal or social relationships marred by only minor tiffs, the event history chronicles
a very different narrative: one of consistent, but well-hidden grudges and persistent
resentment.

Instead of a harmonious community bound by mutual solidarity and held

together by good relationships between Houses, the event history lays bare the strife that
threatens to destroy both Houses and the community itself. The narrative of strife ranges far
wider than the ideal, triangular relationship of sociological theory: victim, accuser, accused.
More to the point, the event histories provide a thoroughly entropic perspective on life as a
whole.
The best way of illustrating this is through a case story. In previous chapters, I have
treated gua attacks as highly significant events in Buli life, but I have only furnished hints of
how they were mutually related. In the following case story, however, we can begin to see
how attacks are mutually linked into a common trajectory or event history. The case story
deals with the sudden sickness of Sami and shows the density of social experience involved
in a gua attack as well as the doubt, frustration, fear and sporadic episodes of State
repression that follow in its wake. In trying to reconstruct the series of events leading to
Sami’s sickness, several narratives - some competing, some complementary - are created.
Gua attack is not the only interpretive mechanism employed to create such histories.

SAMI’S SICKNESS
Sami Barabakem was an attractive woman in her late twenties. In 1981 she had married
Herman Batawi with whom she now had two young children, a boy of about seven and a girl
of five years of age. The night of 5 January 1993 marked the culmination of the New Year
celebrations and everyone in the village, including Sami and Herman, took part in the
communal feasting. Women’s walit singing and men’s cakalele dancing went on till dawn
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in front of the minister’s house, accompanied by liberal consumption of tea, cakes and palm
wine.
Around two o’clock, however, Sami suddenly went into a catatonic stupor, rigidly
staring into space. It was, as someone aptly described it, as if she was contemplating the
sudden loss of something dear to her. Then she went into a rage, crying and fending off
some unseen enemy.

The festivities stopped as she was carried to the house of a

classificatory brother opposite the minister’s house. Though she did not recognise anyone
around her any more and her speech was largely incoherent (bafeto), Sami kept repeating the
same statement over and over during the night: she had been attacked by Lolos, her
classificatory uncle (MMBS), and Lolos’ son-in-law, Minggus, under a mango tree at the
edge of the village a few days earlier. During the attack, Lolos had told Sami that he was
going to kill everyone in fam Guslaw and fam Batawi.
The reason behind this threat was immediately clear to everyone. It was linked to the
assault by four women on Lolos’ house in December 1991. This had led to the court case in
October 1992 which ended unsatisfactorily for both parties (see Chapter Three). Two of the
women were married into fam Guslaw and Batawi, respectively, and it had been the husband
of one of them, the uanli of Guslaw, who had represented their side in court. Although
pronouncing the women guilty of wilful damage of property, the court had not addressed
itself to the real issue at stake: the veracity or falsity of the accusations against Lolos as the
gua responsible for Karo’s death.
Sami was of fam Barabakem and therefore should seemingly not have been directly
affected by Lolos’ threat. Multiple other relationships and events, however, made her a
highly significant nexus for this conflict between Lolos and fam Guslaw and Batawi. Thus,
Marie, Sami’s mother, was of fam Guslaw and the classificatory sister of the uanli of fam
Guslaw. In 1984, her husband Gora had died after a gua attack by Lolos, and it was this that
had opened the rift between the two families.
These events and relationships accounted only for one side of Sami’s fateful link to
Lolos. The other was furnished through her marriage to Herman Batawi, son of Mani and
Korlina. Mani had previously been married to Nipa Guslaw, the sister of the uanli of
Guslaw, Tali. When Nipa had died many years earlier, Mani married Korlina who was one
of the forest-dwelling Tobelo nomads. Gossip had it that her parents were killed many years
ago by a Buli war party in the forests behind Usia river, and that Mani, who was in the
party, had taken Korlina as a wife. In 1986, Mani had been eaten and killed by Lolos and
despite the fact that Nipa was already dead at this time, the attack on a former in-law was re
interpreted by fam Guslaw as a further indication of Lolos’ aggression against them. Lolos’
purported threat to Sami served, in other words, to link a series of separate events into a
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single trajectory of intentionality. The attacks on Mani Batawi and Gora Barabakem, both
of whom were affines of fam Guslaw, were through Sami’s sickness tied together with the
recent court case. It is this ‘event history’ that made Sami’s eerie illness so significant an
event. Sami’s body became the site of inscription of ‘a particular spatiotemporal horizon of
meaning’ (Munn 1991:5) that allowed a search backwards in time and created a certain
potential interpretive range for future action. As we shall see, more than one reconstruction
of the past was enabled by her sickness and each furnished separate templates for action.
Figure 10.1
fam Guslaw

Panama
Lolos

Marie
Nipa

Minggus

Tali

Herman

Sami’s ramblings to herself were generally interpreted as an indication that she had
become ‘crazy’ (pongpongol). But the next night she was gripped by a violent, screaming
seizure during which she tapped into the sentiments of unease of the large group of people
assembled around the house, with whom she established a direct rapport despite her obvious
unawareness of her surroundings. Thus, among her ramblings the following outburst was
clearly audible, repeated over and over again:
Let us call the Babinsa [the law enforcement officer], let us shoot them, let us shoot
Lolos and Minggus.

Sami’s pleas were especially directed at ‘father Kera’, her father’s younger brother, who was
a school teacher in Sahu but who was visiting Waiflf for New Year. Kera was known for his
hot temper, a natural disposition which was augmented by the fighting magic of Ian Toa that
he regularly consumed at the Kapita’s house on Fridays. During his short stay, Kera had
already been involved in two fights with men he regarded as having offended against adat.
Sami’s pleas had a clear impact on the group outside and the atmosphere turned increasingly
outraged and heatedly aggressive. Ill at ease, I decided to go home, taking my cue from the
absence of many of the older men.
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No attack on Lolos eventuated that night, however, and the morning brought further
developments. Well-known healers (mamä) from Tewil and Gau had arrived to treat Sami.
One was a member of fam Guslaw, the other from a brother fam (Malecang), but their
diagnosis showed that ungan brought on by Lolos was not solely to blame for her sickness.
The suang of Sami’s fam, the wild pig (bou) was angry with her. Several symptoms, widely
discussed in the village, had already suggested as much. Sami’s swollen joints and neck
seemed, especially to Lolos’ supporters, reminiscent of the swelling that affects a pig caught
in a sling trap (sisird). She also frequently became obsessive about the arrangement of
pillows in her bed, insisting they be arranged into what some people saw as an equivalent of
the nest (samas) built by a wild sow when giving birth.
Figure 10.2

fam Barabakem

fam Batawi

Herman
Anna

The anger of the suang was related to an event some weeks before. Herman’s halfsister, Anna Batawi, the daughter of Mani and his first wife Nipa, had died two months
earlier and after 40 days, it was time for the lupas — the second mortuary ritual. At this
ritual, the House of the deceased gathers for a common meal for which the members of her
Trunk-House provide the food. Herman and Sami had spent a long time in their garden
hamlet and Herman had caught a pig in a sling trap that they brought home for the lupas.
Normally, spouses avoid each other’s suang but this precaution is not always adhered to and
Herman had been unable to resist using the pig-hunting skills for which fam Batawi was
famed. Worst of all, however, Sami had sat next to the dead pig in the outrigger for the five
hours it took them to return to Waiflf. Both healers worked from this diagnosis and applied
the crushed leaves (bobara) and prepared (tawar) the magical drinks accordingly. Sami’s
condition, however, did not improve and it strengthened the family’s determination to stay
with the truth of her revelations. The next night I was awoken by a gunshot at about one
o ’clock.
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The police had arrived from Buli Serani to arrest six men who allegedly had entered
Lolos’ house; the shot was fired into the air when nobody seemed willing to reveal their
whereabouts. The men were loaded into a truck - the only motor-vehicle in the district, that
had been requisitioned from the road construction project - and taken down to the detention
cell. The rest of the younger male population followed on foot to inquire into the reason for
the arrest, despite the fact that many villagers had been intimidated severely during the raid.
Initially, rumour had it that the arrests were based on a misunderstanding, because the
Babinsa had ordered the civilian village security officer (Hansip) to check if everything was
in order in Lolos’ abandoned house.9 Later, it turned out that a group of men, headed by
Kera and another senior man of Sami’s fam, Pesä, had indeed unsuccessfully tried to find
Lolos. The other four men were all household heads in their thirties. What is interesting,
however, is that only one of them had a direct relation to Sami, being her sister’s husband.
Another man was of fam Batawi, the same fam as Marti, which Lolos allegedly had
threatened to exterminate along with fam Guslaw. The last two men, however, had no direct
relationship with any of the three fam who saw themselves directly targeted by Lolos
(Guslaw, Batawi, Barabakem). From a genealogical point of view, these two men therefore
had no motive for feeling threatened or for attempting to assault Lolos. Their involvement
points to the insufficiency of analysing gua cases merely from a genealogical point of view,
such as was attempted above. When gua attacks are as frequent as they were perceived to be
in Waiflf between 1991 and 1993, it is no longer individuals or even individual fam that are
threatened but the whole community. I heard people quite unrelated to any of these events
voice very strong opinions on how to deal with the current threat of the gua.10
The attempted assault by the men was a sign of desperation. Sami’s condition had not
improved over the previous week, even after three different healers had attended her. She
continued to stare at people without expression or recognition and her speech was either
garbled or high-pitched with complaint and accusation. Now the minister joined the line of
healers. He held several communal prayer meetings by Sami’s bedside and instructed that
the Bible (buk ca, ‘the book’) be kept under her pillow. She now sometimes substituted the
turmeric (popöa), which the previous healers had told her to clutch in her hand, with the
Bible, which she would squeeze against her chest.11 It was not long, however, before the
Church abandoned this role as healer (mama) and reverted to the more familiar one of
supporting State attempts to stamp out ‘pagan’ beliefs. The heads of the local police and
army appeared in Church a week later during a sermon to make a final attempt to try to
discourage these obstacles to safety (keamanan), development (pembangunan) and the
Christian religion (agama Kristen). During his animated speech, the Head of Police even
threatened to arrest Sami if the situation did not calm down at once.
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A week after Sami’s attack, a fourth healer, perhaps the most well-known of all, arrived
from Tewil. It was clear that Sami’s lack of response to treatment meant that no single
cause was responsible. The possibility that Sami had been attacked by a gua was not
abandoned, but attention now turned to the reasons why her protective and ancestral spirits
had allowed it to happen. The anger of the wild pig was one such reason. The diagnosis of
the fourth healer offered more. It appeared that Herman had not observed his own suang
either; both the eel (mnu) and the shark (woi) were angry and this combined anger had made
the attack possible. The main wound on Sami’s body, furthermore, was not on the stomach,
as is usual in cases of ungan. Instead, it was located in the small of her back and this
explained why the crushed medicinal leaves placed on her stomach by the previous healers
had not brought any relief.
The reason for the location of the wound seemed to be connected with the additional
involvement in her sickness of a putiana. The putiana had entered her after the gua attack
and left her dead child on Sami’s damaged liver (yatai) where it ‘sat on the wound’ (totongo
yabat cd) preventing any healing. The presence of the child, which also explained Sami’s
delirium, was an acute danger to Sami’s life for, as convention had it, the putiana would
return at a later stage to reclaim her child, at which point Sami would die.
This was not all. Some people who were not connected directly with Sami’s family
blamed part of the reason for her sickness on a dispute between Sami’s mother, Marie, and
her deceased father’s (Gora’s) two sisters.

All was not as well between fam Guslaw

(Marie’s fam ) and fam Barabakem (Gora’s fam), it was argued, as their common front
against the threat of the gua suggested. The dispute concerned the coconut and sago groves
that Gora and his sister had inherited from their parents. The groves had been divided at
their parents’ death but a dispute over the control of Gora’s grove had been simmering since
his death in 1986. Marie had apparently kept Gora’s grove because their son was still
unmarried and lived with Marie. Gora’s sisters argued they should be allowed to ‘eat’ from
these groves as well but Marie had refused this.
Land planted with long-yielding trees and palms is the most permanent of all inherited
belongings. Land cannot be owned per se. But once sago palms, coconut, clove or fruit
trees have replaced tubers and other short-term crops, the gardens become inheritable
property. The permanence of such plantations, which contrasts with the non-durable quality
of other inherited goods, is expressed in the traditional couplet used for inherited groves, ue
re sla, ‘returning home with non-perishable goods’.12 Inheritance of trees usually benefits
members of the patriline (fam) more than others. Groves that have been established by the
co-operative labour of a couple are traditionally passed on to all their children, but the oldest
son is the guardian of the trees. He is said to ‘hold on to’ (nice) them, but his siblings are
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still entitled to have access to them and ‘eat’ from them. The sisters and younger brothers
are also entitled to pass such plots on to their children, but the best ones are inherited by the
oldest son’s children. Without any correspondence to the actual location of the grove, the
children of a woman (mapino ntu) are said to inherit ‘gardens on the plains’ (bet lata), while
a man’s children (mano ntu), sons in particular, acquire the more prestigious ‘gardens on the
mountains’ (bet lolas). Disputes over gardens happen mostly between disgruntled holders of
‘gardens on the plain’ claiming more access to ‘gardens on the mountain’ or, in other words,
between women (and their sons) claiming access to the gardens of their brothers (or their
sons).
This conflict of interpretation between men and women over the inheritance of groves
was at the core of the dispute between Gora (through his widow) and his sisters. It is
significant is that the dispute was not relevant to Lolos in any way.

Nevertheless, the

dispute can be seen as related to his attack on Sami due to the weakening of good relations
between Marie and her sisters-in-law by the exchange of ‘angry words’ between them.
These angry words were not only damaging of social relations, but were additionally
hazardous because they angered the ancestral spirit (smengit) of Gora. Faced now with
Sami’s sickness, Marie and Gora’s sisters had already tried to dissolve their mutual anger by
twice performing the pei nahäs ritual, but seemingly to no avail: Sami’s sickness had
already grown ‘big’ (pisi ca mamagal(e) to).
Figure 10.3

fam Guslaw

fam Barabakem

We can now begin to appreciate the complexity of the relationship between a gua
attack and grudges. We saw how a gua attack may express grudges (of the gua towards its
victim). Yet an attack may also cause grudges (such as those that lead to assaults on the
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presumed gua and the break-up of previously acknowledged relationships between two
famihes involved as accused and accuser, respectively). These grudges may, in turn, lead to
new attacks, such as Lolos’ supposed attack on Sami because of the grudges surrounding
Karo’s death showed. Finally, we see in the pei nahäs ceremony between Marie and Gora’s
sisters how the gua attack led to the ritual dissolution of simmering grudges between family
members. Significant grudges are, in other words, not just limited to those between gua and
victim, but can be found throughout a wide range of the kinship network of the two. Nor are
grudges necessarily the cause for attack. An attack may happen without any appreciable
grudge behind it, while more significant grudges lace the landscape of conflict that
surrounds an attack. Often a grudge between family members can precipitate an attack from
a gua unrelated to the grudge, due to the power of angry words, or because the anger of the
suang or smengit allow it to happen.

Thus, an attack not only articulates a strained

relationship between victim or accuser and gua but may bring into play a wide range of
previous conflicts. Gua attacks participate in social life, erupting from conflicts (though
sometimes seemingly not), but in turn redefining these conflicts by adding new layers of
complexity to them. The gua is an agent in the sense that, like human agents, ancestral
spirits or totemic spirits, it is involved in creating and redirecting the history of sociality in
Buli.
The fourth healer decided there was no chance of trying to heal Sami in Waiflf, so she
and her mother accompanied him back to Tewil where treatment continued over the
following months. Gradually Sami’s social awareness returned to her. Implicitly, it had
been clear from the beginning that her inability to speak coherently or to recognise people
was an effect of having lost her gurumin, her human awareness and conscience. It was the
contemplation of this sudden loss of her gurumin that people had seen portrayed in her face
on the night of her cataleptic fit.
Sami’s sickness, however, had made the divided nature of the community and the
neglect of the traditional honouring of the suang painfully clear.

One healer, Kepiting

(Sami’s FB), had even refused to attempt a cure because he had repeatedly warned her and
Herman against the dangers of ignoring the suang. Kepiting’s son, Pesä, had nevertheless
been among the leaders of the raid on Lolos’ house. Supporters of Lolos pointed out that
Pesä’s participation in the raid was ironic since he apparently had a not-quite-forgotten
dispute with Gora’s sisters over the distribution of gardens between Gora and his brother,
Kepiting (Pesä’s father). This not-quite-forgotten conflict made it obvious that even within
individual fam mutual strife ruled.
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Figure 10.4

Kepiting

A o o
It had been a year since the last Fatüb Ian Toa ritual, but the strong northeast winds
that still prevailed in January prevented the turtle hunters from going out to sea (see Chapter
Seven). The Fatüb Ian Toa ritual could therefore not be repeated. The Kapita, who as the
uanll of/am Guslaw had been intimately involved in the whole conflict surrounding Sami’s
sickness, decided to stage the smaller Pei Ian Toa ni Jijol ritual instead. Only ten days had
passed since the beginning of Sami’s illness. It was clear that this ritual, like the larger one
held a year earlier, did not occur in a contextual vacuum nor merely according to an abstract
calender. It was a direct response to events in the village brought on by a gua attack, for
despite the multitude of contributing causes to Sami’s sickness, the basic truth that it was
actualised by a gua attack was still unchallenged.

In other words, the gua attack had

repercussions not only on the articulation of kinship relations, the collective interpretation of
past events, and on relations between the community and the state, but it also created new
ritual needs, which was inevitable considering its overall social impact,.
Despite hovering rain clouds the ritual took place in the early morning of 15 January
1993. A group of older boys had been cooking bananas for most of the previous evening in
the house of the Kapita, and after the sound from the triton shells had summoned the boys of
the village, they were told to huddle underneath the shrine of Ian Toa. Accompanied by the
cakalele rhythm, the boys were constantly encouraged to ‘make noise’ (pei lio) while they
were being fed slices of the fried banana by an older man. The emphasis was on ‘being fed’
rather than on eating, for they were repeatedly told not to touch the food themselves. The
short and quite unceremonious ritual concluded with the appeal by the older man to Ian Toa
to guard his ‘hundred and fifty subjects’ (mjaga nim kuasa slubisä re yafalim) (see
Photograph 34). As the younger men continued the spear-fighting and the cakalele dancing,
the Kapita and other older men disappeared to attend to their own business.13
The huge irony of this ritual was that Lolos, the very man accused of being at the root
of the problems that necessitated its staging, had been the adult man who fed the boys the
last time Pei Ian Toa ni Jijöl had been performed. This illustrates another characteristic of
the gua’s place in Buli society that contradicts received anthropological wisdom about

Photograph 33: (Pei Ian Toa NiJijol) Moki Maningo feeds the young boys

Photograph 34: (Pei Ian Toa Ni Jijöl) ‘Ian Toa, guard your hundred and fifty subjects!’
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witchcraft, namely, that the witch tends be found among the vulnerable and the marginal. 14
In Chapter Three, we saw how Lolos was a former shop owner and therefore not
economically peripheral, either.
The claim that accusations of gua activity are directed with any regularity at those
people marginalised ritually or economically would, in other words, be misleading. Equally
misleading would be the claim that gua accusations are weapons of the weak used to topple
those in power. As often as not, accusations and the sense of being threatened by the gua
come from relatively well-situated or well-educated Buli.

This was the case in the

revelations by Jero against Mohammad (‘The case of Solomon’s death’, Chapter Nine).
Like Jero, Kera, one of the main players in the attempted revenge raid against Lolos, is a
primary school teacher, a well-respected job.

The observation from the genealogical

analysis that attacks (and consequent accusations) occur predominantly between people of
the same age and of the same gender may therefore be extended to status and economic
factors as well. Accusations are often brought by the well-off and central characters of
village life against those in similar circumstances.
An accusation, however, is as much as liability to the accuser as it is a possible social
weapon, because any revengeful action taken against the presumed gua brings one into direct
confrontation with the representatives of the police and army. Kera, for instance, was aware
that by attempting to avenge Lolos’ attack on his ‘daughter’, he was running a serious risk
of punishment. Indeed, the police attempted to hold him in Buli pending charges when Kera
was boarding the boat to Tobelo after his holiday finished. The fact that he dared stand up
to the police and board the boat anyway was recounted with much admiration in the village
as testimony to the power of his fighting magic.
The involvement with the Indonesian state is crucial to people’s life in Buli today.
This involvement, however, is too complex and ambivalent, bringing both what people
regard as benefits and as drawbacks, to make the construction of event histories potential
discourses of rebellion or explicit comments on change.

Therefore, the fact that well-

educated and respected people, like school teachers or Church elders, so often make
accusations should not be taken as a sign that gua accusations are a tool of the local elite in
Buli. Repeated intervention by state representatives, bent on obliterating ‘pagan beliefs’,
means that accusations cannot further social status or bolster positions of power.
Accusations only incur punishment and intimidation from the State on which every local
position of power is dependent. The power relations involved in gua cases, in other words,
go beyond the Buli community. The discourse surrounding Sami’s sickness exemplifies
this. Some power relations are internal to Buli society and engage (due to the symbolic
valency of the gua) conflicts between families at various levels of relatedness about gardens,
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problems of decreasing attention to the suang or other aspects of adat, as well as previous
gua attacks. However, intertwined with these power relations are others that engage the
position of Buli people vis-ä-vis the State and its institutions. Thus, the attack on Sami was
precipitated by the traumatic and unsatisfactory court case following the death of Karo.
Police intervention and the actions of respected school teachers like Kera or Church elders
like Pesä also played a crucial role in the unfolding of events.
The event histories of gua attacks are beset by a contradiction: while the cultural
scenario of the gua attack is limited to the social relations within the village, the
repercussions of the event histories it generates are entangled in power relations beyond the
community..

In other words, the social repercussions of event histories cannot be

understood without considering the involvement of the state apparatus. Despite this state
involvement in the unfolding of gua cases, the cultural scenario of gua attacks does not
allow for a critique of this involvement. The reason for this is that the scenario is concerned
solely with social relations within the village because this is the sphere to which the actions
of the gua are restricted. Grudges may arise from unpaid debts in a store or from a stolen
leaf bucket; in either case, however, the focus is on the failed relationship between the
grudge-bearers rather than on the conditions of production and circulation from which the
objects (commercial goods or a handcrafted bucket) originated. Although I do not deny that
individual event histories have moments of critical potential, event histories of the gua in
Buli are not ‘resistance narratives’ (Lattas 1993:71), for there is seemingly nothing to resist
other than the greed of the gua.15 This is not to say that moments of critique do not arise,
such as when a Weda gua decides only to eat Javanese, or when some people blame the
increase in attacks on the recent tendency to sell food rather than to share it. Event histories
are not, however, about the new conditions of a changing social world. These conditions are
incorporated into the event histories to create narratives that whilst reflecting social changes,
do not single out these changes for critique.16
Event histories change over time. The accusations against particular people suspected
of being gua in one event history may be omitted or re-interpreted when new attacks prompt
modifications to the event history. In 1993, for instance, Lolos was held responsible for the
sickness or death of eight victims. During 1993 and 1994 new deaths, seemingly due to
sorcery, changed the event history of his attack on Hengki Batawi, as I described in Chapter
Three. The result was that Hengki’s sickness was re-interpreted to be mainly the result of
sorcery. Within the span of a year, the list of Lolos’ suspected victims had shrunk to seven.
I believe that this process of gradual reduction in the accusations against any particular
person is paradigmatic of the changes to event histories.

As Sami’s sickness clearly

illustrated, sickness or death is not mono-causal. The possibility that part of the reason for
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the illness is related to the anger of a suang or smengit or to family conflict always rivals
any accusations against a presumed gua. The accused will often elect to move away and
cannot therefore be held responsible for future deaths in the village. When later cases of
sickness and death fail to prove the earlier suspicions against that person true, other reasons
will come to the forefront and gradually the event history of the earlier acts will be modified
to fit later cases.
Since event histories concern only the relatively recent past, the result is that the
present and the recent past always appear plagued by gua attacks when compared with the
distant past. While the recent past is entropic and ambiguous - always threatened by the
gua - the distant past is replete with deaths brought about by less disconcerting agents such
as anonymous sorcerers, angry ancestors or simply by ‘normal causes’. I argue that it is
therefore not unusual that Lolos is held responsible for about one fifth of the 37 attacks in
Buli for which a gua was identified. This, rather, is a result of the narrativity of event
histories which produces multiple links between recent deaths while ignoring more distant
deaths. Over time, this percentage will decrease, as new attacks by other gua result in
further modifications to the event histories that link attacks attributed to him. Finally Lolos,
like all other ‘ferocious’ gua of the past, will assume responsibility for a token two or three
victims while the community finds itself in the grip of yet another spate of attacks by a new
threatening gua. Like ancestors and suang, gua are not remembered for long, but so much
the stronger is their unsettling power while they are active.

CONCLUSION
In this chapter I have tried to describe what one might call an ontology of gua attacks. The
main feature of this ontology is that Buli people are constantly frustrated in their attempts to
come to terms with the gua characterised as it is more by unpredictability than by any
recurrent pattern. This is the case because each attack creates its own event horizon wherein
singular events, in themselves characterised by an unsettling latency of meaning, attain
significance in a meaningful series of spatio-temporal events. In Chapter One, I argued that
the gua, along with other potentially deadly spirit-agents, was at the heart of colonial history
in Buli and closely related to the reception of Christianity. In this chapter, on the other
hand, I have outlined the links of the gua to another kind of history, the everyday ‘event
history’ of social life.

The contradiction of this involvement is that the actions of the gua

are meaningless, yet they participate in the enactment of meaningful interpretations of past
events in village life. Gua attacks create histories, shaped from conflicting imaginations,
that ‘give sense’ to the actions of an agent, the gua, which in itself does not ‘make sense’.
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Much like the (lemons of Sri Lanka, the gua in Buli may be described as ‘a fatal twist
of culture, the inversion and negation of its order’ (Kapferer 1983:232). This ‘fatal twist’ in
Buli culture has a dynamic of its own that participates in the unfolding of everyday life at
many levels. In the actions of the gua, social ideas like consumption, body integrity and
strength, and social processes like exchange are coiled into a perverse shape. As I have tried
to show, this twisted shape is not so much in opposition to the ideas and processes that
structure social life.

Rather, the twisted shape of the gua emerges from these social

processes themselves. To retain the metaphor of cloth, it is the very processes of weaving
everyday life that inevitably seem to produce this twisted shape.17 Kapferer continues:
Demons are the embodiment of the manifold dimensions of life’s suffering and are the
ultimate contradiction of life: death. They symbolize the destructive possibilities of a cultural
and social order, the rending of its fragile fabric in anger, desire, greed, hunger, passion and
violence (1983:232).

This quotation encapsulates nicely many of the points I have made about the gua in
Buli throughout this study. The active involvement of the gua in the micro-history of social
relations, which this chapter analysed, is merely the final way in which the gua is entangled
in.village life in Buli. The thesis has been an attempt to extricate the various strands of this
entanglement. In the process, I hope I have said something that Buli people will recognise
as characteristic of life in Waiflf. I first outlined the corporeal semantics of gua attacks and
the retributive violence they engender. I then described how the semantics of violence in
Buli should be seen against a more general perception of the human body, simultaneously
propitious and fragile.

Secondly, I analysed the ambivalent similarities between the

protective spirits (suang, smengit and Ian Toa) and the gua and pointed to the mythical and
ritual instances where the gua and the Sultan of Tidore come together. Finally, I analysed
the moral ambiguities of exchange behaviour articulated by the greed, lechery, and envy that
characterise the gua.

I argued that the gua is at the heart of the equivocality that

characterises exchange morality. Because of the importance of exchange in Buli society,
which structures both self and society, the gua is intimately involved in an ethic of care of
the self as well as in the ambivalent processes of social reproduction.
Most symbols, emotions, and actions of everyday life are permeated by ambiguities
that contain the gua at the centre.

Methodologically, then, this study is intended to

complement the studies of Malukan societies which have tended to focus on the processes
by which a social and socio-logic order is maintained. Ethnographically, the aim has been
to situate Buli society historically both within a long colonial history and in relation to its
increasing integration into the Indonesian state. Comparatively, I hope to have shown that
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Buli society contains echoes both of eastern Indonesia and of coastal Melanesia and that the
delimitation of the field of comparison to within the borders of one nation-state is both
politically suspect and empirically wrong.
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ENDNOTES

i

Schieffelin defines the concept as follows:
A cultural scenario is a series of events embodying a typical sequence of phases or
episodes, which between its commencement and resolution effects a certain amount of
social progress or change in the situation to which it pertains. The concept of cultural
scenario differs from that of a ritual (which may, however, express or dramatize a cultural
scenario) in that the cultural scenario is embodied in everyday, informal courses of action
(1976:3).
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I am not claiming that gua attacks are ‘about’ history. They are no more ‘about’ history than
about kinship tensions or inheritance rules. A gua attack, rather, demands a radical re
interpretation of the past and becomes, in this way, the reason for seeing the world anew. In
the cultural scenario of gua attacks, the past is suddenly filled with internal connections
provided by the agency of the gua. The present attack is linked to previous ones and the
recent past is filled with previously hidden agency as the past becomes interpretable at a new
level of meaning.
For an example of a sociological analysis of the relationship between witchcraft and ‘gossip’
which seems to conclude that witchcraft accusations occur because village life is ‘boring’,
see Bleek (1976).
Levi-Strauss has suggested something similar when he argued that a patient affected by spells
or sorcery is tormented by a deficit of meaning, because nothing explains the cause of illness
(1963:181). Once the healer identifies the malevolent causes of the illness during curing
rites, the healer provides a superabundance of meaning to the patient. L6vi-Strauss, making a
parallel to the psychoanalytical process of abreaction, contends that a cure can be effected
through the infusion of meaning into the context of sickness when the healer ‘abreacts’ the
illness by reliving its cause for the patient.
See Appendix C for a statistical analysis of the issues of genealogical relationship, age and
gender as they pertain to gua cases in Buli.
Boon phrases this simultaneity of spheres as follows: ‘Studying situations where kinship is
economics is politics is religion helps dissolve any comfortable sense of the disjunction of
such components in presumably rationalized social systems (as analyzed by rationalized
investigators)’ (1982:229).
Gabe gua musti kenyataan, see Chapter Three.
On the notion of the uncanny see Introduction.
Lolos had again moved to his sister’s house. It is revealing of the fear that gripped everyone
in the village, including outsiders like myself and the Babinsa, that the Babinsa himself did
not dare go into the house. He and his wife privately told me they no longer went out at
night at all.
It is necessary, as I have tried to do here, to look at the ‘total field of action’ (Turner 1964).
Curiously, with the anti-gutf treatment by the minister came a shift in Sami’s rhetoric.
Instead of advocating in Buli that the gua be shot, she now began talking in Malay about
‘repaying’ their malevolence ‘with kindness’ (bayar dengan manis).
The Indonesian translation was: 'pulang dengan barang yang tetap’.
There is no space here to speculate on the meaning of the ritual, such as for instance the
central importance placed on young, seven to ten-year-old boys.
This argument has a corollary in Stephen’s (1987) claim that in Melanesia sorcery is accepted
and associated with the powerful, while witchcraft is abhorred and associated with the
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marginalised. This distinction does not seem to apply to the mahapayao and the gua,
respectively, in Buli. No person accused of being a mahapayao or a gua is able to gain any
social prestige from being credited with such powers, and both accused mahapayao (such as
Laicöp, see Chapter Three) and accused gua are in danger of assault by relatives of their
victims. Buli society does not have the gerontocracy or big-man system found in parts of
Melanesia, nor is either the mahapayao figure or the gua associated exclusively with one
social category, be it ritual leaders, women, young people, widowers, immigrants or the like.
Payao is not an accepted secret knowledge that could possibly prop up the social position of
any individual. Although fighting magic (man de wela), garden magic (lalao) and love
magic (lalao maping/man) are acceptable forms of knowledge and known in varying degrees
to many people in the village, these are considered distinct from payao, bodiga and other
forms of malevolent magic. This is not a substantive difference, but a difference of
perspective: one man’s weather magic is another man’s payao and one person’s protective
garden magic (lalao) is, when performed by someone else, also payao. The conclusion, I
think, is that the gua and the mahapayao do not fulfil specific social roles in Buli society as
Stephen claims is the case for the witch and the sorcerer in Melanesia.
Lattas (1993) argues that sorcery stories in Kaliai on New Britain represent indigenous
narratives that critique the effects of colonialism, such as wage-labour and urbanisation,
monetary marginalisation and the loss of local autonomy. He claims that these narratives
extend and reformulate a Kaliai sense of loss which is already present in cargo cults, where
the power of the white man is predicated upon a mythical black God whom the white people
prevent from sending cargo to Kaliai. Sorcery stories thus resemble cargo cults by offering a
critical discourse on colonial power. Lattas writes: ‘sorcery narratives express through the
body that same culture of resistance, alienation and loss which cargo cults posit in their
myths of whites capturing the control of a black messiah, the dead, or a knowledge which
belonged originally to the Kaliai’ (1993:71).
This is somewhat parallel to the lack of resistance against colonialism in the millennial
movements in the last half of the nineteenth century. In Chapter One, I showed how the
Dutch policy of indirect rule until 1914 meant that a critique of colonial power was absent
from the Hassan movement that aimed at re-establishing the missing fourth sultanate.
Christianity became accepted in Buli within the horizon of meaning provided by these
millennial ideas, and when Christianity was shortly afterwards exposed as deceit it was no
more and no less of a deceit than the previous, failed millennial movements. I argued that a
critique of Dutch political interference and colonialism was therefore absent from these
movements because the Dutch inhabited a world and a space beyond the world which the
movements sought to transform. Whereas the Nuku movement (1780-1801) actively
confronted the Dutch, the Hassan rebellion (1876-77) and later movements sought to placate
and appease them. Colonialism was the uncontested context for a struggle for renewal of the
local universe. A similar absence of critique due to the cultural scenario of gua attacks is
detectable in event histories in Buli. Although the effects of State pressures and modernity
are present in these event histories and play a decisive role in their unfolding, the event
histories are not critical narratives on the changes brought by Christianity, Indonesian state
apparatuses, or a market economy. In this lies their blind spot, but here they merely follow
both a conventional way of conceptualising outside change since 1800 and the scenario
staged by the gua's localised actions. In Kaliai, as Lattas (1993) argues, sorcery beliefs draw
on the critique of colonialism inherent in local cargo cults. In Buli, too, there is a seeming
correspondence between millennial movements and ‘witchcraft beliefs’, but here it is one of
absence of a critique of the structural underpinnings of economic inequality and political
marginalisation.
Another analytical metaphor often used to describe the ‘witch’ is that of the house. Douglas,
for instance, writes:
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Witchcraft, then, is found in the non-structure. Witches are social equivalents of beetles
and spiders who live in the cracks of the walls and wainscoting. They attract the fears
and dislikes which other ambiguities and contradictions attract in other thought structures,
and the kind of powers attributed to them symbolise their ambiguous, inarticulate status
( 1979: 102).
Society, I suggest, is not a finished house. Social life is more like a constant attempt at
constructing a liveable house. In Buli, it is as if the tools the builder uses to construct the
house are fatally flawed. Destined to use the tools anyway, the house-builders of Buli are
constantly frustrated in creating the house of their imagination.
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APPENDIX A

BULI SPACE

In Chapter Two I located Buli within Western geographical parameters while only briefly
touching upon the symbolic values and importance attached to space in Buli. To redress this
imbalance, I will here attempt to interpret how the world looks from Buli by analysing their
spatial directionals. The implicit claim of this shift of perspective is that spatial perception
is fundamental to Buli everyday actions and general world-view.

THE SPATIAL DIMENSIONS OF SEASONALITY
The mountainous and densely forested island of Halmahera has a tropical climate with rain
fairly evenly distributed throughout the year and with an annual rainfall of up to 3,000 mm
(Andili 1980:5). Heavier rainfalls, however, tend to occur twice yearly during the monsoon
changes in April-May and November-December (see Baretta 1917:11; Ishige 1980a:4). Buli
folk meteorology has it, and it corresponds with my general impression, that rain is also
heavier during the seven to ten days of the lunar month when the nights are dark because the
moon is more or less in conjunction with the sun (cf. Yoshida 1980b:95). Unusually high
rainfalls during this period, however, are often said to be due to weather magic. The reason
is that the dark nights of the month before conjunction are the time of best catches of
anchovies on the raft boats in the bay. Heavy rain prevents the catch from drying and
instead it rots on the beaches where it is laid out on large nets. Rain is often said to be
caused by unknown evil-doers who produce rain not only to spoil the catches of anchovies
but also to cause general distress by destroying, crops through flooding and to prevent sago
production by making the streams muddy and full of debris. One type of weather magic
(payao batang ca) consists of submerging small bags of salt in a stream or at the sea’s edge
and accompanying this action with the appropriate spell. The effect is to stop the wind from
blowing. If there is no wind, Buli say, it will inevitably rain. The same technique is also
used by people who intend to travel by sea but are hindered by consistently adverse winds.
In this case it is not called payao batang ca, literally ‘to sorcerise or poison the weather’, but
is instead referred to as kakaräi. Although travel will be hampered by rain, the winds will
have stopped and the strenuous task of paddling the outrigger canoes is no longer aggravated
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by wind. According to Buli folk meteorology, rain is the result of an absence of wind, and
vice versa: wind and rain are mutually exclusive.
While the presence or absence of rain and the phases of the moon influence economic
and social life in the village as the rain pattern changes in the course of the lunar month,
winds and wind directions determine the seasonal activities in the course of the year. From
a Buli perspective, the winds follow in the course of a year a set trajectory on their horizon
and blow during different seasons from different directions. Buli do not grow dry rice like
their northern Tobelo, Galela and Sahu neighbours and in Buli no attention is given to stars
to determine garden activities.1 None of the main subsistence crops, such as banana,
cassava, sweet potato and taro, are seasonal. They can be planted throughout the year. The
intensity of garden activities therefore tends to be determined by activities at sea rather than
by crop seasonality. On the sea, it is the seasonal strength and direction of the winds that
decide the prospects for success of activities such as fishing and turtle-hunting. Gardens, in
turn, are worked when the sea offers diminished opportunities. Wind is therefore of prime
importance, not just because it is opposed to rain but also because of its determining
influence on the cultural construction of seasonality.

The seasons - along with the

appropriate winds - come to Buli from spatial positions on their horizon. In the shifting
winds, season and space fuse.
Being less than one degree north of the Equator, the Bay of Buli is affected by an
interaction of the western and eastern trade winds. While Buli is influenced by the south
equatorial east monsoon (from the south to southeast) in the period between June and
September, it is affected by north equatorial east monsoon (from the east and northeast)
between December and February (cf. Andili 1980:5; Baretta 1917:10). In Halmahera, as in
Maluku as a whole, the western and eastern trade winds often blow from the south and the
north, respectively (see also Baretta 1917:11; Zondervan 1929:607), so that from June to
September, southerly (latan simi maban) and southeasterly (latan simi geb) winds
predominate. They blow fairly consistently from late morning to late afternoon. These
winds are accompanied by relatively calm seas and are exploited for sea travel to the outer
islands of the bay to fish and hunt sea turtle. In this period the village is virtually empty
during the week as people stay in their gardens and on the islands before returning on
Saturday night in time for Sunday’s Church service.
The months of October and November begin to bring unpredictable winds such as the
north wind called latan peölat or the northwesterly winds latan pat nenena and latan Galela
ma jiko. From December to February, easterly (latan morld) and northeasterly winds (latan
tiabo) bring high waves and make it almost impossible to travel on the open sea in the
small, heavy Buli outriggers with their very low gunwale. While trips to the outer islands
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are precluded in this season, people still go to their gardens by outrigger but stick very close
to the coast just beyond the surf. Sailing along the coast in this manner has a specific term,
sifa. During this period, work tends to be concentrated in the gardens. People often go
without fish in this period and the absence of fish is a frequent topic of discussion and
lament. From March to June, winds are again unpredictable but the sea is generally calm.
Turtle-hunting is particularly good in this period and it is therefore the best time for the
performance of the Fatüb Ian Toa ritual. As we saw in Chapter Seven, the ritual demands
the sacrifice of a large green turtle (fen tu) in order to be held.
The main seasonal winds come from sites in the cultural landscape. The southerly
winds (simi) come either from Gebe (simi geb) or from Maba (simi maban), while the north
westerly wind comes literally from the ‘bay of Galela’ (galela ma jiko). The easterly wind
0morlä) comes from the eastern horizon which is said to be inhabited by a dwarf-like people
(olpdp) who rear garfish (malaf) in large jugs. With the beginning of the strong easterly
winds, these jugs or tanks overflow and garfish begin to arrive in large numbers in the bay
of Buli where they are fished in triangular nets, called ila-ila, mainly by Galela fishermen.
With its mountainous interior Buli thus receives winds from set directions in a mythical and
cultural landscape throughout the year.
The landside itself also has its specific winds.

Latan wagaf describes the early

morning breeze from the land, while latan elelau is a particularly chill wind from the
mountains which blows especially in the late evening. When going on sea journeys these
winds are exploited by setting off long before sunrise to get a good start with the off-shore
winds.

SPEAKING OF PLACES: LANGUAGE AND MORAL SPACE
The two spatial dimensions of ‘land’ (lei) versus ‘sea’ (lau), on the one hand, and ‘down’
(pap) versus ‘up’ (puis) constitute two of the symbolically most important parameters of the
life-world of Buli people. Spatial locatives are constantly employed in everyday language,
and spatial distinctions are essential for meaningful orientation within the social world of
Buli people.

Ya iboi fan(e) nap tane, T am going down this way’, was the first Buli

sentence I learnt to struggle through as an appropriate response to the greeting: ‘Where are
you going?’ repeatedly yelled at me every time I walked from Waiflf to Buli Serani to pick
up mail from the post office. While I gathered relatively quickly gathered that this would
mean that I returned ‘up’ to Waiflf when I came back along the beach, the intricacies of
these spatial references in language only dawned on me after many mistakes.
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One day I was fishing with Lingoro and his son-in-law, Enes, in his canoe on a reef
near the island of Femlawas when Lingoro’s line was bitten off, probably by a toadfish. The
fish were biting well at the time and he was eager to get his hook replaced, so he asked me, a
bit impatiently, to hand him his box of hooks ‘on the landside’ (Moce yanik awil polei tasa).
I had the island to my left and the coastline of the bay of Loloi on the mainland of
Halmahera arched almost 180 degrees to my right. I could therefore see land both in front
and behind when I turned around towards Lingoro in the stem of the outrigger. I sensed I
was surrounded by land and could not decide where ‘the landside’ might be. As I began
rummaging around to all sides looking for the hooks, Lingoro realised, after twice repeating:
‘No, to the landside!’ (.En pa, polei, polei!), that I would never find them and scrambled
across the outrigger to get them himself from my right-hand side which pointed in the
general direction of the mountains of the interior of Halmahera. Neither the island nor the
capes of the inlet of Loloi counted as being ‘on the landside’ in this case, because they were
at a distance. However, when we later put onto the beach on the island of Femlawas to roast
a few fish for lunch, Enes was ordered ‘inland’ to gather fire wood. In going ‘inland’, he
was heading in a direction opposite of the ‘inlandJ of a few moments earlier when we were
out at sea.
.

Constantly employed in the language of everyday life, space is not an absolute matrix

in which events unfold, but dependent upon a contextual set of parameters that moves with
the speaker and enfolds his or her practical activities. Bourdieu makes a distinction between
the abstract, absolute space conceptualised in a map and the kind of space manifested
through what he calls ‘practical mastery’. In making this distinction he touches upon the
close association between embodied action and spatiality:
The gulf between this potential, abstract space [of a map], devoid o f landmarks or any
privileged centre . . . and the practical space of journeys actually made, or rather of journeys
actually being made, can be seen from the difficulty we have in recognizing familiar routes on
a map or town-plan until we are able to bring together the axes o f the field o f potentialities and

the ‘system of axes linked unalterably to our bodies, and carried about with us wherever we
go’, as Poincar6 puts it, which structures practical space into right and left, up and down, in
front and behind (Bourdieu 1977:2 emphasis added).

Marks and places in the landscape, as Gell (1985:279) correctly points out, remain in
the same relationship to each other independently of movements in the landscape - a fact
exploited in orientation at sea in Buli by using significant sites on land (flengan) to
triangulate the exact position of reefs and fishing spots. Gell calls such propositions that are
true from whatever point they are uttered ‘non-token indexical’ (ibid.). An example of a
non-token indexical proposition in Buli might be: ‘the island of Femlawas is “to the seaside”
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from Mabapura’. The fact that Femlawas is always ‘to the seaside’ from Mabapura whether
one says this in Tobelo or in Wailukum brings consistency to the world and makes
navigation possible. Whereas in Euclidian space of absolute coordinates, one can assume
that if one went in a straight line from Mabapura to Femlawas and onwards one would
continue ‘seawards’, in Buli this is not so.

Reaching Femlawas, one would first walk

‘inland’ into the island (as Enes did to get firewood), then ‘seaward’ to the other side of the
island, continue ‘seaward’ for a while before heading ‘landward’ toward Maba and Tewil.
There are, in other words, non-token indexical truth conditions, but they are highly
contextual and the axes by which one situates the immobile landmarks change with one’s
position in the landscape. As such a map is an unsatisfactory way of conceptualising space
in Buli because a map, as Bourdieu points out, has no privileged position only privileged
cardinal points.
This notion of ‘moving space’ (Bames 1988) is a result of the cultural understanding,
encoded in language, that space in Buli is conventionally determined from the position of
the speaker in a discourse situation. Here I have focussed only on the categories ‘sea’,
‘land’, ‘up’, and ‘down’, omitting poll (over there), potä (outside), pomul (inside), and
mantane (‘here’). All spatial markers are combined with one of three types of prefixes: podescribes a location in space; la- (which also occurs in the form na-) expresses movement
away from the speaker; ma- implies movement toward the speaker. They may furthermore
have an added marker such as tane, nea or na attached after them to indicate relative
distance from speaker.

Tane means ‘here’ and indicates very close, usually tactile,

proximity; nea implies relatively close proximity, while na denotes relatively far distance.
Locatives, directional prefixes and added distance markers may be combined to express
relative position, distance, and direction of movement. So, for instance, poläu tane means
‘on the seaside close to here’. Nap nea means ‘in a downwards direction some distance
away from speaker’. Pap na mats means ‘from a distant location down there towards
speaker in an upwards direction’. Objects and events are always situated spatially in this
fashion, as when someone says :
lNim eta ca, ya isispe i
poläu nea.'

‘Your knife, I stuck it in the wall
on the seaside over there’

In one short sentence the relative positions of speaker and knife as well as the distance
between them are situated in relation to the landscape around them. The speaker is inland
from the knife, which is some distance away (out of reach) towards the beach. There is no
need to point; the location is pin-pointed without gestures. The sentence also presumes that
the addressed person (the owner of the knife) occupies a position within the same spatial
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Coordinates (in this case ‘landside’ and ‘seaside’) that make it possible to triangulate the
position of the knife by knowing his or her own position in relation to the speaker. The
owner of the knife knows it is located ‘to the seaside’ a short distance from the speaker.
Intuitively, the owner of the knife also knows his or her position and distance relative to the
speaker. With these two bits of information the owner will be able to know the position of
the knife with relative precision.
Because the relative location of interlocutors and objects referred to (as well as the
relative distance and movement, if any, between them) is always implied in speech,
language posits space in a profound, ontological sense. Language, by definition, does so
within a discourse situation. The ultimate referent is therefore not an isolated subject but,
rather, a moving, speaking actor relative to another actor.

Because space is posited in

dialogue, the ultimate referent of spatial location is the shared space of the interlocutors: my
place in the world is intelligible only in relation to the common space that I share with other
people. Within this space, however, our locations differs. Nothing in the landscape helps
me to situate myself absolutely, because as I move so do my spatial points of reference.
Mauss (1985:3) pointed out that positional or deictic suffixes employed in language
always presuppose the presence of a self (moi). However, the disembodied notion of self to
which Mauss refers does not sufficiently reflect the thorough-going corporeality inherent in
these references to space. It is a concrete spatial object, a body, which occupies a position in
relation to the knife, the sea (and, by implication, the landside, upward, downward) and the
knife’s owner; it is not an abstract self. This has been pointed out convincingly by MerleauPonty when he argues that it is only through the primordial spatiality of our bodies, which is
fundamental to our being-in-the-world, that we are able to perceive the world (MerleauPonty 1962:206). Langer formulates the intrinsic relationship between body and space in
the following way which, in my view, may also serve to describe how the two are related in
Buli language:
the body possesses the world in a certain way while gearing itself to that world. [...] our
perceptual experience discloses that to be is to be situated, that our primordial [bodily] co
existence with the world ‘magnetizes’ experience and induces a direction in it (1989:82-83).

It is thus the body of the speaker which, by dint of the discourse situation, is related to other
spatially-situated bodies that provides the context for talking about space, and not anything
‘out there’ in the physical landscape.
Since, as Barnes has noted for Kddang, ‘[the] application [of spatial markers] depends
on no particular feature in the landscape’, these markers of spatial direction are ‘truly
abstract terms for ordering space’ (1974:83). It is their very abstractness that makes the
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directional markers highly potent symbols, capable of serving as metaphors for a host of
socially and mythically-significant themes whose exact nature they help both to describe and
define. All objects and actions exist within this spatial universe and to some extent derive
their meaning from their location within it, both at a micro-level and at a macro-level where
spatial orientation radiates out to the mythological horizon of the Buli world.
Spatial locatives and directionals thus function at two levels. Firstly, they situate, in
every speech situation, the actor in Buli as a social being whose place-in-the-world is
defined because he or she occupies a different spatial location in relation to other people. I
have tried to allude to the ontological significance of this. Secondly, however, locatives and
directionals also construct space at a higher level. They situate Buli as a place which people
in the village share in relation to the rest of the world. Places outside of Buli are thus placed
in conventional spatial locations (‘on the seaside’, ‘up there’, ‘downward’, ‘on the landside’)
in relation to Buli. Because these locations are conventional, they involve value judgments.
This intrinsic relationship between distinction and value, to which I now turn, was pointed
out by Dürkheim:
. . . space is not the vague and indetermined medium which Kant imagined; if purely and
absolutely homogeneous, it would be of no use, and could not be grasped by the mind. Spatial
representation consists essentially in a primary co-ordination of the data of sensuous
experience. But this co-ordination would be impossible if the parts of space were qualitatively
equivalent and if they were really interchangeable. To dispose things spatially there must be a
possibility of placing them differently, of putting some at the right, others at the left, these
above, those below, at the north o f or at the south of, east or west of, etc., etc., just as to
dispose states of consciousness temporally there must be a possibility of localizing them at
determined dates. That is to say that space could not be what it was if it were not, like time,
divided and differentiated. But whence come these divisions which are so essential? By
themselves, there are neither right nor left, up nor down, north nor south, etc. All these

distinctions evidently come from the fact that different sympathetic values have been attributed
to various regions (Dürkheim 1976:11, emphasis added).2

It is only by making distinctions that value and meaning are made possible. This is as true
for space as it is for other aspects of social life (Bourdieu 1984); only by separating can
identity be formed.
Space congeals simultaneously a mythological reality and a political history.

The

immense changes which Buli, along with the rest of the North Malukans, have experienced
in the last 450 years have all found a place within the same spatial arrangement, and the
spatial universe of Buli accommodates in the four main spatial realms, the seaside, the
landside, the above and the below, a multitude of effects of these changes.
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THE SEASIDE VERSUS THE LANDSIDE

We saw in Chapter Two the crucial difference between the land and the sea in the Buli
subsistence economy. I also indicated how Buli feel unsafe in the forest and far inland, in
contrast to the ease they feel at sea. The forest is a domain of sickness and danger that
closes in on the hunter or people tending their gardens. The sea, on the other hand, opens up
and ‘you can see all around’. The landside is a ‘space of danger’. Gua and setan (forest
spirits) prowl there, sure to attack lone wanderers. The forest is inhabited by Tobelo nomads
(Kapat) who kidnap or kill people. They are regarded as similar to the Tobelo warriors of
the Sultan of Temate, often referred to in myths.

The power struggles between the

sultanates of Tidore and Temate, according to Buli mythology, were fought out in the bay of
Buli between these guardians of the Sultans: Tobelo and Buli. Another danger in the forest,
although somewhat more remote, is the people known as Yawas or, more commonly, by the
North Moluccan Malay term Biri-biri.

These are mythical white descendants of the

Portuguese driven out of North Maluku by the Dutch in the seventeenth century. They
retreated, so the story goes, into the forest where they regressed to an animal state, growing
fur, and losing the ability to speak and make fire. Now they hunt animals with stones that
they hurl at the prey before consuming it raw. Although they are not an immediate threat they live far inland and generally avoid outsiders - they belong to the unsettling array of
beings associated with the forest and the landside.3
The sea (and the seaside) has its own potentials and dangers. While the land is the site
of gardens and sago swamps from which the basic food crops derive, the sea is the resource
for fish and important delicacies like turtles, mussels and palolo worms. Whereas in the
forest any hapless wanderer may be attacked or killed, at sea one feel more secure. At sea
only stupid people who do not take proper precautions or who have violated basic
prohibitions come to harm. On the open sea a special vocabulary is ideally used to keep the
sea spirits, lima, ignorant of one’s intentions. Wadone Batawi explained it this way: ‘At
sea we cannot speak foolishly, because [if we do] the wind will blow against us or it will
rain continuously or something (bad) will not stop and we cannot return home. But once on
shore (on land) we are safe. At sea we tell (the children):
Mati baran g ta fu na,
bere lima nyal it ga/ ’

Don’t speak foolishly,
or the sea spirit will take us!

The coded speech, referred to as a ‘sea language’ by Maan (1951:10), replaces words
for common practices and objects at sea with metaphorical substitutes.

Thus

‘rudder’

(<debo) is referred to as ian golo (fish tail), ‘to chew betel-nut’ (tamaga) is glossed as iwa
darnin', iwa is an archaic word meaning ‘to make’ while damin is a coral fish (Lethrininae
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spp) with very thick red lips, alluding to the red colour of one’s saliva and mouth when
chewing betel.4 The esoteric character of the words makes it hard to elicit them and
nowadays most of them have fallen into disuse, but Maan’s dictionary (1940) contains some
twenty-six terms for various objects and activities relevant to sailing at sea. Today these
terms are known only by the older people and they form part of what they regard as ‘real
Buli language’ (.MaBuli ta nasli).5 The sea spirits (lima) remain, however, possibly
dangerous beings to people at sea.

This is particularly the case for those who have

committed incest. The lima avenge incestuous relationships by dragging down the canoe of
the offenders, unless they present an offering to the spirit as soon as they meet trouble.
In addition to being the domain of the lima, the seaside is, importantly, also the
direction of the sultanates of Temate and Tidore. In fact the only places to the seaside from
Buli (apart from a few uninhabited islands and the ocean itself) are these two dominant
sultanates of North Maluku. I would suggest that the exclusive use of a specified spatial
direction reflects the symbolic importance of the two sultanates.6 All adat, as we have seen,
stems from the Sultan, and the importance of the Sultan is brought out very clearly in the
marriage ceremonies (see Chapter Eight). Most titles of village leaders originate from the
Sultan and he is chiefly responsible for allotting Buli their present village site. It is this
symbolic centrality of the sultanate for Buli adat which the spatial orientation of the islands
of Temate and Tidore reflects. ‘On the seaside’ is thus a symbolic place that expresses the
influence of the political history of the sultanates on Buli society.

The fact that the

traditional warriors of the Sultan of Temate and the enemies of the Buli, the Tobelo forestdwellers, are associated with the landside derives part of its valency from the opposition to
the Sultan of Tidore on the seaside. The sultanate is also linked to the seaside as a political
power associated with the annual juanga raids (known in the colonial literature as hongitochten) across the sea to the ‘upward’ region of Papua to acquire luxury items, tribute, and
slaves. Thus, associated with the juanga war boats and sea raids, the sultanate is opposed to
the landside and the forest which is the domain of the Tobelo forest-dwellers, subjects of the
Sultan of Temate. As a political power on the seaside, the sultanate is furthermore opposed
to the autochthonous mythical hero, Ian Toa. In all instances, the landside and the seaside
are opposed spatial signifiers.

The gua, however, subverts and confuses this normal

opposition between sea and land to its own advantage. It will reverse the direction between
the two, so the garden path will appear as dense forest to the seaside but open to the
landside. When the victim fears an attack and tries to escape to the sea, he or she is instead
lured deeper and deeper into the forest for the attack.
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DOWNWARDS AND UPWARDS

Pap refers to a ‘below’ both in a vertical and a horizontal sense. It is the direction you take
when you walk along the coast from Waiflf all the way to Jara-Jara on the northeastern point
of the peninsula some 110 km. away. The leisurely and safe walk along the coast (longan)
is contrasted with the arduous and dangerous hike inland into the mountainous interior
(tipal). Jara-Jara, a small Galela and Tobelo settlement or, more precisely, the nearby cape
called Lilewi is as far ‘downwards’ as it is possible to go from Buli. Below the earthly
realm in this direction lies sorogä, the place of the spirits of the dead (smengit). A riddle
{cagulu) plays on the downward location of sorogä:
Cagulu!:
Nceli puis dunia i,
namtuli mali sorogä ‘i
Kakarou wat ca

Riddle! :
He eats up in the world,
he sleeps sorogä1
Answer:
The mangrove crab

The mangrove crab hides down in the mud of the mangroves at night preying on small fish
that it comes up to eat. The riddle equates the directional opposition between ‘up’ and
‘down’ to that of ‘this world’ and sorogä (the land of the dead). Here then sorogä is placed
below/down in a vertical sense - in the ground. This vertical notion of down in relation to
sorogä is probably associated with the practice of burying the dead which places them closer
to their final destination, sorogä.

Other practices surrounding recent deaths lead me to

believe that the vertical and horizontal planes merge in the downward direction of sorogä:
that sorogä, in other words, is both ‘underground’ and ‘beyond Cape Lilewi’.
Before plank coffins began to be used, people were buried in canoes whose ends had
been cut off and sealed. In the canoe with the corpse, plates, knives and cloth were arranged
for the travel to sorogä and the deceased would clutch a small amount of money for the
expenses on the way. That nap was somewhere beyond the sea is also evident in the former
custom that the siblings (and spouses?) of a newly deceased would cut down young banana
plants and fruit trees from their garden and throw them into the stream. The immature
plants would drift off (myaling) to sorogä where they would arrive with fully ripened fruit.8
Myaling (to drift away) is used as a general metaphor for the disappearance (amyangis) of
something. To float downstream (yeli as opposed to solat, upstream) corresponds to the
seaward direction (laläu). Yet in order to reach pap sorogä, the trees must float beyond the
sea down into the mythical realm of the dead, and to do this they must follow the downward
direction parallel to the coast to Cape Lilewi and then to the sea beyond. For instance, in a
myth called Fakiri so fakiri, the protagonist, Ngofa Daga (lit.:Orphan Prince), is ordered by
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the king to return to sorogä to bring back the king’s parents. This is in reality a ploy by the
king to trick Ngofa Daga, who is the rightful heir to the throne, into killing himself. Ngofa
Daga, however, realises this and in turn tricks the monarch by pretending to have died and
then returned from the dead. This he does by wading ashore very early in the morning
carrying gifts of food that he claims come from the ancestors.

The trick successfully

exploits the assumption that the land of the dead is downward, yet beyond the sea. Sorogä
is, in other words, the spiritual extension of the downward direction of socio-mythical space
on a vertical as well as a horizontal plane. It opens up at the juncture of the downward and
the seaward direction.
Gabe au mlaho nais nim(e) pnu ca, osta au map panto. ‘When you reach up to your
village, you will probably not come down here any more!’ was a typical way of expressing
sadness, in a somewhat performative fashion, that I would have to leave Buli eventually.
The appropriate answer was that, of course, I would return down to Buli again. The distant
world in general, known only hazily from hearsay, lies uniformly in the upward direction.
Whether Irian Jaya, Seram, Java or America they are equally distant, somewhere ‘up there’.
The upward direction is the region of the brave exploits of the juanga raiding expeditions to
the coast of the Bird’s Head area of Irian Jaya, recounted in myths. It is also the region from
where strange events and people are telecast on the public T. V in Buli Serani every night.9
Puis (up), like the mythical down of the sorogä, lies somewhere beyond the sea. The ocean
that bends down to sorogä also bends upwards to America. While ‘upwards’ is also a
direction within the known, proximate world from Cape Lilewi towards Waiflf, it is mainly
the domain of the foreign and the distant.

This domain is not only ‘beyond the sea’

geographically, it is also politically beyond the realm of the sultanate. All areas beyond the
world of the Halmaheran domain of the sultanate are thus ‘upwards’ and even though some
areas within this domain, such as coastal Bird’s Head, might be better known, all lands in
the upward direction present, at least in theory, the same potential for raids. They are the
foreign and distant that are only within attainable reach in raids, but socially they are beyond
the world of consociates as defined politically and symbolically by sultanate rule.

SPATIAL WORLD, SPATIAL MEMORY
Space is in Buli inherently heterogeneous and distinctions in space become meaningful only
in relation to their mythical content and the values associated with the various spatial
regions.

Each of the four spatial directions, up/above, down/below, land, and sea are

distinguished mythologically and each has its own characteristics.

More than merely

directional marker, the spatial directions point to spatio-mythological domains or
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heterotopias: other spaces, each of which presents a specific difference in relation to Buli
society.10 Each of the heterotopias is a complete place unto itself, located in a specific
region of space to which it gives meaning, and each region or direction of space contains
within it both dangers and potential. The heterotopias are not free-floating signifiers, they
orient themselves towards and draw their significance from their relation to specific aspects
of Buli life.
The heterotopias also have a history; they respond to the changes that take place in
Buli, the topia to which they constantly orient and re-orient themselves.
experienced immense changes over the last 450 year.

Buli has

The spatial universe of Buli

accommodates in the four main spatial realms some of the effects of these changes: mythical
descendants of the Portuguese, the Sultans of Temate and Tidore, Papuan slaves,11 the
traditional Tobelo enemies who were the warriors of the Tematan sultanate, and the lands of
the Dutch and American people. These people and places have been located within the Buli
spatial universe according to the same mythological rules of spatial distinction which divide
everything that traditionally existed within the subsistence economy and ancestral religion of
Buli people. In Buli, space is not another dimension from, or at an angle to, time. In space,
rather, time and change are organised into meaningful difference.
The characteristics of each of these heterotopia are both ambiguous and relative to each
other. They are revealed only as one moves through space, so that while going out to sea is
relatively safe when compared to the dangers of the land, going out far to sea is relatively
dangerous and arriving back to the shore is to reach safety. As one moves farther inland the
dangers similarly increase until one again nears the sea on the other side. While one might
say that in the case of movements toward the land or the sea, the village represents the centre
for orientation, situated as it is on the seashore and hence on the border between land and
sea, this would be misleading. Movements and locations are always relative to the speaker
and spatial directions are possibilities of movement, relative to him or her only. The fact
that actual places achieve a standardised location within the spatial grid of the world
presupposes that both the speaker and the ideal person addressed share a common position in
relation to the place referred to in speech. Standardised locations, such as those of the
sultanates, the dead, the lima, or the gua, within this abstract notion of space are relative not
to the ‘world out there’ but to the speaker and they presuppose a standardised spatial identity
between interlocutors. At the level of the village and its close surroundings, we saw how
orientation depended on the practical mastery of a shared space where every person occupied
a distinct location. To indicate the position of a knife, differentials of location and degrees
of distance between knife and speaker were invoked. These differentials guided the owner
to locate the knife by knowing his or her own relative position to the speaker. At this micro-
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level of dialogue, spatial differentials between interlocutors were critical. However, in the
heterotopias of the world beyond Buli, the opposite is the case. Here it is taken for granted
that the interlocutors share a common location (Buli) in relation to a specific heterotopia.
Space, at this level, presupposes and takes for granted cultural identity. Spatial heterotopias
both presuppose and help to constitute a cultural identity by establishing Buli as the
conventional point of reference for the implicit spatial view of the world: ‘for all us who
speak Buli the world is like this! ’.
The omnipresence of spatial references in language, a common trait of most
Austronesian languages, functions in two, seemingly contradictory, ways in Buli. At the
level of practical orientation, spatial references are relative to the individual speaker. At this
level, people take their co-ordinates with them wherever they go. It is the differentials of
location between speaker and listener, conceptualised within the shared space of the
dialogue situation, that makes orientation possible. In the heterotopias of the Buli world we
see, however, the construction of a set of conventional non-token indexicals: Tidore is
always to the seaside of Buli and America is always upwards. Rather than contradicting the
relative space of practical orientation, the conventionality of these heterotopias is an effect of
a different dialogue situation. Instead of differing in their spatial location, as the speaker
and the owner of the knife did in relation to the knife, two Buli interlocutors speaking about
Tidore share the same location in a spatially differentiated, conventional layout of the world
beyond Buli. In the spatial reference in this dialogue situation, the common location implies
their shared cultural identity. The same spatio-grammatical vocabulary that serves to orient
Buli owners and borrowers of knives also functions to assert their common cultural identity
and history when the topic of conversation is Tidore or America.
Since time is organised in this way by the spatial differentiations made in the world, it
might be tempting to postulate a predominance of topic over chronic memory. This claim
would be supported by the observation that in a society where many people do not
remember the names of their deceased grandparents, I was given, without hesitation, the
names of 52 sites in an imaginary journey along the coast from Cape Lilewi to Waiflf.12 The
tendency to forget the names of deceased works against the creation of any chronology. In
other parts of eastern Indonesia the prevalence of topic memory - of topology over
chronology - operates to create what Fox (forthc.) calls a ‘topogeny’, a recital of place
names which establishes spatial and political identity. Topogeny creates a politico-cultural
identity by describing a succession of places in space, whereas genealogy achieves this by
reciting a succession of names in time. This is not the case in Buli, but only due to the fact
that the tracing of successions of ancestral figures or places seems relatively unimportant.
Nevertheless, space is of great importance in Buli both in everyday life and world
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perception.

In everyday life, one takes space wherever one moves, whereas the Buli

heterotopias establishes the possibility of future journeys. Topogeny, in this sense, is about
past, mythic journeys. These journeys are possible in Buli, too, but what I have outlined
here are the parameters for present and future journeys in Buli space.
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ENDNOTES
In Sahu all seasons are related to the cycle of rice-planting and harvesting (Visser 1989:57).
In Tobelo and Galela, the Pleiades are paramount to the annual calender and determine the
planting of rice (Platenkamp 1988:38).
In Dürkheim, more so than in Mauss (see 1973), there is a lack of attention to the body.
The Biri-biri do not belong exclusively to a village perception. When I met the Bupati of
Halmahera Tengah in Tidore, Bapak Bahar Andili, to ask permission from his office to begin
research in Halmahera, he strongly suggested that I focus my study on these naked, white
skinned and blue-eyed descendants of foreigners, and recalled how, sometime in the early
1970s, one of them had come out to the coast near Payahe. After seeing the world outside
the forest, he had decided he did not like it and had disappeared back into the forest.
‘Outrigger canoe’ (pelang) is called pua gico (peel of the green bean) and wind (latan) is
termed mimeng (to wave with a cloth) while ‘to sail’ (normally faläi) is called opopa (to fly
around) and ‘to bail water’ (tapi), according to Maan (1951:10) is called limas (to scrape out
the soot from a pan).
Adriani notes a similar secret sea language in Sangir, known locally as sasahara (Adriani
1893:53ff). As in Buli, the function of sasahara is also to ‘prevent the spirits from listening
in on the plans of the people at sea and to disturb them’ (ibid.:53). In Galela, similar
allegorical sea language, known as porangi, was used until the beginning of the century
(Baretta 1917:56).
The same may be seen in Gimän and in Biak where Tidore is referred to as ‘down’ (Teljeur
1985:56; Kamma 1954). In Galela, as in Buli and Maba, Temate is referred to as ‘to the
seaside’, but it shares this direction with other distant areas (Yoshida 1980a:35).
Interestingly, however, Tidore is placed along with south Halmahera and Irian Jaya in the
‘upward’ direction. Yoshida speculates that Ternate’s position may be connected with its
political relationship to Galela (ibid.:37). One might add to this that the classing together of
Tidore, south Halmahera and Irian Jaya is probably an expression of their relationship as
perceived from a Galela perspective.
As in all Austronesian languages, personal pronouns in Buli are of ambivalent gender in the
third person singular form. I have translated the third person singular as ‘he’ in this context
because many riddles start by stating ‘uahleo isa...' (An old man ...), but this only poorly
reflects the broader field of possible answers available when the pronoun does not indicate
gender.
One friend and informant claimed that this reversal from old to new in sorogä occurs with all
things that we humans throw away or lose. As they decompose or disappear from our world,
the things appear renewed in sorogä. I was not able to confirm this from anyone else, and I
am therefore unable to say to what extent a Christian interpretation is involved. But it seems
plausible that this belief contains the basic elements for the millenarian ideology that
accompanied the introduction of Christianity in Buli and elsewhere in Halmahera (see
Chapter One). The destruction of the valuables of a deceased was also practised in preChristian times in North Halmahera, although the notion of renewal has not been mentioned
as part of the motivation for doing so (Hueting 1922:142; Platenkamp 1988:154).
It is government policy to provide all district capitals with a television (T.V. umum) to
enhance integration into national culture.
The definition of heterotopia I take from Foucault (1986). This concept has the advantage
over others which try to deal with the heterogeneity of space, such as hierophany (Eliade
1987), that it takes into account social processes by which difference in space is constructed
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and maintained and allows for an historical understanding of the changes to the
conceptualisations of spatial difference.
Koro means both ‘frizzy hair’ and ‘slave’. The term links a stereotyped difference in coiffure
between the Halmaherans and the Papuan peoples with a difference in status. Curly hair is
considered an undesirable and aesthetically unpleasing trait and is regarded as a social
liability. It shares this poor social status with darker-than-average skin which is also said to
be characteristic of people from the Papuan area.
As Barnes (1993:162) points out, intimate knowledge of the details of the coastline is crucial
to ‘pilotage’ (travel within sight of land), where inlets, headlands and creeks provide the
points of orientation. In Buli, where travel occurs at sea and close to the coast, rather than on
foot or on the open sea, topical memory is therefore correspondingly more elaborate in
reference to creeks, reefs and headlands of the coastline than it is about sites in the forest.

APPENDIX B

THE MYTH OF IAN TOA
BY PONCO BATAWI

This is the full transcription of a recording made in May 1992 with Ponco Batawi.
Although my translation is not always literal, I have stayed as close as possible to the Buli
wording, diverting from the Buli text and adding words only when clarity demanded it. I
have maintained repetitions, so characteristic of oral narration, to give a sense of the telling
of the story. After recounting the myth I provide an outline of the life history of Ponco
Batawi and reflect briefly on the position of myth in Buli today.

1.

Tane cerita Ian Toa.

This is the story of Ian Toa

2.

Ian Toa pada waktu ca na...

Ian Toa, at that time...

3.

Kapita Mamole Mancabou,

Kapita Mamole Mancabou,

4.

Asa siriri Kapita i,

the Kapita of Bicoli,

5.

npun Buli si, ga Buli si habis si.

he killed the Buli, until they were all
dead.

6.

Rpia, rfasaksake, isa

They fled, they scattered, one did not

7.

nfatotö isa pa.

know [the place of refuge] of another.

8.

Gabe ngolo re uat ese si polei

But one old couple, they were inland

9.

ailolö na pia.

into the forest they had fled.

10. Wol pusa tane uahleo taie noifun.

Then one day the old man went hunting.

11. Fan(e) noifun na, ngolo ca npei pira

While he was hunting, the woman made
sago

12.

Uahleo ca noifun,

The old man hunted with his dogs,

13.

noi fun denabe malingin ncapang mall.

he hunted until late into the afternoon.

14.

Npun paisa pa,

He killed nothing,

15. gäbe nue bon fan laldu na

and he was returning home towards the
sea.

16.

Nue lalau ebai na lafo mali laling cana

Returning to the hut, he reached the path

17.

nlonga nais lafo mali lubang isa,

and arrived at a wild betel-nut tree,
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18.

nlonga nais wawai ca ntangis.

he listened upwards and heard a baby
cry.

19. Uahleo ca nosal:

The old man got up:

20.

“It must be a bird up there, or is it a

"Oh puis taie mani lai, pare wawai lai?”

child?”
2 1.

Nuta: "Oh, wawai".

He thought: “it is a child”.

22.

Fare npei wala ca laisa

And he made a rope, like the one

23. smat tar gewit paliu na.

people use when they climb betel-nut
trees.

24. In calawe ini eta ca re pega ca,

He put down his knife and his spear,

25. I nais na pas-pas

and when he climbed up, sure enough

26.

the child was inside the betel-nut tree,

wawäi ca mali lubang ca lolö,

27. sadapanok ca lolö.

inside the spadix.

28.

He took the child and placed it

/ nyal wawai taie ga nafrdi

29. nap(e) tuala na, ndurea i.

into his head scarf, and brought it down.

30. / nap taga nut i

Once he was down, he took the child and

31. ga nbobö laldu ni ngolo taie.

headed seaward to his wife.

32. Laldu ngolo ca ncagta wawdi ca potalil

At the seaside, he hug the child outside

33. taga nfan laldu

and walked (seaward) [to his wife].

34. Ngolo ca nu: "Ga pei laisd uahleo ta o,

The old woman said: “So, husband, you

mue to?”.

are back?”

35. Nu ta: "Kue to!”.

He said: “Yes, I am back.”

36. "Ga laisa?”.

“So what [did you catch]?”

37. "Fun tasa ga rcuna pa!".

“The dogs caught nothing”.

38. "Hou, ga tane tlamahan ya!”.

“We will be starving!”

39.

“Yes, but what can we do?”

"Ga botpei laisd?”

40. "Ga mduk karkar(e) lai, ulang i lai, go i
lai?”

“Did you not get any frogs or shrimp or
fish?”

41. "Paisa pa pisan”.

“Nothing at all”

42. "Hou”.

“Oh!”

43.

He said: “Wife, I found a child”

Nu laitane: "Ngolo ta o, ya paga iduk
wawdi isa".

44. "Wawdi ahai?".

“What child?”

45.

“You know, a child!”

"Wawdi paga!".

46. "Ga i manca taie?".

“So, where is it?”

47. "I sagta i polei cana".

“I hung it [in the head dress] over there”
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48.

Ngolo ca far era lalei na,

The woman ran (inland) to the spot
where

wawäi ca nising i mali sisibit ca.

he had placed the child in the head-dress.

so. Nyal i ngolo taie, nyal i, nut i maläu.

The woman took the child and brought it

49.

back.
51.

“Wawäi taie ta bon laflaf pa, paisa pa!”

“This child has no blood on it, nothing!”

52.

Nuwe i to, nean i.

She took the child and reared it.

53. Wol pusa, rupa pusa, wolpusa rupa pusa,

Every day, the child changed

54.

denabe wawäi ca nfan refarera,

until it could walk and run,

55.

denabe mamagal nais okoce.

until it was quite big.

56.

Fare nua ini hma:

And it said to its father:

57. “Mamo mpei yanik eta falsa fare gaileu

“Father, make me a knife and a shield!”

falsa o ! ”
58.

Fare hma npei eta isa fare gaileu isa,

And the father made a knife and a shield,

59.

fare nowowa.

and the child danced.

60.

Nowa, nowa, lall mali fare lali papa

It danced and danced, back and forth

mama.

towards the parents

“Mamo mpei nik ebai falsa, o!”

“Father, make a house for me” [the child

61.

demanded]
62.

Ebai ca sama re ta pap taie.

63. Ebai ca mlango, kirakira lofsä.

A house like the shrine down [in Waiflf].
The house was tall, about one fathom.

64.

Wawäi ca nowa, nowa ntasapil,

The child danced before jumping up

65.

ntib nais, nais ebai ca lolö.

landing up inside the house.

66. Nais ca na ntib nap te:
67.

“Mamo, miwan i, namlangapa.”

From up there, it jumped back down.
“Father, change it, it is not tall enough!”
[it said].

68. Denabe npei ebai ca loftöl.

Then he made the house three fathoms
taü.

Wawäi ca i mall nowa pap nyinyien popö

The child came and danced down on the

na,

sand,

70.

ntasapil ntib nais ebai ca lolö na.

and jumped up to land inside the house.

71.

Nfararle puis na ntib nap te.

Moving its legs very fast, it landed

69.

down on the ground
72.

73.

Wawäi ca ni umur kirakira bo laisä taie

The child was the age of about that child

ni umur na.

over there [pointing].

Wahle taun yafasä refaifät(e) lai.

About fourteen years old.
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74. Fare nua ni hma, i re hnye:
75.

76.

when it said its father and mother:

“Aye, mamo, ga tane itet mali ailolö taie

“Mother, father, why do we live here in

na ga pesaga tane,

the forest

ga olat ca rnanca taie, olat ca las pa

where is the sea, it is far away over there,

mana,
77.

ga tane itetpei pesä.

so what are we doing here,

78.

Tane itet smat pa,

here we are not like human beings,

79.

itet pesa mantane it ya?”.

so why are we here?”

80.

“Ehh, mama eh, amakpia.”

[They answered:] “Well, father, we have
fled”

81.

“Ga pesaga?”

“Why?”

82.

“Kapita Asa ca paga ngahnyo

“The Kapita of Bicoli, his name is

83.

Mamole, npun ame ga,

Mamole, he killed us,

84.

smat na kfatotö pa tane”

the other people we know nothing
about.”

85.

“Gabe mamo, au hmam re tenöm pa?”

“But

father,

don’t

you

have

any

relatives?”
86.

“Ya tenok silu”

“I have two brothers”

87.

“Ga si maned ga?”

“But where are they?”

88.

“Ifatotö si pa, rmate to lai,

“I don’t know whether they are dead

89.

si mand sube lai”

or whether they are still alive.”

90. Nu laitane: “Ya ito si!”

[The child] said: “I know where they
are.”

91.

“Ga au mto si?”

“You, how do you know where they
are?”

92.

“Ii, ya ito si. Gabe bom ningo si,

“I know. If you want to look for them,

93.

mdoma sema, msolta der era

tomorrow morning, you should follow

94.

laling ta poyangal ca,

the path upstream that you followed that
day

95.

fan(e) moifun ca i, marlo sungai ca.

when you went hunting and crossed theriver.

96. Msolat lalei,
97.

sungai isa capang mali wela mall.

If you go further upstream,
there is one branch of the river on the
right,

98.

Mderera sungai ca

If you follow that river branch,

99.

ostam duksi.”

you will find them.”
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100.

The next day the father went inland as

Ah, sema ca nfan lalei der era cia.

directed.
101.

He followed the stream [where he

Nder era waya ca poyangal ca,

initially found the child]
102.

inderera i ca, nfan lalei na waya,

he followed it inland

103.

sungai isa ncapang we la mall,

to the branch on the right,

104.

derera i namül na,

and followed it into the forest

105.

nfan namül na mlonga namul nea nduk si,

walking in this direction, he found them,

106.

tenöu tasd.

his two brothers.

107.

Ah gäbe i ta nduk Ian Toa taie, ngahnyo

The man who found Ian Toa, his name

Tunis,

was Tunis

108.

uahleo ca ngahnyo Tunis,

The man’s name was Tunis.

109.

taga i ni tend i tasd isa ngahnyo Gisiua,

and his brothers, one his name was
Gisiua,

110.

the other one’s name was Sarako, they

isa ngahnyo Sarako, itenö si.

were brothers.
111.

Nyal si nut si maldu.

112.

“Ah..ga, watameu amam paga

He brought them back to the seaside.
kduk

“Ah, friends, we have found this child,

wawdi isa,
113.

kean i ga mamagal(e) to.

114. /

ta poläu ca gäbe nu ikyawa meu,

we reared it but it is already big.
It was he (who remained behind) who
told us to look for you,

115.

gäbe iduk meu tane”

that is why I found you

116.

Si lalau dadi rumah tangga,

They all went out and became one
household

in .

smat dirantdl(e) to,

consisting of three parts.

n s.

si mandfare nua si:

When they arrived, the child asked
again:

119.

“Mamo, ga tane itet mantane na pesd?”

“Father, what are we doing here?”

120.

“Hall, mama-ee amam paga kpia”

“Oh, father,” [they answered], “we are
hiding.”

121.

“Ga pesaga?"

“Why?”

122.

“Ga smat tan pun am, smat tan ngahnyo

“The person who kills us is..” and they

taie”

told him the name.

“Ga tane, si mane a?”

“But

123.

where

are

they

now

[these

enemies]?”
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124.

“Fatotö si mancä.”

“We don’t know where they are.”

125.

Nu laitane: “Yai to si,

[The child said]: “I know where they are,

126.

gäbe tane flonga,failöw?”

now listen, will you?”

127.

Si liori pa.

[The older men] did not answer.

128.

“Wol Jumät taie tfan bot tem si ga”

“On Friday, we shall go and find these
people”

129.

“Bot fan ya nagä, ga mama tane si

[They answered]: “we would like to but

mancä?”

where are they, father?”
“I know!”

no. “Yai to si!”
131.

“Hou!”

“Hou” [exclamation of surprise].

132.

“Si mali Mabulan,” i nu.

“They are at Mabulan,” he said.

133.

“Ga Mabulan tane mancä?”

“But where is Mabulan?”

134.

“Ai to, meuffatotö pa,

“I know, but you don’t.

135.

Lomanta Jumät ca taga tfa n ”

Wait till Friday and then we shall leave.”

136.

Jumät ca rfan, i re smat sitöl tasine;

That Friday they left, him and the three
men,

137.

Tunis, Sarako, Gisiua.

Tunis, Sarako and Gisiua.

138.

Ihma tasa,

These were his fathers,

139.

gäbe ihma molang tan duk i ca: Tunis.

but his true father who found him was
Tunis.

ho.

Ah rfan.

Wol pusa ca be, rlafo mali

So they set off. In one day they arrived

tampat ca.

at the spot.

h i.

Ah gäbe bor lafo lall na malingin(e) to.

When they got there, it was afternoon.

142.

Mdoma sema, ah sema ca na Kapita taie,

The next morning, the Kapita [of Bicoli],

143.

i re rayat cafawäo mali Mabulan,

he and his people were washing sago at
Mabulan,

144.

maplng re wawäi tasä si poläu olatl.

their women and children were by the
seaside.

145.

Smat lalancä fare yafallm re isa,

They totalled one thousand and fifty-one,

146.

lalancä fare yafallm re isa,

one thousand and fifty people

147.

Kapita ca, tarfawäo na.

and the Kapita, all washing sago.

148.

Waktu fawäo na taga si rcapngo si lall

At the time the men arrived, those who

na,

were washing sago

149.

si ta bor celi, gäbe rpei lamak

wanted to eat, so they prepared a table

150.

ca laisa lamak ta bor Fatüb Ian Toa.

like the one when we perform Fatüb Ian
Toa.
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151. Ga pei tane nau ulü ga famlanga lall na,

This table used sugar palm leaves and it
was very long,

152. Lamak ca kokope pa:

The table was not short:

153. smat lalancä re yafalim.

they were after all 1050 people.

154. Isa ca ipuis, i ni ebai ca mlango nais na

One person was in his house, three

loftöl.
155. Kapita ca ni ebai ca puis na taie.

fathom high.
That was the house of the Kapita up
there.

156. Smat lalancä re yafalim re isa tane dan

The thousand and fifty people ate

157. budubadan isa,

one sunbird [a tiny species (Nectarinia)
akin in size and appearance to the
hummingbird]

158. Kapita ca lowat budubadan ca,

The Kapita divided up the sunbird,

159. smat ta rlalo ci nlafo ndumi si.

with all those people there was enough
for all.

160.

Rpei kokomane gäbe rcake lamak ca

They roasted the sago before laying
down the table cover

161.

namul re natä ga dosal bo lamak ca,

in a long row and facing the table,

162.

dirancä polii diran ca poläu bobö lamak

some were facing the table on the

ca.

landside, others on the seaside.

163. lfare nu laitane:

“Then [Ian Toa] said:

164. “Ah, mamo, meu mantane to boi ya lall

“Fathers, you stay here.

ga”.
165. Nfan lali, i lali tane berupa ni diri ca
166.

I will go to

them”.
So he went over there, but now he had

blewing i,

the appearance of a scrubfowl.

gäbe si dosal fabobö lamak ca na,

they [the Bicoli], in the meantime, were
facing the table

167. i fare nte mantane fare

he perched here [on the table], and

168.

they began to scatter their food [in an

rcake rari ane na wagfo i,

attempt] to catch him,
169. rpes i de nabe lali

they hit at [the bird] until it got to

no. cicapo, deta i pa.

the end [of the table], but they didn’t hit
it.

ni. Riri Kapita tane nyelo nap, nu laitane:

Their Kapita looked down and said:

172. “Fseli fatoal, fseli fatoal, isa nlafo it

“Eat quickly, [I know] somebody [of

tane.

importance] has arrived.
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173.

pei ya mafia, mafia.

If you do well by me, it is good.

174.

Pei ya maydi, maydi -osta kangeld.”

If you perform poorly, it is bad - we will
be in trouble.

ns. I far era lali nu laitane:

So [Ian Toa] ran back [to his fathers] and
said:

176.

177.

“Mamo ta meu, pake pa, mati meu lali

“Father, I will not need you, so don’t go

na,

over there,

meu mantane to bo ya lali ga,

[instead] stay here and I shall return
there,

178.

gäbe isa i mail, isa

if someone escapes to here, if someone

179.

nyas mali, taga meunam i,

swims here, then he is yours,

iso. gäbe isa i mali pa tarausa meu lali.

if no one arrives here, there is no need
for you to come

181.

Meu mantane to boya lali ga.”

You just stay here and I will go there.”

182.

Taga ncalawe ni pake na.

Then [Tunis] took off his clothes

183.

Isa ngewit ca calawe ni pake na:

He (who had climbed the tree) took off
his clothes:

184.
185.

“Mut pake na malei,
osta si dem pa mut pake tane.”

“Here wear these clothes when you go,
otherwise they won’t recognise you, so
bring these.”

186.

Ni calana na gogö isa,

The trousers were black,

187.

calana popö gogö pake bis kakald

they were black with blue and red.

188.

Taga salempang ni gala-gala ca

Then [Ian Toa put on] the cross-banner
and the waist-band

189.

taga npitno i kasuba isa

and tied a red cloth on top

190.

siseping i taga nyal ni eta ca.

and a head-dress before he took his
knife.

191.

Eta ca asta bahnga,

The knife was the length from elbow to
fingertips,

192.

ntota tujuh asta

but was able to cut seven times as far
away,

193.

eta ca re kupa eta ca ngahnyo na, ah....

the knife - 1 won’t say its name.

194.

Taga i lali, i lali na berupa smat i to.

Then he left, this time in the shape of a
human being.

195.

Gabe sir celi tane, seli na faliolio ahai,

Now [the Bicoli] were eating and making

eh.

a terrible noise -
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i%. tinä menurut hadiah itet taie:
197.

fapunpün lamak ungo taie,

this is still our gift
when we fight around the table [during
the Fatüb Ian Toa\

198.

smatfaliolio ane tane na,

people make noise around the food,

199.

fasaksake ane tane na.

and scatter the food all around

200.

Fasaksake laitane na karna i taie to.

To scatter the food like that means he
[Ian Toa] is here.

201.

Nafnet lamak ca, ntota si na,

He ran along the table, slicing at them

202.

npun ci na denabe faseli Ian Toa

killing them all - that is why we ‘feed’
Ian Toa today

203 .

204 .

ga faliolio an tane na menurut cerita atau

so we make noise because we follow the

sejarah ta Ian Toa.

story or history of Ian Toa.

I re sil fapunpün denabe smat(e) na abis.

So they kept fighting until they were all
dead.

205 .

Smat(e) na abis, otle be ta puis taie.

They were all dead with the exception of
their Kapita.

206.

I nu laitane: “Ya ngahnyok

He said [to Ian Toa]: “My name is

207 .

Mamole Mancabou.”

Mamole Mancabou.”

208.

Nu laitane: “Ya ngahngok

And [Ian Toa] answered: “My name is

209 .

Tebteba Sus”

Tebteba Sus.”

210.

Inlonga to fare nu laitane:

Mamole Mancabou heard this and said:

211.

“Msabar okoce boi kafian ya su.”

“Wait a while, I want to change my
clothes [into his paliara death clothes].”

212.

Ah ta puis taie nfil nap

When he had finished, he jumped down

213 .

ntib nap balat isa ulü isa,

landing on a bamboo leaf,

214 .

ntotolang mali balat ca ulü ca.

he sat down on the leaf [without bending
it].

215 .

Ta i manä na i ntotolang puis eta ca

[Ian Toa] sat on the handle of his knife

yaiwo ca,
216.

nciba i ga totolang puis na

he stuck the knife in the ground and sat
on top [without it sinking into the
ground]

217 .

taga Ian Toafayoyoa fico na, nu laitane:

then dangling his feet in the air, he said:

218.

“lyo, ndadi to.”

“Come on, let’s fight.”

219 .

Mamole Mancabou nu laitane:

Mamole Mancabou said:

220.

“Ya smatfapnü ya, yai tarima

“I am the host and I am receiving you
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221. tamu, au mtuba!”

as guest, so you begin!”

222.

Mali tagafararlo nais,

Then the fighting began, jumping up and

223 .

nap, lalei, laldu,

down, moving to the landside, then to
the seaside,

224 . fautüt

nais, fautüt na,faiteta pa.

225. Ai na dafnet tind, rduri nap,faiteta pa.

following each other, but not cutting.
They ran along the tree trunks, but still
without cutting each other.

226.

Ai na dafnet tind, rduri nap,

After climbing the trees, they would
come back down,.

227 .

faiteta pa.

but they did not cut each other.

228.

Fare IanToa nua i:

Then Ian Toa said to Mamole Mancabou.

229 .

(tane kirakira jam bahnga,

(this is after about one hour,

230 .

laisa ta itet bot coraf tabako bahnga tane,

as long as it would take to smoke one
cigarette

231 .

tamaga bahnga)

and chew one betel-nut)

232 .

“Tane itet fable be, tanefatutua to.”

“Until now we were just playing, now
it’s for real.”

233 .

Gabe in tasapil, Ian Toa ngigmo i,

Then as he jumped up, Ian Toa yelled at
him

234 .

ngigmo i, ncung.

when he yelled, Mamole sank into the
ground.

235 .

Gabe usaha man de wela Buli,

That is the magic of Buli

236 .

turunan mali Ian Toa.

that comes from Ian Toa.

237 .

Pona Mamole Mancabou ncung,

So then Mamole Mancabou sank into the
ground,

238 .

ah i nwagfo i, nwagfo i ga npitnoi i,

[Ian Toa] captured him and tied him

239 .

faosal i gafabo i laldu(e) ga.

standing him upright facing towards the
sea.

240 .

241 .

Ni nyawa ca na npitan i kamicdu isa ni

To his penis, he tied a flower of the

bunga,

hibiscus

fabo i laldu - bla ca, laling ca.

facing towards the sea - the path and the
road

242 .

I fare nu laitane: “Mati na, maimdi(e) ga,

And Mamole Mancabou said: “Don’t,
it’s shameful,

243 .

mancapa msalawe be to”

it is better if you just cut my penis
off/kill me.”
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244 .

Ah..npun i, npun i motle be man isa

So he killed him. There was now only

mand.

one man left.

Man taie nfatlg i nu laitane:

The man was brought before [Ian Toa]

245 .

who said:
246 .

“Au mfan(e) bofabinga smat naga"

“Go and tell the [Bicoli] people.”

247 .

Man taie ncapang nfabinga smat(e) na,

This man went and told the Bicoli
women

248 .

[— ]
Smat na nmall bo pelesa, fatotö duwe
laldu.

hamlet.

Duwe laldu fare nua si:

When they got there, they said to the

249 .

The Buli then returned back to their

others:
250 .

“Tane mancapd tcapang”

“Let’s leave the forest”

251 .

Rcapang, si polau olat lapo na.

They left the forest and settled on the
coast.

Smat dirantöl tane si re nturi na tane, si

All three households and their children

laldu,

left

253 .

capang laldu.

and came out by the coast.

254 .

Man ta ncapang ta nfabinga maplng(e) re

Meanwhile the Bicoli man told the

wawdi taie nu laitane:

women and children:

252 .

255 .

“Buli siriri smat mafia isa.

Smat ca

“The Buli people have found a powerful

ngahnyo en tane,

man and this is his name,

smat tasa si man ca na, mancapa itet lall

they are all powerful men now, it is

bot cuba i”

better if we go and honour him.

257 .

Rpake pelang, pake paji, paji bubulang,

So they left by boat using a white flag,

258 .

rcali mall, bor cuba Ian Toa.

paddling [towards Buli-Tua] to honour

256 .

Ian Toa.
259 .

Gabe cali mall tane, ifare ningo lall tane,

As they paddled towards [the coast], Ian
Toa watched

260.

ta ncali mall ta smat ca ngaule taie,

all these people who were arriving

261.

rpake pelang cali mall tane, i fare nuta:

by boat, paddling ashore, and he said:

262.

“Taie ga smat ahai?”

“Who are these people?”

263 .

Si du: “Mama-ee smat ta bor cuba au,

[His parents] said: “Father, these people
want to honour you,

264 .

mati mpun ci na,

don’t kill them,

265 .

maplng(e) re wawdi tane.”

these are women and children.”

266.

Ifare nu laitane: “Yai kailöw pa,

[Ian Toa] answered: “I don’t like it,
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267 .

in the past, you, father and mother,

poyangaifare popluai, mamo re aye

did not pay obeisance to them,

268. fsu b a si na,
269 .

sir tarima pa denabefayei meu.

they

did

not

want

that,

so

they

annihilated you.
270 .

Gabe tane yai kailöw pa,

Now I don’t want to, either,

271 .

[fajkotale si ma, osta fayei si.”

I

will

fight

them

until

they

are

annihilated.”
272 .

“Mati na,

‘‘Don’t do it,” [the parents said],

273 .

tane maping(e) re wawai(e) to”

“they are women and children.”

274 .

Rcali malt denabe bobö mall.

The [Bicoli women] were now very
close, facing the beach.

275 .

It was afternoon and [Ian Toa’s] mother

Malingin ca na hnye nlesan mom

was sweeping
276 .

the ground around the hut,

mali ebai ca lapo,

and the dirt and leaves were in one heap.

in. gäbe momisan tohui nais.
In tohu i nais na smat(e) na mulain rlafo

So the leaves were in a heap as the

mail na,

[Bicoli] arrived,

279 .

bor ting mall na.

as they were about to put ashore.

280.

In cung namül nyal manyan okocö,

[Ian Toa] went inside [the hut] and got a

278 .

little incense
281.

ntopa nap yap ca lolö,

and threw it into the fire [from the leaves
being burnt]

282.

nasaplo yap

ca, mamayds

ca

taga

then he got into the fire and the smoke

namyangis.

and disappeared.

283 .

Smat tar duri malei taie,

The people then came ashore,

284 .

maping(e) re wawai tar duri malei,

the women and children came ashore,

285 .

si namül ga rduk i pa.

they came into [the hamlet], but couldn’t
find him

Rperiksa gagdu na, rfan natd lafo mali

They searched the place and went to the

yap taie ini panto.

fire but he was gone.

287 .

Gabe maping tane lolö pa,

Because he didn’t like the women

288.

gäbe Ian Toa ncapang, si mana pa.

that is why Ian Toa left from where they

286.

were.
289 .

I ulon lolö si pa,

He didn’t like them,

290 .

nulo lolö pa

he didn’t like [them].

291 .

Bicara tar pei na,

So when he speaks [at the main ritual]
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292.

rupanya sediki mayäi, bicara na.

it is a little improper, his speech [because
of his anger towards women].

293.

Falaina.

That is how it is.

294.

Gabe smat(e) na duwe lall,

So the Bicoli returned home,

295.

namyangis(e) to, taga npei ni bahaya taie.

[Ian Toa] had disappeared, but he [still]
caused damage.

2%.

Wol pitöl, ian mamagal isa nbaba i.

After three days, a large fish floated
ashore.

297.

Ian taie nbaba i mali pnu ca.

It drifted ashore at the [Buli] hamlet

298.

Nbaba i bo dor am ca na,

The night before it drifted ashore,

299.

smat mahngel

someone had a dream

300.

gäbe tan pia ta sema ca rumah tangga

so the next morning, forty households

smat yafafdt pia.

decided to flee.

Gabe ian ca nbaba i smat tane sini pa,

So that when the fish drifted ashore,

301.

these people were not there any more,
302.

gäbe nbaba ifare dirancd pnu nduri.

the fish floated ashore and the rest of the
village sunk into the sea.

303.

Ta pap ca nfaduri pnu na.

Him down there [Ian Toa] flooded the
village.

304.

Pnu ta namduri ca tane en pa,

The village that sunk is no longer there,

305.

tapi tantu bena: biasa dyawa mana na

but it is for certain that people fishing
there often

306.

307.

dat pupurang, dat latlatif mali pnu duri

catch winnowers and bamboo tongs from

ca.

the sunken village.

Akhirnya smat tane tar pei bibit

These

people

[who

escaped]

had

descendants
308.

denabe si hidup pas tane.

until the people alive today were bom.
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THE LIFE OF PONCO

Ponco is a man in his late seventies. He was bom in Waiflf but moved to Weda as a young
man in the 1930s when a sister of his brother’s wife married the Dutch supervisor of the
coconut plantation there. He worked as the personal servant (jongen) of this man, van der
Moel, for several years cleaning his clothes and emptying his chamber-pot. This direct
experience with a Dutch colonial officer gave him jaded, if also excessively reverential,
attitude to Westerners. This is a disposition that the events of Japanese occupation and the
American-Australian liberation of Halmahera at the end of the war only served to strengthen.
As the Dutch lost their political grip on Halmahera in the late 1930s, Ponco abandoned
his job in Weda and spent some years making his way back to Buli, earning him the
reputation as a drifter (NMM.: pardidu). When the Second World War broke out most
people in Buli escaped into the jungle to avoid the harsh treatment of the Japanese, which
included forced labour, sexual exploitation of unmarried girls and summary executions.
Under conditions similar to those of mythic time during the battle with Bicoli, the
population that escaped spent several years in the forest hiding and sleeping during the day.
Cooking only took place at night for fear that smoke from the fires would reveal their hide
outs. I was told that young children who cried too much or were too noisy were killed for
the same reason. Occasionally people would sneak out to the coast to steal clothes and food
from the Japanese rice depot near Buli. During the final months of the war, when bombing
raids on the Japanese detachment in Buli from the American base on Morotai had begun and
tensions between the local population and the Japanese were at their peak, the older brother
of Ponco had killed a Bugis man who was suspected of being a Japanese spy. When the war
finished, Ponco’s experience with the colonial government in Weda meant that he was
chosen as the village head of Waiflf. In this capacity, rumour has it that he informed the
police about his brother’s crime. The brother had spent five years in prison in Weda because
of this betrayal. Over the last few decades Ponco’s eyesight had been deteriorating, and for
about 15 years he has been blind. It was the curse (fatös) of his jailed brother that was said
to have caused Ponco’s blindness. His blindness has isolated him somewhat from village
politics and has also prevented him from keeping up with the many changes that have
happened to the district of Maba since the 1970s.
In his youth Ponco was known as a philanderer and many women remember how they
as young girls had to flee his advances if he happened upon them in the garden. When
Ponco’s first wife died, he re-married a Muslim woman from Maba and converted to Islam.
He then moved away from Waiflf to live in his garden hamlet situated in the vicinity of the
present-day village of Mabapura. Mabapura was established by the government in the early
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1970s to alleviate over-population and water-shortage problems in the three settlements of
Maba. Many Buli gardens were confiscated in return for small payments of compensation to
form the territory of Mabapura. So, too, with Ponco’s garden and he decided to settle in the
new village of Mabapura where he still resides today.
knowledgeable person on Buli mythology alive today.

He is regarded as the most
Nevertheless, he has an uneasy

relationship with other acknowledged traditional experts whom he consistently and
controversially refers to as ‘children’.
As is clear from Ponco’s words, this myth is ‘real’. It depicts real and important events
and is therefore denoted as sejarah, the Indonesian word for ‘history’, and not by the Buli
word kayat, which is used for less central tales and animal fables. The cultural emphasis of
veracity of sejarah myths is reflected in their style of narration. While kayat myths are
recounted in a relaxed and animated style and are accompanied by laughter and frequent
interjections, questions, and comment, the narrative style of sejarah myths is solemn and
uninterrupted.

The kayat myths convey a moral imagination negatively, showing with

hilarity the absurdity of non-observance of accepted standards of conduct. Sejarah, on the
other hand, have a much higher social status because they are concerned with cultural and
political origins. It is of paramount importance when telling sejarah that the narrator knows
the full version and only few are therefore able to recount these myths. It is for this reason
that I was recommended to go to Mabapura to visit Ponco and obtain the correct account of
the Ian Toa events from him.
The adoption of the Indonesian term sejarah reflects the cultural importance attached
to this type of myth. It also shows the devaluation of traditional knowledge that necessitates
the drawing of legitimacy from an extra-traditional realm.

The reason why the term

‘history’ was chosen is, I believe, a reflection of the ideological importance attached to
‘Indonesian history’ {sejarah Indonesia) in school education and public rhetoric. The term
sejarah is here taken to mean the teleological set of changes that led to the inevitable
creation of the Indonesian state. Inculcating the notion that nation-hood is desti-nation is
one of ideological goals of ‘national history’ in Indonesia as it is being propounded in the
village. In a televised speech on Mother’s day in 1992, Suharto, for instance, argued that
although the Dutch colonised Indonesia for 350 years Indonesia has been ‘one people since
the sixth century’ because of the Sri Wijaya, Majapahit and Mataram empires on Java. The
same idea that Dutch colonialism was a negligible incident in the history of a country that
had a pre-colonial unity and essence is also present in school text books. It is evident in
sentences such as: ‘Since the late pre-historic period, the Indonesian people actively had
contact with the outside world.’ (Bagas Prama Ananta 1989:37). The implication is here
that the Indonesian state, represented by the Indonesian government, merely realised a pre-
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existing national essence. Sejarah is, in other words, accepted as portraying the truth about
the genesis of national identity. It is for this reason that sejarah, a signifier of cultural
teleology and group essentialism, is so eminently suited to describe myths about cultural and
political origin in a Buli context. The myths are thereby given the same prestige and doxic
unassailability that national history enjoys. Accepted as truth, ideological language lends
itself well to act as signifiers of truth for traditional ideas and values which, in the day-today life of the village, assert themselves with difficulty when confronted with school
knowledge and government policies.

APPENDIX C

DANGEROUS AFFINES
THE STATISTICS OF GUA ATTACKS

In this Appendix I will concentrate on the relationships between people involved in the gua
attacks to which I was privy and the social issues at stake therein. First, I will look at the
motivations said to lie behind gua attacks.

Then I will examine the genealogical

relationships as well as the gender and age differentials that pertain between gua and victim.
In both cases I shall tally up the various factors in order to achieve an overview of the
conflicts that arise due to gua attacks and gua accusations. It has repeatedly been argued
that quantification of factors such as the genealogical relationships between accused, victim
and accuser and the stated motivation behind witchcraft accusations can provide a clearer
understanding of witchcraft cases. Thus, in 1964 Marwick (1990b [1964]:307) lamented the
absence of statistical material to support impressionistic claims about witchcraft cases in
Melanesia and urged Melanesianists to leam from their Africanist colleagues. In 1993 Ellen
(1993a: 1) repeats this lament for Southeast Asian studies of sorcery and witchcraft.
Whilst finding such statistics helpful, I reject the view that they provide a more truthful
picture of the discourse and reality of the gua. As I argue in Chapter Ten, the interpretations
and issues of any particular gua death are highly complex with a temporal and social depth
that extends beyond single motivations or one small easily defined group of protagonists.
Indeed, the complexity is such that statistical analysis of the relationship between accuser,
accused and victim is not just objectivist, but also often misleading because it represents gua
cases as dramas with only three protagonists. The ‘drama’, furthermore, is said to be ‘about’
something other than itself: social problems, structural kinship tensions, economic changes.
Although the statistical data outlined below do provide some clues towards a sociology of
gua attacks, I provide them for the sake of completeness rather than out of any conviction
that they reveal anything other types of analysis could not provide or, indeed, anything Buli
people did not already know.
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GRUDGES
A gua attack is only provoked, according to popular convention, when there is a grudge
(singan) motivating it or when victim and presumed gua harbour mutual ill-will (fasere).
Against this background, it is striking that in the majority of the 37 cases I learnt about,
where a gua was identified, no grudge was remembered or willingly discussed. Only 14 of
the 37 cases were associated, to varying degrees, with a particular grudge. What is more,
even these grudges were highly idiosyncratic and only make sense within ‘the total field of
action’ (Turner 1964) of each case.
Table C.l: Alleged grudges motivating attack
G rudge attributed b y victim :

N o.

u n fu lfilled debt

1

anger o v er d iv o rce

2

p etty theft

1

garden dispu te

2

hardship during b ride serv ice

1

sex u a l attraction

2

en v y o v er fish in g a b ilities

1

adultery

1

en v y at casu al em p lo y m e n t

1

anger o v er sign ature on p etition

1

unw anted courtship

1

total

14

As appears from Table C.l, no typical grudge seems to exist, although garden disputes
figure in two cases. In two further cases, envy over the victim’s involvement in market
activities or envy over access to money through employment were given as grudges.
Another relatively frequent context for attack is sexual relationships, either because they
have been mismanaged or severed, or because they are controversial. Adultery, unwanted
courtship, and divorce thus figure in four of the 14 cases. In a further two cases, the female
victim was attacked by a male gua out of unreciprocated attraction. In these two cases, the
man (the same person in both attacks) was significantly older than his teenage victim.
It might be argued that the absence of directly attributable grudges is simply due to an
unwillingness on the part of my informants to delve into disputes they would rather put
behind them. I do not think this is the whole reason, however, for people were not loath to
mention the identity of a presumed gua. They were therefore not attempting to forget the
incident or quell talk about it. It was simply that no particular grudge was salient. It is
commonly observed in Buli that recent attacks, in contrast to the past, have no association
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with any particular grudge. The absence of identifiable grudges in this sense becomes a
statement about the unusual outrageousness that has characterised recent attacks, a topic that
is the source of much frustration and debate. As a way of illustrating how grudges were
clearly discernible in the past in contrast to the conflictual ambiguity that characterised
recent deaths, Yancenipa told me about the death of his father, Kokomane, in the 1950s.
THE CASE OF DOKO’S DEATH

Doko, Yancenipa’s older brother, had an affair with Rima. Although Rima was
married, she had stopped liking her husband {ntei tial) and the two spouses had in
practice stopped living together. Nevertheless, the affair had caused resentment
between Doko’s family and the family of Rima’s husband, Hoga. It was not long
before Kokomane fell ill with black marks on his body and it came as no surprise
to Doko’s family when it was divined that Kokomane had been assaulted and his
liver eaten by Batang, Hoga’s father. Batang was a renowned gua held
responsible for several deaths before, including that of Lama (See Chapter Three).
Figure C.l
Kokomane

B atang

r

Hoga

9 Rima
9

4
A
Doko

9
A
Yancenipa

There was an inherent symmetry in the way that Batang took out the grudge of his son on
the father of the rival. The semantics of how a grudge between sons over a wife becomes a
gua conflict between fathers also illustrates how marriage is the acquisition of a daughter-inlaw by a House (of which Batang was uanlf) rather than the relationship between two
individuals (Rima and Hoga).

As Dora’s warning to her children showed (see Chapter

Nine), contentious and promiscuous relationships are always expected to lead to anger, and
anger (totole) inevitably has deleterious consequences for the whole family.

KIN RELATIONS
A particular grudge is thus often not easily determinable. Furthermore, when grudges can be
discerned they are frequently seen as entirely petty and highly incommensurate with the
often fatal outcome of a gua attack. Nevertheless, the conventional statement that gua
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attacks are guided by particular grudges expresses a basic truth in Buli about the
entanglement of gua attacks in village politics for grudges liable to arouse the anger of a gua
only exist between people within a broadly defined group. Space is the first criteria for
delimiting this group. Attacks by the gua are highly localised and always occur within one
village.1 Despite its ability to fly over vast distances, the gua always restricts its
cannibalistic activities to a spatial range of operation much smaller than that given to normal
humans. Whereas inter-village contact is intense and most people have relatives in other
villages, I heard of no attack committed by a gua on a member of another village. Although
Buli Islam is less than ten minutes’ walk from Waiflf, no gua in either village has, as far as I
know, ever attacked a person residing in the other. It is because of this highly localised
range of action of the gua that it is considered sufficient protection if a person accused of
being a gua moves to another village. The only long-distance attack I heard about was the
Weda gua who claimed he would fly to Java where potential victims were much more
plentiful than on Halmahera. Garden hamlets are frequently the location of attacks, but they
only happen there if the person accused of being a gua is temporarily residing in the garden
settlement with its intended victim. The gua must, like any ordinary person, make the canoe
trip to the garden before he or she can attack. Within the world of consociates (to borrow
Schutz’s term again), the gua restricts its activities spatially to one village. Even within the
village certain people are in more danger than others. In addition to space, we may see how
genealogy, gender and age also play roles in the distribution of attacks.
I recorded a total of 59 cases of attack, the great majority of them fatal. Out of these 59
cases, a particular person was identified as a gua in 37 cases. In 26 of these (70 per cent),
there was a clear and acknowledged genealogical relationship between the accused gua and
its victim.
Table C.2: Degree of victim’s awareness of identity of gua
gua identity

no. of attacks

percentage

gua not identified
gua identified but no genealogical link to victim
gua identified, genealogical link discernible

22
11
26

37%
19%
44 %

total

59

100%

Three classes of remembered and experienced gua attacks therefore exist. In 22 cases of
sickness or death no specific gua was identified for lack of clear divinatory signs or obvious
enmities in which the victim was involved. In these cases, the diagnosis that death was
caused by ungan (gua attack) was often not unanimous amongst healers and it was not held
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as the real or only cause of death by members of the victim’s family. In a further 11 cases of
sickness or death, specific gua were identified but they were not related to their victims.
Gua and victim were, in these cases, unrelated ‘strangers’ (smat(e) nesa). Finally, in 26
cases - almost half of the total - a genealogical relationship pertained between gua and
victim. It is this latter group to which I now turn.
Table C.3 shows the specific relationship between victim and gua in these 26 cases and
it should be read as a general indication of the direction in the social and genealogical
landscape from which a Buli person might reasonably expect a gua attack. Whilst less than
a quarter of all attacks (23 per cent) came from people within the Trunk-House (ebai pusa)
of the victim, almost half came from ebai bangsä relatives of the victim. This shows the
statistical veracity of the convention that the gua does not recognise and respect its bangsä.2
However, the fact that attacks also come from very close relatives within the ebai pusa
(‘child’, ‘brother’ or ‘stepmother’) indicates to Buli people the strength of the desire for
human livers instilled by the gua spirit in its human host. A typical portrayal of this split
between the desire of the gua spirit and the respect of close consanguineous relationships is
the story of the two brothers who went fishing.3
THE MYTH OF THE TWO BROTHERS

Two brothers went fishing and decided to spend the night on a small island to
preserve their catch by smoking it. The younger brother went to sleep when
darkness fell. His older brother, however, could not sleep and was sitting, poking
the fire, when a dark shadow suddenly appeared. Assuming the form of a human
being, the shadow sharply demanded: ‘Eat the insides (ulö) of your brother, or I
will eat you’. Terrified, the older brother protested that he did not know how to
do such a thing. So the shadow demonstrated to him how it was done and the
older brother reluctantly did as he was ordered. When the shadow disappeared the
older brother suddenly felt overwhelming shame and broke down crying. He
woke up his brother and tearfully told him to pack his things, because they were
paddling home. T have eaten all of your insides. You are surely going to die’.
They immediately set off but before they reached land the younger brother died.

It is for fear of such tragic consequences that demands by the gua spirits to eat close
consanguines of its human host are usually denied. It is in these cases that ungan mtau (the
sickness caused by the envious eyes of the rejected gua spirit) often occur as a result of the
refusal. Looking at the attack within one Trunk-House, again, we see that no attack was
perpetrated on true siblings, parents or children.

All four attacks came from people

addressed as ‘sibling’, ‘child’, or ‘parent’ but who were in reality half-brothers, parallel
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Table C.3: Genealogical relationship between victim and gua
victim attacked by
R elationship
category

Buli term

g enealogical
link

G loss

g en d er o f
v ictim /
gua

victim
reco v ered /
d ied

fa n d
tenou
bao
tenou
hnye bao

BS
half-B

‘c h ild ’
h alf-brother

F/M
M /M

D

FBS
F (2.)W

‘b ro th e r’
step m o th er

M /M
F/F

D
D

m anai
keno

DH
BW

sister-in-law

F/M
F/F

D
D

fa n d
fa len
tenou
tuai
ram ai
tenöu

FZSS
FZS

M /M
M /M
M /M
F/M
M /F
M /M

D

E bai pusa
1
2
3
4
5
6

A ffine

son-in-law

R

E bai bangsä
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

A ffine

15
16
17
18

hm a
m anai
tam di
tarnai
fa n d
tarino

M ZS
MMB S
FFZ SD
M PsbD S
M ZH
ZD H
W M M B SS
W ’B ’
H ZD
HFZS

‘b ro th er’s c h ild ’
‘b ro th e r’
‘b ro th e r’
‘u n c le ’
‘siste r’
‘b ro th e r’
‘fa th e r’
‘so n -in -law ’
‘b ro th er-in -law ’
‘b ro th er-in -law ’
h u sb an d ’s ‘n ie c e ’
h u sb an d ’s fa le n

F/M
M /M
M /M
M /M
F/F
F/M

D
D
R
D
D
D

D
D
D
D

D

Sm at(e) nesa
19
20
21
22

A ffines

23

D istant
affines

ohm o
ohm o
p a in g
pa in g

W M ZH
‘W ’M B
SW F/SW B
S W ’P ’

‘fath er-in -law ’
‘fath er-in -law ’
m arriage p a rtn e r
‘m arriage p a rtn e r’

M /M
M /M
M /M
M /M

D
R
D

sister’s tarnai

M /F

D

D

sm at(e)
nesa

ZHZ

24

sm at(e)
nesa

W BW BDS

m n u a i’s ‘son-inla w ’

M /M

D

25

sm at(e)
nesa
sm at(e)
nesa

M ZHBW

‘m o th er’s ’ tiopo

F/F

D

d a u g h ter-in -law ’s
m aban

M /M

D

26

SW M ZDH
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cousins, or step-parents. Although every attack on relatives repeats the tragedy of the myth
of the two brothers, it seems that the gua does not eat close consanguines.
In no case, furthermore, did a gua attack a spouse. In all cases of accusation that I
witnessed, the spouse of the accused showed strong solidarity with the suspected gua,
despite often intense pressure to divorce him or her. This was even evident in one case,
where a woman was accused of eating her husband’s sister: her husband elected to move
away from Waiflf rather than to side with his family against his wife (case 6 in Table C.3).
This solidarity between spouses is curious when one considers the usual ease with which
people divorce each other in Buli. It is more curious where one considers that it is not just
social pressure that acts to weaken spouse solidarity in such cases but also the inner fear of
the co-habiting spouse that one may become a gua through contagion.
In the social landscape of kinship relations, attack is very likely to come from people
one recognises as of one House but who occupy the outer margins known as ebai bangsä. It
is at these outer margins that relatedness becomes contentious and depends more on the
existence of good social relations than on precise genealogical links. Attack often comes
from those people one calls tenöu (same sex sibling), ratnai (cross-sex sibling), tarnai
(spouse of cross-sex sibling), ohmo (parent-in-law), or tuai (mother’s brother), but who are
actually classificatory relations. I mentioned in Chapter Five how vague and porous are the
boundaries of the House.

I would argue that it is this indeterminacy of the precise

extensions of the House that gua attacks within the House problematise. Following such
attacks, the relationship between the involved households and supporting groups is usually
redefined, as happened after Lolos’ alleged attack on Karo (see Chapter Three).
The most dangerous category of relatives of all is one’s affines; both those within one’s
ebai pusa and ebai bangsä and those classified as ‘other people’ (smat(e) nesa). In eight
instances, gua and victim were said to be ‘strangers’ (smat(e) nesa), but were still quite
closely related. In four of these (cases 19-22), the gua was a person related to the victim’s
wife or daughter-in-law, while in the other four cases (23-26) victim and gua were truly
unrelated and defined as such by the designation smat(e) nesa (‘stranger’) As I mentioned in
Chapter Five, the category ‘stranger’ refers to all people outside the House whom one may
potentially marry. Therefore, ‘strangers’ encompasses affines as well as truly unrelated
people. In 16 out of 26 cases (61 per cent), attack came from an affine. In Chapter Eight,
we saw how affinal exchanges before, during, and after the marriage ceremony mark the
pinnacle of adar-guided relations.

Marwick’s (1990a [1964]) strain-gauge hypothesis

provides an insight at this point, because it is now possible to see another dimension to the
outrageousness of gua attacks.4 Attacks are most often perpetrated by the very people with
whom adat demands that proper relations pertain with most rigour. Considering what has
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been said about the dehumanising, lecherous and greedy aspects of gua attacks, it becomes
clear just how seriously attacks on an affine violate the adat code of behaviour. Affines
share food as an essential part of the marriage ceremony. The gua, on the other hand,
appropriates ‘food’ unilaterally from its victim. Affines are connected through the marriage
of two people and the marriage secures fertility and the continuation of life. In contrast, the
sexual relation instigated by the gua results only in sickness and death.

Affines are

connected by exchange, the gua and its victim strictly by its absence.
In ideal terms, the affinal relationship and the gua-\ictim relationship are antithetical
and the frequency of gua attacks between affines is hence an absolute aberration of proper
affinal relationships. How is this to be explained? Affines are characterised above all by the
exchange relationship between them. As I argued in Chapter Nine exchange embodies both
moral imperatives and strategies of avoidance. The moral dilemma that arises from the
simultaneity of ‘imperatives’ and ‘strategies of avoidance’ is not alien to or distinct from
proper forms of sociality, but is an ambiguity embedded within exchange morality. This
ambiguity is intrinsically linked to the acknowledged omnipresence of the gua. Exchange is
the means by which affines establish good relations but negotiation of exchange is also the
moment when gua~\ike sentiments are particularly apparent.

In the high frequency of

attacks between affines, we can see the problematisation of this double-edged character of
exchange.
The gua confines its attack to people within the same village, yet it directs its attacks
predominantly to affines and members of the outer margins of its House (ebai bangsä). 22
out of 37 cases or almost 60 per cent of attacks by an identified gua come from these two
groups. Gua attacks, in other words, amplify the moral dilemma inherent in exchange (in
attacks on affines) as well as the indeterminacy of relatedness (in attacks on bangsä). We
can now turn to two other criteria that seem to play a role in gua attacks: gender and age.
Table C.4 shows the relative age and gender of gua and victim.
Table C.4: Correlations of age and gender differences between gua and victim
Age relationship
between accused gua
and victim

accused gua older
accused gua younger
gua and victim same age
Total by gender

Gender relationship between accused gua and victim
Female gua/
female
victim
2
1
1
4

Female gua/
male victim
1
1
-

2

Male gua/
female
victim
2
2
1
5

Male
gua/ male
victim
2
5
8
15

Total
by age

7
9
10
26
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There seems to be no significant difference in the overall age differential between accused
gua and victim. The gua is only slightly more often younger than its victim (nine out of 26
cases) than older (seven out of 26 cases).

Initially, the equal distribution of older and

younger accused gua seems consistent even when the gender of the two parties is taken into
account.

In cross-sex attacks, for instance, the distribution between older and younger

victims is also even (three cases in both instances). The low frequency of younger cross-sex
victims (three) contradicts the adage that most cross-sex attacks are based on the sexual
desire of the gua towards the victim. The most typical attack occurred between people of
the same sex (19 out of 26 cases), and in these attacks the overall pattern that the accused
gua is younger than its victim is quite pronounced, particularly in attacks by men on men.
In cases of attack by women on women, two attacks were carried out by an older gua, while
two attacks were enacted by a gua younger than or of similar age to its victim. Amongst the
cases of male attacks on men, however, in two cases the presumed gua was older, while in
13 cases the victim was older or of the same age. The gua, in other words, is more likely to
attack people of the same sex as itself and seems here predictably to have more grudges
against people older than itself.
15 of the 26 attacks were conducted by men on men and this type therefore forms the
majority of attacks.5 In this category attacks by a male gua on a man of similar age
accounted for more than half (eight out of 15). If we compare this with the column in Table
C.3 that describes the mutual terms of address between male gua and their male victims, we
see how attacks of this kind most often occur between men in symmetrical relationships:
between ‘brothers’ (tenöu, falen) in five attacks; ‘brothers-in-law’ (tamäi) in two attacks;
‘marriage partners’ (paing) in two attacks.

In eight of these nine cases there was no

significant age difference between gua and victim.
In conclusion it can be said that a gua is more likely to attack someone older or of
similar age (19 out of 26), than it is to attack a younger victim. This tendency is especially
pronounced in attacks by men on men that constitute the majority of all attacks. Attacks
between men are predominantly between those who are in symmetrical kin relationships and
call each other ‘brother’, ‘brother-in-law’, or ‘marriage partner’.

CONCLUSION
I think it would be wrong to read too much into these generalities. Firstly, they derive from
data that account for only 44 per cent of all gua attacks (see Table C.2). Gua attacks
recorded in my survey in turn account for only about 25 per cent of all deaths.6 Secondly,
statistics such as these focus too narrowly on the gua-victim relationship when gua attacks
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involve many more people and much more complex relationships. The fact that gua attacks
occur mostly between men does not mean, for instance, that women are less involved in gua
accusations or feel less terror of the gua than men. The events following Karo’s death,
detailed in Chapter Three, show that such a conclusion would be incorrect: although the
suspected gua and the victim (who was also the accuser) were men, the attempted assault on
the presumed gua was carried out by women. Without putting too much emphasis on these
statistics, we might nevertheless summarise them as follows.
Gua attacks happen predominantly between affines and relatively distant kin who are
members of the same ebai bangsä. Attacks also seem to occur mostly between people of
similar age and are more frequent between men than among women or between the sexes.
Men are more often gua than women and male gua are in general more ferocious than
female gua, since they are often responsible for more attacks. Gua attacks seem to be
played out mainly between same-sex, same-age affines or members of the same House.
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ENDNOTES
This highly localised character of the gua contrasts with the often regional nature of sorcery
techniques, such as payao or bodiga, or magical remedies and garden magic which are
frequently said to be acquired from other areas of Halmahera or even Seram. In Chapter
Three, for instance, we saw how Laicöp was rumoured to have gone to Kao in North
Halmahera to obtain forms of sorcery to exact revenge upon the children of his divorced
wife. The idea that sorcery is regional and becoming more widespread through better contact
brought on by increased market relations and improved infrastructure is common in Buli, as
it is throughout coastal and mainland Melanesia (Lattas 1993; Zelenietz and Lindenbaum
1981).
Gua ca nto bangsä pa.
This myth (kayat) was told to me by Wadaka Batawi.
Marwick’s hypothesis (which inspired Table C.3) is that the statistical frequency with which
witchcraft accusations occur between certain relatives is an indication of the degree of strain
in their relationship. The idea implies an assumption I find questionable: that witchcraft
accusations are direct reflections or expressions of tension and conflict.
Marwick
distinguishes between two types of strain-gauges. The frequency with which witch and
victim come together Marwick calls ‘the society’s home-made strain-gauge’ (ibid.:304). The
frequency with which accuser and witch come together in the accusation, however, he
considers ‘a more objective strain-gauge’ (ibid.). It will be obvious that I have elected to
represent the ‘home-made’ model by focussing on the gua-\ictim relationship rather than on
the ‘more objective’ accuser-witch relation. Two reasons have prompted this. I am
concerned in this thesis with Buli conceptions of society and with the local reality of the gua
rather than with an ‘objective’ version of social interaction. Buli are aware that their
knowledge of the gua and their understanding of its modus operandi are not complete. They
have no interest in tallying up attacks because one learns no more from twenty-six
meaningless acts than one does from one. Secondly, while Marwick’s distinction may make
sense in Africa, in Buli it is most often the victim that makes the fateful pronouncement on
the identity of its attacker. Accuser and victim are in the majority of cases the same person.
Even when this is not so, the accuser is often - as in ‘The case of Solomon’s death’, Chapter
Nine - in the same genealogical relationship to the suspected gua as the victim.
This confirms a finding of the village survey of deaths in Waifli which I mentioned in
Chapter Three, namely, that a man is more likely to be the victim of a gua attack than a
woman.
As I pointed out in Chapter Three, this number is probably to low because it is a reflection
people’s reluctance to talk about gua deaths in a survey situation strained by uncertainty
about the nature of my survey as well as by repressive state responses to current gua
conflicts. The true proportion of deaths attributed to gua in relation to the total number of
deaths is therefore likely to be substantially higher.
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APPENDIX D

KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY

Consanguineal terms
KINTERM

DENOTATA

GLOSS

tenöu

(m.s.) B, FBS, MZS, MMZDS, FFBSS,
FMZSS, MFBDS. 1
(w.s.) Z, FBD, MZD, MMZDD, FFBSD,
FMZSD, MFBDD.

same sex sibling

ramäi

(m.s.) Z, FBD, MZD, FZD, MBD, MFBSD,
FFBSD, MMZSD, FMZSD, MFBDD,
FFBDD, MMZDD, FMZDD.
(w.s.) B, FBS, MZS, FZS, MBS, MFBSS,
FFBSS, MMZSS, FMZSS, MFBDS, FFBDS,
MMZDS, FMZDS.

opposite sex sibling

falen

(m.s.) MBS, MFBSS, FZS, FMZDS,
MMZSS, FFBDS.
(w.s.) MBD, MFBSD, FZD, FMZDD,
MMZSD, FFBDD.

same sex child of parent’s
opposite sex sibling

hma

F, F’B ’2

father

hnye

M, M’Z ’

mother

tuai

M’B’.F ’Z’H

uncle

fofai

F’Z ’, M’B’W

aunt

ntu

(m.s.) S, D, Bch, FBSch, MZSch,
MMZDSch, FFBSSch, FMZSSch,
MFBDSch, MBSch, MFBSSch, FZSch,
FMZDSch, MMZSSch, FFBDSch
(w.s.) S, D, Zeh, FBDch, MZDch,
MMZDDch, FFBSDch, FMZSDch,
MFBDDch, MBDch, MFBSDch, FZDch,
FMZDDch, MMZSDch, FFBDDch

child, same sex sibling’s
child

382

K IN T E R M

DENOTATA

GLO SS

fa n d

(m .s.) Z eh , F B D ch, M Z D ch, F Z D ch,
M B D ch, M F B S D ch, F F B S D ch, M M Z SD ch,
F M Z S D ch, M F B D D ch, F F B D D ch,
M M Z D D ch, FM Z D D ch
(w .s.) B ch, F B S ch, M Z S ch, F Z S ch, M B Sch,
M F B S S ch, F F B S S ch, M M Z S S ch, FM Z SSch,
M F B D S ch, F F B D S ch, M M Z D Sch,
F M Z D S ch

o p posite sex sib lin g ’s child

bu

FF, F M , M F, M M , Sch, Dch

gran d p aren t, gran d ch ild

wos

P P P , C hchch

third ascen d in g o r d escen d in g
g en eration

tabäu

PPPP, C hchchch

fourth ascen d in g o r descen d in g
generatio n
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Affinal terms
K IN T E R M

DENOTATA

GLO SS

uat

H

husband

ngolo

W

wife

tamdi

H’Z’, W’B’

spouse’s opposite sex sibling

tarino

H’B’, W’Z’

spouse’s same sex sibling

taifori
(keno)

(m.s.) ‘Z’H
(w.s.) ‘B’W

opposite sex sibling’s spouse

maban

(m.s.) ‘B’W
(w.s.) ‘Z’H

same sex sibling’s spouse

tiopo

(m.s.) W’Z’H, ‘B’W’B’
(w.s.) H’B’W, ‘Z’H’Z’

spouse’s opposite sex
sibling’s spouse, same sex
sibling’s spouse’s opposite
sex sibling.

mnuai

(m.s.) W’B’W
(w.s.) H’Z’H

spouse’s opposite sex
sibling’s spouse

mandi

DH

son-in-law

malafa

SW

daughter-in-law

ohmo

(m.s.) WM, WF
(w.s.) HM, HF

parent-in-law

paing

SWF, SWM, DHF, DHM

parent’s of child’s spouse

The two figures below present these kin terms from the perspective of a male and a female
ego, respectively. In these figures, italics denotes term of reference, while underline denotes
term of address.

ENDNOTES
I have used the following abbreviations: B:brother; Z: sister; F: father; M: mother; S: son;
D: daughter; ch: child; P: parent; H: husband; W: wife; (m.s.): man speaking; (w.s.): woman
speaking.
2
’B’ denotes classificatory brother as detailed in tenöu (m.s.) above. ‘Z’ denotes
classificatory sister as detailed in tenöu (w.s.) above.
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